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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

Office of Kailroad Commissioners of South Carolina,

Columbia, S. C, October 6, 1888.

To His Excellency J. P. Richardson,

Governor of the State of South Carolina.

Dear Si r : We have the honor of transmitting to you, to be laid

before the General Assembly, our Annual Report as Railroad Com

missioners.

Respectfully,

M. L. BONHAM, Chairman.

M. T. Bartlett, Secretary.
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TENTH ANNUAL REPORT.

. 3% the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives:

•'"."The Board of Kailroad Commissioners have the honor to submit

•their Tenth Annual Report herewith :

REPORTS FROM RAILROAD COMPANIES.

Annual Reports have been received from all the Railroads operated

in this State except the Barnwell Railway and the Charleston, Cin

cinnati and Chicago Railroad, the latter being in process of construc

tion. Attention is called to the tabulated statistics published in this

Report.

NAMES AND MILEAGE OF RAILROADS IN THE STATE.

Total Miles. Miles in

t South Carolina.

Asheville and Spartanburg Railroad 66 24.25

Ashley River Railroad 4 4

Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Railway 269 125

Barnwell Railway 9 9

Bishopville Railroad 22.5 22.5

Blackville, Alston and Newberry Railroad 24 24

Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Railway 288.6 10.5

Central Railroad of South Carolina 40 40

Charleston, Cincinnati and Chicago Railroad 44.5

Charleston and Savannah Railway 102. 5 90. 5

Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad 191 178.8

Cheraw and Chester Railroad 28.6 28.6

Cheraw and Darlington Railroad 40 40

Cheraw and Salisbury Railroad 25 11

Chester and Lenoir Railroad 109.3 87

Columbia and Greenville Railroad 199 199

Eutawville Railroad 85 85

Florence Railroad 17.5 17.5

Georgetown and Western Railroad 86 86

Green Pond, Walterboro and Branchville Railroad . . 12 12

Laurens Railway 29.9 29.9

Northeastern Railroad i 102 102

Palmetto Railroad 18.2 11.2

Port Royal and Augusta Railway 112 108.3

Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway 228.2 211.2

South Carolina Railway 246 245
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Total Mies. Miles in

Smith Carolina.

Spartanburg, Union and Columbia Railroad 68 68

Wilmington, Chadbourn and Conway Railroad 39.17 25.17

Wilmington, Columbia and Augusta Railroad 192 124

Total miles in South Carolina June 30, 1888. . . 1,913.92

Since the 30th of June 63.5 miles have been opened,

making the total number of miles October 1, 1888. 1,977.42

Total miles this year 1,913.92

Total miles last year 1,812.95

An increase of 100.97

And, since the 30th June up to 1st October, 63.5 miles have also

been opened, showing that the activity in railroad construction

alluded to last year has been carried on.

CONDITION OP ROADS.

Reference being had to the Report of inspection of the roads in

the State, it will be found that the steady improvement in the physi

cal condition of almost all of them is still being carried on, and the

hope is expressed that it may continue, until we can show in South

Carolina as great a degree of excellence in this respect as any other

State.

Your attention is called to the following synopsis :

8TEEL RAILS.

During the vear 146.43 miles of track have been relaid with steel

rails. To this must be added the new mileage laid with steel, which

will make a total in steel, the past fiscal year, of 229.93 miles.

BALLAST.

More attention is being paid to this feature of the roads. Some of

the trunk lines have been much improved in this respect. Among

the best substances used for this purpose are the phosphate gravel

from the large beds of this article along the coast, and a substance

found at Long View in Georgia, which is being successfully applied

to the Air Line Road.

CROSS TDSS.

A very large number of ties are used during the year in renewing

and repairing tracks, and it was gratifying to the Commission, in



their annual inspection, to note that most of the roads exercise great

care in watching this portion of their work. In most instances tie3

not considered good for at least twelve months are taken out and

replaced by new ones.

BRIDGES.

During the past fiscal year seven iron truss or girder bridges (a

total length of 2,792 feet) were built, replacing the same number of

wooden structures.

EQUIPMENT.

The principal lines in the State are for the most part making con

siderable improvements in this particular, and their equipment in

both passenger and freight departments are being brought up to a

high standard.

DEPOT ACCOMMODATIONS.

While a considerable amount of work has been done in this depart

ment, there is much room for improvement in many directions. As

an instance of reasonable complaint, the attention of the Legislature

is called to the Shelton case—full report of which appears in Report

of Railroad Commission for 1885.

EMPLOYEES.

There are about 7,500 men in the employ of the railway service in

this State.

CASUALTIES.

During the past year forty-four persons were killed and one hun

dred and fourteen injured on the roads in South Carolina. Of the

killed, three were passengers, eighteen employees and twenty-three

others than passengers or employees. Five were killed from causes

beyond their control and thirty-nine by reason of their own negli

gence or carelessness. No passenger was killed from any fault on

the part of a railroad. Of the injured, twenty-two cases were from

causes beyond their control and ninety-two by reason of their own

negligence or carelessness.

CniCITLARS.

Since the issuance of Circular No. 14, as published in last Report,

the various railroad corporations have been much more prompt in

filing their Reports, in consequence of which the Secretary has been

enabled to keep the work of the office in much better shape.
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ICfrcuUlT NOyU.1

OFFICE OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS,

COLUMBIA, S. C, August 23d, 1888.

Tb the Railroad Companies of South Carolina:

The Commission, after having obtained the Attorney General's opinion on the subject, directs

that all Joint rates now In force charging the same for a shorter as for a longer distance be with

drawn, and rates charging more for longer than for shorter distances be substituted therefor, the

same to be submitted to the Commission for their approval before being put in operation.

By order of the Board.

M. I_ BONHAM, Chairman Board.

K. T. Bartlett, Secretary.

The roads interested in the above circular will adjust their rates

so as to conform to the opinion of the Attorney General.

CAPITAL STOCK.

Capital stock of railroads as far as reported $20,180,605 00

DEBT.

Funded debt as far as reported 84,817,529 95

Unfunded debt as far as reported 1,336,598 39

Total stock and debt $56,384,783 34

INCOME.

Earnings passenger department $ 2,678,753 21

Earnings freight department 4,683,840 17

Earnings not itemized 9,775 59

Income from other sources 103,423 05

Total income $7,475,292 02

Total expenses 5,187,981 90

Net income year ending June 30th, 1888 $2,887,310 12

Net income year ending June 30th, 1887 1,693,400 15

Increase net earnings 1887-88 $643,909 97

The total income of year ending June 30, 1888, shows an in

crease of 941,047 74

And expenses show an increase of 297,137 77

Increase net earnings this year as above . $643,909 97

AMENDMENTS TO THE LAW.

The Commission earnestly urges upon your honorable body the

imperative necessity of amending Section 1457 so as to provide a

specific mode or remedy for enforcing such orders as the Board may

be called upon to make thereunder. In the opinion of the Attorney

General of South Carolina, " Such amendment would seem neces
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sary under the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Railroad

Commissioners vs. C. & G. R. R., known as the Shelton Case." A

Bill suggesting such amendments as were deemed proper was intro

duced during the session of the Legislature of 1887, but, being low

down on the calendar, was not reached before adjournment.

Your attention is further called to the necessity of so amending an

Act passed during the session of 1887, entitled "An Act to prevent

monopolies in the transportation of freights and to secure free com

petition in the same, and for other purposes," as to make it effective

and enable the Commission to carry out the views of the authors of

same. Reference to the correspondence in regard to the connection

of the Port Royal and Western Carolina and Atlanta and Charlotte

Air Line Railroads at Spartanburg, S. C, (published elsewhere in

this Report,) will no doubt convince your honorable body of the

inability of the Commission to require roads to connect under the

law as it now stands.

COMPLAINTS AND CORRESPONDENCE.

Complaint of Moses & Harby of Unreasonable Cliarges on Lumber

by Atlantic Coast Line When Cars Have Been Overloaded.

This is a very serious question, and one that the Commission thinks

it would be well for the Legislature to look into and provide a penalty,

or to so amend the law that discretionary powers under such circum

stances be given to the Board of Railroad Commissioners.

The full correspondence between the Coast Line and the Commis

sion is published for information :

LCircutar No. 17G7.1

Atlantic Coast Like,

Freight Department, Wilmington, N. C, August 23, 1887.

The attention of agents Is called to the fact that cars containing lumber and other forest products

are being overloaded.

You will n tlfy shippers that any excess over capacity of cars, as marked thereon, will be charged

double rates.

Agents at delivering stations will assess accordingly.

Referring to Superintendent of Transportation's Circular, No. 41, concerning the loading of long

lumber, full rates will be assessed on each car used.

T. H. EMERSON, General Freight Agent.

Wilmington, N. C, October 1, 1887.

M. T. Bartlett, Esq., Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I have yours of the 30th covering copy of complaint of Messrs. Moses A Harby con

cerning charging of double rates on lumber In excess of marked capacity of cars.

Your Board Is undoubtedly aware that the overloading of cars Is one which may cause serious

accidents and loss of life, and It Is In the Interest of the safety of our employees that it has been

found necessary to adopt some rule that would prevent such overloading.

We have had several accidents caused by overloading of cars, but fortunately no loss of life or

Injury to persons.
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The amount of revenue derived from charging excess has no bearing whatever with us, but, as

■taxed above, it is simply done to avoid the evil that would undoubtedly lead to Injury to employees,

or possibly others.

Tours respectfully, T. M. EMERSON, General Freight Agent

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, October 4th, 1S8T.

T. V. Emerson. Esq., G. F. A. A. C. Line, Wilmington, N. C.

Dear Sir : Tour favor of the 1st instant has been received. The Commission fully agree with you

as to the advisability of preventing, not only the overloading of cars of lumber, but any other

article. They respectfully state, however, that they do not consider your mode of preventing such

abases a proper one under the circumstances, and feel constrained to request a withdrawal of so

much of your Circular No. 17A7 as treats of this double charge.

Toe Commission will cheerfully sustain you in any reasonable plan you may adopt to carry out

your views which they feel would be authorized by law.

Tours very truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Wilmington, n. C, October 5, 1887.

M. T. Bartlett, Esq., Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dkax Sis : I have yours of the 4th concerning Circular 1787. The question at Issue is one of

such serious nature that we are naturally anxious to adopt such rule as will prevent the overload

ing of cars. We have done everything in our power to prevent this evil, and the charging of

double rates on excess seems to be the only way in which we can correct it ; nor do we see where

the rule works hardships on those who do not overload.

With due respect to your honorable body, I would beg to state that I do not see wherein Circular

1787 is Dot in accord with the law. The law provides that rates shall be made In a certain manner,

and rates made in accordance therewith on lumber apply to shipments in car load lots, and I feel

that we are fully Justified in charging penalty where more than a car load Is loaded on one car,

more especially when the object to be attained is to prevent serious damage to property and loss of

life. If, however, you can suggest any other method that will accomplish the object, we will be

more than happy to give It l. trial, for, as stated In my previous communication, the amount of

revenue derived is as nothing compared with the evils the practice of overloading may lead to.

I will endeavor to be in Columbia within the next ten days, and will be pleased to discuss this

matter with your Board.

Tours truly, T. M. EMERSON, General Freight Agent.

Office of railroad commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, November 23, 1887.

T. M. EMERSON, Esq., O. F. A. A. C. Line, Wilmington, N. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your favor of the 5th of October in reference to overloading of lumber, I

am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to say they have delayed reply hoping to have

had a personal Interview.

The Commission is anxious to assist you in every way In their power to remedy the existing evil,

but do not feel that under the law as It now stands they have authority to approve of the double

ctarge when excess of capacity Is loaded on cars. The Commission has no other remedy to suggest

except a refusal on your part to move any cars so loaded.

Tours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Cliflon Manufacturing Company against Richmond and Danville

Railroad Company.

Clifton. S. C, October 25, 1887.

CoL D. P. Duncan, State Commissioner of Railroads, Union, S. C.

Dear Sib : I have been aware for some time that the Columbia and Greenville Railroad were

carrying cotton from Greenville to Piedmont at 40 cents per bale—a distance of twelve miles.

I wrote to Mr. MoCleskey, Division Freight Agent of this Division, In regard to it and enclose his

replies, from which you will observe that I obtained very little satisfaction.

The Richmond and Danville Railroad charges us 10 cents per 100 pounds on all our cotton from

Spartanburg to this place, a distance of eight miles—equivalent to 46 cents per bale.

We consider that they are i"»H"f a discrimination against us, and beg that you look into the

r for na.
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All we want is aa low a rate as Is given an; one else for same distance, and only what we are

entitled to by rates fixed by Railroad Commission.

Yours very respectfully, A. H. TWICHELL, Treasurer.

Clifton, 8. C, October 3, 1887.

Mr. L. L. McClesket, O. F. A., Atlanta, Oa.

Dear Sir : Will you kindly inform me If we are not entitled to as low a rate of freight per bale

on cotton from Spartanburg to Clifton, less than ten miles, as given by your line to other parties for

ten miles 1 An early answer will greatly oblige.

Yours truly, A. H. TWICHELL, Treasurer.

Atlanta, GA., October 6, 1887.

Respectfully referred to A. H. TwlchelL Esq.., Treasurer, Clifton, 8. C.

You certainly are. We have made no discrimination against you on my Division.

L. L. McCLESKEY, D. F. A.

Clifton, S. C, October 36, 1887.

Mr. L. L. McClesket, O. F. A., Atlanta, Oa.

Dear Sir : Yours of the"5th Instant received. In reply would say that I have been Informed that

cotton Is being carried from Greenville to Piedmont at forty cents per bale, the distance beingeleven

to twelve miles. We are charged, as you are aware, ten cents per 100, or forty-six cents per bale fco-

eight miles. All we ask is as low a rate as any one else.

Yours truly, A. H. TWICHELL, Treasurer.

Atlanta, Ga., October 10, 1887.

Respectfully returned to A. H. Twlchell, Esq., Secretary, Clifton, S. C

I do not know what the special rates are on Columbia and Greenville, If any, as Mr. Cardwell has

charge of that Division.

L. L. McCLESKEY, D. F. A.

OmcE or Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, March 7th, 1888.

A. H. Twichell, Esq., Treasurer Clifton Manufacturing Company, Clifton, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your letter to Railroad Commissioner Duncan, of October 25th last. I am

directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to request you to inform them whether the rate of

ten cents per hundred pounds on cotton from Spartanburg to your place was reduced. The Com

mission has been informed verbally that it has been, but they wish documentary evidence to flle in

their office. .

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Clifton, 8. C, March 9, 1888.

M. T. Bartlett, Esq, Secretary Railroad Commission, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Yours of the 7th Instant received. The rate on cotton from Spartanburg to this place

was reduced from ten cento per hundred pounds to forty cents per bale, November 88th, 1887.

Unfortunately for us, though, too late to be of any benefit to us this season, as we had about com

pleted our purchase for the year.

Yours truly, A. H. TWICHELL, Treasurer.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, March 12, 1888.

A. H. Twichell, Esq., Treasurer Clifton Manufacturing Company, Clifton, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of your

favor of the 9th instant, and to thank you for same. I am also directed to request you to Inform the

Board whether you purpose taking any steps to recover the amount paid by you In excess of forty

cents per bale from the time the forty cent rate from Greenville to Piedmont went into effect to the

time your rate from Spartanburg was reduced.

Yours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Clifton, 8. C, March 15th, 1888.

M. T. Bartlett, Esq., Secretary Railroad Commission, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Yours of I2tb instant received. I shall make claim upon the Richmond and Danville

Railroad for difference between freight paid by us on the cotton and the reduced rate, as soon aa I

can ascertain the date on which the rate went Into effect between Greenville and Piedmont.

fours truly, A. H. TWICHELL, Treasurer.
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Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, March 16, 1888.

A. H. Twichzll, Esq., Treasurer Clifton Manufacturing Company, Clifton, S. C.

Dear Sir : Tour favor of the 15th Instant received.

The rate of forty cents per bale on cotton from Greenville to Piedmont went Into effect September

«th,1887.

Tours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

CLIFTON, 8. C, May 28, 1888.

Mr. M. T. Bartlett, Secretary Board of Bailroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I enclose to you copy of claim I sent In to the Richmond and Danville Railroad for

overcharges on cotton from Spartanburg to Clifton, from September 28tb to November 28th, In excess

of what they were charging Piedmont Manufacturing Company from Greenville. I also attach

copies of remarks attached to claim as It was returned to me. We certainly are entitled to as low a

rate as given by them on any other division of their road, and hope that the Board can be of assist

ance to us In the matter.

Tours truly, A . H. TWICHELL, Treasurer.

[Copy.] • CLIFTON, 8. C, April 23, 1888.

E.4D. R. R.OO.

lb The Clifton Mantfactcrinq compant. Dr.

For difference between rate per bale on cotton charged Clifton Manufacturing Company

from Spartanburg and rate given to Piedmont Manufacturing Company from Green

ville, from September 28th to November 28th, 1887, Inclusive, 3,837 bales, at five cents, $106 85

[Copy.] Clifton, 8. C, April 23, 1888.

Mr. P. H. Adams, Claim Agent, West Point, Va.

Dear Sir : I send you under separate cover a claim with bills of lading for overcharges on cotton

to this point from Spartanburg, between September 28th and November 28th .

Tour line gave a special rate of forty cents per bale to the Piedmont Mill from Greenville on Sep

tember 28th, date given me by our Board of Commissioners. After making complaint to the Com

missioners of the discrimination against us, the Richmond and Danville Railroad gave us the same

rite November 28th. Tou will see the justice of our claim without any further remarks from us.

Tours truly, A. H. TWICHELL, Treasurer.

[Copy.]

Mr. L. L. McClesket, D. F. A., Atlanta, Go.

Dear Sir : Please note letter from claimants April 23d, and advise me what rate should be used

In the settlement of this claim.

Very truly, P. H. ADAMS. G. C. A.

West point, Va., May 11, 1888.

LCopy.]

Respectfully referred to J. B. Drake, Esq., G. F. A., Washington, D. C.

CLAIM No. 427—3 F.

I put In rate of forty cents per bale on cotton Spartanburg to Clifton on November 29th, 1887. I

did this after consulting with you. I did not do this at the Instance nor by the direction of Railroad

Commissioners of South Carolina, as I never beard from them touching this matter, though a com

plaint may have been Hied. I prefer that you decide on the merits of this claim.

L. L. MCCLESKET, D. F. A.

Atlanta, Ga., May 15, 1888.

[Copy.]

FnmiL. L. McCleskey, May 15th. Claim Clifton Manufacturing Company for overcharge on

cotton from Spartanburg. Respectfully referred.

P. H. ADAMS, Esq., Q. C. A., West Point, Va.

I do not see that these parties have any claim whatever. We reduced the rate on cotton from

H*rtanborg, bat it was not intended that It should apply on any shipments that had gone forward.

I cannot see on what ground the claim Is mode, as the reduction was a matter of our own choice.

J. H. DRAKE, G. F. A.

Washington, d. C, May 17, 1888.
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LCopy.]

Mr. J. N,Pate, Agent, Clifton, S. C.

Dear Sib : Please note letter of Mr. Drake next attached and explain this matter to consignees,

having them withdraw claim. Please return all papers for my file.

Very truly, P. H. ADAMS, G. C. A.

West Point, Va., May 19, 1888.

Officb of Railroad commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, May 28, 1888.

Co!. Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. & D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to the correspondence of the officials of your company with the Clifton

Manufacturing Company, copy of which Is enclosed, as to the difference In rates on cotton on your

roads from Greenville to Piedmont and from Spartanburg to Clifton from September 28th to

November 28th, 1887, It appears to the Commission that this Is such discrimination as Is prohibited

by the law. See General Statutes of South Carolina, Sections 1440 to 1448 Inclusive.

Be pleased to let us hear from you on the subject.

Tours respectfully,

M. L. BONHAM, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Washington, D. C, June 5th, 1888.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. 0.

Dear Sir : Referring to yours of the 28th ultimo In re " Claim Clifton Manufacturing Company,1*

I have conferred with our Traffic Manager on this subject, and attach copy of his letter, from

which It would appear that the action of our officers was within the order of the Commissioners.

If such Is not your construction on further consideration, please advise me further.

Yours truly, PEYTON RANDOLPH, General Manager.

Major Peyton Randolph, General Manager, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : Replying to yours May 81st, and returning herewith papers on above subject. It seems

that in the case of rates from Greenville to Piedmont we, for a long time, resisted a reduction

because we thought It was illegal unless corresponding reduction was made for equal distances all

over the line, overlooking the fact, and to which the Commission at that time called our attention,

that such reduction from other points was not necessary for distances 12 miles and under. Circum

stances did not Justify the reduction between Spartanburg and Clifton until November 29th, 1887,

but the claim made by the Clifton Manufacturing Company is for five cents per bale from September

28th to November 28th, 1887 ; the former date being, as I understand, when the rate from Greenville

to Piedmont went Into effect. The Commission endorse the claim of the Clifton Manufacturing

Company and say : " It appears to the Commission that this Is such a discrimination as Is prohibited

bylaw." * * * *

Your attention Is called to Rule No. 1 of the South Carolina Commission, taking effect September

15th, 1883, as originally published by them and reading as follows, viz : " The Commission is

required by the ' General Railroad Act * to determine ' what shall be the limits of longer and shorter

distances,1 and 10 miles has therefore been fixed as the usual limit for a change of freight rates ;

but the railroads may, if they so desire, for Intermediate distances, adopt rates also intermediate

between those given in the table."

The above order was amended by Circular of the South Carolina Commission, dated October 4th,

1888, reading as follows :

" * * * 2. To Freight Rule 1 add the following : ' stations not over two (2) miles beyond the

upper limit of any ten (10) mile group may be Included In such group.' With this addition Rule 1

will read as follows :

" The Commission is required by the ' General Railroad Act ' to determine what shall be the

limits of longer and shorter distances, and ten miles has, therefore, been fixed as the usual limit for

a change of freight rates, but railroads may. If they so desire, for Intermediate distances, adopt

rates also intermediate between those given In the table. Stations not over two (2) miles beyond

the upper limit of any ten mile group may be Included In such group."

This amended rule Is now In effect. It Is therefore clear that our rates were not unreasonable or

such a discrimination as contemplated by the law and by the order of the Railroad Commission.

In addition to this, the business is In entirely different directions and on separate and distinct

roads, except that the Commission have ruled that all of our system In South Carolina must be con

sidered as one road.
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Office of Railroad commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, June 9th, 1888.

GeJ. Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. & D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sib : Your letter of the 5th Instant, with enclosures referring to claim of the Clifton Manu

facturing Company, has been received.

Rule 1, and the amendments thereto, of October, 188S, are correctly cited by your Traffic Man

ager, but they do not authorize a railroad company to make a dlserimlnatlou In rates between ship

pers of a " like quantity of freight of the same class being transported over any portion of the

same railroad of equal distance."

Nor can a railroad company charge more " at any point on Its railroad " than " at any other

point on the same railroad."

The business being in " different directions and on separate and distinct roads " makes no differ

ence, the law (Instead of the Commission) providing that " the road of a corporation shall include

all the road In use by such corporation, whether owned or operated under a contract or lease by

socb corporation."

Referring to Mr. Drake's remark that " the reduction was a matter of our (your) own choice," it

Is well to state here that the rate from Spartanburg to Clifton was reduced on our verbal suggestion

to some of your officials that you were making a discrimination against Clifton in the rate charges-

After careful consideration of your views, the Commission feel constrained to adhere to the

opinion expressed in their communication to you of the 28th ultimo.

Yours truly, M. 1 ,. BONHAM,

Chairman Board it. R. Commissioners.

Richmond, Ya., September 8, 1888.

M. L. Bonham, E*j., Chairman South Carolina R. R. Commission, Columbia, S. C

Dear Sir : Reply to your letter June 9th to the General Manager has been so long unavoidably

delayed—first, by reason of my absence, and then by reason of the General Manager's—that we

hesitate now to delay the matter any longer by discussion, although entirely convinced of the cor

rectness of our views, and in which we believe you will concur.

Rather than appear to be delaying the matter (the amount Involved being small), we are per

fectly willing to pay the claim. If you so prefer It, and discuss the issue afterwards.

I call your attention to Rules 1 and 4, and your construction of these rules at meeting held

In your office In August or September, 1886, when the question of Mr. Hammett's rates from Green

ville to Piedmont was being discussed. We had overlooked your revised order, and it was Mr.

Hammed who first called our attention to it. The Commission, however, first called Mr. Hammett's

Mention to It, and he Informed us of their having done so. This order was, by the Commission at

that time, construed to mean that under the minimum distances, to wit, 13 miles or less, the rail

roads could fix rates for intermediate distances without affecting other rates.

In our correspondence with Mr. Hammett on this subject, before the rate was reduced, we con

strued tue order Just as you now construe It. In conference with the Commission on the subject,

the construction that we understood to be given to it was that for distances under 13 miles we could

change the rates without affecting any other points of equal or less distance anywhere on the line.

Mr. Hammett could by reason of the wagon competition then existing get lower rates between

Greenville and Piedmont than our rates. Between other points of the same or less distances this

■agon competition might not exist, and in the case of the Clifton Manufacturing Company did not

exist ; and it was for this reason that we reduced the rates for Mr. Hammett, understanding that

the Commission sustained this view of the case.

If we are wrong about this, it will be necessary for us to revise our short distance rates, and we

rod rather do that than continue the discussion, which really has little revenue In It, but may prove

> serious Inconvenience to manufacturers who may by necessity be forced to employ wagon service

instead of the better facilities that the railroads can give, because, perhaps, they can do the work

cheaper that way.

I would like to bear what your final conclusion in the matter Is.

Yours respectfully, SOL HAAS, Truffle Manager.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, September 21, 1868.

tot Haas, .Esq;., Traffic Manager, Richmond, To.

Dear Sir : The Commission, replying to your letter of the 8th Instant, say, with entire respect, that

they see no sufficient reason to change their views as contained In their letters of 28th May and 9th
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June, 1888, to Major Peyton Randolph, General Manager, and think the claim of the CUfton Manu

facturing Company should be paid at once.

Referring to your remarks as to your understanding of the Commission's construction of Rules 1

and l, we beg to say that you have entirely misunderstood the matter, as no such construction was

ever put or Intended to be put upon these Rules.

Nevertheless, the Commission will cheerfully receive and carefully consider such further views as

you may present.

As regards the revision of rates, please bear In mind that before any change of same can be put

Into operation they must be submitted to the Commission for approval.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Richmond, Va., October 10th, 1888.

M. L. Bonham, Esq., Chairman South Carolina Railroad Commission, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Replying to yours September 21st, voucher has been directed made up for the CUfton

Manufacturing Company, the subject of our correspondence.

We have carefully examined into the matter, and conclude that Inasmuch as you determine that

we are not now complying with the law regarding the manner in which these short distance rates

are made, that the first thing for us to do is to take prompt measures to place ourselves within

proper limits by complying with your construction of the law In withdrawing all special rates that

may have been given, which are now determined to be unwarranted. I see no other way that we

can safely proceed.

Tours truly, SOL HAAS, Traffic Manager.

Office or Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, October 12, 1888.

Sol Haas, Esq., Traffic Manager, Richmond, Va.

Dear Sir : In reply to your letter of the 10th Instant, the Commission Is gratified at your conclusion

to pay the claim of the CUfton Manufacturing Company, and desires It understood that they do not

" determine that we (you) are not now complying with the law regarding the manner In which

these short distance rates are made."

The Commission has placed no " construction on the law " which authorizes you " In withdraw

ing all special rates that may have been given " ; have not determined them to be "unwarranted,"

and do not consent to your withdrawal of the same.

You are aware, as we have before stated, that rates once adopted cannot be withdrawn without

the consent of the Commission.

Tours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Frew Brothers against Richmond and Danville Railroad.

Rock Hill, 8. C, Augusts, 1888.

M. L. Bonham, Esq., Chairman Railroad Commission, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : We are having lime shipped us from Gaffney City, S. C, and the railroad company

are charging us $27.30 per car load of 21 ,000 pounds, which looks to us as very high freight. We In

quired into this matter, and learn that the lime is shipped us via Charlotte, N. C, and the charges

are made out via Columbia, S. C, the longest route. We wrote to D. Cardwell In regard to this

matter, and he replied that the rate Is made on the lowest possible combination. Please be so kind

as to look carefully Into this matter, and advise us as early as possible.

Tours truly, FREW BROS.

Omci of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, August 9th, 1888.

Colonel Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. 6c D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to hand you the enclosed copy

of letter from Messrs. Frew Bros. In relation to rate charged them on lime from Gaffney City to

Rock Hill. The rate via Charlotte, If charge was made for a continuous haul, would be $18.90,
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based on existing rate for a haul of 80 miles, whereas the charge la assessed for a distance of 195

miles, via Spartanburg and Columbia. Now, If a rate of $27.30 for a haul of 195 miles Is reasonable,

and the Commission Is of opinion that it is, why is not $18.90 a sufficient charge for 80 miles, or four-

tenths the distance for which $37.30 Is charged?

The Board Is of opinion that this matter Is worthy of your careful consideration, which they trust

It may hare, and that they may hear from you on the subject at an early day.

Tours very respectfully, M. T. BAETLETT, Secretary.

■Washington, D. C, August 20, 1888.

Mr. M. T. Bartlett, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dias Sir : Replying to your favor of August 9th In regard to complaint of Messrs. Frew Bros. In

relation to rate charged on lime from Gaffney to Rock Hill. The rate quoted on this shipment was

based on South Carolina Commissioners' standard rates on the shortest distance in South Carolina,

which was via Spartanburg and Columbia, the rate made on this basis being lower than our rate,

Gaffney to Charlotte, plus the rate Charlotte to Rock Hill. We did not apply the South Carolina

standard tariff via Charlotte, as we construe this to be Inter-State business.

Trusting that this Is satisfactory, I am yours truly,

PEYTON RANDOLPH, General Manager.

Office ok Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, October 11th, 1888.

Colonel PrrroH Randolph, General Manager R. & D. R. R., Washington, D. C

Dear Sir : Your letter of August 20th was duly received. The Commission direct me to say that

they fully understood the basis on which the rate on the lime was made, and they thought you

would so understand their letter.

The Board claims no jurisdiction over rates from GafTney's to Rock Hill via Charlotte, but they

are of opinion that If $27.30 Is a reasonable rate for a haul of 195 miles, and you do not say that It

Is not. it Is too high for a haul of 80 miles. *

Yours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Complaint of County Commissioners of Orangeburg County against

Blackville, Alston and Newberry Railroad.

Complaint was brought through attorneys of County Commission

ers in regard to obstruction of public highways by Blackville, Alston

and Newberry Railroad in process of construction. Matter was re

ferred to the officials of said road, with the remark that complaint

seemed well founded, and requesting prompt correction of the evils

complained of. Steps were immediately taken to remedy the ob

structions, and differences amicably adjusted.

Complaint of Merchants' Exchange of Discrimination Against

Charleston.

Charleston, 8. ft, August 27th, 1887.

E. P. Jebtkt, Esq., Member Railroad Commission South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sib : By order of the Merchants' Exchange I beg to enclose herewith a copy of a report

presented by a special committee appointed by the Merchants' Exchange of this city, and unani

mously adopted by that body, regarding certain freight discriminations, to which the earnest atten

tion of the Commission Is respectfully solicited.

Very respectfully, GEO. W. BELL, Secretary.
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COPT OF REPORT.

Charleston to Johnston, C, C. * A. R. R., distance 140 miles.

8Ixth class I 40

Bagging and ties 26

Cotton, 800 pounds to bale 2 BO

Floor per barrel 46

Richmond to Johnston, distance 894 miles.

Sixth class 87

Bagging and ties 26

Cotton, 500 pounds to bale 2 80

New York to Johnston, distance 800 miles.

Sixth class 49

Bagging and ties 88

Cotton, 500 pounds to bale 8 50

Baltimore to Johnston, distance 692 miles.

Sixth class 46

Bagging and ties 84

Cotton, 500 pounds to bale 8 16

Augusta to Johnston, distance S3 miles.

Slxthclass 18

Bagging and ties 12

Flour per barrel 22

Charleston to Gaffney, 8. C, Richmond A. L. R. R., sixth class 48

Richmond to Gaffney, 8. C, Richmond A. L. R. R., sixth class 39

Tou will readily understand that the Charleston merchants are. In consequence of above freight

discriminations, positively excluded from doing business with above named places, and we trust

you will give the matter your Immediate attention.

Respectfully submitted, F. W. WAGNER, Chairman.

J. A. EN8LOW,

WM. M. BIRD,

Committee.

Attest: Geo. W. Bell, Secretary.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C. September 1, 1887.

E. B. Tbomas, Esq., General Manager Richmond and Danville Railroad, Wanhingtoru D. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to forward to you the enclosed

copy of complaint of the Merchants1 Exchange of Charleston of discrimination in freight rates

against that city, and to request that you let them hear from you in relation to the matter at your

earliest convenience.

Yours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Washington, D. C, September 8, 1887.

Hon. M. T. Bartlett, Secretary Board Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Acknowledging the receipt of your favor of the 1st, enclosing a copy of the complaint

of the Merchants' Exchange at Charleston, I learn from our Traffic Department that some of the

rates referred to are undergoing revision, and I shall hope to correspond with you further in

regard to them at an early day.

Yours very truly, E. B. THOMAS.

Office or Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, September 10, 1887.

Geo. W. Bell, Esq., Secretary Merchants'1 Exchange, Charleston, S. C.

Dear Sir : The following from Mr. E. B. Thomas, General Manager Richmond and Danville

Railroad, under date the 8th Instant, is extended to you for the information of the Exchange:

" Acknowledging the receipt of your favor of the 1st, enclosing a copy of the complaint of the

Merchants' Exchange at Charleston, I learn from our Traffic Department that some of the rates

referred to are undergoing revision, and I shall hope to correspond with you further In regard to

them at an early day."

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.
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Charleston, S. C September 17, 1887.

M. T. Bartlett. Esq., Secretary Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your favor of 10th Instant, I am requested to write you inquiring if there

arv any further developments in the matter of freight discriminations. An early reply will much

oblige

Tours respectfully, GEO. W. BELL, Secretary.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, September 19th, 1887.

GEO. W. Bell, Esq., Secretary Merchants'1 Exchange, Charleston, S. C.

Dear Sir : In reply to your favor of the 17th Instant, to hand this morning, you are Informed that

nothing further has been received from General Manager Thomas. As It takes some little time to

revise rates and notify connections, it is probable that matters are not being delayed unnecessarily.

Should, however, Mr. Thomas not be heard from within the next day or two, the Board will write

Mm again on the subject.

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Office Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, September 27th. 1887.

E. B. Thomas, Esq., General Manager Richmond and Danville Railroad, Washington, D. C.

Dear Kir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to request you to refer to their

lctrer c f the 1st Instant, to which you replied on the 8th, in relation to the complaint of the Mer

chants' Exchange of Charleston, and to ask that you let them hear from you further in relation to

the matter.

Yours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Washington, D. C, October 4, 1887.

Bon. M. T. Bartlstt, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your favor of the 27th enclosing statement of the complaint of the

Charleston merchants.

Of r-onree it cannot have escaped your attention that this company does not operate a line of road

to Charleston : nevertheless, In making rates, we have neither desire nor intention to discriminate

against that city ; but, on the contrary, to afford It full and free opportunity for Interchange as far

a In our power to command. The amended tariff, which went into effect on the 1st, makes sixth

cU» rate from Charleston to Johnston 34 cents per 100, bagging and ties 23 cents, and cotton 53

cents per 100 pounds. From Richmond to Johnston, the rates are respectively 37 cents, as cents

«ad 47 cents per 100 pounds on cotton. The rates from Charleston to the A. 4 C. Air Line stations

are tbe same as Richmond, and both rates were Issued and In effect on August 15th. The rates

from Charleston to all points South of Chester on the Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta are lower

than from Richmond under the new tariff. To Chester and points North of Chester they will be the

«me as Richmond, except where there Is a combination to make them less.

I believe the tariff In question will remove any Just cause of complaint.

I will reply to your remaining communications as soon as I can secure the information necessary,

Tbich. I trust, will be In a few days.

YourB very truly, E. B. THOMAS.

Office of Railroad commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, October 18th, 1887.

t B.Thomas, Esq., General Manager It. & D. It. R., Washington, D. C.

Bug Sir : Your letter of the 4th Instant was laid before the Board at meeting to-day.

It Is not desired, as you seem to think, to protect Charleston alone in this matter of rates, but the

entire State so far as lies In the power of the Commission.

Prom your standpoint, controlling as you do In this special case the entire line from Johnston to

HKhmond and only a small percentage of distance between Johnston and Charleston, your rates

•W*r equitable, but the question arises, Is it not (In all fairness) discrimination to make rates so

*wiy equal as you have them between points mentioned when one haul Is under 200 miles and the

*>er very nearly 400 1 The Board Is perfectly well aware that they have no Jurisdiction whatever

«er tbese InfcT-State rates, but having. In all of their correspondence, found you always ready and

*lElag to co-operate with them as far as lies In your power, they are tempted to this further tres-

t<» upon your time.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.

2-R&R

s
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Washington, D. C, October 20, 1887.

Bon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Acknowledging the receipt of your favor of the 18th, I did not Intend that any Infer

ence should be drawn from the remarks I mode that you are especially desirous of protecting

Charleston any more than the entire State. I beg to assure you that In that you hare my most

thorough and hearty co-operation.

The point which you make Is one which has been productive of endless discussion and arguments,

not only among all transportation men, but by the various Chambers of Commerce throughout the

entire country as well, and It Is hardly possible that anything I might be able to say could very

greatly change the results. Every city In the United States claims " great natural advantages,"

and that Its claims In this respect should be recognized. Nevertheless, these are all practical ques

tions, and unless the markets are brought somewhere near In harmony with each other it will be

Impossible for many large cities to extend their present commerce, or. Indeed, to hold It.

The Une from Richmond to Charlotte being the funnel through which passes almost our entire

tonnage, we are enabled to move It at comparatively much lower rates per ton per mile than upon

our lateral lines. It Is simply the old question of hauling freight at a cheaper rate per ton per mile

for the entire length of the road than over a small portion of It.

The entire distance over which this line receives any revenue from Columbia to Johnston's is 51

miles, and that on a road which Is among the most expensive we have to operate by reason of Its

limited tonnage, and which earns almost the smallest revenue per mile. To reduce that rate would

be to still further Impoverish that line and render It less capable even than at present of responding

to the calls of Its business for better accommodations. I recognize fully the difficulties which sur

round you In regard to this question, and have no doubt that you will equally concede to us that

whatever course we take It can hardly be free from embarrassment. You have been frank and fair

In your correspoqdence with us, and I have endeavored to be equally so with you, but one of the

gravest questions to be considered by this company to-day Is the situation of Its South Carolina

properties.

The Cm C. & A. Road for the year Just closed will show no return beyond Its fixed charges and

cost of necessary improvement ; our Air Line Road has Just about taken care of itself. With these

exceptions we have no road within the State of South Carolina the revenue from which meets Its

expenses and fixed charges, notwithstanding the fact that, I think, the care and economy exercised

in their operation Is fully equal to that of any road within the State.

The C. & G. Road and branches are largely short of their fixed obligations, which fact is dne to

two causes—competition and lower rates. I do not particularly call attention to these facts with a

view of finding any fault with the action of your Board. At the same time many of the rates In

force are much below what the business of a country of that character Is fairly and Justly entitled

to ; and I think you will agree with me that a road which does not earn a reasonable return upon its

investment, and which cannot even take care of Its fixed charges, upon so low a basis as that of our

South Carolina roads, cannot perform such service to the public as either Its management desires or

the former require.

There Is a constant demand for better stations, more frequent train service, and better accommo

dations of every kind, and yet with this demand there Is neither perceptible growth In our tonnage

nor increase In our earnings ; but, on the contrary, there Is a constant cry of discrimination by

almost all the stations, when, I think, you will agree with me that there Is practically nothing what

ever In that charge. Each town Insists on Its " great natural advantages " which ought to be recog

nized, and that It is being ruined by the arbitrary action of the road, when the facts show that the

growth of the cities along our lines is very much out of proportion to that of our tonnage or

revenues.

I do not know that I have any particular call to write you In the manner I have, but these are

matters of grave cincern, not only to the railroads, but to the people of the State as well, and I hope

that In revising tariffs or ordering new facilities you will give to tbem such careful consideration as

their merits may deserve.

Yours very truly, E. B. THOMAS,

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

COLCMBIA, S. C October 35th, 1887.

Geo. W. Bell, E*j., Secretary Merchants' Erchange, Charleston, S. C.

Dear Sir: Referring to the matter of the complaint of your body of discrimination against

Charleston in favor of Richmond In freight rates from points on the roads of the Richmond and

Danville system, I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to hand you the enclosed

copy of communication from Mr. E. B. Thomas, General Manager, and to Inform you that the

Commission will continue their efforts to bring about more equitable rates.

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Note.—Since above was written rates have been revised and made more equitable.
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Enlargement of Platform at Batesburg.

Batesburg, S. C., October 3d, 1887.

Gin. M. L. Bonham, Railroad Commissioner, Columbia, S. C.

Dkak Sir : The cotton platform at this place la entirely too small for the business that Is done at

tab piace. On last Saturday the cotton had to be unloaded from the wagons on the ground. I

write this to know If you can have the matter remedied ; i. e. have the present platform enlarged.

There is plenty of room for that purpose.

Hoping that you will loot: into the matter, I remain.

Yours truly, A. D. BATES.

P. S.—The railroad people claim that it is the cotton men's business to build platforms, but we

think otherwise. A. D. B.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, October 4th, 1887.

E. B. Thomas, Ewj., General Manager Richmond and Danville Railroail, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to forward you the enclosed

copy of communication from Capt. A. D. Bates, requesting the enlargement of the cotton platform

it Batesburg, on the Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad, and to request you to give the

matter consideration and let them hear from you in relation to same.

Yours, very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Washington, D. C, November 81, 1887.

Ban. Jf. T. Bartlett, Secretary Board Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your favor of October 4th, we have Investigated the matter of the

enlargement of the cotton platform at Batesburg, and are unable to find any necessity for such

enlargement. The trouble complained of was caused by an unusual rush of cotton, which it hardly

seems proper that we should provide exceptional facilities for. There are ample facilities there for

Uh- usual business, and we do not see that It Is proper for us to furnish money for the convenience

it the cotton men.

Yours truly, E. B. THOMAS.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, November 24th, 1S87.

Capt. A. D. Bates. Batesburg, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your communication of the 3d ult., I am directed by the Board of Railroad

Commissioners to Inform you that General Manager E. B. Thomas of the Richmond and Danville

Railroad writes the Commission, under date the 21st Inst., as follows: "Referring to your favor of

October 4th, we have Investigated the matter of the enlargement of the cotton platform at Bates-

tog, and are unable to find any necessity for such enlargement. The trouble complained of was

oosed by an unusual rush of cotton, which It hardly seems proper that we should provide excep

tional facilities for. There are ample facilities there for the usual business, and we do not see that

it b proper for ns to furnish money for the convenience of the cotton men."

Yours, very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Complaint of J. E. Poag as to Bate on Live Stock.

Rock Hill, S. C, September 8, 1887.

Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Gentlemen : I write to ask you if there Is any remedy for the extortionate rate on stock from

JHtoto South of Charlotte on the Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad, South. The rate from

Charlotte to Charleston Is $30 on cattle ; from Rock Hill, $54 ; from Smith's T. O., $52 ; from

Cbesw, $50, Ac Parties ship from parts of Tennessee via Charlotte and this road for about the

lame we pay from Smith's.

Very truly, J. E. POAG.
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Columbia, S. C, September 28, 1887.

D. Cardwell, Esq., D. P. A. R. & D. R. R., Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to forward you the enclosed

copy of a letter of Mr. J. E. Poag complaining of the rates on live stock from certain points on the

Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad to Charleston, and to request you look into the matter

with the view to making moro reasonable rates.

Yours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Columbia, S. C, September 29, 1887.

Mr. M. T. Bartlett, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am In receipt of your letter of the 28th in reference to rates on live stock from Rock

Hill and Smith's. These rates are made In accordance with the rates approved of by the Railroad

Commission, and I see nothing exorbitant in them or wrong. The rate from Charlotte we can

withdraw with impunity, as it is merely nominal to meet the rate from Wilmington from that

point. As no cattle ever move on It, I have no objection to its withdrawal, If that will be satis

factory to Mr. Poag.

As to the rates from Tennessee, we have nothing to do with making them.

Tours very respectfully, D. CARDWELL,

Division Freight Agent.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, December 28th, 1887.

Mr. J. E. Poag, Rock Hill, S. C.

Dear Sir: Referring to your letter of September 5th last, I am directed by the Board of

Railroad Commissioners to say that they are glad to Inform you that they have succeeded in getting

the rate on live stock from Yorkvllle, Rock Hill, Smith's and Lewis's, to Charleston, reduced to &U

per car load, taking effect December 2Jtb Instant.

Yours respectfully, M. T. BAKTLETT, Secretary.

Joint Bates.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, November 29th, !8S7.

Co!. John B. Peck, General Manager S- C. Ru., Cliarlestoti, S. C,

Dear Sir : Your company furnished this Board on the 21st instant Joint Freight Tariff No. 6,721,

rates on fertilizers from Charleston to stations on the Port Royal and Wetern Carolina Railway,

purporting to have been in operation since the 1st of November Instant.

The Board has previously, to wit : on the 5th and 7th days of September last, notilled your com

pany that the law does not allow a change of rates by a railroad company without thirty days' notice

or the approval of the Commission.

The tariff referred to raising rates to points above named is not approved by the Commission,

and its operation is without authority and must be discontinued.

The Commission again notifies your company through yourself, the General Manager, that the

law must be complied with.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Charleston, 8. C, December Oth, 1887.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Your favor of the 29th ultimo was received by this morning's mall, and was post

marked at Columbia December 5th.

We have always regarded the rates from Charleston to stations on the Port Royal and Western

Carolina Railway as Joint lntcr-State rates. These rates are a combination of rates from Charles

ton to Augusta and from Augusta to destination, neither of which are subject to the control of the

State Commission. Moreover, the exchange of freights from one road to the other Is made In the

State of Georgia. The exceptions named in the preamble of the Inter-State Commerce Act are "the

transportation of passengers or property, or the receiving, delivering, storage or handling of prop

erty wholly within one State," which is certainly not true in the case under consideration. We

have forwarded such rates to your Board merely as Information, and not because of any impression

that such rates came under the requirements referred to In your letter to which this Is a reply.
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I beg also to call your attention to the fact that this company has no voice in arranging these

rates. The recognized line from Charleston to stations on the Port Royal and Western Carolina

Baliroed is via the Charleston and Savannah Railway.

This company is permitted to share In the transportation of such traffic only by conforming to

the rates established by the line aforesaid, and allowing the Fort Royal and Western Carolina Rail-

read its local rates from Augusta to destination.

If, therefore, this company undertook to comply with the requirements of the Commissioners,

and to transport freight at rates less than those established by the line via Yemassee, it would be

within the power of the Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway to decline to receive such ship

ments at Augusta, it being at that point free from tbe operation of the laws of South Carolina or

the regulations of the Commissioners of this State.

Under these circumstances, I submit that this company is in no manner responsible for the rates

now existing betweeu Charleston and stations on the Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway,

and that it is unable to secure by any means in its power the transportation of fertilizers to said

points at tbe rates desired by the Commission. Whenever the line no Yemassee establishes such

rate! as are desired by the Commission, this company must of necessity, and will cheerfully, adopt

such rates, but until this Is done this company must either conform to the present tariff or withdraw

all rates and give tbe entire business to the line which is solely responsible for whatever error ap

pertains to tbe existing rates.

Trusting this explanation will be satisfactory to the Commission, I am.

Very respectfully, JOHN B. PECK,

General Manager.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, December 18, 1887.

CoL John B. Peck, General Manager S. C. Ity., Charleston, S. C.

Bear Sir : Your letter of the 6th Inst, has been received. Without undertaking to reply to all

tbe points you make, the Commission will simply state Its present position.

The same question here raised came before the Commission in 18i>5. The Georgia Central Rail

road took the ground that it could raise the rates on freight between Port Royal and Laurens, as a

part of the State of Georgia Intervenes between those points. The Board decided that : "as to

making higher rates from Laurens to Port Royal on a continuous haul, the fact that freight passes

through a part of Georgia, the Initial and terminal points, both in South Carolina, does not, in the

opinion of the Board, relieve It from the operation of the law of this State."

The case of Stcrnberger rs. the Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Railway Company has been recently

heard and decided by the Commission. A car load of fertilizers shipped from Charleston via

Wadesboro, N. C, through Shoe Heel. N. C, to Tatum, S. C, on the South Carolina Pacific Railway,

leased by defendant company, was charged S^.-IO per ton, while to Benncttsville, live miles further,

the charge was but $4.00. The right to make this distinction was claimed on the grounds that this

was Inter-State commerce, and that Gardner's Bluff, on the Pee Dee River, six miles off, made Ben-

netfavllle a competitive point.

On the first point the Commission said : "Inter-State commerce Is where the freight Is taken up In

one State, transported into another and there delivered, and that Its being shipped, as in this case,

from Charleston, S. C, to Tatum and Bennettsville, In the same State, and there delivered accord

ing to tbe terras of the bill of lading, simply passing through a portion of North Carolina, bulk not

being broken nor change made In its condition, does not remove it from under the operation of the

freight rates attached to It by the laws of South Carolina."

Tbe defendant company has appealed. The cose is in the hands of the Attorney General, and Is

to be heard by Judge Hudson soon.

The Commission adheres to its decision of November 80th in your case. The final decision in

Steraberger's case will settle the Inter-State commerce point.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

' Charleston, S. c, December 15, 1887.

fffn. M. L- Boniiam, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. G.

Dear Sib : In reply to your favor of the 18th Instant, the question as to Inter-State commerce

was not mainly relied on as tbe basis of the position taken in my letter of the 0th instant. There

is no difficulty In waiving that question, and if that bad been the only reason the company could

mve for not complying with the decision of the Commission it would have been waived, and rates,

as desired by the Cimmisslon, would have been put Into effect at once. But, as I stated in my letter

of the 6th Instant, It Is Impossible for this company to make effective the rates ordered by the Com
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mission. There is no power that can force the P. R. & W. C. By. to make Joint rates with this

company. Such Joint rates would be from Charleston to Augusta, and from Augusta to points in

South Carolina,

There can be no question as to the fact that, taken separately, these rates are inter-State rates,

and solely under the Jurisdiction of the Inter-State Commission. If we admit to be true what

seems to be claimed by the Commission, that, although It has no power over these rates separately,

yet, when the companies elect to make Joint rates, such Joint rates are subject to the control of the

Commission, it must be admitted that the decision as to whether these rates shall be Joined rests

alone with the companies interested. I Qnd no provision in the law of this State, or of any other

State, or of the United States, which mukes it obligatory on any two separate railroad companies

to make Joint rates. There are provisions as to what shall be done after Joint rates are made, both

In the law of this State and in the Inter-State Commerce Act, but these provisions relate solely to

the publishing of such rates iu case they are made by the companies Interested.

As I stated In my letter of the 6th Instant, the rates from Charleston to stations on P. R. & W. C.

Ry. are made by the line via Yemassee, and are accepted by this company. If the Commission

holds that Joint rates over this road, where the exchange of freight Is made In Georgia, are subject

to Its control, it must also hold that Joint rates made Ho Yemassee, where the exchange of freight

is made in South Carolina, are also under Its control. The line via Yemassee may make the change

desired by the Commission and enforce the rates. If this company Initiates the change It Is in the

power of the P. R. & W. C. Ry. to prevent the enforcement of such rates, and to deprive this com

pany of any participation In the business, and to do this at a point where the Commission Is power

less to interfere to protect us. Under these circumstances I respectfully submit that it is neither

Justice to this company, nor a practicable method of obtaining the rates desired by the Commission,

to endeavor to force the South Carolina Railway Company to take the Initiative In the desired

reduction. Whenever the reduction Is made by the Yemassee line we must, of course, follow.

If we desire to participate In the transportation of such tralHc, and this we are ready to do.

' Yours truly. JOHN B. PECK,

General Manager.

Columbia, S. C, December ICth, 1887.

Col. John B. Peck, General Manager S. C. Ry., Charleston, &'. C.

Dear Sir : Your esteemed" favor of the 15th Instant Is received.

The Commission desires to state that up to this time they have received no notice from either the

Charleston and Savannah or Port Royal and Augusta Railway of any change of rates on fertilizers

from Charleston to stations on the Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway, but have written for

them by this mall.

The Commission does not like the Imputation that they are forcing the South Carolina Railway

Into a position they do not require competing Unes to take.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM.

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

CHARLESTON, S. C, December 20th, 1887.

Hon. M. L. Boniiam, Chair-man Board of Railroad Commissioner*, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am In receipt of your favor of the 10th Instant, and note the following paragraph :

"The Commlsslou does not like the imputation that they are forcing the South C.ir:>lina Railway

Into a position that they do not require competing lines to take."

I beg leave to say. In reply, that I And nothing in my letters of the 6th and 10th Instants that seems

to Justify the charge that I have Imputed to the Commission any deslro or purpose to force this

company into any position not consistent with Justice and fairness. Certainly I never entertained

any such opinion for a single moment But, Inasmuch as it seemed plain to me that the

requirements of the Commission would. If concurred In, result In placing this company In a

position that could And no Justification In equity, I deemed It not only proper as an officer of this

company, but as a duty I owed to the Commission, to make such statement of the facts In the case

as would show to the Commission the Inevitable results of a compliance on the part of this

company with the orders of the Commission, and, in addition, the only mode by which. If at all, the

Commission could secure the adoption of rates in accordance with their ideas. I

It never occurred to me that my course could be regarded as other than a desire on my part to

correct what seemed to me to be a misapprehension on the part of the Commission, and to aid, as

far as possible, the Commission in establishing such rates as they desired, which could only be done

In the manner stated by me, and I regret that the Commission should have placed any other

construction upon my letters.

Yours truly, JOHN B. PECK.

General Manager.
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Discrimination in Freight Rates Against Tatum, S. 0.

This complaint, of which synopsis was given in Report for 1887,

is still before the Courts. An appeal was taken, and the case has

been argued before the Supreme Court, but no decision has been

rendered as yet.

H. E. Ravenel against R. £ D. R. R.

Spartanburg, 8. C, January 80, 1888.

Hon. D. P. Duncan, Railroad Commissioner, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sie : On the 20th instant I carried a lady, a member of my family, to take the 2:20 A. M.

train for Charleston at the Air Line depot here. The Asheville train was an hour or more late, and

upon its arrival 1 placed the lady on board and then left her In charge of a gentleman who was

going to Columbia, supposing that they would soon proceed. The ticket agent (who had done all

In his power) had long since closed his office and gone off ; there was no notice posted of delay, and

I could get no information about the train. The noxt day I took the trouble to go to the depot

about 12 o'clock to inquire when the train had started, but could learn nothing ivhtttt.va; being

told that its officers had left no report, but It was supposed to have gone soon after the arrival of

the mountain train. My object was to ascertain whether connection had been made with the

Charleston train at Columbia, for if not, and this lady should arrive in Charleston at night, I wished

to telegraph ahead of her. The operator at the depot, at my request, was kind enough to telegraph

to Columbia my inquiry, but he could discover nothing.

The sequel is that we afterwards learned by letter that the train did not leave Spartanburg till

after 9 o'clock in the day, the passengers being detained seven hours, deprived of food and rest. If

I could nave anticipated such a thing, I should of course have conducted my charge back to my

bouse. Ever}' official had vanished long before the train went off.

I have been thus circumstantial to show the extreme inconvenience we have to endure unless

your honorable Board severely enforces the laws. Of the many who can testify to one or more of

the facts, I mention particularly the Rev. A. Coke Smith, who was a passenger, and Mr. Parker

White, the ticket agent.

Very respectfully yours, H. E. RAVENEL.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C., January 81st, 1S88.

E. B. Thomas, Esq., General Manager R. ■* D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : We enclose a copy of a complaint of Mr. H. E. Itavenel as to your employees at

Spartanburg station. According to that there was remissness on their part in performing their

duties, particularly under Section 1405, General Statutes.

More than one member of our Board has seen Instances of neglect In giving notice of delayed

trains at that station.

The Board hopes your company will look Into this complaint and take measures to prevent a

recurrence.

Please let us hear from you at your earliest convenience.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.

Piedmo.vt Air Link,

Washington, D. C, February 2, 1888.

M. L. Bonham, Esq., Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioner*, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Your favor of the 81st ult. In regard to complaint made by Mr. H. E. Ravenel of

Spartanburg, S. C, addressed to the General Manager, has been referred to me.

I will investigate the matter, and let you hear further from mo.

Yours truly, W. H. GREEN, General Superintendent.

Washington, D. C, March 2d, 1888.

Qtneral M. L. Bonham, Chairman, etc., Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Yours of the 81st of January, to our former General Manager, In regard to com

plaint of Mr. H. E. Ravenel, at Spartanburg, 8. C, has had careful attention. Such instructions
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have been given as will preclude any neglect In the matters complained of, and I hope there will

be no farther trouble In the future. We are anxious to do not only what Is prescribed by law, but

what Is necessary to serve our patrons and give them as little trouble as is practicable under the

conditions by which our service is performed.

Very truly, PEYTON RANDOLPH, General Manager.

Office ok Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, March 2d, 1888.

H. E. Ravenel, Esq., Spartanburg, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your communication of the 30th of January last, I am directed by the

Board of Railroad Commissioners to extend to you the following from Col. Peyton Randolph, Gen

eral Manager Richmond and Danville Railroad, under date °2d Instant : "Yours of the 31st of

January to our former General Manager, In regard to complaint of Mr. H. E. Raveuel, of Spartan

burg, S. c, has had careful attention. Such Instructions have been given as will preclude any

neglect in the matters complained of, and I hope there will be no further trouble In the future.

We are anxious to do not only what Is prescribed by law, but what Is necessary to serve our

patrons and give them as little trouble as Is practicable under the conditions by which our service

is performed."

Yours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

L. A. & T. H. Brock vs. C. & G. Railroad.

Honea Path, 8. C, March 13th, 1888.

Railrral Commissioners of Smith Carolina, Columhia, S. C.

Dear Sirs: We had Railroad Agent to ask Mr. Cardwell, F. A. of Columbia and Greenville Rail

road, to make us rate on cow peas to Darlington, S. C, from this place. Rate gave us was GSJ^jje.

per hundred pounds. Please notify us if that is in accordance with the Commissioners' laws of

South Carolina.

Yours truly, L. A. & T. H. BROCK.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, March 14th, 1R88.

Messrs. L. A. & T. H. Brock, Honca Path, S. C.

Dear Sirs : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of

your favor of the 18th Inst., and to Inform you In reply that Mr. Cardwell has misquoted rate on cow

peas from Honea Path to Darlington. The rate Is 82>£, not G2^£c. per 100 pounds.

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

• Columbia, S. C, March 14th, 1888.

D. Cardwell, Esq., D. F. A. Richmond and Danville Railroad, Columbia, S. C.

DF.AR Sir : Messrs. LiA.ST.H. Brock, of Honea Path, write the Commission as follows: " We had

Railroad Agent to ask Mr. Cardwell, F. A. of Columbia and Greenville Railroad, to make us a rate

on cow peas to Darlington, S. C, from this place. Rate gave us was G2L£c. per 100 pounds. Please

notify us If that Is In accordance with the laws of South Carolina."

According to the tariffs on tile in this office, the rate is 32J&. per 100 pounds.

Yours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Columbia, S. C, March 15, 1SSS.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman of R. /?. Com., Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir: Yours of the "14th of March "In reference to rate on peas from Honea Path to

Darlington. Will you kindly advise me what class you use on peas '< Exception sheet does not

name It, and the classification makes It 5th class, which wo have been using for years between

all points in South Carolina, and the rate quoted Messrs. L. A. & T. H. Brock was made on basis of

5th class.

Yours truly, • D. CARDWELL, Division Freight Agent.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, March 10, 1S88.

D. Cardwell, Esq., D. F. A. R. A D. R. R., Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Replying to your favor of the 16th instant, classification of the Southern Railway and

Steamship Association, taking effect March 1st, 1886, and adopted by the South Carolina Commission
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March 17, 1886, and still In effect for business 1n our State, has peas as follows : pens, In boxes, S ;

peas, cow, field and clay, 5 ; peas, dried and split. In bags or barrels, 8.

Yours truly. M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Complaint of 0. H. Lay, Secretary, as to Charges on the Wilming

ton, Chadboum and Conway Railroad.

Lorib, 8. C, March 6, 1888.

Ei-Oorernor Bonii am :

On the Wilmington, Chadboum and Conway Railroad we consider that we have not been dealt

with justly In the charges of freight over the roads to Wilmington, and we write asking that you

please give a statement as regards the regulation of freights over short or long routes. We want

nothing more than Justice ; but we think we are entitled as near It as any other nation. Let us

hear from you as soon as you can.

0. H. LAY, Secretary.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, March 13th, 1888.

O. H. Lay, Esq., Loris, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of

your letter of the Gth Instant, to hand the 10th, and to request you to cite a shipment on which you

have been unjustly charged, giving full particulars. It Is necessary for you to do this so that the

Commission may be the better enabled to Investigate your complaint.

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Nate.—No reply received.

Drawback Tickets.

Columbia, 8. C February 28th, 1888.

M. L. Boxham, Chairman Railroad Commission, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Will you kindly Inform me whether there Is anything In the law which would forbid

a railroad company from Instructing Its passenger conductors to issue to each ras/i fare passen

ger a drawback ticket for from 10 to 25 cents more than the ticket rate, and that drawback ticket

to be redeemable at any ticket window ?

Yours truly, D. CARDWELL, D. P. A.

Office Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, March 1st, 1888.

D. Cardwell, Esq., D. P. A. R. & D. R. R., ColumhUt, 8. C.

Dear Sis : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of your

favor of the 28th nit., and request you to inform them under what circumstances you propose to

Issue drawback tickets to passengers who pay their fare to conductors.

Yours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Columbia, March 2d, 1888.

Jfr. M. T. Bartlett, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I have yours of the 1st, and In reply beg to say that the circumstances under which

we propose to issue drawback tickets is to a passenger who has not bought a ticket and from whom

toe conductor collects cash fare, as stated In my letter. The idea Is that he shall pay the conductor

15 or 25 cents more than the ticket rate and the conductor gives him a drawback card, which can

be redeemed at any agency on our line.

Yours truly, D. CARDWELL, D. P. A.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, March 13th, 1888.

D. Cardwell, Esq., D. P. A. R. & D. R. /?., Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Rullroad Commissioners to Inform you. In reply to

J'W letters of the 28th February and March 2d, that there is nothing In the law of our State

forbidding the Issuing of drawback tickets to passengers.

Yours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.
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Discrimination Freight Rates Against Spartanburg.

Spartanburg, S. C, March 14th, 1888.

Mr. D. P. Duncan.

Dear Sir : I call your attention to the following unjust rates from Cairo, 111., to points South :

Grain <fc Flour tn

Meat. Flour. Hay. Wood.

b. a D. F.

Spartanburg, S. C 00 49 45 02

Gaftney, S. C 55 48 43 00

Black's,S.C 53 47 41 88

Rutherfordton, N. C 53 47 41 92

Charlotte, N. C 40 41 3'.* 78

Asheville, N. C 51 45 37 81

Bock Hill an-J Chester, S. C 5G 45 43 83

Yorkvllle, S. C 59 40 43 92

Paeolet,S.C 60 47 45 95

Union.S.C GO 45 45 90

We ought to call the National Railroad Commissioner to these rates. Hope you will give special

attention to this.

Very respectfully, L. P. WALKER.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, April oth, 1888.

L. P. Walker, Esq., Spartanburg, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of your

communication of the 14th ult., addressed to Mr. D. P. Duncan, which reached this office ou the 4th

Inst., and to say in reply that the Board think it would be best for you to make up a case for the

consideration of the Inter-State Commerce Commission. They think that, perhaps, it would be

tetter to have the complaint emanate from the Board of Trade of your city, and that it should be

accompanied by unquestionable evidence of the practice of the discrimination complained of.

Should you desire this Commission to forward the complaint for you, they will cheerfully do so,

and do all in their power to strengthen it.

Tours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Depot Accommodations at Alston a?id Union.

Columbia, S. C, March 29th, 1888.

Col. Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. & D. R. II., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: Commissioner Duncan of this Board has brought to its attention the insufficient

accommodations for passengers at Union, on the S., U. & C. Railroad, and at Alston, the junction

of the C. & G. and S., U. 4 C. Railroads. At the latter place, the Board learns, passengers have

sometimes to wait for hours for the trains, (frequently In bad weather,) without any shelter pro

vided by the railroad company.

The Board respectfully calls your attention to this matter and request you will have made such

improvements at the above points as may be necessary.

In this connection your attention is called to Section 1494, General Statutes, to be found In our

last Anuual Report, page 105.

Yours very respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.

Washington, D. C, May 10, 1888.

Mr. M. T. Bartlett, Secretary Board Hailroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Instructions have been given for the erection of a passenger station at Union, as

desired by the Commissioners.

Yours truly. PEYTON RANDOLPH, G. M.

Note.—See petition Elkln et at., in regard to station at Alston.
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TJie Depot at Alston.

Petition sets forth that it is currently reported that the agency at

Alston, S. C, was to be withdrawn, and that point made a flag sta

tion, the charge being that this change was being made at the insti

gation of the Railroad Commission. This charge was, of course,

untrue, and was subsequently withdrawn, having been made in error.

Matter referred to Major Randolph, General Manager, and his reply

is as follows :

Washington, D. C, April 13, 18S8.

G*n. M. L. Bonham, Chairman B'lard Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Yours of April 7th, in regard to making Alston a flag station. Is received. I do not

know how saeh a report originated, as there has been no intention of taking such action ; but, on

tee contrary, to put a new passenger station there, and Improve the facilities for service.

Yours respectfully, PEYTON RANDOLPH, G. M.

Xote.—Improvements have since been made at Alston in accordance with the above, and the

accommodations now there are ample for the needs of the public.

Passenger Rates Augusta to Langley.

AIKEN, S. C, April 28, 1888.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : The Charlotte, Columbia aud Augusta Railroad charges ilfty cents for a passenger

from Augusta to Langley, a distance of nine miles. Is there any permission from your Board or

Statute, that you know of, by which they can make such charge ?

Yours truly. HENDERSON BROS.

office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, April 30th, 1888.

Jfea-s. Henderson Bros., Aiken, S. C.

Dear Sirs : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of

your favor of the 28th Instant, and to inform you in reply that the rates of passenger fare from

Auguitta to Langley are as follows : To passengers holding tickets purchased from agent at

Augusta, flrst class, 30 cent* ; second class, 25 cents ; round trip (good for three days, Iucludlng day

of sale,) 53 cents ; to passengers without tickets (provided they had opportunity to procure same),

flrst class, 55 cents ; second class, 50 cents. These are maximum rates, and the railroad company

Is act authorized to exceed them.

Yours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Connecting Tracks at Spartanburg.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Colombia, S. C, February 15th, 1888.

Gin. E. P. Alexander, President, Savannah, Qa.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to respectfully request you to

Inform them whether you purpose taking any steps towards connecting the tracks of your roads at

Greenville and Spartanburg witb the track of the Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Railway at those

feints, under an Act passed at the last session of our General Assembly, entitled "An Act to pre

vent monopolies in the transportation of freights, and to secure free competition in the same, and

for other purposes."

Yours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.
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Savannah, Ga., February 16th, 1888.

M. T. Bartlett, Esq., Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Your favor of the 16th Is Just at hand.

I have never seen the Act to which you refer, and do not know what It provides. We have been

anxious to connect tracks with the Richmond and Danville at Spartanburg, but tbey found some

objections to the same, and I do not think we would care to make the connection without tlwlr full

and cordial assent, as It would do no good If made under other circumstances. At Greenville we

have never proposed any connection, as the tracks there do not approach each other, and It would

be very expensive to bring them together.

Very truly yours, E. P. ALEXANDER, President,

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, February 18th, 1888.

Gen. E. P: Alexander, President, Savannah, Oa.

Dear Sir : Your favor of the 10th Instant came to hand this morning. The Act referred to you

will tlnd ou pages 183 and 183 of the Ninth Annual Report of the Commission, a copy of which has

been mailed to you from this office. The Commission will be glad to have you examine the Act

and give them your further views after doing so.

Yours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Savannah, Ga., February 30th, 1888.

M. T. Bartlett, Esq., Secretary Bailroad Commission, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I have your favor of the 18th and have examined the Act referred to therein, (found

on pages 182 and 183 of your report,) giving the right to any railroad company to force connection

with any other railroad line It may approach.

I am disposed to think that the constitutionality of the Art Is subject to question ; but whether

that be the case or not, a connection forced under It would not be worth a row of pins. A railroad

which does not choose to do business with another one cannot be made to do It, and I for one

would lint want any business under such circumstances.

I shall not, therefore, for the Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway Company, think for a

moment of attempting to make connection with the Richmond and Danville under authority of the

Act referred to.

Very respectfully yours, E. P. ALEXANDER, President.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, February 39th, 1888.

Him. Joseph H. Earle, Attorney General, Sumter, S. C.

Dear Sir : Enclosed we send you a copy of correspondence with President Alexander, of the

Georgia Central, and request your opinion as to whether the Commission has authority under the Act

entitled "An Act to prevent monopolies In the transportation of freights, and to secure free com

petition In the same, and for other purposes," passed at the last session of the General Assembly,

which you will And on pages 183 and 183 of the Ninth Annual Report of the Commission, a copy of

which you have, to require the connection of the two railroad tracks so as that cars may pass from

one to the other In accordance with the spirit of the first Section of the Act.

Yours very respectfully, . M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, March 5tb, 1888.

Hon. Geo. R. Dean, Campton, S. C.

Dear Sir : The railroad companies decline to connect their tracks at Spartanburg, and Attorney

Genoral Earle's opinion Is adverse to our being able under your Act of the last session to require

them to do so.

We will send you a copy of the correspondence when he sends us his opinion In writing.

Have you a copy of Georgia law on the subject you can send us ?

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

8CMTF.R, S. C, March 5th, 1888.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, ( hairman, <tc, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of 30th ult,, together with

a copy of the correspondence with President Alexander, of the Georgia Central.

You request my opinion "as to whether the Commission has authority, under the Act enlltled

'An Act to prevent monopolies In the transportation of freights, and to secure free competition In
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the same, and for other purposes,' * * * * ' to require the connection of the two railroad tracks

so as that cars may pass from one to the other In accordance with the spirit of the first Section of

tie Act.'"

In answer to the foregoing, I respectfully submit that It is my opinion that the Board of Railroad

Commissioners have no authority under said Act to compel the Georgia Central Railroad Company

to connect the tracks of its " roads at Greenville and Spartanburg with the track of the Atlanta and

Charlotte Air Line Railway at those points." By Sections 2 and 3 of said Act, one railroad, under

the conditions named in said Sections, has the right and authority to join its track by safe and

proper switches with other railroads. But no authority Is given by said Act to compel one railroad

to Join its track with that of another railroad.

Respectfully submitted. JOSEPH H. EARLE, Attorney General.

Campton, S. C, March Oth, 1S88.

Hon. M. L. BONHAM.

St Dear Sir : Yours of the 5th Instant, informing me of the opinion of Attorney General

Esrie in reference to my Switch Bill, came to me this morning. I am very much surprised at his

conclusions, though he no doubt has sufficient and convincing reasons for them. The wording of

the Georgia law was somewhat obscure some of my friends thought So, after consulting with

prominent lawyers in the House, and your Commission, I believe, endorsed It, others outside, the

phraseology was somewhat changed and made, as they thought, so plain that there could be no

misunderstanding Its intent. I will try to get up some reasons for its proper construction and send

on, if passible, which I hope you will lay before the Attorney General. I shall very much regret

your inahility to force that road to terms under the provisions of this Bill, as It will defer our change

here one more year. I was in Spartanburg yesterday, and saw a little shed being erected at one end

of the present shanty, and from what information it was possible for me to gain from those engaged

In toe work. It bids fair to be nothing more than the cheap make-shifts that company at first pro

posed. Of course I may possibly be mistaken, and I hope I am, but I do not believe that I am. As the

time given that company to prepare this accommodation for the public here, where so much money

baa been voted this and other roads by our County, has long expired, I think it but due to our city

for your honorable Board to ask that company—the R. & D.—to lay their plans before you, and, if

they are not such as you have heretofore demanded, and as promised, through a letter to Gen.

Hsskell, the contents of which I saw, and I believe I showed it to you also, then to begin pro

ceedings at once in the manner which seems best—in your Judgment best—adapted to this case.

U the present changes are not of sufficient character to fulfill all reasonable requirements at this

place, I can see no good reason wny you should delay. Their promises in that event will have

proved their only object to be to deceive and put off.

All of this Is most respectfully submitted to your honorable Board, believing that you will exert

your utmost ability to right our wrongs, and, at the same time. Infringe on no rights of this com

pany. Accept my kindest regards.

Sincerely yours, GEO. R. DEAN.

P. S.—I will try and get you a copy of the Georgia law. Please send me the correspondence to

Tttirh yon referred.

off-ice of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, March 10, 1888.

Horn. Geo. R. Dean. Campton, S. C.

Dear sm : Your letter of the 7th Instant is received. We enclose you a copy of a letter from

General Manager Randolph, of the 7th instant. The Commission are of opinion that they should

sot Interfere at this Juncture with the plans and work of the Richmond and Danville Railroad Com

pany on the Spartanburg Depot.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Office of Railroad commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, March 10, 1888.

Bon. Geo. R. Dean, Campton, S. C.

Dear Sm : Enclosed we send you, as promised, copy of our correspondence with Gen. Alexan

der, and also of that with Attorney General Earle.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.
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office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, March 29, 1888.

Col. Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. A D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : The Commission calls your attention to the Act of our General Assembly, passed at

Its last session, to be found on pages 189 and 183 of our last Annual Report, " To prevent monopolies

In the transportation of freights, and to secure free competition In the same, and for other purposes,"

and respectfully asks to be Informed whether It Is the purpose of your company to take any steps

under that Act to connect your track with that of the Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway at

Spartanburg.

Yours very respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Washington, D. C, April 18, 1888.

Qen. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Absence from my office has prevented earlier acknowledgment-of yours of the 39th

ultimo.

In answer to your question, I would state that it Is not the " purpose of your (this) company to

take any steps to connect our track with that of the Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway at

Spartanburg." We understand the Act to which you allude to be permissive, and do not desire to

avail ourselves of Its privileges.

Yours very respectfully, PEYTON RANDOLPH,

General Manager.

Columbia, S. C, April 24th, 1888.

Gen. E. P. Alexander, President, Savannah, Ga.

Dear Sir : Referring to your favors of February 10th and 20th, will you be kind enough to let

the Commissioners know if, in the event of the Richmond and Danville Railroad being willing to

Join tracks with your road at Spartanburg, would you interpose any objection ?

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM.

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Savannah, Ga., April 25th, 18S8.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, CTintrnujn Board Rattroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Replying to your favor of the 24th Instant, would say that we are quite anxious to

Join tracks with the Richmond and Danville, and will gladly do so whenever they are willing.

We only objected to do it without their full consent.

Very truly yours, E. P. ALEXANDER, President.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Colombia, 8. C, May 8th, 1888.

Gen. E. P. Alexander, President, Ac, Savannah, Ga.

Dear Sir : The Act of Assembly approved 24th December, 1687, entitled " An Act to prevent

monopolies In the transportation of freights, and to secure free competition In the same, aud for

other purposes." was passed with the hope by its advocates of securing such connections at ter

minal and junctional points of railroads having the same gauge as would make practicable the

transfer of loaded cars from one railroad to another at such points.

The Attorney General has given to the Railroad Commission the opinion that, while by the sec

ond and third Sections of said Act one railroad has the right and authority to join Its track by safe

and proper switches with other railroads, no authority Is given by said Act to compel one railroad

to join Its track with that of another railroad.

The Richmond and Danville Railroad Company, in answer to Inquiries by the Commission as to

its purpose, declines to take any steps under said Act to Join its track with the Port Royal and

Western Carolina Railway at Spartanburg.

The Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway Company expresses Itself as quite anxious to Join

tracks with the Richmond and Danville Railroad at Spartanburg, but declines to take any steps

under the Act to effect that object.

It Is the opinion of the Commission that the expectations of the public from the passage of said

Act cannot be realized, and that this Information should be communicated to the railroad com

panies concerned.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.
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Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, May 8th, 1888.

CoJ. Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. & D. R. R., Wash intjton, D. C.

Dear Sir: The Act of Assembly approved 24th December, 1887, entitled "An Act to prevent

monopolies In the transportation ol freights, and to secure free competition In the same, and for

other purposes," was passed with the hope by its advocates of securing such connections at termi

nal and Junctional points of railroads, having the same gauge, as would make practicable the trans

fer of loaded cars from one railroad to another at such points.

The Attorney General has given the opinion to the Railroad Commission that while by the 2d and

3d Sections of said Act one railroad has the right and authority to join its track by safe and proper

switches with other railroads, no authority is given by said Act to compel one railroad to Join Its

track with that of another railroad.

The Richmond and Danville Railroad Company, In answer to Inquiries by the Commission as to

la purpose, declines to take any steps under said Act to join its track with the Port Royal and West

ern Carolina Railway at Spartanburg.

The Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway Company expresses itself as quite anxious to join

tracks with the Richmond and Danville Railroad at Spartanburg, but declines to take any steps

under the Act to effect tbat object.

It Is the opinion of the Commission that the expectations of the public from the passage of said

Art cannot be realized, and that this information should be communicated to the railroad com

panies concerned.

Yours truly, , M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.

Savannah, Ga., May 10th, 1888.

Hon. M. L. BONH.iM, Chairman Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I have your esteemed favor of the Sth Instant. As I have previously stated to you, I

consider any connection with the Richmond and Danville would be of no value whatever to us, un

less it were established with the good will of the Richmond and Danville, and a desire on their

part to give us business. Such good will and desire can never be controlled by legislation, and I

think that all efforts to force it by legislation only accomplish harm and defer the results wished.

But yet I think that time and circumstances will eventually work out all results which are really

desirable.

1 cannot say that I blame the Richmond and Danville at all for being reluctant to put us In posi

tion to take away business from their roods. None of their roads In that section are more than

barely self-sustaining, and none of them can afford to lose their present revenue. All of them need

more equipment and better facilities of all kinds, and there are more roads there than the country

can now support.

The State, however, is increasing rapidly in business and in population. With this growth of

business on the one hand, and on the other the establishment cf entirely friendly relations between

the Danville and ourselves, I am fully convinced th.it a brief time will bring about all the connec

tions which you state the public wish to see established.

Very truly yours, E. P. ALEXANDER, President.

Application of Citizens of Greeleyville. S. C, for Better Passenger

Accommodatiom.

Matter referred to Captain H. Walters, Vice-President and General

Manager, who took it up promptly, and, as soon as circumstances

permitted, had a neat and substantial depot erected at Greeleyville.

It is ample for the wants of the public at that point.

Spartanburg Petition to Inter-State Commerce Commission.

Spartanburg, S. C, April 23, 1888.

Hon. M. L. Bosham, Chairman Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dub Rnt : I have this day, by mall, forwarded to your address a petition prepared by the Board

ol Trade of this city and endorsed by City Council, addressed to the Inter-State Railroad Commis



stoners at Washington. I am requested by the Board of Trade to respectfully ask your honorable

Commission to attach your endorsement to said petition In any form you think will accomplish most

(rood, and add any remarks you may deem applicable to the case at Issue. This Is In conformity to

your offer In late communication to Mr. L. P. Walker, of this city. With said endorsement, will

you kindly forward It, properly addressed, to Washington, or return to me, as you think best ? If at

any expense ple;ise Inform me by postal, and will be glad to remit at once.

Very respectfully and obediently, CHA8. H. CARLISLE,

Secretary Spartanburg Board of Trade.

Inter-State Commerce Commission,

. Washington, April »), 1888.

Bon. M. L. Boxham, President of the Railroad Commission of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I have the honor to respectfully acknowledge the receipt of the complaint of the

Spartanburg Board of Trade, transmitted by you as Chairman of the honorable Railroad Commis

sion of South Carolina, with your accompanying letter of date *lth Instant.

This complaint is defective in falling to state the railroad companies that make the rates com

plained of In the complaint. This being a complaint under Section 13 of the Act to regulate

commerce, approved February 4, 1887, It Is indispensably necessary, to give Jurisdiction to the Inter-

State Commerce Commission, that the complaint should state all the railroads that participate In

maklug the rate complained of, as you will see by referring to said Section, to which your attention

Is respectfully Invited. I, therefore, respectfully return you this complaint In order that you may

send It to the complainants to enable them. If they see proper, to amend It In the respect mentioned.

We will write them nothing at present on this subject, but request that you will communicate with

them in regard to It, as the complaint was forwarded by your honorable Commission.

I have the honor to respectfully enclose to you a copy of the Act to regulate commerce, approved

February 4, 1887, for the purpose of Inviting your attention to the 18th Section of said Act. I also

enclose you two copies of the Rules of Procedure before the Inter-State Commerce Commission, one

copy of which I request that you will forward to the complainants, In order that they may under

stand our mode of procedure.

With sentiments of the highest respect, and of the utmost good will, I have the houor to be.

Yours very respectfully, W. L. BRAGG, Commissioner.

Spartanburg, S. C, May 3d, 1888.

The Hon. the Railroad Commissioners of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.

Gentlemen : In reply to your favor of 30th April, I would say that we have enumerated the

several railroads which, we believe, are concerned in the discrimination In freight rates against the

city of Spartanburg, In an appendix which you will tlnd at the end of the petition. Trusting this

will be satisfactory, and thanking you for the evident Interest you manifest in forwarding the

Interests of our city, I remain,

Yours very respectfully, CHAS. H. CARLISLE,

Secretary Spartanburg Board of Trade.

Inter-State Commerce Commission,

Washington, May 9th, 1888.

Hon. M. L. Bonuam, President of the Railroad Commission of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th Inst., enclosing

the complaint of the Board of Trade and the City Council of the city of Spartanburg against the

Richmond and Danville Railroad Company and others. The alterations made In the complaint will

answer the purpose for which It was returned, and we are greatly obliged to you for your prompt

ness In this matter. With my best wishes to you for your happiness and welfare, I am, as ever.

Very truly yours, W. L. BRAGG, Commissioner.

Robert Peel vs. IF., C. £ A. Railroad.

Cartersville, S. C, March 1, 1RS8.

M. L. Bosn.vM, Columbia^ S. C.

Sir : I write to call your attention to the Injustice being done to us, the shippers at this point.

All freights assigned to us coming West of Columbia are unnecessarily delayed In your city, much

to our Inconvenience. Your early attention to this matter will greatly facilitate mercantile Interest

at this polut. Any further Information deslrel I will cheerfully give you.

Very respectfully, ROBERT PEEL, General Merchant.
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Office or Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, March 3, 1888.

Robert Perl, Esq-, Cartersettb, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of your

favor of the 3d Instant, and to request you to cite a special case In which a shipment has been de

layed at Columbia. This Is necessary In order that the Commission may be the better enabled to

investigate the matter.

Tours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

AUGUSTA, Ga., April 0, 1888.

Robert Peel, Cartersville, S. C.

Dsah Sir : We have for you one barrel vinegar. Amount wanted for prepayment to your station

RT6. Please remit.

Tours, Ac, H. EDMONDSTON, Agent, per Stansell.

Cartersville, S. C. April 6th, 1888.

H. L. Bo.vhaji, Chairman of Railroad Commission for South Carolina.

Sir : Enclosed And P. C and letter which will explain themselves. As you see our freights are

aeld, thereby causing on Increase of freight and frequent loss by leakage. Will you not correct this

'italminatlon between this place and others on the A. C Line 1

Tours very respectfully, ROBERT PEEL.

Lamar, S. C, February 17, 1888.

Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sirs : Please And enclosed the petition of the citizens of Cartersville and vicinity to Mr. H.

Wallers, asking for a regular depot to be established there. If you remember, I explained to you

oar situation at the session of the Legislature. We are cut off from Tlmmonsville by Sparrow

Swamp, and from Lynchburg by Lynche's River. Therefore please give us your Influence In this mat

ter, and we will be under many obligations.

Tours very respectfully, J. 8. DcBOSE.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, April 17, 1888.

Robert Peel, Esq.. Cartersville, S. C.

Dear Sib : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of your

fwor ol the 16th Instant with enclosures, and to request you to Inform them whether there Is an

»S?nt at your station.

Tours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Cartersville, S. C, April 18, 1888.

K. L. Bonham, Chairman of II. II. Commissioners of S. C.

Tours of 17th received. Charles T. Haynle Is the railroad agent at this place, and has been for a

considerable time.

Very respectfully, ROBERT PEEL.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, April 21, 1888.

T. M. Emerson, Esq., O. F. A. A. C. Line, Wilmington, &• C.

Dear Sir : Mr. Robert Peel writes the Commission that he Is required to prepay charges on ship

ments of freight to him at Cartersville on the Wilmington, Columbia and Augusta Railroad. Will

Sm please Inform the Board why payments may not be made to the agent at that point V

Tours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Wilmington, N. C, April 38, 1888.

Jfr. H. T. Bartlett, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Replying to yours of the 31st concerning complaint of Mr. Robert Peel, I beg to

bj that we have no agent at Cartersville. Therefore transportation of freight for this station is

required to be prepaid.

Tours truly, T. M. EMERSON, General Freight Agent.

3-R&R
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Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Colombia, S. C, April !», 1888.

H. Walters, Esq., Vice-President and General Manager A. C. Line, Wilmington, N. C.

Bear Sir : Enclosed we forward tbe petition from citizens of Cartersvllle and vicinity, asking

that a regular depot be established at that point, also copy of a letter, dated February 17, 1888,

received at this office, together with the petition, this date, from Rev. J. 8. DuBoso, member of the

Legislature.

We recommend the application to your favorable consideration, and ask that we may hear from

you on the subject at your earliest convenience.

Tours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Officx of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, April 25th, 1888.

Robert Peel, Esq., Cartersville, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your letters of April 16tb and 18th, respectively, I am directed to Inform

you that Mr. T. M. Emerson, G. F. A. A. C. Line, writes the Commission under date the 23d Instant

as follows : " Replying to yours of the 21st instant concerning complaint of Mr. Robert Peel, I beg

to say that we have no agent at Cartersvllle. Therefore the transportation of freight for this sta

tion Is required to be prepaid."

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Cartersville, S. C, April 26th, 1888.

M. L. Bonham, Chairman Rail/road Commission for South Carolina.

Sir : Your letter to hand. In reply will say, first, there Is great Injustice done all the patrons of

the W., C. & A. R. R. at this place. All tbe goods shipped to this place coming from beyond Colum

bia, S. C, are kept there to their detriment to wait the pleasure of some railroad agent to notify us

of the amount of freight due on such goods. Then we havo to pay the railroad company directly

or indirectly to transport our money to the agent holding the goods. Then, at the leisure of these

gentlemen, we must wait without any remedy, redress or respect.

Now, sir, as a taxpayer, a legal citizen and a gentleman, I recognize the authority which created

ypur Commission, and demand. In common with hundreds of other citizens here, relief.

The freight collected here and sent from here cannot be less than ten thousand dollars. This Is

only a rough estimate taken. About three thousand bales of cotton shipped from heft ; four hun

dred tons of guano received and delivered here this season or thereabouts. This Is only about half

the business that this Immediate locality warrants If we had proper accommodation.

In reply to your Mr. Emerson's letter, I enclose a bill of lading from the company's agent here,

and. If needs be, I can furnish live hundred more ; also a telegram addressed to the agent here.

These troubles continue. I enclose a notice from the agent at Columbia to me for freight : also bill

of lading for same freight, marked prepaid from Atlanta, Ga., to Cartersvllle, 8. C.

I notice that all of Mr. Haynie's letters are addressed C. T. Haynle, agent W., C. & A. R. R., Car

tersvllle, S. C; rather all on railroad business. I am ready to communicate any Information you

may want to make this a regular station. There Is a telegraph office here, should you desire to

speak to me by wire.

Respectfully, ROBT. PEEL.

P. S.—There Is no tickets sold here, and the number of passengers Is over 1,000 per year.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, May 1st, 1888.

Robert Peel, Esq., Cartersville, S. C.

Dear Sir : Yours of the 2llth ult. has Just been received, and we will accomplish what we can In

the case. The Commission affords to all citizens alike such relief as the Legislature has empowered

them to afford. In the meantime, we Inform you that on the 25th ult, we sent forward a petition of

the citizens of Cartersvllle and vicinity, which was received on the 24th from Rev. J. s. DuBose,

asking that that point be made a regular station, and have recommended its favorable consideration

upon the showing made.

You are evidently mistaken as to the freight on the buggy from Atlanta having been prepaid.

The $4.55 entered on bill of lading is " charges advanced " by the agent at Atlanta. The Commis

sion would suggest that while the present state of things exists, it will be better for you to have ail

your shipments prepaid at shipping points.

Yours respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.
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Office of Railroad Commissioners.

COLUMBIA, S. C, May 1st, 1888.

H. Walters, Eaj., V. P. and General Manager Atlantic Coast Line, Wilmington, N. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to enclose you the accompanying

complaint of Mi. Robert Peel, and to request you to consider same In connection with the petition of

dusens of Cartersville and vicinity, forwarded you from this office on the 25th ult.

Yours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Wilmington, N. C, May 10th, 1888.

Bon. X. L. Bonram, Chairman R. R. Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am In receipt of your favor of May 1st, enclosing letter from Mr. Robert Peel in

regard to our depot at Cartersville.

In six months ending April 1st, which covers both the cotton and fertilizer seasons and the Fall

business, there were shipped from Cartersville only 950 tons, of which 851 was cotton, representing

L531 bales. There were received at Cartersville in the same time 1,141 tons.

Cartersville Is situated between Lynchburg and Tlmmonsvllle, being only 3.4 miles distant from

Lynchburg and 5.9 from Tirnmonsville, and, notwithstanding what is said In the petition, the roads

lo both places are very good. You will note that these gentlemen ask us to establish three agencies

hi a distance of only nine and a half miles. As a special accommodation to the individuals living

•bout Cartersville it was made a prepaid station. For a short time an agent was there, bnt as it

wis evident it would not pay, the agent was withdrawn.

It Is with much regret that I ilud myself obliged to report adversely on the wishes of the resi

dents In that neighborhood, but I do not consider it consistent with proper economy to make Car

tersville, for the present, other than a prepaid station.

Mr. Peel may, of course. And an individual case where the railroad company Is at fault, (we are

all of us liable to mistakes,) but I think that most of the complaints coming from receivers at Car

tersville are due to the want of proper instructions being given by those receivers to the shippers.

Yours respectfully, H. WALTERS,

Vice-President and General Manager.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, May 13, 1388.

Robert Peel, Esq., Cartersville, .S. C.

Dias Sir : Enclosed please And answer of Mr. H. Walters, Vice-President and General Manager,

to jour letters and the petition sent him by the citizens of your sectlou. He makes a strong

showing against establishing a paid station at Cartersville. His answer will be laid before the

Board at the next meeting, and If you desire to add anything In reply the Commission will give it

Que consideration.

Yours respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

• Office Railroad Commissioners,

COLUMBIA, S. C, May 12, 18S8.

Bet. J. 8. Dubose, Lamar, S. C.

Dear Sir : Enclosed please find answer of Mr. H. Walters, Vice-President and General Manager,

tj the petition sent to lilm by the citizens of your section. He makes a strong showing agiiiust

stablishing a paid station at Cartersville. His answer will be laid before the Board at its next

Hasting, and If you desire to add anything In reply the Commission will give it due consideration.

Yours respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, Mayiiitb, 1888.

ippHcatkm of the citizens of Cartersville and vicinity to the Wilmington, Columbia and Augusta

Railroad Company, forwarded through the Railroad Commission, for the establishing of a regular

station at Cartersville. Also, complaint of Robert Peel, of Cartersville, tending to the same end.

The Commission has received and examined the views presented by the applicants, as well as

those of the railroad company, and, after careful consideration, is of the opinion that it cannot

with propriety recommend the establishment at Cartersville of a regular station, the company hav-

tog one at Lynchburg, 3.4 miles distant, and another at Tirnmonsville, 5.9 miles distant.

M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

fintc.—Copy of above sent to Rev. J. S. DuBose, Robert Peel and H. Walters.
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Cooper Brothers vs. JV. E. Railroad.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : You will please And enclosed letter from Messrs. Win. M. Bird & Co., of Charleston,

S. C, in reply to ours, making complaint tor what we considered outrageous charges on a barrel

of oil bought from them. You will see from their reply that they could get no reduction, and, as

suming that it would be a fit case for your action, hence this letter.

Yours truly, COOPER BROS.

FOWLER, 8. C, April 7th, 1888.

Charleston, S. C, April 2d. 1888.

Messrs. Cooper Bros., Fowler, S. C.

Gentlemen : We have seen the railroad people, and the only satisfaction we can get is that 34

cents for 100 pounds is their rate, and, as the barrel weighed 410 pounds, the charge Is correct.

It does seem an outrageous charge, as we can ship to either Augusta or Columbia for 28 cents and

get it brought from New York for 82. Sorry we could get no reduction.

Yours truly, WM. M. BIRD & CO.

Omci of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, April 9, 1888.

Messrs. Cooper Bros., Fowler, S. C.

Dear Sirs : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of

your favor of the 7th instant, and to request you to Inform them what kind of oil the barrel con

tained, and to what railroad station and on what railroad it reached its railroad destination.

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

FOWLER, S. C, April 14, 1888.

Honorable Board Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Gentlemen : Yours of 9th instant to hand. The oil was kerosene ; station, Kingstree ; North

eastern Railroad ; distance, sixty-four miles from Charleston, S. C.

Yours truly, COOPER BROS.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

COLUMBIA, S. C, May 4, 1888.

.Messrs. Cooper Bros., Fouler, S. C

Dear Sirs : In reply to your favors of the 7th and 14th instants respectively, I am directed by the

Board of Railroad Commissioners to inform you that 34 cents per hundred pounds Is the rate agreed

upon between the Northeastern Railroad Company and the Commission on kerosene from Charleston

to Kingstree, and that while it may be regarded as a full rate they do not consider it excessive.

It should be borne in mind that kerosene oil is not only hazardous, but that much care is required

in handling it so that it will not come in contact with, or proxmity to, articles which it will con

taminate.

It is hardly fair to compare the rate in question with rate from New York to Charleston, which Is

made on the basis of the much lower cost of transportation by water.

As to the rate to Columbia and Augusta, the law of our State permits lower rates being charged

for longer than for shorter hauls, when the longer haul is from one competitive point to another.

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

H. E. L. Peebles vs. S. C. Railway—Rate on Cotton Seed Meal.

Smithville, Sumter County, 8. C, March 81, 1888.

To the Railroad Commissioners.

Gentlemen : Enclosed I send you a bill of freight which impresses me as exorbitant. The cot

ton seed meal was shipped to me from Columbia. The distance from Columbia to Camden is only

02 or 03 miles, and the charge is $2.40 per ton. From Charleston to Camden is 142 miles, and the

charge on fertilizers is only $2.50 per ton.

Respectfully, H. E. L. PEEBLES.
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Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, May s, 1888.

PjL S. B. Pickens, General Freight Agent S. C. Ry., Charleston, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to hand you the enclosed copy

of letter from Mr. H. E. L. Peebles In relation to rate on cotton seed meal and fertilizers from Co

lombia to Camden, as compared with rate from Charleston to Camden.

It looks to the Commission that the rate from Columbia is comparatively high, and they hope you

may see your way clear to reduce it.

Yours truly, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Charleston, S. C, May 8, 18S8.

M. T. Bartlett, Esq., Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Replying to yours of stb Instant: Some years ago, when the State gave the South

Carolina Railroad permission to construct a bridge across the Congaree without a draw, one of the

stipulations was that no higher rate should be charged on fertilizers than $3.50 per ton. This was

our rate to all stations, and was reasonable, In view of the services required and the detention of

our ears at stations. But when the law was changed, at the time the Railroad Commissioners were

appointed, this continued to be about our maximum rate, but reductions were made for shorter dis

tances, which were approved at the time by the Railroad Commission.

The rate complained of from Columbia to Camden, a distance of (13 miles, Is the same as we

charged for 83 miles between any points on our road, and for greater dilstances the rate is gradu

ally increased, say about one cent per ton for every 10 miles. In this way the present Camden rate

fc arrived at, which has also been approved by the Commission, and I can see no good reason why

we should make any change In our present adjustment of rates.

Tours truly, 8. B. PICKENS, General Freight Agent.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, May 31, 1888.

H. E. L. PEEBLES, Esq., Smtthvittc, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your letter of the 81st of March last, I am directed by the Board of Rail

road Commissioners to hand you the enclosed copy of letter from Colonel S. B. Pickens, General

Freight Agent S. C. Railway, written In reply to one from the Commission covering copy of yours

above referred to.

As stated by Colonel Pickens, the rate of 82.40 per ton Is the same as is charged by the South

Carolina Railway for every haul of 63 miles. For example, the rate from Charleston to Branchvllle,

a distance of 62 miles, is $3.40 per ton.

The Commission directs me to add that they trust you may, with them, concur In the views pre

sented by Colonel Pickens.

Yours very respectfully, M. T. B ARTLETT, Secretary.

Rate on Wood.

Rock Hill, S. C, Jane 9th, 1S88.

General M. L. Bonham, R inroad Commissioner, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir: I enclose the accompanying correspondence, which explains Itself. Please give me

your opinion as to the Justice of the tariff rates. As to ordinary wood, you will observe It Is abso

lutely prohibitory. As to the wood In question. It is S8X per cent, for hauling 35 miles. Moreover,

the wood was shipped with the understanding It should be $9.00 freight. Alter arrival at

destination the charge of $18.50 is made. I do not complain so much of this as of the exorbitant

regular tariff rate, which If continued operates to prevent the traffic. Your kind attention to this,

and thanking you to return the papers enclosed with your remarks, I am.

Yours very respectfully, ' IREDELL JONES.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Colombia, S. C, June llth, 1888.

Isedell Jones, Esq., Rock Hill, S. C.

Dear Sir : We have looked Into your complaint, as presented In your communication of the

9th Instant, and And the charges are such as are allowed by the tariff, which is fixed, under existing

laws, by the Railroad Company and the Railroad Commission conjointly.

The rate on wood Is too high. But the Legislature took from the Commission, in December, 1883,

tie power of fixing rates, or it would, I believe, be reduced on that article now.

Some of the railroads do not charge the maximum rate. All can reduce It If they will, and

they know it.

Yours respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.
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Special Rales to Manufacturing Companies.

Gaffney City, S. 0., May 8, 1888.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : I have been wld that there Is an Act, passed by last Legislature, allowing your Com

mission to give special freight rates to new enterprises. I am running a new perpetual lime kiln,

and am under contract to furnish lime to Clifton, Piedmont and Rock Hill cotton mills, and can't

get a special freight rate. I sold to them low, and want a low freight if there is any way to get it.

The Southern Traffic Association has put up the weight of lime barrels to 210 pounds, instead of

200, as it used to be. I have contracts for more than 4,000 barrels, to be put up in 200-pound barrels,

and the railroad Is charging me 21,000 pounds for 100 barrels, which is 1,000 pounds per car more

than I ship. Now, is there any way to have lime shipped at actual net weight V Would be pleased

to have your advice. Can I ship lime over the Ashevllle and Spartanburg Railroad instead of send

ing It round by Salisbury, N. C, to Asheville, N. C. ?

Yours truly, W. H. RICHARDSON.

Office OF Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, May 16, 1888.

W. H. Riciiardson, Ew?., Qaffney City, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of your

favor of the 8th instant, and to reply as follows : On request of several manufacturing companies

in the State, among which are the Clifton, Piedmont and Rock Hill, the Commission has authorized

the railroads to make for all companies asking for same, rates equal to two-thirds regular tariff

rates on building material, machinery, &c, for use in the construction of their mills.

If the gross weight of your barrels of lime is not less than 210 pounds each, the railroads are

justified in charging you on that weight. Their having formerly charged less than actual weight

created no obligation on their part to continue to do so. .

Section 1514 General Statutes provides that the railroad companies shall forward shipments by

the route selected by the shipper. Said Section reads as follows : " Every railroad corporation shall

forward promptly merchandise consigned or directed to be sent over another road connecting with

lis road, according to the directions contained thereon or accompanying the same, and shall not

receive and forward over its road any merchandise consigned, ordered, or expressly directed to be

received and forwarded Tjy a different route."

Yours respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Gaff.net City, S. C, May 17, 1888.

Mr. M. L. Bonham, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Yours of the 10th received and noted. I surely failed to make you understand my

condition. I am in contract with Clifton and Piedmont to deliver their lime at their respective

de|K)ts for a given sum. Now, is It Just or right for them to pay two-thirds rates and charge me full

rates when thev bind me to deliver the lime ? I can't see how they have the right to charge me with

any more than the freight they actually pay.

Yours truly, W. H. RICHARDSON.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, May 19th, 1888.

W. H. Richardson, Esq., Oaffney City, S. C.

Dear Sir : You " surely failed " to make yourself understood In some respects in your letters of

the 8th and 17th insts. The third proviso of Section 1448, General Statutes, passed last December, Is

as follows : "Provided, further. That the Railroad Commission, conjointly with the railroad com

panies, shall have authority to make special rates for the purpose of developing all manufacturing,

mining, milling and Internal Improvements In the State." Under this authority the Railroad Com

mission, " conjointly with the railroad companies," has given two-third rates to several manufac

turing companies, to wit : Enoree, Whitney, Clifton, Pelzer, Piedmont, Pacolet, Congaree, Rock

Hill and Fort Mill, on the building material, machinery, Ac, shipped to them for building factories,

and for developing the manufacturing Interests of the State. Tills privilege inures to the Interest

of said companies. If one or more of these companies to whom you have delivered lime have

charged you the full rates, but have themselves received the benefit of two-third rate on the same

shipment, please furnish the Commission with the evidence thereof.

Yours respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

X
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Gaffney Citt, S. C, June 12, 1888.

Mr. M. L. Sonjiam, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : In my shipments of lime to Piedmont manufactory can't I get the two-third rate

allowed?

Yours truly, W. H. RICHARDSON.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, June 19, 1888.

W. H. Richardson, Esq., Gaffney City, S. C.

Dear Sir : Your letter of the 13th Instant has been received.

The law is not construed by the Commission as authorizing the railroad companies and the

Railroad Commission conjointly to allow to the shippers of the building material the special

winced rates, but as authorizing the allowance of the rates to the manufacturing company to

Thorn the materials are shipped.

Yours respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Petition of Citizens of Seneca City in Regard to Passenger Accom

modations.

This petition was forwarded to Richmond and Danville Railroad

Company with the statement that the request for better accommoda

tions at Seneca City was a just one, and that the Commission had

repeatedly suggested the propriety of an improvement at that point,

and that the authorities had made promises that it should be made.

Some time elapsed before any steps were taken, but at this writing

a neat and substantial station house, fully up to the requirements of

the public, has been erected.

Application of Sunftry Manufactories in Process of Construction for

Reduction of Freight on Building Material and Machinery.

In pursuance of amendment to Section 1443, General Statutes,

sundry applications have been received for reduction of freight

under above conditions. The Commission exercised the discretion

given them, and special rates have been made by various roads to

transport building material and machinery for factories in process of

construction.

Citizens of Dovesville, S. C, against Cheraw and Darlington Rail

road.

Complaint of insufficient passenger accommodation. Since last

report this matter has been taken up by the authorities of said rail

road and the accommodations are now all that are needed by the

public at that point.
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Complaint of Dr. John A. Boyd against Atlantic Coast Line.

This was a complaint of overcharge of freight on three boxes of

lead from Charleston to Darlington. Keferred to T. M. Emerson.

General Freight Agent, who immediately had overcharge refunded,

it having been only a clerical error.

Complaint of G. Eirkwood King in regard to Underlining of Cot

ton Shipped to Northern Ports.

Mr. King makes a general charge of underbilling of cotton to

Northern ports on account of fictitious weights being put in bills of

lading, whereas shipments made to Charleston from interior points

in South Carolina were billed at actual weight. Replied to, asking

that a specific case be cited and that it would be investigated. Xo

further reply received.

Union Depot at Spartanburg.

The following correspondence, although rather voluminous, and

oovering a considerable period of time, is published in full that the

Legislature can see the urgent necessity of amending Section 1457,

General Statutes, as suggested by Attorney General Earle. (See

page 17 of Ninth Annual Report of Railroad Commissioners) :

8PARTANBURG, S. C, August 5, 1880.

To the Railroad Commissioners of S. C, Columbia, S. C.

Gentlemen : At a regular meeting of the Spartanburg Board of Trade on August 3d Instant,

the following resolutions were Introduced and unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That the Board of Trade of the city of Spartanburg respectfully request the officers of

the several railroads running to and from the city to erect a union passenger depot similar to the

one in Columbia, S. C, for the better accommodation of the largely Increasing travelling public;

and that the Railroad Commissioners of the State be .respectfully urged to use their Influence

towards the accomplishment of this end.

Resolved, That we request the City Council of Spartanburg to co-operate In every legitimate

way with the several railroads in the erection of said union passenger depot.

By order of the Board I hereby transmit to you a copy of above resolutions for your consideration.

I am very respectfully yours, CHAS. H. CARLISLE, Secretary.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, August tith, 1886.

Chas. H. Carlisle, Esi„ Secretary Board of Traile, Spartaiilnirg, S. C.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to acknowledge receipt of your

favor of the 5th Inst., covering resolutions of the Spartanburg Board of Trade, and to say that copy

of same has been forwarded to President Rooul and to General Manager Thomas, with request

that they give the matter the consideration Its importance demands. The Commission begs to assure

you that they will use their best endeavors towards the accomplishment of your object.

Yours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretory.
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Owice or Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, August Oth, 1886.

Capt. W. G. Raoul, President, Augusta, Oa.

Dear Sir : I am directed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners to hand you the enclosed copy

of resolutions of the Board of Trade of the city of 8partanburg, and to respectfully request you to

give the matter such consideration as ills Importance may demand. The Commissioners are per

suaded, from personal observation, that the erection of a suitable union depot at Spartanburg would

result in advantage to your lines as well as to the city of Spartanburg.

Tours very respectfully, M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, August 0, 1880.

E. B. Thomas, Esq., General Manager R. & D. R. R.. Richmond, Va.

Dear Sir : By direction of the Board of Railroad Commissioners the enclosed copy of resolutions

of the Board of Trade of Spartanburg is handed you, and they respectfully request that you give the

matter such consideration as Its importance may demand.

The Commissioners feel persuaded from personal observation that the erection of a suitable union

dtpot at Spartanburg would result in advantage to your lines as well as to the city of Spartanburg.

Yours very respectfully, , M. T. BARTLETT, Secretary.

Savannah, Ga., August 10, 1880.

H. T. Bartlett, Esq., Secretary Railroad Commission.

Dear Sib : I have your communication of the 6th In relation to a Joint depot at Spartanburg, and

the resolution of the Board of Trade of Spartanburg relating to the same subject enclosed.

The road I represent (the Greenwood, Laurens and Spartanburg) is barely making lis operating

expenses, and therefore lily able to make any expenditure ; but, believing that a track connection

with the Ashevllle and Spartanburg Railroad would result advantageously to both companies by in

creasing their revenues, I stand ready to contribute my share to make the connection. The Rich

mond and Danville main line is already suitably accommodated, and the necessity for a better depot

Is with the Ashevllle and Spartanburg and the G., L. & S. roads, both of which are too poor to make

them very extensive. I am, however, ready to contribute to such accommodation If planned on a

scale suitable to the means and revenues of the road.

Respectfully yours, W. G. RAOUL, President.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, November 23th, 1887.

E. B. Thomas, Esq., General Manager R. & D. R. R„ Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: The Commission respectfully encloses you copies of two complaints, received on the

3th instant, as to the insufficiency of the depot accommodations at Spartanburg, on the Atlanta and

Charlotte Air Line Railway ; one from W. E. Burnett and others In behalf of the Board of Trade

and citizens of that place ; the other signed by some 160 of the best and most prominent citizens of

the city and County.

We express the hope that your company will at once remove all cause of these complaints.

Yours very respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

Spartanburg County.

To the Honorable the Railroad Commissioners of the State of Simth Carolina:

We, the undersigned citizens of the city and County of Spartanburg, S. C, having a strong faith

in your wisdom and executive ability, and believing that a Just cause will elicit your approval and

earnest co-operation in our behalf, respectfully solicit your immediate investigation and aid in

securing for us suitable, convenient and modern passenger depot accommodations and conveni

ences, such as will adequately meet the demands of our progressive city and the transient public at

large; and your petitioners will ever pray, Ac.

LETHIS & MONTGOMERY,

L. P. WALKER,

And one hundred and flfty-tnree others.

Spartanburg, S. C, November 8, 1887.

To the Railroad Commissioners of South Carolina.

Dear Sirs : We, in behalf of the Board of Trade and the citizens of this place, h^ye been In

structed to memorialize you In regard to a matter which is of great import to us and far-reaching In
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Its Influences, one which affects not only residents of our city, but visitors and those who only pass

through the limits of our corporation. It Is the erection of proper, comfortable and modern passen

ger depot accommodations. There Is widespread and Increasing complaint and dissatisfaction In

regard to our present untidy and antiquated so-called waiting rooms at our depots.

We are sure that each member of your honorable body Is partially. If not thoroughly, conver

sant with the existing condition of our accommodations here, and we deem It hardly necessary to

make an argument for an Immediate change.

We had hoped that we would not be necessitated to trouble you again with railroad matters per

taining to our city, but after bearding the lions In their dens and receiving nothing from them but

millennium promises, we have been forced to appeal to the powers behind the throne, and we do so

in the faith that a remedy shall be forthcoming. The railroad officials themselves say that the ac

commodations here are not In keeping with the place or the demands of the public at large. Then

why not force them to do what they say should be done, but which they do not do because It will

require a small outlay of capital ? We appeal to you as a body armed with the powers given you by

the State as to whether or not that power shall not be exercised In our behalf. Trusting that we

shall meet with a favorable and early response, we are

Yours very respectfully, W. E. BURNETT,

T. H. GANNON,

A. TOLLESON,

Committee.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Colombia, 8. C, November 15th, 1887.

E. B. Thomas, Esq., General Manager R. <fc D. H. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : The Commission respectfully encloses a copy of complaint of H. E. Ravenel as to

the Spartanburg station house on the Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Railway, and the want of suit

able accommodations there.

The Commission, on the 27th of September, 1887, gave you notice of similar complaints of other

citizens, and of their own observations, of the inconveniences to which women and children are

subjected at that place. In your reply of the 7th of October lost you Bay : "I have instructed

Superintendent Berkeley, of the Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line, to at once extend the passen

ger accommodations at Spartanburg, and, In the way of heating and conveniences, to put the

buildings in such condition as shall fairly well accommodate the business at that point." Nothing

has been done In the premises. The Commission regrets to And it their duty to send your company

the following notice :

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, November 15th, 1887.

To the Richmond and DanvUlc Company, Lessees of the Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line

. Railway :

In view of the great number of passengers getting on and off the trains at Spartanburg at the un

seasonable hour of two o'clock A. M., as well as at different hours of the day, from the various trains

there meeting. It appears to the Commission " it Is reasonable and expedient, in order to promote

the security,- convenience and accommodation of the public," that you forthwith comply with

the requirements of Section 1404, General Statutes, In all particulars as to the station house at

Spartanburg, on the Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Railway ; that adequate platforms and shelters

to protect passengers and their baggage from the weather at the entrance and exit from the trains

be provided : that a dry way be constructed from the station rooms to the covered platform, or the

station and baggage rooms bo placed along the line of the passenger track ; that an adequate force

be employed for the sale of tickets, checking of baggage and the performance of other requisite

duties ; and that better lights at night be provided, and the station house be amply provided with

fires In the Winter and water at all times.

These " improvements and changes " the Commission " adjudge to be proper," whereof your

company is hereby given " Information In writing," as required by Section 1457, General Statutes.

You will please get President Sully to accept notice on the back of the original hereof, dating

same, and return it to this office. The copy is for the use of your company.

M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Subsequently this notice was re-dated December 7th, 1887, and served on agent of Atlanta and

Charlotte Air Line Railway at Spartanburg.

SrARTANBCRG, 8. C. November 10, 1887.

Hon. ErOENE P. Jervky, JJndrocKi Commissioner, &c, Charleston S. C.

My Dkar^ir : This is my first opportunity to slate In writing the matter which I briefly spoke of

In Charleston lust week.
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On the night of October 31st, I and several others took the 2:20 A. M. train at this place for

Charleston. On arriving at the Air Line depot, the little waiting room was found to be already so

we'.l occupied that ladles remained In the omnibus In preference to the room. The nlRlit was cold

aid extremely wet. Sleet fell here the day before, and the engine from the mountains came up

with a bank of snow on the cow-catcher. I had much trouble In getting my trunks checked ; and

after they were checked they were placed out by the railroad track unsheltered In a pouring rain

awaiting the train. So was other baggage.

Both the passenger and baggage arrangements at the Air Line depot are unfitted to the traffic,

and are the subject of frequent private complaint. There Is Insufficient room, heat, cleanliness,

Lght and other necessities. There are not men enough conveniently and properly to keep up with

the ticket selling and the baggage at the meeting of trains, although efficient and faithful to their

duty as a rule. There is no platform and no cover by the main track. Trunks are put out on the

irreund, sometimes in pools of water, and at this date to reach the cars one has to pick his way

through mud and water. At night, a single lamp burns outside of the station, and makes the dark

ness visible. In the dimness It Is hard to recognize one's own baggage. If you can correct any of

these things, you will serve the public.

Very respectfully yours, H. E. RAVENEL.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, November 23d, 1887.

H. E. Ratenkl, Esq;., Spartanburg, S. C.

Dear Sir : On receipt, through Mr. Jervey, of your complaint as to the Spartanburg depot, a

communication was at once sent to Mr. E. B. Thomas, General Manager of the Richmond and Dan

ville Railroad, a copy of which I am directed by the Commission to enclose you.

Yours very respectfully, M. T. BABTLETT, Secretary.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, November 28th, 1887.

L B. Thomas, Esq., General Manager R. & D. R. R., Yfaxhinglon, D. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to our communication of the 15th Inst., the Commission requests to know

whether President Sully accepts service of our notice therein.

Tours very (ruly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Washington, D. C, November 28, 1S87.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Tour favor of recent date In regard to the Spartanburg depot has beeu received, and

I have forwarded the same to President Sully. As soon as I receive an answer from him I will

communicate with vou.

Tours truly, E. B. THOMAS.

Washington, D. C, November 30, 1887.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, .">". C.

dear Sir : Replying to your favor of the 28th Instant, as soon as I received your letter of the

ISlh with the papers enclosed, I forwarded them to President Sully, with the request that ho accept

service of ihe notice and return to me. As yet I have not received them. As soon as I do I will

retain them to you.

Yours truly, E. B. THOMAS.

Washington, D. C, December l, 1887.

Bm. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear sir : Referring to your favor of the 28th ultimo, as I wrote you several days since, I

referred your letter In regard to the Spartanburg station to President Sully, from whom I have not

J* had any response. I will communicate with you at once upon hearing from him.

I had given an order for the repair of the Spartanburg station In such manner as I supposed

would be satisfactory to you : but on receipt of your notice to the effect that a new station was

retired, I of course suspended all operations, and await the orders of the President In regard to

the matter.

I can assure you that, personally. It would give me great pleasure to remedy fully the situation

"once.

Yours truly, E. B. THOMAS.

Atlanta, Ga., December 10, 1887.

Got- M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Due Sir : The notice served on our agent as to passenger facilities at Spartanburg received

«nd contents noted. In reply I beg to state that the only question now Is as to best arrangement
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for new depot, etc. There are some questions as to land, etc., which I hope soon to settle, and

the Improvements will be begun at once and pushed to completion. I do not think It worth while

repairing the old passenger depot, but will build a nice new one that will furnish facilities for our

passengers for years.

Yours truly, E. BERKELEY, Supt.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, February 14, 1888.

E. Berkeley-, Enq., Superintendent A. St P. A. L. Ralheaii. Atlanta, Qa.

Dear Sir : The Commission, on reading the report of the Chairman, a copy of which Is enclosed,

at their meeting to-day, resolved to suspend any action under their notice of the 7th day of Decem

ber, 1887, and trust that your company will make the Improvements needed as rapidly as prac

ticable.

Yours very respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.

Columbia, 8. C, February 13th, 188S.

The sixty days' notice given to the Richmond and Danville Railroad Company requiring them to

Improve their depot accommodations at Spartanburg having expired, the Commission on the S)th

instant proceeded to Spartanburg, and examined on the 10th the progress made.

The Commission found no change In the condition of depot and station accommodation ; rooms

dirty, and nothing done which the public has a right to expect at so Important a point.

However, the agent, Mr. W. P. Invin, who politely answered the Commission's Inquiries, stated

that lumber is now on the ground for an enlargement and Improvement of the passenger station

rooms and baggage room, and he exhibited some articles of furniture for ilttlng up the passenger

apartments, with suitable retiring rooms and fixtures. The agent says ho is assured that the

Improvements will be made as soon as the -change of weather will admit and the workmen can

be put at it.

Atlanta, Qa., February 15, 1888.

Got). M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Dear Sir : Yours of the 14th to hand and contents noted. I have had plans made and lumber

ordered for the new waiting rooms at S]>artanburg. You are unaware of the difficult problem we

had at this place. I did not wish to make a temporary arrangement; but to put up something that

would do for years and be worthy of the town. We have little or no room for Improvements, and I

have been trying to buy land for this purpose. I did It quietly to avoid exorbitant prices. Our

people are willing and anxious to furnish suitable accommodations, and will do so at all points,

but it takes time and money, and I am satisfied that I can always render your honorable body a

satisfactory excuse for delay In such matters.

Yours respectfully, E. BERKELEY, Superintendent.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia. S. C, March 8, 1888.

Colonel Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. <t D. R. R., Washington, D. f.

Dear Sir: Your attention Is respectfully but earnestly called to the correspondence between

this Board and the authorities of the Richmond and Danville Railroad Company In reference to the

Spartanburg depot, beginning as far back as September 27, 1887.

The notice of 10th November, 1887, to your company, under Sections 14110 (it should be 1494) and

1457, General Statutes, was sent to Col. Thomas for President Sully's acceptance of service. He nei

ther accepted service nor made any response. The Commission, therefore, felt it their duty, through

their Secretary, M. T. Bartlett, to serve upon the agent of the Richmond and Danville Railroad

Company at SiKirtanburg, Mr. W. P. Irwin, the notice to that company of the Improvements which

the Commission thought, under the law, should be made. Service was made on the 8th December,

1887, and duly proved on the 10th. Superintendent Berkeley received the notice, and the following

was received from him : " The notice served on our agent as to passenger facilities at Spartanburg

received and contents noted. In reply I beg to state that the only question now Is as to the bust

arrangement for new depot, etc. There are some questions as to land, etc., which I hope soon to

settle, and the Improvements will be begun at once and pushed to completion. I do not think 1 1

worth while repairing the old passenger depot, but will build a nice new one that will furnish facil

ities for our passengers for years."

Colonel Thomas, you will observe, In his letter of December 1, 1887, says : "But on receipt of your

notice to the effect that a new station was required, I of course suspended all operations, and

await the orders of the President in regard to the matter." A new station was at no time

required.
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At the expiration of the sixty days' notice served on Agent Irwin, the Chairman of this Board

visited Spartanburg, and on the 13th of February, 1838, made to the Commission the following

report :

"Columbia, S. C, February 13, 1888.

" The sixty days' notice given to the Richmond and Danville Railroad Company, requiring them

to Improve their depot accommodations at Spartanburg, having expired, the Commission, on the

9th Instant, proceeded to Spartanburg and examined, on the 10th, the progress made. The Com

mission found no change in the condition of depot and station accommodations—rooms dirty, and

nothing done which the public has a right to expect at so important a point. However, the agent.

Sir. W. P. Irwin, who politely answered the Commission's Inquiries, stated that lumber Is now on

the ground for an enlargement and Improvement of the passenger station rooms and baggage room,

and be exhibited some articles of furniture for fitting up the passenger apartments, with suitable

retiring rooms and fixtures. The agent says he Is assured that the improvements will be made as

soon as the change of weather will admit and the workmen can be put at It."

Upon the report being read, the Commission resolved " to suspend any action under the notice of

the 7th day of December, 1887," and of this Superintendent Berkeley was notllled on the 14th

February. The following was his reply : " Tours of the 14th to hand and contents noted. I have

bad plans made and lumber ordered for the new waiting rooms nt Spartanburg. You are unaware

of the difficult problem we had at this place. I did not wish to make a temporary arrangement, but

to put up something that would do for years and be worthy of the town. We have little or no

room for Improvements, and I have been trying to buy land for the purpose. I did It quietly to

avoid exorbitant prices. Our people are willing and anxious to furnish suitable accommodations,

and will do so at all points, but it takes time and money, and I am satisfied that I can always render

your honorable body a satisfactory excuse for delay in such matters."

We learn that no further steps are being taken toward the Improvements suggested.

Our action Is simply suspended. The Improvements have been too long delayed, and the Com

mission trusts they will be saved the necessity of putting the matter In the hands of the Attorney

General.

Tours very respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

Washington, D. 0., March 7, 1888.

Gtn. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Yours of March 3d in relation to " passenger accommodations at Spartanburg " is re

ceived. Mr. Berkeley reports by wire to-day that the work at Spartanburg Is progressing rapidly ;

that the tracks have been changed, and the new part of the building will be finished on Friday.

The changes in the old building will then be made, and be expects to have them completed In a

week or two.

Hoping this may be satisfactory.

Yours respectfully, PEYTON RANDOLPH, General Manager.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, September 17. 1888.

Oi, Ptvton Randolph, General Manager R. A D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear sir : Referring to communications to you on the above subject, viz : December 7th, 1887,

and March 14, 1SSS, the Commission beg to state that they met Ma]. E. Berkeley, Sup't., at Spartan

burg, by appointment, on May 14, 1888, and Inspected the work done. The depot aecummoda-

ttocs seem to be sufficient for the travel, but the proper provision has not been made to protect

passengers and baggage between the main track and the station house.

The long shed between the tracks Is of such height and so narrow that It affords little protection

from the sun, and we may say none whatever from the driving rains so frequent In that section.

Maj. Berkeley's attention was called to this, and he admitted that It was not In accordance with

U» requirements of the Commission, and he was understood to request that no further stops should

he taken at the time and he would see what could be done to connect the shed and the station

boose, so that passengers and baggage should be perfectly protected In passing to and fro between

trains and waiting rooms. It was agreed to do so, and the Commission have putlently waited for

the improvements, but, up to this date, nothing more has been done. On the contrary, some weeks

since, about fifteen (IS) Inches In width was cut off the entire length of what was originally too

narrow a structure.

The traffic at this point is sufficiently large to demand the Improvements pointed out, and the

Commission hopes that Immediate steps will be taken to carry them out; otherwise they will be

compelled to proceed under the law, and, if possible, obtain the rights of the public through the

courts.

Yours very truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.
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Passenger Accommodations at Spartanburg.

Washington, D. C, September 28, 1888.

Qcn. M. t. Bonham, Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to your letter of tbe 7th Instant In regard to the passenger accommodations

at Spartanburg, I have not replied before, as I had to get reports upon tbe subject from the local

officers.

The only objection made by the Commissioners to the Improvements made by the company to

the passenger accommodations at Spartanburg appears to be that the shed over the platform Is not.

In their Judgment, sufficiently wide to make a complete protection from the weather. I note that

you say that " fifteen Inches In width was cut off the entire length of what was originally too nar

row a structure." This, lam Informed, Is a mistake. Supt. Berkeley reports that he "rounded

off the end parallel to side track for a few feet to keep It from knocking a man off a passing freight

car," and I thluk, on further consideration, you will agree that this was a necessary precaution, and

really makes the objection to extending the platform as you suggest. There Is necessarily a large

amount of switching and handling of freight trains at this point, with brakemen on top of the cars,

and to have such a shed as you suggest would add very greatly to the danger to employees in the

performance of their duties Incident to such movement of cars.

I do not understand that It was ever the intention to provide this shed as a point at which pas

sengers should be sheltered while waiting for trains, such protection being afforded by the waiting

rooms, which you say are now " sufficient for the travel," but only to provide a shelter where um

brellas could be opened, 4c., in order to reach their conveyances and the streets.

I hope, therefore, In view of the dangerous character of the shed to trainmen, that you will con

sider the present accommodations at Spartanburg as sufficient for tbe present.

Tours respectfully, PEYTON RANDOLPH, General Manager.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, October 3d, 1888.

Col. Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. A D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : Your letter of the 38th ultimo has been received.

You say : " The only objection made by the Commissioners to the improvements made by the

company to the passenger accommodations at Spartanburg appears to be that the shed over the

platform is not, In their Judgment, sufficiently wide to make a complete protection from the

weather." In this you are in error. By reference to our communication of November 15th, 1887,

to Col. Thomas, then Geueral Manager, you will perceive, among other requirements there detailed,

" that adequate platforms and shelters to protect passengers and their baggage from the weather at

the entrance and exit from the trains be provided ; that a dry way (understood to be a covered

way) be constructed from the station rooms to the platforms, or the station and baggage rooms be

placed along the line of the passenger track," were required. The Commission " adjudged " these

Improvements " to be proper," and by reference to our letter to yourself of March 3d, 1888, yon

will see the next step. The Commission has not at any time abandoned their requirements. In si

subsequent personal interview at Spartanburg with Major Berkeley, after the Commission objected

that no protection for passengers from the station rooms to the trains w,is provided, as well as that

the shed was defective. Major Berkeley said substantially he would see what could be done to meet

our views.

The Commission thinks they sufnclently conveyed the Idea that an arrangement like that now at

Central should be adopted, or that the station and baggage rooms should be placed along the line of

the passenger track.

As reg.irds the cutting off of about fifteen Inches of the shed, Mr. Jervey, one of the Commission

ers, was under the impression that about that much had been taken off. Of course if it was dan

gerous to brakemen It was proper to make the change.

The improvements have never been regarded as meeting the requirements of the Commission or

the needs of the traveling public ; nor did the Commission ever suppose that passengers were to

wait under the shed for trains.

Yours respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.
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PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS AT FORT MILL.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, September 7th, 1888.

Otmd Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. A- D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : When making the annual examination of the South Carolina Division of your system

on tbe 30th ultimo, the Commission found the passenger accommodations at Fort Mill to be totally

Inadequate to the wants of the traveling public.

Upon Inquiry it was found that your railroad hires only one room in the building, which room is

entirely too small, and in the circumstances cannot be kept in proper order.

The passenger business at this point warrants improved facilities, and the Commission would

respectfully urge upon you prompt action, so that the patrons may not be subjected to the existing

inconvenience during the approaching Winter.

Yours very respectfully, M. L. BONHAM.

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.

Kc4(..—No reply received.

EXAMINATION OF CAROLINA, CUMBERLAND GAP AND

CHICAGO RAILWAY.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, September 30, 1887.

Jfr. W. H. Scdofield, General Superintendent C„ C. G. <Sc C. Railway, Aiken, S. C

Dear Sir : In accordance with appointment, the Board of Railroad Commissioners examined on

the llrth Inst., with Mr. J. 0. Meredith, expert, that portion of the Carolina, Cumberland Gap and

Chicago Hallway in process of construction between Aiken and Trenton, S. C.

The following are extracts from Mr. Meredith's report : "Trestle No. 1—both ends of trestle con

nection same with main line ; owing to late freshets have been greatly weakened and should be

strengthened at once by Ailing in.'

" Trestle No. 2—Trestle No. 2 is constructed the same as No. 1, in every particular ; the connection

at both ends should be made more perfect.

" Trestle No 3, over Pace's Brunch—The cross ties are not yet secured with guard rails ; the con

nection at both ends with main line should be improved and made more secure at once. At one

point in the foundation the water is making a very bad break and should be changed by having a

ditch cut so as to lead the water from the foundation.

" The construction of the road is faulty ; too few cross ties being used, angle plates not properly

put on, spiking badly done, many errors In width of gauge, road not surfaced or lined either on

the tangents or curves, the latter being the most important, cuts entirely too narrow for safety,

embankments not wide enough In many places, drainage not attended to, particularly in cuts, in

some of which there are dangerous holes.

" The trestles proper are fairly well constructed and can be safely used, but are defective where

Joined to tbe embankments. Just where the butt ends of stringers should be protected by heavy

timbers not less than 13 by 12 placed laterally across the embankment to receive the sudden blow

necessarily given a trestle whenever a train enters upon it. The Pace's Branch trestle has on Its

Southern end a six degree curve, and, to insure safety, the embankment should be run further

North until it gets beyond this curve."

For these reasons the Commission cannot at once certify your road to be In proper condition for

" regular public use." So soon as the needed improvements are made they will be pleased to

make a further examination.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners.

CORRESPONDENCE AS TO CONDITION OF SOUTH CAROLINA

RAILWAY.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, S. C, April 4th, 1888.

GAnnel Jons B. Peck, General Manager S. C. Rallieay, Charleston, S. C.

Dear Sir : Members of this Board have recently passed over all of your rood, ond they desire to

call your attention to the bad condition of the track of the South Carolina Railway from Kingvllle

to Camden, (with the exception of Wateree trestle) from Kingvllle to Oodsden, from Branchville to

near Midway, and from near White Pond to near Montmorencl. (See Section 1467 General Statutes.)
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The Commission suggests that steps be taken at an early day to Improve the track at the points

mentioned, as in their Judgment Immediate repairs are very necessary to promote the security of

the public.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board R. It. Commissioners.

Charleston, 8. C, April Oth, 1888.

Hon. M. L. Bonham, Chairman Board R. R. Commissioners, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : In reply to your favor of the 4th Instant, so far as I am aware the track at the points

named by you Is In Orst class condition with the exception that the rails are badly worn. We ex

pect 1,500 tons of new rails to be delivered during this month, which we think will enable us to put

the line In good order. If the members of the Board discovered any other defect In the track I

would be obliged If you will advise me.

Yours truly, JOHN B. PECK, General Manager.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, June Oth, 1S88.

Col. John B. Peck, General Manager S. C. Railway, Charleston, S. C.

Dear Sir : Referring to our communication of April 4th, and your reply of April 6th, the Board

desire to state that on the 24th and 35th of May they examined the South Carolina Railway and

branches, accompanied by Mr. J. H. Averlll, Superintendent.

It Is noted with pleasure that considerable improvement has been made to that portion of the

track from Gadsden to KJngvllle, but there are still one or two places near the former which need at

tention. New steel rail, it was observed, was being laid along the line at the point on the Augusta

branch between Windsor (or about 109 mile post) and Montmorencl, to which your attention was

called. New rails are much needed from Branchvllle to Edlsto River and towards Midway.

New steel rail was found on about eight miles of the Camden branch, but the remainder of this

line between Kingvllle and where the new rail stops, (with the exception of the trestllng and

bridge,) should have Immediate attention as to the rails.

Yours truly, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board Railroad Commissioners.

CONDITION OP SPARTANBURG, UNION AND COLUMBIA

AND COLUMBIA AND GREENVILLE RAILROADS.

Office of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, September 1st, 1888.

Col. Peyton Randolph, General Manager R. <t D. R. R., Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : The Board of Railroad Commissioners of South Carolina made their annual Inspec

tion of your Columbia and Greenville Division on July 19th, 20th and 21st, and were much pleased

to note considerable Improvement In the physical condition of the greater part of the division. It

Is to be regretted, however, that that portion of the line from Alston to Spartanburg has not been

brought up to a standard which would compare favorably with the main line, the travel over that

section being much heavier since the opening of the through line via Ashevllle. N. C. It Is true

that some seventeen miles of second hand steel rail have been put In during the post year, but this

Is not sufficient to put this line In the condition It should be to meet the wants of the present traffic

over It. Between Alston and Dawklns should, as soon as practicable, be relald In better rails than

are now on the road, much of the old chair rail being badly laminated, and In the near future (un

less steps ore promptly taken to repair It) will become unsafe and dangerous. From a point near

Herbert to Spartanburg it Is apparent that the safety of the track depends more upon the excessive

number of crosstles than upon the character of the rail, and, without going Into a minute calcula

tion. It Is safe to say that at least twenty-five per cent, of the chair rail of the Spartanburg, Union

and Columbia Railroad Is badly laminated or otherwise unfit for use, and, to Insure the safety of

the traveling public, radical changes In the character of this portion of the line sboujd be made

promptly.

The Board hopes that It Is only necessary to call your attention to this matter In order to have

steps taken by you to protect your own Interest and promote the welfare of your corporal ion, to say

nothing of the duty to the public which railroad corporations owe for the privileges granted them

In their charters by the people of tie State.

The twenty-five miles East from Greenville of the Columbia and Greenville Railroad are badly

In need of new rails.

Yours very respectfully, M. L. BONHAM,

Chairman Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Note.—No reply received to the above.
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ACCIDENT ON THE CHARLOTTE, COLUMBIA AND AUGUSTA

RAILROAD.

The Commission investigated the cause of the accident on the

6th November, 1887, on the Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta

Eailroad, one and one-half miles West of Ridge Spring. The

•whole train, except the engine and tender, was derailed. The mail

and express car, the baggage and smoking car, and the first class

passenger car, were turned on one side. The sleeper was off the track

but was not upset. No one was injured. The mail car caught fire,

but was soon extinguished with but little damage.

The track was laid with two different sizes of iron rail, with chair

fastenings. Some of the ties torn up showed decay, but would not

have caused the accident. A broken rail was the cause of the derail

ment and wreck.

COUPLING AND HEATING CARS.

In pursuance of a request made by the Railroad Commission of

Massachusetts, the South Carolina Railroad Commission cherfully

forwarded the following petition to the members of Congress from

South Carolina :

Board of Railroad Commissioners,

Columbia, 8. C, March, 1888.

To the Honorable Senators and Representatives of the State of South Carolina in Congress

Assembled.

GctTLKMEN : In the United States thousands of men every year are killed or Injured In coupling

or uncoupling freight cars. During the past year the casualties from this cause In our State alone

were 34, of which 1 resulted In death . This loss of life and limb can be presented by the use of

uniform automatic couplers, bnt, as the freight traffic Is principally inter-State traffic, attempts on

toe part of individual states to secure uniformity wjthln their respective Jurisdictions would prob

ably result in conflict and failure. While the desired end may be accomplished in time without

Congressional action, delay means further unnecessary mutilation and loss of life. This subject Is

believed to be within the proper province of Congress, which alone can deal with it effectually and

with that promptness which its Importance demands. The action of the Master Car Builders' Asso

ciation last year, in selecting a type of coupler as the standard for that association, has largely elim

inated a serious difficulty, and has opened the way for Congressional action.

Two other subjects of a similar nature demand your consideration .

The total number of brakemen Injured In handling the brakes on freight cars Is somewhat smaller

than the number of those Injured In coupling and uncoupling, but the number of fatal accidents is

much greater. Most of these accidents can be averted by the use of train brakes, which have lately

been perfected so that they can be successfully used on long trains of freight cars.

The success and the growth of the system of heating cars from the locomotive, or other single

source, wiU be greatly promoted If Congress will take such action as will Insure the adoption of

some uniform steam coupler.

We respectfully urge that you will give the three subjects above mentioned liberally of your

thought and of your energies, to the end that Congress may, without unnecessary delay, refer them

to the Inter-State Commerce Commission, or take such other action as may seem to it advisable.

We recommend for adoption the following draft of a resolution :

" Resolved, That the Inter-State Commerce Commission are instructed to consider what can be

done to prevent the loss of life and limb In coupling and uncoupling freight cars used in Inter-

State commerce, and in handling the brakes of such cars, and in what way the growth of the

4—B&R
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system of heating passenger cars from tbe locomotive, or other single source, can be promoted, to

the end that said Commission may make recommendations In the premises to the various railroads

within Its jurisdiction, and report Its doings to Congress at an early date, with such suggestions as

to legislation on said subjects as may seem to It necessary or expedient."

We, who have been vested by the authority of the State with a commission which Imposes upon

us a special trust to promote the safety of employees and passengers on railroads, respectfully press

this petition, as In duty bound. In the name of the multitude of those who have suffered, and In be

half of the multitude of those who are yet to suffer, unless saved by your philanthropic offices.

M. L. BONIIAM,

D. P. DUNCAN,

EUGENE P. JERVEY,

The Board of Railroad Commissioners for the State of South Carolina.

SPECIAL EXAMINATION OP THE PORT ROYAL. AND

AUGUSTA RAILROAD IN MARCH, 1888.

Communications appearing in the public prints over the signature

of prominent citizens of Ellenton and the vicinity, to the effect that

the Port Royal and Augusta Railway was not in a condition to trans

port passengers with safety, the Commission deemed it advisable to

make a special examination of same, accompanied by expert.

The officials of this road promptly responded, furnished transpor

tation, accompanied the Commission, and gave every facility in their

power to make the examination as complete as possible. Two days

were_spent on the road ; some defects were found, and the especial

attention of the General Manager called to same. A copy of the

expert's views (too long to publish herewith) was forwarded to the

officials of the road, and the subsequent annual inspection of this road

showed that much had been done to remedy the defects pointed out.

The examination proved that the complainants were not justified in

using the very strong language they did when describing the condi

tion of the road. One trestle complained of as dangerous was a new

one, built within the previous twelve months, and was found to be

in the best of order throughout its entire length.

INSPECTION OF RAILROADS.

Richmond and Danville Railroad.

Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Division.

Considerable improvement has been made on the track of this

division, and heavier steel rails are being gradually substituted for

that which was formerly laid. The old iron between Columbia and

Augusta is kept in as good order as practicable, but should be relaid

with a better class of rail at an early date in order to successfully

conduct the increasing traffic. Stations generally in fair order. A
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pew one has been found necessary at Chester, and will be put up at

an early date with modern improvements. That at Fort Mill is in

adequate to the business, and attention of the authorities has been

called to its condition. A fine iron bridge has been built over the

Congaree River at Columbia, and the trestles generally are in very

good order.

Columbia and Greenville Division.

During the past year considerable improvement has been made

on this road, and, with the exception of that portion of the track

between Belton and Greenville, (which is old chair rail and should

be replaced with steel rail at an early day) is in excellent order.

Stations have been improved and new ones put up ; that at

Greenwood having been particularly needed.

Laurens Railway.

Considerable work has been done on this road, particularly on the

trestles, which needed it badly. It is now in fair order.

Anderson Branch and Blue Ridge Railroad.

This branch has been well kept up during the past year, and is in

good shape for the necessities of the traffic over it.

The Blue Ridge road now extends into the town of Walhalla, the

extension of 1.8 miles having been opened for public use since the

last Report.

Spartanburg, Union and Columbia Railroad.

About fifteen miles of second-hand 561b. steel rails have been put

upon this road during the past year, but there is much to be done

to make it compare favorably with the standard of other lines

of this system in South Carolina. The authorities have been notified

that it is the opinion of the Commission that improvements should

be made as promptly as practicable. The traffic, both in passengers

and freight, has increased considerably, owing, in a great

measure, to the facilities beyond this line, gained by the improved

management of the Asheville and Spartanburg Railroad. Some

improvements in depot accommodation are much needed, notably at

Union, where it is proposed to erect a new building for passenger

business at an early date. Piled trestles have been put in at several

points. Trestles generally in good order.

Chester and Lenoir (Narrow Gauge.)

This road bed has been improved during the past year, and is in

good order. Trestles at Beaver Dam and Allison's Creek have had
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considerable work done on them, but the former needs further

repairs in the near future.

The station at Yorkville needs a good deal of work upon it, which

will be commenced at an early date. Other stations sufficient.

Cheraw and Chester (Narrow Gauge.)

The road bed has been much improved during the past year, and

some good work has been done on the trestles. Bear Creek and Gaston

Creek trestles have been somewhat repaired, but need further work

at an early day. Very little has been done at Cane Creek. The

temporary work at Catawba River has been taken out and a substan

tial trestle has been built, protected at the banks by heavy rip-rap

work. Fishing Creek trestle has been repaired and is in good order.

The depot at Lancaster was destroyed by fire, and has been rebuilt

in a neat and substantial manner, affording ample accommodation.

Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Division.

This road is in very excellent condition throughout, and is now

laid its entire length in sixty-pound steel rails. It is contemplated

during the coming year to put in several iron bridges and trestles over

streams where wood work is now used, and this policy will be pursued

to a greater or lesser extent every year until all wooden bridges and

trestles are taken out. Station houses have been much improved,

notably at Seneca, Central and Spartanburg, where improvements

were much needed. Attention is called to the matter of the passen

ger shed at Spartanburg, full statement of which will be found

elsewhere in this Report.

Asheville and Spartanburg Railroad.

The traffic on this road steadily increases, and the road has been

put in as good condition as is possible to meet the requirements of

the volume of business. Much work has been done during the past

year, particularly in regard to drainage and ballasting of track. Sta

tions neatly kept and ample for the wants of the public.

Atlantic Coast Line.

Wilmington, Columbia and Augusta Railroad.

The filling in of trestles and putting in of well built brick culverts

continues, and the entire road is in very excellent condition. It is

now laid in fifty-six-pound steel rails throughout. The bridge over

the Pee Dee River was partially burned, and is to be replaced by a

heavy iron bridge of superior and most approved pattern. Stations

generally are well kept, and are ample for the convenience and ac

commodation of both passenger and freight traffic.
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Central Railroad of South Carolina.

Trestles at Ox and Black Swamps have been filled in where practi

cable, and the road is in every respect in fine condition.

The lumber was sawed to erect a suitable depot at Greeleyville, but

it was recently burnt up at the mill. The depot is to be put up as

soon as another bill of lumber can be furnished.

Cheraw and Salisbury Railroad.

This road has not been kept up to a high standard. New cross

ties are much needed throughout all of the line which lies in South

Carolina. The trestles near five-mile post across Westfield Creek,

and near nine-mile post, are not in good order, and repairs should

be made at an early date.

Cheraw and Darlington Railroad.

This road has been somewhat improved since the inspection of

1887, but still needs considerable attention. It is intended to relay

the entire road with fifty-six pound steel rail, a small portion having

been already put down. A portion of the trestles need repairs, and

are by no means in as good condition as they should be. All new

work which is being done is of exceptionally good character, and will

compare very favorably with that which is on the main lines of this

system.

Florence Railroad.

About 18^ miles of this road has been opened up to the public. It

is thoroughly constructed, and will, when the new work has settled,

be equal in physical condition to any part of the system. Depots and

accommodations are more than sufficient for the necessities of the

present traffic.

Northeastern Railroad.

This road is in very fine order throughout, and during the past

year has been further improved by the filling of many of the

smaller trestles and building of brick culverts. About one mile of

the Santee trestle has been filled, and this work will be continued as

far as it is practicable to do so. The increasing traffic has induced

the owners of this road to replace the bridge across Santee River

with a new iron one of much greater strength than the former one,

and it is now a very superior structure. Two new stations of

convenient design and ample accommodation have been erected at

St. Stephen's and Bonneau's. The depots 'are generally well kept

and are sufficient for the wants of the public.
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Charleston, Cincinnati and Chicago Railroad.

Since the last Report, showing 4£ miles of this road, from Black's,

S. C, to North Carolina line, to be in operation, the Commission has

at various times examined and authorized to be opened for public use

78-$- miles more, from Camden, S. C, to Yorkville, S. C, which por

tion is for the present being operated under a traffic arrangement

with the South Carolina Railway.

It is all built in the same substantial manner as stated in report of

1887, and when completed through will prove a very valuable addi

tion to the railroad property of the State.

A memorandum of some of the features of construction of this

road is appended :

Inspection of C, C. & C. Railroad November 15, 1887, from Camden,

' Ten Miles North in Direction of Lancaster.

Two thousand six hundred and forty ties to the mile ; 60^-pound steel

rail of approved pattern, with double angle plates. Well laid and

surfaced. Drainage good and thoroughly done. Trestles heavy and

well put up. Bents on piles, sills, legs and caps 12x12, fifteen feet

apart and cross-braced. Stringer packed chord of three pieces well

bolted together, resting on corbels 12x12, four feet long, dapped on

caps, and all bolted through stringers, corbels and caps. Advised

diagonal horizontal bracing on nine hundred foot trestle across San

ders Creek about twenty-five feet high, as same is approached from

either end on a heavy down grade. Ties on trestles 7x8, dapped one

inch, ten inches apart in clear ; guard rail 6x8, well bolted to ties.

Permission to operate from November 17, 1887.

South Carolina Rail-way.

The general condition of this road is about the same as last year.

Some eight miles of steel rail have been put on the Camden Branch,

but the most of this branch is not in a favorable condition to stand

the increased traffic, which necessarily must follow the opening of

the C, C. & C. R. R. from Camden, S. C, North. The attention

of the authorities of this road was especially called to this, and also

to some noted defects on the Columbia Division and the Augusta

Division. The bridge across the Edisto River was burned during

the past year. Temporary work of a substantial character was

immediately put in, but the bridge has not yet been rebuilt. In

accordance with a recent Act of the Legislature, a draw-bridge is

being put in the structure across the Congaree River.

The stations along this road are, for the most part, in excellent

order and well kept. They are ample for the wants of the traveling

public.
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Green Pond, Walterboro and Branchville Railroad.

Two miles more have been built and opened since last year's Report.

The whole line is much improved, and is doing a satisfactory and

steadily increasingbusiness, to which the additional two miles alluded

to above will materially add. The depot accommodations are ample

for the needs of the road and are neatly kept.

Charleston and Savannah Railway.

This road is in excellent order, and is being rapidly relaid with

60-lb. steel rail. Iron bridges are now across all streams except

Coosawhatchie and Salkehatchie Rivers. The work of filling trestles

is steadily progressing, upwards of 2,000 feet having been done

during the past year. A large portion of the trestling has been re

built since the last inspection, and is of a good standard and very

substantial. This work will be continued as rapidly as practicable,

and it is expected at no distant day to have all of the old style

trestling taken out and replaced by their standard. The stations

along this line are ample, and are generally remarkably well kept.

Sea Island Branch (Charleston and Savannah Railroad.)

This branch road, built to develop the truck industry of the

islands South of Charleston, has proved a success, and will at an early

day be improved and relaid with fifty-pound steel rail. It is now in

fair condition.

Ashley River Railroad.

As heretofore this is operated by the Charleston and Savannah

Railway. The whole four miles is in very excellent condition.

Port Royal and Augusta Railway.

Since the special examination of this road in March, 1888, (report

of which see) this road has been considerably improved ; 56 and Gl^lb.

steel rails are being laid where road is bad, and new trestles are being

put up as fast as practicable. The standard trestle of this road is of

an excellent pattern, and is very strong and substantial.

Port Royal and "Western Carolina Railway.

The main line of this road, from Spartanburg to the Savannah

River, is in fair order throughout. Between Spartanburg and Green

wood better drainage of the track is needed. The trestles generally

are in good order. Station at Laurens has been enlarged and is now

ample for the wants of the public.

A new one has been built at Waterloo (the former having been

burned). A very good pattern of benches for the waiting rooms has

been adopted by this system and are being put in all stations. Be
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tween Greenwood and the Savannah River the road bed is in much

better condition. Trestles are being rebuilt in a very strong and

substantial way, and the old iron rail being replaced by fifty-six

pound steel rail. It is intended to continue this work steadily until

the whole line is laid with it. Stations generally ample for the wants

of the public.

Greenville Branch.

In excellent order for a new road. Necessary work is going on

steadily, and so soon as the road bed settles well this will be as good

a road as any part of the system.

' Anderson Branch.

Owing to the nature of the country through which it runs this

road has had more work done than has been necessary on other por

tions. The road bed, surfacing and alignment has been much im

proved since last year, and it will soon be an excellent road.

Georgia, Carolina and Northern Railway.

The Railroad Commission on the 21st of August examined the 17

miles of the Georgia, Carolina and Northern Railroad from the North

Carolina State line to Ashland, and authorized the company to open

the same for public use on and after the 23d.

It is admirably constructed, having but one short trestle in the 17

miles—that at the bluff on Catawba River—all embankments, with

culverts to protect them against floods, being completed before laying

of track. The steel rail is over 60 pounds, with double angle plate

fastenings. The bridge is a superior iron structure, capable of bear

ing the weight of the heaviest engines in use on Southern roads. By

the time this Report is laid before the Legislature the road will have

been finished to Chester.

Georgetown and "Western Railroad.

This road is in somewhat better condition since it passed into the

hands of the present owners, but its rolling stock can be much

improved. The stations are ample for the needs of the public.

"Wilmington, Chadbourn and Conway Railroad.

Since last Report this road has been opened for public use by the

Commission to the town of Conway, and has this year been inspected

from where it enters South Carolina, a distance of 26 miles. It is

well constructed and laid with good second-hand fifty-six pound

iron rail, with fish- bar fastenings.
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Palmetto Railroad.

Is in good condition, the iron bridge over the Pee Dee River, and

every part of the road, having successfully withstood the freshets of

this year. Since the last Report a handsome depot building, with

good passenger accommodations, has been completed at Cheraw.

Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Railway.

The portion of this road lying in South Carolina, chartered as the

South Carolina Pacific Railway, is operated under lease by the C. F.

& Y. V. Railway. It has sustained some damage from the freshets

of this year, but when inspected by the Commission was found in

good condition in every respect.

Blackville, Alston and Newberry Railroad.

January 5, 1888, the Commission examined and authorized the

opening of sixteen miles of this road, from Blackville to Salley's, and

on 24th April, 1888, eight miles more, from Salley's to Wagener's.

They have recently inspected the above, and examined the six miles

from Wagener's to Seivern, the present terminus of the road, and

authorized it to be opened for public use on and after October 1, 1888.

The road is well constructed throughout, with fair cross ties, good

trestling, and is laid with fifty-six-pound steel rail, double angle plates.

Bishopville Railroad.

This line has been extended seven and three-quarter miles since

our last Report, and for new work the whole road is in fairly good

condition.

Barnwell Railway.

This road has changed hands the past year, having been sold by

the South Carolina Railway to private parties. It is in fair condition.

Eutawville Railroad.

This road has been somewhat improved during the past year, and

is in good condition for the traffic over it. It is being extended from

Vance's across the Santee River in the direction of Sumter, to which

point it will probably be built during the coming year.

Since the inspection of many of the roads in the State, we have

been visited by disastrous floods, (early in September,) and the

damage done to some of the railroads was very great. The heavi

est sufferers were the Columbia and Greenville Railroad, Spartanburg,

Union and Columbia Railroad, Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta

Railroad, South Carolina Railway and Port Royal and Augusta Rail

way. The various officials acted with great energy, and much credit

is due for the promptness with which trains were run after the dis
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aster. It will, however, be some time before these roads can be put

in the condition they were prior to the flood.

It is pleasant to report a continuance of the consideration and

courtesy in the intercourse of the Commission with the railroad offi

cials of the State.

M. L. BONHAM, Chairman,

D. P. DUNCAN,

EUGENE P. JERVEY,

Commissioners.

M. T. Bartlett, Secretary.

Expenses of Office.

(From November S, 1887, to October S, 1888.)

Express charges $ 90

Furniture 6 60

Ice : 7 00

Inspection of railroads 185 65

Miscellaneous 9 41

Newspapers ana periodicals 87 80)

Porter 110 00

Postage 47 SO

Stationery and printing 88 90

Telegrams 83 80

Total $435 82
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MAXIMUM RATES OP PASSENGER PARES.

Authorized by Section 1451/, General /Statutes, on basis of Passenger Earn

ings per mile of Roadper annum for the year ending June 30, 1888 ; also,

Rates in force on the several Railroads of the State.

Name of Road.

Rates Per Mile—Cents.

Class.

First. 8«ond. Hall.

5

Asheville and Spartanburg R. R

Ashley River R. R

Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Ry

Barnwell Ry

Blshopville R. R

Biaclrvllle, Alston and Newberry R. R

Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Ry

Central Railroad of South Carolina

Charleston, Cincinnati and Chicago R. R

Charleston and Savannah Ry

Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta R. R

Cberaw and Chester R. R

Cberaw and Darlington R. R

Cberaw and Salisbury R. R

Chester and Lenoir R. R

Colombia and Greenville R. R

Eutawvllle R. R

Florence R. R

Georgetown and Western R. R

Green Pond, Walterboro and Branchvllle R. R .

Laurens Ry

Northeastern R. R

Palmetto R. R

Port Royal and Augusta Ry

Port Royal and Western Carolina Ry

South Carolina Ry

Spartanburg, Union and Columbia R. R

Wilmington, Chadboum and Conway R. R

Wilmington. Columbia and Augusta R. R
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GENERAL EXHIBITS.

BALANCE SHEETS, PROFIT AND LOSS.

{Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

A8HEVILLE AND SPARTANBURG RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Total Income $108,875 98

Operating expenses (less taxes) 115,642 65

Excess of operating expenses over Income S 6.686 69

Taxes added 5,824 87

Balance for the year (deficit) $11,991 59

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

DR. PROFIT AND LOSS. CR.

No statement.

{Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

ASHLEY RIVER RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Totalincome $5,587 70

Operating expenses (less taxes) 304 OO

Excess of Income over operating expenses $6,283 70

Less taxes 700 00

Net Income $4,588 70

Interest on funded debt 2,680 00

Balance for the year $1,858 70

Balance profit and loss June 80, 1887, (credit) 2,466 61

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (credit) $4,320 31

Balance Sheet.

Aeeets. Liabilities.

Construction account $41,986 01

Cash 1,840 00

Due from agents and companies 2,653 70

$43,880 31

Capital stock $ 6.020 00

Funded debt 33,500 00

Interest unpaid 1,840 00

Taxes 700 00

Profit and loss 4.330 31

$45,S80 31

DR. PROFIT AND LOSS. CR.

Expenses $1,004 00

Interest 2,680 00

Balance 4,820 81

$8,004 81

Balance June 30, 1887 $2,486 61

Income 5,587 70

$8,004 81

Balance $4,820 81
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{Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

ATLANTA AND CHARLOTTE AIR LINE RAILWAY.

GENERAL EXHIBIT.

Total Income $1,348,524 74

Operating expenses (less taxes) 811,069 46

Excess of Income over operating expenses 8530,855 28

Lais taxes 84,508 81

Net Income $502,887 07

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

Dr. Profit add loss. Cr.

No statement.

Total Income

Operating expenses .

(Year Ending June 30, 1888.)

BISHOPVILLE RAILROAD.

GENERAL EXHIBIT.

Balance for the year (deficit) .

Dr.

Expenses.

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

PROFIT AND LOSS.

$18,583 25

28,390 01

?8,807 30

CR.

$22,890 61

$22,390 01

Balance. $8,807!

Income $18,583 25

Balance 8,807 86

$22,390 01

(Four and One-half Months, Ending June 30, 1888.)

BLACKVILLE, ALSTON AND NEWBERRY RAILROAD.

General exhibit.

Total Income $8,440 87

Operating expenses (less taxes).

Excess of Income over operating expenses.

Urn taxes

7,998 17

$442 70

22 10

Net Income. 8420 i

Balance Sheet.

Construction account $244,285 04

Equipment account 20,380 58

Cub. 1,140 41

Doe by agents and companies .... 808 57

Liabilities.

Capital stock $150,000 00

Funded Debt »68,0»0 00

Bills payable 48,000 00

Vouchers and accounts 200 00

Front and loss 420 00

1>8.

$206,620 60

PROFIT AND LOSS.

No statement.

'Coder bead or "funded debt," funded debt Is put at $150,000.

$200,620 CO

Cr.



{Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

CAPE FEAR AND YADKIN VALLEY RAILWAY.

General Exhibit.

Total Income \ $304,3!)4 78

Operating expenses (less taxes) 154,808 89

Excess of Income over operating expenses 1149,588 49

Less taxes 5,734 92

Net Income $143,883 57

Rental South Carolina Pacific Railway 98,376 00

Balance applied to construction $ 47,587 57

•Balance Sheet.

Assets.

Construction account $204,600 00

$204,600 90

LidtMtics.

Capital stock $100,000 00

Fundeddebt 104,600 00

$204,600 00

Db. Profit and Loss. Cr.

No statement.

* Of South Carolina Pacific Railway, which Is operated by and as a part of the Cape Fear and

Yadkin Valley Railway.

(Year Ending June 30, 1888.)

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

General Exhibit.

Total Income $101,284 61

Operating expenses (less taxes) 85,393 07

Excess of Income over operating expenses % 85,89144

Lesstaxes 3,72120

Net lnoome $ 32.270 24

Rental paid Central Railroad Company of South Carolina 31,000 00

Balance for the year $ 1,270 34

Received from Wilmington, Columbia and Augusta and Northeastern Railroads 5,506 IS

$ 6,776 87

Balance profit and loss June 30, 1887, (debit) 5,400 08

$ 1,376 34

Accounts closed to profit and loss (debit) 2 87

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (credit) $ 1,378 97

Balance Sheet.

Asset*. LiabOUfes.

Construction account $426,3fi2 no

Equipment account 48,638 00

Cash 5,297 04

Due by agents, companies and Post-

office Department 8,169 58

$478,466 62

Capital stock $170,000 00

Fundeddebt 800,000 00

Vouchers and accounts 7,002 85

Front and loss 1,373 97

$478,486 (58

Dr. Profit and Loss. CR.

Balance June 80, 1887 $5,400 03

Expenses 69,014 27

Rental 81,000 00

Accounts closed to profit and loss.. 2 87

Balance 1,873 97

$106,790 64

Income $101,284 51

Deficit received from Wilmington,

Columbia and Augusta and North

eastern Railroads 8,506 13
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{Tear Ending June 30, 1888.)

CHARLESTON AND SAVANNAH RAILWAY.

GENERAL EXHIBIT.

Total Income

Operating expenses (less taxes)

$538,228 14

417,165 70

$110,068 44

13,960 76

N« Income. $102,101 68

Interest on funded debt (1st mortgage bonds) $77,560 00

Interest on unfunded debt 2,638 92 80,198 93

Excess of Income over operating expenses.

Less taxes.

Balance for the year

Balance profit and loss, June 30, 1887, (credit).

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (credit) .

Balance Sheet.

$21,907 76

22,438 70

$44,341; 4ti

 
Assets.

Construction account. *$S£18,078 15

Improvements .

mk trust account

Plant Investment Company, f(

bonds sold

Doe by U. 8. P. O. Department.

Cash

Due by agents and companies. .

173,222 65

884,200 00

928 16

12,876 84

15,897 49

18,367 53

Liabilities.

Capital stock

Funded debt

Interest unpaid

Vouchers and accounts

Prunt and loss

? 500,000 00

,127,000 00

39,445 00

108,168 86

44,346 46

$3,818,960 82

PROFIT AND LOSS.

Balance June SO, 1887.

Income

$8,818,960 32

C'R.

$ 22,438 70

533,228 14

$555,666 84

$555,666 84 Balance $44,346 46

•"The cost of the road Is made up of $1,127,000.00 expended In reorganization and rebuilding the

road and purchasing new equipment, and $2,000,000.00 In income bonds, and $500,000 in stock

'~ied rn accordance with the agreement with the owners of the old securities, under which the road

■ purchased, reorganized and reconstructed." •

Dr.

Expenses $431,126 46

Interest on first mortgage bonds ... 77,560 00

Interest and discount 2,633 92

Balance 44,846 46
 

(Tear Ending June 30, 1888.)

CHARLOTTE, COLUMBIA AND AUGUSTA RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Total income

Operating expenses (less taxes)

Excess of Income over operating expenses

Leas taxes

Ketlncome

Set income Cheraw and Chester Railroad $10,255 20

Net mcome.Chester and Lenoir Railroad 6,896 60

"City of Augusta." $ 7,000 00

Interest on funded debt 188,580 00

Dividends Cheraw and Chester Railroad 8,344 25

Interest Cheraw and Chester Railroad 7,000 00

Dividends Chester and Lenoir Railroad 5,212 50

Interest Chester and Lenoir Railroad 18,375 00

Balance for the year

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

Dr. Profit and Loss.

No statement.

$745,361 88

398,588 86

$351,778 03

27,768 17

$324,009 85

16,651 86

$340,661 71

$229,511 75

$111,149 >M

CR.
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(Year Ending June 30, 1888.)

CHERAW AND CHESTER RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Total Income

Operating expenses (less taxes)

Excess of Income orer operating expenses

Less taxes

Net Income

Dividends $8,344 25

Interest 7,000 00

Balance for the year (deflclt)

Balance sheet.

No statement.

Dr. Profit and Loss.

No statement.

$36,203 06

24,523 14

110,078 S3

423 <;.;

{10,255 26

10,844 as

$ 88 99

CR.

(Year Ending June 30, 1888.)

CHERAW AND DARLINGTON RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Total Income

Operating expenses

Net Income

Intereston funded debt $18,238 59

Dividends declared (3 per cent.) 11,763 00

Balance for the year (deficit)

Balance profit and loss June 30, 1887, (credit)

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (credit).

Balance Sheet.

$87,117 71

61,943 59

$25,174 12

29,998 59

$ 4,822 47

75,582 95

$70,710 48

Assets.

Construction account $080,000 00

Real estate 382 56

Cheraw and Salisbury Railroad stock. 872 00

Cheraw Bridge stock 250 00

Cash 98,525 23

Bills receivable 13 40

Due by agents and companies 5,352 96

LiabHUie*.

Capital stock $892,100 00

Funded debt 291,000 00

Interest unpaid 175 00

Dividends unpaid 984 50

Vouchers and accounts 25,420 16

Profit and loss 70,710 48

Dr.

$780,396 14

profit and Loss.

$780,396 14

CR.

Expenses $ 61,943 59

Dividends 11,703 00

Interest 18,233 59

Balance 70,710 48

$102,050 06

Balance June 80, 1887 $ 75,532 95

Income 87,117 71

$162,850 GO

Balance. $ 70,710 48
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(Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

CHEKAW AMD SAL1SDURY RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Total Income $18,79153

Operating expenses (less taxes) 14,429 51

Kxeeas of Income over operating expenses $ 4,962 02

LesBtaxes 511 67

Net Income $8,850 45

Interest on funded debt. 19,152 00

Balance for the year (deficit) $15,80155

Balance profit and loss June 30, 1887, (debit) 1,618 22

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (debit) $16,919 77

Balance Sheet.

Assets. Liabilities.

Construction account *$782,561 45

Real estate 1.249 00

Due by agents and companies 1,119 81

Profit and loss 16,919 77

$801,850 03

Capital stock +$509,350 00

Fundeddebt 181.505 00

Interest unpaid 19,152 00

Vouchers and accounts. 1,853 03

$801,850 08

• Under head of " Cost of Road and Equipment," cost of construction Is put at $784,843.45.

+ Capital stock paid In Is but $347,900.

Dr. Profit add Loss.

Balance Jane 30, 1887 $1,618:

14,941 08

5,600 00

784 00

5,600 00

784 00

5,600 00

784 00

$35,711 30

Balance $16,919 77

Interest accrued April, 1887

April, 1887....

October, 1887.

October, 1887.

April, 1888....

April, 1888....

Income. .

Balance .

CR.

$18,791 53

16,919 77

$35,711 30

(Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

CHESTER AND LENOIR RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Total Income $77,697 37

Operating expenses (less taxes) 68.884 43

Excess of Income over operating expenses $ 8,862 94

Lesstues 2,466 84

Net Income $ 6, 896 60

Balance sheet.

No statement.

Dr. Profit and Loss. Cr.

No statement.

5—H4R
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{Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

COLUMBIA AND GREENVILLE RAILROAD.

GENERAL EXHIBIT.

$498,947 68

Total income 807,918 78

Operating expenses (less taxes) _____

Excess of Income over operating expenses ........ 18^989 10

Le83taieS $167,044 80

Net Income "l" _"_ 9,755 02
Net income Spartanburg, Union and Columbia Railroad

.... $180,000 08

Interest on funded debt 8al0 gg

Deflcit Laurens Railway •■••■■ ••__" Bq'ooO M

Rental Spartanburg, Union and Columbia Railroad • $188,810 80

$81,510 48

Balance for the year (deflcit)

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

BR Profit and Loss. Cb*

No statement.

Total income

Operating expenses .

Net income. . . ■

(Six Months Ending June SO, 1888.)

FLORENCE RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Assets.

Construction account *184'S? ??
Due by agentsand companies. ... SSI 15

$9,775 597,834 88

$2,140 90

Balance Sheet.

IMbUtUa. «—«——.

Capital stock, VWM 00

Vouchers and accounts 8J.7M »

Profit and loss SM4uwu

$184,851 46 *184'861 «

PROFIT AND LOSS. CR-

x..npnges $7.68489 Income $9,775 50

335!::::::"."" w*>

$9,'!75 59

DR.

 

(Tear Ending June SO, 1888.)

GEORGETOWN AND WESTERN RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

$81,881 19

Total Income 15,508 26

Operating expenses (less taxes) .

.... 16,872 94
Excess of Income over operating expenses 1 496 78

Less taxes -

$14,876 18

Net Income * 10,000 00

Interest on funded debt 1

$4JS76 18

Balance for the year
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Balance Sheet.

Assets. Liabilities.

Construction account *$605,683 06

Cub 2,112 74

Bills receivable 978 60

$606,775 00

Capital stock $400,000 00

Fundeddebt 200,000 00

Interest unpaid 6,833 00

Vouchers and accounts 120 00

Pront and loss 2,822 00

$608,775 00

De. projtt and Loss. cb.

No statement.

'Under bead of " cost of road and equipment," cost of construction is put at $622,005.74.

{Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

GREEN POND, WALTERBORO AND BRANCHVILLE RAILROAD.

GENERAL EXHIBIT.

Total Income $14,495 21

Operating expenses 10,342 94

Setlncome $4,152 27

Interest on funded debt 1,050 00

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (credit) $3,102 27

Balance sheet.

Assets. Liabilities.

Construction account $79,018 99 I Capital stock $60,000 00

Equipment account 4,813 14 Fundeddebt 15,000 00

Four acres land 150 00 j Interest unpaid 175 00

Cash 3,883 08 , Accrued Interest on County bonds

Interest due 175 00

$88,035 16

subscribed and held by road prior

to sale of County bonds 9,757 89

Profit and loss 8,102 27

$88,035 16

Dt- Pmom and Loss. Cb.

Expenses $10,842 94 Income $-14,495 21

Inurert 1,050 00

Balance 8.102 27

$14,495 21 $14,495 21

Balance $3,102 27

(Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

LAURENS RAILWAY.

general exhibit.

Totallncome $2^184 09'

Operating expenses (less taxes) 28,340 90

Excess of operating expenses oyer Income $7,156 81

Taxes added U53 49

Balance for the year (deficit) $8,310 30

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

Da. PROFIT AND LOSS. CB.

No statement.
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{Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

NORTHEASTERN RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Total income $689,125 SB

Operating expenses (less taxes) 418,174 18

Excess of Income over operating expenses $296,951 07

Less taxes 21,910 61

Net Income $205,040 46

Interest on funded debt 127,900 00

Balance applicable to dividends $77,140 46

Dividends declared—9 percent 81,000 00

Balance for the year (deficit) $ 8,859 54

Balance profit and loss June 80, 1887 (credit) 72,651 91

$68,792 87

Old material sold 8,648 09

$77,440 46

Deficit operating Central Railroad of South Carolina 2,758 06

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (credit) $74,687 40

Balance Sheet.

Construction account *$2,511,080 20

71,811 25

85,675 72

100 00

112 52

48,500 03

37,000 00

117,878 78

5,805 48

Enterprise Railroad bonds.

Oneraw and Salisbury R. R. stock . .

Cberaw and Darlington R. R. stock

Cheraw bridge stock

Atlantic Coast Line sleeping cars. . .

Northeastern Railroad bonds

Cash

Bills receivable .

Due by agents and companies 100,850 51

Liabilities.

Capital Btock $ 900.000 00

Funded debt 1,888,024 84

Interest unpaid 58,108 48

Dividends unpaid 8,278 00

Vouchers and accounts 101,015 64

Front and loss 74,687 40

DR.

$2,973,109 86

Profit and loss.

$2,978,109 36

Or.

Expenses $484,084 79

Dividends 81,000 00

Interest 127,900 00

Detlcit operating Central Railroad of

South Carolina 2,758 08

Balance 74,687 40

8720,425 35

Balance June 30, 1887 t 73,651 91

Income 689,135 25

Old material sold 8,048 09

$720,425 25

Balance $74,687 40

♦Under head " Cost of Road and Equipment," cost of construction Is put at $2,510,430.20

(Year Ending June 30, 1888.)

PALMETTO RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Totallncome $4,789 94

Operating expenses (less taxes) 8,482 88

Excess of operating expenses over Income $8,642 44

Taxesadded 19S 11

Balance for the year (deficit) $8,887 56

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

DR. Profit and Loss. Cb.

No statement.
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{Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

PORT ROYAL AND AUGUSTA RAILWAY.

general exhibit.

Trial Income $325,547 68

Operating expenses (less taxes) 256,625 67

Excess of Income over operating expenses $68,922 06

Less taxes 10,634 22

Set Income 858,287 84

Interest on funded debt $21,720 00

anting fund 16,000 00

37,720 00

$20,667 84

Balance proOt and loss June 80, 1887, (debit) 10,89129

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (debit) $31,469 18

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

I'R. PROFIT AND LOSS. ( R.

No statement.

{Tear Ending June 30, 1888.)

425,700 00

I

1,799 86

29,554 OS

29,500 00

66.519 41

159,585 86

7,892 94

882,785 42

$13,767,849 54

SOUTH CAROLINA RAILWAY.

General Exhibit.

Total income $1,256,687 14

Operating expenses (less taxes) 853,140 78

Excess of Income over operating expenses $403,446 36

Less taxes 48,714 54

Net Income $354,731 82

Interest on funded debt $372,879 06

Interest on unfunded debt 16,241 78 389,120 84

Balance for the year (deficit) $34,389 02

Balance profit and loss, June 30, 1887 a. 325,744 48

Expenses paring matured bonds $1,524 21

Discount on bonds sold 8,067 50

Barnwell Railway Company • 17,504 96

Commissioners' tax 7,220 41

$29,817 08

Interest New York and Charleston Warehouse and Steam

Navigation Company $4,929 00

Dividend Atlantic Tennessee and Ohio Railroad 298 00

1. H. Fisher, Receiver South Carolina Railroad, pay rolls 1,447 13 6,666 16 22,651 92

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (debit) $382,785 42

Balance Sheet.

Atseti. Liabilities. »

Capital stock $4.3$4,160 00Constrnctlon account $12,684,012 47

Mew York and Charleston Ware

house and Steam Navigation Co.

stwk $350,700, bonds $75,000,

Augusta, Gibson and Sandersville

Railroad Company stock . . ,

Cash

Bins receivable

Due by agents and companies

Materials and supplies

D-blt balances.

Profltand loss

Funded debt 8,820,091 80

Interest unpaid 121,880 89

Bills payable 612,825 85

Vouchers and accounts 108,411 00

$18,707,349 54
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DP- PROFIT AND LOSS.

Balance June 80, 1888 $335,744 48

Expenses 901,855 32

Expenses paying matured bonds.. 1,534 81

Interest 38!),120 84

Discount on bonds sold 3,1X57 50

Barnwell Railway 17,504 96

Commissioners1 tax 7,320 41

$1,646,037 72

Balance $382,785 43

Income $1.

Interest New York and Charleston

Warehouse and Steam Naviga

tion Co

Dividend Atlantic, Tennessee and

Ohio Railroad

J. H. Fisher, Receiver South Caro

lina Railroad, pay rolls

Balance

$1.

CR.

356,587 14

4,930 00

396 00

1,447 18

383,735 42

,646,037 72

(Tear Eliding June 30, 1888.)

SPARTANBURG, UNION AND COLUMBIA RAILROAD.

General Exhibit.

Total Income $95,075 67

Operating expenses (less taxes) 81,67100

Excess of Income over operating expenses $18,404 67

Lesstaxes 3,649 65

Net Income $ 9,755 02

Balance Sheet.

No statement.

Dr. Profit and Loss. ,Cr.

No statement.

(Year Ending June SO, 1888.)

WILMINGTON, CHADBOURN AND CONWAY RAILROAD.

• General Exhibit.

Total Income $16,251 94

Operating expenses (less taxes)..! 11,285 68

Excess of Income over operating expenses $ 5,028 86

Lesstaxes 775 61

Net Income $ 4,350 75

Interest on unfunded debt 8,897 16

Balance for the year (defldt) $4,146 41

Balance Sheet.

Amet*.

Construction account $219,964 07

Equipment account 19,239 30

Due by agents and companies. 2,450 01

Prom and loss 4,146 41

HaMMitt.

Capltalstocr $102,725 00

Interest unpaid 8,897 16

Bills payable 89.K36 74

Vouchers and accounts. 44,740 79

DR.

$345,799 69

PROFIT AND LOSS.

J445,794 68

CR.

Expenses $13,001 19

Interest 8,397 16

$30,398 35

Balance. $ 4,146 41

Income $16,251 9-1

Balance 4,140 41

$30,398 35
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{Year Eliding June 30, 1888.)

WILMINGTON, COLUMBIA AND AUGUSTA RAILROAD.

GENERAL EXHIBIT.

Total Income $888,967 89

Operating expenses fleas taxes) 480,85165

Excess of Income over operating expenses $343,116 34

Lew taxes 18,405 92

Net Income $834,710 43

Interest on funded debt 96,000 00

Balance applicable to dividends $238,710 43

Dividends declared (6 per cent.) 57,600 00

Balance for the year $171,110 42

Balance profit and loss June 30, 1887, (credit) 203,296 52

$373,406 94

Lea operating Central Railroad of South Carolina $ 3,753 07

Accounts closed to pront and loss (debit) 23 46

Paid Wilmington and Weldon Railroad Company, lessees 137,86189 140,138 43

Balance profit and loss carried forward to next year (credit) $233,268 52

Balance Sheet.

Asset*.

Construction account $2,569,634 81

Land account 2,533 23

Cheraw and Salisbury R. R. stock.. 15,847 61

Wilmington Railway Bridge Com

pany stock 10,000 00

Chester and Lenoir Railroad stock 347 10

Atlantic Coast Line Sleeping Car

Trust 75,300 00

Enterprise Railroad stock 8,000 00

Wilmington Sea Coast Railroad

stock 1,875 00

Cash 156,288 60

Due by agents and companies 128,516 48

$3,963,343 83

Liabilities.

Capital stock $960,000 00

Funded debt 1,600,000 00

Interest unpaid 48,315 00

Dividends unpaid 643 00

Vouchers and accounts 121,1 17 81

Prollt and loss 238,368 53

 

$2,963,343 83

DR. 1'iinra AND LOSS. CR.

Eipenses $ 499,367 47

Interest 96,000 00

Dividends 57,600 00

Loss operating Central Railroad of

South Carolina 3,758 07

Accounts closed 23 46

Paid Wilmington and Weldon

Railroad Company under lease. . 187,361 89

Balance 233,268 52

$1,036,204 41

Balance June 30, 1887.

Income i

.$ 202,296 52

828,967 89

$1,026,264 41

Balance $ 288,268 52
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(Year Ending June 30, 1888.)

No. 26.—STATIONS AND EMPLOYEES.

 

Name or Road.

Number of Stations.

Total.
In South

Carolina.

Numbkr of

Employ

ees, In

cluding

Officials.

1. Ashevllle and Spartanburg Railroad

2. Ashley River Railroad

3. Atlanta and Charlotte Air Line Railway

I. Barnwell Railway

5. Blshopvllle Railroad

6. Blackville, Alston and Newberry Railroad

7. Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Railway

s. Central Railroad of South Carolina

9. Charleston, Cincinnati and Chicago Railroad

10. Charleston and Savannah Railway

11. Charlotte. Columbia and Augusta Railroad

12. Cheraw and Chester Railroad

13. Cberaw and Darlington Railroad

14. Cheraw and Salisbury Railroad

15. Chester and Lenoir Railroad

11 Columbia and Greenville Railroad

17. Eutawvllle Railroad

IS. Florence Railroad

18. Georgetown and Western Railroad

20. Green Pond, Walterboro and Branchvllle Railroad.

•1. Laurens Railway

S. Northeastern Railroad

23. Palmetto Railroad

34. Port Royal and Augusta Railway

S. Port Royal and Western Carolina Railway

S8. South Carolina Railway

J7. Spartanburg, Union and Columbia Railroad

*. Wilmington, Cbadbourn and Conway Railroad

S. Wilmington, Columbia and Augusta Railroad

Totals

11

57

a

7

in

in

18

17

u
7

I

U

18

10

I

7

'J

6

1!)

1

18

IH

III

15

19

:i7

378

18

16 1,350

8 20

8 81

7 50

3 882

10 54

16 687

42 717

12 53

7 73

2 28

8 167

SB 515

11) 69

4

7 60

2

6 50

19 434

2 22

28 175

45 275

89 1,050

15 110

7 39

23 729
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RAILROAD LAW

OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

AN ACT to Provide a General Railroad Law for the

Management and Regulation of Railroads in This

State, and for the Appointment of Three Railroad

Commissioners, and to Prescribe Their Powers and

Duties.

Extent and Purview of the Act.

Sec.

1415. Liability of a corporation operating

road of another corporation.

1416. Corporations subject to this Act.

1113. How cited.

1U4. Construction of terms " railroads and

railways," " railroad," " railroad cor

poration," and "railroad company."

General Statutes, 1413. (A. A. Feb., 1882). This Act cited "Gen-
v ' eral Railroad

may be cited as the " General Railroad Act," one thousand eight Act."

hundred and eighty-one.

G. S. 1414. (A. A. Feb., 1882). In the construction of this construction

Act, except where such meaning would be repugnant to the roadjTand Jaii-

context, or contrary to the manifest intention of the Legisla- ^oYd,'" "raii-

ture. the phrase "railroads and railways" shall be construed to uon^" "riurold

include all railroads and railways doing business as common company-"

carriers in this State (except marine railways) operated by steam, wa^5ceptei!"

and whether operated by the corporations owning them or by

other corporations or otherwise ; " railroad" shall be construed

to mean a railroad or railway operated by steam power. The

phrase " railroad corporation " shall be construed to mean the

corporation which lays out, constructs, maintains or operates a

railroad operated by steam power, and "railroad company"

shall hare no different meaning from "railroad corporation."

G. S. 1415. (A. A. Feb., 1882). When a railroad laid out Liability of

and constructed by one corporation is lawfully maintained and operating a road

operated by another corporation, the latter shall be subject to poration.

the duties, liabilities, restrictions, and other provisions, as they

are set forth in this Act, respecting or arising from the mainte

nance and operation of such railroad, in the same manner as if

it had been laid out and constructed by said latter corporation.

When a railroad is lawfully maintained and operated by trustees ^J^jj.1!n £-

or receivers, they shall in like manner be subject to the duties, DllJtles-

liabilities, restrictions and other provisions respecting or arising

from the maintenance and operation of such railroad which are

1
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attached in this Act to the corporation for whose stockholders

or creditors or either they are trustees or receivers.

G. S. 1416. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Eailroad corporations here

tofore established in this State, whether by special Act or in

conformity with the provisions of any general law, shall have

the powers and privileges and be subject to duties, liabilities,

shaiibedeem- restrictions and other provisions contained in this Act, which,

to charters so far as inconsistent with charters granted since the seventeenth

^Ict irth "lie? day of December, one thousand eight hundred and forty-one,

when, ic. ' shall be deemed and taken to be in alteration and amendment

Proviso. thereof : Provided, That nothing herein contained shall affect

any act done or any right accruing, accrued or established, or

any proceedings, doings, or acts ratified or confirmed, or any

suit or proceeding had or commenced in any case before the Act

takes effect, but the proceedings therein shall, when necessary,

conform to the provisions of this Act.

As to the Charters of Railroads.

Sec. I Sec.

1417. No charter to be granted without 1419. Stockholders entitled to one vote for

three months' notice of application. each share of stock owned.

1418. Common law liability not limited by

public notice or declaration. I

No charter or G. S. 1417. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No charter for the incor-

granted™ unless poration of railroad companies, or any extension thereof, shall

nouceVgiven.' be granted by the Legislature, unless three months' public

notice of the application for the same be previously given by

advertisement in one of the papers of the County in which such

road may be situated ; or, if there be no newspaper in such

Publication of, County, then by publication of such notice at the Court Ilouse,

ow given. or some conspicuous place in the County.

Liability at @. S. 1418. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No public notice, or decla-

SnXSbvnoSce rat'on> shall limit, or in any wise affect, the liability, at com-

or declaration. mon jaWj 0f any railroad company within this State, for or in

respect of any goods to be carried and conveyed by them ; but

such railroad company shall be liable as at common law, to

answer for the loss of, or injury to, any articles and goods to be

carried and conveyed by them, any public notice, or declaration,

by them made and given contrary thereto, or in any wise limit

ing such liability, notwithstanding.

G. S. 1419. (A. A. Feb., 1882). At all general or special

' meetings or elections of the stockholders of any railroad com

pany incorporated by this State, each share of stock shall

Proviso. entitle the holder thereof to one vote : Provided, That nothing

herein contained shall affect the mode of voting adopted and
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practiced by any railroad company at the time that this Act

shall become of force.

Formation of Corporations by Purchasers.

Sec. Sec

1420. Purchasers at sale may form corpora- 1428. May establish sinking funds and

Hon. Certificate to be Bled In Secre- capital stock ; make by-laws, rules

tary of Stute's office ; what to con- and regulations,

tain. 1424. Subject to certain provisions of Gen-

1421. Powers of corporation. eral Statutes.

1422. May Issue bonds, secured by mort

gage Property and franchises sub

ject to lien.

G. S. 1420. (A. A. Feb., 1882). In case of the sale of any Purchasers of
\ ' i f railroads may

railroad, situated heretofore or hereafter wholly within this form a corpora-

State or partly in an adjoining State, by virtue of any mortgage

or deed of trust, whether under foreclosure or other judicial

proceeding, or pursuant to any power contained in such mort

gage or deed of trust, the purchaser or purchasers thereof, or

his or their survivor or survivors, representatives or assigns,

may, together with their associates, (if any,) form a corporation

for the purpose of owning, possessing, maintaining and operat

ing such railroad, or such portion thereof as may be situated

within this State, by filing in the office of the Secretary of State

of this State a certificate specifying the name and style of such certificate
specifying cor-

corporation, the number of Directors of the same, the names porate name,
. f, _. ' , ,. . , , , . . ,. 4c, to be filed

of its Directors, and the period of their services, not exceeding in the secretary
., *, .^ . , . , . ,. of State's office.

one year, the amount of the capital stock of such corporation

and the number of shares into which it is to be divided ; and

the persons signing such certificate, and their successors, may

be a body corporate and politic, by the name specified in such

certificate, with power to sue and be sued, contract and be con

tracted with, and to own,. possess, maintain and operate the

railroad referred to in such certificate, and to transact all busi

ness connected with the same ; and a copy of such certificate,

attested by the Secretary of State or his deputy, shall, in all

Courts and places, be evidence of the due organization and

existence of such corporation and of the matters specified in

such certificate : Provided, That nothing herein contained shall Proviso,

be construed to authorize in any manner the purchase or lease

of such railroad, by any railroad corporation or steamship com

pany, chartered either by this or by any other State, except as

hereinafter provided : And provided, further, That the capital Proviso as to

stock, to be named in the certificate aforesaid, shall in no case

be greater than the amount of the capital stock specified in the

original charter of the railroad so sold, and any amendment or

amendments thereto.
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Powers, rights, G. S. 1421. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Such corporation shall pos-

of new corpora- sess all the powers, rights, immunities, privileges and franchises

in respect to such railroad, or the part thereof included in such

certificate, and in respect to the real and personal property

appertaining to the same, which were possessed or enjoyed by

the corporation which owned or held such railroad previous to

such sale under or by virtue of its charter and any amendments

thereto, and of other laws of this State, or the laws of any

other State, in which any part of such railroad may have been,

situated, not inconsistent with the laws of this State.

May issue G. S. 1422. (A. A. Feb., 18821. Such corporation shall have
bonds, rate or v ' * r

interest. power to make and issue bonds bearing such rate of interest, not

exceeding seven per cent, per annum, payable at such times and

places, and in such amount or amounts, as it may deem expedi

ent, and to sell and dispose of such bonds at such prices and in

such manner as it may deem proper, and to secure the payment

May mortgage 0f such bonds by its mortgage or deed of trust of its railroad or
railroad prop- ■> a =

erty and fran- any part thereof, and its real and personal property and fran-

to Hen of such chises. And all of the property and franchises of such corpora-
mortgage. r L

tion embraced or intended to be embraced in any such mortgage

or deed of trust, whether then held or hereafter acquired, shall

be subject to the lien and operation of such mortgage or deed of

trust, and, in case of sale under the same, shall pass to and

become vested in the purchaser or purchasers thereof, so as to

enable him or them to form a new corporation in the manner

hereinbefore prescribed, and to vest in such new corporation all

the faculties, rights, immunities, privileges and franchises pos

sessed by its predecessor or conferred by this Act.

May establish G. S. 1423. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Such corporation shall also

ana issue capi- have power to establish sinking funds for the payment of its
tal stock &c

liabilities, and to issue capital stock to such an aggregate amount

Limitations, as may be deemed necessary, not exceeding the amount named

in its certificate of organization. Any such corporation shall

also have power to make by-laws, rules and regulations in rela

tion to its business, and the number of its Directors, and the

times and places of holding meetings of the stockholders and

Directors, and the same to alter and change as may be deemed

Proviso. expedient : Provided, That such by-laws, rules and regulations

shall conform to the laws of this State.

foC?'mTdt,10&?° G. S. 1424. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Any railroad corporation,

vwumof°8ec!X formed under the provisions of Sections 1420, 1421, 1422 and

TitKiif/oi 1423 of G. S., shall be subject, as to the charter of 8uch corpo-

Generai stat- ratiorij to the provisions of Section 1, Chapter LXIII, Title
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1431. Liability to taxation.

1432. Proceedings to be Instituted by stock

holders opposing consolidation.

1433. Company may purchase connecting

roads.

1484. May purchase bonds and stocks of

other companies. May contract for

the purchase and lease of roads. May

guarantee bonds, etc., of connecting

roads.

XIII, of the General Statutes of this State, any provision in the

original charter of the company which owned or held such rail

road, previous to such sale, and any amendments thereto, to the

contrary notwithstanding.

Consolidation of Corporations.

1435. May consolidate with corporation of

connecting lines.

1426. Directors to agree upon terms of con

solidation. Agreement to be submit

ted to stockholders—died in office of

Secretary of State.

1427. When corporation to be deemed

formed.

1438. Rights, privileges, etc., of new corpo

ration.

1429. Shall establish offices.

1430. Suits may be brought against the com

pany.

G. S. 1425. (A. A. Feb., 1882). It shall and may be lawful

for any railroad company or corporation, organized under the

laws of this State, and operating a railroad, either in whole

within, or partly within and partly without this State, under

authority of this and any adjoining State, to merge and consol

idate its capital stock, franchises and property with those of any

other railroad company, or companies or corporations, organized

and operated under the laws of this or any other State, whenever

two or more railroads of the companies or corporations so to be

consolidated shall or may form a continuous line of railroad with

each other, or by means of any intervening railroad : Provided,

That railroads terminating on the banks of any river, which are

or may be connected by ferry or otherwise, shall be deemed con

tinuous under this Act : And provided, further, That nothing in

this Act contained shall be taken to authorize the consolidation

of. any company or corporation of this State with that of any

other State whose laws shall not authorize the like consolidation.

G. S. 1426. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Said consolidation shall be

made under the conditions, provisions, restrictions, and with the

powers hereinafter in this Act mentioned and contained ; that

is to say :

1. The Directors of the several corporations proposing to con

solidate may enter into a joint agreement, under the corporate

seal of each company, for the consolidation of said companies

and railroads, and prescribing the terms and conditions thereof,

the mode of carrying the same into effect, the name of the new

corporation, the number and names of the Directors and other

officers thereof, and who shall be the first Directors and officers,

and their places of residence ; the number of shares of the capital

Btock, the amount or par value of each share, and the manner of

May merge

and consolidate

with corpora

tions of continu

ous lines.

Proviso.

Provisions,Ac,

governing con

solidation. 1

Terms of

agreement, 4c.,

by the directors

of several cor

porations.
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converting the capital stock of each of the said companies into

that of the new corporation, and how and when Directors and

officers shall be chosen, with such other details as they shall deem

necessary to perfect such new organization and the consolidation

of said companies or railroads.

Agreement to 2. Said agreement shall be submitted to the stockholders of
be submitted to , . ,, ° . , . ,. , , .

stockholders, each of the said companies or corporations at a meeting thereof,

called separately, for the purpose of taking the same into con-

Noticeof. sideration ; due notice of the time and place of holding such

meeting, and the object thereof, shall be given by a general

notice, published in some newspaper in the city, town or County

where such company has its principal office or place of business ;

and at the said meeting of stockholders the agreement of the

said Directors shall be considered, and a vote, by ballot, taken

for the adoption or rejection of the same, each share entitling

the holder thereof to one vote ; and said ballots shall be cast in

person or by proxy ; and if a majority of all the votes of all the

stockholders shall be for the adoption of said agreement, then

that fact shall be certified thereon by the Secretary of the re

spective companies, under the seal thereof ; and the agreement

so adopted, or a certified copy thereof, shall be filed in the office

of the Secretary of State, and shall, from thence, be deemed and

taken to be the agreement and the act of consolidation of the

said companies ; and a copy of said agreement and act of consol

idation, duly certified by the Secretary of State, under the seal

thereof, shall be evidence of the existence of said new corpora

tion.

Bights, privi- G. S. 1427. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Upon the making and per-

chises at new fecting the agreement and act of consolidation, as provided in

the preceding Section, and filing the same, or a copy, with the

Secretary of State, as aforesaid, the several corporations,

parties thereto, shall be deemed and taken to be one corpora

tion, by the name provided in said agreement and act, pos

sessing within this State all the rights, privileges and franchises,

and subject to all the restrictions, disabilities and duties of

each of such corporations so consolidated.

Rights, fran- G. S. 1428. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Upon the consummation of

new68* corpora- said act of consolidation, as aforesaid, all and singular the

rights, privileges and franchises of each of said corporations,

parties to the same, and all the property, real, personal and

mixed, and all debts due on whatever account, as well as of

stocks, subscriptions and other things in action belonging to

each of such corporations, shall be taken and deemed to be
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transferred to and vested in such new corporations, without

further act or deed ; and all property, all rights of way, and all

and every other interest, shall be as effectually the property of

the new corporation as they were of the former corporations,

parties by said agreement ; and the title to real estate, either

by deed or otherwise, under the laws of this State vested in

either of such corporations, shall not be deemed to revert, or be

in any way impaired by reason of this Act : Provided, That all proviso as to

rights of creditors, and all liens upon the property of said cor- Uttbmtles ot-

porations, shall be preserved unimpaired ; and the respective

corporations may be deemed to continue in existence to preserve

the same ; and all debts, liabilities and duties of either of said

companies shall thenceforth attach to said new corporation,

and be enforced against it to the same extent as if said debts,

liabilities and duties had been incurred or contracted by it.

G. S. 1429. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Such new company shall, as shall establish

soon as convenient after such consolidation, establish such

offices as may be desirable, one of which shall be at some point

in this State, on the line of its road, and may change the same

at pleasure, giving public notice thereof in some newspaper

published on the line of said road.

6. S. 1430. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Suits may be brought and Liable to suits
\ . . . , , „ , In any Courts.

maintained against such new company in any of the Courts of

this State, for all causes of action, in the same manner as

against other railroad companies therein. .

G. S. 1431. (A. A. Feb., 1882). That portion of the road of

such consolidated company in this State, and all its real estate

and other property heretofore subject to taxation, shall be sub- snbjecttotax-

ject to like taxation, and assessed in the same manner, and a on' *"

with like effect, as property of other railroad companies in this

State.

G. S. 1432. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Any stockholder of any com- Privileges and •,

pany hereby authorized to consolidate with any other, who shall holders oppos-

refuse to convert his stock into the stock of the consolidated tion. ■

company, may, at any time within thirty days after the

adoption of the said agreement of consolidation by the stock

holders, as in this Act provided, apply, by petition, to the proceedings by.

Court of Common Pleas of the County in which the chief office

of said company may be kept, or to a Judge of said Court in

vacation, if no such Court sits within said period, on reasonable

notice to said company, to appoint three disinterested persons

to estimate the damage, if any, done to such stockholder by

said proposed consolidation, and whose award, or that of a
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majority of them, when confirmed by said Court, shall be final

and conclusive, and the persons so appointed shall also appraise

said stock of said stockholder at the full market value thereof,

without regard to any depreciation or appreciation in conse

quence of the said consolidation ; and the said company may,

at its election, either pay to said stockholder the amount of

damages so found and awarded, if any, or the value of the

stock so ascertained and determined ; and upon the payment of

the value of the stock, as aforesaid, the stockholder shall

transfer the stock so held by him to said company, and to be

disposed of by the Directors of said company, or to be retained

for the benefit of the remaining stockholders ; and in case the

value of said stock, as aforesaid, is not paid within thirty da\rs

from the filing of said award and confirmation by said Court,

and notice to said company, the damages so found and con

firmed, shall be a judgment against said company, and collected

as other judgments in said Courts are, by law, recoverable.

May purchase g. S. 1433. (A. A. Feb., 1882). When any railroad shall be
connecting v ' J

roads and issue so]d anc| conveyed by virtue of any mortgage or deed of trust,

or under and by virtue of any process or decree of any Court

of this State, or of the Circuit Court of the United States, it

may be lawful for any company, of which the railroad connects

therewith, to purchase and pay for the same, to issue their own

stock for such an amount as the purchasers may deem the full

• and fair value thereof, and to hold and enjoy the railroad so

Rights, privi- purchased, with all the rights, privileges and franchises, and
1 o a p s f v n n —

ciuaes,'&c with the same rights to charge for tolls, transportation and car

services, and subject to the same restrictions, as were held,

enjoyed and limited by and in respect to the company of which

the road may be so sold.

May purchase G. S. 1434. (A. A. Feb., 1882). It shall and may be lawful

stocks of other for any railroad company created by and existing under the

companies. \avfB 0f this State, from time to time, to purchase and hold the

stock and bonds, or either, of any other railroad company or

companies chartered by, or of which the road or roads is or are

authorized to extend into this State ; and it shall be lawful for

May purchase any railroad companies to enter into contracts for the purchase,
tmd lftflwfl other

roads. use or lease of any other railroads, upon such terms as may be

agreed upon with the company or companies owning the same,

and to run, use and operate such road or roads in accordance

proviso. with such contract or lease : Provided, That the roads of the

companies so contracting or leasing shall be directly, or by

means of intervening railroads, connected with each other.
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And it shall and may be lawful for any railroad corporation now

organized, or which may hereafter be organized, under the laws

of this State, to guarantee the bonds or stock or dividends of May guaran-

any other railroad corporation, whenever the roads of such corpo- stock, Ac, of

rations shall connect with each other, or shall form a continuous

line of railroad directly, or by means of any connecting railroad, or

by steamboat or steamship line, such guaranty to be upon such

terms and conditions as may be agreed upon by the stock

holders of the corporations making the same : Provided, That proviso,

no railroad corporation consolidating as hereinbefore provided

shall thereby acquire any extraordinary rights, privileges and

exemptions not enjoyed by each of the companies consolidating

under their respective charters : And provided, further, That all

such agreements, and all parts of them, shall at all times be

subject to amendment, alteration or repeal by the Legislature.

Of Other Railroad Corporations.

G. S. 1435. (A. A. Feb., 1882). A railroad corporation
. , . , , , , . ., May aid In

may aid in the construction of any branch or connecting rail- construction of
,.,.,,.. . o i • i ., other railroad or

road within the limits of this State, whether connecting by rail- steamboat lines.

road or steamboat lines, by subscribing for shares of stock in

such corporation, or of any steamship line connecting the termi

nus of such railroad company with any port of the United States,

or by taking its notes or bonds, to be secured by mortgage or

otherwise, as the parties may agree, and shall be entitled to

vote on all shares of stock so subscribed for and held.

Of Issuing Bonds.

6. S. 1436. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No railroad corporation RestricHonsas

which has previously issued bonds shall subsequently make or to^ning bonds,

execute any mortgage upon its road equipment and franchise,

or any of its property, real or personal, without including in

and securing by such mortgage all bonds previously issued and

all pre-existing debts and liabilities of the corporation.

Of Proxies.

G. S. 1437. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No proxy shall be valid proxies-exe-

unless executed and dated within six months previously to the cutono-

meeting at which it is used. No person shall as proxy or

attorney cast more than one hundred votes, unless all the shares Limitation of.

so represented by him are owned by one person. No salaried

officer of the corporation shall vote as proxy or attorney. An
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officer of a railroad corporation who violates any of the provi

sions of this Section shall, for each offense, forfeit and pay a

Penalty for yi- fine of not less than one hundred dollars, nor more than five

hundred dollars.

Annual Reports of Railroads.

Soc.

1438. Time of filing.

Sec.

14311. Rules and form.

road

sioners.

schedule and G. S. 1438. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The several railroad com-
report to b6 fllsd

in office of Rail- panies chartered by this State shall be required to file in the
rnnrl QornTnlH-

office of the Railroad Commissioners, on or before the 31st day of

August in each and every year, a full and detailed schedule and

report of the condition and operations of such road for the

current year ending on the 30th day of June then immediately

preceding.

G. S. 1439. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The schedule and report so

required shall be made in accordance with the following rules,

and in the following form :

I. All liabilities (including interest accrued on funded debt)

shall be entered upon the books in the month when they are

incurred, without reference to date of payment.

II. Expenses shall be charged each month with such sup

plies, materials, etc., as have been used during that month,

without reference to the time when they were purchased or paid

for.

III. No expenditure shall be charged to property accounts,

except it be for actual increase in construction, equipments or

other property, unless it is made on old work in such a way as

to clearly increase the value of the property over and above the

cost of renewing the original structures, etc. In such cases

116 only the amount of increased cost shall be charged, and the

amount allowed on occount of the old work shall be stated.

Rules as to.

Liabilities.

Expenses.

Expenditures.

How to

charged.

Mileage

passenger

freight I

how computed

of

and
IV. Mileage of passenger and freight trains shall include only

v.-iirhir trains, the miles shown to be run by distances between stations ; al

lowances made to passenger or freight trains for switching, and

all mileage of switching engines, computed on a basis of eight

miles per hour for the time of actual service, shall be stated

separately.

V. Season ticket passengers shall be computed on the basis

of twelve (12) passengers per week for the time of each ticket.

VI. Local traffic shall include all passengers carried on local

tickets, and all freight carried at local tariff or special local

rates. All other traffic shall be considered through.

Season tickets,

how computed.

. Local traffic,

bow estimated.
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ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

RAILROAD COMPANY,

Vbr the Tear Ending June SOfh, 18

Officers and Offices of tlie Company.

Officers. Names. Address.

Proper address of the Company .

Names of Directors. Residence. Names of Directors. Residence.
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Capital Stock.

Amount authorized

Amount subscribed

( Common .

Amount paid in

( Preferred .

C Common. .

Amount held in South Carolina <

I Preferred.

Par value of shares

Number of stockholders residing in S. C.

Whole number of stockholders

Assets and Liabilities.—Assets.

I

Total cost of road and equipment

Cost of road per mile ,

Cost of equipment per mile

Cost of road and equipment per mile

Cash
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Liabilities.

Capital stock paid in

Capital stock paid in per mile .

Minded Debt—Guaranteed by State.

Where Date Rate When

Interest

Payable.

Name of Bonds. and When of

Issue.

of Amount.

Total

Payable. Interest.

Funded Debt—Not Guaranteed by State.

Where Date Rate When

Interest

Payable.

Name of Bonds. and When of of Amount.

Total

Payable. Issue. Interest.

Total amount of funded debt .

Floating debt

Total debt

Bonds guaranteed by this Company or a lien on its road .

Overdue interest on same

Profit and loss

Other liabilities

Total liabilities

Total debt per mile

Stock and debt per mile.

Profit and Loss.

Da. Cb.

10—R4R
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Earnings and Expenses.—Earnings.

Month.
Passengers.

Local. Thr'gh.

J Other

g Sources :

6?! Passenger

Department.

H
Freight.c

Total.

Thr'gh. Local.

Total

per

Month.

18. ..

'

July.. .

•

Sept

October

Decern .

18. ..

January

Feb....

March . .

June . . .

Totals ..1 1

Total earnings per mile of road

Total earnings per train mile

Earnings passenger department per mile of road .

Earnings passenger department per train mile . . .

Earnings freight department per mile of road . . .

Earnings freight department per train mile
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Expenses.

 

a

CO

E
General Expenses.o

&
to

if
CD'S

Maintenanceof

Powerand(

ConductingTra

tion.

a

OtherGeneral

Expenses.

g *

Months. Taxes.
Si to

a; S

O ft

Totals.

g 3

s•
■s

1

18

Jalv

18

,
'

Total

Total per mile of road .

Total per train mile . . .

Total earnings .

Total expenses .

Net earnings . .

Other income . .

Total net income

Interest paid during year

Interest falling due during year but not paid .

Rental paid during year

Rental falling due but not paid

Other payments from net income

Balance .

 

Dividends.
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Date of last dividend declared—

Surplus '.

Surplus at commencement of year

Total surplus

Total income

Total income per mile of road

Total income per train mile

Net earnings per mile of road

Net earnings per train mile

Description of Road.

When chartered.

If your road has been consolidated with any other or others, state when

the branches were chartered and when the consolidation occurred :

When present charter expires

When road opened for public use.

Year. From To Miles.

Total.
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Length of Road.—Miles.

In Operation. Constructed.

a <D

"I
00 a

|

a ■a
1

.a a

|

a

'•3 i
3 -3■3

-s-
M be H a « OQ H o

Total

In 8. C

Soiling Stock.—Number. Employees.

Locomotives.

tic . J?

• 3

M

03

"3

O
03

T3
OQ

O

0 £
0

*
© a 3

to (A bO O (3

c S «8 0

1

so £ so

1

ID

6

<i

bb

8 •«3

a
(3

Kind of train brake in use on your road

Number of locomotives equipped with train brakes

Number of cars equipped with train brakes

Number of miles of steel rail

Number of miles of steel rail in South Carolina

Number of miles of steel rail laid since June 30, 18

Number of miles of steel rail laid in South Carolina since June 30, 18.

. Combination .

Number of bridges : Iron Wooden Combination .

Number of bridges built since June 30, 18 : Iron

Wooden Combination

Aggregate length of bridges : Iron Wooden .

Number of trestles

Aggregate length of trestles

What signal is given when crossing highway

Number of crossings of highway : At grade Under Over.

Number of crossings without sign

Gauge

Carrying capacity of freight cars pounds cubic feet . .
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Mileage, Traffic, &c.

Mileage.

Miles run by passenger trains

Miles run by freight trains

Miles run by other trains

Total train mileage.

Transportation.

Passengers—number carried : Local

Through

Total....

Local passenger mileage

Through passenger mileage

Total passenger mileage, or number carried one mile .

Average amount received for each

Average amount per mile for each

Freight—tons carried : Local

Through

Total

Local freight mileage, or number of tons local freight carried one mile

Through freight mileage, or number of tons through freight carried one

mile

Total freight mileage, or tons carried one mile

Average amount received for each ton local freight

Average amount received for each ton through freight

Average amount received for each ton through and local freight

Average rate per ton per mile local freight

Average rate per ton per mile through freight
■

Average rate per ton per mile of all freight
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Charge for loading and unloading freight trains

Speed of passenger trains per hour

Speed of freight trains per hour

Failure of passenger trains to meet schedule time at

junctions and termini

Average weight of passenger trains

Average number of cars in passenger trains

Average weight of freight trains

Average number of cars in freight trains

Tonnage of Freight Carried.

Articles. Tons. Per Cent.

Grain

Flour

Bacon

Other provisions

Lumber

Cotton in bales—Number of bales

Live stock

Fertilizers

Iron, lead and mineral products

Merchandise

1

1
Stone, brick, lime, &c

..1Articles not enumerated above
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3

ByownMiscon

ductorwantof
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Killed.

Injured.

—
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Beyondtheir

FromCauses Killed.

ByownMiscon

ductorwantof

Caution. Injured.
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H
i

Killed.

o
1 Control. Injured.

—

Beyondtheir

FromCauses Killed.

P ByownMiscon

ductorwantof

Caution.

Killed.

Injured.

I Control. Injured.

Beyondtheir

FromCauses Killed.
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ByownMiscon
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Caution. Injured.

1
1

Killed.

Control. Injured.
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Beyondtheir
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1
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Stock Killed.

Date. Train. Kind Stock. Amount Paid. If Not Paid, State Why.

-

Total.
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Future Prospects of Road and General Remarks.

President.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this day of.

18.

.[L. S.]

Against Discrimination by Railroads.

Sec

1440. Unreasonable rates prohibited.

1441. Unjust discrimination and giving of

rebates prohibited.

1443. Railroads forbidden to charge the

same or greater compensation for a

shorter than for a longer distance.

1448. Rates for continuous carriage.

1445. To what Act applies ; continuous car

riage denned.

Soc.

1446. As to Itemized statements.

1447. Refusal to furnish statement a misde

meanor. (Penalty therefor.)

1448. Railroad to settle according to bill of

lading.

1449. Cotton to be classed as heavy goods.

Common carrier may demand state

ment of weight

1450. Penalty for Injuring baggage.

unreasonable G. S. 1440. (A. A. Dec, 1882). It shall be. unlawful for

portetionofpas- any person or persons engaged alone, or doing business with

freigh^or for others in this State, in the transportation, shipment, or receiv-

Mbited?ara Pr°" ing of property by railroads, and whether now organized, or

which may hereafter be organized, under or by virtue of any

Act of incorporation, or general law of this or any other State,

now in force, or which may hereafter be enacted, or whether do

ing business without being thus organized or incorporated, to

charge, collect, demand or receive more than a fair and reason

able rate of toll or compensation for the transportation of pas
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8engers or freight of any description, or for the use and trans

portation of any railroad car upon its track or any of the

branches thereof, or upon any railroad within this State which

it has the right, license or permission to use, operate or control.

G. S. 1441. (A. A. Dec, 1882). It shall be unlawful for any Vn]U8J<^
\ * ' J criminations

such person or persons, so engaged as aforesaid, to make any prohibited,

unjust discrimination in its rates or charges of toll or compen

sation for the transportation of passengers or freight of any de

scription or for the use and transportation of any railroad car

upon its said road, or upon any of the branches thereof, or upon

any of the railroads connected or working in connection there

with, or which it has the right, license or permission to operate,

control or use ; or for any person or persons, so engaged as afore

said, or any person or persons engaged solely in the shipment or

receiving of property, directly or indirectly, to allow or receive ^^j^^1^

any rebate, drawback, or other advantage, in any form, upon j^p8 pronibit-

shipments made or services rendered or received as aforesaid, by

it, him or them.

G. S. 1442. (A. A. Dec, 1882). It shall be unlawful for Tbe ,„„ or

any such person or persons, so engaged as aforesaid, to charge, j^nriormpa£

collect, or receive, for the transportation of any passenger or freiKMeof9 same

freight of any description upon its railroad for any distance §f[J^jjj;!

within this State the same or a greater amount of toll or com- niMted.

pensation than is at the same time charged, collected or received

for the transportation of any passenger of the same class, (A. A.

1883,) or like quantity of freight of the same class over a greater

distance of the same railroad ; or to charge, collect or receive

at any point upon its railroad a higher rate of toll or compensa- similar provi-
. . . , ,,. , ,. . ... . , 8lons as to re-

tion for receiving, handling or delivering freight of the same ceiving, hand-

class and quantity than it shall at the same time charge, collect ering freights.

or receive at any other point upon the same railroad ; or to

charge, collect or receive for the transportation of any passen

ger or freight of any description over its railroad a greater

amount as toll or compensation than shall at the same time be

charged, collected or received by it for the transportation of

any passenger of the same class, or like quantity of freight of

the same class, being transported over any portion of the same

railroad of equal distance ; or to charge, collect or receive from

any person or persons a higher or greater amount of toll or com

pensation than it shall at the same time charge, collect or re

ceive from any other person or persons for receiving, handling

or delivering freight of the same class and like quantity at the

same time upon its railroad ; or to charge, collect or receive
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from any person or persons for the transportation of any freight

upon its railroad a higher or greater rate of toll or compensation

than it shall at the same time charge, collect or receive from

any person or persons for the transportation of a like quantity

of freight of the same class being transported from the same

point over equal distances of the same railroad ; or to charge,

collect or receive from any person or persons for the use and

transportation of any railroad car or cars upon its railroad for

any distance the same or a greater amount of toll or compensa

tion than is at the same time charged, collected or received from

any other person or persons for the use and transportation of any

railroad car of the same class or number for a like purpose be-

simiiar provi- ing transported over a greater distance of the same railroad ; or
slons as to tne 6 r 6. '

use and trans- to charge, collect or receive from any person or persons for the
portation ot / . - -i j -i

cars. use and transportation of any railroad car or cars upon its rail

road a higher or greater rate of toll or compensation than it

shall at the same time charge, collect or receive from any other

person or persons for the use and transportation of any railroad car

or cars of the same class or number for a like purpose being trans

ported from the same point over an equal distance of the same

au such dfa- railroad. And all such discriminating rates, charges, collec-

chaive«ndeeme§ tions, or receipts, whether made directly or by means of any re-

cvwenee o?ti<£ bate, drawback, or other shift or evasion, shall be deemed and

Act<,>nbut>fot^r taken against such person or persons so engaged as aforesaid as

ctaded!*110161" primafacie evidence of the unjust discrimination prohibited by

the provisions of this Act. This Section shall not be construed

so as to exclude other evidence tending to show any unjust dis-

simii apply to crimination in freight and passenger rates. The provisions of

paltry in this this Section and the two preceding Sections shall extend and

apply to any railroad, the branches thereof, and any road or

roads which any such person or persons, so engaged as aforesaid,

has the right, license or permission to use, operate or control,

Provisoaiiow- wholly or in part within this State : Provided, however, That

oon?°excursion nothing herein contained shall be so, construed as to prevent

mSe'ucke>ufand suca person or persons, so engaged as aforesaid, from issuing

commutation, excursion or thousand-mile tickets, as the same

are now issued by such corporations, or from issuing second

class tickets at a lower rate of fare than first class tickets ; for

the holders of which second class tickets so issued second class

accommodations shall be furnished. (A. A. 1883).

con tin nous G. S. 1443. (A. A. 1887). It shall be unlawful for any per-

raw "as" to"au 80n or persons engaged in the transportation of property, as

distances. provided in Section 1440 of this Chapter, to charge or receive
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any greater compensation for carrying, receiving, storing, for

warding or handling articles of the same character and descrip

tion for a shorter than a longer distance in one continuous

carriage ; and the road of a corporation shall include all the

road in use by such corporation, whether owned or operated

under a contract or lease by such corporation : Provided, That proviso as to

nothing in this Chapter contained shall be construed so as to terminal or

require any corporation or combination of corporations to regu- peuuve points?"

late their charges for shorter distances by their proportion of

through rates between terminal or junctional competitive points :

Provided, further, That if one corporation should use, operate different" r?t is

or otherwise control, wholly or in part, several lines or divisions de'pendentunes

of hitherto independent railroads within the State, that the ^£r$?auonf

Commission may in their discretion, conjointly with the said

corporations, fix different rates of toll or compensation for

freight traffic on each of said hitherto independent lines or divi

sions : Provided, further, That the Kailroad Commission, con- s££Klntoiinc

jointly with the railroad companies, shall have authority to make ^1ff1 ?t$l?g

special rates for the purpose of developing all manufacturing, etc

mining, milling and internal improvements in the State.

1444 Gen. Stats, repealed, Act Dec, 1882.

G. S. 1445. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Each and all the provisions „£&*ffi5 &

of this Act shall apply to all property, and the receiving, deliv- g£jlf^tlnuous

ery, loading, unloading, handling, storing or carriage of the

same on one actually or substantially continuous carriage, or as

part of such continuous carriage, as provided for in Section 1440

of G. S. ; and the compensation therefor, whether such property

be carried wholly on one railroad or partly on several railroads,

and whether such services are performed or compensation paid

by or to one person alone or in connection with another or other

persons.

G. S. 1446. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whenever any article or consignees

articles of freight shall be shipped to any point within the limits nisned with
...... « , i i . i • ■ , i i , i i ■ n Itemized state-

of this State, whether shipped from a point beyond the limits of ment of charges.

this State or not, it shall and may be lawful for the consignee

or consignees of said article or articles to demand and receive

from the agent or agents of the railroad company delivering the

same, and before the payment of any charges upon the same, a

full and correct statement of said charges, showing the total

amount to be paid by said consignee or consignees, together

with the proportion of the same to be paid to each road over
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which or any part of which said freight may have passed, whether

Proviso. such road be beyond the limits of this State or not : Provided,

That it be within the power of such agent or agents so to do.

Refusal amis- G. S. 1447. (A. A. Feb., 1882). It shall be a misdemeanor

'"' " """ for any railroad agent to refuse to give any consignee or con

signees the information set forth in the preceding Section ; and

upon conviction thereof in any Court of competent jurisdiction,

Penalty for. ne shall be fined in a sum not to exceed one hundred dollars,

nor to be less than ten dollars, or be imprisoned from five to

thirty days.

consignees G. S. 1448. (A. A. Feb., 1882). In all cases the railroad

setuemenTae- company delivering freights to consignees shall be required to

cording to con" settle their freight charges according to the contract as set forth

in the bill of lading from the shipping point, and they are hereby

forbidden to retain the article of freight after the consignee

Penalty for offers and is ready and willing to comply with the terms of said

bill of lading. For violating this Section the penalties shall be

the same as prescribed in Section 1447 for the offenses therein

set forth.

cotton, how G. S. 1449. (A. A. Feb., 1882.) On and after the passage of
classified

this Act all cotton packed in bales transported by common car

riers within the limits of this State shall be classed as "heavy

goods ;" that is to say, an article to be weighed and charged for

Proviso. and treated accordingly : Provided, That any common carrier,

before receiving such cotton for shipment, shall have the right

to demand from the shipper the weights of the several bales

thereof, and to adopt the same as the weights upon which freight

is to be charged, and in case of loss no recovery shall be had by

any shipper for a greater amount than the weights so furnished

by him.

B ta_ G. S. 1450. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Any baggage master or

jury io. other person whose duty it is to handle, remove or take care of

the baggage of passengers who shall willfully or recklessly injure

or destroy any trunk, valise, box, package or parcel, while load

ing, transporting, unloading, delivering or storing the same,

Penalty for ^^ De punished by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars, or impri-

inJury. sonment not exceeding thirty days.
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Railroad Commissioners.

Commissioners and clerk to be trans

ported tree on official business. May

take experts.

To have general supervision of rail

roads and railways operated by steam.

To give notice to corporation of viola

tion of law or charter.

To give notice of necessary repairs and

modification of rates of fare

To Investigate complaint of Mayor and

County Commissioners

Commissioners to Investigate acci

dents.

Corporation to furnish Information on

request.

No advice or request of Commissioners

to impair legal duties and obligations

of corporation.

Commissioners to make annual report.

Railroads to make reports to Commis

sioners. Defective report to be amend

ed In fifteen days.

Pooling contracts to be submitted to

Commissioners.

May subpoena witnesses. Pay of wit

nesses. Clerk to approve accounts of

witnesses. Penalty.

Penalty for willfully refusing or neg

lecting to give Information, etc.

May propound interrogatories adddl-

tlonal to schedule and report

To examine books, etc., on application

of a Director, etc

May examine and copy list of stock

holders.

Penalty for refusing to submit books

for examination.

1451. Appointment of Commissioners. Qual- 1454.

location. Vacancies; howfllled. Oath

of office. Members of the General

Assembly not eligible. 1456.

1491a. All railroads to post schedules. What

schedules shall contain No change to 1466.

go Into effect till thirty days' notice

has been given. 1457.

1451b. All new schedules to be sent to Rail

road Commissioners for scrutiny and 1458.

revision. Duty and power of Commis

sioners as to schedules. Appeal to 1459.

Judge for Richland County. Attorney

General to represent Railroad Commls- 1460.

sinners No change to be made in

rates till final decision. 1461 .

1451c. Commissioners to hear and decide

complaints. Appeal to Circuit Judge

for County where cause of complaint 1462.

arose. If railroad company appeal, 1463.

required to give bond. Attorney Gen

eral to defend Railroad Commissioners'

decision. Penalty for railroad com- j 1464.

pony attempting to evade final decis

ion. 1465

1451d. Commissioners to ascertain if sched

ules, etc , are complied with. To ex

amine books, etc. Authorized to make 1466.

rules for examination ; to administer

oaths, etc. 1467.

1451e. Commissioners to report necessary i

legislation to General Assembly. 1468.

1451/. Rates fixed for passenger carriage.

1451o. Barnwell Railroad an Independent 1469.

railroad.

1432. May employ clerk. Contingent fund. 1470.

145S. Expenses; how borne. Assessment;

how made and collected.

G. S. 1451. (A. A. Dec, 1882). There shall be three Com

missioners appointed by the Governor, with the advice and con

sent of the Senate, to carry out the provisions of this Act, of

whom one shall be a resident of one of the following named

Counties, to wit : Oconee, Pickens, Anderson, Abbeville,

Greenville, Spartanburg, York, Union, Newberry, Laurens or

Edgefield ; one other a resident of one of the following named

Counties, to wit : Chester, Lancaster, Fairfield, Richland, Lex

ington, Aiken, Barnwell, Orangeburg, Kershaw, Sumter or

Clarendon ; and one other a resident of one of the follow

ing named Counties, to wit : Chesterfield, Marlborough, Dar

lington, Marion, Horry, Williamsburg, Georgetown, Charleston,

Berkeley, Colleton, Hampton or Beaufort. After the expira

tion of the term of office of the Commissioners first appointed,

the term of office of their successors shall be six years ; but at

the first appointment one Commissioner shall be appointed for

two years, one for four years, and one for six years. The

salary of each Commissioner shall be two thousand one hundred

dollars, to be paid from the Treasury of the State in manner

provided by law for the salary of other State officers.* Any

•See G. S., Section 1453.

Three Com

missioners—

how appointed

and from what

sections they

must be resi

dents.

Terms of office

of Commission

ers.

Their salaries

and how paid.
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May be sus- Commissioner may be suspended from office by the Governor,

ernor6 and re- who shall report the fact of such suspension and the reasons

erai Assembly!1" thereof to the next General Assembly, and if a majority of each

branch of the General Assembly shall so declare, said Commis

sioner shall be forthwith removed from office and his office consid-

yacancies,how ered vacant. The Governor shall have the same power to fill va-
fllled. . . 1

cancies in the office of Commissioner as to fill other vacancies ; and

if for any reason said Commissioners are not appointed during

the present session of the General Assembly, the Governor shall

appoint them thereafter and report to the Senate at its next ses

sion ; but the time until then shall not be considered as a part

of the term of office of said Commissioners, respectively, as

The flrst ap- herein provided. The first appointments for Railroad Commis

sioners under this Act shall be made at the session of the Gen

eral Assembly next preceding the expiration of the term of the

oath of office, present incumbent. Said Commissioners shall take the oath of

office provided by the Constitution and the oath against dueling,

sbaii not own and, in addition thereto, shall take and subscribe an oath that
stock or bonds . . . ,

nor have any they are not, either jointly or severally, or in any manner, the

railroad during holders of the stock or bonds or other obligations of any railroad

onice. company, or that they, or either of them, are interested in any

way or manner in any railroad ; and the Commissioners shall

not, during their respective terms of office, either jointly or sev

erally, or in any way, be the holders of the bonds, stock or

other obligations of any railroad or the agent or employee of

any railroad company, or have any interest in any railroad, and

shall so continue during the entire period of said terms ; and in

Any such dis- case any Commissioner becomes disqualified in any way, he

happening "to shall, within ten days thereafter, remove the disqualification or

unS 'removed resign, and on failure so to do the said office shall become ipso

in ten days. facto vacant, and the Governor shall thereupon proceed to fill

such vacancy in manner hereinbefore provided. In any case of

suspension the Governor may fill the vacancy until the sus-

present com- pended Commissioner is restored or removed : Provided, hoio-

tm appoint- ever, That until the first appointment under this Act and the

under this Act. qualification of the persons appointed Railroad Commissioners,

the present Railroad Commissioner shall be invested with all the

authority and shall discharge all the duties of Railroad Commis

sioner prescribed in this Act ; and this Act shall in all respects

apply to the said Railroad Commissioner and to the office of

Railroad Commissioner as if the said Railroad Commissioner

Members of had been appointed under the provisions of this Act : Pro-

biy not eligible.' vided, further, That no member of the General Assembly shall
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ever be eligible to an appointment as one of the Commissioners

herein created during the term for which he shall have been

elected to the General Assembly.

G. S. 1451a. (A. A. 1883). All persons engaged in carrying

property as provided in Section 1440 of the General Statutes of

this State shall adopt and keep always accessible for public in

spection schedules which shall plainly state :
1. The different kinds and classes of property to be carried. ertyStoSbePSir-

2. The different stations or places within this State upon the stations and

line of such road or of other roads within the State connecting p

therewith, and with which it has business relations, between

which such property shall be carried.

3. The rates of freight and prices of carriage for given dis- fi^t between

tauces of such road or roads, and all through rates and joint |nidcp^ace^tlons

rates with other roads, and for all services for receiving, deliver

ing, loading, unloading, storing or handling the same, so that

the rates and all through rates and joint rates with other roads

and prices between such stations and places can always be known

and ascertained therefrom. Such schedules may be changed
, . „ . , n r, . . , Ho w such

from time to time as hereinafter provided. Copies of such schedules snail

schedules shall be printed in plain large type, and shall be kept how may be

always accessible for public inspection in at least two places -in

every depot where freights are received and delivered, and no

such schedule shall be changed in any particular, except by the

substitution of another schedule containing the specifications

above required, which substituted schedule shall plainly state

the time when it shall go into effect, and notice of said change

shall be given at least thirty days before it shall go into effect,

unless such proposed change is agreed to by the Commission,

and it shall then remain in force until another schedule shall be

substituted as aforesaid. And it shall be unlawful for any per- unlawful to

son or persons engaged in carrying any property on railroads, tbhanrgindieated

as aforesaid, after the passage of this Act, to charge or receive nseneduIe-

more or less compensation for the carriage, receiving, delivering,

loading, unloading, handling or storing of any property con

templated by Section 1440 of the General Statutes of this State

than shall be indicated in such schedule as may at the time be

in force.

G. S. 1451*. (A. A. 1883). It shall be the duty of all As to sched-
, . . . , , . „ ules, contracts,

persons engaged in carrying property, as provided in Section agreemeats,4c.

1440 of the General Statutes of this State, to forward to the to commlssiou-

said Commissioners for their scrutiny and revision, immediately era'

upon adoption, a copy of any and all schedules adopted under

11—B&R
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the provisions of the foregoing Sections of this Act, or of any

changed which may be made from time to time therein. Also a

copy of all contracts or agreements between such persons

(whether competing or otherwise) as to each and all of their

rates of charge, freights or passenger tariffs, also a copy of all

agreements whatever as to the division of earnings of any kinds

by competing railroad companies doing business in this State.

as to duty of The said Commissioners, on the receipt of such schedules, con-
Commlssioners . * . '

thereon. tracts or agreements, shall forthwith examine the same, that it

may be seen whether or not they are in any particular a viola

tion of any of the provisions of law intended to prevent dis

crimination, and to secure to all persons just and reasonable rates

of charge for the transportation of passengers or freight of any

description, and the said Commissioners shall, if they deem

such schedules, contracts and agreements to be in any respect

a violation of the law aforesaid, before directing any changes or

modifications in any schedules, contracts or agreements, notify

the parties forwarding the same of the time and place when and

where a hearing can be had in. support thereof, the time for

which hearing shall be fixed for a date not less than forty-eight

hours after the service of the notice. If after such hearing, or

if after notice of the time and place fixed for such hearing, duly

served upon a proper officer or agent of the said persons, they

shall fail or refuse to appear and be heard, the said Commis

sioners shall find the said schedule, contract or agreement is

either in whole or in part in violation of law, they shall cause

due notice of such finding to be given forthwith to the persons

forwarding the same, together with a statement of such changes

or modifications as they find necessary to make such schedules,

contracts or agreements conform to law therein, and such,

changes or modifications shall be taken and considered as part

and parcel of the said schedules, contracts or agreements ; and

the said schedules, contracts or agreements, as thus changed or

amended, shall be adopted, enforced and posted in lieu of the

schedules, contracts and agreements as originally submitted :

proviso as to Provided, however, That the persons so submitting such sched

ules, contracts or agreements shall have the right of appeal from

such findings of the Commissioners to the resident Judge of the

Circuit of which Richland County forms a part, or the presiding

Judge of said Circuit, or if these be otherwise engaged or in

any way prevented, to some other Circuit Judge, to be desig

nated by the Chief Justice, or in case of his absence or inability,

by the senior Associate Justice ; and the Judge hearing the
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appeal shall render and file his decision within ten days after as to hearing
such hearing. Notice of such appeal shall be served upon said '"" * *"'1H'' '""

Commissioners within five days after service of a copy of said

findings, or the right of appeal shall be considered as abandoned ;

said appeal to be heard at Chambers or in open Court upon the

proceedings and testimony had before the said Commissioners, and

such other papers and testimony as said Commissioners may

consider and think advisable to add thereto, who shall file the

same in the office of the Clerk of the Court for Richland County

immediately upon receipt of notice of appeal as aforesaid ; and

during the pendency of any submission to the Commissioners,

and of any appeal from the finding of said Commissioners, the

rates of charges, schedules, contracts and agreements in force

at the time such new or substituted schedules, contracts or

agreements are submitted to the Commissioners for their scrutiny

and revision shall remain in force and unchanged until the final

adjudication of the subject matter of such appeal as hereinbe

fore provided. It shall be the duty of the Attorney General to Dutyof Attor-
r J J ney General to

represent the Commissioners in all litigation and to appear in represent com-

favor of all changes or modifications proposed by them, when

called on bv them so to do : Provided, further, That if the Rail- Proviso as to
, _ . . , ,. i_.-i.i- n Commissioners'

road Commissioners shall at any time believe that any rate or duty in discrimi-

rates is or are in violation of the laws against discrimination, or rates,

unjust rates, it shall be their duty to submit such alteration as

they deem necessary to correct such violation, whereupon

a hearing shall be had before the said Commissioners upon the

changes or modifications so submitted by them, in the same

manner, under the same provisions and with the same right of

appeal as is prescribed for the hearing hereinbefore provided

for. But no changes or modifications shall be made in the when changes

schedules in operation when such alteration is submitted until may be made.6 s

the finding of said Commissioners thereon, or, in case of an ap

peal therefrom, until the final adjudication of the Circuit Court

or of the Circuit Judge thereon.

G. S. 1451c. (A. A. 1883). It shall he the duty of said Agtocommis-

Commissioners to hear all complaints made by any person £)mpiiitinhtfS1to

against any discrimination or unreasonable charges ; such com- ^iri'°,nrae^on°

plaints must be in writing and specify the items in the tariff "Me charges,

against which complaint is made. And if it appears to said

Commissioners that there may be justice in the complaint, or

that the matter ought to be investigated, the Commissioners

shall forthwith furnish to the person or corporation operating

the railroad a copy of the complaint, together with notice that
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at the time and place stated in the notice the said complaint

will be heard by said Commissioners, and at such time and

place it shall be the duty of the Commissioners to hear the

parties to the controversy, either personally or by counsel, and

to hear such evidence, either oral or written, as may be offered,

and to hear and examine witnesses upon oath, conforming the

mode of procedure as nearly as may be to that required by arbi

trators, giving such time and latitude to each side, and so

regulating the opening and conclusion of any argument as to

the said Commission seems best adapted to arrive at the truth ;

and when the hearing is concluded the Commissioners shall

give notice of their decision to the parties thereto, from which

Either party decision either party may appeal to the resident Judge of the

Circuit of which the County in which the complaint arose

forms a part, or the presiding Judge of the said Circuit, or, if

these be otherwise engaged or prevented, to some other Circuit

Judge, to be designated by the Chief Justice, or, in case of his

absence or inability, by the senior Associate Justice ; and the

Judge hearing the appeal shall render and file his decision

within ten days after such hearing, such appeal to be heard at

Chambers or in open Court upon the proceedings and testimony

had before the Commissioners, who shall forthwith file the

same in the office of the Clerk of any County in which the

cause of complaint arose, and the said Clerk shall thereupon

place the same for a hearing in the County in which the com-

_ , plaint arose on a special calendar for such cases onlv. In case
Rules govern- * r

ing appeals. any 8UCa person or corporation operating a railroad shall appeal

from such decision, such appeal shall be subject to all the rules

governing appeals in other cases ; and, furthermore, such

appeal shall not operate unless the appellant shall enter into

bond with surety, in the condition for the payment by the

appellant, in case the appeal be not prosecuted or be abandoned

or be decided against the appellant, of all costs and charges

attending such appeal, and a percentage by way of damages to

be fixed by the Judge hearing the first appeal, beside the penal

ties which have been or may be imposed by law. All such
AddphIs to t)G

piaoed at the appeals shall be placed at the head of the calendar and shall be

endar. first decided. If the appeal in this Section provided shall be

from a decision of the Commissioners in favor of such com-

whotodefend plaint, the appeal shall be defended by the Attorney General or

commissioners. fay the golicitor of the Circuit in which the cause is heard, if

compu°inliu the Attorney General shall so direct : Provided, That nothing

ow^cwiuSS.1118 herein contained shall prevent the complainant from employing
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his own counsel if he so prefer. In case any person or corpora

tion operating a railroad shall fail immediately to comply with

any finding of the Commissioners not appealed from, or aban

doned after appeal, or affirmed by the Courts upon appeal, such

person or corporation shall for each and every failure so to do

be liable to all the penalties which now are or may hereafter be Penalties for
r . J not complying

imposed by law. In case any person or corporation operating a. with iimiing of

railroad shall evade, or attempt to evade, any decision, or the

effect of any decision, made by the Circuit Court, the appeal

from which has not been made, or, having been made, has been

abandoned or not prosecuted, or any decision made by the

Supreme Court as before provided, and the fact of such evasion

shall be found by the Circuit Judge hearing the appeal there

from, such person or corporation shall likewise be liable to all

the penalties which now are, or may hereafter be, imposed by

law. And in case any corporation shall persist in its refusal or charter of cor-
7 x * poratlons f o r -

failure to comply with such finding and shall continue the »elt«d ln certain
. cases.

unjust discrimination so found, such failure or refusal to obey

such finding shall forfeit the charter of said corporation. And

it shall be the duty of the Attorney General in any such case to ney"General as

take the proper proceedings to have such forfeiture declared

and adjudged by the Courts of the State.

G. S. U51d. (A. A. 1883). It shall be the duty of the Com- Duty of com-
. . ••*! • i iii mlssloners as to

missioners to ascertain if the said schedules, contracts or agree- compliance with

nients, so revised and adopted as aforesaid, are complied with ;

and for that purpose said Commissioners shall have the right

to investigate the books and papers of all the railroad com- May lnvesti-

panies doing business in this State, to ascertain if the rates and *** b00k8' *c*

regulations fixed as provided in this Act are complied with ;

to make personal visitation of the stations and railroad offices M Tlglt sta_

and other places of business, for the purpose of examination, tlons.\ ftc- Der-

and to make rules and regulations for such examination, which

rules and regulations shall be observed and obeyed as in the case of

other rules and regulations as aforesaid. Such Commissioners

shall have full power and authority to examine all agents and powers as to

employees of said railroad companies, and other persons under under oaUi!&c.B

oath, (which oath either of said Commissioners is hereby

authorized to administer,) in order to procure the necessary in

formation to make such changes or modifications as may be

necessary to conform the rates to the laws against discrimi

nation and unjust or unreasonable charges.
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Duty of com- G. S. 1451e. (A. A. 1883). It shall be the duty of the Com-

recommend to missioners to recommend to the General Assembly at each ses-

biy. " sion thereof such legislation as in their judgment is necessary

to secure just and reasonable rates for the transportation of

passengers and freight, and for the prevention of unjust dis

crimination.

gef ratesPassen" G" S- 1451/- (A- A- 1884)- From and after tr»e passage of this

Act no railroad company in this State operating, owning or con

trolling any line of railroad in this State whose passenger earn

ings exceed eighteen hundred dollars (11,800) per mile of road

per annum shall charge more than three (3) cents per mile for

each passenger with one hundred (100) pounds of baggage. On

roads whose passenger earnings are over one thousand (1,000)

and not more than eighteen hundred dollars ($1,800) per mile

per annum, the rates shall not exceed three and one-half

(3£) cents per mile. On roads whose passenger earnings are

over five hundred dollars ($500) per mile per annum and not

more than one thousand (1,000) the rates shall not exceed four

(4) cents per mile. On roads whose passenger earnings do not

exceed five hundred dollars ($500) per mile per annum, such

rates shall not exceed four and a half (4£) cents per mile ; the

charge for children under twelve (12) and over four (4) years of

age shall not exceed two (2) cents per mile. Each raiiroad

seeondcia^car* 8naH a^s0 run a second class or smoking car for passage, for

ucketson. for which they shall sell tickets at a rate not to exceed two and a

half (2£) cents per mile for the first class, three (3) cents per

mile for the second and third classes, and four (4) cents for the

fourth class,* but nothing herein contained shall be construed

cimrireton and to prevent the Charleston and Savannah Railway Company from

savannah Rail- charging four (4) cents per mile for first class passengers and

Proviso as to three (3) cents per mile for second class passengers : Provided,

ces. rpnat rajiroa(j corporations may charge for short distances,

where the charges per mile would be less than twenty-five (25)

cents, the sum of twenty-five (25) cents for first class passage

and fifteen (15) cents for second class passage and children for

May sen 1,000 such distance. The provisions of this Section shall not prevent

and'seaSnuck" railroads from issuing thousand mile, excursion, commutation

et"- and season tickets at a lower rate than herein provided, and

Extra charge railroad companies shall have the right to charge twenty-five

are noVbought. (25) cents extra when fare is not more than two 50-100 dollars

(2.50). and fifty (50) cents where it is over that amount, in all

cases where passengers who get on at stations where tickets are

L* Meaning as Is supposed " of railroads as above prescribed."]
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offered for sale neglect or refuse to purchase tickets : Provided,

this shall not apply to passengers on accommodation trains :

Provided, further, That offices for the sale of such tickets

shall in all cases be open not less than thirty minutes before

the time fixed for the departure of trains.

G. S. lAolg. (A. A. 1883). That the Barnwell Railway shall uamweiiRaii-

be deemed and treated as an independent road. entrroSf.epend'

G. S. 1452. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Commissioners shall be omceofcom-
. . , missloners.

furnished with an office, necessary furniture and stationery, and

may employ a secretary or clerk, at a salary of twelve hundred May employ

dollars, to be paid in like manner as other salaries provided for of.

in this Act. The office of said Commissioners shall be kept in T„„ofl„„ „,
r Location of

Columbia, and all sums of money authorized to be paid by this oace< *°-

Act out of the State Treasury shall be paid only on the warrant

of the Comptroller General : Provided, That the total sum to p^y^ iimiu

be expended by said Commissioners for office rent, furniture, utr expe"8**-

stationery, and for procuring books, maps and statistics, and

defraying expenses incidental and necessary to the discharge of

the duties of their office, shall in no case exceed the sum of five

hundred dollars, ($500,) and two hundred dollars for office rent,

or so much thereof as may be necessary, per annum.

G. S. 1453. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The entire expenses of the Expenses to

Railroad Commissioners,* including all salaries and expenses of several railroad

every kind, shall be borne by the several corporations owning or a>rpon ons-

operating railroads within this State, according to their gross
r o > o n How appor.

income, proportioned to the number of miles in this State, to tionea.

be apportioned by the Comptroller General of the State, who,

on or before the first day of October in each and every year,

shall assess upon each of said corporations its just proportion

of such expenses, in proportion to its said gross income for the

current year ending on the thirtieth day of June next preceding

that on which the said assessment is made ; and the said assess

ment shall be charged up against the said corporations respect

ively, under the order and direction of the Comptroller General,

and shall be collected by the several County Treasurers in the how collected,

manner provided by law for the collection of taxes from such

corporations, and shall be paid by the said County Treasurers

as collected into the treasury of the State, in like manner as

other taxes collected by them for the State.

G. S. 1454. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Commissioners and snail nave free

their Secretary shall be transported free of charge when in the tor^ei?, secre"

performance of the duties of their office concerning railroads tary,expe ' c-

•See G. 8., Sec. 1461.
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over all railroads and railroad trains in this State ; they may

take with them experts or other agents, whose services they may

deem to be temporarily of importance, and who shall in like

manner be transported free of charge,

shall have G. S. 1455. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Commissioners shall

aiYrailimdij and have the general supervision of all railroads and railways in this

atwTby^team. " State operated by steam, and shall examine the same and keep

themselves informed as to their condition and the manner in

which they are operated, with reference to the security and

accommodation of the public and the compliance of the several

corporations with the provisions of their charters and the laws

of the State ; and the provisions of this Act shall apply to all

railroads and railways, and to the corporations, trustees,

receivers, or others owning or operating the same.

to proceed G. S. 1456. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whenever in the judgment

tions violating of the Railroad Commissioners it shall appear that any such

corporation has violated any law, or neglected in any respect or

particular to comply with the terms of its charter, or with the

provisions of any of the laws of the State, especially in regard

to the connections with other railroads, the rates of toll and the

time schedule, they shall give notice thereof in writing to such

corporation ; and if the violation or neglect is continued after

such notice, the Commissioners shall make application to a

Circuit Court, or a Judge thereof in vacation, for an injunction

to restrain the company complained of from further continuing

to violate the law or the terms of its charter,

^aji^ve G. S. 1457. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whenever, in the judg-

pairs, &c., m ment of the Railroad Commissioners, it shall appear that repairs

are necessary upon any such railroad, or that any addition to

the rolling stock, or any enlargement of, or improvement in,

the stations or station houses, or any modification in the rates

of fare for transporting freight or passengers, or any change in

the mode of operating the road or conducting its business, is

reasonable and expedient in order to promote the security, con

venience and accommodation of the public, they shall give

information in writing to the corporation of the improvements

and changes which they adjudge to be proper ; and if the said

company shall fail, within sixty days, to adopt the suggestions

of said Commissioners, they shall take such legal proceedings as

Legal pro- they may deem expedient, and shall have authority to call upon

ceedingu as to. ^ie attorney General to institute and conduct such proceedings.
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G. S. 1458. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Upon the complaint and <*$£££&*}

application of the Mayor and Aldermen or Council of any city, Mayor and ai-

town, or Board of County Commissioners of any County, within town or county
J j j ' Commissioners.

•which any part of any such railroad is located, it shall be the

duty of the Railroad Commissioners to make an examination of

the condition aud operation thereof. Before proceeding to make

such examination in accordance with such application, said

Commissioners shall give to the applicants and the railroad cor

poration reasonable notice, in writing, of the time and place of Notice to be

entering upon the same. If upon such examination it shall tng.

appear to the Commissioners that the complaint alleged by the

applicant is well founded, they shall so adjudge, and shall inform

the corporation operating such railroad of their adjudication, in

the same maimer as is provided in Section 1456, G. S.; and the

company failing for sixty days after such notice to remove the

cause of such complaint, they shall make report thereof to the

General Assembly, for such action as it may deem expedient ;

or if there be necessity for prompt action, they may take such

legal proceedings as may be proper, and the Attorney General .Proceedings in
,n • i.- j j j x. j. relation to.

shall institute and conduct such proceedings.

G. S. 1459. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Railroad Commission- .„ „ , _,
v ' ' Shall lnvestl-

ers shall investigate the causes of any accident on a railroad eate causes of
. accidents.

resulting in loss of life, and of any accident not so resulting,

which, in their judgment, shall require investigation.

G. S. 1460. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corporation ce^aj^ln7qnlr8

shall, at all times, on request, furnish the Railroad Commission- t,1™ m to con-
' . . ditlons, Ac., and

ers any information required by them concerning the condition, timetables,

management and operation of its railroad, and particularly with

copies of time tables, and also with the rates for transporting

freight aud passengers upon its road and other roads with which

its business is connected.

G. S. 1461. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No request or advice of the Requestorad-

Railroad Commissioners shall have the effect to impair, in any impair legal
4 _ ~ , diiLii^* etc ■

manner or degree, the legal duties and obligations of any railroad

corporation, or its legal liability for the consequence of its acts,

or of the neglect or mismanagement of any of its agents or ser

vants.

G. S. 1462. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Railroad Commission- snail make

ers shall make an annual report to the Legislature of their official uieLegCiature?

acts, including such statements, facts and explanations as will

disclose the actual working of the system of railroad transporta

tion in its bearing upon the busiuess and prosperity of the State ;

and such suggestions as to the general railroad policy of the
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State, or as to any part thereof, or as to the condition, affairs or

conduct of any of the railroad corporations, as may seem to

them appropriate, with a special report of all accidents, and the

causes thereof, for the preceding year.

shaii require G. S. 1463. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Commissioners shall
annual reports . ' ... ..

from railroad require the annual reports to be made by railroad companies m

manner and form and at the time provided for herein, and shall

be authorized to require reports to be made of such other mat

ters as they may deem expedient ; and they may from time to

time make such changes as they may deem proper, in the form

of report herein prescribed, giving the corporations one year's

notice of any such changes or additions as require any alteration

in the method or form of keeping their accounts ; and the Com-

bianks for re- missioners shall, on or before the first day of June in each year,

furnish to the several railroads blank forms of such reports,

slum require When the report received from any corporation is defective, or

pons to be probably erroneous, the Commissioners shall notify the corpora

tion to amend the same within fifteen days. The Commissioners

' shall prepare such tables and abstracts of all the returns they

annual reportto shall deem expedient, and their annual report shall be trans-

preservercop°es m'tte(^ to ^e Governor of the State on or before the second

In their office. Monday in November in each year, to be laid before the Legis

lature. The originals of the report or reports, as amended,

subscribed and sworn to by the officers of the corporation, shall

be preserved in the office of the Commissioners,

pooling eon- G. S. 1464. (A. A. Feb., 1882). All contracts, agreements
tracts shall be

submitted t o or arrangements, of any and every nature, made or entered into
Railroad Com- , ., , J J . . . . , , .

missioners. by any railroad company or companies doing business in this

State, for the pooling of earnings of any kind, with any other

railroad company or companies, shall be forthwith submitted by

the said railroad companies to the Commissioners for their in

spection and approval, so far as they may be affected by any of

the provisions contained in this Act for securing to all persons

just, equal and reasonable facilities for transportation of freight

and passengers ; and if the said contracts, agreements or arrange

ments shall, in the opinion of the Commissioners, in any way be

in violation of any of the provisions of this Act, the Commis

sioners shall forthwith notify the said railroad companies, in

writing, of their objections thereto, specifying such objections ;

and if the said railroad companies shall fail or neglect, within

five days after such notice, to amend and alter such contract,

agreement or arrangement in a manner satisfactory to the Com

missioners, the Commissioners shall thereupon call upon the
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Attorney General to institute and conduct such legal proceed- Proceedings in

, , ,, ,,. .... case of violation

ings as may be necessary to enforce the penalties prescribed in of this Act.

this Act for such violations of its provisions.

G. S. 1465. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Railroad Commission- May subpoena

ers, in making any examination for the purpose of obtaining

information pursuant to this Act, shall have power to issue sub

poenas for the attendance of witnesses by such rules as they may

prescribe ; and said witnesses shall receive for such attendance Pay of wit-

snch fees as are now prescribed by law for witnesses in civil paid68'

cases, and five cents per mile traveled, by the nearest practicable

route, in going to and returning from the place to which sum

moned by the Commissioners, to be paid by the Commissioners,

out of the contingent fund hereinbefore provided, upon present

ation of subpoenas sworn to by the witnesses as to the number

of days served and miles traveled, before the Clerk of the Com

missioners, who is hereby authorized to administer such oaths,

and who shall approve such accounts. In case any person shall

willfully fail or refuse to obey such subpoena, it shall be the

duty of the Judge of the Circuit Court of any County, upon

application of the Commissioners, to issue an attachment for

such witness, and compel him to attend before the Commission

ers and give his testimony upon such matters as shall be law

fully required by the Commissioners ; and said Judge shall have

power to punish for contempt as in other cases of refusal to obey

the process and order of said Court.

G. S. 1466. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every officer, agent or em- punishment

ployee of any railroad company who shall willfully neglect or officer? agent,

refuse to make and furnish any report required by the Commis- port,4cmakere"

sioners, as necessary to the purposes of this Act, or who shall

willfully and unlawfully hinder, delay or obstruct the Commis

sioners in the discharge of the duties hereby imposed upon them,

shall forfeit and pay a sum not less than one hundred nor more

than five thousand dollars for each offense, to be recovered in

an action of debt in the name of the State, by the Attorney

General, upon the request of the Commissioners.

G. S. 1467. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Commissioners may May propose
, , j, • ,i *ij • t j. i- ■ additional Inter-

make and propound to any of the railroad companies of this rogatories to

State any interrogatories additional to those contained in the

schedule and report hereinbefore provided, which shall be an

swered by such companies in the same manner.

G. S. 1468. (A. A. Feb., 1882). On the application in writ- ^Mayonappu-

ing of a Director, or of any person or persons owning one-fiftieth *P?'ne ,lDl°
DOOlLS OX iXlO

part of the entire paid-in capital stock of any corporation oper- company.
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ating a railroad, or the bonds or other evidences of indebted

ness of such corporation equal in amount to one-fiftieth part of

its paid-in capital stock, the Railroad Commissioners shall make

an examination into the books of said corporation.

aJ^ifefSf G- S- 1469- (A- A- Feb-' 1882'- The Railroad Commission-

stocknoiders,&c. ers shall further have, at all times, access to the list of stock

holders of every corporation operating a railroad, and may, in

their discretion, at any time, cause the same to be copied, in

whole or in part, for their own information or for the informa

tion of persons owning stock in such corporation,

penalty for G. S. 1470. (A. A. Feb., 1882). A corporation refusing to

submit its books to the examination of the Railroad Commis

sioners shall be liable to the penalties provided in Section 1466

G. S. in the case of the neglect or refusal to make a report or

return.

Of Connecting Railroads.

Sec •

1471. Discrimination against connecting

roads by refusing or neglecting to de

liver freight.

1472. Discrimination In favor of or against

one connecting road against another

by refusing to receive freight or to

issue bills of lading at equal rates.

Sec

1473. Discrimination In favor of or against

connecting road In rates.

1474. Meaning of term " railroad company."

Limitation upon power of company to

bar provisions of Act.

(See "Against Discrimination by Rail

roads.")

connecting G. S. 1471. (A. A. Feb., 1882). It shall not be lawful for
railroads shall ., , v ' , , . . « ,. . .

not discriminate any railroad company, chartered by this State, to discriminate
against con-. ■• i ■ • i ..» • .,i

necting rail- against any railroad company which may connect with it, either

ing freights. at one of its terminal stations or at any intermediate point on its

line, where said companies have stations and agents established,

by neglecting or refusing to deliver with due diligence to said

connecting road, in the yard or on the track of the same, all

cars wholly or partly loaded with freight consigned to points on

said connecting road, or to points beyond its line ; but in all

cases where freight is to be delivered to a connecting road to

complete its transportation, such delivery shall be made by the

railroad which brought the freight to the connecting point, and

Proviso. no additional charge shall be made therefor : Provided, however,

That said delivering road may demand of its connections full

payment of all charges which have accrued thereon, on or before

delivery of said freight on the tracks or in the yard of its con

necting road.

crSimIinna°tedta G- s- 14?2- (A- A- Feb-> 1882)- Ifc sha11 not be lawful for

agai'nstofcon- any railroad company chartered by this State to discriminate in

rraSfVrefus! favor °f or against any railroad company which may connect

freight ic06176 w^b *'» e'tner at one °f its terminal stations or at an intermedi
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ate point on its line, where said companies have stations and

agents established, as against any other railroad company which

may connect with it, at the same station or point, by refusing

either to receive freight for shipment or to issue through bills

of lading, at equal rates of freight for the same, to any one given

destination reached by any or all of such connecting roads or

their connections for which freight is received, or through bills

of lading are issued, to be forwarded by any other of such con

necting roads at the same point : Provided, however, If any of Proviso,

said connections shall refuse to transport freight from its own

terminus to the ultimate destination of said freight, at the same

rate as is charged by any other connections at the same point,

then the initial road shall be released from the provisions of this

Section, and the said connecting road shall not be entitled to

the benefit of its provisions.

G. S. 1473. (A. A. Feb., 1882). It shall not be lawful for snail not dis-

any railroad company chartered by this State to discriminate in rates of freight,

its rates of freight in favor of or against any railroad company

which may connect with it, either at one of its terminal stations

or at any intermediate point on its line ; but in all cases the

charges on freight of the same character, having the same origi

nal point of shipment and the same destination, shall be uni

form to and from all lines making connection with the said

railroad at the same point.

G. S. 1474. (A. A. Feb., 1882).' In the construction of

Sections 1471, 1472 and 1473 G. S. the term railroad company, tern^^SESS

chartered by this State, shall be held to mean each railroad com- o^p*11?"

pany holding its franchise under a separate charter granted by

this State ; and no ownership of shares of the capital stock of

one corporation by another corporation, nor any lease, contract ojJrate una bar

or other agreement between corporations or individuals, shall totnlsAct-

operate as a bar to the provisions of this Act ; but each corpora

tion so chartered shall deal with all its connections at any one

point on the same terms, and shall afford the like usual facilities

for the interchange of freight between all of its connections at

the same point ; and any contract, combination, joint owner

ship, or joint management, contrary to the provisions of this Act

shall be null, void, and of no effect.
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Running Trains on Sunday.

1475. General prohibition—cars loaded with

animals may be unloaded.

1476. What trains may be run.

See.

1477. Trains delayed by accident, &c

1478. Penalty.

Trains pro- G. 8. 1475. (A. A. Feb., 1882). It shall be unlawful for any

ru1nning0on railroad corporation or persons owning or controlling railroads

Sunday.

Exceptions

Certain trains

may run.

In case of acci

dent may run.

Penalty

Alolation.

operating in this State to load or unload, or permit to be loaded

or unloaded, or to run or permit to be run, on Sunday, any loco

motive, cars or trains of cars moved by steam power, except as

hereinafter provided, and except to unload cars loaded with

animals.

G. S. 1476. (A. A. 1886). It shall be lawful for said cor

porations or persons to run on said day during the months of

April, May, June, July and August trains laden exclusively

with vegetables and fruits, and on said day in any and every

month their regular mail trains, and such construction or other

trains as may be rendered necessary by extraordinary emergen

cies other than those incident to freight or passenger traffic,

and such freight trains as may be in transitu, which can reach

their destination by six o'clock A. M.

G. S. 1477. (A. A. Feb., 1882). It shall be lawful for any

train running by a schedule made in conformity with the pro

visions of this Act, but delayed by accident or other unavoid

able circumstance, to run.until it reaches the point at which it

is usual for it to rest upon a Sunday.

t or * G. S. 1478. (A. A. Feb., 1882). For a willful violation of

the provisions of Sections 1475, 1476 and 1477 G. S., the rail

road company so offending shall forfeit to the State five hundred

dollars, to be collected in any Court of competent jurisdiction.

Cruelty to Animals.

carssbaiinot G. 8. 1479. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No railroad company, in

with auimais!ed tne carrying or transportation of animals, shall overload the

confinement cars, nor permit the animals to be confined in cars for a longer

period than twenty-eight consecutive hours without unloading

the same for rest, water and feeding, unless prevented from so

How confine- unloading by storm or other accidental causes. In estimating

estimated. such confinement the time during which the animals have been

confined without rest on connecting roads from which they are

received shall be included, it being the intent of this Act to pro-

hibitjfjheir continuous confinement beyond the period of twenty-

sight hours, except upon contingencies hereinbefore stated.
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Proviso.

"Animal" or

" animals,"

" owner," and

"whoever "—

bow construed.

Animals so unloaded shall be properly fed, watered and shel- wnenunioad-

tered during such rest by the owner or the person having the cus- for.

tody thereof, or in case of his default in so doing, then by the

railroad company transporting the same, at the expense of the

owner or the person in custody thereof ; and the said company

shall in said case have a lien upon said animals for food, care and

custody furnished, and shall not be liable for any detention of

such animals authorized by this Act. Any company, owner or

custodian of such animals who shall fail to comply with the pro

visions of this Section shall, for each and every such offense, be

liable for and forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than fifty nor

more than five hundred dollars, to be paid to the State Trea

sury : Provided, however, That when animals shall be carried

in cars in which they can and do have proper food, water, space

and opportunity for rest, the foregoing provisions in regard to

their being unloaded shall not apply.

G. S. 1480. (A. A. Feb., 1882). In Section 1479 G. S. the

word "animal" or "animals" shall be held to include all brute

creatures ; and the words "owner," "person," and "whoever,"

shall be held to include corporations as well as individuals ; and

the knowledge and acts of agents of and persons employed by

corporations in regard to animals transported, owned, or em

ployed by or in the custody of such corporations, shall be held

to be the acts and knowledge of such corporation.

Regulations for Preventing Accidents.

ftfc

1481. Formation of trains.

1483. Train to be stopped before crossing

another track.

1483. What signals to be given at highway

crossings.

1484. signboards to be used at crossings—

what to contain.

1485. Conductors and other employees on

passenger trains to wear badges.

1480. Passenger cars to stop at stations.

1487. County Commissioners to examine

crossings—to give notice to officer or

agent.

1488. What notice to contain.

1489. Stationary flagman to be placed at

crossing when requlnd.

1490. Company may claim a revision of the

action of the Railroad and County

Commissioners. Court may appoint

Civil Engineer to examine.

G. S. 1481. (A. A. Feb., 1882). In forming a passenger Formation of

train, baggage, or freight, or merchandise, or lumber cars shall traln8-

not be placed in rear of passenger cars.

G. S. 1482. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whenever any railroad

Sec.

1491. Company to construct crossing or

station ilagman.

1492. County Commissioners to report to

Clerk of Court. Compensation of Com

missioners and Civil Engineer.

1493. County Commissioners to keep record.

1494. Company to provide rooms for passen

gers

1495. Provisions when trains are behind

time.

1496. County Commissioners to require sign

boards tu be placed at crossings.

1497. Penalty for neglect by County Com

missioners.

1498. Corporation to construct and repair

bridges and crossings. Highway laid

out after road Is completed.

(See Section 1035.)

crosses the track of any other railroad, it shall be the duty ipf the oth"r '<«'-•

engineer, or person in control of the train, besides giving the

In crossing

her track

shall stop, &c.
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signals required to be given near all crossings, to bring the train

to a full or complete stop before crossing the said track ; the

same rule to apply to the running of a locomotive by itself

without train,

signals to be G. S. 1483. (A. A. Feb., 1882). A bell of at least thirty
given when v ' , ' J

crossing nigh- pounds weight and a steam whistle shall be placed on each loco-

way, streets, &c. .

motive engine, and such bell shall be rung, or such whistle

sounded, by the engineer or fireman, at the distance of at least

five hundred yards from the place where the railroad crosses

any public highway or street, or traveled place, and be kept

ringing or whistling until the engine has crossed such highway

or street or traveled place ; and if such engine or cars shall be

at a standstill within a less distance than one hundred rods of

such crossing, such bell shall be rung, or such whistle sounded,

for at least thirty seconds before such engine shall be moved,

and shall be kept ringing or sounding until such engine shall

have crossed such public highway or street or traveled place.

sign boards to G. S. 1484. (A. A. Dec, 1882). Every railroad corporation
be Dlaced at

railroad cross- shall cause boards to be placed, well supported by posts or other

wise, and constantly maintained, across each public road or

street where the same is crossed by the railroad on the same

level. Said board shall be elevated so as not to obstruct the

travel, and to be easily seen by travelers. And on each side of

said boards shall be printed in large letters of at least the size

How marked, of nine inches each, the words, " Railroad Crossing ! Look out

for the Car!" or the words, "Railroad Crossing! Look out fur

the Car while the bell rings or the tohistle sounds !" But this

Section shall not apply to streets in cities, towns and villages,

unless the corporation be required to put up such boards by the

officers having charge of such streets,

conductor, G. S. 1485. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every conductor, baggage

engineer, 4c.| master, engineer, brakeman, or other servant of any railroad

badges. corporation, employed on a passenger train, or at stations for

passengers, shall wear on his hat or cap a badge which shall

indicate his office, and the initial letters of the style of the cor

poration by which he is employed. No conductor or collector

without such badge shall have any authority to meddle or inter

fere with any passenger, his baggage or property. And it is

the duty of said railroad corporation to see that such badges as

aforesaid are worn.

Trains shall G. S. 1486. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad company in

pa 0DS" this State shall cause all its trains of cars for passengers to

entirely stop upon each arrival at a station, advertised by such
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company as a station for receiving passengers upon such trains,

for a time sufficient to receive and let off passengers.

G. S. 1487. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The County Commission- county com

ers of the respective Counties in this State shall, hereafter, at j^V 'famine

least once in every year, examine all the railroad crossings of iS^r^ndCgKe

the public highways in this State outside of the corporate limits no"ce'*0>

of cities, towns and villages ; and if they find that any of the

said crossings, within the right of way of any railroad company,

are unsafe as to the lives of persons, or as to the protection of

propert}', they shall forthwith give written notice thereof to

any officer or agent of the railroad within said County.

G. S. 1488. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Said County Commission- power as to

ers, in said notices, shall point out the location of the crossing jj^6 cross"

considered by them unsafe, and shall indicate how and in what

manner such crossing shall be constructed so as to secure safety,

and shall have power to require such construction to be made

within sixty days.

G. S. 1489. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Railroad Commis- Railroad com-

sioners shall have authority, upon the application of the require flagman
to be statlooed

County Commissioners, if they deem it necessary, to require &c

any railroad corporation to have a stationary flagman at any

crossing, the importance of which may demand it.

G. S. 1490. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The said railroad company, Railroad com-

after receiving such notice, and within ten days after such re- peaffromdecis^

ception, may apply to the Circuit Court of the respective Cir- commissionere.

cuit in which such crossing is situated, or to a Judge thereof if

the Court be not in session, and claim a re-examination of the

said locality and a revision of the action of the said Railroad

Commissioners, and the said Court or Judge, as the case may

be, shall appoint forthwith some civil engineer, not connected toexami^snd

with any railroad, to examine into the matter forthwith, and determlne-

he may either affirm the demand of said Railroad Commissioners

or modify it, and his determination shall be final.

G. S. 1491. (A. A. Feb., 1882). All railroad companies shall, Railroad oom-

within the time indicated as aforesaid by the Railroad Com- withdeds?onPor

missioners or County Commissioners, as the case may be, or e nee*

within the time given by the said civil engineer to said corpora

tion upon re-examination, maintain and construct said crossing,

in the manner demanded of them by said County Commissioners

or civil engineer, or station a flagman, if such should be required,

at the locality where such has been found necessary, as afore

said.

12—BAR
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county com- G. S. 1492. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The County Commission-

shall report to ers shall make a report of their yearly examination to the Clerk

oi> early exami- of the Court of Common Pleas for such County, which is to be

laid before the said Court, together with a copy of all notices

compensation given by them as aforesaid ; and they shall be allowed compen-

era°aSill!e,ngiI sation by the County for any services rendered under this Act,

neer" at the same rate per day as is provided for other services ren

dered by them ; and the said civil engineer, appointed as afore

said, shall also be paid a reasonable compensation for his services

by the said County, if the recommendations of such Commis

sioners are not in whole or in part adopted ; but if such recom

mendations be so adopted, then the railroad company shall pay

the compensation of such engineer.

shall keep G. S. 1493. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The County Commission-
record of the v '. '

duties per- ers shall keep a record of the duties performed and copies of

notices served under the provisions of this Act, which shall

become a part of the records of their office.

Railroad com- G. S. 1494. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad company

keep rooms *for owning or operating a railroad in this State shall erect and keep

passengers, 4c. ftt everv 0ff5ce where tickets are sold for travel over its road two

good rooms or apartments of reasonable size for the amount of

travel at such office, which shall be furnished with comfortable

seats for the accommodation of passengers ; such rooms to be

in charge of an employee of such company, and kept open at "

such hours as to accommodate passengers traveling over such

road on any of its passenger trains ; and it shall be the duty of

the Railroad Commissioners to enforce the provisions of this

Section.

Trains behind G. S. 1495. (A. A. 1887). Whenever any passenger train

on any railroad in this State shall be more than one-half of one

Proceedings hour behind its schedule time, it shall be the duty of such rail-
as to. J

road company to keep posted at every telegraph station along

its line the time such train is behind its schedule, and shall

change such bulletin every half hour until such train arrives,

stating therein the time such train is behind and the hour at

proviso. which it is expected to arrive : Provided, That such bulletins

shall not be required to be posted at any station until one-half

an hour before the regular schedule time at which such train is

to arrive at the station at which such bulletin is required to be

kept. Any railroad company which shall refuse or neglect to

Penalty. comply with the provisions of this Section shall forfeit and pay
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the sum of five dollars for each and every such refusal or

neglect ; said sum to be sued for by the Railroad Commissioners

in the County in which such refusal or neglect occurs,

G. S. 1496. (A. A. Feb., 1882). It shall be the especial sign-boards,

duty of the County Commissioners to see that sign-boards, as

prescribed in this Act, are at all times properly put up at rail

road crossings.

G. S. 1497. (A. A. Feb., 1882). If any of the County county corn-

Commissioners neglect or fail to comply with any of the pro- penalty for neg-

visions of this Act applicable to County Commissioners, the

County Commissioner so offending shall be liable to be indicted

for neglect of duty, and, on conviction, fined in a sum not less

than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars,

and, as a part of the judgment, his office shall be declared

vacant.

G. S. 1498. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corporation Shan con-
.... v ' ■,, , .. n struct, maln-

snall at its own expense construct, and afterwards maintain and tain, &c , ,

keep in repair, all bridges, with their approaches or abutments, ments, *c.

which it is authorized or required to construct over or under

any turnpike road, canal, highway or other way ; and any city

or town may recover of the railroad corporation whose road •

crosses a highway or town way therein all damages, charges and

expenses incurred by such city or town by reason of the neglect

or refusal of the corporation to erect or keep in repair all

structures required or necessary at such crossing ; but if, after

laying out and making of a railroad, the County Commissioners

have authorized a turnpike, highway or other way, to be laid

out across the railroad, all expenses of and incident to con

structing and maintaining the turnpike or way at such crossing

shall be borne by the turnpike corporation or the County, city,

town or other owner of the same.

Regulations Relating to the Equipment of Cars and Trains. ■

Sec. [ Sec.

MU. Brakes to be attached to cars. 1501. Lighting and warming cars.

1500. Trains to be equipped with tools.

6. S. 1499. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corporation ^ttaSedha11

shall cause a good and sufficient brake to be attached to every

car used upon its railroad for the transportation of passengers,

and to every car used for the transportation of freight, except

four-wheeled freight cars used only for that purpose ; and shall

cause to be stationed on every passenger train trusty and skillful Brakemen

brakemen, equal in number at least to one for every two cars in

the train, except on passenger trains where power brakes are
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used, and one such brakeman upon the last car of every freight

train, which must always be equipped with a good and sufficient

brake.

G. S. 1500. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corporation

shall equip each of its trains, for use in case of accident, with

such tools and appliances as the Railroad Commissioners may

direct.

G. S. 1501. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No passenger cars on any

.legreos'FX-eD^ railroads shall be lighted by naphtha, or by any illuminating oil

brat shall not be

use

cars.

Trains shall

be equipped

with tools

Naphtha, ftc,

of less than 300

dtoUgbt or fluid made in part of naphtha, or wholly or in part from coal

or petroleum, or other substance or material which will ignite

at a temperature of less than three hundred degrees Fahrenheit.

8tovf"!9nallbe ^n^ a^ 8t°ves shall be securely fastened to their places. Any

penalty for railroad corporation which violates the provisions of this Section

shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars.
violation.

Accommodations for Passengers.

Sec.

1502. Accommodations.

Sec

1503. Baggage checks.

Shall furnish «• °

accommoda- s><r>l]
tlons for passes B,l'ul

gers.

Penalty.

Shall check

baggage.

Penalty

refusal.

1502. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corporation

furnish reasonable accommodations for the convenience

and safety of passengers ; and for every willful neglect to pro

vide the same shall forfeit not less than five nor more than

twenty dollars, to be recovered in an action against such cor

poration.

G. S. 1503. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corporation,

when requested, shall give checks to passengers for their bag

gage when delivered for transportation in good shipping order,

and shall redeliver the same to the passengers upon the sur-

f or render of their checks. Any corporation which willfully refuses

to comply with the provisions of this Section shall forfeit ten

dollars for each offense.

Explosive Compounds.

Sec

1504. Above certain amounts prohibited on

passenger trains, etc To be marked.

Commlssloners to make rules for trans

portation of explosive compounds.

1505. Precautions by persons delivering ex

plosive compounds for transporta

tion.

Sec.

1506. Penalty.

1507. Trial Justices to Issue search war

rants on complaint.

1508. Forfeited when seized.

1509. Persons injured by explosion may re

cover damages.

1510. Meaning of explosive compound."

Explosive G. S. 1504. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No railroad corporation, or

reguiationsdSas other association, copartnership, persons or person, engaged in

uon J,fUlsporta" the transportation of passengers within this State shall know

ingly transport within the territorial limits of this State, or
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transport into such limits for sale, storage or use therein, any

explosive compound in quantities exceeding the amounts here

inafter provided for, in any vehicle containing passengers, or in

any vehicle attached to any railroad train or vehicle conveying

passengers ; nor in any case unless the said explosive compounds

be plainly and legibly marked with the names of such com

pounds and the words "explosive—dangerous." It shall be the

duty of the Railroad Commissioners, from time to time, to Railroad com-

make rules fixing the maximum amounts of various explosive maximum as to

compounds which may be so carried in any public vehicle, or in pounds.

a railroad train containing passengers, or in a vehicle attached

to such traiu. The said rules shall also define the method of

packing such compounds to insure the greatest safety, and shall

prescribe how the same shall be carried as freight on railroads,

steamboats, and by common carriers.

G. S. 1505. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No person shall deliver for Explosive

transportation to any railroad corporation, street railway com- g^ai" bepacked!

pany, or other association, copartnership, persons or person mar '

engaged in the transportation of passengers within this State,

or take or place upon or in any car, boat, or. other vehicle of

any such corporation, company, association, copartnership, or

person, with intent that the same shall be carried or transported

on such car, boat, or other vehicle, any explosive compound

mentioned in this Act, unless the same is packed and marked as

herein provided, and notice of the dangerous nature thereof is

expressly given to the agent, servant or person to whom it is

delivered, or to the agent, servant or person having at the time

the management and control of the car, boat or other vehicle in

or upon which the same is to be carried or transported. And

any common carrier may decline to receive to transport any such

explosive compound in any manner whatever.

G. S. 1506. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whoever knowingly vio- punishment

lates or knowingly causes or permits the violation of any pro- |££. i«Mlaan§

vision of the two preceding Sections, (1504 and 1505,) or know- 1D05-

ingly transports or causes or permits the transportation of any

explosive compound, in any manner other than in conformity

with the rules made by the Railroad Commissioners, shall be

punished by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than five thou

sand dollars, or by imprisonment in the State prison not exceed

ing five years.

G. S. 1507. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Upon complaint made Tllal Justlce

nnder oath to a Trial Justice that the complainant has probable %£*h l^^^t

cause to believe, and does believe, that an explosive compound <"» complaint. j
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is had, kept, or to be found, in any city, town, or other place

within the jurisdiction of said Justice, by any railroad corpora

tion, contrary to law, a warrant may issue, directed to the Sheriff

of the County, or his deputy, or to any Constable of such city

or town, commanding him to enter any building, vehicle, ship

or other vessel specified in the warrant, and there make diligent

search for and seize such explosive compound, and to make

return of his doings to said Justice forthwith,

when seized G. S. 1508. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Any explosive compound

felted. " had, kept or transported contrary to the provisions of this Act,

and seized under the preceding Section, may be adjudged forfeit,

after due notice and hearing, and may be ordered to be destroyed

in such manner as the Court or Magistrate may direct.

iniDam^xK ®" "" 1509, (^" •*■• -^k-' 1882)- Any person who may suf-

sive compounds. fer injury by the explosion of any explosive compound while

the same is being kept or transported contrary to the provisions

of this Act, or the ordinances, rules or by-laws made in con

formity to it, may recover damages for the injury thus sustained,

in an action against the parties so violating the provisions of

this Act, or the ordinances, rules or by-laws made in conformity

herewith.

"Explosive G. S. 1510. (A. A. Feb., 1882). By the words "explosive

term oi con- compound," as used in this Act, shall be understood gun-cotton,

nitro-glycerine, or any other compound of the same ; any ful

minate, or generally any substance intended to be used, by

exploding or igniting the same, to produce a force to propel

missiles, or to rend apart substance, except gunpowder.

Damages by Fire. Insurance.

Dmngges by G. S. 1511. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corporation

?nwrestnsurable sna^ be responsible in damages to any person or corporation

whose buildings or other property may be injured by fire com

municated by its locomotive engines, or originating within the

limits of the right of way of said road in consequence of the

act of any of its authorized agents or employees, except in any

case where property shall have been placed on the right of way

of such corporation unlawfully or without its consent, and shall

have an insurable interest in the property upon its route for

which it may be so held responsible, and may procure insurance

thereon in its own behalf.
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Bee

1614. Freigh' to be forwarded according to

directions.

Opening New Railroads.

G. S. 1512. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No railroad, branch or New railroad

extension of a railroad, shall hereafter be opened for public use nowhemayaioe

until the Railroad Commissioners, after an examination, certify J^8^ forPuo_

that all laws relating to the construction thereof have been com

plied with, and that the road appears to be in a safe condition

for operation, unless the said Commissioners shall, after the ten

days' written notice to them by the said railroad company of

such proposed opening, fail to make such examination and cer

tificate.

Accommodations Regarding Merchandise.

1513. Receipt for frelgbt to be given when

requested at time of delivery. Lia

bility of corporation for loss of or

damage to freight.

G. S. 1513. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whenever any person de- BaBniA ,

livers to a railroad corporation for transportation any commo- pany snail give
• i • receipt for

dity not extra hazardous in its character, such corporation shall freight.

give to the shipper thereof, if requested at the time of the de

livery of such commodity, a receipt for the same, describing

such commodity, or the marks and numbers on packages so re

ceived for transportation, and no additional charge shall be

made for giving such receipt. Any railroad corporation which

refuses to give such receipt shall pay to the person entitled to 'usai.

the same the sum of fifty dollars, to be recovered in an action

in any Court of competent jurisdiction. In case of the loss of, or

damage to, any article or articles delivered to any railroad cor

poration for transportation over its own and connecting roads,

the initial corporation, or corporation first receiving the same,

shall, in every case, be liable for such loss or damage, but may

discharge itself from such liability by the production of a re

ceipt, in writing, for the said article or articles, from the cor

poration to whom it was its duty to deliver such article or •

articles in the regular course of transportation. In which event Llabmty tor

the said connecting road or roads shall be severally so liable, but damages,

may in succession, and in like manner, discharge itself or them

selves therefrom : Provided, however, That if either or any of pmy^

the said railroad corporations shall willfully fail or refuse, upon

reasonable demand being made to it by any party interested in

the production of such receipt, to produce the same, then it

shall not be entitled to claim the benefit of such exemption in

any action against the said railroad corporation to render it lia-

hle for such loss or damage.
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Shall prompt

ly forward mer

chandise a c

cording

rectlons.

to dl-

G. S. 1514. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corpora

tion shall promptly forward merchandise consigned or directed

to be sent over another road connecting with its road, according

to the directions contained thereon or accompanying the same,

and shall not receive and forward over its road any merchandise

consigned, ordered or expressly directed to be received and for

warded by a different route.

Offenses, and Penalties There/or.

sec.

1515. Loitering In station nouses, &c.

1516. Conductors and agents conservators of

the peace.

1517. Penalty for refusing to pay fare.

1518. Penalty for Injuring railroad property.

1519 Penalty for endangering life.

1530. Penalty for placing obstructions on tbe

track.

Sec.

1521. Penalty for obstructing passage of en

gine or cars.

1522. Penalty for breaking, entering or Br

ing Into cars.

1523. Penalty for Injuring electric signals.

1524. Engines and cars not to be attached

within forty-eight hours of time of

departure, unless, Ac.

tors of the

peace.

penalty for G. S. 1515. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whoever, without right,

Son house? *c. loiters or remains within any station house of a railroad corpora

tion, or upon the platform or grounds adjacent to such station,

after being requested to leave the same by any railroad officer,

shall forfeit a sum not less than two nor more than twenty

dollars,

conductors G. S. 1516. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Conductors of railroad

ciMedromferyal trains, and station or depot agents, are hereby declared to be

conservators of the peace, and they, and each of them, shall

have the same power to make arrests that Constables now have,

except that the conductors shall only have such power on board

their respective trains, and the agents at their respective places

of business ; and the said conductors and agents may cause any

person or persons so arrested by them to be detained and de

livered to the proper authorities for trial as soon as practicable.

conductors G- S- 1516a- (A- A- Dec- 1882)- Whon an>' passenger

e]UeS0pSngers sna^ be guilty of disorderly conduct, or use any obscene or

* §1!"1ty °f nduS gross'y profane language, to the annoyance and vexation of pas-

or using obscene Sengers, or play any game of cards or other game of chance for

Kuase °r °' money or other valuable thing upon any railroad train, the con-

may command diictor of such train is hereby authorized to stop his train at any
assistance of * * , •

employees and place where such offense has been committed andeiect such pas-
passengers. ■*

senger from the train, using only such force as may be necessary

to accomplish such removal, and may command the assistance

of the employees of the railroad company, or any of the pas

sengers, to assist in such removal,

penaityforre- G- s- 1517- (A- A- Feb-> 1882)- Whoever fraudulently

touor fare. pay evades, or attempts to evade, the payment of any toll or fare
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lawfully established by a railroad corporation, either by giving

a false answer to the collector of the toll or fare, or by traveling

beyond the point to which he has paid the same, or by leaving

the train without having paid the toll or fare established for the

distance traveled, or otherwise, shall forfeit a sum not less than

five nor more than twenty dollars. Whoever does not, upon de

mand, first pay such toll or fare shall not be entitled to be trans

ported for any distance.

G. S. 1518. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whoever willfully and ju^naJ£$^

maliciously injures in any way any railroad or anything apper- *c.

taining thereto, or any materials or implements for the con

struction or use thereof, or aids or abets in such trespass, shall

forfeit to^the use of the corporation, for each offense, treble the

amount of damages proved to have been sustained thereby, to

be recovered in an action of tort in the name of the corporation,

and may further be punished by fine not exceeding one thousand

dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding one year.

G. S. 1519. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whoever commits any of ^j^^

the acts mentioned in the preceding Section [1518], in such 8ered-

manner as thereby to endanger life, shall be punished as provided

in said Section, or by imprisonment in the Penitentiary not ex

ceeding twenty years.

G. S. 1520. (A. A. Feb., 1882). If any person or persons Punishment

shall, by himself or others, place or cause to be placed on the stmcuons, &c.

track or other part of the passage way of any railroads on which

steam engines or hand cars are used any timber, stone or other

obstruction, with intent to injure or impede the passage of any

cars or means of conveyance, or shall in any other manner ob

struct any engine or car passing upon such railroad, or endangers

the safety of persons conveyed in or upon the same, or aids or

assists therein, such person or persons shall be deemed guilty of

felony, and on being thereof convicted by due course of law shall

be punished by imprisonment in the Penitentiary for not ex- <

ceeding thirty years, and fined in the discretion of the Court,

except where the death of some human being results from such

impediment, and in that case the offender shall be adjudged

guilty of murder and shall suffer death : Provided, That nothing Proviso,

herein shall in any manner take away any right of action for

damages for injuries to the person or property of any person or

body corporate caused by any injury, obstruction or damage

done to any railroad or its buildings, tracks or constructions.
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Punishment G. S. 1521. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whoever willfully does or

engine, 4c causes to be done anything with intent to obstruct any engine

or carriage passing upon a railroad, or with intent to endanger

the safety of persons conveyed in or upon the same, or aids or

assists therein, shall be punished by imprisonment in the State

Penitentiary not more than five years or by fine not exceeding

five hundred dollars and imprisonment in the County Jail not

more than one year, and shall forfeit to the use of the corpora

tion, for each offense, treble the amount of damages proved to

have been sustained thereby, to be recovered in an action in any

Court of competent jurisdiction.

Punishment G. S. 1522. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whoever breaks and enters,

ifntoca™,ashoou in the night time, any railroad car, or enters in the iyght time

inginto, &c. without breaking, or breaks and enters in the day time, or shoots

with any fire-arm into any railroad car, with intent to commit

the crime of larceny or any other crime, shall, in addition to any

other punishment now prescribed by law for such offense, be

punished by imprisonment in the State Penitentiary not exceed

ing ten years or by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars,

punishment G. S. 1523. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whoever unlawfully and
for injury to . ..... , ' , , , .

electric signals, intentionally injures, molests or destroys any of the electric sig

nals of a railroad corporation, or any of the lines, wires, posts or

auy other structure or mechanism used in connection with such

signals on any railroad, or destroys or in any way interferes with

the proper workings of such signals, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine

not exceeding five hundred dollars or by imprisonment not ex

ceeding two years, or both,

cars and en- G. S. 1524. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whenever railroad cars and
glnes shall not . . ., , . - , . ,

Be attached engines are in use on railroads and making regular passages

time of depart- thereon, they shall not be attached upon mesne process in any

suit within forty-eight hours previous to their fixed time of de

parture, unless the officer making such attachment shall have

first demanded of the owners or managers of such engines or

cars, or any of the agents of such railroad, other property equal

in value to the ad damnum in the writ upon which to make such

attachment, and such owners or managers shall have refused or

neglected to comply with said demand. And any officer making

such attachment shall, upon his return upon the process upon

which it is made, certify that he has made such demand for such

other property, and that such demand has been refused or neg

lected ; otherwise such attachment shall be wholly void.
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Accidents, and Responsibility Therefor.

Bee.

l: - 1 . Notice of accident to be given to Rail

road Commissioners within twenty-

four hours, and also to physician.

1596. Penalty for Injury from carelessness

or neglect of any agent or officer of

corporation.

1627. Penalty for gross carelessness or neg

lect of conductor of passenger train .

1528. Date of lien of judgment In action for

Injury. Actions to commence within

twelve months.

1539. Penalty for Injury for collision at

crossing.

G. S. 1525. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Every railroad corporation Accidents-

ehall cause immediate notice of any accident which may occur given °to pnysi-

on its road, attended with injury to any person, to be given to a road^comimv

physician most accessible to the place of accident, and shall also Blonere-

give notice within twenty-four hours to the Railroad Commis

sioners of any such accident, or of any accident falling within a

description of accidents of which said Commissioners may by

general regulations require notice to be given. For each omis-
• i , • ,, .. . ii m __• -j. Penalty for

sion to give such notice the corporation shall forfeit a sum not omission,

exceeding one hundred dollars.

G. S. 152C. (A. A. Feb., 1882). When an engineman, fire- f0J,am!1Jhmt^t

man or other agent or officer of a railroad corporation is guilty negligence or
° x c? ^ carelessness.

of negligence or carelessness whereby an injury is done to any

person or corporation, he shall be punished by imprisonment not

exceeding twelve months or by a fine not exceeding one thousand

dollars.

G. S. 1527. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whoever, having manage- penalty for

ment or control over a railroad train while being used for the nesT or'negu-

common carriage of persons, is guilty of gross carelessness or 8ence-

neglect in or in relation to the management or control thereof,

shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five thousand dollars or be im

prisoned not more than three years.

G. S. 1528. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whenever a cause of action judgment ot»-

shall arise against any railroad corporation for personal injury iS'ry shaiirbelI1a

or injury to property sustained by any person or persons, and "en' *c-

such cause of action shall be prosecuted to judgment by person

or persons injured, or his or their legal representatives, said

judgment shall relate back to the date when the cause of action

arose, and shall be a lien as of that date of equal force and effect

with the lien of employees for wages upon the income, property

and franchises of said corporation, enforcible in any Court of

competent jurisdiction, by attachment or levy and sale under

execution, and shall take precedence and priority of payment of

any mortgage, deed of trust or other security given to secure the

payment of bonds made by said railroad company : Provided, proviso.

Any action brought under this Section shall be commenced

within twelve months from the time the said injury shall have

been sustained.
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penalties for G. S. 1529. (A. A. Feb., 1882). If a person is injured in his

in^loT waEtof person or property by collision with the engines or cars of a

s una s. railroad corporation at a crossing, and it appears that the cor

poration neglected to give the signals required by this Act, and

that such neglect contributed to the injury, the corporation

shall be liable for all damages caused by the collision, or to a

fine recoverable by indictment as provided in the preceding

Section, unless it is shown that in addition to a mere want

of ordinary care the person injured or the person having charge

of his person or property was at the time of the collision guilty

of gross or willful negligence, or was acting in violation of the

law, and that such gross or willful negligence or unlawful act

contributed to the injury.

Crossings of One Railroad with Another, or Over Navigable

Waters.

b aiiroad G. S. 1530. (A. A. Feb., 1882). No railroad shall be con-

snaii have structed to cross another railroad at the same level therewith, or

SSc the crossing across navigable or tide waters, without the consent, in writing,

of "another at of the Eailroad Commissioners, and in such manner as they shall

Mime unci. prescribe. It shall be unlawful for any corporation proceeding

to construct a branch or extension, or otherwise to take any

proceedings contemplating a new crossing of one railroad with

another at the same level therewith, unless such crossing shall

first have been approved in writing by the Railroad Commis

sioners, and the preliminary approval of any plan for such

crossing shall always be made subject to revision by the Com

missioners. And the Courts of Common Pleas shall have full

equity jurisdiction on information filed by the Attorney Gen

eral in case of any violation of the provisions of this Section.

Crossing of Railroads with Highways or Other Ways—Cross

ing Over or Under.

Crossing of G- S- 1531- (A- A- Feb-> 1882)- When a ™tt™&i is laid

highways. QU^ across a highway or other way, it shall be constructed so as

not to obstruct the same.

Railroad com- G. S. 1532. (A. A. Feb., 1882). A railroad corporation may

panies mBT raise or lower any highway or other way for the purpose of hav-

highways. jng its road to pass over or under the same ; but before pro

ceeding to cross, alter or excavate for the purpose of crossing

the way, it shall obtain from the County Commissioners a

decree prescribing what alterations may be made in the way,
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Proviso.

and the manner and time of making the alterations or

structures the Commissioners may require at the crossing ; and

before entering upon, excavating or altering the way, shall give

security satisfactory to the Commissioners of the County in

which the crossing is situated that it will faithfully comply

with the requirements of the decree to the acceptance of the

Commissioners, and indemnify the city or town from all dam

ages and charges by reason of any failure so to do : Provided,

That where such highway or other way shall be within the cor

porate limits of any city, town or village, such permission shall

be obtained from, and security be given to, the proper muni

cipal authorities thereof, instead of from and to the said

County Commissioners.

Alteration to Facilitate or Avoid Crossing.

G. S. 1533. (A. A. Feb., 1882). A railroad corporation

may alter the course of a highway or other way than a street course of rjgh-

in any incorporated city, town or village, for the purpose of changed.*

facilitating the crossing of the same by its road, or permitting

its road to pass at the side thereof without crossing, upon

obtaining a decree of the County Commissioners prescribing

the manner and the time of such alteration. The corporation

shall pay all damages occasioned to private property by the

alteration, as in case of land taken for its road.

Crossing at a Level.

G. S. 1534. (A. A. Feb., 1882). A railroad corporation crossing on

whose road is crossed by a highway or other way on a level ^ctedf ** pr°"

therewith shall, at its own expense, so guard or protect its rails,

by plank, timber or otherwise, as to secure a safe and easy pas

sage across its road ; and if, in the opinion of the County Com

missioners, or if such highway or other way be within the

corporate limits of any city, town or village, then of the

proper municipal authorities thereof, any subsequent alteration

of the highway or other way, or any additional safeguards, are

required at the crossing, they may order the corporation to

establish the same.

Highways, &c, Laid Out Over Railroads Previously Con

structed.

G. S. 1535. (A. A. Feb., 1882). A highway or town way may Highway or
_ town whv Across

be laid out across a railroad previously constructed, when the a railroad.
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County Commissioners adjudge that the public convenience and

necessity require the same ; and in such case, after due notice

how may be *° tne railroad corporation, and hearing all parties interested,

laid out. they may thus lay out a highway across a railroad, or may

authorize a city or town, on petition of the Mayor and Aldermen

thereof, to lay out a way across a railroad, in such manner as

not to injure or obstruct the railroad.

Of Cattle Guards.

stock guard G. S. 1536. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The several railroad com-

stiaifbe con- panies whose line of road lies wholly or partly in this State are

8 rac ' " hereby required to construct and keep in repair an adequate

stock guard or cattle gap at every point where the line of said

railroad of any such company crosses, or may hereafter cross,

the line of any fence in this State.

penalty for G. S. 1537. (A. A. Feb., 1882). For every violation of
violation. x ' J

Section 1536 G. S. the railroad company so violating it shall

pay to the owner or owners of the fence upon the line of which

such stock guard or cattle gap should have been constructed

and kept in repair, the sum of one hundred dollars, to be re

covered by action in the Court of Common Pleas for the County

in which such stock guard or cattle gap should have been con

structed and kept in repair.

Offenses by Employees of Railroads.

Penalty for Cr- S. 1538. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Any engineer, conductor or

vTofation °oi other agent or employee of any railroad company in this State,

enS?neei\C''con- wh° shall willfully neglect to observe, or shall willfully violate

ductor, 4c any ru]e or regUiation of the company to which such engineer

or conductor may belong, whereby any person or persons shall

sustain, or be in danger of sustaining, any bodily injury, such

engineer, conductor or other agent or employee shall be liable

to be indicted for every such offense, and, upon conviction

thereof, be fined two hundred dollars and imprisoned not

exceeding one year, at the discretion of the Judge before whom

Proviso. 8Ucn case ma.v De tried : Provided, however, That nothing

herein contained shall be so construed as to relieve such

engineer or conductor from responsibility in cases where the

life of any person is destroyed, under the law as it now exists.
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Penalties.

Sec.

1589. Prom damage resulting from violation

of provisions of this Act. Affirmative

relief. Injunction. Officers compelled

to testify. Action to be brought within

two years Judgment, against whom.

1540. Penalty for violation of Act by Direc

tor, 4c.

1541. Limitation of Act In favor of United

States, any State, and certain articles.

1542. Fines or forfeitures, how collected.

1543. Meaning of " person or persons."

1544. Rules of evidence.

1545. Rights not waived.

1546. Penalty for repeated violation of Act.

Damages for

injuries.

Damages for

violations o f

Act not to be

less than two

hundred and

G. S. 1539. (A. A. Dec, 1882). Each and every act, matter unlawful acta,
v ' J Ac, prohibited.

or thing in this Act declared to be unlawful is hereby pro

hibited : and in case any person or persons, as defined in this

Act, engaged as aforesaid, shall do, suffer, or permit to be done

any act, matter or thing in this Act prohibited or forbidden, or

shall omit to do any act, matter or thing in this Act required

to be done, or shall be guilty of any violation of the provisions

of this Act, such person or persons shall, where no specific

penalty is hereinbefore already provided for such violation,

forfeit and pay to the person or persons who may sustain

damage thereby a sum equal to three times the amount of the

damages so sustained, to be recovered by the person or persons

so damaged, by suit in any Circuit Court in this State where

the person or persons causing such damage can be found or

may have an agent, office or place of business : [Provided, how

ever, That in any such case of recovery the damage shall not

be assessed at a sum less than two hundred and fifty dollars] : and Mnames^^o t

the person or persons so offending shall for each offense forfeit and thousand* doi-

pay a penalty of not less than one thousand dollars, to be recovered lara-

bv the State by action in any Circuit Court aforesaid, to be „_ ,,
J J > Proceedings

brought by the Attorney General upon the request of the Kail- to """"on.

road Commissioners. Any action to be brought as aforesaid to

recover any such penalty or damages may be considered, and if

so brought shall be regarded as a subject of equity jurisdiction

and discovery, and affirmative relief may be sought and obtained
,1 . T , . , . . . Such actions

therein. In any such action so brought as a case of equitable to ** regarded
,. . „,... .. as a subject of

cognizance, preliminary or final injunctions may, without alle- «iulty iwisdic-

,. **j , . ,.„ ,. tlon and dlscov-

gation or proof of damage to any plaintiff or complainant, be eir. <n which

, j ,. .. , . . .,.,,. , affirmative re-
granted upon proper application, restraining, forbidding and"ef maybe

prohibiting the commission or continuance of any act, matter junctions ^anC

or thing within the terms or purview of this Act prohibited or continuance"^

forbidden. In any action aforesaid, and upon any application wiumfmirview

for any injunction above provided for, any Director, officer, ofthl8Act-

receiver, trustee, or person aforesaid, or any agent of any such
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officers and corporation or company, receiver, trustee or person aforesaid, or of

nSinSS?8 r°J anv °^ tnem alone or with any other person or persons, party or

?n«u3itoacto£ Partie8» may an<i sna^ De compelled to attend, appear and

timSn7becrimt- test^y an<^ give evidence ; and no claim that any such testimony

^'^^pe™™ or evidence might tend to criminate the person testifying or

such evidence giving evidence shall be of any avail ; but such evidence or
shall n o t b e ° , ° J

used against testimony shall not be used as against such person in the trial
such person In J . , .

any indictment 0f any indictment against him. The attendance and appear

ance of any of the persons who, as aforesaid, may be compelled

to appear or testify, and the giving of the testimony or evidence

by the same, respectively, and the production of books and

papers, may and shall be had, taken and compelled by or before

the Clerk of the Court in which such action is pending, or in

any manner provided or to be provided for, as to the taking of

unless suit other depositions or evidence, or the attendance of witnesses, or

year? after the production of other books or papers, in or by the laws of

accrues. ac °D this State. No action aforesaid shall be sustained unless

judgment brought within two years after the cause of action shall accrue,

against epereon And any judgment, under the provisions of this Act, shall be

ana^SmstSne rendered against the person or persons violating its provisions,

whos^serVioe and against the corporation or corporations in whose service or

performed?0* " under whose authority they perform such unlawful acts.

punishment G. S. 1540. (A. A.Feb., 1882). Any Director or officer of any

of Director or .. .. , • .,

officer, *c, vio- corporation or company acting or engaged as aforesaid, or any

sumaof tnisAct! receiver or trustee, lessee or person acting or engaged as aforesaid,

or any agent of any such corporation or company, receiver, trustee

or person aforesaid, or of one of them alone, or with any other cor

poration, company, person or party, who shall, directly or indi

rectly, do, or cause, or willingly suffer or permit to be done,

any act, matter or thing in this Act prohibited or forbidden, or

directly or indirectly aid or abet therein, or shall directly or

indirectly omit or fail to do any act, matter or thing in this Act

required to be done, or cause or willingly suffer or

permit any act, matter or thing so directed or required

to be done not to be so done, or shall directly or in

directly aid or abet any such omission or failure, or shall

directly or indirectly be guilty of any infraction of this Act, or

directly or indirectly aid or abet therein, shall, unless otherwise

hereinbefore specially provided, be guilty of a misdemeanor,

and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not less than two

hundred dollars.

toanuratt? " G" S> 154L <A" A' Feb'' 1882)" NothinS in this Acfc sha11

freight charges, appiy to the carriage, receiving, storing, handling or forwarding
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of property carried for the United States or any State thereof

at lower rates of freight and charges than for the general public, or

to the transportation of articles free or at reduced rates of

freight for charitable purposes, or to or from public fairs and

expositions for exhibition.

G. S. 1542. (A. A. Feb., 1882). In the case of all fines or fines v>a tor-

forfeitures provided for or prescribed in this Act, such fines or collected. bow

forfeitures shall be collected by an action to be brought in the

name of the State against the offending person or corporation,

in any Court of competent jurisdiction, by the Attorney Gene

ral of this State, or the Solicitor of the Circuit in which the

offense is in whole or in part committed. And upon recovery in

such action the Attorney General or the Solicitor, as the case

may be, conducting such proceedings shall be entitled to a com

pensation of ten per cent, of the amount so recovered and

actually collected, and the balance shall go to the State.

G. S. 1543. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The words "person or per- ..Pergonor

sons," as used in this Act, except where otherwise provided, ^^n"0fC011"

shall be construed and held to mean person or persons, officer or

officers, corporation or corporations, company or companies,

receiver or receivers, trustee or trustees, lessee or lessees, agent

or agents, or other person or persons acting or engaged in any

of the matters and things mentioned in this Act.

G. S. 1544. (A. A. Feb., 1882). In all cases under the pro- Rules of en

visions of this Act, the rules of evidence shall be the same as in dence-

civil actions, except as hereinbefore otherwise provided.

G. S. 1545. (A. A. Feb., 1882). This Act shall notbesocon-
i • m L ,i . i . - . . , , Persons ln-

strued as to waive or affect the right of any person injured by jured, rights of

the violation of any law in regard to railroad corporations from tive.

prosecuting or proceeding for his private damages in any man

ner allowed by law. But the remedies hereby given the persons

injured shall be regarded as cumulative to any and all the reme

dies now given by or existing at law against railroad corpora

tions.

G. S. 1546. (A. A. Feb., 1882). Whenever any of the rail- Repeated vio-

road corporations of this State have repeatedly and willfully ceeding a§ u>r. c"

violated any of the provisions of this Act, and have been found

guilty, or judgment had against them within this State of such

violation more than once, or penalties have been recovered in

penal actions for such violations more than once, the Commis

sioners may, if they think it consistent with the public interests,

instruct the Attorney General to proceed against such corpora

tion, in any Court of competent jurisdiction, by an information

13—B4B
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in the nature of a quo warranto, alleging such conviction or

recoveries as cause of forfeiture of their respective charters or

incorporations ; and upon proof of the same, there shall be

judgment of ouster and final execution as in other cases of pro

ceedings by quo loarranto.

Repealing Clause.

Sec. I Sec.

1647. What Acts are repealed. 1549. When Act to take effect.

1548. Effect of repeal. |

G. S. 1547. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The Acts and parts of Acts

named in the following schedule are hereby repealed :

SCHEDULE.

GENERAL STATUTES.

Chapter LXV. Page 366—Of Railroad Corporations.

Sections 17 and 18, Chapter CXXVIII, of Title I, Part 4.

f "An Act to require Railroads

AC, „« Assembly, 1879. pp. 34 ^SlSteSKigS

charges, and requiring them

to settle according to the

bill of lading."

Acts of the Tear One Thousand Eight. Hundred and Seventy-

Eight.

,e o. , , , T„ „ ,,QO j Sec. 3 of "Act for the preven-
16 Statutes at Large, p. 492. . j ^ ftf ^^ ^ aniSiaU. »

17 Statutes at Large, pp. 784 pAn Act to prevent unjust dis-

T«jT y i crimination by common car-

and78° \ riers." '

iw oi. a a at won 1 ( "An Act to create a Railroad
17 Statutes at Large, pp. 789 to \ Commisgioner for the State

792 ( of South Carolina.

Acts of the Year One Tliousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-

Nine.

' "An Act to enable the pur

chasers of Railroads to form

. , ,, ,,-,,,. .,.,, corporations, and to exercise
Acts of Assembly, 1876, p. 160 \ *„to powerSj and to

define their rights, powers

and privileges.
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Acts of Assembly, 1879, p. 42.

Acts of Assembly, 1879, p. 101. «

Acts of Assembly, 1879, p. 196.

"An Act to prohibit the run

ning of freight trains and to

regulate the running of pas

senger and mail trains on

Sunday."

r "An Act to amend Part 4, Title

I, Chapter 128, and Section

18, of the Revised Stat

utes, relating to obstructing

Railroads."

' "An Act to regulate the classi

fication of cotton in bales

by Railroads and other com

mon carriers in this State."

Acts of the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty.

Acts of Assembly, 1880, p. 328 <

'"An Act to require all Rail

road Companies in this State

to construct and keep in-

repair an adequate stock

guard or cattle gap at every

point where the line of Rail

road of anv such Company

crosses the line of any fence

in this State."

"An Act to require the Rail

road Companies chartered by

this State to close their yearly

accounts on the 30th day of

Acts of Assembly, 1880, p. 416 \ June, and to make their

Annual Returns to the Rail

road Commissioner on or

before the 31st day of August

of each year."

6. S. 1548. (A. A. Feb., 1882). The repeal of certain Sec- Uo^?c£nSS

tions of the General Statutes and of certain Acts, as provided in statutes sh an
' r not revive any

the preceding Section hereof, shall not revive any law hereto- law> be

fore repealed or superseded, nor any office heretofore abolished ;

it shall not affect any act done, or any right accruing, accrued .

or established, or any proceedings, doings or acts ratified or con

firmed, or any suit or proceeding had or commenced before the

repeal takes effect, but the proceedings therein shall, when

necessary, conform to the provisions of this Act ; it shall not

affect any penalty or forfeiture incurred before it takes effect,

under any of the laws repealed, except that where a punishment,
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penalty or forfeiture is mitigated by the provisions of this Act

such provisions may be extended and applied to any judgment

pronounced after said appeal ; it shall not affect any suit or

prosecution pending at the time of the repeal for an offense com

mitted, or for the recovery of a penalty or forfeiture incurred,

under any of the Acts repealed? except that the proceedings

therein shall, when necessary, conform to the provisions of this

Act ; and when a limitation or period of time prescribed in any

of the Acts repealed for acquiring a right or barring a remedy

or any other purpose has begun to run, and the same or similar

limitation is prescribed in this Act, the time of limitation shall

continue to run, and shall have like effect as if the whole period

had begun and ended under the operation of this Act. The

provisions of this Act, so far as they are the same as those of

existing laws, shall be construed as a continuation of such laws,

and not as new enactments, and references in laws not repealed

Provisions of to provisions of laws incorporated into this Act and repealed
Act—how con- , * . . . .

sirued. shall be construed as applying to the same provisions so incor

porated.

Takeeflect. G. & 1549. (A. A. Feb., 1882). This Act shall take effect

on the first day of February, in the year one thousand eight

hundred and eighty-two.

ADDENDA.

[Sections of Acts Eepealed.]

GENERAL STATUTES.

Act of Assembly,

1882

December, ( Sec. 32, known as Section| 1444 General Statutes.

Act of Assembly, December,

1883

'Sections 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 of an

Act entitled "An Act to

amend an Act entitled 'An

Act to provide a General

Railroad Law,' &c, said Act

being incorporated into and

known as Chapter 40 of the

General Statutes."
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AN ACT to Prohibit the Obstruction of Navigation bt

Bridges Over and Across Eivers in This State.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Kepresentatives of

the State of South Carolina, now met and sitting in General

Assembly, and by the authority of the same :

Section 1. That no person or persons, or corporations, in

this State shall keep or cause to be kept, put or cause to be

placed, any bridge over and across any of the navigable rivers

within this State so as thereby to injure or obstruct the free

navigation of said rivers, and every such person or persons, or

corporation, so offending shall forfeit for each and every such

offense the sum of two hundred dollars for each day that such

bridge may be so kept or remain as an obstruction to said free

navigation, for the use of the State.

Sec. 2. That any railroad company or other corporation in

this State which may now have any bridge over and across any

navigable river in this State too low for the purposes of free and

unobstructed navigation be, and they are hereby, required to

remove the same, or to so construct and manage draw spans in

said bridges as will secure safe and unobstructed navigation of

said stream ; which said span shall be not less than sixty (60)

feet in width in the clear, and shall be properly located with

reference to the deep water, and the convenience of navigation,

and shall be provided, on both sides of the span, with strong

and suitable fenders extending to not less than one hundred and

fifty (150) feet above, and not less than eighty (80) feet below

the bridge and rising above ordinary high water mark to within

not less than one foot of the lower chords of said span ; and

upon failure to do so, said railroad company or other corpora

tion shall forfeit for each and every day that said bridges may

remain too low for free and unobstructed navigation the sum of

two hundred dollars for the use of the State : Provided, That

this Act shall apply only to such streams as are now navigable

• by steamboats, or may hereafter be made so.

Sec. 3. That this Act shall go into effect and become a law

within six months after the approval of the same.

Sec. 4. All Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent herewith are

hereby repealed.

Approved December 19, 1887.
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AN ACT to Amend Section 155 of the Code of Procedure,

Relating to the Service of Summons.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the State of South Carolina, now met and sitting in General

Assembly, and by the authority of the same :

Section 1. That subdivision 1 of Section 155 of the Code

of Civil Procedure be, and the same is hereby, amended so that

said subdivision as amended shall read as follows : "1. If the

suit be against a corporation created under the laws of this

State, to the President or other head of the corporation, Secre

tary, Cashier, Treasurer, a Director or other agent thereof ; but

such service can be made in respect to a foreign corporation only

when it has property within this State, or the cause of action

arose therein, or when such service shall be made in this State

personally upon the President, Cashier, Treasurer, Attorney or

Secretary or any resident agent thereof."

Approved December 24, 1887.

AN ACT to Amend Section 1G63 of the General Statutes,

Kelating to Unclaimed Personal Property in Posses

sion of Common Carriers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the State of South Carolina, now met and sitting in General

Assembly, and by the authority of the same :

Section 1. That Section 1663 of the General Statutes, relat

ing to unclaimed personal property in possession of common

carriers, be, and the same is hereby, amended so that said Sec

tion, as amended, shall read as follows : "Sec. 1663. Every

railroad corporation, express company, and the proprietors of

every steamboat engaged in the transportation of passengers

and freight, or either, which shall have had unclaimed freight

or baggage, not perishable, in its possession for the period of

six months, may proceed and sell the same at public auction,

after giving notice to that effect in one or more .newspapers

published in the State or at the place where such goods are to

be sold, once a week for not less than four weeks, and shall also

keep a notice of such sale posted for the same time in a con

spicuous place in the principal office of said company.

Approved December 24, 1887.
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A~N ACT to Prevent Monopolies in the Transportation

of Freights, and to Secure Free Competition in the

Same, and for Other Purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the State of South Carolina^ now met and sitting in General

Assembly, and by the authority of the same :

Section 1. That from and after the first day of April next,

all railroad companies in this State shall, at the terminus, or any

intermediate station, be required to switch off and deliver to the

connecting road having the same gauge, in the yard of the

latter, all cars passing over their lines, or any portion of the

same, containing goods or freights consigned, without rebate or

deception, by any route, at the option of the shipper, accord

ing to customary or published rates, to any point over and

beyond such connecting road, and any failure to do so, with

reasonable diligence, shall render the railroad company so fail

ing liable to the owner or consignee for all damages that may

result therefrom, with interest and all costs and disbursements :

Provided, That should the defendant, in any suit brought

under this Act, set up as a defense that the plaintiff has accepted

a rebate, or practiced fraud or deception touching the rate, it

shall be a complete reply to such defense if the plaintiff can

prove that defendant, or its agents, have allowed a rebate or

rebates, or practiced like fraud or deception from the same

competing points against the rival line.

Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That when any railroad com

pany owning, leasing or operating a railroad in or through any

part of this State shall have its terminus or any part of its track

at or near the terminus of any other railroads in this State hav

ing the same gauge, or shall cross the same, said railroad com

pany shall have the right, and is hereby authorized, to join its

track by safe and proper switches with said other railroads, and

for this purpose shall have the right to enter upon the right of

way of said other railroad : Provided, That if the railroad with

which such connection is proposed shall refuse to join in ex

penses for the same, the railroad proposing the connection shall

pay them.

Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That should any railroad com

pany refuse to allow the connecting switches put in its line,

when requested under Section 2 of this Act, it shall and may be
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lawful for the other road seeking such connection to proceed

to procure the right to use so much of the franchise of the for

mer as may be necessary for such purpose, in the manner now-

provided by law for private property taken for use of any rail

road.

Approved December 24, 1887.

N



INDEX TO RAILROAD LAW.

G. 8.

Act, extent and purview of 1413

how cited 1413
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Addenda, Sections of Acts 1882 and 1883 repealed. Page 196.
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT.

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives :

The following decision by the Supreme Court, filed October 30th,

1888, is respectfully appended for the information^ your honorable

bodies.

M. L. BONHAM, Chairman,

D. P. DUNCAN,

EUGENE P. JERVEY,

Commissioners.

The State of South Carolina—In the Supreme Court—April

Term, 1888. E. Sternberger, Plantiff, Appellant, against

The Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Railroad Company,

Defendant, Respondent.

OPINION BY SIMPSON, C. J.

The plaintiff, respondent, who lives at Tatum, Marlboro County,

had consigned to him from Charleston, S. C, a ton of commercial

fertilizers. The railroad route from Charleston to Tatum, over

which this fertilizer was transported, was first over the Northeastern

Railroad and the Cheraw and Darlington Railroad to Cheraw, both

roads being entirely in South Carolina. Thence from Cheraw over

the Cheraw and Salisbury Railroad to Wadesboro in North Caro

lina, this road being partly in this State and terminating in North

Carolina at Wadesboro. Thence over the Carolina Central Railroad,

being entirely in North Carolina, to Shoe Heel in North Carolina.

Thence over the Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Railway, principally

in North Carolina, to Tatum in South Carolina, which point is about

six miles from Bennettsville, S. C, where the railroad terminates.

The freight charged to plaintiff on his ton of fertilizer to Tatum was

$4.40, while the freight to Bennettsville, six miles further, on the

same article, was only $4.

Under these circumstances the plaintiff complained to the Railroad

Commission that the defendant was violating Section 144*3 of General

Statutes, which forbids common carriers to charge more freight on

the same goods for transporting the same a shorter than a longer dis

tance in one continuous carriage.
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This complaint was investigated by the Railroad Commission, the

defendant resisting the complaint upon the grounds : First, that Ben

nettsville was a competitive terminal point, and therefore exempt

from the provisions of Section 1443, General Statutes, by the terms

of the proviso to said Section ; and, second, that the State Railroad

Commission had no jurisdiction of the matter, inasmuch as it in

volved inter-State commerce.

The defenses were overruled by the Railroad Commission, and the

defendant was required to correct its rates and to refund the exces

sive charges. From this judgment the defendant appealed to the

Circuit Judge of the Fourth Circuit, who, after full testimony upon

the question whether Bennettsville was a competitive terminal point,

sustained defendant's appeal upon both the grounds taken, holding

that Bennettsville, being a competitive terminal point, was exempt

from the operation of Section 1443, General Statutes, and also that

the matter involved was inter-State commerce, and therefore beyond

the jurisdiction of the State Railroad Commission. He consequently

decreed and adjudged that the judgment of the Commissioners be

reversed. From this decree and judgment the plaintiff has appealed

to this Court, assigning error to the Circuit Judge in overruling the

two grounds upon which the judgment of the Commission was based.

"We will take up these grounds in the inverse order in which they

were discussed by the Circuit Judge. And first : Did the Railroad

Commission have jurisdiction ? or did the matter involve and belong

to inter-State commerce, thereby depriving the State Commission of

jurisdiction ?

The word commerce is a term of broad signification. It embraces

considerably more than the mere bargain and sale of goods and mer

chandise and other property between individuals ; yea, it includes all

the instruments by which it may be conducted. It embraces trans

portation by railroads, steamboats, ferries, &c, and all common car

riers. It may be carried on between individuals in the same State,

or over railroads lying in the same State. It is then internal com

merce, and is under the control of State legislation. Or it may be

conducted and engaged in between individuals living in different

States, or transported over railroads lying in and running through

different States. It is then inter-State commerce, and its regulation

belongs to Congress.

Now, here was a purchase by the plaintiff, a citizen of South Caro

lina, of a ton of commercial fertilizer from a citizen in Charleston,

both of the same State.. Thus far this transaction belonged to inter

nal or domestic commerce, and would be subject to State control, if

any. But the plaintiff lived at Tatum, in Marlboro County, some
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distance from Charleston, and, to reacli him, his fertilizer had to be

transported by railroads to him, and, as it turns out, by railroads

some entirely in South Carolina, some in North Carolina and others

partly in both. Now, while it is admitted that our State Railroad

Commission has jurisdiction over all railroads commencing and ter

minating in the State, and over all transportation between points

within the State, yet it is equally true that it has no jurisdiction

over transportation running from this State into another State, or

from another State into this State, or running entirely in another

State. Transportation like that suggested in the two first classes

mentioned would be inter-State commerce, while that in the last

class would be the domestic commerce of the State in which it might

be conducted.

Apply these principles to the case in hand. It seems that only

two of the railroads over which this ton of fertilizer was transported

commenced and terminated within the limits of the State—the

Northeastern and the Cheraw and Darlington ; and if the question

here had originated out of the freights of these two roads only, one

or both, then there would have been no doubt as to the jurisdiction

of the Commission. But the Cheraw and Salisbury Road is partly

in this State and partly in North Carolina, and the Carolina Central

Road, from Wadesboro to Shoe Heel, is entirely in North Carolina,

and then the Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley is partly in the two States.

Our Commission has no right to adjudicate questions of freight on

roads like these three last, for the simple reason that they are not

South Carolina roads.

Suppose that the plaintiff had purchased this ton of fertilizer at

Cheraw and had it consigned to himself at Wadesboro, in North

Carolina ; could our Railroad Commission have regulated the freight

on that transportation ? We think not. Or suppose he had pur

chased at Wadesboro and shipped to Shoe Heel ; certainly upon that

transportation our Commission could have taken no jurisdiction, let

the freight have been as exorbitant as possible. Neither would ship

ping from Shoe Heel to Tatum, the road running from North Caro

lina into our State, have given the Commission jurisdiction. See

our own case of Railroad Commissioners vs. Railroad Company, (22

S. C, 220,) where the Court said : "Any regulation of freights for

the transportation from Columbia, in this State, to points in the

State of North Carolina, by the Statutes of this State, is beyond the

power of the State, because of its being an invasion of the power ex

clusively vested in Congress by the Constitution of the United

States." See also decision of Mr. Justice Field in the case of the

Pacific Coast Steamship Company vs. The Board of Railroad Com
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missioners, decided 17th September, 1883, District Court of Califor

nia ; Lord vs. Steamship Company, (102 U. S., 541). We think this

ton of fertilizer in its transportation from Charleston to Tatum has

practically. taken the course indicated. First, it reached Cheraw on

South Carolina roads ; then it was substantially shipped anew into

North Carolina, halting at Wadesboro, to be reshipped to Shoe Heel,

and thence back into South Carolina to Tatum, the route being

partly on roads over which the freight thereon would be subject to

the supervision of the Commission if the charges complained of had

been made there, and partly on roads over which the Commission has

no jurisdiction, the charges complained of arising on settlement with

one of these last roads.

The judgment of the Circuit Judge is sustained upon the ground

that the Railroad Commission was without jurisdiction.

Having reached the conclusion above, it is needless to discuss or

adjudicate the other question as to whether Bennettsville is a com

petitive terminal point in the sense of the proviso to Section 1443,

and therefore exempt from said Section. In fact, if the Commission

had no jurisdiction the case was not properly before that Commis

sion, and the question suggested could neither have arisen before it

nor have been legally considered by it. .We do not regard said ques

tion as before us. We therefore pronounce no judgment thereon. It

is the judgment of this Court that the judgment of the Circuit Judge

be affirmed upon the ground herein above.

Opinion by Simpson, C. J. Mclver and McGowan, A. J's, concur.

Filed October 30, 1888.
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APPENDIX TO SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT.

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives :

In consequence of the recent decision of the Supreme Court of

South Carolina (to be found on pages 211-214 of this Report) the

Railroad Commissioners respectfully call the attention of your honor

able bodies to the great hardship to railroads which are wholly within

this State in carrying out the provisions of the law as it now stands

in regard to freight traffic.

The law provides in Section 1442 that "it shall be unlawful to

charge, collect or receive for the transportation of any passenger or

freight of any description for any distance within this State the same

or a greater amount of toll or compensation than is at the same time

charged, collected or received for the transportation of any passenger

of the same class, or like quantity of freight of the same class, over a

greater distance of the same railroad."

Railroads have been built to the interior of South Carolina running

to our State line through parts of other States. Under the decision

of the Supreme Court traffic over such lines from one point in South

Carolina to another point in the same State, passing through part

of another State, is inter-State commerce, and as such the regulation

of it is not withih the jurisdiction of South Carolina or its Railroad

Commission.

. It will be readily perceived that it is unjust to require railroads

lying wholly within the State, reaching the same points as these

inter-State roads, to make rates under our law which would practi

cally shut them out from such territory, as they are not allowed to

charge " the same or greater toll," &c, for a shorter than for a longer

distance. The Commission respectfully submits whether the diffi

culty may not be obviated by striking out the words "the same or"

wherever they occur before the word "greater" in Section 1442,

General Statutes.

The Commission, in view of the early meeting of your honorable

bodies, have allowed rates to be maintained by roads lying wholly

within the State which are not in strict conformity to the law, be

lieving that it is not the intention of the Legislature to impose such

restrictions on those roads as would deprive them of a share of the

business to points in South Carolina reached by them as well as by

roads passing partly through other States.

It is further recommended that your honorable bodies pass an

addition to the Railroad Law of the State, requiring that notice of

changes of passenger schedules or time tables be published at least

three days before they go into effect.
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GENERAL REPORT.

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives :

The Executive Committee of the State Board of Health has the

honor to submit the Annual Report of the State Board of Health.

It will be remembered that two years since France, Italy and Spain

were visited by that most terrible scourge, Asiatic cholera, which

devastated many of their larger cities, destroyed the lives of hundreds

of people and obstructed the commercial relations of the whole of

Europe.

The political and commercial relations between Spain, an infected

country, and her West India colonies, made such intercourse a source

of great alarm and danger to the whole Atlantic coast, especially to

the Southern ports of the United States.

With the view to guard the State from the mountains to the sea

board against this extreme danger, and carry out the design of the

General Assembly, the State Board of Health put into operation a

sanitary inspection of the whole State, especially of the Quarantine

Stations along the coast. This highly important work was assigned

to Dr. H. D. Fraser, whose visits, and inspection with the local

Boards of each County, and counsel to them as to the mode of pre

vention of contagious and infectious diseases along the line of rail

roads, doubtless saved the State from much sickness. For such

practical and necessary work Dr. Fraser was paid out of the appro

priation made by the General Assembly. Since that time there has

been no such inspection of the State because of the want of funds,

owing to the action of the General Assembly in curtailing the appro

priation from 13,000 to $2,000.

Now a scourge equally virulent and fatal in its effects as cholera

has invaded our neighboring State, Florida, destroying the lives of

many of her best citizens, driving others as refugees from their

homes, and obstructing the commercial relations and intercourse

with her neighboring States, and suddenly demands admission into the

neighboring towns and cities. Such admission as regards this State,

we are gratified to know, has been prevented by precautionary

measures devised by medical men and executed by municipal author

ities, sustained by the wiso counsel and practical and efficient work

of the medical profession throughout every section of the State.
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We are pleased to be able to report that the Quarantine Stations,

Port Royal, St. Helena, Charleston and Georgetown, enjoy a most

enviable sanitary condition—a condition which permits no variola,

Asiatic cholera, or yellow fever, to hold high carnival within their

jurisdiction. This satisfactory condition of sanitation is due to the

counsel of medical men—the watchful care of Dr. T. Grange Simons,

Chairman of the Quarantine Committee. Just such counsel and

action has protected the State up to this time against that scourge, the

yellow fever, which has proven so fatal in Florida, and paralyzed the

business transactions of that whole State, the recovery from which

will require years of energy, industry and economy.

Now, it will be admitted by all intelligent men that this sanitary

condition of our cities on the coast, as well as our inland towns along

the line of railroads, is the fruit of sanitary science, studied and

practically applied.

It will be admitted also that if this be the result of sanitary science,

then the truths of sanitary science should be studied more thoroughly

and diffused more generally among our people.

We know of no better plan for this purpose than that suggested by

Dr. Kinloch in his address before the Medical Association at Florence.

Dr. Kinloch's suggestion was, the institution by the General Assem

bly of a chair of sanitary science to be connected with the Charleston

Medical College. Every year's experience (sad though it be) in one

or more sections of our State teaches us the necessity and importance

of this branch of knowledge.

An institution of this character, disseminating its great truths

throughout our State, would greatly enhance the health of our peo

ple and reimburse the State Treasury one hundred fold, for the

health of a people constitutes their wealth.

In direct association with this subject, we would respectfully and

earnestly call the attention of the General Assembly to a paper on

sanitary science introduced by Dr. James Evans and read before the

State Board of Health at its quarterly meeting in July last, and which

may be found among the reports and papers of the accompanying

volume, together with the resolutions annexed.

The object set forth in this paper is one of vital importance to

every section of the State, and commmends itself to the earnest con

sideration of the General Assembly, whose conviction of the neces

sary work therein proposed should induce that body to make such

appropriation of funds as will enable the Board of Health to carry

out the work in a manner beneficial to the State.

During the last year frequent petitions from different sections of

the State have come up before the Board, complaining of terrapin
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ponds, fish ponds and other similar institutions as nuisances and fer

tile sources of disease, and asking that one or more of the Board visit

such sections and give such counsel as would induce the removal of

the same without recourse to the law.

To carry out this object two years since, an inspector was ap

pointed, and he was paid out of the funds appropriated by the State

for that purpose.

Since then, in consequence of the reduction of the appropriation,

the work of the Board in this field of labor has been not only im

peded, but actually negatived.

Again, the delegates appointed to represent this State Board in

the general conferences of other State Boards—such, for instance, as

the conferences of State Boards of Health, held at Nashville, Tenn.,

in September last, with the view to devise additional measures by

which to prevent the introduction of the yellow fever from Florida,

then threatening to invade the neighboring States—have performed

that duty at the sacrifice of their own time and labor.

As South Carolinians, we all rejoice to know, and feel thankful,

that no infectious or contagious disease has invaded our State the

past year, and fully appreciate the work of those whose counsels and

actions have effected so desirable an object.

This increased labor has necessarily been attended with necessarily

increased expenditures, and the small amount of funds appropriated

for this important work has, even with the strictest economy on the

part of the Board, been insufficient to defray the expenditures

attending the work of the Board.

The State Board of Health, therefore, in view of these facts, would

respectfully ask that the sum of $3,000 be again appropriated by the

General Assembly to enable the Board to execute its work in such

manner as will give satisfaction to the people of the State and security

against its invasion by infectious diseases, and at same time reflect

honor and credit upon the members of the Board of Health as com

petent and efficient officers.

J. R. BRATTON,

Chairman Executive Committee State Board of Health.
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Local Boards of Health.

ABBEVILLE COUNTY.

Abbeville C. H.—H. T. Tustin, J. Gamble, (Secretary,) and G. A.

Vizanski.

Cokesbury.—B. C. Hart, M. D., W. Townes Jones, M. D., (Chair

man,) and L. Dawson, Esq.

Due West.—J. W. Wideman, M. D., P. R. Henry, and J. B. Bounce.

Lowndesville.—A. J. Speer, M. D., 0. K. Horton, M. D., and

James M. Latimer, Esq.

Ninety-Six.—J. Rodgers, G. T. Jackson, and L. M. Moore.

AIKEN COUNTY.

Aiken.—T. G. Croft, M. D., and J. B. Henderson, Esq.

Lanoley.—J. M. Woodward, M. D., J. D. Lee, M. D., and H. W.

Jordan, Esq.

ANDERSON COUNTY.

Anderson C. H.—W. H. Nardin, M. D., M. L. Sharpe, M. D.,

Samuel Orr, M. D., and John E. Breazele, Esq.

Pendleton.—Thomas J. Pickens, M. D., Paul H. E. Sloan, M. D.,

and T. S. Crayton, Esq.

Williamston.—H. J. Epting, M. D., Wistar Wilson, M. D., and

M. Lander.

Belton.—W. H. Todd, M. D., (Chairman,) J. C. Harris, M. D., G.

W. McGhee.

BARNWELL COUNTY.

Allendale.—W. S. Hay, M. D., M. D. Pitts, and T. S. Myers, Esqs.

Bamberg.—J. B. Black, M. D., W. B. Rice, M. D., and E. It.

Hays.

Barnwell.—New Board appointed.

Blackville.—L. C. Stephens, M. D., G. D. C. Lange, and C. C.

Rush.

Graham's.—E. T. Frederick, M. D., H. C. Rice, Esq., and Capt.

S. Liebman.

Midway.—Not reported.

Williston.—S. Weathersbee, T. W. Youngblood, and Julian Brown,

Esqs.

BEAUFORT COUNTY.

Beaufort.—H. M. Stuart, M. D., A. P. Prioleau, M. D., George

Waterhonse, Esq., A. J. Batnpfield, Esq. W. H. Lock-

wood, Secretary.
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Port Royal.—H. H. Collier, Esq., S. B. Thompson, M. D., S. H.

Rodgers, Esq., J. J. Jernigan, Esq. C. J. Colcock, Jr„

Secretary.

BERKELEY COUNTY.

Mt. Pleasant.—John Y. DuPre, E. M. Royall, M. D., J. H. Pat-

jens, J. A. Leland, J. R. Thomlinson, Claus Koper, A. W.

Tincken, Esq., J. L. Witsell.

Summerville.—Danl. Flud, M. D., Chairman.

St. Stephen's.—W. E. Wallace, M. D., A. M. Rickenbaker, D. N.

Welch and N. H. Parris, Esqs.

CHARLESTON COUNTY.

Charleston.—J. L. Tobias, Esq., (Chairman,) Middleton Michel,

M. D., F. Peyre Porcher, M. D., Allard Memminger, M. D.,

G. E. Manigault, M. D., C. P. Aimar, Ph. D., R. M. Mar

shall, Esq., Paul C. Trenhqlm, Esq. H. B. Horlbeck, M.

D., Secretary.

Moultrieville.—Arthur M. Lynah, M. D., Edward Welling, J. C.

La Coste, John Mclnerny.

CHESTER COUNTY.

Chester C. H.—Dr. S. M. Davega, Mr. J. J. Stringfellow, G. W.

Gage.

CHESTERFIELD COUNTY.

Cheraw.—Cornelius Kollock, M. D., John J. Wilson, M. D., and H.

D. Malloy, Esq.

CLARENDON COUNTY.

Manning.—W. E. Brown, M. D., B. P. Barron, G. Allen Huggins,

M. D., B. A. Walker.

Summerton.—B. M. Badger, M. D., J. L. Burgess, M. D., and

John C. Ingrain, Esq.

COLLETON COUNTY.

Walterboko.—Major M. P. Howell, E. Tincken, S. Wescoat, and B.

P. Fishburne.

George's.—M. C. Connor, (Chairman,) J. C. Mellard, M. D., and

J. H. Abbott, M. D., Sr.

Reevesville.—C. R. Council, (Chairman,) H. C. Mueller, M. D.,

and D. C. Whetsell, Esq.

DARLINGTON COUNTY.

Darlington.—Dr. J. C. Wilcox, G. W. Brown, and A. C. Spann,

Esqs.
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Dovesville.—A. B. Dove, Esq., (Chairman,) W. T. Gee, Esq., and

J. Wilson Gandey, Esq.

Florence.—-J. W. King, M. D., James Evans, M. D., aud W. J.

Norris, Esq.

Timmonsyille.—Jaines F. Culpepper, (Chairman,) W. W. Moore,

Esq., and J. S. M. Smith, Esq. '

EDGEFIELD COUNTY.

Edgefield.—F. W. P. Butler, M. D., Jno. K. AJlen, J. M. Jones,

W. M. Burnet and L. Charlton.

Johnston's.—J. E. Cowles, M. D., J. D. Eidson, (Secretary,) and

P. L. Wright.

Trenton.—Dr. G. W. Wise, (Chairman,) L. H. McCullough and

T. B. Hord.

FAIRFIELD COUNTY.

Winnsboro.—T. R. Robertson, M. D., R. B. Hanahan, M. D., and

G. H. McMaster, Esq.

Ridgeway.—W. T. Edmunds, M. D., A. T. Ruff, Esq., and A. A.

Morris, Esq.

GEORGETOWN COUNTY.

Georgetown.—George E. T. Sparkman, M. D., (Chairman,) T. P.

Bailey, M. D., Maj. B. A. Munnerlyu, Josiah Doar, B. J.

Hazzard, Jr., W. P. Porter, Jas. Brownfield, (colored,) and

Jos. Morrell, Esqs.

GREENVILLE COUNTY.

Greenville.—G. E. Trescot, M. D., (Chairman,) W. Crookshanks,

Esq., and Prof. J. M. Harris.

HAMPTON COUNTY.

Hampton C. H.—Major W. H. Mauldin, J. H. Goethe, M. D., and

E. F. Warren, Esq.

Brunson's.—A. D. Williams, M. D., C. G. Richardson, M. D., and

Judge Julian Brown.

Varnville.—J. H. Goethe, M. D., J. A. Connor, Esq., and R. A.

Dykes, Esq.

HORRY COUNTY.

Conway.—Evan Norton, M. D., J. H. Grant, M. D., and Thomas

W. Beaty, Esq.

KERSHAW COUNTY.

Camden.—A. A. Moore, M. D., (Chairman,) L. H. Deas, M. D.,

L. D. DeSaussure, M. D., and A. W. Burnet, M. D.

LANCASTER COUNTY.

Lancasteb C. H.—M. P. Crawford, M. D., Fitzgerald.
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LAURENS COUNTY.

Laurens C. H.—J. P. Simpson, M. D., T. E. Todd, M. D., and

N. B. Dial, Esq.

LEXINGTON "COUNTY.

Lexington C. H.—C. E. Leaphart, M. D., B. K. H. Kreps, M. D.,

and G. M. Harman, Esq.

Lewiedale.—D. M. Crosson, M. D., (Chairman,) A. P. Drafts,

Esq., A. Mims, Esq., and J. G. Martin, Esq.

Leesville.—W. T. Derrick, Esq., Dr. W. T. Edmunds, Jr., Captain

J. S. Derrick, A. P. West and J. J. Shealy.

Batesburg.—T. S. Fox, M. D., 0. J. Harris, M. D., and W. B.

Plunkett, Esq.

Peak's.—I. L. Dominick, Esq., W. F. Lake, Esq., and J. K. Chap

man, M. D.

MARION COUNTY.

Marion C. H.—J. L. Mullins, M. D., D. S. Price, M. D., and W.

B. McMillan, Esq.

MARLBOROUGH COUNTY.

Bennettsviixe.—Dr. W. J. David, J. L. Gordon, M. D., and Capt.

Dudley.

NEWBERRY COUNTY.

Newberry C. H.—James Mcintosh, M. D., E. C. Jones, G. A.

Houseal, J. C. Wilson, T. C. Pool, G. M. Girardeau, Jas.

Kibler, G. A. Langford and A. McLane.

Prosperity.—J. D. Bruce, (Chairman.)

OCONEE COUNTY.

Walhalla.—Board resigned.

Seneca City.—R. C. Davis, (Chairman,) L. W. Jordan, J. W.

Stribling and G. W. Gignillat.

ORANGEBURG COUNTY.

Orangeburg C. H.—W. C. Wannamaker, M. D., George Bolivar,

Dr. M. G. Salley, D. M. Smith, B. Williamson, Rev. A. G.

Townsend, (colored,) A. H. Riggs.

St. Matthew's.—W. L. Pou, M. D., A. R. Abies, W. H. Hennan.

Fort Motte.—C. R. Taber, M. D., Wm. Champey, Esq., and J. K.

Legare, Esq.

Branchville.—0. H. Ott, M. D., J. C. Rivers, Esq., and S. S.

Walters, Esq.

PICKENS COUNTY.

Easley.—R. J. Gilliland, Jr., M. D., A. M. Folger and J. W.

Williams.

Central.—S. W. Clayton, M. D., J. M. Folger, M. D., and John

R. Williams, Esq.
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RICHLAND COUNTY.

Board of Health of Columbia.—Capt. J. S. Wiley, Chairman ;

Frank Green, M. D., Earl Turner, B. F. Griffin, L. K.

Philpot, M. D., G. W. Parker, Rufus Muller, A. L.

Gaubert, M. D., T. B. Anghtry, E. Ehrlich, J. W. Bouk-

night, M. D., J. M. Smith. W. J. Cathcart, Clerk ; E. E.

Jackson, M. D., City Registrar.

SPARTANBURG COUNTY.

Spartanburg C. H.—Dr. J. J. Boyd, Chairman ; D. Kahn, Secre

tary ; P. G. Kirby, C. H. Carlisle, A. G. Means, M. D.

Bryant, L. P. Walker, D. Kahn, C. S. Greenleaf, R. A.

Robinson, S. B. Ezell, J. Watkins Lee, Dr. Joseph Hill,

Thomas Dickson, J. K. Glass.

Gaffney's.—H. M. Holmes, M. D., Chairman ; J. R. Spencer, J.

D. Westvelt, Dr. W. A. Fort.

SUMTER COUNTY.

Sumter C. H.—John S. Hughson, M. D., A. J. China, M. D., and

Colonel J. H. Earle.

Mayesville.—L. George Corbett, M. D., Chairman.

UNION COUNTY.

Union C. H.—W. M. Meador, M. D., J. W. Posey, M. D., and M.

W. Gulp, M. D., Secretary.

WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY.

Kingstree.—D. C. Scott, M. D., J. S. Brockinton, and W. J. Lee.

YORK COUNTY.

Yorkville.—J. R. Bratton, M. D., and Colonel Wm. McCorkle.

Rock Hill.—John C. Witherspoon, Esq., Dr. W. J. White, and

Dr. J. B. Patrick.
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Township Boards of Health.

ST. JAMES, SANTEE.

Dr. W. T. W. Baker, Dr. S. D. Doar, Mr. J. B. Morrison.

NEWBERRY—TOWNSHIP No. 1.

Dr. James Mcintosh, Dr. J. K. Gilder, Dr. J. A. Cofield.

BEAUFORT TOWNSHIP.

H. M. Stuart, A. P. Prioleau, M. D., Mr. J. W. Collins, S. B.

Thompson, M. D., and Mr. Jearnigan.

BATES TOWNSHIP, GREENVILLE COUNTY.

M. L. West, R. Mayes Cleveland, and J. M. Whitmire.

ELLOREE TOWNSHIP, ORANGEBURG COUNTY.

Dr. Epting and Messrs. Slawson and Johnson.

WESTMINSTER TOWNSHIP, OCONEE COUNTY.

MOBLEY TOWNSHIP, EDGEFIELD COUNTY.
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Report of the Secretary

AND ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS

OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, STATE BOARD OF HEALTH,

For the Fiscal Year Binding November 1st, 1888.

I have the honor to state that during the past year four regular

quarterly meetings of the Executive Committee have been held, in

accordance with the State law ; nothing of special interest having

arisen to require their interference, no extra meetings of the

Board were held. Whilst threatened with the invasion of the

plague which has borne so heavily upon a neighboring community,

we are to be congratulated upon having thus far escaped its visita

tion ; and our State has enjoyed unusual immunity from other

diseases of severe endemic or epidemic tendency. Even malarial

troubles seem to have rested lightly upon our people, and I have not

been called upon to report (as agreed upon) to the other State Boards

of Health the existence of a single case of contagious or infectious

disease of moment. Variola has broken out in many States of the

Union, but has not spread beyond their borders, having been met

and stamped out in every instance. The laws of sanitation are

becoming better understood and appreciated, and greater value is

being placed upon human life and happiness, and we cannot but hope

that the day is not far distant when "shot-gun quarantine " will be

looked upon as a barbarous expedient of the past, happily no longer

necessary in view of the advances made by science, and that mari

time quarantine itself no longer obstructs the commerce of the world

—the detention of ships and cargoes having given away to improved

sanitary methods.

At the quarterly meeting held January 5th, all the members were

present with the exception of the Attorney General. The meeting

was called to order by the Vice-Chairman, who announced with

much feeling the death of the Chairman of the Committee, Dr. F.

F. Gary, and expressed his sense of the great loss the Board had

sustained in his death. Dr. T. G. Simons, Dr. Wilhite, Dr. Taber

and the Hon. J. S. Verner also spoke in eulogistic terms of Dr.

Gary and of his services to the State in the cause of sanitation.
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An election was then held for officers to serve for the ensuing year,

which resulted as follows : For Chairman, Dr. J. R. Bratton ; Vice-

Chairman, Dr. T. Grange Simons ; Secretary, Dr. H. D. Fraser.

Dr. James Evans of Florence, S. C, was nominated for appointment

by the Governor to fill the vacancy on the Committee caused by the

death of Dr. Gary.

The action of the Chairman of the Committee on Quarantine, in

providing for the completion of the steam barge for quarantine

purposes at St. Helena Station, was approved. He was instructed to

examine and inspect the newly erected buildings at the Port Royal

Station previous to accepting them.

A Committee was appointed to draft a suitable memorial to the late

Dr. Gary, and to report at the April meeting.

The next quarterly meeting was ordered to be held in Columbia.

The second quarterly meeting of the Executive Committee was

held in Columbia April 10th. All the members were present except

Dr. J. Ford Prioleau, who was detained away by serious illness.

A Committee was appointed to select subjects for discussion at the

approaching meeting of the National Conference of State Boards of

Health, to be held in Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Committee appointed at the last meeting of the Board to pre

pare a suitable memorial and resolutions in reference to the life,

services and death of Dr. F. F. Gary presented their report as

follows :

" Dr. Francis F. Gary, he who so long has sat with us at our meet

ings and presided over our deliberations, will be with us no more !

He was born in the town of Cokesbury, Abbeville County, S. C, on

the 9th of November, 1829, and died at his home, in Abbeville, on

the 31st of December, 1887. He received his education at the

Methodist Conference School in his native town, and studied medi

cine with Dr. Norwood, matriculating at the Jefferson Medical Col

lege, Philadelphia, and graduating in 1851. Commencing the

practice of his profession, he remained at Cokesbury until the war,

when he entered the field with the First Regiment South Carolina

Volunteer Infantry as its surgeon. When his duties there were

ended he returned home and, again engaging in his profession, soon

reacquired a lucrative practice. He was held in high esteem by his

patients, his genial manner and considerate attention tending to

make him beloved by them. He was honored by the profession, and

was the recipient from them of several positions of confidence aud

trust, having been made President of the Abbeville Medical Society

in 1880, and President of the South Carolina Medical Association in

1882 ; besides which, he held other offices in civil and political life,
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being one of the Directors of the Greenville and Columbia Railroad,

and serving as a member of the State Legislature. He was promi

nently connected with Masonry, and held important offices in this

order. January 4, 1884, he was elected Chairman of the Executive

Committee of the State Board of Health, having been an active worker

in the Committee for some time previous to his elevation to the Chair

manship. Those of us who have been so intimately associated with

him will need no eulogium as to his merits and worth. Active and

energetic, yet exact and impartial in presiding over this body, his

knowledge of parliamentary usages gave additional power to his

rulings, and all sanitary measures proposed or carried out by this

Board claimed his earnest attention and co-operation to develop or

perfect them, and his influence in the General Assembly enabled us

to have sanitary legislation effected of public good : Be it, therefore,

" Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Francis F. Gary, late Chair

man of this Board, the State has lost a worthy citizen and an active

laborer in the cause of guarding the lives of her people, and the

State Board of Health a highly esteemed and useful member.

" Resolved, That a copy of the above be entered upon our minutes,

and that a copy be sent to the family of the deceased."

The Chairman of the Committee on Quarantine reported as to the

condition of the State Quarantine service, and of his action relative

to the buildings at the various stations.

The Chairman was requested to reorganize the Standing Committees.

The matter of the ponds near Elloree, in Orangeburg County, was

referred to the local Board of Health of Elloree, and they were re

quested to report their action to this Board at the July meeting.

Dr. James Evans was appointed a delegate to the National Confer

ence of State Boards of Health to be held in Cincinnati.

The third quarterly meeting of the Board was held in Charleston

July 3d. All the members were present.

The Chairman announced the death of Dr. J. Ford Prioleau, a

member of this Board, and his remarks were supplemented by brief

but eloquent addresses by Drs. Simons, Wilhite, Moore and Taber,

each of whom dwelt on the excellent traits by which Dr. Prioleau

was distinguished. A Committee was appointed to prepare a suitable

memorial in reference to Dr. Prioleau's death.

The Secretary read a communication from the Port Royal Board of

Health in reference to a terrapin pen nuisance in that town.

The Chair announced the Standing Committees as reorganized.

The Chairman of the Quarantine Committee made a verbal report,

and the expenditures of the Committee for rebuilding the Quarantine

Station at Port Royal, destroyed by the cyclone, were approved.

16—K&R
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In the matter of disposing of the ballast unloaded at Port Royal,

the following resolution was adopted : " Resolved, That the application

of Messrs. Torrent & Rountree to build a ballast wharf at the Port

Royal station be granted, with the proviso that the said wharf be

under the control of the State Quarantine Physician at Port Royal,

who shall^direct the manner of disposing of all ballast ; but that this

Board declines to give any guarantee as to any action binding upon

future quarantine physicians."

Dr. A. A. Moore, of Camden, who was appointed by the Governor

to fill the vacancy on the Board caused by the death of Dr. Prioleau,

appeared and took his seat.

Dr. Evans, who had been in attendance on the conference of

State Boards recently held at Cincinnati, presented a report of his

mission. He also read a valuable and interesting paper on Sanitary

Science and its application for the prevention of controllable diseases,

and introduced the following resolutions, which were adopted :

"1. Resolved, That the President appoint a number of physi

cians to write short sanitary tracts, in a plain and simple style, as

free from medical terms and technicalities as'the proper elucidation

of the subject will possibly admit, on smallpox, scarlet fever, typhoid

fever, diphtheria, consumption, infant dietetics and malarial fevers.

" 2. That the Local Boards of Health in the State be required to

report within twenty-four hours from the time it is brought to their

attention the occurrence of every case of contagious or infectious

disease to the Secretary of this Board, who shall, immediately on the

receipt of such notification, send a number of tracts of that par

ticular disease to be distributed in every household in the locality

designated.

" 3. That in these tracts it shall be pointed out, in the most concise

manner, the nature of the poison, the probable source of infection,

how to avoid the greatest danger of contracting the disease, direc

tions in regard to isolation of the sick, the disinfection of the sick,

their secretions %nd discharges, clothing and bedding, and bed rooms

and dwellings, the period of isolation and the precautions to be ob

served before being allowed to mingle with the well, and the proper

disposal of the dead.

"4. The most aproved agents of disinfection for the particular dis

ease, the preparation of it and the particular manner to use it to ob

tain certain effects.

" 5. That the President of the State Board appoint a member of the

Board to visit every part of the State in which an epidemic disease

prevails, to confer with the Local Board of Health, and where he

deems it necessary to take supreme control of the same."
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On motion, a Committee of four, consisting of Drs. Evans and

Moore, Attorney General Earle and Comptroller General Verner,

were appointed to memorialize the Legislature on the subject of the

resolutions offered by Dr. Evans, with a view to securing the neces

sary funds for carrying out the suggestions contained in the resolu

tions.

On resolution, the next meeting of the Board will be in Charleston

early in October.

The fourth and last regular meeting of the Board was held in

Charleston October 10th.

Dr. H. D. Fraser, a delegate to a Conference of Southern Boards

of Health, held in Nashville, Tenn., to consider and discuss the

condition of the Southern States, and the bearing upon their inter

ests, of the epidemic of yellow fever prevailing in Florida, presented

the report of his visit. The report was received.

The Committee appointed to prepare a suitable memorial in refer

ence to the death of Dr. Prioleau asked more time.

The Chairman of the Committee on Endemic and Epidemic Dis

eases stated that, as the report of his Committee was made up in

great measure of the reports of the Local Boards of Health, but

very few of which had as yet been received, they would ask further

time for its preparation. The request was granted.

The report of the Committee on Quarantine was presented, and,

on motion, adopted.

The Committee on State Penal and Charitable Institutions was also

presented and received, and both were ordered to be published in the

general Report to the Legislature.

It was ordered that the Committee on Vital Statistics prepare a

bill to go before the Legislature, providing for the collection of the

vital statistics of the State, which shall be considered at the meeting

of the Board in January.

On motion, the next meeting of the Board will be in Charleston.

LIST OF EXCHANGES RECEIVED BY THE SECRETARY DURING

THE PAST YEAR.

Index Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon General's Office,

Volume VIII.

Forty-fifth Report of the State Board to the Legislature of Massa

chusetts Relating to the Births, Marriages and Deaths hi the Com

monwealth for 1886.
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Sixth Annual .Report of the State Board of Health of the State of

New Hampshire.

Annual Eeport of the State Board of Health of New York, 1887.

Annual Report of the Supervising Surgeon General of the Marine

Hospital Service of the United States, 1887.

Report of the Proceedings of the Illinois State Board of Health,

Annual Meeting, 1888.

Eighth Annual Report of the New York State Board of Health,

(Introductory).

Annual Report of the Health Department of the City of Baltimore,

1887.

Report of the State Board of Health of Massachusetts on "Water

Supply and Sewerage, January, 1888.

Thirtieth Report of the State Board of Health of Vermont to the

Legislature Relative to the Registration of Births, Marriages, Deaths

and Divorces in the State for Year Ending December 31st, 1886.

Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Wisconsin, 1887,

with Paper on the Prevention of Sickness, with Suggestions for the

Restriction and Control of Contagious Diseases.

Report of the Board of Health of the City of Reading, Penn.

Eleventh Annual Report of the Board of Health of the State of

New Jersey, and Report of the Bureau of Vital Statistics, 1887.

Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Cincinnati Hospital.

Annual Report of the Board of Health of the City of Richmond,

Va., for 1887.

Fifth Annual Report of the City of Providence for 1887.

Fourth Biennial Report of the Board of Health of the State of

Iowa.

Tenth Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Connecticut,

1887, with Registration Report for 1886.

Proceedings of the State Sanitary Convention held in Philadelphia,

May, 1876.

Seventh Biennial Report of the State Board of Health of Mary

land, 1888.

Thirty-fourth Registration Report of Rhode Island, 1886.

Third Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Kansas,1887.

Nineteenth Annual Report of the State Board of Health of

Massachusetts, 1888.

First Report from the Patho-Biological Laboratory — Southern

Cattle Plague and Yellow Fever. Southern Cattle Plague (Texas

Fever) with special reference to its resemblance to Yellow Fever.

Fourteenth Annual Report of the Secretary of the State Board of

Health of Michigan, 1886.
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Report on School Hygiene — Extract from the Seventh Annual

Report of the State Board of Health of New York, 1888.

Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Vermont, 1887.

Sixth Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Indiana, 1887.

Third Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Maine, 1887.

Monthly Sanitary Record of the Ohio State Board of Health for

July, 1888.

Camp Hygiene—Paper issued by the State Board of Health of

Pennsylvania.

Sanitary Government of Towns—suggestive rules and regulations

concerning, issued by the State Board of Health of Connecticut.

Transactions of the Thirty-eighth Annual Session of the South

Carolina State Medical Association, 1888.

Sixth Annual Report of the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario,

Canada, 1887.

Second Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Ohio, 1887.

Eighth Annual Report of the State Board of Health of New York,

1888.

Index Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon General's Office,

Vol. IX, 1888.

Fifteenth Annual Report of the Secretary of the State Board of

Health of Michigan.

Transactions of the Medical Association of Missouri, Thirty-first

Annual Session, 1888.

Transactions of the Medical Society of Pennsylvania, Vol. XX.

Transactions of the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of the State of

Maryland, 1888.
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CONDENSED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES

For Fiscal Year Ending October 31, 1888.

( Verified by Vouchers in the Comptroller General's Office.)

1887.

November 1. .

1888.

January 5 . . .

April 10

July 3

October 3 . . .

Nov. 1, 1887,

to Oct. 31,

1888

RECEIPTS.

To balance in hand

Received of Comptroller General.

Received of Comptroller General .

Received of Comptroller General.

Received of Comptroller General.

EXPENDITURES.

By paid for printing and distributing An

nual Report

By printing 300 copies of Report for Legis

lature

By expenses four quarterly meetings

By office expenses

By printing circulars, stationery and stamps

By inspection Port Royal Quarantine Station

Bv expenses Special Committee to Barnwell

C. H

By subscription to American Public Health

Reports

By advertising quarantine notices in five

papers

By expenses delegate to meeting in Cincin

nati, Ohio

By inspection State Penal and Charitable

Institutions

By expenses delegate to Waycross on quar

antine affairs

By expenses delegate to conference at Nash

ville, Tenn :

By one year's salary of Secretary

$2,575 65

2,161 98

1575 65

500 00

500 00

500 00

500 00

$2,575 65

$272 25

339 58

671 50

35 55

27 90

18 70

50 70

5 00

72 10

134 90

30 90

28 00

74 90

400 00

$2,161 9S

Balance $413 67

H. D. FRASER, M. D., Secretary.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON QUARANTINE.

By T. GRANGE SIMONS, Chaikman.

The Committee on Quarantine would most respectfully report as to

the operations of this service during the year now drawing to a close.

It has been a most anxious period, and it is with profound feelings

of gratitude to the Great Giver of all Good that our State has been

spared the pestilence that has clothed onr fair sister State of Florida

in gloom and brought sorrow to many hearts. No infectious or con

tagious disease has at any time been at any of our stations or in our

State. The several officials charged with the sacred trust of main

taining the public health have discharged every duty with fidelity

and zeal.

The appearance of fever in Florida during the Winter months at

several places was regarded with a degree of apprehension by your

Committee, and all information relating to this condition of affairs

was sought for. The fears were realized when the facts of its existence

at Manatee, Plant City and then Jacksonville were announced. As to

the origin of the present epidemic, or as to its being the remains of the

disease of the previous year at Tampa that had occasionally appeared

during the Winter at points remote from the line of traffic and travel,

we are not prepared to discuss. The fact that several ports of the State

are opened to frequent intercourse with Havana by the line of fast

steamers making short and frequent trips ; and also a still more

dangerous line of communication by small boats engaged in the

sponge and fruit trade, or smuggling of contraband goods, all present

modes of bringing in the disease. No such intercourse with such a

dangerous and ever infected place as Havana is allowed by any

other of the Atlantic and Gulf States during the Summer, nor is

there any conformity to one definite plan or system by the several

ports in Florida. The absence of any State Board of Health to con

trol and direct the quarantine measures of that State is a matter of

deep regret, and we earnestly trust that this fearful lesson will at

least prove the value of a State Board of Health to the General As

sembly of Florida, and that by next year they will have their quaran

tine laws such as to protect their people, and those of other States

also, from imported pestilence. The periods of detention, and the
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restrictions placed upon trade with the tropics at our several South

ern ports, has in a great measure forbid traffic with places where yellow

fever prevails, and, by this strict system, immunity from imported

disease has been enjoyed. True, it is claimed that the Plant line of

steamers are constructed in accordance with the most approved plans

of modern sanitary laws, and that no lurking place for foul gases or

germ-laden material can escape the sanitary measures employed on

these steamers, and they are safe to come and go at any time ; but

can the baggage and merchandise from Havana during the preva

lence of yellow fever be ever regarded as free from danger ? The

reports of the value of the most potent chemicals used to destroy

disease germs show that in textile fabrics the fumes or influences

of such germicidal agents do not penetrate very deep, and such

baggage or material, when surrounded by an atmosphere of chemicals,

that the interior of the bales or packages are but little influenced.

The vessel may be clean, but danger may lurk in her freights when

opened in remote places. What the essential causes of yellow fever

are science is not yet able to say. The germ theory is a plausible,

and the most satisfactory yet advanced ; but not yet is it clearly

demonstrated as to cause or effect. The biological factor, the specific

entity producing yellow fever, is not known. The claims of Freire

and Carmona have not been sustained, and Dr. Sternberg, U. S. A.,

in his report shows that the theories advanced by these men cannot

be relied on.

The vague use of the terms contagion and infection in regard to

yellow fever is misleading, and may be regarded as synonymous. The

theory of disseminating the disease, and how transmitted, is a complex

one. The assertion that the person does not convey the disease, and

that the dead do not impart this dread disorder, but only baggage

or apparel are to be regarded as "fomites," has never been accepted

fully. Given a case of yellow fever introduced into a previously

healthy place, after a period of less than a week we have other cases.

Who can declare as to the mode of transmission of the disease—

whether by exhalation, excreta-dejecta ? How do the surroundings

of the patient become charged with " materies morti "f The apart

ment and place prior to the occupancy of that patient were free from

the poison. How has it been evolved and how transmitted to others

who were free from risk before the advent of this case of fever? Sani

tary science and biological researches have failed to elucidate this

problem. Xor have we been successful in prevention. Sanitation,

isolation of the sick from the well, and disinfection, or even destruc

tion, of infected articles have not arrested the progress of the disease

when epidemic. These proper and wise precautions may render its
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intensity and malignancy less, but "the stamping out " so success

fully practiced in smallpox and cholera has not yielded results so

gratifying when used in yellow fever. With this experience before

us, are we not compelled to accept a rigid quarantine as the only re

liable measure to be adopted ? If we regard yellow fever as an exotic,

and we may accept this hypothesis as the best established, and,

judging from the past, and even by comparison with the open port

system so disastrous in results, a strict quarantine does afford safety.

It must restrict trade for a season, but when this short, period is

passed the marts soon regain their business, and prosperity reigns

supreme. To us who have enjoyed immunity from the disease for so

long a period there was most apparent a tendency to relax the vigi

lance so essential, and municipal Boards of Health had become rather

careless in many important sanitary methods, or allowed ordinances

to be encroached upon. The dread announcement of pestilence in

Florida caused a sudden awakening to the responsibilities and dan

gers.

Early in August the several quarantine physicians were requested to

be most careful in the examination of vessels from suspicious ports.

"When the disease reached Jacksonville, then the local Boards of

Health at the several ports of the State, and by advice to the quaran

tine physicians, all intercourse with Florida was stopped. This was

in accordance with the annual proclamation declaring quarantine as

issued by the Governor. On the 12th of August, I was requested by

Surgeon General Hamilton, United States Marine Hospital

Service, to meet him, with other health and railroad

officials, at Waycross, Ga. Dr. Hamilton had the direction

of the disbursement of the funds as appropriated by Act of Congress

to be used in abating epidemic diseases, and the management of the

epidemic by the Marine Hospital Service had been requested by the

State of Florida. The plan of depopulating the infected towns and

establishing refuge camps was regarded as the most essential measure

of arresting the epidemic, and also of affording the unfortunate

inhabitants a safe and comfortable retreat from the horrors of the

shot-gun quarantine and other barbarous treatment usually extended

to refugees from yellow fever towns. Several points were selected

for the camp, but the local Boards of towns nearly all protested,

and after some delay such a place was selected near Jacksonville,

Florida. Arrangements were also made for the establishment of

fumigating stations, so that all the mail and baggage could be care

fully subjected to purification before being allowed to enter sur

rounding States. It was urged that as many persons who could go

to points beyond Memphis, Tenu., and Wilmington, N. C., be
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allowed to pass as rapidly without any hindrance, but all stopping

short of a line drawn between these places be subjected to ten days'

residence at the camp. The difficulties encountered by the physi

cians of the Marine Hospital Service were no doubt most trying.

Much unfavorable comment was made as to the condition of affairs at

"Camp Perry," but such camp3 near Memphis, in 1878, were con

ducted in the most satisfactory manner, and much suffering pre

vented by having a safe retreat to this afflicted people when the

world was closed against them. When panic and disease cause peo

ple to fly from their homes they are often not in the most reasonable

frame of mind, and many necessary discomforts and restrictions

appeared to them easily removed, and no doubt much censure was

bestowed when not deserved.

The system of land quarantine has been tried on a larger scale by

the communities of Georgia and South Carolina. After the fever

was declared epidemic in Jacksonville, on the railroad trains and

at several stations in the State inspectors were placed, to carefully

examine all passengers and prevent their stopping at or entering

into the seaboard cities of any persons from Florida. Several

attempts were made to elude the inspectors, but invariably the

attempts were foiled and the persons arrested and sent out of the

State, or, when caught inithe towns, they were sent to remote places

of security and closely guarded for ten days. The evasion of the

inspectors was attempted by disembarking from the train prior to

arrival at inspection station, then to buy a ticket from this point

and try and get by on this ticket, or even to walk miles and enter the

forbidden places by the roads leading to them. Soon the railroad offi

cials and the inspectors worked in harmony, and the system was most

effective. To the action and harmonious co-operation of the railroad

conductors and other officials, the risk of invasion was reduced to a

minimum, as reliable information as to point of departure of every

passenger was known, and no evasive deception could be practiced.

The position of railroad inspectors required the services of relia

ble, sober and intelligent men, and the selection of those of intem

perate habits, or those who are habitually out of employment, can

only bring reproach upon the system and lack of confidence as to

security afforded. The interior towns of the State also had a system

of inspection, especially after a train of refugees arrived at Henderson-

ville, N. C, direct from Jacksonville. Several cases of yellow fever

had broken out on the train after it left Jacksonville, and several of

the passengers, in violation of parole, escaped in transit. The cases

that arrived and those that occurred after arrival at Hendersonville,

amounted to (8) eight ; of these two died. The dread that these
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refugees would spread the disease soon caused many places in this

and other States to forbid passengers from Hendersonville from

entering into their communities. The disease did not spread, nor

did harm result, but so many protests were made that the project of

bringing the Floridians to the mountains was abandoned.

PORT OF GEORGETOWN.

The arrivals at this port are yearly increasing, and the lumber and

naval stores offer freights to Northern and West India ports. The

improvements to the harbor and deepening of the tributary rivers

emptying into Winyaw Bay, and removing the bar at its outlet, are

all under process. The U. S. Engineers seem sanguine of success.

So that in a few years doubtless a larger trade may be looked for, and,

with this increase, greater dangers of imported diseases. The Com

mittee regret to report that no suitable house or site to build one has

been obtained. Those selected have had such titles as to cause the

Attorney General to object to purchase. Only a small portion of the

island is fit for Summer residence, and the lots on this part are held

by the planters who have houses for Summer homes. I would cull to

the attention of the Board a matter that, though not exactly within

the scope of quarantine, 'yet, as a matter of humanity and public

good, demanded some attention from your Chairman of the Quaran

tine Committee. On the 22d of August I received a letter from

Mr. Win. Miles Hazzard, then at Asheville, N. C, stating that a

" malignant type of black measles is now raging on my Santee planta

tions. Some thirty deaths have occurred, and there is no stopping of

the disease." Mr. Hazzard requested the advice of the Port Physi

cian as to "the use of disinfectants that will stop the scourge." I

replied at once and suggested that local causes must exist to render

any disease so malignant, Jind that I had no doubt but that Dr. Folk

would make a sanitary survey and give any advice that would tend

to abate the trouble. I wrote immediately to Dr. Folk, requesting

him to inspect carefully the plantations and act as the emergency

required. Also authorized him to make use of any disinfectants

that he had. As I expected, Dr. Folk most cheerfully complied,

and reported that a state of neglect of the most essential sanitary laws

existed in the houses and their surroundings ; the food supply was

also bad, and that but few of the negroes had employed any

medical advice; that no case of "black measles" had been known

to occur or existed at that time in any part of the County ;

that a number of deaths had occurred at these places during the

Spring and Summer months from consumption, pneumonia, measles

and malarial fevers. As reports were made to other State departments

I allude to the matter here. The reports had an injurious effect upon
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the trade of, Georgetown, as the newspapers in several other cities

North and South, had copied the alarming reports. The local Board

of Health of Georgetown, through Dr. G. E. T. Sparkman, made

special investigation and pronounced the reports without foundation.

Dr. Folk's letter as to the state of affairs, as shown by his sanitary

inspection, was sent to the Chairman of this Board with the request

that he transmit it to the Governor. Mr. Hazzard has never offered

any explanation as to the source of his information, nor did he seem

to desire that any sanitary survey should be made. The report of

the Quarantine Physician for the past year is presented.

Quarantine Station,

Port of Georgetown, S. C, October 1st, 1888.

Dr. T. Grange Simons, Chairman Quarantine Committee S. B. H.

My Dear Sir : It is with gratitude to the Giver of all good gifts

that I am enabled to report that this port has been free from all con

tagious or infectious diseases. It is an evident fact that yellow

fever exists in our sister State, Florida, so near us, yet, with our sys

tem of quarantine, we have kept this and all contagious diseases from

invading the borders of South Carolina.

Tlic arrivals at this port have been twice as many for the year end

ing October 1st, 18S8, as during any one year for past four years.

While a large appropriation has been made by Congress to deepen the

bar, I think the time is not far distant when the port of Georgetown

will equal in arrivals some of her sister ports of this State.

I appreciate the unceasing efforts of the State Board of Health to

procure a house on South Island as a residence for the Quarantine Phy

sician. Only an impossibility to secure one is why the same has

not been provided. I have reasons to believe that an early purchase

awaits us. During the month of August " black measles " was reported

within six miles of this station on North Santee. At the request of

a member of the State Board of Health I went out on the rice plan

tations, where this disease was said to exist, but found not a case of

"black measles," nor do I know of a case in the County or State of

this disease.

Very respectfully. J. WM. FOLK, M. D.,

Quarantine Officer Port of Georgetown, S. C.
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*

Report ot Arrivals at Port of Georgetown, S. C.,.from Octo

ber 1st, 1887, to* October 1st, 1888.

Yr. Date. Name. Officer. Port Clearance. Schr.

1888.!Jan. 7 . .. Marion Hill Nassau, N. P 1

1888. Jan. 12.. Hattie Darling T. H. Pearce Nassau, N. P. . . . 1

1888. |Feb. 2... Susie P. Oliver . . . J. M. Snare St. George's. Ber

muda 1

1888. June 3... Hattie G.McBuck. J. N. Putnum New York 1

Last port clear

ance jManza-

nillo, W. I.

1888. June 3. .. Jennie Rosaline. . . W. E. Barto New York 1

I History unknown

1888.!June 4... James M. Hayes. . J. W. Bryant Providence, R. I . 1

Black River, Ja

maica, W. I.

1888. June 15. . Amelia P.Schmidt. Frank Pashley. . . Bridgeton, N. J. 1

1888. June 19.. Martinique Albert A. Lowell . New York 1

Black River,W.I.

Total.

Respectfully submitted,

J. WM. FOLK, M. D.,

Quarantine Officer Port of Georgetown, S. C.

CHARLESTON STATION.

The reports of the Secretary of the Municipal Board of Health of

Charleston will show the condition of the station and the active

operations of the past year. The proposal to have the apparatuses

for the " Holt system " constructed, is most desirable. Your Com

mittee made this system a subject of report, and showed at length its

claims and superiority over any method before or now in use for the

disinfection and purification of vessels and cargoes. It has the ap

proval of all sanitarians, and at all the National Refuge Quarantine

Stations that " system " is being or has already been adopted. We

hail with satisfaction the proposition to adopt a measure that has so

great a promise of safety to our people and one that will bestow

greater facilities to trade. The Charleston Board of Health propose

to petition the Legislature for an appropriation to assist them in the

matter, and we trust the approval of this Board will be given.
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City of Charleston, S. C,

Department of Health, October 1, 1888.

T. Grange Simons, M. D., Chairman Quarantine Committee,

Executive Committee, State Board Health.

Dear Doctor : I am requested by J. L. Tobias, Chairman, to

acknowledge the receipt of your note requesting information of the

various procedures at the Quarantine Station, Charleston Harbor,

for the year ending September 30, 1888.

The station has been entirely free from infectious or contagious

disease, no ship with any such case having arrived at the station.

Dr. Lebby, Quarantine Officer, has carried out the rules and regula

tions as pres#ibed by the Board of Health with zeal and capacity,

and the guard boat service, under the efficient management of Capt.

J. F. McMahon, has never been better done. On August 9th in

formation having been received from Surgeon General J. B. Hamil

ton, U. S. M. H. S., of an outbreak of yellow fever in Jacksonville,

Fla., it was deemed advisable to immediately initiate a quarantine

against the State of Florida ; and on the evening of August 9th

special detectives were placed on the Charleston and Savannah Rail

road to forbid any one coming from any infected or suspected region

from entering the city. Subsequently all the other roads were as

carefully guarded, and at the present time the railroads, Ashley River

Bridge and steamers coming to Charleston have been under a careful

surveillance.

It was early found necessary to provide a proper place to send

parties coming from, or suspected as coming from, infected or sus

pected points, so that they could be cared for during their detention ;

and the lazaretto on James Island has been utilized for this pur

pose, filling a great need most acceptably.

Individuals coming from Florida or any suspected point are taken

to the end of the Northeastern Railroad wharf and immediately em

barked for the lazaretto, where they are detained a sufficient time

to ensure freedom from dangerous infection. It is a matter of con

gratulation that up to this period, October 1st, we have been free

from a single case of yellow fever, although so many other points

throughout the South have had cases.

The utmost vigilance has been exercised, and the Health Depart

ment has been ably seconded by all transportation lines, whose agents

have taken a lively interest in assisting the work.

The Board of Health of Charleston, realizing the necessity for a

more efficient method of fumigating vessels, are expecting to initiate

a system based on the system introduced into the New Orleans quar

antine by Dr. J. L. Holt. They hope and expect to obtain from the
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Legislature a sum sufficient for this purpose, supplementing funds

now on hand, and would request the consideration of your Board to

approve a memorial for an amount not to exceed §5,000. It is need

less to dwell upon the importance of this matter, so evident muse it

be that there is a vast difference in effectiveness of the two methods.

The steam winch for lifting ballast has been in most successful

operation, and, with a capacity for removal of twenty tons an hour,

vessels are emptied with great dispatch. During the year consider

able repairs have been carried out on the lazaretto buildings. There

have been also built two brick cisterns of three and five thousand gal

lons respectively, one at the lazaretto and the other at the wharf.

The facilities for deposit of ballast have been greatly increased by

the building of an extensive trestle, over which the cars are rolled to

a convenient dumping point.

Eespectfully, H. B. HORLBECK, M. D.,

Secretary Board of Health.

TABULAR LIST OF ARRIVALS AT QUARANTINE, CHARLESTON, FROM

OCTOBER 1ST, 1887, TO OCTOBER 1ST, 1888.

Total in Steam- I |

Earh month. ! tthips. I Barte. i BrUl*. [ Schooners.

1887.

October. . . .

November, .

December,

1888.

January, . .

February, .

March, ....

April,

May,

June,

July,

August, . . .

September,

Total . .

25

34

28

14

22

16

17

17

12

13

14

24

236

15

10

7

4

4

3

2

2

10

70

7

15

15

4

15

(1

s

10

9

0

3

7

108 13

3

6

6

5

2

4

6

5

2

3

2

1

4o

Total

Fumiuated.

9

13

11

8

11

7

4

7

8

13

4

11

106
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ARRIVALS AT QUARANTINE STATION, CHARLESTON HARBOR, FROM

INFECTED OR SUSPECTED PORTS.

1887.

October 25

November 34

December 28

1888.

January 14

February 22

March 16

April 17

May 17

June 12

July 13

August 14

September 24

Total . .236

Direct.

West Indies 69

South American ... 10

Sicily 22

Mexico 4

Madeira 1

Africa 2

Cape de Verde 1

Totals 109

Indirect

via.

16

25

RECAPITULATION.

From healthy ports 102

From infected or suspected ports direct 109

From infected or suspected ports indirect 25

Total 236

ST. HELENA ENTRANCE.

This station is well equipped and ready for any emergency that

may offer. No use has been made of the hospitals during the past

year.

Dr. M. M. Sams, Quarantine Physician, reports as follows :

Pacific Landing, September 30, 1888.

To Dr. T. Grange Simons, Chairman Quarantine Committee.

Dear Doctor : I now enclose you my report for this fiscal year,

1888. Any arrivals next month will be forwarded immediately.

The arrivals to date are : Steamships, 39 ; quarantined, 2, detained

three days ; 5 brigs, one detained three days ; barks, 6 ; detained

four days ; schooners, 1 ; ships, 1. All of the arrivals this season had

clean bills of health, with free pratique. This port was, and is now,

with the adjacent country, perfectly healthy, with every likelihood

of continuing so. There have been fewer ships in this year than here

tofore. I do not know why, but think that the trust formed by Oak

Point, Coosaw and the Sea Island Chemical Works may have some

thing to do with it. I hope that it will be better another year.

Everything remains the same at the station as foriner reports indi

cated.

Yours very respectfully, M. M. SAMS, Q. P.,

St. Helena Entrance, South Carolina.
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PORT ROYAL STATION.

The wharf has been replaced by one substantial and well fitted in

every respect, prior to its acceptance from the contractor. Capt.

Lyman, IT. S. N., kindly inspected this structure, the cistern and the

enclosure around the station, and pronounced them well constructed

and suitable for the purposes intended. The tin roofs of all the

buildings at the station require painting, and I present to the Board

an estimate of cost for the work and ask it be authorized, as further

delay will injure them. A matter of serious import is a claim set

up by C. W. Niver for a part of the tract of land upon which the

wharf is partly constructed. The Commission established by the

Act of General Assembly in 18— to locate the Quarantine Station

selected the present site, and through their legal advisers perfected

titles to the site. Mr. Niver has laid claim to a portion of it, and

refers to certain plats. The Secretary of State sent the papers to

the State Board of Health. The Attorney General has selected

Messrs. Elliott and Howe to act for him in the matter.

Awaiting the result of this investigation, I have not expended the

balance of the fund appropriated for restoring and equipping the

buildings. The expenditure of this fund is as follows :

Paid for additional land * 100 00

" " fees for titles, recording, &c 49 25

" " hospital buildings 800 00

" " wharf, cistern, fences 800 00

" " exchange on New York 2 00

Balance in bank for equipment of hospital 248 75

$2,000 00

Quarantine Station, Port Royal Harbor,

Port Royal, S. C, October 1, 1888.

T. Grange Simons, M. D., Chairman Quarantine Committee State

Board of Health, Charleston, S. C.

Dear Sir : Until the month of August our quarantine term pre

sented little of interest at this station, the arrivals here being from

ports neither infected nor suspected of infection, though occasionally

from ports in tbe vicinity of such. The accompanying table shows

the number and character of vessels so arriving, as also of those de

tained for disinfection. During the months of May, June and July

no special orders were necessary to pilots or others, the " Regula

tions " and epitomized " Code " being found quite adequate to the

proper administration of the office. Early in August, however, the

alarming intelligence reached us of the appearance of yellow fever at

17—R4R

s
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certain points in Florida ; notably at Jacksonville. Our intercourse

(by water) with Florida has been exclusively by the Mallory line of

steamships touching here at Port Royal. Their termini are New

York and Fernandina, the latter being the only point in Florida

visited by them.

Although the insular position of Fernandina rendered perfect isola

tion practicable, and notwithstanding she enforced an extraordi

narily rigid quarantine on every side, I deemed it prudent to enjoin

certain restrictions upon said steamships, Fernandina being only about

twenty (20) miles from Jacksonville, and thus exposed to danger,

however remote, from winds laden with infection. Accordingly, on

10th August I instructed the agent in Port Royal to notify all con

cerned that their ships returning from Fernandina must anchor at

this station, where they would be subjected to a thorough and scruti

nizing examination, and permitted to proceed only on the most satis

factory showing, and with the certainty of no refugee on board. The

mail of the 11th, however, informed us of the rapid increase of the

number of cases, and I sent up on Sunday, 12th, an order, in writ

ing, prohibiting such ships passing up until after disinfection and a

detention of not less than ten (10) days. This order, still in force,

has resulted in a suspension of their visits to these waters. A similar

course was adopted in Charleston a few days later, thus endorsing the

action of this office. The authorities of Beaufort and Port Royal

maintain, as I am informed, au efficient "land quarantine" also. I

learned casually that the Board of Health of Port Royal had since

passed a resolution prohibiting the approach to their wharves of any

vessel within thirty (30) days after leaving a Florida port.

The pavilion hospitals have been completed, the grounds enclosed

and the wharf repaired with a new, substantial bridge for access to

it. The furniture, medicines and other appointments for the hos

pitals have not yet arrived; nor, indeed, have they been needed up

to this time, for which we should be grateful.

I beg to call to your attention the necessity for having the roofs of

the original buildings repainted; the salt, damp atmosphere is fast

oxidizing the tin. If not well covered at once with paint, new tin

will evidently be very soon required.

The proposed ballast wharf has not yet been constructed, and

when rock must be discharged, it is impossible to take it ashore

without lighters, none of which can be had at this port.

My account current, enclosed, shows the balance to the credit of

the Board.

Yours very respectfully,

JOHN A. JOHNSON, A. M. and M. D.,

Quarantine Officer.
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Vessels Visited at this Station from 1st October, 1887, to 30th September,

1888, Inclusive—From Foreign Ports.

 

St:
B

•

1
id

.3

ft

£
p I

a i 1 .'3
« > 5 Ph o « H p

Steamships .

Ships

Barques

Barquentines .

Brigantines . .

17

0

(i

0

0

469

is

88

20

10

Totals 15

P. S. Steamships

Totals

17 600 9

c
o

3 1,260, 88

17 i 20 1,860 97

10

1

5

2

1

81

1

7

a

i

3 ' 28 32

3 28

6

87

1

o

6

2

1

10

0

1(1

One with neither

cargo nor ballast.

Pratique issued to the men-of-war on parole of their respective Surgeons.

They communicated with the land only by their boats.

Very respectfully, JOHN A. JOHNSON, A. M. and M. D.,

Quarantine Officer.

REPORT

OF the

Committee on State Penal and Charitable Institutions.

By A. A. MOORE, M. D., Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: According to instructions, your Committee began

their tour of inspection of the State Penal and Charitable Institutions

on the 29th of August. They respectfully report that they first

visited the Penitentiary, where they were met by the intelligent

Physician and Surgeon, Dr. D. S. Pope, in company with whom they

made a sanitary survey of every department and building, and -of -the'

grounds.
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EXTENT OF GROUNDS.

There are about twelve acres within the prison walls, including a

garden which supplies a large proportion of the vegetables used by

the prisoners and employees. .

BUILDINGS.

Besides the factories, there are two large buildings, containing six

hundred and twenty-five cells, each cell having one hundred and

twenty-five cubic feet of air-space. This would appear to be a small

amount of cubic space consistent with health ; but when it is

remembered that they are occupied only during the hours of repose,

it is perhaps sufficient.

VENTILATION.

Besides the doors, five hundred of these cells have ventilating

shafts, and the remaining one hundred and twenty-five new cells are

provided with windows. All the workshops seem to have a sufficient

number of large windows.

WARMING.

Only two hundred and fifty cells in one building are warmed by

stoves in the corridors, the rest being without any means of warming.

PRIVIES.

Each cell is provided with a sheet iron bucket, which is emptied

every morning, washed and well aired during the day, and replaced

at night. The regular privies are supplied with cast iron receptacles,

which empty into a sewer, and their contents are thence conveyed

into the river.

WASTE WATER.

All waste water is also carried through these sewers, which are

well flushed each day. No use whatever is made of the sewage.

FOODS.

Generally one meal of fresh beef and one of bacon is furnished

each day to every working man. Bread is furnished as wanted,

though less than one pound of meal per day for each prisoner is con

sumed.

VEGETABLES.

There is a sufficient supply of fresh vegetables when they are in

season; and when they are lacking, rice is substituted once a week.

DIET FOR THE SICK.

For the sick, flour, rice, beef, coffee, sugar, milk, etc., are pro

vided regularly. And the physician always endeavors to have as

varied a diet as his patients may need.
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WATER SUPPLY.

The water supply is from the same source as that of the city of

Columbia, and there is in addition a well of good water in the prison

yard.

KITCHEN.

A regular set of the convicts are employed specially for the kitchen

labors, who are under the constant supervision of officers.

NUMBER OF CONVICTS.

The average number of convicts per year is as follows :

White males 70

Colored males 900

White females 3

Colored females 40

Total 1,013

DEATHS FROM ALL CAUSES.

White males 4

Colored males 70

Colored females 1

Total 75

PREVAILING DISEASES.

The prevailing diseases are malarial fevers, phthisis, pneumonia,

scrofula, diarrhoea, dysentery, measles and digestive troubles gene

rally. Dr. Pope informs us that a large proportion of the cases of

phthisis originate or are developed in the shoe factory, probably aris

ing from the dust generated there. He also informs us that a large

number of the cases of chronic diarrhoea in the hospital are brought

from the phosphate works.

DEATH RATE.

The death rate has been high the present year. Pneumonia pre

vailed largely and fatally in a railroad camp near Chester. Measles

also swept through the premises, causing a number of deaths. Dys

entery has been unusually fatal in the prison yard, and compelled

the breaking up of one of the camps in consequence of its ravages.

In short, the death rate has been about double that of last year.

NEEDS.

We would desire to strongly and earnestly emphasize the following

needs, to which our attention has been especially directed by the at

tending physician, Dr. Pope : First, a better constructed prison

hospital, as the present one is inadequate to present necessities, and

is also uncomfortable, though it is kept in a very neat and cleanly

/"
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condition. And, secondly, like the lamented Dr. Prioleau, we

would again call special attention to the itrgent necessity for an

apartment, properly warmed, lighted and ventilated, where the

prisoners can be confined when not at labor, especially in rainy

weather during the Winter season and on Sundays. Owing to this

defect in the prison arrangements, they have to be confined in their

cells or in the corridors of the building, thus subjecting them too

long to an impure and unhealthy atmosphere, and besides rendering

the cells unfit for safe habitation at night.

Before concluding this portion of our report, we hope that we

will be pardoned for briefly alluding to a subject which may at first

appear foreign to our legitimate province, and it is this : The com

plaint has been made in some quarters of the State that the Peniten

tiary is not self-sustaining. While this is true to a certain extent,

yet, on the other hand, it is in a large measure self-sustaining.

Under the intelligent and energetic management of the Superintend

ent and Board of Directors, 1,600 bales of cotton are raised annually

on the Penitentiary farm. This, at the moderate price of $40 per bale,

would be worth $64,000. Besides this, 40,000 bushels of corn are

made, which, at seventy-five cents per bushel, would amount to

$30,000. Half of the proceeds of both crops, or $47,000, belongs to

the State, while the other half, of course, aids in the support of the

Penitentiary.

We introduce these few figures as a partial argument to show that

the Legislature should not withhold a moderate appropriation to

meet the sanitary requirements to which we have above adverted.

LUNATIC ASYLUM.

Your Committee having completed their examination of the Peni

tentiary, next proceeded to the Lunatic Asylum, where they were

conducted through all the buildings and grounds by the Superintend

ent, Dr. P. E. Griffin.

As is well known, this institution is located in the Northeastern

limit of the city of Columbia, and is composed of two groups of

buildings, the old and the new Asylums. The old Asylum, founded in

1822, has been enlarged from time to time as the increasing demands

required. This is a three-story brick building with centre and two

wings, having six wards, each having an average capacity for twenty

patients. In the court in rear of each wing, a single story wooden

pavilion has been erected within the last six years, each pavilion

being able to accommodate twenty patients. This group of build
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ings is occupied by all the colored women and about forty white

women. To the North, and on the opposite Bide of the street, is the

new Asylum, which was begun about 1855. This is also composed

of a centre and two wings. The centre contains the offices, quarter

for officers, and in its rear extension the kitchen, chapel and amuse

ment hall. The South wing, for white males, was built before the

war. The North wing, for white females, and the centre building

have been erected within the last eight years. In rear of the

main building is a group of single story wooden buildings, where the

negro men are quartered.

In each wing of the main building are ten wards, with an average

capacity of eighteen patients each. In each ward is a double row of

rooms, separated by a corridor twelve feet wide. Each room has a

cubic space of 1,296 feet, and is lighted and ventilated by a large

window. In addition to this, every ward has a commodious sitting

room with four large windows.

Both the old and new Asylums have in front a lawn and flower

garden, and in rear large yards for exercise, well shaded by trees.

In the rear of the new Asylum, are the boiler house, steam

laundry, workshops, &c.

Adjoining the grounds occupied by these buildings is the Asylum

farm, containing about 220 acres, all of which is under cultivation.

On this are the necessary farm houses, and sheds for 25 cows and

40 or more hogs. The farm supplies fresh vegetables in their season

and from 125 to 200 quarts of milk daily. Most of the labor is done

by the patients as one of the modes of treatment.

VENTILATION.

No system of forced ventilation is used, as in this climate the

windows can be opened every day, even in mid-winter.

MODES OF WARMING.

The wings of both buildings are heated throughout by means of

furnaces in the basement, the hot air being conducted through flues

in the walls, and distributed through regulating registers in each

ward. The new centre building is heated by steam and the

wooden pavilions are heated by coal stoves, protected by iron railings.

So that all the patients are made entirely comfortable during the

severest cold of Winter.

WATER CLOSETS.

All the wards have water closets with flushing tanks, which have

ventilation either by pipes passing out above the roof, or by connec

tion with chimneys a hundred feet high. It therefore appears to

your Committee that all danger of the inmates being exposed to foul

or noxious atmosphere is entirely obviated.

X
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DRAINAGE.

All the buildings and premises are thoroughly drained by under

ground pipes, the main sewer being nine feet below the surface. Into

this are conveyed the excrement from the water closets, slops from

the kitchens and soapsuds and waste from the laundry. This main

sewer, which can be ventilated through man-holes at suitable distances,

and is daily flushed by the water of the bath rooms, and by roof

water during rains, has an outlet under a hill about 300 yards from

the rear of the buildings. The sewage is therefrom conveyed in a

wooden trough across a ravine to a sandy ridge, whence it is distri

buted by furrows over the arable land. By properly arranged and

located underground pipes, it might be utilized to advantage both

to irrigate and fertilize the farm, and thus vastly increase its produc

tiveness. This, however, would cost thousands of dollars, and could

not be accomplished without a special appropriation by the Legis

lature.

Some of the citizens in the neighborhood of the Asylum have

complained of offensive odors during the Summer, and some appre

hension has been felt and expressed of the present surface distribution

becoming a source of disease, but no known evil results are traceable

to this cause.

FOOD.

The diet is ample, varied and healthy, consisting of fresh beef,

ham and bacon, chickens and eggs, and an average supply of 150

quarts of milk daily, corn bread, baker's bread, hominy, rice, coffee

for breakfast and tea for supper, besides vegetables in their season.

NUMBER OF PATIENTS.

Number of patients Oct. 31, 1887 649

Admitted on new papers to Aug. 31, 1888 221

Total 870

Discharged during year 1888 to Aug. 31 193

Eemaining 677

DEATHS.

There were 83 deaths, resulting generally from chronic and

incurable diseases, such as marinas and melancholias, phthisis,

epilepsy, &c.

Among acute diseases may be noted one death each of typhoid

fever, of pneumonia, of peritonitis and of dysentery.

TREATMENT.

Besides the course of medicinal and hygienic management, the

amusement hall becomes a very valuable and effective auxiliary in
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the moral treatment of the patients. Lectures, concerts, theatrical

exhibitions and dancing are some of the diversions which are afforded

from time to time. In short, a constant supervision and temler care

are exercised to promote the welfare, mentally and physically, of

these unfortunate inmates.

ASYLUM FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB AND THE BLIND.

In the further discharge of their duties, your Committee visited

this institution, where they were met by the Superintendent, Mr. N.

F. Walker, and the attending physician, Dr. Heinitsh. They made

a careful inspection of the interior of the main building, giving

special attention to the size of the dormitories and recitation rooms,

their modes of ventilation and warming, the system of privies, drain

age, &c. They then took a view of a portion of the grounds, which

embrace 157 acres. Within them and near the building are exten

sive vegetable and flower gardens. There are also walks through the

grounds amply sufficient for the proper exercise and recreation of the

pupils.

BUILDINGS.

The main building is an imposing brick structure three stories

high and 200 feet long, with all necessary outbuildings. Within it

there are 64 rooms, including the kitchen, storerooms and laundry.

VENTILATION AND WARMING.

The dormitories are large and well ventilated, and contain not less

than 1,300 cubic feet of air space to each pupil. There are also seven

large recitation rooms, ventilated by windows and open fireplaces.

All the rooms and halls are heated by steam.

PRIVIES.

The surface privies are 200 feet distant from the building, with

natural drainage flowing in an opposite direction to the building and

wells.

WASTE WATER.

All laundry and kitchen slops are deposited in sinks, and thence

conveyed to a safe distance through sewer pipes of proper size, these

pipes being thoroughly laid in cement.

FOOD.

The fare is equal to the average diet of private families. The

country location allows the larder to be well supplied with good beef,

fresh butter, eggs and all sorts of fresh vegetables.
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SUPPLY OF WATER.'

The present supply of water is from only two wells, which is inade

quate to the various demands. By direction of the Board of Commis

sioners, the Superintendent is at present engaged in preparing an

estimate of the probable cost of obtaining the necessary supply from a

large spring quite near the institution, which is entirely free from

any source of pollution, as is also the water which is now used.

COOKING.

The cooking is done by experts, and under the constant super

vision of an experienced housekeeper.

NUMBEK OF PUPILS.

The last Annual Report of the Institution shows that there were

enrolled during the year, in the Department for the Deaf, thirty-

eight males and thirty-four females ; and in the Department for the

Blind, fifteen mares and nine females.

DEATHS.

There was but one death, and this occurred in the department

for colored pupils. A boy having entered in very feeble health

in November died in May.

DISEASES.

This locality is not liable to any special diseases, there having

been only a few cases of a catarrhal nature during the term.

The State has a right to feel justly proud of these charitable

institutions, as they reflect great credit upon her beneficent and

philanthropic spirit. And we feel sure that no taxpayer of mod

erate intelligence could reasonably object to the employment of a

portion of the funds of the Commonwealth for their proper care

and support.

In conclusion, your Committee desire to acknowledge their in

debtedness to Drs. Pope and Griffin, and Superintendent Walker,

respectively of the Penitentiary, the Lunatic Asylum, and the

Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind, for their full notes,

which have so largely aided in the preparation of this report.
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SANITARY SCIENCE-ITS AIM AND PURPOSE.

By James Evans, M. D., Member of the State Board of

Health.

The aim and purpose of sanitary science is the preservation of the

public health and the prevention of that needless sacrifice of life by

disease which experience has demonstrated can be controlled. The

great obstacle to the realization of these benefits arises from the igno

rance of the people of everything pertaining to sanitation. In con

sequence of this lack of knowledge, those whom the State has en

trusted with the duty of guarding the public health have hitherto

failed to secure the necessary co-operation of the citizens in carrying

out those sanitary measures which are absolutely essential to their

safety. The ignorance of general medicine evinced by even our more

highly educated masses is simply amazing, and the crude notions

which they entertain in regard to it has been acquired chiefly from

reading the pamphlets and advertisements of patent medicines, which

have been disseminated broadcast over the country. In our public

schools of late years some very elementary works on anatomy, physi

ology and hygiene have been placed in the hands of the pupils, from

which they obtain some rudimentary knowledge of the various organs

of the body and their functions, which is good enough as far as it goes.

In hygiene they are taught that the food must be wholesome, the

water pure, must avoid late suppers and going to bed with cold feet,

and getting wet and becoming chilled, and many other things that

we all know is not the best for us, and yet we have done often and

not experienced any ill effects from our imprudence. Direct teach

ing is always better than the indirect, and, in my opinion, it would

be much better to supplement these studies by a short manual, com

posed of just such sanitary tracts on the contagious and infectious

diseases as I have indicated. If it will crowd out other studies, let

it be the former rather than this.

This study will deeply impress the mind of every pupil and they

will remember what to do if brought in contact with any of these

diseases at their homes or elsewhere, or, if their parents are ignorant,

will tell them what to do in such an emergency. I am satisfied if

the State Superintendent of Education would introduce this study

into the public schools we would see it bear golden fruit in a short

time in the saving annually of many lives.

Sanitary science is not taught in our best medical schools as

thoroughly as it ought to be. There are a few lectures and much
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rhetoric, and an absence of that thorough training which is essential

to make a pupil an accomplished expert in every branch of sanitary

science. This age imperiously demands this, and will not be satisfied

with anything less. It is by no means strange that people generally

have such crude and rudimentary notions in regard to every subject

pertaining to medicine ; they have had no facilities for acquiring such

knowledge, and what they have obtained is very elementary in

character. The medical fraternity have their town, County and

State societies, where they meet at stated intervals, read papers, and

discuss questions relating to every subject in medicine. The laity

never attend these meetings, and it is safe to say never read anything

published in their printed transactions. They would exhibit the same

lack of information in law if alike practice prevailed among lawyers.

The courts, from the highest to the lowest, meet frequently, sit with

open doors, and, filled with people as jurors, witnesses, litigants and

spectators, listen day after day to learned expositions of the law by

Judges and lawyers. No better plan could possibly be devised to

teach people the rights, duties and responsibilities of citizenship,

and as a consequence of this practice no man who walks these streets,

however illiterate or ignorant he may be, but has some knowledge of

at least the forms and technicalities of the law. If there was no

trial by jury, and the courts were closed to every one except Judge

and lawyers, our friends of the bar would crowd the jails with prison

ers and their pockets with greenbacks more than they do at present.

No one, Mr. President, has written more on the necessity of a

thorough system of drainage of our bottom lands, to mitigate the

severity and lessen the prevalence of malarial fevers, than yourself.

Yon have urged private individuals to undertake it for their own

advantage, and even invoked State aid, as it would be a manifest

benefit to the public at large. It has long been known to medical

men that these diseases almost entirely disappear after a thorough

system of drainage has been effected in any country. Sydenham in

formed us that in the years 1661-64, the years preceding the great

plague in London, the deaths from this cause exceeded or quite

equalled that from all other diseases. Yet there are gentlemen in

England to-day who have been engaged in the practice of medicine

for half a century who have never seen a case of the affection unless

brought from the tropical or sub-tropical regions, save in the

County of Kent, which has been in great part reclaimed from the

marshes. During the Augustan era, the Campagna around Rome

was thickly studded with the villas of wealthy and noble Romans,

where they resided the greater part of the year without apprehension

in regard to their health. After the fall of the empire, and the
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decay of what has since been ascertained to have been a most perfect

system of drainage for that district, these fevers prevailed to such an

extent that it became in modern times almost uninhabitable. In the

early settlement of this State, these fevers were the chief causes of

mortality, but, as population increased and drainage became more

perfect, in many localities they entirely disappeared. There has

been an increase since the war, owing probably to defective drainage,

as a consequence of the impoverished condition of the people. I have

been informed that there are many localities on the sea islands

around Charleston which since the introduction of tile drains have

been singularly exempt from these fevers, and that it is now safe to re

side there during the hot months. If we compare the vital statistics of

Massachusetts for the past two decades, the deaths from malarial

fevers are much less in the last than in the first, showing a marked

improvement, and that these fevers can in large degree be controlled

by proper sanitary efforts. I believe the chief source of infection is

through the subsoil water, and if it can be prevented from con

taminating the wells, the frequency of these fevers will be greatly

diminished. A striking confirmation of this theory is the statement

made to me a few days ago by a Northern gentleman, who is the

owner of two large plantations on the Great Pee Dee River in Dar

lington County. Three years ago he filled up all the open wells and

replaced them by driven pumps, and since this water has been in use

the cases of fever have been two-thirds less. The census of 1880

gives the mortality from these fevers as 510 exclusive of Charles

ton. I have no idea that these figures come near the truth in

regard to the mortality from these fevers—it is a great deal more ;

and I venture the assertion that the annual loss of life in South

Carolina from malaria exceeds that of the most fatal epidemic of

yellow fever which ha3 ever prevailed in this city. If these facts are

brought continually, year after year, to the attention of the public,

after a while they will take heed and begin the drainage of these

lands. As before mentioned, Mr. President, you have written often

on this subject, and published your essays in the transactions of the

State society and in the annual reports of this Committee.

The transactions are sent to two or three hundred of the physicians of

the State, and the Annual Report probably to one thousand. I doubt

if 20 per cent, read any of it, and if they do, never mention the

subject to any one outside of the medical profession. I seriously

question if one man out of ten thousand of the reading unprofes

sional public of South Carolina has ever read one line you have ever

written on this subject. There is no hope, by this means, of so im

pressing public sentiment that it will finally culminate in sanitary
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reform and the legislation necessary to carry it out. We must seek

some other way to reach the public ear, and there is none other com

parable to the one indicated in these resolutions. If the mountain

will not go to Mahomet, Mahomet must go to the mountain.

It is lamentable to think that there are but two places only in this

State, Georgetown and Charleston, in which are kept any record of

vital statistics. The importance of this to the practical sanitarian is

obvious to any one on the least reflection, as it is the only source of

many of the facts and general principles from which he draws conclu

sions and bases his actions. How can he obtain any knowledge of the

general movement of population, pursue his investigations in regard

to the causes which retard or advance its progress, unless he knows

the relative danger of every disease at each period of age, of the

relations of different diseases to climatic and other conditions, and,

finally, of the greatest dangers to life and health ?

According to the statistics of Georgetown and Charleston, the

greatest danger to life in this State is from consumption. These

records give us one death from this disease out of every seven persons

who die in the State. The census of 1880 gives one death out of eight,

which agrees very nearly with the mortality from this affection in

the States of Michigan and Massachusetts ; but the death rate of

the whites even in Charleston is less than in the Northern States, or

one in nine. There is no more important duty devolving on this

Board than an immediate investigation into the causes of the great

increase in death from this disease among the negroes. From being

a comparatively rare disease among them during slavery it has be

come very frequent, and destroys more lives than any other disease

which prevails among them. Bacteriologists ascribe the disease to a

microscopical organism, a baccillus, and at present there is a very gene

ral consensusof medical opinion as to the accuracy of this dictum. It

is, therefore, a communicable disease ; that is, it can be transmitted

from one person to another, directly or indirectly, and that when

ever it finds lodgment in an individual who furnishes a suitable soil

it will be reproduced and thus indefinitely spread. There are many

"things which can be done to prevent the dissemination of this dread

disease, and something can be done by most persons, however suscepti

ble, to avoid the greatest danger of contracting it, and just this in

formation it is the imperative duty of this Board to give the public.

The Boards of Health of Michigan and Massachusetts have reduced

the mortality from this disease 7£ to 9 per cent., and if this Board

makes the effort, and are equally successful, 117 lives will be annually

saved in South Carolina if the deaths are the same as in 1880.

The last census gives 544 deaths from diphtheria and membraneous
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croup. In the State of Michigan, if we compare the years in which

the disease prevailed without intervention on the part of the Board

of Health with those in which they made active efforts to circum

scribe and control it, we shall find that beyond their most sanguine

expectations they succeeded in preventing four-fifths of not only the

deaths, but of the cases of sickness from this disease. If we make the

effort and succeed, 415 lives will be saved every year in this State.

In scarlet fever they saved three-fourths. The census of '80 gives 413

deaths from typhoid fever, and if we add to this 140 cases of continued

fevers, we have a total of 553. No physician doubts that this is a pre

ventable disease, and that the day is not far distant when it wiir be

so perfectly under control that it will be stamped out and be relegated

as a disease of the past. It is a filth disease, depending upon local

conditions, the result of man's ignorance and carelessness. These

local conditions demand investigation: the organic matter in soil and

air and the drinking water must be examined by the chemist and

bacteriologist. The source of infection may be involved in much

obscurity, as in the instance of the epidemic at the town of Lau

sanne in the Swiss Alps, where apparently it was of spontaneous

origin until it was discovered and demonstrated that it originated

from a single case at a private residence on the other side of the

mountain, and that the poison was conveyed by water.

By the labors of Petenkoffer and his pupils the deaths from

typhoid in the city of Munich were reduced from 30 per 10,000

inhabitants to less than 1 per 10,000, and if this Board shall prove

themselves equal to the emergency, they will save 458 lives every year

in this State. Is this not a noble work which should enlist in its

behalf the sympathies and aid of the Christian, the statesman, the

philanthropist and the State government? We must get the ear of

the public and show them the dangers which threaten and the source

from which they come, and the means of averting them. The best

way to reach them is through these tracts, which should be showered

down on them from time to time, until they crack this glaze of

ignorance of sanitary matters sufficiently to admit a ray of light to

penetrate and illumine their understandings.

Let us view this subject from another aspect—from a financial point

of view—and I shall only refer to the last mentioned disease to illus

trate this part of the subject. According to the last census the

deaths from typhoid and continued fevers were 553. It is

safe to assume that for every death there were ten cases of

sickness from this disease, or 5,530 cases of sickness ; and as each

case requires at least one person to be in constant attendance as

nurse, and its usual duration is four weeks, there are 11,060 persons

s
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withdrawn from the productive labor of the State for a period of

four weeks, or the labor of one person is lost for 44,240 weeks. A

moderate estimate of what this person would earn by wages would

be 50 cents per day, or $3 per week ; or $132,720 is the total amount

lost to the productive labor or wealth of the State.

This is not all. The wealth of a community is created by

the labor of its people, and as any ordinary adult can produce

more than he needs for his own use, the more laborers the

greater the surplus, and the more the accumulated wealth.

Every increase in the population of a country, by immigration

or otherwise, adds to its productive capacity by the amount of

this surplus, which is computed by statisticians at $1,000. This

agrees substantially with the valuation placed on slaves very

generally through the South during the existence of slavery. There

fore we must put $553,000 to the former amount to ascertain the real

loss to the State by this preventable disease. This even does not

express the whole truth. The discovery of new motive powers and

the improvements in machinery and invention of new labor-saving

machines has vastly increased the productive capacity of the laborer

and doubled manifold times his surplus earnings. The poison from

any of these preventable diseases arising from insanitary causes may

enter the system in quantities not sufficient to produce a real out

break of the specific disease, but only enough to depress the vital

forces to the extent of sapping the energies, paralyzing motives and

producing such mental inertia as to result in the miscarriage of en

terprises and failures in business, which often entail serious loss of

reputation and property. The great Napoleon lost, it is said, the

battle of Leipzic from a slight indisposition.

It is impossible to compute with any degree of accuracy the loss of

wealth from this cause. This disease usually claims as its victims

men and women who have just attained their growth, among the

more highly educated and cultured, and their lives are far more

valuable than that of the ordinary laborer. It is hardly possible to

maintain a child from birth to the time it reaches its majority and

give it that care, attention and labor which parents usually bestow

on their children, and, in addition, a liberal education, with a less

expenditure than $8,000 or $10,000.

Only a few months have elapsed since a very notable gathering of

distinguished men from every part of the South took place at Hot

Springs, N. C, to take into consideration and devise means to divert

the tide of emigration from the Northwest to this section of the

country. The eminent men who composed the delegation from this

State were enthusiastic in regard to the scheme and its effect on the
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growth and prosperity of the State. One thousand dollars was asked

and paid at once to enable the State to become a member of the asso

ciation. Several years ago a book on the resources of the State was

published, at an expense of five or six thousand dollars, and I believe

on several occasions emigrant agents, appointed at considerable ex

pense, and all to induce emigrants to settle in our midst. I believe

it would have been far wiser expenditure of this money if the State

had appropriated it to the improvement of her sanitary condition.

It would have saved the lives of her own citizens far exceeding in

number that of the emigrants who have settled within her borders ;

it would have contributed far more to the resources and material

prosperity of the Commonwealth than all the gold and silver of the

emigrant ; it would have preserved to us a population homogeneous

in taste and sentiment, familiar with our laws, institutions and gov

ernment, adapted to our climate and modes of living—a population

which, in manly courage and endurance, in intellectual attainments

and culture, and in all the moral attributes which constitute a great

people, the peers of any race in any country. It is better to preserve

the lives of such a people than let them die and be replaced by

those alien to us in manners, customs, modes of living and thought ;

who are strangers to our laws and institutions, and come to us indoc

trinated with every phase of Socialism.

The Legislature of the State of Michigan several years ago appro

priated a large sum of money and appointed an agent to reside per

manently in Germany in order to secure immigrants and forward

them direct to the State. The Board of Health, composed of able,

energetic and eminently practical men, in a memorial te the Legisla

ture, contended that if a similar amount was appropriated to their

use in improving the sanitary condition of her territory the lives of

the people whom they would be able to save would exceed in number

the emigrants forwarded by the agent in Germany. The Legislature

was so impressed with the arguments set forth that the appropria

tion was made ; at the same time the agent was retained in Europe.

The efforts of the Board in circumscribing within their original

limits and preventing the spread of infectious and contagious dis

eases were successful beyond their anticipation, and the evidence they

were enabled to adduce that not only had they diminished the cases

of sickness, but the lives they had saved far exceeded in number the

emigrants who had arrived within the State, were such as to convince

the public, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that they had redeemed

every pledge they had made.

The result of this contest was the withdrawal of the agent from

Germany and the continuation of the appropriations to the Board

18—K&K
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of Health. No one can accuse our Northern brethren of a want of

a keen appreciation of everything by which a penny can be made or

saved. Nothing the health authorities ever did contributed as much

to the advancement of sanitary science in Michigan. It proved to

the people their ignorance of sanitation, the absolute necessity of it

to their prosperity and happiness, and their education in every

requirement of the modern science. The fruits of it were soon seen

in the public demand for a Laboratory of Hygiene, in which all the

industrial associations, including 1,800 of the largest business houses,

petitioned the Legislature for its establishment, and the Legislature

gave them one costing $35,000. These tracts are a very effectual

way of showing people the dangers to which they are exposed, and

the best way to avoid them.

When an epidemic of any of these infectious or contagious diseases

breaks out in any city, town or part of the country, more or less

anxiety and alarm is felt by every individual in the immediate neigh

borhood, and if the Secretary of this Board distributes there the

tract on this particular disease to every household in the vicinity,

they will read them with avidity, and ponder and reflect over them

while in their beds or watching by the sick. Wherever a death oc

curs from a preventable disease it is a sanitary crime, and there

ought to have been some one there to have prevented it. The people

will soon realize this if we do our duty, and will demand of their law

makers a remedy for the evil.

REPORT

OB

Standing Committee on Endemic and Epidemic Diseases.

By CHARLES R. TABER, M. D., Chairman.

Gentlemen : Your Committee, in presenting a resume of the

health of the State during the past year, are embarrassed by the

meagre reports of Sub-Boards of Health, which should furnish neces

sary data for the proper discharge of their duty to your honorable

body. We regret to state that, year after year, your Committee
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have appealed, almost pathetically, to local Boards of Health through

out the State to supply them with the health record of their respect

ive communities ; but, so far, we have failed to extort anything like

a fitting tribute to the respectability and usefulness of the State

Board of Health. Nor are we justified in expecting a discontinuance

of this dignity of silence until the Sub-Boards of Health comprise

men better educated, more appreciative of duty to themselves and to

the public, with some philanthropy, and a less persistent nosing after

mere bread and meat. Another stumbling block is the ignorance of

the laity of everything which appertains to sanitation. It is a sub

ject new to them, uninteresting to them, unstudied by them, and, so

long as violation of sanitary law does not affect them individually,

they yield themselves willing captives to a "trust to luck" phi

losophy. How different is it elsewhere ! In the North, East and

West of our own country men of all classes address themselves to

the study of preventive medicine, and with their efficient aid, cheer

fully given, and with liberal appropriations by Legislatures, the

State Boards of Health become strong and successful in enforcing

strict observance of sanitary law, and in achieving health results

from which outcrop the happiness and prosperity of the masses.

Your Committee, of its own accord, (and the confession is humili

ating,) cannot rectify this and other discouraging features in their

official existence, and have, therefore, to await patiently the opera

tion of His laws, looking eagerly and hopefully to the advent of that

happy period when the " survival of the fittest " shall find its most

useful and beneficent field for development within our own profession

and among the Sub-Boards of our State. Meantime, let us con

gratulate ourselves on the general good health of our beloved State

throughout the past year. In some sections, measles and dysentery

have occurred ; in most cases yielding readily to ordinary treatment.

During the Winter months, the' usual oatarrhs, bronchitis and pneu

monia have prevailed to some extent. The death rate comparatively

nothing, and these diseases producing little besides temporary incon

venience and discomfort ; in this respect the results differing widely

from those which obtain in colder latitudes, where the death rate is

ofttimes distressingly high.

In point of fact, the treatment of pneumonia, under the guidance

of modern therapeutics, has so increased the death rate that eminent

physicians are filled with deep solicitude, and are distressed by this

singular phenomenon. Of diphtheria, which, in its aggravated form,

is the horror of horrors, we hear very little. It is questionable whe

ther the disease so classified, and occurring repeatedly in some sec

tions of our State, is always genuine ; if it is the veritable diphtheria,
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its virulence is modified by climatic and other .influences, which, in

the vast majority of instances, renders it easily curable. On the con

tinent of Europe and in portions of our own country the average

mortality has been more than forty per cent., while a recent conti

nental authority observes that, " Despite the advances in the science

of medicine, the mortality of genuine diphtheria has not been de

creased."

In Darlington County hemorrhagic fever has prevailed—dependent,

doubtless, upon disregard of sanitation. Here, as elsewhere, measles

and typhoid fever are reported to have been unwelcome visitors. It

is, indeed, strange that intelligent people cannot appreciate how

death lurks in impure water. By a strange perversity of human

nature, they take especial pride in defending their sources of water

supply against even the suspicion of impurity ; and, notwithstanding

the process of testing is so simple, they neglect to utilize it, and drink

and drink until the frightful denouement, typhoid fever, startles them

to a full realization of how patiently and persistently they have been

playing the role directly of the suicide and indirectly of the murderer.

From testimony gathered from various portions of the State, we cannot

doubt the gradual decrease in frequency and malignancy of malarial

diseases. If, as is contended, this malaria is caused by bacteric life,

developed in the fermentation of surface water, then it is possible

that the use of commercial fertilizers, containing sulphur and lime,

may be slowly neutralizing some of the factors in the causation of

malarial fever. Of course, this decrease of fever does not hold along

the confines of our water courses and swamps, which in themselves

furnish all the conditions necessary for the creation, development

and extension of malaria. The probable solution of this malaria

question, which long since attracted the attention not only of the

medical profession, but of thinking men generally, will be found in

complete drainage, as has been practiced, for instance, in the State of

Illinois. There, two hundred and fifty thousand acres of land, the

home of malarial diseases, and no source of revenue, have been tho

roughly reclaimed by drainage, and have become really the garden of

the State.

Your Committee regrets to state that, because there is a cessation

of alarming reports of cholera in Europe, we of the United States

are not justified in enjoying the feeling of security from an invasion.

Periods of remission, more or less complete, have characterized every

epidemic spread of cholera since its first advent, and it is only when

this disease has entirely disappeared from the European Continent

that we can afford to relax our vigilance. Meantime, let us remember

that the duration of a cholera invasion of Europe is not limited to two
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or three years, but has extended over a period of seven years, during

which every one of the continental countries were invaded. With

immigrants from all parts of Europe landing on our shores and rap

idly distributed throughout the interior, we are a people constantly

menaced by the introduction of this frightful disease. When the

German and Scandinavian countries and the British Isles become in

fected, then our danger becomes most imminent.

In conclusion, your Committee is in full memory of the severe

penalty which has been exacted of Jacksonville and other places for

violation of sanitary law, in payment of which the heart of the whole

country has been moved in sympathy. We are filled with gratitude

that we have been spared. The history of the epidemic in Florida

is but another conclusive proof of the inestimable value of Boards of

Health, and of the imperative duty of the Legislatures to make every

provision for their permanent efficiency. We congratulate the

Charleston Board of Health for daring, in the face of public clamor,

to close resolutely the gateway to our State against the " Castalia " and

all vessels from suspected latitudes. They have indeed been an aegis

to our people. First, the destructive cyclone, then the earthquake

shock, and, had the triple calamity of yellow fever been superadded,

"Ossa" would indeed have been "piled on Pelion," and ruin and

disaster would have held high carnival throughout our land.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

State of South Cabolina,

Executive Chamber,

Columbia, November 1, 1888.

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives :

Gentlemen : I have the honor to transmit herewith the Report of

the Hon. J. Q. Marshall, Secretary of State, as Agent of the Com

missioners of the Sinking Fund, embracing the transactions of the

Board for the past fiscal year.

Very respectfully,

J. P. RICHARDSON,

Governor and ex officio Chairman.



REPORT.

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

Executive Department, Office Secretary of State,

Department of- Public Lands,

Columbia, 31st October, 1888.

To the Honorable the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund.

Gentlemen : I herewith submit, as Secretary of State and ex

officio Agent of the Sinking Fund Commission, to your honorable

body my Annual Report of the business transacted in the Public Land

Department during the year ending 31st October, 1888.

On April 15th, 1888, my predecessor, Hon. W. Z. Leitner, Secre

tary of State and ex officio Agent of the Sinking Fund Commission,

died. On 18th April, 1888, I qualified as his successor, took charge

of the Public Land Department and entered upon the discharge of

the duties of the office.

In taking charge of the Public Land Department I immediately

made an examination of the books and accounts of the office, which

appeared to be well and regularly kept, and from which I prepared

the following as

1887. DR. CR.

Nov. 1 To balance due on due bills of Wade H. Manning, turned over

to office by R. M. Sims, when outgoing Secretary of State. . . $ 213 18

To balance on band, as per Report of W. Z. Leitner to the Legis

lature, through the Sinking Fund Commission

1888.

April 15

2,189 79

To total amount of receipts, as per books, from November 1st,

1887,toAprll 15th, 1888 11,363 m

1888.

April 15

CREDITS.

•$9,498 29

2,346 52

866 05

By balance due on the due bills of Wade H. Manning, turned

over to office by Hon. H. M. Sims when outgoing Secretary

of State, since when these due bills have been successively

turned over by each outgoing Secretary of State to his suc

cessor, and now turned over to me as Incoming Secretary of

454 38

By cash and checks In office and turned over to J. Q. Marshall,

Incoming Secretary of State, on April IStb. 1888, when be

213 18

938 58

$13,700 85 113,706 85

A CORRECT STATEMENT OF THE RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS OF THE HON. W. Z.

LEITNER, DECEASED, AS AGENT OF THE SINKING FUND COMMISSION, FROM NOVEM

BER 1ST, 1887, TO APRIL 15TH, 1888, THE DAY OF HIS DEATH.

W. Z. Leitner, as Agent of the Sinking Fund Commission,

in Account with the Sinking Fund Commission.

•This amount, $9,498.29, thus appearing as disbursements. Includes ($7,200) seven thousand

two hundred dollars by tbe Hon. W. Z. Leitner paid over to Hon. I. S. Bamberg, State Treasurer

and exofflcio Treasurer of the Sinking Fund Commission, after November 1, 1887; also $223.59
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earnest money, 4c, refunded to applicants on rejected bids by order of the Sinking Fund Com

mission ; also all costs In cases of ejectment of tenants, defaulting purchasers and occupants or

owners refusing to surrender possession of land, expenses of distraining for rent, recording and

foreclosing Hens and mortgages, costs of Insurance on Insurable property, cost of repairs on public

property where necessary, expense of advertising, charges of expressing funds to office of Secre

tary of State and " exchange," telegrams, lawyers' fees for examination of titles to real estate,

attorneys' fees and costs In cases of litigation for possession of property, cost of surrey, agents'

salaries and travelling expenses, costs of furnishing and printing public land blanks and blank

books, stationery, postage, porter's hire, and all other expenses necessary for the proper conduct of

the Department of Public Land and Public Chattels from October 81, 1887, to April 15, 1888. For

all of which vouchers are on file In the Secretary of State's office.

I found that there were in the office and in the several banks the

several amounts in cash as set forth by the above statement. These

were duly transferred to me as set forth in above statement, where

upon I receipted therefor.

The financial transactions in the department from the death of

my predecessor to the present time will appear from the following

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF

PUBLIC LANDS, FROM 18TH APRIL, 1888, WHEN I ENTERED UPON THE DI8CHARGE

OF THE DUTIES OF THE OFFICE, TO 81ST OCTOBER, 1888.

J. Q. Marshall, Agent of the Sinking Fund Commission,

in Account with the Sinking Commission.

 

Date. Receipts and Disbursements. Debtor. Creditor.

18S8.

April 18 To cash received on taking possession of Public Land Depart-!

ment, from Hon. W. Z. Leltncr, deceased, ex-Secretary of

State, as Agent of Sinking Fund 8

April 18 To balance remaining unpaid on due bills of Wade H, Manning,

turned over to Hon. J. N. Lipscomb, when entering office,

by Hon. R. M. 81ms, outgoing Secretary of State, and

found In the office by me, J. Q. Marshall, when taking

possession on April 18th, 1888.

Oct. 81 To receipts from Land Commission lands since April 18th, 1888.

To receipts from Land Commission, land rents since April 18th,

1888

To receipts from forfeited lands, on account of sales, redemp

tions and discharges since April 18th, 1888

To receipts from vacant lands since April 18th, 1888

To receipts from public chattels since April 18th, 1888

81 !'
si •

H

1888.

Oct. 81

Credits.

By amount paid over to I. 8. Bamberg, State Treasurer and ex-

officio Treasurer of Sinking Fund Commission, on October

31st, 1368, by me, J. Q. Marshall, as Agent of the Sinking

Fund Commission

81 By total *amount paid to County Sheriffs and to County Auditors

In full of their fees and costs as allowed by Act No. 429, of

1887, for selling and deeding to Sinking Fund Commission

52 tracts of land and putting the Agent of Sinking Fund

Commission In possession ; also amount paid Clerks of

Courts for recording deed—for the vilue and status of

these 52 tracts see list in this report, following ; see a"

note*below

31 By disbursements,* total expense of conducting three Depart

ments of " Land Commission," "Forfeited" and "Vacant

Land" from April 18th, 1888, to Oct. 31st, 1888. See note *

below

By balance due on due bills of Wade H. Manning, turned ovei

to office by Hon. R. M. 81ms when outgoing Secretary of

State, as above stated, balance still unpaid

By cash on hand and subject to the order of the Sinking Fund

Commission

n

31

8,995 43

213 13

1,782 01

423 58

1,411 84

8 50

9,645 71

$ 11,000 00

:,:,:-;

2,102

1!«

3,631 48

$ 17,480 201$ 17,480 20

•The above two items of disbursements of $553.55 and $2,103.04, total of $2,655.09, includes all

costs In cases of ejectment of tenants, defaulting purchasers and occupants or owners refusing to
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surrender possession of land, expense of distraining lor rent, recording and foreclosing liens and

mortgages, costs of Insurance on insurable property, cost of repairs on public property whore

necessary, expense of advertising, charges of expressing funds to office of Secretary- of State and

"exchange," telegrams, lawyers' fees for examination of titles to real estate, attorneys' fees and

costs in cases of litigation for possession of property, costs of surrey, agents' salaries and traveling

expenses, costs of furnishing and printing public land blanks and blank books, stationery, postage,

porter's hire, all fees and costs directed by Act No. 420 of 1867 to be paid to County Sheriffs and

County Auditors for selling and deeding to Hie Sinking Fund Commission lands bought for the

Commission for taxes and putting the Commission's agent In possession, and also fees to Clerks of

Court for recording these deeds to the Sinking Fund Commission, and all other expenses necessary

for properly conducting the Department of Public Lands and Public Chattels, from April 18, 1888,

to October 81, 1883. For all of which vouchers are on file in the Secretary of State's office.

STATEMENT SHOWING THE OPERATIONS OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE AS AGENT OF

THE SINKING FUND COMMISSION ON ACCOUNT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC

LANDS AND PUBLIC CHATTELS FOR THE ENTIRE FI8CAL YEAR BEGINNING 1ST NO

VEMBER, 1887, AND ENDING 31st OCTOBER, 1888.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC LANDS AND PUBLIC CHATTELS.

 

Date. Receipts and Disbursements. Debtor. Creritor.

1887.

Oct. 31 st. To balance cash on band from fiscal year ending October 31st, 1887

To balance remaining unpaid on due bills of \v. H. Manning,

turned over to office by Hon. R. M. 81ms when outgoing

Secretary of State, and brought over from fiscal year ending

October 81st, 1887

1888.

Oct. n.

$2,120 79

213 13

To receipts from Land Commission lands since October 31st,

188"

To receipts from Land Commission land rents since October

31st, 1887

To receipts from sales, redemptions and discharges from debt

and lien of forfeited lands since October 31st, 1887

To receipts from forfeited land rents since October 31st, 1887. ..

To receipts from lands sold for taxes since October 31st, 1887.

To receipts from vacant lands since October 31st, 1887

To receipts from public chattels sold since October 31st, 1887. . .

Credits.

1888.

Oct 31. By amount paid over to I. S. Bamberg, State Treasurer, and ex

officii) Treasurer of the Sinking Fund Commission, from

October 81st, 1887, to October 31st, 1888.

By disbursements 'total expense of conducting three Depart

ments of " ljtmd Commission," "Forfeited" and Va

cant " lands, from October 81st, 1887, to October 31st, 1888 ;

see note * below

By total «amount paid to County Sheriffs and to County Auditors

In full of their fees and costs as allowed by Act No. 429, of

1887, for selling and deeding to Sinking Fund Commission

52 tracts of land and putting the Agent of Sinking Fund

Commission in possession ; also amount paid Clerks of

Courts for recording deeds. For the value and status of

these lands see list of the 52 tracts post in this Report : see

also note * below

By balance remaining unpaid on due bills of Wade H. Manning,

turned over to office by Hon. R. M Sims, when outgoing

Secretary of State, as above stated

By cash on hand and subject to the order of the Sinking Fund

Commission

8,454 10

1,106 12

4,875 17

50 00

192 22

41 53

9,077 71

$18,200 00

4,163 61

553 55

193 13

3,031 48

$26,741 77 126.741 77

*The above two Items of disbursements of $4,163.61 and $553.55, total $4,717.16, Include all costs

In cases of ejectment of tenants, defaulting purchasers and occupants or owners refusing to sur

render possession of land, expense of distraining for rent, recording and foreclosing liens and

mortgages, costs of Insurance on Insurable property, cost of repairs on public property where ne

cessary, expense of advertising, charges of expressing funds to office of Secretary of State and

"exchange," telegrams, lawyers' fees for examination of titles to real estate, attorneys' fees and
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costs In cases of litigation for possession of property, costs of survey, agents' salaries and traveling

expenses, costs of furnishing and printing public land blanks and blank books, stationery, postage,

porter's hire, all fees and costs directed by Act No. 439 of 1887 to be paid to County Sheriffs and

County Auditors for selling and deeding to the Sinking Fund Commission lands bought for the Com

mission for taxes and putting the Commission's agent Into possession, and also fees paid to Clerks

of Court for recording these deeds to the Sinking Fund Commission, and all other expenses neces

sary to conduct the Department of Public Lands and Public Chattels from October 31 , 1887, to October

81, 1888. For all of which vouchers are on die in the Secretary of State's office.

LAND COMMISSION LANDS.

During the fiscal year ending 31st October, 1888, ten (10) deeds

have issued/ conveying fifteen thousand six hundred and ninety-one

(15,691) acres of Land Commission land.

Most of these Land Commission deeds were issued upon completion

by purchasers of payments due by them upon contracts previously

entered into by the Land Commissioners or former Boards of Com

missioners of the Sinking Fund. Besides the above, the Commis

sioners of the Sinking Fund have during the present fiscal year issued

sixteen (16) certificates of purchase, selling twelve hundred and thirty-

three (1,233) acres of Land Commission land upon terms generally

of one-fourth (J) cash and the balance in three equal annual install

ments, with interest on all moneys remaining unpaid at rate of seven

per cent, per annum from date of sale.

The financial statement (see ante in this Report) shows the receipts

during the present fiscal year from sales and rents of Land Commis

sion lands.

The following Exhibit shows the status of Land Commission lands

throughout the State on the 31st October, 1888 :
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VACANT LANDS.

Pursuant to the law requiring vacant lands to be sold for value,

the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund have sold during the present

fiscal year forty-one (41) acres of this class of land.

For this land, as well as for two hundred and thirty (230) acres

heretofore held under contract for purchase and upon completion of

payments due thereon, grants have during the present fiscal year

issued.

For the receipts and disbursements on account of vacant lands,

see financial statement (ante) in this Keport.

LANDS FORFEITED FOR TAXES AND LANDS SOLD FOR

TAXES TO THE STATE.

At the last session of the Legislature a law was passed (No. 429 of

the Acts of 1887, approved Dec. 24th, 1887,) radically changing the

status and the manner of dealing with lands then forfeited, and

those that might thereafter become delinquent.

This Act required all lands upon the Forfeited Land List on

December 24th, 1887, about (7,000) seven thousand parcels, aggre

gating about (900,000) nine hundred thousand acres, to be placed

upon the tax duplicate, chargeable with the levy of 1887 and

future levies.

The Act further declared that the State renounced all title by for

feiture for non-payment of taxes to these lands, with the reservation

and condition that the State should have a debt and lien upon all

the lands for all back taxes and charges due the State thereon.

For the collection of these past due taxes—back of the levy of

1887—thus made a debt and lien upon the lands—the law provided

an action as for debt (against the land, any former owner thereof, or

party in legal or equitable interest,) and, pursuant thereto, sale by

Sheriff in due course of law—this remedy to be applied by the Sink

ing Fund Commission in such cases and to such extent as they may

deem most advantageous to the State.

During the present fiscal year, this department could only collect

such of these back taxes as were voluntarily paid to them, on account

of its not having been deemed expedient to bring any action as for

debt for their collection until after the expiration of the one year

from December 24th, 1887, during which time the Sinking Fund

Commission are authorized in their discretion to compound for these

back taxes at fifty per cent. After December 24th, 1888, the

vigorous enforcement by the Sinking Fund Commission of this

simplest and most effective of all remedies, an action as for debt,

heretofore never possessed by the State, will probably be productive of
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good results in the collection of taxes past due and back of the levy of

1887, the present estimate of which is three hundred and seventy-

seven thousand five hundred and seventy-nine (377,579) dollars, as

the following will show :

Statement showing the present amount of the State's claim for un

paid taxes, back of the levy of 1887, the land upon which the same

is a debt and lien, and how the same has been during the present

fiscal year affected by sales, redemptions, discharges from, debt and

lien, and eliminations on account of errors discovered in the Forfeited

Land List.

[For fuller and more detailed information see " Forfeited Land

Exhibit"—a volume supplemental to this Eeport.]
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On the Forfeited Land List on Oct.

31st, 1887 1 $396,099

Less 295 errors discovered and|

eliminated during the fiscal year;

ending Oct. 31, 1888 8,400

Balance remaining after deducting

errors , $387,699

Less 85 redemption and purchase!

deeds issued between Oct. 81,

1887, and Dec. 24th, 1887, when

law was changed 3,663

Balance remaining after deducting

sales and redemptions

Less amount discharged from the

debt and lien under new law,

being 201 discharges issued from

Dec. 24th, 1887, to Oct. 31st,

1888

Net amounts remaining on 31st Oc

tober, 1888

$384,036

6,457

$377,579

9141853

18,338

896,515

9,639

886,876

19,836

867,040

$2,948,916

89,100

$2,859,816

87,892

$2,822,424

62,800

$2,759,624

By the further provisions of this Act, for the collection of the levy

of 1887 and all levies falling due after December 24, 1887, the fol

lowing summary process is provided, to wit :
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The Treasurer issues his execution against all delinquent taxpayers,

directed to the Sheriff, requiring him to collect the amount of taxes

due, and the Sheriff thereupon, if he cannot find sufficient personal

property out of which to satisfy execution, shall levy upon, adver

tise and sell for cash the land of said delinquents on a regular sales-

day.

Under this process it is impossible for delinquent, after failing to

pay his taxes, to remain in the undisturbed possession of the land, for

the Sheriff first takes possession and then offers for sale, and if there

be no bid sufficient to satisfy the amount of taxes, the land is pur

chased for the State and by the Sheriff turned over to the Sinking

Fund Commission, who enter into possession and proceed to rent or

sell the land as they would any other assets of the State in their

charge.

In its practical operation during the present fiscal year, the law

has proven a decided success in reducing the number and acreage of

parcels of land sold to the State on account of failure to pay taxes,

as the following will show :

From the Counties of Berkeley, Charleston and Darlington only

have final and definite reports been received from County Sheriffs as

to lands bought for the Sinking Fund Commission, so that only these

Counties can be fairly compared in ascertaining the advantage of the

operation of the new law over the old law.

From the County of Berkeley there were last year, under the old

law, 193 forfeitures sent up to this office ; while this year, under the

new law, 42 parcels have been deeded to and turned over to the Sink

ing Fund Commission by the Sheriff, with only two more to be

deeded to and turned over to the Commission as soon as they can be

located, making a total of 44 parcels for this County for this year—

only 22 per cent, of last year's forfeitures, or less than one-fourth as

many.

By the same comparison Darlington County shows only eight

parcels for this year against fifty-one forfeitures for last year ; under

the new law only 15 per cent., or less than one-sixth (1-6) as many

as under the old law. While this report is being made up the Sheriff

of Charleston County has notified me that he is prepared to deed to

the Sinking Fund Commission 18 parcels of land and put their agent

into possession of the same. There were 157 forfeitures from

Charleston County last year. Thus Charleston, under the new law,

shows only 11 per cent, (or about one-ninth) as many parcels as

under the old law. I have been advised that there will be no lands
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deeded to the Sinking Fund Commission on account of delinquent

taxes from the Counties of Anderson, Chester, Clarendon, Kershaw,

Lancaster, Marlborough, Newberry, Oconee, Orangeburg, Pickens

and York.

Owing to the failure of the Sheriffs from the other Counties to

send to this office final and definite reports of lands deeded by them

to the Sinking Fund Commission in time for this report, I am

unable to give exact information concerning these twenty-one remain

ing Counties, but doubtless from many of them there will be no

lands bought in by the State for taxes, and from all that I can learn,

I think that the results from Charleston, Berkeley and Darlington

Counties, as above given, will prove a fair average for such few of

these remaining Counties as will send up lands ; and averaging the

results from these Counties would thus show only 16 per cent., or one-

sixth as many forfeitures under the new as under the old law. How

ever, the advantage of the new over the old law is not confined to

the reduction in the number of parcels of land bought in for the

State. For, while under the old law the forfeitor remained in un

disturbed possession after forfeiture without danger of his being dis

turbed or otherwise forced to pay up and redeem, under the new law

as soon as the Treasurer's execution is placed in his hands the Sheriff

at once takes possession of the delinquent's property, and puts the

purchaser, whether the Sinking Fund Commission or any other, in

possession. Under the old law the Sinking Fund Commission were

charged with the care and sale of a large mass of lands which they

could not get possession of, while under the new law the Sinking

Fund Commission gets possession as soon as they receive the Sheriff's

deed for the land, from which the State at once begins to derive a

revenue by way of rents and sale.
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PUBLIC LAND ASSETS.

The following statement shows the entire amount and value of

public land assets in custody of the Secretary of State as Agent of the

Sinking Fund Commission on October 31st, 1888, including Land

Commission lands, lands forfeited for taxes and lands sold and deeded

to State for taxes :

Total amount of taxes, costs and penalties due on

867,040 acres of land forfeited for taxes, see For

feited Land Statement ante in this Report % 377,579 00

Total estimated value of forty-four parcels, being 5,243

acres remaining unsold that were deeded to the

State by County Sheriffs, and upon which the esti

mated dues to the State are % 914.45

plus 50 per cent, added under rules of the

department 457.23

Total dues on same $1,371.68 7,507 00

Balance due and remaining unpaid on due bills of Wade

H. Manning, turned over to office by Hon. R. M.

Sims, ex-Secretary of State 193 13

Land Commission assets, see Land Commission State

ment ante in this Report 36,000 00

Estimated value of building No. 70 on West Main

street (Richardson street) in city of Columbia 4,000 00

Grand total of public land assets on October 31st, 1888. $425,279 13

With the aid of an elaborate opinion of the Attorney General to me

I have been enabled to give explicit instructions to the Sheriffs as to

what is required of them in taking charge of, selling and deeding the

land to the Sinking Fund Commission, so that the law may be effect

ively executed and the title to the State secure. And only such deeds

have been received by me as have fully conformed with the opinion

of the Attorney General.

Under and pursuant to the rulings and instructions of your Board,

I have prepared and had printed circulars setting forth the mode by

which lands deeded by the Sheriff to the Sinking Fund Commission

can be purchased and rented from this Department—first, by former

owner ; secondly, by person formerly having any legal or equitable

interest therein ; and thirdly, by persons desiring to buy otherwise

than as former owner or person formerly in legal interest. The fol

lowing is a copy of the circular :

^
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Instructions to Applicants desiring to Buy or Rent Lands Sold to the

State for Taxes Subsequent to Date of December 24th, 1887.

How Purchased, Acquired or Rented.

State of South Carolina,

Office Secretary of State, Department of Public Lands,

Columbia, S. C, October 1st, 1888.

By Act of the General Assembly, No. 429, approved December

24th, 1887, all lands upon the forfeited land list of date December

24th, 1887, are restored to the tax duplicate of 1887, and forfeitor

or party in legal interest is required to pay the levy of 1887 and all

subsequent levies to County Treasurer at the time these levies fall

due according to law ; but all taxes back of the levy of 1887 remain

still a debt and lien upon the land, and must be, as heretofore, paid

to the Secretary or State, as Agent of the Sinking Fund Commission,

who may, by suit against land or owner, collect said back taxes as

any other debt.

By the further provisions of said Act, whenever, after date of its

approval, December 24th, 1887, any taxpayer fails to pay to the

County Treasurer, within the time allowed by law for the payment

of current taxes, the levy of 1886, the levy of 1887, or any subsequent

levy (that may be charged iigainst the land on the tax duplicate), then

the County Treasurer shall issue his execution, directed to the Sheriff

of his County, requiring him to collect taxes so due, and the Sheriff

thereupon, if he cannot find sufficient personal property out of which

to satisfy execution, shall levy upon, advertise and sell -for cash the

land of said delinquent taxpayer on a regular salesday.

And iu case there be no bid at such Sheriff's sale equal in amount

to the taxes named in said warrant or execution, the County Auditor

shall buy the land for the Sinking Fund Commission, and the Sheriff

shall put the Sinking Fund Commission, or their agent, into posses

sion of the land so sold, and shall execute title to them, which title,

under the law, shall be held and taken as prima facie evidence of

good title, and that all proceedings have been regular, aud all re

quirements of the law have been duly and fully complied with. The

law further provides that "the land so sold and purchased and de

livered to said Commission shall be treated by them as assets of the

State, in their charge, and be sold at such times and in such manner

as by them shall be deemed most advantageous to the State." Pur

suant to above mentioned requirements aud provisions of said law,

the undersigned, as Secretary of State, and Agent of the Sinking

Fund, offers

To rent or sellfor cash at private sale the various parcels or tracts

of land in the several Counties of the State sold and deeded to them,

20—R4R
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as above set forth. These lands will be (as any other property of the

State for sale) sold only for their actual value, but the Sinking Fund

Commission, without binding themselves to accept, will consider a

bid from the former owner to buy back from them for the full amount

of taxes, costs, expenses and charges accrued and incurred to time

of consideration of bid, and also fifty (50) per cent, of the aggregate

amount of these taxes, costs, charges and expenses, and also one

dollar cost of deed from Sinking Fund Commission, this sum being

the least amount at which former owner may apply to buy back the

property from the Sinking Fund Commission. The word "former

owner " is here construed to mean only the person who actually owned

the property at the time the title passed to the Sinking Fund Com

mission by Sheriff's deed.

Any mortgagee, judgment creditor or other person formerly

having any legal or equitable interest in the land, to protect such

interest, may apply to have the land deeded back to the former

owner by sending to the undersigned the same amount of money,

and a similar application and affidavit as to ownership, as are required

of former owner. If this application be granted, the deed will be

made to the former owner of the land.

All applicants applying to buy otherwise than as former owner, or

party formerly in legator equitable interest, must apply to buy for

the actual value of the land, writing the application upon this blank

form and sending it to the undersigned, with the full amount of his

bid, and one dollar for cost of deed from Commission.

The following rules must be strictly observed in preparing and

submitting applications to buy these lands :

1st. All applications and affidavits must be written upon this blank

form, and prepared in strict accordance with the details above

required.

2d. No applications will be considered unless accompanied with

amounts above set forth, and all moneys must be sent to undersigned

in cash, postoffice order or check—postage stamps will not be

received. Express charges must be prepaid by sender.

Should the Sinking Fund Commission reject any application, the

money paid thereon will be returned to the applicant without inter

est.

Former oivners or persons formerly in legal or equitable interest

desiring to buy, can, by writing to the undersigned, obtain from him

a statement of the sum of the taxes, costs and expenses at any time

accrued and required of them ; but as this sum will constantly be

increasing with each additional expense incurred by the Agent of the

Sinking Fund Commission in looking after, renting, holding and
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soliciting bids for the land, former owners and parties formerly in

legal interest, contemplating purchase, are requested to make appli

cation as soon as possible and thereby save additional costs.

Persons desiring to rent any of these lands can write to the under

signed, to whom all applications and moneys must be sent. For

further information write to J. Q. MARSHALL,

Secretary of State, Columbia, S. C.

Upon assuming the discharge of the duties of this Department, I

learned that my predecessor, by instruction of your Board, had been

negotiating for the sale of 1.088 shares of Columbia and Augusta

Railroad stock of the par value of twenty-five dollars each, which

were among the assets of the State in your charge.

These 1,088 shares of Columbia and Augusta Railroad stock were

convertible into shares of Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad

stock, each of the par value of one hundred dollars, at the rate of

four and one-half (4-J) shares of Columbia and Augusta Railroad

stock for one share of Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad

stock.

These sixteen hundred and eighty-eight shares of Columbia and

Augusta Railroad stock not being marketable until their conversion

into Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad stock, by the instruc

tion of your Board were surrendered and converted into 375 whole

shares of Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad stock, leaving a

half of one share of Columbia and Augusta Railroad stock inconverti

ble on account of being a fractional part of a share.

By instructions of your Board I was authorized and directed to sell

the 375 shares of Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta Railroad stock

at not less than 25 per cent, of their face value. In pursuance thereof

I solicited bids from brokers here and abroad and the highest bid I

received was 25 per cent, of the face value thereof, at which price I

sold and transferred on September 20th, 1888, said stock, receiving

therefor nine thousand three hundred and seventy-five ($9,375) dol

lars, which sale was confirmed by your Board at meeting 12th Octo

ber, 1888.

The remaining one-half of one share of Columbia and Augusta

Railroad stock not convertible into Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta

Railroad stock was sold for one dollar, pursuant to action of your

Board at meeting of September 11th, 1888.

I also found among the assets of the State in my charge as Agent

of your Board, 2,400 shares of the stock of the Northeastern Rail

road, each share of the face value of fifty dollars ; total face value,

$120,000.
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On the 1st day of May, 1888, the following petition and statement

were filed with me, asking that the said stock be surrendered to the

Northeastern Railroad Company by your Board :

Petition.

To the Secretary of State for the State of South Carolina:

The petition of the Northeastern R. R. Co. respectfully shows

that the Sinking Fund Commission now has in its possession two

certificates for twenty-four hundred shares of the capital stock of

the N. E. R. R. Co. which is not the property of the State.

The State subscribed to and paid for forty-four hundred shares

of the capital stock of said N. E. R. R. Co., as appears from

the records of said company ; that the State parted with the

ownership of the aforesaid stock by exchanging the same for an equal

number of shares of the Cheraw and Coal Fields, afterwards the

Cheraw and Salisbury, Railroad Company under and pursuant to an

Act of the Legislature entitled "An Act to grant the aid of the State

to the Cheraw and Coal Fields Railroad Company," No. 4647, and

passed 6th February, 1863.

The following is a transcript of page 216 of the Stock Ledger of

the N. E. R. R. Co. :

Dr. State of South Carolina. (Jr.

1863.

Dec. 24. To C. & C. F. R.

R., 59 2,000

1871.

Julv 12. To C. & S. R. R.

Co., 87 2,400

4,400

Certificate 243, 2,000.... 2,000

Do. 246, 2,000.... 2,000

Do. 251, 400.... 400

4,400

In the Scrip Book of the N. E. R. R. Co., (which is a book of

blank certificates and stubs, on which stubs of certificates that have

been issued appear memoranda for the information of the Co.,) on a

stub is shown the fact that on 24th Dec, 1863, the N. E. R. R.

Co. issued to the C. & C. F. R. R. Co. a certificate for 2,000 shares

of N. E. stock in exchange for stock which was transferred by the

State to said C. & C. F. R. R. Co. In other words, the certificate

taken from this stub (No. 167) represents the same stock as that in

the old certificate No. 243 issued to the State.

And on another stub in said Scrip Book appear memoranda show

ing that on 12th July, 1871, the N. E. R. R. Co. issued certificate

No. 458 to the Cheraw and Salisbury R. R. Co. for twenty-four
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hundred shares of N. E. stock, which certificate represented the same

stock that was embraced in certificates Nos. 240 and 251 formerly

issued to the State—the State having exchanged this 2,400 shares of

X. E. R. R. stock for a like number of shares of the Cheraw and

Salisbury R. R. Co.

The total number of shares of stock issued by the Northeastern R. R.

Go. amount to only 18,000 shares, and the records of said company

show the names of the present owners and holders of the whole number

of 18,000 shares aforesaid ; but the said records do not show that the

State of South Carolina lias any stock in said R. R. Co., but on the

contrary show that the State owns no stock in said R. R. Co., and

the two certificates for 2,400 shares now held by the Sinking Fund

Commission really represent no interest in nor stock of the said

N. E. E. R. Co.

Wherefore your petitioner prays that the aforesaid certificates may

be turned over by your honorable Board to the petitioner that the

same may be cancelled, as the same should have been done on 12th

July, 1871, the reason for their not having been surrendered and

cancelled at that time not being known to the present officers of the

petitioner, but it is supposed that said omission was an oversight.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. T. BARRON,

Attorney for Petitioner.

SOUTH CAROLINA, )

Richland County, f

Personally appears before me A. F. Ravenel, President, and C.

Willimau, Secretary of the N. E. R. R. Co., who, being duly sworn,

say they are Pres. and Secr'y, respectively, of said company ; that

the foregoing petition is true of their own knowledge except as those

matters therein stated on information and belief, and as to those

they believe it to be true.

A. F. RAVENEL,

President.

C. WILLIMAN,

Sect'y.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1st May, 1888.

D. H. Means, Not. Public, [l. s.J

[Statement.]

President's Office, Northeastern Railroad Co.,

Charleston, S. C, May 3d, 1888.

Prior to the year 1860 the State of South Carolina owned 4,400

shares, of $50 each, in the Northeastern Railroad, which, at their

par value, were worth $220,000.
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On the 6th February, 1803, the Legislature passed an Act, No.

4047, (which see) subscribing 8320,000 towards the construction of

the " Cheraw and Coal Fields Railroad," the name of which was sub

sequently changed to that of the "Cheraw and Salisbury Railroad,"

(see Act Xo. 34, A. D. 1808,) upon certain terms and conditions,

which in effect were as follows, viz.: That $220,000 of this subscrip

tion should be paid in the 4,400 shares of the stock of the North

eastern Road at its par value, and 8100,000 of it in the stock of the

"Cheraw and Darlington Railroad," which the State then held, upon

which payments or transfers the State was to receive an equivalent

number of shares in the Cheraw & Coal Fields or Cheraw & Salisbury

Railroad, am't'g in all to 0,400 shares, at 850.00 per share, making

8320,000.

On the 24th December, 1803, the State transferred to the Cheraw

& Coal Fields R. R. Co. 2,000 shares of its Northeastern stock, the

old certificate for which, dated '25th November, 1853, was duly

surrendered and a new one issued in lieu of it (No. 107) to the

Cheraw & Coal Fields R. R. Co. On the same date the Cheraw &

Coal Fields R. R. Co., through its proper officers, issued to the State

a certificate, No. 145, for 2,000 shares in the said company.

On Jany. 25th, 1805, the State transferred to the Cheraw and

Coal Fields R. R. Co. its 2,000 shares of Cheraw & Darlington

Railroad Go's stock, and received in return for the same a certificate

(No. 195) for 2,000 slis. in the said Cheraw & Coal Fields R. R. Co.

On July 12th, 1871, the State (through J. L. Neagle, Compt'r,)

transferred to the Cheraw & Salisbury R. R. Co. its 2,400

shares in the Northeastern Railroad Co's stock, and without the

surrender of the old certificates for the same, (Nos. 24<> and 251,)

which are now in the possession of the State through some unexplained

causes, omission or accident, but for which the State did in return

receive a certificate (No. 13) for 2,400 shares in the Cheraw &

Salisbury R. R. Co's stock, and which stock the State still owns.

The above shows the transfer by the State of its 4,400 shares in

the Northeastern Road and its 2,000 shares in the Cheraw & Dar

lington Road ; in all 0,400 shares, and its receipt of a corresponding

number of shares (0,400) in the Cheraw & Salisbury R. R. Co., all in

compliance with the Act of the Legislature, dated 0th February,

1803, No. 4047.

The question has been asked whether, in the absence of any records

in the office of the Secretary of State at Columbia, we can throw any

light as to the periods, price, &c, &c, at which the State disposed

of its 6,400 shares in the Cheraw & Coal Fields (or Salisbury)

Railroad.
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The Secretary of that company is under the impression that on

April 27th, 1871, the State sold 4,000 shares, as represented by cer

tificates Nos. Ho and 195, each for 2,000 shares, to some parties, who

directed their transfer to Mr. W. T. AValters of Baltimore, who still

holds them. The remaining 2,400 shares are still in the possession

of the State, as shown by certificate No. 13.

A. F. EAVENEL, Pres^

This petition having been by your Board referred to the Attorney

General for advice, I herewith transmit his official opinion filed with

me, to wit :

Opinion of Attorney General.

Columbia, S. C, July 25th, 1888.

To the Honorable the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund.

Gentlemen : I have carefully considered the petition of the North

eastern Railroad Company, addressed to the Secretary of State, pray

ing that 2,400 shares of the N. E. R. R. Co. stock, represented by

certificates Nos. 246 and 251, which are now in your hands, be deliv

ered up to said petitioner to be cancelled.

My opinion is that the allegations of the petition are true, and that

the State of South Carolina has no interest in said stock. But you

have no authority to surrender the certificates of stock to the peti

tioner. I would therefore recommend that said petition be referred

to the General Assembly.

Respectfully submitted.

JOS. H. EARLE,

Atty. Genl.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. Q. MARSHALL,

Agent of the Sinking Fund Commission.
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The Hon. I. S. Bamberg, State Treasurer, and Treasurer of the Commission,

1887.

Nov. 1

1888.

Met). 81

Oct. 80'

81

Debtor.

To balance on band

To cash received from Hon. W. Z. Leltner, Secretary of State

To cash received from Hon I. S. Bamberg, State Treasurer, refund on over

purchase of deficiency bonds

t 36,730 64

7,200 00

81

To cash received from Hon. J. Q. Marshall, Secretary of State and Agent

Sinking Fund Commission from sale lands, etc., redemption, etc

Carried forward $44,98145

11,000 00
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In Account with the Oomnfiaatoner* of the SinMng Fund.

1387.

Nov.

11

11

Dec. 14

1886.

Jan. 3

Feb.

Mar.

13

St

IS

April

May 12

19

23J

CREDITOR.

By Wlnthrop Williams, stationery, as per warrant No. 139 .

By J. H. Earle, Attorney General, per diem and mileage for tbe u.ci tir.tr

held this dav, as per warrant No. 141)

By I. s. Bamberg, State Treasurer, per diem, as per warrant No. 141

By G. S. MeCall, per diem and mileage, as per warrant No. 148

By I. S. Bamberg, per diem to date, as per warrant No. 148

By W. Williams, pay as clerk to December 81, 1887, as per warrant No. 144.. |

7lByC. A. Calvo, Jr., for printing 200 extra copies report forfeited land list,

warrant No, 145 I

11 By T. J. Gibson, for purchase of ten deficiency bonds, Nos. 2S9, SCO, 203, 319,

553, 744, 701,745, 228 and 554, of $100 each, with July, 1888, coupons

attached, with 1 1 davs' Interest, warrant No. 146

10 By T. J. Gibson, for one deficiency bond, No. 329, for $100 and interest, war

rant No. 147

10 By 1. 8. Bamberg, purchase of two deficiency bonds, $1,000 each, with July,

1888, coupons, Nos. 253 and 201, with 7 days' interest, warrant No. 148.. .

19 By E. W. Screven, purchase deficiency bonds. No. 252 for $1,000, and Nos.

100, 107, 110 and 108 for £500 each, nil with July, 1888, coupons attached,

with 10-30 of a month's interest, as per warrant No. 149

20. ByT. J. Gibson, purchase three deficiency bonds, with July, 1888, coupons,

Nos. 202, 311 and 372, with 20 days' interest, as per warrant No. 150..

1 By W. Williams, services as Clerk to Jan. 31, 1888, warrant No. 151

2 By T. J. Gibson, purchase Ave dettclcency bonds, with July coupon, 1888, at

tached, each for $100, Nos. 5, 8, 89, 241 and 249, with 1 month's interest,

warrant No. 152

By Jno. Taylor, purchase deficiency stock, No. 120, for $8.50, and No. 10, ,

for $37.87, with 1 month and 13 days' Interest, as per warrant No. 153,

Interest 52 cents

By Jno. C. Haskell, per diem, meeting this date, warrant No. 154

By J. S. Verner, Comptroller General, per diem to date, as per warrant

No. 155

By I. S. Bamberg, per diem, to date, warrant No. 156

By Jos. H. Earle, Attorney General, per diem and mileage to date, war

rant No. 157 ■

By E. W. Screven, purchase one defkieucy bond. No. 823, for $100, with

July, 1888, coupon, and 1 piece deficiency stock. No. 100, for $59.50, with

Interest, as per warrant No. 158, interest $1.00

By W. Williams, services as Clerk to 29th Feb., warrant No. 159

By T. J. Gibson, for purchase of three deficiency bonds of $100 each, with

July, '88, coupons, Nos. 148, 21 and 40, also 1 piece deficiency stock, No.

140, for $65.75, with 2 months and 7 davs' Interest, as per warrant No. 100;

also one piece deficiency stock. No. 139, $75.61, Interest. $4.92

By C. S. MeCall, for purchase two deficiency bonds, Nos. 325 and 320, July.

ccupon attached, with interest, two months and thirteen days, warrant:

No. 161 1

By J. H. Earle, per diem and mileage, warrant No. 102

By C. S. MeCall, per diem and mileage, meeting this day, warrant No. 163. .

BvJohn C. Haskell, per diem, meeting this day, warrant No. 104 1

By T. J. Gibson, as per warrant No. ltio, purchase one deficiency bond, No.

Kl, for $1,000, July coupon attached, two months and twenty-eight days'

interest ■ ■■•_■•■

By D. H. Means, purchase of six $100 deficiency bonds, Nos. 501, 653, ,38,

203, 483 and 200, with July, 1888 coupon, and three months and one day's

Interest, warrant No. 106

By W. Williams, services as Clerk to Slst March, as per warrant No. IC7—

By T. J. Gibson, purchase one deficiency bond, No. 97, for $600, with July,

1888, coupons, and 114 davs' interest, $9.50, warrant No. 108

By I. 8. Bamberg, for one piece deficiency stock, No. 273, $6.10, and Interest

to date, 73 cents, per warrant No. 170

By Wlnthrop Williams, for services as Clerk of the Board to date as per war

rant No. 169

By I. S. Bamberg, for T. J. Gibson, purchase of two deficiency bonds, Nos.

84 and 334, $100 each, $200, with Jrtly, 188^, coupons attached ; also one:

piece deficiency stock, No. 81, for $1,120.19, with four months and twelve

days' Interest, $29.04, as per warrant No. 172

By I. S. Bamberg, for per diem to date meeting Sinking Fund Commission,!

two meetings, warrant No. 171

1 00

14 50

5 00

27 50

15 00

10 CO

442 25

1,C01 83

100 25

2,002 33

8.009 48

8.010 00

8 as

502 50

40 95

5 00

10 00

10 00

161 10

8 33

446 48

202 43

11 50

27 50

5 00

1,014 66

609 10

8 33

509 50

6 S3

1,349 23

10 00

102 40

nl

By T. J. Gibson, purchase one deficiency bond, No. 711, with July, 1S88, cou

pon attached, with 141 days' Interest, $2.40, warrant No. 178

By Thos. J. Gibson, purchase per warrant No. 174 of one deficiency bond, No.

377, for $1,000, with July, 1888, coupon attached ($1,000), with MU days'

Interest, at 0 per cent, per annum, $24.33. 1,024 33

Carried forward ' $15,705 63
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Tl e Hon. I. S. Bambera, State Treasurer and Treasurer of Vie Commission,

1888.

May 23 Brought forward .

Debtor.

Total .

$ 44,0-11 13

$44,931 45
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In Account with the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund.

1888.

I I

May 28 By

3l!By

■

June 1 ' By

8 By

|

18By

IS By

18 By

18, By

Creditor.

Brought forward

T. J. Gibson, purchase one piece deficiency stock. No. 88, $100, with 149

days' interest, $2.45, as per warrant No. 173 $

H. M. Williams, purchase one deficiency bond for $100, No. 348, with July,

1888, coupon attached, and five months' Interest, $2.C0, as per warrant;

No. 1TB

Wlnthrop WilliamB, services as Clerk to 81st Muv, warrant No. 177

Central National Bank, by W. M. Gibbcs, for two deficiency bunds of ?inoj

each, Nos. 077, 678; also one deficiency bond. No. 199, for $1,000, No. 487,

July, 1888, coupon attached, and 100 days' interest, $83.00, warrant No. 178'

R. Klngsland, as per warrant No. 179, for purchase of one deficiency bond

for 8100, July, 1888, coupon attached, 168 days' interest, $2.80

W. T. Richards, by I. S. Bamberg, as per warrant No. 180, for the pur

chase of three deficiency bonds due nnd payable on July 1st, Its*!, to

wit: 1 deficiency bond, No. 69, for $1,000 and 3 deficiency bonds, Ncs. 13,

117 and 127, for $500 each, all with July, 1888, coupons attached and 108

days' intfrest at is per cent., $70

I.S.Bamberg, State Treasurer, as per warrant No. lsl, per diem in

full.

$15,765 C8

IS By

IS By

SO By

St) By

SO By

July 2 By

0 By

«'By

81 By

31 By

21 ByAug.

31

1

By

Sept.

Oct

By

Bv

By

o-

1

12 By

By

12 By

12|By

13JBy

S7!By

27 By

C. S. McCall, as per warrant No. 183, for per dlom and mileage in full

to date

Joseph H. Earle, Attorney General, as per warrant No. 183, for per diem

and mileage In full todate \

John C. Haskell, as per warrant No. 184, for per diem 4 meetings to date. '

C. A. Calvo, Jr., by H. W. Dicks, as per warrant No. 185, per order of the-

Board for printing 400 blank deeds for use of the Commission for pur

chases of forfeited land

Mrs. H . M. Williams, as per warrant No. 186, purchase 1 deficiency

bond, No. 375, with July, 1888, coupon, for $100, and Interest, $3.00

John Bell, as per warrant No. 187, purchase 3 deficiency bonds, Nos. 113

and 750, for $100 each, and Interest, $6, with July, 1888, coupons.

W. Williams, as per warrant No. 188, for his services as Clerk to June

80, IS! 8

Southern Express Company, by Sadler Gillespie, as per warrant No. 180,

freight on deficiency bonds sent to be funded

R. L. Bates, for O. Z. Bates & Sons, per warrant No. 100. for purchase

seven deficiency bonds ex. July, 1888, coupons at par, Nos. 69, 8u2, 489,

574, 507, 60!) and 018, of $100 each

Southern Express Company, as per warrant No. 191, for transportation

on deficiency bonds, expenses of funding

W. Williams, as per warrant No. 102, services as Clerk to date

Jos. H. Earle, Attorney General, as per warrant No. 103, per diem and

mileage, three meetings, one in July and two in August

J. C. Haskell, as per wnrrant No. 194, per diem, three meetings

W. Williams, as per warrant No. 195, sen-Ices to August 81, 1888

C. A. Calvo, Jr., per warrant No. 190, for printing Warrant Book

W. Williams, as per warrant No. 197, for his services as Clerk of Board,

Sept. 3.1th. 1888

C. S. McCall, per warrant No. lots, per diem and mileage this day

J. H. Eirie, Attorney General, per warrant No. 199, per diem for three

meetings, with mileage j

Jno. C. Hiskeli, Chiirmin Ways and Means Committee, per warrant.

No. 200, per diem, meetings September and October 12th

Jno. P. Richardson, as per warrant No. 201, for one piece of deficiency

st,)ck, No. 03, for $600 (six hundred dollars,) at par

W. E. Rose, ns per warrant No. 202, purchase deficiency bond No. 55, for

$100, ex coupons and $19.2iion account partial payment on bond of $100,

No. 383 of $19.20, making in both

J. H. Earle, Attorney General, as per wnrrant No. 203, per diem and

mileage at meeting held on October 27th, 1888

John C. Haskell, Chairman Ways and Means Committee, per diem meet

ing October 2; th, warrant No. 204 '

102 50

8 .'!

I,2i2 00

102 80

2,570 00

10 00

27 50

58 00

20 00

9 no

103 00

200 00

6 83

22 50

700 00

24 80

8t«

43 SO

15 on

8 83

s oo

8 33

27 CO

28 50

10 00

000 CO

119 26

9 50

5 00

By balance on hand

$21,984 09

22,907 36

$44,931 45



APPENDIX.

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

Executive Department,

Office of Secretary of State,

Department of Public Lands,

Columbia, S. C. November 20th, 1888.

Since making up the foregoing Report all of the Counties have been

heard from except two. Twenty of thte thirty-four Counties report

that there is no land to be turned over to the Sinking Fund Commis

sion under the new law. By reason of the failure of the County

Sheriffs in some of the remaining Counties to sell and put the Sink

ing Fund Commission into possession in time for this Report, no com

plete statement can be given for the remaining fourteen Counties ; but,

combining the figures of such Counties as I have with the estimated

figures of those that I have not, it is estimated that under the new law

there will be actually sold and turned over to the Sinking Fund Com

mission for the levy of 1886 only about 8 per cent., or one-twelfth, as

many lands as were, under the old law, forfeited to the State for the

levy of 1885. This 8 per cent., when deeded to the Sinking Fund

Commission, will be in the actual possession of the Board and a

source of revenue to the State on account of sales and rents.

J. Q. MARSHALL,

Secretary of State, as Agent of the Sinking Fund.



SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

OF THE

BOAKD OF COMMISSIONERS

OF THE

SINKING FUND,

Containing List of Lands on "Which the State has a Debt

and Lien for Past Due Taxes Prior to the Levy of 1887,

and also a List of the Lands Sold and Deeded to the

Sinking Fund Commission for Unpaid Taxes for

the Levy of 1886, Under and Pursuant to Act

No. 429, Passed December 24th, 1887.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

Office Commissioners of the Sinking Fund,

Columbia, October 31st, 1888.

To the Senate and House of Representatives.

Gentlemen : I have the honor to transmit the Forfeited Land

Record, containing list of lands on which the State has a debt and

lien for past due taxes prior to the levy of 1887, and also a list of the

lands sold and deeded to the Sinking Fund Commission for unpaid

taxes for the levy of 1886, under and pursuant to Act No. 429, ap

proved December 24th, 18871.

J. P. RICHARDSON,

Governor, and Ex Officio Chairman.

EXPLANATORY NOTE.

October 31st, 1888.

JgT°As to land forfeited for levies of years prior to 1886, the taxes,

costs and penalties upon the several pieces of property which appear

upon the following exhibit are calculated only up to the date of the

County Auditor's report of the forfeited property to the Comptroller

General ; these dates appear opposite each forfeiture in the Exhibit

following.

The total cost of redemption is the sum of the reported taxes, costs

and penalties, (as found in Exhibit,) fifty cents fee for discharge, and

the additional simple taxes, to and including the levy of 1886, that

have accrued since the date to which reported taxes, costs and penal

ties were calculated. These additional taxes are calculated by multi

plying the valuation by the sum of the levies that have accrued since

said date ; and statement of entire amount of taxes, costs and penal

ties due upon any forfeiture at any time, and blanks and instructions

necessary for purchase or redemption of same, may be obtained by

writing J. Q. Marshall, Secretary of State, at Columbia, S. C.

To ascertain dues to State on lands sold and deeded to Sinking

Fund Commission for levy of 1886, add to amount mentioned in Ex

hibit one dollar for cost of title, and each levy subsequent to 1886 as

it accrues, and any additional expense incurred by the Agent of the

Sinking Fund Commission in looking after, renting, holding and so

liciting bids for the land. Bids are invited by the Secretary of State

for the purchase or rent of these lands sold and deeded to the Sinking

Fuld Commission by County Sheriffs.

Abbreviations.—A for acre, L for lot, B for Building and T for

Township.

I3fFor forfeitures in Berkeley County prior to 1881, see Forfeited

Land List for Charleston County (now Berkeley County).

For further information, address

J. Q. MARSHALL, Secretary of State,

Columbia, S. C.
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.

ForfeitedLand*,AssetsoftJteStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

-j>>

aW

List.

9o„q02

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

O05

Ui

,.,3

o 81 PR
03 >H

Costsan

tiesin0

Secretai

te.
8§SMg&HtS'S

■Ci$►>

n«a.«O-u

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties

Calculated

to

Valuation.

Abbeville

Aiken

 

5 4 15 8 7 3 8 2

ABBEVILLE Noforfeituresin
AIKEN

Benson,Pianno

Elzy,Lewis

Hickson,est.Levi

Lyons,Clara
Miller,J.H

Khoden,Daniel

Spires,Wm

Schneider,Henry

COUNTY.

AbbevilleCounty.

COUNTY.

Schultz,1

Gregg,400

Silverton,150
Schultz,1,

Windsor,1,300

Millbrook,25acres,1b

Schultz,1

Aiken,4

$218 10266 7893 619 19608 350 774 233

1879 1873 1873 1876 1875 1880 1874 1879

Oct.31,1880

1878 1878 1878 1878 1881 1878 1880

2000 1,22000 90000 5000 3,40000 5200 5000 4000



OS

o

18 17 19 25 29 1 3 2 4 2 10 30 4 2 3 4 12 4 6 1 7 31

3 6 7 1 3 3 4 5 2 3 1 2 7 3

Barnwell

•

ANDERSON Noforfeituresin BARNWELL

Allen,Ellen

Bailey,Moody
Bellinger,W.R

Beck,J.M

Boyles,Mrs.M.P

Baxter,J.P

Baxley,Katie
Baxley,J.B

Brown,Millege

Campbell,D.,est

Carter,Amos

Carter,J.W
Dunbar,S.S

Doe,Ann

Dawson,Thomas

Grubbs,Bart

Golphin,Josiah Harden,est.El

Hutson,R

Hutto,Mrs.S.E
Johnson,Annie

Jones,James

COUNTY.

AndersonCounty.

COUNTY.

GreatCypress,38 GreatCypress,15

Midway,100
Richland,60

Sycamore,177

Bamberg,250acres

Williston,90acres,1b

Bamberg,250acres...
FourMile,5a,1b

Williston,12.

GreatCypress,76

ThreeMile,295

BennettSprings,186..

Baldoc,110a,2b

Blackville,518a,1b..
George'sCreek,3a...

FourMile,25a

BullPond,160

Williston,twolots.
Bamberg,20a,lb

Blackville,8

ThreeMile,58

1202 1339 1508 1639 4149 1816 573 1854 119 1015 1773 4114 2190 212 2247 510 1102 6100 1740 340 573 1744

1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1880 1880 1881 1881 1877 1877 1876 1876 1880 1880 1879 1876 1877 1879 1881 1876 1876

1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1882 1882 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1880 1880 1880 1880 1882 1880 1880

175 200 200 250 800 1,250 350 1,250 75 150 375 800 325 425 1,675 175 100 1,600 900 100 50 250

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinCluirgeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

02

a

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

o»

t.

u3■ <B >->O es >H

'3^t-go§

Costs

;iesin

Secre

te.
•>«OSSg»ffi

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties

Calculated

to

Valuation.

Barnwell.

5 2 i; 2 3 5 4 8 11 2 6 10 3 8 20 1 21

4 6 7 2 3 5 1 1 3 7 3

Kirkland,J.K

Lee,J.H

Long,Mrs.Win
McMillen,R.C

Mixson,AV.J
Myers,Barney

Millhouse,Mrs.C.K Nugent,est.Thomas.

Philpot,George

Piatt,J.B

Pippins,Jas

Pelham,MayE

Page,E

Raymond,C.E

Robinson,M

Stephens,Andrew....

Smoak,E.A

Williston,22a

Williston,1lot,1b.
Barnwell,100a,3b

Bamberg,235

BennetSprings,39. BennetSprings,700 Blackville,80a

FourMile,10 FourMile,5

Baldoc,220

BennetSprings,50.

FishPond,100

Barnwell,100a

BullPond,22

Midway,52
Baldoc,100

Midway,1lot

1880 1880 1881 1879 1879 1876 1880 1877 1877 1876 1876 1876 1881 1876 1876 1876 1876

$37 238 746 2439 555 6775 613 777 700 4639 1590 2836 594 1812 1511 2297 1004

Oct.

31,1881 1881 1882 1880 1880 1880 1881 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1882 1880 1880 1880 1880

75 75 575 1,300 175 1,400 325 50 25 900 200 500 450 250 200 400 100

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

>> a
M

oo
M

GO

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

oa>

,..

!=

i 'S
h

~

93

M

Cos

ties

Sec

te.

8Ss°°tary COflg

*0SO-P %<»aim«fc«o

and

Of-

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties
Calculated

to

Valuation.

Beaufort.

 

9Bushee,Daniel...
8Black,Stephen...

9Bluman,Job
1Brown,Sandy

1Brown,Agrippa..
2Bennett,Stephen.

3Brown,Cuffy
4Blake,Hector

6Brown,Ned

7Baptist,Moses 8Brown,George9Brantly,Patty
10Bolden,Robert...
9Beaubien,Moses..

10Brown,Dick

11jBailey,Raphael...
12jBrown,James...

St.Helena,19a...

Coosawhatclne,84a Coosawhatchie,45a

Beaufort,16a Beaufort,10a

Beaufort,35-6a...

Beaufort,7£a Beaufort,10a

Beaufort,32-5a...

Beaufort,10a Beaufort,t\a
Beaufort,5a

Beaufort,16a

St.Helena,41 St.Helena,21 St.Helena,21 St.Helena,11

1878 1878 1878 1878 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871

$354 459 314 386 1332 1038 1590 1540 846 1883 1011 1122 2301 1108 829 829 688

Oct.

31,1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

13300 21600 10500 11200 6000 3900 7900 7500 2500 10000 3700 4500 13000 4000 2000 2000 1000
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FOEFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedI^ands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFandCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

Valuation.
$4000 2000 6000 3000 1200 5900 5000 8000 10000 2000 18000 7000 11000 11000 15000 14000 7000

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Oct.31,1879

1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

I

-— c OS
CD

1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872

Taxes,Costsand

PenaltiesinOf

ficeofSecretary

ofState.
$1039 791 1275 909 708 1271 1153 1515 1759 791 2724 1397 1882 1882 2362 2241 1397

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

St.Helena,10a

St.Helena,41

St.Helena,8*a

St.Helena,21 St.Helena,11

St.Helena,8ia
St.Helena,7a

St.Helena,10a St.Helena,10a

St.Helena,21

St.Helena,30a St.Helena,10a St.Helena,20a St.Helena,20a St.Helena,13a St.Helena,20a St.Helena,10a

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

Blue,Chas

Beetle,Chas.H Brown,Phillis Brown,Frank

Black,Paul Brown,Ned

Byas,Toby,1st

Brown,RentyBrown,Abram Brown,Minor Brown,Philip

Forfeit
edLand

List.

>> a 3 4 6

■7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

COUNTY.

In

CO

Beaufort....



J

23 26 31

81 22 1 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 5

•6

7 8 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS

Brown,Peter
Brown,Binah

Brown,Shangere...

Baker,Ed

Benny,Morgan

Bryant,Margaret...

Black,Nero

Brown,Pompey

Blue,Wm

Blue,Larry

Bryan,Benjamin...
Brown,Andrew....

Bryan,Mary

Baker,Jos

Brown,Thomas,est.

Brown,Thomas

Bya8,LydiaBryant,Ham

Bnght,"Solomon

Brown,Csesar

Barnwell,Grace.
Bryan,JamesP

Brown,Rosina Brown,Brister

Brown,William,est.

Burns,Lizzie
Bird,Skiller

Bowen,Jacob
Brantley,Dick

Brooks,Isaac

"$rown,Phoebe

St.Helena,7ia...
St.Helena,5a....

Beaufort,10a
Beaufort,100a

Beaufort,2-5a
Beaufort,8^a

Beaufort,2-5a
Beaufort,10a Beaufort,20a Beaufort,10a

Beaufort,38a,lb.

Beaufort,12a
Beaufort,6a

Beaufort,20a Beaufort,10a
Sheldon,22a,

St.Helena,7a
St.Helena,10a...

St.Helena,1a....
St.Helena,40a... St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,20a... St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,10a...

St.Helena,7a
St.Helena,15a... St.Helena,8£a... .St.Helena,10a... uSt.Helena,30a...

.St.Helena,4a....

5700 5000 7000 35000 1000 6200 1000 7500 16500 4800 36900 6000 6000 20000 8000 6300 2800 3000 2500 27500 10000 10000 13000 10000 6000 5600 9000 7000 9000 14200 4800

1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873

1207 1153 1379 4893 624 1288 628 1442 2187 951 4387 1080 1080 2554 1289 1290 747 766 713 3394 1512 1512 1830 1502 1086 1043 1404 1214 1404 1960 959
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

AW

a

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

5 o o£ 8i a E^
03 >H

o-S&3

^—«*-i*

gO-i«,o

tary m.£g o5o

and

Of- a?

.-

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Beaufort.
 

24 25 26 22 23 9 2 10 2 11 12 13 14 18 19 20 21

57 58 2 4 6 8 11

Brown,est.James

Bonner,John....

Berry,Jas,

Bright,Sarah....

Bolden,Fanny...

Bright,Elsey

Chaplin,John,2d
Coleman,Prince.. Campbell,Betsy..

Chisolm,PeterF.

Chisolm,Israel...
Chisolm,Robert..

Chaplin,Shadrach
Chisolm,Thomas.

Chisolm,London.
Chisolm,Anthony

Chisolm,Nero...

Yemassee,10a Yemassee,10a....

Yemassee,12a,lb Yemassee,10a,1b

Yemassee,5a

Yemassee,25a,1b

Lady'sIsland,8a..
St.Helena,10a...

Beaufort,10a Beaufort,5â Beaufort,7ia Beaufort,2£a Beaufort,10a

St.Helena,llfa..

St.Helena,8£a... St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,10a...

1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1878 1878 1878 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871

*577 568 664 572 539 1049 249 262 303 1674 1704 985 1462 1863 1669 1365 1530

Oct.

31,1885 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

$40 30 100 34 10 220 56
(ill

60 85 58 35 70 94 80 68 70

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00



8000
1500

2000
10000

7000 750010000 70007000 100008500 217005000 100005000 40006300 70006600 40002400 88005000 1700010000 140007000 11200

7700a

7000*

19
2()

20 21 23 23 26

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 a 8 23 24 25 2(5 27 2S 29 30 32 1 2 3 9 10 12 9 10

Chaplin,James....

Carter,Frank
Cox,Samuel

Crawley,Scipio....

Cook,James

Cannon,Moses

Chaplin,Eichard..

Chisolm,Benj

Chisolra,Staffon...
Cohen,Jupiter.... Cohen,Bacchus... Curtiu,Francis Cooper,George.... Cook&Stanley

Cummings,Sarah.
Chisolm,William..

Chaplin,Shadrack.

Carter,George

Chaplin,Ben,2d...
Coaxum,Daphne..

Coleman,James...

Cuthbert,Thomas.

Cryer,Simon

Chaplin,Moses Campbell,Toby.... Chaplin,Morris Campbell,Mack...

Chisolm,Adam

Chisolm,Harry,est

Crawford,Ellis

Clark,Rose

St.Helena,1J;i...
St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,8£a... St.Helena,6-ja...

St.Helena,5a....
St.Helena,84,a...

St.Helena,9a.... St.Helena,6a

St.Helena,134a..

Bluffton,10a"

SeeStanley&Cook

St.Helena,7a....
St.Helena,84,a... St.Helena,10a... St.Helena,13a... St.Helena,20a... St.Helena,10a St.Helena,10a

St.Helena,21

St.Helena,10a
St.Helena,5a

St.Helena,10a St.Helena,30a

Beaufort,10a Beaufort,10a Beaufort,10a Beaufort,10a Beaufort,l£a,

1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1871 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1873 1873

1669 830 1530 1953 1530 1737 1247 1247 1431 1472 957 1247 1920 1397 1479 1397 1900 2241 1397 1606 1031 1397 1030 1759 3171 1763 1378 1442 1502 607
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Beaufort.

51

1G 17 18 11 13 14 11 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 10

17 19 22 25

Legare,Jim

Lawrence,Ishmael....

Legare,Joseph

Lloyd,Ben

Latson,Alex

Lawrence,Wm.,2d...

Lysaght,J.A

Lagare,Jan.es,3d

Lessington,Robert,1st Lessington,Robert,2d

Lowndes,Bob
Lloyd,Peter

Latson,Jacob

Lloyd,Charles

Latson,Adam

Lawrence,Mozetta....

Lake&llardee

St.Helena,2|a St.Helena,10a St.Helena,10a

Beaufort,10a Beaufort,10a Beaufort,20a

Coosawhatchie,550a

St.Helena,10a St.Helena,10a

St.Helena,31

St.Helena,8±a
St.Helena,20a

St.Helena,10a, St.Helena,8ia
St.Helena,15a

St.Helena,11

SecHardee&Lake.

1871 1871 1871 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872

$1548 2551 1351 1575 1047 2132 15276 1069 1759 1214 1620 1872 1556 1250 2075

G68

Oct,

31,1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

I75

150 60 90 60 135 1,250 40 100 55 85 110 82 58 125 10
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

•EIT-
edLand

>-, aW

Foei List.

A
CO

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

SH.O©°3 MO

-

Ol
3PHPn

«»(J.

mw«

Sgo«J
SPh*o

S£°°2

•>■o*taryca>

■/..—~

Of-

and
H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Beaufort.

24 24 25

2G 27 28 29 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 1 2 3 4 5 6

White,Joseph

Williams,Richard....
White,Sam,est

Washington,Josiah...
Washington,Smart...

Watson,Fred

White,Tom

White,Thomas
Wigg,Monday

Watkins,Anthony....

Williams,Sam

Waring,Joseph

Wineglass,Frank

Wall,George

Washington,Solomon.

Wilson,Clarissa

Wright,Tony

Beaufort,10a.. Beaufort,7-Ja.. Beaufort,10a..
Beaufort,21^a.

St.Helena,10a St.Helena,8£a St.Helena,10a
St.Helena,5a.

St.Helena,10a
St.Helena,8a.

St.Helena,10a St.Helena,10a St.Helena,30a St.Helena,10a
St.Helena,8a. St.Helena,5a. St.Helena,9a.

$1400
it;.

00 88 91 72 ::i 69 97 21 22 18 30 38 (12 58 24

8 14 23 13 13 10 11 13 15 17 18 28 14 15 10 15

1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872

Oct.31,1879

1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

*75 33 76 153 70 68 40 60 7o 80 96 100 180 70 80 38 78

00 oo 00 00 00 00 00 00 oo 00 oo 00 00 oo oo 00 00



C5
co

c<

It- to
w

16J

7 8 1 2 3 4 5 29 30 31 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 15 9 3 4 4 5 14 5 1 2 11 12 15

27 28 32 34 37 38 42 43 46 48 49

Washington,Stepney...
Washington,George

Watson,Toby
Webb,Harry

White,Will,2d

Washington,Henry...
Williams,Henry,est...

Williams,Joshua
Williams,Monday

Washington,George,1st

Washington,Paul

Washington,James,est.

Washington,Jim

Washington,Charles...

AVashington,Ned

Wright,Fanny

Washington,Eve

Washington,Bachus...

Wallace,George

Walker,Wm

Walls,MargaretC
Washington,Harry

Washington,Benj

Ward,Cudjoe

Washington,Smart....

Williams,Lynch.......

White,Mrs,BerryWashington,Rose

Wilson,William
Williams,Josiah

Wyue,James

St.Helena,20a...

St.Helena,11

St.Helena,10a...
St.Helena,3a.... St.Helena,5a....

St.Helena,14|a..
St.Helena,30a... St.Helena,11a... St.Helena,10a...

St.Helena,11

Beaufort,6a
Beaufort,10a Beaufort,1$a Beaufort,10a Beaufort,8â Beaufort,20a Beaufort,10a

St.Helena,4a
St.Helena,10a...

Yemassee,50a.... Yemassee,19a
St.Helena,15a...

St.Helena,3a....

Lady'sIsland,10a.

Beaufort,10a

St.Helena,11,1b

St.Helena,4a....

Lady'sIsland,25a.
Lady'sIsland,8a..

Yemassee,5a

Yemassee,30a,2b

14000 1000 7000 3000 5000 14600 11000 11800 16000 1000 7500 7500 1400 4500 8500 20000 10000 3200 7000 10000 9500 8500 900 5000 3000 3300 5000 17500 6400 10300 22500

1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881

1872 1872 1873 1873 1873 1873 1873 17011873 214811873 5531873 12381873 12381873 5941873 9221873 13441873 2133,1874 1874 1875 1876 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

2362 674 1194 756 979 2403 1619 1329 741 669 1188 1179 618 468 550 254 263 307 636 344 1046 1368
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FoitFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

*E1T-
edLand

>, «
W

Fori List.

■+j <B
J&

03

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

m-i.

oa)t-

^

=

i
0) O

03
SH

S«wce^5j04J

SSg»!»

32ncbo

and

Of-

tary

°3.2*- 2CO©

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Beaufort.

 

6 12 5 15 29 7 8 1 9 6 7 8 9 12 18

50 51 53 55 58 19 25 27 35 55

Washington,Chas

Williams,Celia..
Williams,Ben...

Williams,Toby..

Wells,U.B

Williams,Sylvia.

Weston,Lewis...

Yams,Allen
Young,June.... Young,Isaac....

Young,Billy,est
Young,Cornelia.

Young,Jeffrey.. Young,Benj.F..
Young,LymusF.

Coosawhatchie,10a...

Beaufort,10a

Coosawhatchie,11,1b

St.Helena,9a,1b...

Yemassee,320a
Yemassee,12a Yemassee,10a

Beaufort,8a

St.Helena,10a
St.Helena,5a

St.Helena,81 St.Helena,31 St.Helena,41

Beaufort,10a
Beaufort,lb

1880
18811

1882 1882 1884 1885 1885 1872 1872 1873 1873 1873 1873 1875 1884

$667 340 490 406 1193 554 539 1398 1818 876 979 914 1086 1030 254

.31,1881 1882 1883 1883 1885 1886 1886 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1885

I7000

4000 4000 8000 48000 2000 1000 7500 10000 4000 5000 4400 6000 9000 6000
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY'.

Forfeit
edLand

>>u a

List.

-4J

w

CZ2m

Berkeley.

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

29 30 31 32 26 27 8 9 27 21 22 23 24 20 21 22 23

26 27 29 30 31 31

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

oo

V3 a>(H'3 o a3
1 Ih Pn

CO00m.

05^-g

"■ao*»

Sga>M SPhckoo.»cns

'H1"£?

§o|

£<D "fc2r.P

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Hilton,Jessie,est..

Hale,Peter

Harmon,W.II Haynes,James

Harris,Geo.,est...

Harris,Myers

Hamilton,Abel Harleston,R.H...

Hood,Abraham,est

Hall,Nelson

Hamilton,Major...

Heyward,Hannable
Heyward,Solomon.

Holt,Allen

Hamlin,Theo Howard,Isaac

Howard,MaryAnn.

St.JamesGooseCreek,80a

St.JamesGooseCreek,11..

St.Jas.GooseO'k,960a,2b St.JamesGooseCreek,12a

St.John'sBerkeley,35a...

St.John'sBerkeley,8a,1b St.John'sBerkeley,15a,1b St.John'sBerkeley,11,3b

St.Stephen's,115a,1b

St.JamesSantee,24a,1b..

St.JamesSantee,13a St.JamesSantee,60a St.JamesSantee,52a

St.Thomas,11,1b

St.Thomas,30a,2b
St.Thomas,30a,1b St.Thomas,15a,3b

1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883

$652 363 2772 397 380 325 325 1221 689 380 352 325 308 399 856 316 464

Oct.

31,1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884

$240 50 1,400 100 90 60 60 550 260 90 75 60 50 100 350 55 135
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheStrikingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Berkeley.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

^ aW

.13
O<o -Cce

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

O03

t»

1
O

03

J*

axes

Pen

fice

ofS
0«ccai

'̂-3.-3
■—<̂S«s«ao*i

T3«h£?

so«jj

r*03

mgu, 5gco<u

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

 

20 19 33 19 5 6 3 28 2 10 34 8 9 10

171

9 13 14 18 25 29 38 45 5 8 17 22 22

Kirk,Dr.P.Sidney....

Kinlocli,MatildaH.and

MaryClement

Kelly,Matilda Kellv,Matilda Kirk,Dr.P.S

Klipstein&Taylor

Kenedy,Isaac
Knight,W.M

Leahy,Jno

Lockwood,Cyrus
Lcwellen.Wesley

Legsre,T.L

Locke,Martha.,L.R.. Laurons,Jno.P.,est...

Leo,Christiana

St.Stephen's,11,1b.

St.Jas.GooseCreek,380a..

Edisto,9a Edisto,9a

St.John'sBerkeley,575a,

10b

SeeTaylor&Klipstein.

St.Jas.GooseCreek,24a..

Summerville,1I

St.Jas.GooseCreek,21... St.Thomas,10a1b
St.JamesSantee,5a

John'sIsland,420a

John'sIsland,72a,2b

St.Jas.GooseCreek,Gila.

St.Jas.GooseCreek,5a...

1882 1882 1882 1883 1883 1884 1885 1881 1882 1882 1883 1883 1883 1883

$302 4224 319 380 3825 403 325 478 277 273 981 599 2150 308

Oct.31,1883

1883 1883 1884 1884 1885 188H 1882 1883 1883 1884 1884 1884 1884

$7500 3,50000 9000 9000 1,97500 12000 7500 20000 5500 5000 42000 21000 65000 5000
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St.Thomas,34a,1b

St.Stephen's,50a,3b St.Stephen's,70a,3b....

St.Stephen's,117a,3b....

St.John'sBerkeley,15a.1b.

St.John'sBerkeley,30a...

St.Jas.GooseCk.,11,1b..

St.JamesGooseCreek,15a
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18 21 22 22 22 25 27 28 21) 30 31

21 23 21 1 3 i 20 22 24 21) 30 31 32 33 8 'J 10 11 12 13 20 21 2 12 29 18

Merger,John

McCalvary,Minda

McLood,Caesar

Murray,Middleton Murray,W.B.,est
Murray,J.W.,etal

Martin,Wm.,est
Mathews,H.,etal

Meltze,JohnY

Mitchell,Mrs.MaryL..
Moore,B.W.&E.T.,

andK.B.Woodley...

Morgan,Jas.S

Monroe,Mrs.Elsey

Murray,Jacob

Manigault,Francis

Morton,Huger
Mordecai,T.M

Murray,A.H

Murray,Mrs.Eos'eN.V.

McKelvev,Scipio

Manuel,Lula

Moultrie,Samuel
McKelvey,Ransum....

Manigault,E.F.See Winds,Edward,agent

Manigault&Brown.

Manigault,James

McNeill,Smart,and Gibbs,Joe.SeeGibbs,
Joe,andSmartMcNeil

EdistoIsland,50a
EdistoIsland,6a

EdistoIsland,7a,1b

St.Jas.GooseCk.,50a,2b.
St.Jas.GooseCk.,500a,5b

St.Jas.GooseCk.,830a...

St.Jas.GooseCk.,200a,1b

St.Jas.GooseCreek,8a

St.Jas.GooseCk.,427a,2b

St.JamesGooseCreek,11.

St.JamesGooseCreek,15a
St.Jas.GooseCk.,25a,2b.

St.JamesGooseCreek,11..

St.JamesG.Ck,100a,3b.
St.John'sBerkeley,153a,1b

St.John'sBerkeley,30a....

St.John'sBerkeley,326a.. St.John'sBerkeley,100a..

St.John'sBerkeley,27a,2b St.John'sBerkeley,140a,1b
St.John'sBerkeley,5a,1b

St.John'sBerkeley,20a,1b

St.Stephen's,22a,1b.

St.JamesSantee,100a,1b

1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883

672 308 391 421 2081 974 900 352 1403 232 242 352 307 626 681 308 513 763 554 856 392 295 334 454

1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884

25000 5000 9600 11200 1,02000 00 00

415 375

7500 65000 1000 1500 7500 5000 22500 25500 5000 16300 30000 185*00 35000 9800 4300 6500 13000
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

a

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

«*H•
©<cE

h»•copq S3*>H

§g»CQ 3Ph«o

and

nOf-

etary

>-/-:.„

%-
COQO<u.

8-£™s~t-is

.SO*1

5<»'JtH

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Berkeley...

12 25 26 18 1 2 24 25 30 14 15 27 29 9 2 5

10 12 14 20 20 21 25 27 28 29

Read,est.Adam

Rast,Joseph

Ray,July

Rivers,C,McPherson&

Jones,P Rudd,Jas

Russell,Jas

Rast,Anna,etal

Reigne,Alfred,est

Robertson,Abby
Robinson,Jackey

Robinson,Peter

Read,Jane

Ryan,W.K.,&Son....

Rodgers,Win.J

Richardson,Geo.W

Riley,Wm

St.John'sBerkeley,12a,1b
St.JamesGooseCreek,4a. St.JamtsGooseCreek,22a.

(SeeP.Jones&Co.)

St.JamesGooseCreek,90a,lb
St.Jas.GooseCr.,10a,1b. St.Jas.GooseCr.,960a,2b.

St.Jas.GooseCr.,11

St.Jas.GooseCr.,4a,lb..

St.John'sBerkeley,30a,1b. St.John'sBerkeley,28a,1b. St.John'sBerkeley,12a,1b.

St.John'sBerkeley,1b St.Stephen's,450a,3b

St.JamesSantee,50a St.JamesSantee,30a

1882 1882 1882 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883

$331 274 240 589 435 2099 2353 306 407 339 352 1221 1157 309 309

Oct.31,1883

1883 1883 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884

*10000 5000« 2000** 20500 12000 1,03000 25000 5000 10500 6900 7500 55000 51500 5000 5000
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FOKFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

Valuation.
$17500 7500 13000 4500 5000 19500 .2500 12500 7500 14000 50000 5000 2000 5500 18400 34000 7500

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

Oct.31,1883

1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1884 1884 1884

to

O£

1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1883 1883 1883

%.

*

03
i "3 o rM *M 9

Taxes,Costsand

PenaltiesinOf

ficeofSecretary

ofState.
$414 300 364 266 273 438 244 358 301 374 788 273 239 277 551 83C 352

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

St.Jas.GooseCreek,94a..
St.Jas.GooseCreek,150a.

St.Jas.GooseCreek,11

St.Jas.GooseCreek,7a,1b

St.Jas.GooseCreek,11

St.Jas,GooseC'k,200a,5b.

St.Jas.GooseCreek.11 St.Jas.GooseCreek,11...

St.Jas.GooseCreek,80a..

John'sIsland,40a

John'sIsland,11

EdistoIsland,7a

John'sIsland,14a,lb John'sIsland,30a,1b

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

Shnler,C.C.P Shuler,C.C.P........
Sheeley,John

Seele,Chas

Singleton,Nat Smiley,Julius

Forfeit
edLand

List.

.- a
30 31 32 33 34 2 21 22 23 13 22 23 25 5 15 16 26

09
QQ

12 13 14 15 17 18

COUNTY.

Berkeley....
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinCltargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Berkeley.,

Fohfeit-
edLand

List.

>> £3
w

,Cw.

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

û

u3
1 <D O

.ao«

cSCD
>"•

XCOS.

*.u*

r—«HCS

S=0)«

tary

co.a£>

■so

Of-

and Eh

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties
Calculated

to

Valuation.

27 29 30 32 34 35 35 36

33 9 10 11 5 31 32 33 11 27 18 19 20 21 22 23 32

Washington,Friday...'

White,J.W

Wilson,Mrs.A.L

Witherspoon,Bob,Sr..

Williams,Isaac

Whilden,LewisA.,est..

Whilden,York

White,E.B.,est

Wigfall,Wm.&Rebecca

Wethers,A.A

Webb,Mrs.Elizabeth..

Watson,Simon,est....

Wigfall,Amanda,ela?. Williams.JohnL.,est..

Wilson,Daniel,1st

Wilson,Sam

.Wentherford,R.W

St.John'sBerkeley,5a

St.JamesSantee,39a
St.JamesSantee,150a....

St.JamesSantee,50a,2b.

St.Thomas,24a

ChristChurch,1lot,lb...
ChristChurch,10a,1b...

ChristChurch,4a

St.Thomas,36a

St.JamesSantce,10a,1b.

Mt.Pleasant,2lots
ChristChurch,lb Mt.Pleasant,1lot

ChristChurch,20a,1b...

ChristChurch,1b

ChristChurch,la,lb....

St.John's,1st,145a,4b..

<

:: 3 ; 4 ■2 20 3 7 3 3 8 ■2 B 4 8 2 5

1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 421883
09iss.'i

1883 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 05'1884

47ll884

7311884

29J1884

Oct.

31.1SS4
1884

18.S4
1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885

$50 55 300 110 25 1,000 85 300 75 100 100 25 200 120 20 35 200

00
(1(1 (1(1

00
(1(1

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 (II)
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9 10 12 5 C 7 8 9 10 12 1 1 2 16 17 1 2 14 9 5 13 14 17 18 20 4 7 11 4 5 6

r>fi 56 59 61 62 63 65 66 67 73 73 74 4 10 13

Broughton,Jeffry

Bryan,Jack Butler,E.J

Bailey,William,est....

Ballantyne,George,est

Bannister,Bare

Baylaw,JamesT Baylaw,Thomas Breenan,James
Butler,Martha

Brown,Ed.,No.2

Brown,Abram Brown,Henry
Bell,Richard

Black,Richard

Boag,Sarah

Bryan,Jnliatta.

Burkmeyer

Brown,Harmon

Boone,Ben Bell,Adam

Bennett,Mingo

Bunch,Jos.V

Burbage,MaryA

Bowen,est.Anthony..

Cumbee,HenryCooper,William
Croaker,Elias

Clark,C.W

Crawford,JohnJ

Croker,ElizaH

St.John'sBerkeley,11a...

ChristChurch,20

St.JamesSantee,400

St.John'sBerkeley,57..... St.John'sBerkeley,150... St.John'sBerkeley,20

St.JamesGooseCreek,20.. St.JamesGooseCreek,150.
St.JamesGooseCreek,4.. St.JamesGooseCreek,2..

John'sIsland,25

St.John'sBerkeley,13a... St.John'sBerkeley,30a...

Edisto,14a

Edisto,1,000a

St.Thomas,550a
St.Thomas,11a

SeeVanderpool.

ChristChurch,82a

St.JamesGooseCreek,8a..
St.JamesGooseCreek,53a. St.Jas.GooseCr.,5a,1b. St.Jas.GooseCr.,240a,6b. St.JamesGooseCreek,32a. St.John'sBerkeley,18a,1b

St.Thomas,75a,5b

Hilliardville,1 St.Thomas,60

St.Stephen's,276

St.JamesSantee,62

St.Thomas,100

10000 10000 68000 18000 36000 8400 5000 60000 30000 4000 18000 7500 11500 11000 50000 93300 7000 12000 75000 5000 4000 44000 10000 5000 31500 30000 8700 76400 10000 25600

1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878

1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1869 34871872 1872 1873 1873

2709U873
420 429 1672 606 818 396 324 1514 534 259 531 342 396 390 919 1508 336 404 1256 307 293 836 375 307 5119 1668 5341 1587
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftlieSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

t^, aW

List.

■B CO

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

°

£

9'3 oPn

Taxes,Costsand

PenaltiesinOf

ficeofSecretary

ofState.

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties
Calculated

to

Valuation.

3 1 9 11 12 13 14 8 6 7 s 9 10 7 8 5 5

27 29 33 40 42 43 46 48 52

Charleston
County...

:

1

Drose,JohnP. Dawson,W.L.

St.Andrew's,100. St.Andrew's,100.

Deal,\VmjRockville,1

Dellay,L.BSt.Jas.GooseCreek,125 Dellay,Daniel|St.Jas.GooseCreek,173 Donnelly,JohnJiSt.Jas.GooseCreek,15. Driggers,ThomasSt.Jas.GooseCreek,9

Dun,Elisha

Dillingham,T.H...

Dubose,John
Driggers,Jas

Drose,JamesH....

Drose,Robert

Driggers,H

Drose,ThomasM...

Drose,Ed.A

Driggers,John

St.Jas.GooseCreek,288

SixthDistrict,1

St.Jas.GooseCreek,50. St.Jas.GooseCreek,115 St.Jas.GooseCreek,143

St.JamesGooseCreek,33 St.JamesGooseCreek,84 St.JamesGooseCreek,95 St.JamesGooseCreek,33

Summerville,10

$203 58
■>:.;

49 114 45 67 116 25
L6

37 :;i 24 31 31 18 3

381868 041872 itsis;-i 371868

i;-.'1868

1868 1868 1870 1871 1872 1872 1872 1872 1873 1873 1874 1876

Oct.

31,1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878

$1,440 580 300 187 700 275 330 951 100 75 325 277 175 327 322 195 40

no 00 no 00 III) DO 00 on
mi

00
(III

III)
(III

00 (II) I'd
11(1
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

Forfeit
edLand

>i

N

List.

a

GO

COUNTY.

M

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

oa>t.

«,

^

®0? O
58

>H

Costs

;iesii

Seer

te.

«"H«

Sg^

X'Oih

"2^̂

§o-J -ao«

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties

Calculated

to

Valuation.

13 10 11 6 24 26 20 2 7 16 17 11 13 7 17 3

46 50 56 59 61 63 65 66 67 68 69

Charleston
County....

{&■..' -

BBSV'*'''•

Fitzer,N

Ferguson,Ellen

Ferrell,est.W.S...

Floyd,D.A Fell,James
Fort,Darius

Ford,Charles

Ferguson,Ansel....

Forrest,Nat

Fort,Mary8

Fraser,March Francis,Brista Ford,Pompey

Fripp,Mrs.J.E...
Fraser,CyrusB

Ford,James

Fultz,J.E

SixthDistrict,17 SixthDistrict,190 SixthDistrict,636

St.JamesGooseCreek,17..

ChristChurch,58

St.JamesSantee,1,086

St.JamesGooseCreek,7...

John'sIsland,75

John'sIsland,10a

St.JamesSantee,80a St.JamesSantee,78a

Hilliardville,1a

St.JamesGooseCreek,5£a.

John'sIsland,20a

Wadmalaw,20a,4b

St.John'sBerkeley,20a...

St.John'sBerkeley,5a,2b

1872 1873 1873 1875 1878 1878 1878 1878 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880

3576 5510 6537 2449 429 2704 273 863 345 348 398 510 323 360 443 333 375

1878 1878 1878 1878 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881

310
GO?

1,442 310 100 1,160 25 300 150 80 117 200 60 90 150 70 100
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued,

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommtsstmandinGustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

Forfeit
edLand

>,
W

List.

a

CO

COUNTY.

jS

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAches.

goa maa> S?m§r§.2cc®

SoOn

o -o o

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Charleston
County..

13 14 6 7 8 9 8 8 9 12 14 15 16
* 29 30

46 48 50 52 53 53 53 53 22 56 56

Gayler,W.II
Greer,William Glover,Susan Green,Whaley

Grooms,James
Grooms,Absalom

Gathers.Stephney...Green,Peter,etal

Greenland,W.P

Geddes,March

Grant,W.J

Grant,Sampson

Grant,Mrs

Gadsdon,Philip

•Supplementsheet,

Gaithers,Prince
German,David

St.JamesGooseCreek,900.

SixthDistrict,8 SixthDistrict,1

St.Jas.GooseCreek,S.R.40

St.JamesGooseCreek,200.. St.JamesGooseCreek,400..

Summerville,8

St.JamesGooseCreek,176.. St.JamesGooseCreek,400..
St.JamesGooseCreek,1...

Lincolnville,2 Lincolnville,2 Lincolnville,\

Summerville,1b,11

•No.2.

DeanHall,50

ChristChurch,10

$11401 3852 980 2027 1901 2899 1228 852 1071

4 3 3 3 121

06 28 38
0(5 09 75 25

1873 1873 1874 1874 1874 1874 1875 1870 1876 1877 1877 1877 1877 1868 1878 1878

Oct.

31,1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1881 1880 1880

$1,52000 00 00

427 15

22500 20000 40000 3200 30000 40000 10000 3000 4000 1000 67500 12200 9500
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4 15 16 10 10 4 10 7 11 26 30 5 6 8 9 21 6 7 8 18 14 7 11 12 7 10 14 2 3 7 1

46
4(1

48 50 51
b?

57 57 59 61 63 65 66 70 71 75 71 57 2 2 6 11

Hut8on,Mrs.M.M..

Harris,Noah

Hart,J.P

Harleston,John

Harvey,S.M

Hampton,Wade

Harvey,Mrs.J.H...

Harper,James
Howard,John

Hampton,Wade

Heyward,W.H.,etal

Hendrickson,H.N...

Heyward,Isaac

Heyward,William...
Holmes,Moses,No.2

Hood,Phillis

Hamlin,SamuelW..

Holmes,Ben.D

Howell,SidneyS

Hamilton,Abel

Hamlin,John,estate.

Haines,Emily

Howard,Adger

Howard,MaryAnn... Heyward,GeorgeO..

Heyward,William

Irving,estateThomas,

Jemain,est.E.D

Jervey,e9t.James,

Jackson,Mrs.B

Johnson,N.J

St..las.GooseCreek,200...

6thDistrict,106

St.JamesGooseCreek,189.

Oakley,750

Summerville,1 Summerville,27

St.JamesGooseCreek,1,000

St.Thomas,20

St.JamesSantee34

St.JamesGooseCreek,27.

NearMagnolia,4

St.Andrew's,5 John'sIsland,20

John'sIsland,35a
John'sIsland,5a

Edisto,5

St.Thomas,109

St.Thomas,10a
St.Thomas,1£a

St.JamesSantee,15a

Mt.Pleasant,2a

St.Jas.GooseCreek,87a.

St.Thomas,30a,2b St.Thomas,15a,1b..

St.Jas.Santee,1,912a,4b

St.Thomas,4a

St.John'sBerkeley,15a..

St.James,3,700a,3b

ChristChurch,700a

St.JamesSantee,162

St.Stephen's,200

1872 1873 1873 1874 1875 1875 1876 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1880 1880 1880 1881 1880 1878 1868 1868 1870 1872

27C7
3491 7777 55091 1928 1566 2305 433 515 547 1189 431 431 552 342 336 497 445 375 308 1597 375 375 333 1170 269 372 50754 27742 3448 3509

1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1882 1881 1880 1»78 1878 1878 1878

20000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 HO oo 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 72800 00 00 00 00 00 00

372 996 10,850 185 108 1,000 102 140 135 450 100 100 230 75 70 190 150 100 50 1,000 100 100 70 20 150 4,000 2,100 180 302
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

cc

a

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

'5 o o£>

S-.

03
8

>Hi
u Ph

W-3-£

-C8O*»

Sg*50

X<BO.WcaPiWo

tary

B»
CODO4)

Of-

and Eh

Taxes.

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Charleston
County.

2 2 4 4 5 16 12 4 17 3 22 17 20 21 11 24

17 26 27 28 34 52 54 57 60 63 66 67 70 74

Levine,Thomas....

LaRoche,est.E.W.

LaKoche,D.J LaRoche,R.J Legare,Ellen
Lawton,M.M

Lamar,MayE

ChristChurch,48a.

Wadmalaw,325a
Wadmalaw,80a

Wadmalaw,1a

St.John'sColleton,258a...

SixthDistrict,300a

St.Jas.GooseCreek,1,500a.

Lee,estateGeorgejSummerville,25a.

Lewis,Cyrus
Lincoln,Isaac Lewis,Daniel

Lieding

Legare,Daniel,est..

Lookup,William...

Long,James

Lovely,Hardtimes..

St.John'sBerkeley,15a. St.Jas.GooseCreek,15a.

Edisto,5a

SeeKerrison

ChristChurch,AVhiteside's

tract,10a

St.Jas.GooseCreek.800a
St.Jas.GooseCreeek,28a.

St.John'sBerkeley,20a..

1874 1871 1872 1873 1873 1868 1876 1877 1878 1878 1879

318I1879

78411879 3521880 375^1880

S1622

51517 15482 12553 2621 48475 3305 406 451 431 343

Oct.

31,1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881

514400 5,44500 1,72100 1,70000 25000 3,65000 1,00000 10000 11000 10000 7500 5000 40000 8400 10000
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

>» Wa

Acn

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAches.

Oa>C

** 0) t-o
p^

S3 (H

fice

ofS

tary

c» toto33.

,°.£02a>

o5-"

-SO-"

Of-
Pen

and IXC'S
H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Charleston
County.

6 7 8 12 13 14 15 5 7 8 11 12 13 15 16 2

•
42 42 42 45 47 48 51

Smith,est.A.C

Starr,R.C

Swcatman,Mrs.J

Salter,Moses Stanley,A.P
Stein,Thomas

Stoutemeyer,est.T....

Simons,And

Smith,Dorcas

Shuler,Fred

Steward,W.H.,and

Chase,A.II

Strobel,J.R

Snteliffe,A.M
Skipper,A.M

Skrein,Thad.C

Schnebell,Martha,est..

SixthDistrict,788
Summerville,1

SixthDistrict,132 SixthDistrict,3
SixthDistrict,24 SixthDistrict,1.50

St.JamesGooseCreek,61 St.JamesGooseCreek,1.

SixthDistrict,150

St.JamesGooseCreek,60

Summerville,1

SixthDistrict,226

St.John'sBerkeley,500.

St.JamesGooseCreek,2.

St.JamesGooseCr.,1,200

SixthDistrict,60

1870 1870 1870 1871 1871 1871 1871 1872 1872 1873 1873 1873 1873 1874 1874 1875

18958 2513 7005 1480 4048 8960 3937 2609 3717 6038 2955 7147 6379 1154 13415 1913

Oct,

31,1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878

11,70000 12500 51200 3000 26200 77500 29500 5000 33000 75000 30000 90400 80000 5000 2,55800 15000



55 55 58 (JO Gl 03 05 00 08 70 74 74 12 12
L5

17

0 7 5 7 8 10 11 15 10 17 11) 20 i) 10 11 20 23 11 12 25 14 22 23 15 17 20 2 3 lo 11 12

IScott,J.W

[Smith,Jeremiah

Savage,Prince

Shuler,P.E
Shuler,L.W Shepherd,D

Singleton,Dick

Smitli,Thaddeus...

Simons,John Simpson,Hy

Smith,Harriet
Stevens,Billy

Seabrook,W.B

Shealy,John

Smith,Samuel

Stoney,T.H

Seabrook,Jeremiah.

Sams,CorneliaA...
Shuler,JamesC....

Sanders,Jacob

Small,Adam

Simons,Abram

Smith,E

Sheppard,MaryA..

Sumter,Joseph
Segar,Charles

Tingman,JuliusC..

Treadwell,W.R.... Theus,Anthony....

Thompson,JohnE..,

100..

Lincolnville,1

St..JamesGooseCr

Santee,18

St.Stephen's,1

St.JamesSantee,1 St.JninesSantee,100

St.John'sBerkeley,15

St.Stephen's,10

St.JamesGooseCreek,113a

St.JamesGooseCreek,35.. St.JamesGooseCreek,69.,

St.John'sBerkeley,18....

John'sIsland,2b

St.Andrew's,23 St.Andrew's,30

SeeDrake. Edisto,5a

St.Thomas,Cainhoy,la...

St.Thomas,300a
ChristChurch,15a

John'sIsland,40a

St.JamesGooseCreek,1lot St.JamesGooseCreek,190a

St.Stephen's,23a

St.Stephen's,26a,1b

St.John'sBerkeley,10a,lb

St.Stephen's,40

St.Jame3Santee,50

St.Stephen's,25 St.Stephen's,900
Tucker,GrippajChristChurch,29.

3
!•
4 4 4 8 3 2 4 4 5 3 8 3 8 3 3 13 3 5 4 7 3 2 3 40 32 10 71 12

151877 1877 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 421878 261878 13187863'1878 441878 631878 081879 75:1879 25!1879 081879 47|1880

17jl880

90,1880 751880

93i1880

07,1880 20'1872 251872

68!lS73

06J1873

781874

2000 57000 9600 10000 10000 29000 4600 3000 12300 10500 14900 4500 30000 18200 30000 5000 10000 80000 5000 22500 13000 40500 10000 4000 5000 40000 26000 2500 90000 7500

1878 1878 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continue!).

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFilndCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

>>fa aW

s> .C
OS

InWnosEName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

*4-l.

oo

i 'S O
=39

Taxes,Costsand

PenaltiesinOf

ficeofSecretary

ofState.

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties
Calculated

to

Valuation.

Charleston County..

 

11 1 2 3 4 5 16 17 13 9 15 16 1 8 17 21 22

22 35 36 38 41 47 49 55 58 CO

Toomer,Hugh

Terrill,AV.S

Thomas,Benjamin.

Thornley,Ph

Trinble,A
Turner,M

Tann,est.John...

Taylor,est.Peter..

Thornley,J.R....

Trumble,Andrew..

Tharin,M.R

Thompson,J.E

Tighe,T.R

Thompson,Daniel.

Taylor,Shad

Taylor,Samuel Thomas,MaryA...

Pineville,25

SixthDistrict,63G

Summerville,1

SixthDistrict,280

St.JamesGooseCreek,214.

SixthDistrict,4

St.JamesGooseCreek,46..

SixthDistrict,100

St.John'sBerkeley,1,628..

St.JamesGooseCreek,230. St.JamesGooseCreek,75..

SixthDistrict,250

St.JamesGooseCreek,500a

St.JamesGooseCreek,24..

St.John'sBerkeley,14 St.John'sBerkeley,1

St.JamesGooseCreek,300a

1877 1868 1868 1868

1S68

1868 1868 1868 1869 1870 1873 1873 1874 1877 1878 1878 1878

*492 18595 8399 18800 9711 6947 4428 5935 20969 38907 1789 2630 4997 519 514 262 890

Oct.31,1878

1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1880 1880 1880

I175

1,216 450 1,175 690 300 262 305 1,628 3,590 100 250 820 200 140 20 312

H)

00 00 00 III) 00 00
i0

ill) III) 00 00 III) III) III) 00 HO

1
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY. Charleston
County.

Forfeit
edLand

>,u d -

List.

Xi
<Z2

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

o9 t.<=I
©

*H

F^
9
>H

»!SO*1

ms$.

».2o§s

O■«-*£

8§*m

^b̂§oSd<r> OQ-^J-.

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

16 17 12 2 14 10 27 32 15 21 13 19 16 17 9 13 16

61 62 63 63 64 66 68 69 74 15 17 28 41 68

Williams,Brutus..

Wright,Abe

Washington,Caesar.

Washington,A....

Wright,Wm

Wells,Absalom White,George

Washington,Tim..

Waiters,John

Wilson,Hugh,est. Washington,Cuffy.

Wren,JamesM....
Young,LouisJ....

Young,Joseph
Young,Swift

Yates,Dr.Wm(SixthDistrict,28

Young,Edward[John'sIsland,50a
John'sIsland,lb

Edisto,30

St.John'sBerkeley,19a...

St.Andrew's,32

John'sIsland,10a
St.Stephen's,135a

Hilliardville,11

ChristChurch,24a
John'sIsland,12a

Wadmalaw,235a,2b

St.John'sBerkeley,50a,1b

St.Stephen's,65a,5b

Hilliardsville,1
ChristChurch,30...

John'sIsland,8

$2 8 2 4 3 10 3 3 3 13 8 a 40 14 12 611 4

8211878 6311878 82;1879 03!1879 63;1879 831879 1879 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880 1873 1874 1873 1870

43il880

Oct.31,1880

1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1878 1878

t1878

1878 1881

$30 300 30 120 90 622 100 100 100 805 80 53 460 110 54 5,720 150

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 oo 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

FORFEIT-
edLand

List.

^ w

IS 02
4 _C

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

oa>

'3 ©Ph
03
«H

axes

Pen

fice

ofSS-B^s
-OSo*»tary

c«

3)»fl)

Of-

oo.5t-

and H

Taxes,

Costs.&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Charleston

City....

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 33 34 4

38

Hunter, Hunter, Hunter, Hunter, Hunter, Hunter, Hunter, Hunter, Hunter, Johnson

Robert,est Robert,est Robert,est Robert,est Robert,est Robert,est Robert,est est.Robert est.Robert

,Septima..

Jones,Mrs.E.L..
Jones,MaryJane.

Jiles,Carolina..

Kreet,John,est.

E.America,11.1b,No.3C.

S.Reid,11,1b,No.27 W.Concord,11,1b \V.Concord,11,1b S.Bennett'sWharf,21

S.Market,11,1b,No.153.

N.E.corMeeting&VVolfel1,1b

E.KingSt.Road,1lot

W.Concord,41

N.VanderhorstSt.,No.50,

1b,11

W.Gadsden,11,lb,No.43. W.Coming,11,lb,No.143

and145

SeeGiles,Carolina.

N.W.cor.Norman&All

way,11,1b

18s;,
1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1877 1885 1885 1883

1
$803 1432 929 "929 12740 1808 2813 803 427 1667 1055 2437 610

Oct.31,1886

1880 1886 1886 1886 isst; 1880 1886 1880 1886 1886

$57500 1,15000&69000<=> 69000 11,50000 1,49500 2,41500 57500 23000 1,20000 80500 2,07000 188440000 

_-ti«.
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT;—Continued,

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFuiidCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState..

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

.J>>

am
List.

■<u
A

GO

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

*Sg

o
h

S3
CD
(H

,Co

altie

ofS

tate

axes

Pen

fice

ofE

tary CD,£M 0000CD

Of-

and
H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Colleton..

11 12 12 16 11 18 8 24 17 20 5 27 17 19 4 7

12 13 14 17 18 22 23 24 26 27 31

Brooks,James Brown,Harry

Bazzle,StephenBunch,JamesJ

Bailey,Emma

Bartless,Sharper
Barres,Mrs.Ellen

Bowman,John

Bazzell,Charles

Barnwell,Mrs.MaryA.

Brownlee,W.S

Boyce,Rev.J.P.,trus

tee

Baker,Mrs.Laura

Black,Abrarn Brown,Noah

Bannow,Samuel

Givham,20a
Givham,180a

Verdier,70a,2b

Dorchester,20a,2b

Lowndes,40a,1b

Blake,150a,1b

Warren,143a

Cam,364a

Heyward,27a,lb

George,25a,2b Burns,138a,3b
AdamsRun,670a

George,4a,lb

AdamsRun,10a,1b....

Collins,90a

AdamsRunT.S.,1a,1b

641 975 318 815 433 745 202 262 493 1203 239 286 507 272

1877 1877 1877 1878 1878 1878 1878 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1882 1882

Oct.31,1878

1878 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1882 1882 1883 1883

$2500 18000 25600 15400 6600 40000 15000 36400 4100 3900 18000 67000 3000 1800 21000 900
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinCJuirgeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>> aW

List.

■cjS02

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

*s O0)

s

K3■4-3
uo o53

>H1

Costsand

ItiesinOf-

fSecretary

ate.-SO-U

Sg»£»

33Ph«O

En

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties

Calculated

to

Valuation.

Colleton

 

11 12 9 6 9 10 11 5 6 22 23 1 5 2 3 6 19

5 7 8 8 10 11 12 14

Cummings,ElishaD...

Cummings.W.M.,minor

Carson,Elvin
Cothran,Wm

Clausen,T.W

Campbell,Harry

Chisolm

Corbin,E.A

Creach,Charles

Coaxem,Harriet Commodore,Wm

Cook,William
Carter,D.H

Carter,MissS.A

Chaplin,Aaron Campbell,Isaac

Campbell,CalderJohn.

Burns,258a

Burns,219a,9b..
George,50a,1b...

AdamsRun,11

Blake,456a,2b...

Blake,50a,2b

Blake,15a

Dorchester,2a,1b

Dorchester,7a
AdamsRun,5a...,

AdamsRun,35a..,
George,1a,1b

Bell,329a,2b Sheridan,330a....,

Sheridan,2a,2b.. Frazier,10a,1b..

Blake,6a,lb

$1430 57 37 (11 (Hi
78 85 67 45 91 99 83 21 795 15 12 24

21 7 6 90 6 5 10 7 6 7 6 17 4 4 3

1876 1876 1876 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1878 1878 1878 1878

Oct.

31,1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1878 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

$258 474 80 10 4,000 89 45 200 50 25 75 100 613 420 165 146 70

00 00 00 00 DO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 DO 00 00 DO 00



23|1 10 1 12 13 23 19 21 6 5 3 18 20 10 2 6 9 18 23 16 17 25 11 23 2 15 6 15 13 14

20 20 22 22 23 24 26 27 31 32 34 36 37 38 38 40 41

Creel,John

Crookshanks,Daniel.

Carter,MinaC

Carter,Catharine

Colson,JohnJ

Carter,Stephens

Cobbs,Moses Canady,J.S

Cameron,Wm.M...

Crosby,Jacob Calib,Joshua

Creel,Mrs.Betty

Cockran,Wm

Clark,MaryAnn
Carter,Mrs.Cath....

Creel,Henry

Campbell,Scipio
Campbell,Isaac

Catties,Thos
Collier,Alex

Cole,Martha

Corbin,Mrs.Sophia..

Carr,Margaret Cross,Margaret

Cnmpton,JohnT....

Carter,Joseph
Chisolm,Nat

Chaplin,Robert

Cook,H

Cannady,B.6

Cadden,Rhoda

Collins,50a

AdamsRun,8a,3b...

Broxon,200a,4b

Warren,85a

Bell,162a,3b

Verdier,25a,2b
Koger,20a,2b

George,117a,2b
Burns,150a,lb

Bell,112a,3b

Graham's,10a,2b
Collins,100a,3b

AdamsRunT,67a,4b

AdamsRun,5a

Warren,85a

Sheridan,115a,3b

Frazier,25a,1b
Lowndes,10a,1b

Blake,20a,1b
George,25a,3b

George,11,1b

Dorchester,11,1b Dorchester,11,1b

A.R.,5a,lb

Broxton,100a,2b

Bell,55a,5.b

Sheridan,1a,1b

Glover,42a

George,1lot,3b

Givham's,60a

Burn's,250a,1b

1879 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1883 1883 1883 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885

314 782 1123 329 448 197 246 482 860 534 379 4'54 410 280 389 277 203 242 316 341 270 386 363 254 370 271 151 208 1202 317 612

5500 35800 29500 8500 21200 5500 4000 16000 23500 15700 2500 13700 10200 1500 16500 12200 9500 4000 9800 10700 6000 12400 10500 3500 13300 9300 1800 5700 70000 8000 28000

1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1882 1882 1882 1882 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886
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31 3 5 6 7 15 19 6 13 27 3 9 21 22 17 23 24 1 14 15 16 23 24 1 8 9 10 17 26 27 10

32 33 34 35 • 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

Minnaetal

Myers,Mrs.C.M.... Meshaw,Richard
Marvin,Charles

Murry,Sarah

Murray&Patrick....

Miller,Abram

Martin,Robert

Muckenfuss,Evan...

Moorer,M.J
Metts,A.T

Mitchum,Sarah

McTeer,Jack

McHoney,Robert....

Miles,Emma
Miller,Daniel

Middleton,Wm
Myers,Eddie

Middleton,Will

Morgan,Paul

Morris,F.M

McAlhany,T.D....?

McClellan,Daniel...

Mellard,John

Myers,T.A

Mizzells,James

Mitchell,Bill
Moorer,V.B

Misservy,P.H Maren,Emma Martin,est.M

GivhamT.S.,750a..
Dorchester,11,3b...

Collins,28a,2b

Eraser,20a Fraser,10a

SeePatrick&Murray

George,25a

Bell,25a,1b

Sheridan,45a,1b...

Koger,325a George,41a

Warren,200a Heyward,20a

Heyward,100a,4b..

Glover,50a,2b....

Fraser,10a

Fraser,15a,2b
Lowndes,2a,1b....

Blake,1b
Blake,33a

Blake,162a,1b

George,21

George,10a,1b
Cam,125a,3b

Cam,150a,2b

Cam,145a
Cam,60a

Givham,18a

Summerville,1lot... Summerville,1lot...

Collins,11a,3b....

1,12500 17800 8500 4000 4600 5800 4800 8700 32500 4100 20000 4000 14000 9500 2000&

5400w

3300 1000 10000 19000 18000 3500 15100 18500 14500 6600 1800 2000 2000 5200

1883 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886

1882 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1884 1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885

1689 468 327 235 244 267 209 275 671 245 469 183 329 263 179 229 224 190 322 454 438 225 423 472 411 297 227 230 231 250
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>, a
W

List.

j3CD

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

o® .,

»

1
O 39^

Costs

tiesin

Secre

te.

-3"H3 -ojO*->

Sg«ffl
tary

and

Of-
Eh

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Colleton.,

 

14 8 20 18 22 7 8 4 20 21 5 6 13 20 4

18 23 24 25 26 28 32 34 36

Robinson,Thomas

Reedy,Primus

Roberts,Adeline

Reeves,D.M

Riley,Mrs.C.S

Richards,Mrs.E.A.,

trustee

Robinson,Robert

Renty,A.E Rigby,John
Rigby,Wm

Richards,George Richardson,Luck

Rhett,Jos

Russell,Patrick

Robinson,Emmaand

Rosanna

Bell,34a,2b
Broxem,20"a

Blake,174a,5b
Koger,113a,2b

Dorchester,11,3b

AdamsRun,700a,9b...
AdamsRun,30a,1b....

Warren,50a,lb
George,100a,1b

George,25a

AdamsRunT.,200a,2b
AdamsRunT.,25a,1b".

FraserT.S.,12a,1b....

George,15a
George,1lot

1878 1879 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1882 1883 1884

92 85 77 71 53 36 26
M

12 31 57 10 22 25 18

%4 2 6 4 8 29 4 4 7 2 6 5 3 2 2

Oct.31,1879

1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1882 1882 1882 1882 1882 1883 1884 1885

$21000 6700 33600 14800 40000 1,30000 6300 9000 16000 2500 27000 5000 11000 3000 2500
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CD

251 61

14 18 19 10 17 2 3 18 19 27 28 14 15 4 5 7 8 14 18 3 17 13 9 8 8 22 23 24 26

37 39 41 42 44 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14

Ray,S.M

Ross,W.H

Robinson,Csesar

Rivers,A.C
Rhode,J.D

Robinson,est.Jack.. Richardson,Prince..

Roberts,Frank

Robinson,Phillip....

Rumph,A.J
Reed,JohnP

Robert,James
Rodgers,A.B

Rivers,S.J

Rose,HenryM

Simons,Ed

Smalls,Samuel
Simmons,Israel Sheppard,Csesar

Smalls,Henry.

Simmons,Richard...

Spell,J.I)

Sheridan,Ned

Smoke,SarahA

Sumter,Isham
Stephens,Mary

Smith,M.D
Sutton,Alice

Simmons,Mrs.Emma..

Smalls,Peter

Smalls,HarveyorHarry

Dorchester,55a

Dorchester,11,lb...

Collins,10a,1b
Warren.50a,1b

Bell,127a,2b

Lowndes,14a,1b. Lowndes,20a,1b....

Blake,11,3b

Blake,45a

Burns,248a,lb

Burns,11

Dorchester,3a

Dorchester,1a,4b...

AdamsRun,11a,1b.

AdamsRun,201a....
AdamsRun,30a

AdamsRun,21a,3b.

Blake,25a,2b

Givham,57a

AdamsRun,6a

Blake,25a

Dorchester,148a,1b.

Cam,100a,5b
Bell,184a,3b

Givham,9a,1b

Dorchester,200a,5b.

Dorchester,11,lb

Dorchester,15a,1b..
Dorchester,2a,1b...

Dorchester,10a,2b..

Sheridan,40a,2lb

6500 10000 3000 7500 16000 2400 5300 50000 9000 46300 20000 1000 2000 3700 20100 3000 8700 6000 5700 3000 7500 25200 18200 55700 4000 35800 14000 5000 3600 14000 7500

1885 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1878 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

3011884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 9081885

307|l885

8781885 4931885 2151885 230'1885 2541885 4951885 7191876 8891876 6291876 1876 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878

356 247 287 370 210 253 760 703 649 1178 879 1601 330 828 503 370 349 503 282
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21 4 :. 16 18 10 LI 18 15 28 22 23 1 26 16 21 22 9 14 27 5 6 11 16 2 22 23 24 13 11 22

s 9 10 11
1*

14 15 10 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 26

Wesley,est.Clara

Ware,MaryW

Walker,Wilson

White,est.Luke

Wesley,Henry

Warren,est.0.W

Weekley,L.C Warren,Eliza

Williams,Prince

White,H.,andJ.Brown

Wilson,Betsy
West,March

Wallace,Hardtimes

Wimberlv,L.S

Walker,J.W

AV'illiams,MaryWhitaker,E.L

Westberry,AnnieE....

Wallace,SilasM Wallace,Sarah Wineburg,B.H.

Wineburg,Fralix

Walker,L.S

Wiggins,Paul

Williams,Venus
Walters,JohnW

Williams,Venus Wimberlv,Mary

West,Nowell

Williams,Kobert Winiberly,Lewis

Givham,9a,1b

AdamsRun,11,1b

Lowndes,12a

Collins,20a,1b

Givham,8a

Bell,100a,2b

Heyward,2a,2b
Verdier,8a,2b

Lowndes,100a

Blake,25a

AdamsRun,100a,4b..
AdamsRun,10a,1b..

jBlake,50a,1b

'Cam,57a
Bell,96a

Heyward,120a,2b

Heyward,264a
Broxem,193a Verdier,366a

Dorchester,7a,1b

Collins,6a,1b

Collins,1a

Warren,43a,4b

Bell,100a,1b

Sheridan,10a,1b

George,22a

George,10a,1b

George,121a

Burns,80a

Fraser,20a,1b

George,222a

4200 18000 3600 6000 800 12000 51000 8000 41400 7600 23400 4000 15000 18200 12800 25200 50000 45000 36600 2400 50700 1,46500 8800 10600 3000 2200 3000 18100 8000 8000 24200

1879 1879 1879 1879 1878 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1881 1882 1882

1870 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1877 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881

717 1025 565 717 605 665 1529 500 836 333 643 355 443 491 371 570 939 841 638 298 970 2338 342 344 182 331 260 445 347 327 551
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

'EIT-
edLand

>; m
Fori List.

h a

OJ

£

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAches.

o£i '3 Mo
h

s(H

axes

Pen

fice

ofIS°.202■» -OSO-w

^>f̂ co> QQCOQgoS IO.Sh

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

3110i

5!

12I

23
m
4 11 6 8 18 33 18 31 4 10 LI

28 27 28 29 30 32 6 19 20 26 27 27 28 2U

Darlington..

Atkinson,Siney...
Anderson,D.E....

Adolphus,Adam...

Aaron,J.W

Alexander,Ephraim

Alford(orAlfred),Sam'l

Adams,M.S

Anderson,John

Byrd,J.C

Brunson,John

Barrett,Mrs.M.L Biinkley,Samuel

Byrd,est.J.C....

Byrd,J.E

Buchiel,M.C Britt,Brunson

Byrd,J.E

SeeSiney,Atkinson.

Florence,4a,1b

Florence,11

Lisbon,18a

jllighHill,50a

Palmetto,2a,2"b

Mechanicsville,100a,2b.

Philadelphia,50a,1b

Wright,121a,3b

Thomas,11...

Brown,200a,7b

TansBay,70a
HighHill,225a

Philadelphia,23a,1b

Florence,31,3b
Florence,11,1b Florence,11,2b

I7

2 174 8 8 116 6 27 4 10 3 97 0 15

281882 461880 131883 231884 45,1884 921885 541885 421870 051877 1877 1881 1882 1882 1880
Iss:i

LH83

Oct.31,1883

1881 1884 1885 1885 1886 1886 1878 1878 1878 1882 1883 1883 1881 1884 1884

*450 60 225 350 100 500 450 755 50 850 228 750 125 6,786 150 1,000

(10
11(1

(K) (II)
(Ml (HI

(10 (10 00 00 oo oo oo oo 00 00
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY. Darlington.

1

Forfeit
edLand

>-> W

List.

•
m

InWhose"Name

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

25 1 7 9 17 9 19 23 4 2 29 27 13 33 14 6

31J

30 32 1 3 27 11 13 28 30 31 1 4 6

Fountain,Annie Freeman,MaryJ

Gainey,Mrs.Jemima...

Gundy,Win.II Ganey,Reddick
Gregory,Fred Gray,SarahF

Gainey,Sarah&Jemima

Gregg,R.D

Griggs,Enoch

Galloway,Susan

Guy,A.C

Gatlin,J.G

Garner,Mrs.Joanna...

Howell,James,Jr

Hines,Franklin

Hamilton,RobertR....

o®

1-

,.

»

■*-> o
03

IS>H

~»ha

-°3O-*?

gg«Mgenu's

SO3

sts

sin

ecre

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties

Calculated

to

Valuation.

SocietyHill,2a,1b....

Lisbon,32a

Florence,60a,2b, Florence,50a,1b
Antioch,80a,2b

Florence,1lot,1b

HighHill,125a,6b....

Lunney,50a,1b Humphrey,100a
SeeEnoch,Griggs.

Lydia,25a,3b

StokesBridge,108a,3b

Ebenezer,127a

Lisbon,38a

Florence,400a,3b
Snelter,100a,1b....

Grant,11

1884 1885 1868 1868 1869 1882 1882 1874 1875 1883 1884 1885 1885 1868 1870 1870

%411 621 2357 3383 4650 620 794 1153 2625 625 1075 949 621 17027 10375 3508

Oct.31,1885

1886 1878 1878 1878 1883 1883 1878 1878 1884 1885 1886 1886 1878 1878 1878

%5000

25000fe

8700° 15000 23000 37500 50000 3500 30000 25000 60000 55000 25000 96000 66000 20000
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CD

FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

f,
N

List.

0

CDja

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

«*H.

O«J
t* t.s

°5 o
as

>H-*3 E.
E«H

3J*-Ŝ■HS

-ao«

Sg0JO2
03Ph13O

and

Of-

tary ea)

tow5.

CD.—>h

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Edgefield

 

3 11 7 12 20 7 6 17 22 14 13 19 12 15 17

1 2 3 4 5 1 1 3 4 5 4 4

EDGEFIELD

COUNTY.

Addison,H.B

Asbel,P.B

Butler,Jerry

Bledsoe,Julius,est..

Burnett,J.A
Bacon,Eliza

Coleman,M.J Cogburn,M.M

Coleman,A.JjHuiettT.,300a,1b

Creed,WmIWard,57a

Creed,Wm

Coleman,MrsE

Coleman,Ira Duncan,Geo Derrick,J.H

Germanville,260a

Norris,90a

CooperTownship,120a.

Shaw,200a

Merriweather,125a

Pickens,1lot,1b

Hibler.440a

PineGrove,330a.

Ward,57a

Hibler,100a
Huiett,GOa

Germanville,134a.
Germanville,63a..

1872 1872 1878 1880 1881 1882 1872 1872 1874 1880 1880 1881 1882 1881 1881

is 5S 13 73 80 51
••>'.!

49 SI IB 75 89 83 70 74

*62 62 11

•10

5 25 235 143 106 6 5 3 2 15 4

.31,1880 1880
1SSII

1SS1
1882 1883 1880 1880 1880 1881 1881 1882 1883 1882 1882

I

54200 55000 36000 62000 30000 1,81000 2,21000 1,34000 1,13500 33000 33000 16000 19000 93000 20000
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

>> a
W

<d 02-C

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

•*-<.

ooC ns

*s o OS
•

i -
!*

Costsand

iesinOf-

Secretary

te.

—"K03

-S3©*>

8ga"

V,<BO<hsa04«co

Eh

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties
Calculated

to

Valuation.

Georgetown..  

18 3 7 8 9 5 6 17 19 20 21 22 23 6 3 8 12

26 29 32 33 34 1 3

Myers,Isaac

McPherson,John,No.2

Morris,HansfordR....

Moyd,Jacob
Moyd,Wm.W

Mayrant,KateD.., Mayrant,KateD.. Moultrie,ElizaC.. Moultrie,ElizaC..

Moultrie,est.Mary

Moultrie,Diana.... Myers,JosephA... Mitchell,James....

Moore,S.JamesS.

Nowell,L.C

Nowland,Abe

Nesbit,Cain

Georgetown,No.3,1lot...

Santee,No.1,30a,2b....

IGourdin,No.2,45a

.Gourdin,No.2,25a,1b... IGourdin,No.2,35a,lb...

ISantee,No.1,1,530a

jSantee,No.1,571a

Georgetown,No.3,1lot,1b Georgetown,No.3,1lot,1b Georgetown,No.3,1lot,1b Georgetown,No.3,1lot,1b

Georgetown,No.3,1lot....

Georgetown,No.3,1lot,1b

Collins,No.6,50a,4b

Santee,450

BlackRiver,300

Gourdin's,25

$3 2 8 2 it;
n

-i 5 6 5 1 5 3 428

II si; 40 94 69 58

1883 1884 1883 1883 1883 1885 181885 551885 761885 761885 761885 961885 761885 751885 311868 4063,1869 681,1875

Oct.31,1884

1885 1885 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1886 issi; 1886 1886 1886 1886 1878 1878 1878

$150 70 50 50 50 1,150 740 220 300 300 300 50 300 100 3,224 312 25
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Smith&Williams Simmons,FrankC
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James

Stone,B.M

Smith,MaryK

Singleton,Manuel
Strobar,Mrs.S.A

Sauls,E.S

Stevens,Mrs.E.C

Stone,est.B.M

Speaks,Mrs.S.F
Smith,Lucinda

Smith,Abram

Smith,PatienceM Singleton,Martha

Spann,Thos

Stone,Wm
Smith,C.H

Smith,Mary

Shuman,W.L
Shuman,Jeff

Singleton,John Sherman,Jane

Stephenson,est.Jane...

Smith,MaryL
Smith,Marietta

Smith,Mrs.Josiah

Goethe,40a

Lawton,12a,lb

Lawton,lb

Robert,68a,lb

Coosawhatchie,65a.. Coosawhatchie,15a.

Lawton,224a

Goethe,151a,4b...

Pocataligo,56a

Robert,400a
Robert,49a

Lawton,1,143a,1b.

Lawton,224a Lawton,290a

Coosawhatchie,134a
Coosawhatchie,65a.

Coosawhatchie,117a,
Coosawhatchie,95a.. Coosawhatchie,25a.. Coosawhatchie,40a..

Peeples,500a

Goethe,255a,3b...

Goethe,204a
Goethe,17a Goethe,92a

Goethe,362a Lawton,100a

Goethe,155a,4b...

Goethe,151a

Coosawhatchie,450a
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701 938 18Iff 1355 840 773 1886 1216 905 1520 948 5139 1860 1344 1203 835 1032 1140 788 803 1491 803 963 391 817 830 710 637 545
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FOKFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>>ti a

List.

w

■4*O CDA

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

©

oo>h

■4-3 *-.ofr
->H

Vrt»HjO-3-a

axes

Pen

fice

ofS

î? °.£cc» -«O^s°ia•

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

n
16 10 2 6 7 2 6 1 4 1 7 5 4

17 2 3 4 5 6 6 i3

1*

Hampton...

'A-.'"':■--

I^HIffiiBT^

ife"'

Hvfi'

Youmans,J.C

Zahler,F.M

HOREY

Benton,MichaelC

Baker,Wm

Bellamy,Stephen

Bryan,James

Bryant,StephenD

Bellamy,Wm

Baker,Adeline
Benton,Edward

Cook,HenryCox,Alex.B
Evans,Philip

Faircloth,Wm.A

Goethe,600a

Coosawhatchie,216a,4b..

COUNTY.

LittleEiver,260a
Bayboro,100a,1b SimpsonCreek,2a

LittleRiver,20a

Floyd's,45a

LittleRiver,30a,lb

Conway,200a

LittleRiver,34a

DogBluff,80a

LittleRiver,15a,lb....

Simpson'sCreek,50a,1b Simpson'sCreek,50a,lb

1882 1880 1881 1882 1883 1883 1884 1884 1885 1885 1881 1884 1881 1884

$1110 2924 775 736 460 .541 687 427 602 383 603 440 661 526

Oct.31,1883

1881 1882 1883 1884 1884 1885 1885 1886 1886 1882 1885 1882 1885

$60000 95100 13000 15600 2700 9000 10500 8300 20300 3400 15300 7000 7200 7500



CD

s

6 9 10 7 3 5 6 2 3 1 3 11 3 2 1 5 12 1 4 7 8 10 2 5 8 4 9

3 2 3 5 6 7 1 6 3 2 3 6 7 3 4 2 5 6 2 3 6

Gore,est

Hardee,JesseJ
Hardee,SusanE Hardee,WadeA

Huggins,Robt Hardee,IsaacJ

Johnson,JohnM...

Lewis,HenryLewis,Sarah

McCall,Henry

Mincey,Elizabeth...

Phelps&Co

Rodgers,est.MaryA

Squires,Wm.C

Stalvey,WilsonD...

Stevens,Mary
Tyler,MosesA

Tyler,JohnQ
Vaught,J.J

Vaught,W.J Vereen,Jas.W

Vaught,Charles....

Ward,JamesP

Williams,Martha...

Williamson,Curtis..

Ward,J.P

Ward,Daniel

Simpson'sCreek,47a Simpson'sCreek,75a Simpson'sCreek,60a
Simpson'sCreek,174a

Floyd's,50a

Simpson'sCreek,100a

Gallivant'sFerry,85a,lb.

Floyd's,125a,lb

Floyd's,6a

Socastee,670

Green,Sea,62a

LittleRiver,25a1b

GreenSea,24a

DogBluff,100a,lb

Conway,33a

LittleRiver,46a,1b

GallivantFerry,50a,1b...

ConwayboroT.S.,80a,1b

Simpson'sCreek,1b
DogwoodNeck,190a

LittleRiver,75a

DogwoodNeck,80a,lb...

GreenSea,100a

Floyd's,25a

GreenSea,214a.■

GreenSea,100a

LittleRiver,38a,1b

1881 1880 1880 1881 1883 1884 1885 1885 1885 1875 1884 1881 1880 1881 1884 1885 1881 1882 1879 1883 1884 1884 1879 1880 1880 1881 1884

454 583 .456 575 584 444 741 793 484 2854 559 670 542 697 510 376 605 582 480 778 423 607 672 517 691 616 484

1882 1881 1881 1882 1884 1885 1886 1886 1886 1879 1885 1882 1881 1882 1885 1886 1882 1883 1881 1884 1885 1885 1881 1881 1881 1882 1885

2500 4400 6200 8700 3000 10300 26000 22500 600 50200 6200 10000 3000 23500 13700 7200 11100 13800 7000 29600 8000 12000 7000 1300 10700 6200 10300
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5)1

Marion.

26 7 30 1 16 3 2 19 21 32 33 6 14 17 33 19 2 3 10 11 1 4 14 22 3 9 29 7 13

3 5 5 6 15 1 2 3 5 6 8 10 12 1 2 3

MARIONCOUNTY.

Alford,M.E
Avant,S.G

Alford,Joel

Allison,Henry,
Amnions,Chas

Ammons,D.Fondwell

Butler,Caroline,

Brown,Ann, Barnes,R.L
Baker,G.W

Bigham,Mary
Barns,JoelE

Baker,G.W
Boston,Giles,

Baker,M.B Baker,M.B

Bragdon,N.L

Bellflower,M.,estate...

Brown,Julius

Brown,Caroline

Brown,Julius

Bullock,Anthony

Brown,Edward

Cannon,J.R
Collins,S.T

Collins,UriahH

Coleman,J.B
Coleman,W.G Cooper,Simon

Harlleeville,66a Caines,460a,2b

Kirby,60a

Britton'sNeck,130a,4b.

Harlleeville,68a,5b

Marion,60a

Hillsboro,20a

Legette,60a

McMillan,80a

Wahee,150a Wahee,350a
Caines,29a Caines,10a Caines,42a

Hillsboro,140a

Hillsboro,72a,2b

Caines,130a
Caines,40a

Marion,37a Legette,80a

Britton'sNeck,303a,1b.

Carmichael,8a,lb

Marion,295a,3b

McMillan,590a

Marion,30a Marion,47a AVahee,100a Caines,100a Caines,200a

1876 1876 1876 1877 1877 1884 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1877 1877 1877 1879 1881 1881 1881 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876

591 2717 711 481 994 407 341 388 432 594 1055 317 294 463 612 587 849 432 408 362 762 28d 981 1610 388 466 711 479 711

1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1885 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1880 1882 1882 1882 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878

00 00 00 00 00 00 4000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 26000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

132 1,070 200 101 324 180 60 SO 150 350 29 20 84 140 147 80 69 80 433 46 615 590 60 94 200 100 200



FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

if

w

List.

&o■ ^3

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

©

**i-c

94J <B G
fe h

tarycp m5e,®.2cc«

O-C"-js
.CSO-w

axes

Pen

fice

ofS

and

Of- m.S>-

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Marion

16 24 10 20 4 13 14 17 1 12 4! 18 4 3 28 9

71

5 6 7 8 9 12 1 1 2 5 7 10 12

Cooper,M.A...

Campbell,R.E.. Cain&Hyman..
Clark,Morris...

Cain&Hyman.. Coleman,W.D.. Coleman,Elley..

Collins,T.J.... Cooper,M.A...

Collins,Thomas.

Davis,Joseph... Davis,GincyDavis,Gincy....

Dill,Dill

Davis,EvandaB.

Davis,Wesley...

Douglass,Fannie

Caines,200a

Harlleeville,80a

SeeHyman&Cain.
Ilillsboro,112a,3b

SeeHyman&Cain.
Marion,195a,4b

Marion,32a,3b

Reeves,20a

CainT.,190a,2b...

Legette,15a

Hillsboro,80a Legette,205a Marion,100a

Britton'sNeck,200a.

Wahee,400a

Hillsboro,7a,lb

Harlleeville,116a,2b

1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1877 1878 1881 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1879 1881

$765 662 1419 2069 670 479 688 252 432 723 479 712 1172 323 551

Oct.31,1878

1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1879 1882 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1880 1882

$20000 16000«*

00

50800 78500 18200 10000 40000 2200 8000 20500 10000 20000 40000 5200 44800

 



i

27 32 30 6 23 28 8 9 24 7 17 30 3 20 21 27 5 10 11 4 8 13 18 5 6 26 31 4 14 12

3 5 8 0 1 3 5 6 7 10 12 1 2 5 5 G t 8 10

Edwards,Cary

Edwards,JohnM
Ford,Alexander Flowers,Martha

Gardner,CD Griffin,Allen
Guile,Boston Gregg,Simon

GreenvilleUniversity..

Grant,John

Granthan,T.T

Garrison,Charles

Gibbes,Isaac Gasque,John

Graham,Jas.,andwife.

Hatchell,J.L
Hatchell,W.R Hyman&Cain

Harrelson,Gilford

Hyman&Cain

Harrell,D.M.,agent..

Horton,N.P

Harrell,William
Hatchell,VV.S

Hatchell,P.E

Hughes,Samuel Herrin,Ann,est

Hatchell,McKee,or

McCrea

Harrelson,A.D
jHoward,SusanA

Hillsboro,11a

Legette,280a,2b

Hillsboro,25a Cain,14a,lb
McMillan,100a Hillsboro,100a

Caines,2a

Caines,102a

Hillsboro,300a

Cain,10a.

Hillsboro,11,1b Wahee,142a,2b

Cain,100a,1b

PeeDee,200a,3b....

PeeDee,133a
McMillan,60a

Marion,100a

Cain,634a

Carmichael,25a

Cain,231a

Cains,10a,1b

Carmichael,190a,8b.

Hillsboro,5a,1b

McMillan,45a,1b...

McMillan,50a

Rowell,125a,2b Wahee,200a,2b

McMillan,100a,1b.

PeeDee,26a
Legette,141a

1876 1876 1876 1877 1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1877 1877 1876 1879 1881 1881 1876 1876 1876 1876 1877 1877 1877 1877 1876 1876 1876 1876 1877 1877 1879

309 969 380 335 479 506 273 932 3706 317 940 678 455 679 560 526 479 977 309 911 365 1397 333 533 516 610 1101 802 533 448

2200 31200 5000 3800 10000 10000 1000 29500 1,50000 2900 30000 18700 146oO 65000 26600 12000 10000 31700 2500 28800 5000 50000 3500 12400 1160Q 15700 37000 24000 12400 14100

1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1880 1882 1882 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1880
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>*

List.

Eh a
W

s
J3

02

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

O®

wt- >,B

4s <u (H

O^
33

*H
■

O.StC$

So*"1-o^i&"

0-S■" »08©■«

303

a$>

w.5C

Eh

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Marion.

 

25 7 13 29 23 24 2 2 3 4 1 17 31 7 10 11 25

2 3 5 6 9 14 1 1 2 8 10 12 12

Pettigrew,M.L..

Pone,John Page,Jack

Page,Malinda....

Page,Joseph

Portee,R
Page,J.N

Poston,Jane

Parker,Thomas.. Parker,Thomas..

Rogers,W.G

Richardson,W.J. Rogers,LinseyL.

Rush,Abner

Richardson,Dick.

Reaves,Celia

Rowell,Elizabeth.

McMillan,1,000a..

Marion,210a

Marion,4a

Hillsboro,15a
Hillsboro,70a

Legette,100a,1b.

Hillsboro,175a....

PeeDee,20a

Woodberry,300a.. Woodberry,200a..

Hillsboro,50a

Legette,60a
Wahee,30a

McMillan.1a,1b.
Jeffries,30a,3b..

Hillsboro,10a

Rowell,80a,4b..

1876 1876 1876 1876 1876 1877 1878 1883 1883 1883 1876 1876 1876 1877 1879

247J1881

3931881

$2555 731 294 327 940 770 446 185 228 185 365 388 388 286 588

Oct.

31,1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1879 1884 1884 1884 1878 1878 1878 1878 1880 1882 1882

$1,000 210 20 30 300 225 175 50 87 50 50 60 Go 15 240 20 128

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>> cW

List.

CO

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

°2

'S
ui
c

03
5 ?H

>«o<e

8g$°°

SCmao

Costa

Itiesi

fSeer

ate. U<03«H

tarya<d

and

Of-

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Eiehand..

2 1 1 1 2 9 2 1 2 3 4 1 3 15 16 17 12

2 7 11 12 20 14 15 16 19 20 20 35 36

Addison,est.W.H...

Bell,Elizabeth

Brazel,J.G

Brazel,William,Sr....
Brazzel,WilliamS....

Bamfield,J.,est

Barwiok,Mrs.M.E...

Blake,Josh
Brooks,Hy

Burns,Nathan
Burton&Jones

Bates,Samuel

Brown,Rial

Blakely,James Boliver,George.'..

Brazzell,Benjamin,Sr,

Brown,Thomas

LowerT.S.,100a,lb.

Upper,18 Centre,300 Centre,96 Centre,98 Centre,33 Lower,350 Lower,20 Lower,61 Lower,33

LowerPineBluff,75..

LowerPineBluff,300a

LowerPineBluff,374-. LowerPineBluff,49... LowerPineBluff,1,000

Centre,100a Centre,110a

1885 1873 1872 1876 1877 1878 1872 1873 1873 1873 1873 1874 1877 1878 1878 1880 1881

$530 1137 6534 1122 929 193 8562 1310 1978 1944 2930 4671 997 372 2745 1326 517

Oct.

31,1886 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1883 1883

$

100 80 600 320 325 70 800 100 170 165 275 610 360 250 2,500 300 120



no

t

2 3 1 16 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 1 2
■1
3 4 5 20 4 2 1 .7 8 6 7 5 6 7 8 1

41 46 56 58 1 7 9 16 19 38 41 46 47 56 58 59

Barr,Eliza

Brazzell,(Hendrix&

Hendrix)
Brown,Wm

Bradford,W.B

Bingham,Jemima

Blakeley,JeffD

Burnes,est.James

Bamfield,est.George...

Berry,Mary

Brazzell,Nancy

Brazzell,J.C.,&Hendrix

Cook,F.A

Campbell,Sarah&Mary

Cauthran,Lewis

Coeffer,W.C....,

Cornish,Anthony

Coleman,Wm Coogler,L.E
Cansby,Allen

Chappell,Charles

Coogler,L.E

Campbell,T.J

Cooper,Jack,est
Carter,HenryC

Cato,Susie

Campbell,T.J.,trustee

Campbell,Nancy

Cloud,D.L

Cloud,Nancv

Corley,est.M.J

CentreT.S.,418a. CentreT.S.,97^a.

Lower,37a Lower,96a

Lower,36£a,lb.. Lower,100a,1b.,

Lower,30a

Centre,90a,lb... Centre,50a,1b...

Centre,44a

Centre,195a,2b..

UpperT.,136

Centre,25 Centre,132 Lower,400, Lower,11

Centre,450a,2b..

Upper,440a
Centre,30a

Lower,ia,1b...

Upper,350a,3b. Centre,219a,3b.
Centre,36a,2b.. Lower,15a,2b...

Lower,70a

Centre,180a Centre,160a Centre,237a

Centre,200a,2b. Upper,255a,3b.,

81000 32000 12000 10000 9000 45000 11000 10000 15000 10000 32000 54000 10500 60000 1,35000 5500 45000 65000 12000 24000 1,30000 72000 9000 12000 38000 37000 16000 25000 33000 54000

1884 1884 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1880 1886 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1883 1883 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1886 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880 1886

1883 1883 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1872 1872 1874 1874 1877 1882 1882 1883 1884 1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885

1100 537 449 425 528 949 550 470 530 465 756 5931 1514 4692 9700 361 747 907 386 600 1943 1200 364 564 818 836 583 653 741 1012
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinClmrgeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNJY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

M

d

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

CDt.

'3 o
03

i»

Costs

;iesin

Secre

te. .aou$g<cCC

"2*1b§oS

—.«wa 3££*3

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties

Calculated

to

Valuation.

Richland

2 1 3 2 1 5 6 13 15 18 13 5 8 9 2 3 8

1 4 7 9 10 15 20 34 35 36 41 56 58 8 11 20

Dent,II.H

Donnelson,R.J.>..

Daniels,Benjamin.

Denny,M.B Davis,Ed.T

DeSaussure,Wm...

Davis,Emma

Davis,JamesA Davie,SarahA

Dunlap,Jas.D.,etal.

Upper,20... Upper,75... Centre,10.. Centre,50.. Centre,60.. Lower,25. Lower,16... Centre,150.

Centre,50a.
Centre,525a. Davis,ThomasMjCentre,335a.

Davis&Shannon

Davy,Jim,

Dougherty,est.Joel

Evans,Idella
Elkins,.Limes

Evans,est.W.K

Centre,500a....

Lower,56a,lb. Centre,42a,1b

Centre,50 Centre,6 Upper,30

122 43 6 1G 13 27 15 3 27 12 10 4 5 4 14 2 0

1872 1875 1872 1874 1875 1873 1873 1878 1879 1880

Oct.

01,1881

41

1883 1885 1885 1873 60,1876451878

31,1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1883 1883 1883 1884 1886 1886 1879 1879 1879

$180 750 20 150 150 250 130 100 500 280 335 230 190 50 110 50 500

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

t^ a
W

o ,COS—
-

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

»-

t.=■*1 0> oEm
OS
o>H

O.3-5

S«weg

Sg"^

SrScS-s
15"i£•

sOs

a®

.«o«

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Richland.

81

9!24 25 4 1 27 7 3 16 17 18 8 9 10 5 9

41 47 55 58 59 5 7 8 9 12

Richardson,Simon.

Riley,John

Rawls&Wilhalf,..

Reeves,Elvira Roberts,W.T

Rose,W.E
Ruff,SueM

Ruff,AdamF
Stolbrand,C.J

Shannon,E.M

Starling,est.Seth..

Scott,A

Lower,10a Lower,47a
Upper,76£a

LowerT.S.,20a,1b.

Centre,500a,4b

Upper,87â Upper,67$a

Upper,449a,1b

Upper,4 Centre,350 Centre,300 Centre,100 Centre.930

Stolbrand,C.J

Stolbrand,C.J[Centre,500 Stolbrand,C.J[Centre,625 Sheppard,WilliamiCentre,256 Sloan,Wm.S|Centre,123

1883 1883 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1876 1872 1872 1872 1873 1873 1873 1874 1877

$255 323 500 515 6236 923 514 1708 420 4599 6534 3485 16264 9050 12275 5801 499

Oct.

31,1884 1884 1885 1886 1886
18S6

1886 1886 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

*30 100 200. 100 4,900 500 140 1,130 100 410 600 300 1,845 1,000 1,375 770 120

00 00 00 00 00 oo 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

1
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>,
W

List.

a

<D OQ
,C

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

i
0) oPn

og

^

».2OQ«

O*■.^"S •SOW

axes

Pen

flee

ofS

"O-if

§o|

ap OQDOg

H

Taxes.

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to.

Valuation.

Cityof

Columbia.

 

Alston,MaryAnn. Brown,est.James..
Brown,CharlesR...

Brodie,est.Samuel.

Butler,WilliamB...

Brown,LewisL....

Bates,John

Brodie,est.A

Bynum,JohnB.

Bare,John

Brown,Emma...
Boon,EmmaG..

Boon,Emma6..

Brown,Madison.

Barnwell,bet.Ladvand

Plain,11"

Henderson,bet.Senateand

Gervais

Wheat,HendersonandLaurel

UpperextensionSumter

Williams,PlainandTaylor.

Harden,Laurel,Richland..

Cor.GatesandDivine

ColumbiaTownship,350...

Assembly,Pendleton,Med..

Cor.GervaisandBarnwell,

lb

Rich.,Laurel,Richland,1b.
ColumbiaTownship,130a..

ColumbiaTownship,la.... ColumbiaTownship,\a

1885 1873 1874 1875 1876 1878 1878 1877 1879 1880 1880 1880 1880 1880

$631 13350 1589 3062 1698 645 204 1702 849 3908 3294 814 313 505

Oct.31,1886

1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883 1883

823000»

to

1,50000 17000 50000 50000 50000 4000 70000 14000 97000 80000 18000 5000 10000



oo3

CO

7 1 17 18 4 1 3 4 2 3 5 6 7 1 3 4 2 3 2 7 9

36 37 39 44 45 45 49 50 54 4 5 8 8

Brown,Ella

Bynum,SarahA
Brown,Adeline

Brown,EllenorEve...

Bynum,Geo

Bell,HesterJ
Brooks,Henry

Bright,Henrietta

Brennen,Mrs.Mary Brennen,Mrs.Mary...,

Bates,John

Bond,Harriet
BrownLewis

Bellamy,Alex
Brown,est.L.L Burgess,Joseph,

Calnan,M.J

Chambers,Ellen Chapman,June,
Cochran,JohnK

Cooper,Augustus
SeeNelson&Taylor..

ColumbiaTownship,1£a...

Richland,Gadsden,Wayne,

1b

ColumbiaTownship^ia,2b

ColumbiaTownship,\a....

Barnwell,Ladv,Washington,

1lot,1b..."

CornerBullandBlossom,11,

lb

ColumbiaT.EL,ia,lb.... ColumbiaT.S.,1b,*a....

Lady,betweenPickensand

Bull,11,1b

Cor.SumterandWashington

streets,11,1b

Cor.GatesandDivine,1lot
Lincoln,betweenPlainand

Taylor,11,1b

Marion,betweenDivineand

Blossom,11,lb

ColumbiaT.S.,ia,1b....
ColumbiaT.S.,±a,1b...

ColumbiaT.S.,±a,1b...

ExtensionLaurel

CornerGadsdenandLumber.

NearBrewery

Gates,Pendleton,Senate,1

lot

Assembly,Washington

Lady,1lot,lb

and

44 53 77
8!)

34 GO 10 46 88 13712 373 31 660 485 655 498 2686 11629 2461 37 70

2 7 1 1 9 5 4 3 190 6 15 192

1882 1882 1882 1883 1884 1884 1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1873 1873 1874 1876 1876

1883 1883 1883 1883 1884 1885 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

5000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 16000 00 1,30000 00

500 50 GO 620 240 150 100 7,000 5,000 50 230 250 150 290 260 300

45000 6,00000



FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

Forfeit
edLand

sA
W

List.

a

9 CO

COUNTY.

J3

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

O©o

C

n»
93•4-S

■M 0>
>H1

Secretary

te.

■=*£*

•-O+j
Sg»«i

3!PhtoO

Costsand

iesinOf-

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties

Calculated

to

Valuation.

Cityof

Columbia.

 

Cooper,Augustus Cooper,Augustus Cooper,Augustus Cardarelli,EllaM

Cardarelli,Felix

CapitalB.andL.Asso

ciation

Campbell,Mrs.L.J...

Collins,Bridgett Crummy,Martha

Blossom,Assembly,Richard

son,1lot,2b

Gervais,LincolnandGates,

1lot,2b

Southwestcor.Blossomand

Richardson,1lot,1b....

Lady,RichardsonandSum

ter,1lot,1b

Lady,RichardsonandSum

ter,1lot,lb

Taylor,Henderson,Barnwell, WestRichardson,Taylor.

Bland.,1lot,1b

Gervais,Gates,Lincoln,1

lot,1b

ColumbiaT.S.,25a

1876 1876 1876 1877 1877 1881 1883 1883 1883

$1858 2656 1378 3877 2155 508 4140 1002 194

Oct.31,1879

1879 1879 1879 1879 1883 1884 1884 1884

*55000«J
if-

80000 40000 1,70000 87000 15000 3,10000 68000 2500



50,00000 1,0000000

1,500

0000

3,300 1,620

00 0000

100

00 00 00

360

00

110

0000

450

00

900

0000 00

630 700 400270 370 50 80 180 100

i

1 3 5 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 17 7 8 9 10 11 1 3 4

42 44 45 50 50 2 5 5

CityofColumbia..

Cooper,Emily
Carroll,A.F

Cooper,ElizaA...
Cannon,David

Carr,MaryE

Carter,Hannibal...

Chapman,Amanda

Cherry,CeliaM...

Collins,Bridgett...
Cooper,est.Sarah.

Chavis,William....
Chavis,Laura

Clark,AmyClark,W.C

Cooper,Francis

Denny,C.B
Davis,James

Dennis,SarahM...

CornerRichardsonand

Washington,11,1b

Washington,betweenAssem
blyandGates,2lots,lb..

Columbia,42£a,1b
Columbia,lll£a,3b

CornerTobaccoandHender

son,1lot

Barnwell,betweenSenateand

Gervais,1lot

Blossom,betweenWayneand

Gadsden,1lot,1b

Lincoln,betweenSenateand

Pendleton,1lot

CornerLadyandGates,1lot,

2b

Gervais,betweenLincolnand

Gates,1lot,lb

Richland,betweenPickens

andHenderson,11,lb...

ColumbiaTownship,Ja,1b

ColumbiaTownship,ia

ColumbiaTownship,\a,1b ColumbiaTownship,\a,1b ColumbiaTownship,50a,l*b

Cor.LincolnandUpper,11,

lb

Waverlystreet,11

Blanding,GadsdenandLin

coln,11

4,37120'1883

24 4:5 22 4 S 4 9 15 12 (! 7 3 4 5 4 94 31

5211884 841884 551884

43 IS 58 47
Oil

06 88 ,->l
(I.-. 02 21 3.5 SO 31 7940

1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1870 1874 1874

1884 1885 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1879 1879 1879

00



FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>. aN

List.

<p05
M

GO

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

O£

KB

J, 3 uoPH 03
>H

,9.202»

o«^^

-OSO"tary

C9
COoo©

OiK°

and

Of-

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Cityof

Columbia.

jS&>£;•-'

M
6 10 11 8 6 3 4 4 18

6 10 11 34 35

1*"

44
L■

Drennan,J.N

Davis,SanchoP

Davis,Richard,trustee.

Davis,AaronjBarnwell,LadyandWash

ington,11,lb

Diseker,J.HjBull,RichlandandSumter,

11,1b

Cor.GadsdenandLumber,

11

Divine,GatesandLincoln,11

Henderson,Gervais,Senate,

lb

Assembly,Lady,Wash.,1b.
Richardson,Wayne,Upper,

lb

Lumber,GadsdenandWayne,

11,ab

Washington,bet.Gadsden

andWayne,11

Daly,Owen Daly,Owen

DeLorea,A.-.v.-.

Davis,Wash.G

$2801 1810 1120 457 6365 4088 3294 1278 818

1875 1877 1877 1878: 1879 1880 1880 1884 1885

Oct.31,1879

1879 1879 1879 1883 1883 1883 1885 1886

I450005

80000 40000 15000 1,20000 1,00000 80000 72000

3C000



13000 7300014,00000 150001,40000 9000 1,2000027000 300001,70000 1200060000 4100065000 3100080000'

rw w

19 20 21 12 15 22 12 13 8 10 10 5 23 16 18 19 6 8

54 4 50 10 34 39 44 50 8 44

Dennis,Wm

Diercks,est.Gerhardt.. Diercks,est.Gerhardt..

Dickson,Elijah

English,Wm

Ellington,SusanM

Forbes,JohnG Forbes,JohnG

Fitzsimmons,Rebecca..

Fry&Killian
Frazee,P.F Frier,Ellen

Ferguson,Tabby

Gantt,Othello

Graham,R.F.,&Co...

Griffin,B.F
Glover,Isaac

Green,LouisaH

Cor.HendersonandBarn

well,11,1b

Cor.RichardsonandTaylor,

11,1b

Richland,betweenWillliams

andHuger,11,lb

ColumbiaT.S.,ia,1b.

SeeWestcoat.

Cor.GatesandGreen,11,1b

Marion,Upper,Lumber,11,

3b

Marion,Upper,Lumber,11,

2b

Cor.PendletonandRichard

son,1b

SeeKillian&Fry.

Gates,LincolnandGervais,

11,1b

Huger,TaylorandPlain,11,

1b

Divine,betweenAssembly

andRichardson,11..

Sumter,1b,11

LincolnandAVheat,11..

Rich.,bet.Med.andPendle

ton,11,1b

Plain,betweenHugerand

Pulaski,11

Cor.WilliamsandGreen,11,

1b

1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1877 1877 1879 1883 1884 1885 1876 1876 1876 1884 1884

486 20425 2312 418 688 3877 1475 3503 2974 665 889 524 1059 3934 428 1295

1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1878 1878 1883 1884 1885 1886 1879 1879 1879 1885 1885



Or OO

FORFEITED ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeof

LANDEXHIBIT—Continued.

theSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

>> aW

et>
mJ3

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

os>
«M•

>- .,3

'53
o(^

08 >H

>8O-u

SIu™

Cos

ties

Sec

te. |-J"WCt

tary

Ma£

and

Of-

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties
Calculated

to

Valuation.

9 10 7 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

45 50

■->$:

--•1 fr^'V-
^gC<K̂h^

Columbia.

BPjkfYri

M|

Cityof

K-fi.

ii>.

Green,MarionE.

Green,JayE

Green,Solomon...'...

Gaither,JuliusIt

Green,Samuel,agent.

Griffin,B.F Griffin,B.F Griffin,B.F Griffin,B.F Griffin,B.F

Cor.SenateandMarion,11,

1b

Cor.WayneandBlanding,

11,1b

ColumbiaT.S.,|a,2b....

Cor.PlainandHuger,11...

Gervaisst.,bet.Williamsand

Gist,11

Richardsonst.,bet.,Senate

andPendleton,11,1b...
Cor.SumterandDivine,11,

4b

Pendleton,bet.Mainand

Assembly,11,1b

Senate,bet.Assemblyand

Main,11

Mediumst.,11,lb

•

1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885 1885

$2452 1958 625 1162 1738 4181 3534 1852 760 1738

Oct.31,1885

1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886 1886

11,50000 1,17000 33000 60000 1,00000 2,70000 2,25000 1,08000 32000 1,00000
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1 33 34 22 23 6 5 23 15 23 24 25 4 25 19 24 25 2 13

53 54 G 11 11 21 37 39 40 45 52 53 4

Pierce,Joe

Partridge,Mary

Perkins,Rosa Ramsay,W.W Ramsey,W.W

Robertson,Thos.J

Riess,J.W

Reese,James

Reed,Judy

Roach,Alice Roach,Alice

Roach,J.M.,trustee...

Roundtree,Addie

Rawls,HattieL

Roof,Peter

Rabb,MaryL
Rice,Pricilla

Richardson,Abram

Smalls,Samuel

ColumbiaT.S.,Jacre

ColumbiaT.S.,5£a,2b...

ColumbiaT.S.,iacre

Wheat,Barnwell,Henderson,

11,1b

Wheat,Barnwell,Henderson,

11

Wayne,Laurel,Bland.,1lot

Lincoln,Upper,11,

1b

Assembly,Medium,Pendle

ton,11,1b

N.E.cor.Pick,andLum.,1b S.W.cor.Richlandand

Sumter

Lumber,Richardson,Sum

ter,1lot

Richardson,Upper,Lumber,

11,1b

ColumbiaT.S.,1a

Washington,GatesandLin

coln,11,1b

ColumbiaTownship,33a...

Gates,betweenSenateand

Pendleton,11,1b

Laurel,betweenGadsden

andWayne,11,1b

ColumbiaTownship,^a,lb.
Gates,bet.DivineandBlos

som

1885 1885 1885 1875 1875 1877 1877 1878 1882 1883 1883 1883 1883 1884 1884 1885 1885 1885 1873

377 641 370 1625 929 1710 3839 330 261 1572 508 1987 361 1371 443 631 802 430 3275

1886 1886 1886 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1883 1884 1884 1884 1884 1885 1885 1886 1886 1886 1879

6000 27000 5000 00 7500 80000 00 00 00 00 00 oo 78000 17900 00 35000 10000

225 1,200 200 110 1,120 300 1,440 200 230

37500
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

>> cW

w

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

o<uut-

i '3 uo 9
>H

«<HCj

o-JM3 -oSO-3tary

sts

sin

ecre

35S°?

and

Of-

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties
Calculated

to

Valuation.

15 16 10 11 12 2 26 2 12 12 31 9

4 5 7 21 25 34 35 39 40

Columbia.

Cityof

Westcoat,Kitt,andWil

lieEnglish

Williams,EmilyA

Wardlaw,est.W
Westcoat,Kitt

12Williams,Richard.

White,John,andchild'n

Washington,Eliza

Wesley,Minnie,guard'n.

Walters,Wm

White,Henderson

AValker,LeeA

Wilson,Harrison

Gates,Divine,Blossom...

RiceandPickens

W.Gates,LadyandWash

11,2b

Gates,Senate,Pendleton,11

Marion,AYrashington,Blos

som,11,1b

NearBrewery,11,1b

Laurel,Henderson,Barnwell,

11,lb

ColumbiaT.S.,j

Senate,Gates,Lincoln

ColumbiaT.S.,ia,lb.... Gervais,AVinn,Laurens,11,

lb

ColumbiaT.S

1873 1873 1874 1874 1874 1875 1878 1876 1879 1880 1883 1883

*3275 1095 13279 2964 2464 2540 708 362 1681 1622 587 160

Oct.31,1879

1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1883 1883 1884 1884

I37500

7500 1,90000 37500 30000 40000 56000 8000 30000 39000 36000 3000
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

List.

03

a

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

o®I s O

-

IDtH

Costs

tiesin

Secre

te. «ao-w ofS

Ê?

go3

■—'72B

axes

Pen

H

Taxes,
Costs,&c. Penalties

Calculated

to

Valuation.

Spartanburg,

10 6 1 4 1 1 7 8 9 2 17 12 13

r*
B^S^5 7 2 3 5 6 2 5 5

uL'Jl

SPARTANBURG

Anderson,Wm

Alexander,ElizaS

Burnett,J.W

Bridges,StephenBishop,HenryJ.......

Black,Joseph

Cash,Ben

Cantwell,KittyE*

Caldwell,Dallis

Davis,S.K, Ervin,E.S

Goudelock&Lipscomb.

Greer,R.T, Harris,E.C

Henson,Martha

COUNTY.

Spartanburg,11 Spartanburg,11

BeachSprings,50a

Cherokee,50a

BeachSprings,250a

Cherokee,125a
Cherokee,257a,

Cherokee,80a
Reidville,100a

Cherokee,40a,

Spartanburg,139a

SeeLipscomb&Goudelock

Reidville,50a

Cherokee,125a
Campobella,73a

1879 1881 1877 1876 1879 1879 1877 1877 1879 1879 1877 1877 1877 1875

$780 234 1285 1523 1715 4465 3194 885 890 823 2395 841 1285 3163

Oct.

31,1880 1882 1878 1879 1880 1882 1878 1878 1880 1880 1878 1878 1878 1879

$37000 8000 25000 16000 80000 90000 68000 16000 43000 10000 50000 15000 25000 22000



1,77000 300068000 5900050000 4250025000 3000020000 310002,00000 575005000 2650042000 900020000 3000024000 230002000 900023000 360005000 2500017000

«

T

Sumter.

2 15 2 5 12 1 9 1 5 4 10 3 8 7 4 1 11 18 4 6 31 32 5 19 29 11 6 7

2 2 7 5 2 1 2 3 2 2 5 5 5 7 8 2 5 13 18 2 7 21 14

Jackson,Mrs.J.R

Jones,Clarinda James,RufusB
Kirby,Calvin

Lipscomb&Goudelock

Mills,J.C.,est

Mulligan,MissM.8.J

McCarley,Minerva

Neil,Z.B

Parris,Mrs.K.E

Parris,Alfred

Parris,F.L

Rollins,JohnP,

Seay,LucyA

Smith,William

Toney,Wm

Webster,William

Wilson,J.C

Wilkie,James

SUMTER

Adkins,Aaron

Amnions,Mrs.M.A..,

Arrants,Robert

Allen,A.G
Anderson,L

Anderson,Hardy

Allen,AnnaJ
Brown,M.N.

Boykin,Thomas

Campobella,336a

Reidville,223a

BeachSprings,100a..

Spartanburg,56a
Limestone,11,1b

Spartanburg,1a,1b..

GlennSprings,7a

BeachSprings,100a..

Cherokee,122a Cherokee,130a
Limestone,3a Cherokee,84a

Campobella,13a Campobella,82a

BeachSprings,49a...

Campobella,118a,1b

Limestone,18a

Spartanburg,11,1b..

Pacolet,50a

COUNTY.

Concord,20a

SpringHill,80a,lb..

SpringHill,135a,4b

SpringHill,100

SeeD.Wright.

Shiloh,100

SpringHill,85a

SpringHill,175a,3b
SpringHill,10a,1b.

1878 1878 1882 1880 1878 1879 1878 1879 1878 1878 1878 1880 1880 1880 1882 1886 1878 1878 1880 1881 1883 1883 1878 1878 1884 1881 1881

80341877 31841877 1881 1879 1877 1878 1877 1876 1877 1877 1877 1879 1879 1879 1881 1885 1877 1877 1879 1880 1882 1882 1872 1877 1883 1880 1880

940 598 1063 3802 397 3276 1063 1241 275 557 193 413 520 756 574 1282 698 282 462 861 3851 1032 668 1310 175

*
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>-* W

List.

02

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

oa>
(h

m3 a>a> »-.o «tH a!
>H-fcJ Ph

COGO<r,.SSod©

Sg»«J
o3PhWo

tarycp

«<hca
-eSo-w

and

Of-

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Sumter.

22 23 24 25 8 2 11 13 1 12 21 22 14 20 11 14 1

16 17 3 6 7 7 21 22

Bostic,Rose

Brockington,Fortune..

Brown,MaryJane

Brown,L.E.

Burroughs,John
Beasley,Mrs.E.L

Brown,P.Jas.,trustee.
Brunson,JonahW.,trust

Blither,John,..

Baker,estRich Belden,Mrs.N
Boyd,est.John

Boykin,A.H
Butler,Henry

Barker,Lucy

Blyther,Victoria
Barden,IsaacV

Sumter,11,1b Sumter,11,2b

Sumter,21a
Sumter,250a.......

Mayesville,11

Bishopville,2a

Concord,24a Concord,36a

Bishopville,212

Shiloh,50

SpringHill,100 SpringHill,85 Manchester,265

Privateer,40

Sumter,5a

SwimmingPens,43a

Bishopville,11

1880 1880 1880 1880 1881 1882 1882 1882 1873 1876 1876 1876 1877 1877 1883 1883 1884

I330

780 290 510 302 125 371 262 6465 533 1698 1247 4407 569 165 252 238

Oct.

31,1881 1881 1881 1881 1882 1883 1883 1883 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1878 1884 1884 1885

*115 365 95 215 50 5 195 110 700 125 390 300 1,280 160 35 100 100

00 oo 00 oo 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
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30 18 19 4 3 11 19 12 29 1 15 16 29

3 6 7 10 20 21 23

Ward,Mrs.Eliza
Webb,RichardS Wells,Mrs.M.H

Wedon.J.S

Watson,Freddy

Wilson,B.Y

Wright,D.,andL.An

derson

Wilson,MissMary

Workman,C.E
Williams,Cicero

Williams,Abel
Walker,Richard

Watson,Mrs.Margaret,

Shiloh,30a

Sumter,169a,1b Sumter,100a,1b

Stateburg,10
Lynchburg,10 Lynchburg,12

Mt.Clio,61

Stateburg,15a

RaftingCreek,125a,2b

Stateburg,20a

Mayesville,2lots,3b...

Mt.Clio,44a,1b
Sumter,1lot,1b

10500 55000 60500 10000 6000 6000 35000 7000 27500 12000 61000 15000 1,78000

1883 1883 1883 1878 1878 1878 1878 1881 1884 1884 1886 1886 1886

1882 1882 1882 1873 1876 1877 1877 1879 1883 1883 1885 1885 1885

255 948 901 1018 303 220 1205 310 484 400 839 297 2218

ThefollowingisalistoftheunsoldparcelsoflandwhichhavebeendeededtotheSinkingFundCommissionbyg

theSheriffofSumterCountyunderandpursuanttotheActapprovedDecember24th,1887:

COUNTY.

a a HQ
ft, o 6

NameofFormer

Owner.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

o«S

>> hi TJ
O0Q

4-3<u

O03

CB<X>ha

Taxes

Calculated

to

Valuation.

Sumter.

44

SUMTER

Boykin,AllenJ

COUNTY.

RaftingCreek,1,000a.

$4952

1886

18871

"ThevaluationnotyetfurnishedbytheAuditor.
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FOKFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Continued.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

'EIT-
edLand

f> cW

Fori List.

o CO0)
A

InWhoseName

forfeitkd.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

4-3 *H

fa ■w-*

Og

<D1>H11

ms§>•

o.£cQ<»

O-w-s

.*o«

axes

Pen

fice

ofS

taryg<B

and

Of-

CO.~u

H

Taxes,

Costs,&c. Penalties Calculated

to

Valuation.

Williamsbu'g

 

17 8 9 14 16 18 6 24 1 3 1 2 15 22 1 3

10 11 11 13 14 15 16 17 18

Braveboy,M.M

Baker,J.E

Buckels,Mary..

Burrows,Charles

Bochette,T.J,

Burrows,Thomas

Burgess,John
Byrons,James

Bradshaw,SamuelJ...

Brown,C.A.E
Browder,Wm.T

Burgess,Mrs.M.M
Burgess,Thomas

Brown,EsauandBrad

lev

Bradley,Moses
Browder,II.K

Sumter,No.6,91a
Sumter,No.6,100a Sumter,No.6,140a

King,No.7,50a,4b

Mingo,No.9,380a,8b..
Reid,No.10,73a,1b...

Penn,No.3,29a,2b

King,No.7,40a

Mingo,No.9,40a,2b..

Ridge,No.10,175a,5b

Hope,No.1,240a,2b.. Hope,No.1,178a,1b..
Sumter,No.6,75a,1b.

Turkey,No.8,137a....

Ridge,No.10,75a,1b.

Hope,No.1,65a,2b...

1871 1872 1872 1872 1872 1872 1873 1873 1873 1873 1874 1875 1875 1875 1875 1876

$2889 2881 4507 2026 12152 6948 1443 1383 1974 5631 12715 2891 1617 2205 1879 1106

Oct.

31.1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879 1879

18200 20000 33400 13000 96500 53600 9400 8000 13000 49900 59000 36600 16000 27400 20200 20600
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28600$16700
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FORFEITEDLANDEXHIBIT.—Concluded.

ForfeitedLands,AssetsoftheStateinChargeoftheSinkingFundCommissionandinCustodyoftheSecretaryofState.

COUNTY.

Forfeit
edLand

>-,
W

u a

List.

CO0)<S>-*j
A

InWhoseName

Forfeited.

LocationandNumber

ofAcres.

1
© fFor o»

h

u0 c30)&H

"5b̂

§o5
Costs

tiesin

Seere

te. _vs

.«o«Sgo*

Sa>5s-i

H

Taxes,
Costs,&o. Penalties

Calculated

to

Williamsbu'

30 8 24 23 9

8 9 13 15

Williams,Hamp...

Yarborough,James Yarborough,James

Young,JamesA...

Young,Elizabeth..

Lee,696a,1b
Lee,No.13,6a. Lee,No.13,5a.

Sumter,No.6,100a,3b. Sumter,No.6,100a,3b

1885 1870 1871 1873 1874

U91

475 745 3434 2700

Oct.31,1886

1879 1879 1879 1879
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Statement showing the present amount of the State's claim for unpaid

taxes, back of the levy of 1887, the land upon which the same is a debt and

lien, and how the same has been during the present fiscal year affected by

sales, redemptions, discharges from debt and lien, and eliminations on

account of errors discovered in the Forfeited Land List :

Estimated Acreage

of the Land upon

which the State

has the Debt and

Lien.

Estimated Valuation

for Taxation of the

Land upon which

the State has the

Debt and Lien.

Estimated Dues to

the State.

On the Forfeited Land List on Octo

ber 31st, 1887 (396,099

8,400

914,863 $2,948,916

18,838 89,100

Less 29S errors discovered and elimi

nated during the fiscal year end

ing October 81st, 1888

Balance remaining after deducting

$387,099

3,6(8

896,515

9,689

$2,859,816

87,392

Less eighty-five redemptions and pur

chase deeds Issued between Octo

ber 31st, 1887, and December 24th,

1887, when law was changed

Balance remaining after deducting

sales and redemptions $384,036

6,467

886,876

19,836

$2,822,424

62,800

Less amount discharged from the

debt and lien undernew law, being

201 discharges Issued from Decem

ber 24tb, 1887, to October 81st, 1888.

Net amounts remaining on Slat Octo

ber, 1888 $877,579 867,040 $2,769,624
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.

Columbia, S. C, October 31, 1888.

To the Senate and House of Representatives

of the State of South Carolina.

Gentlemen : The Board of Agriculture has the honor to submit

the Ninth Annual Report of the Department, containing :

I. The Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture, and accompany

ing and forming a part of the same : (1) The Report of the Chem

ist ; (2) The Report of the Special Assistant in the Phosphate

Department ; (3) The Report of the Veterinary Surgeon ; (4) The

Report of the State Weather Service, and (5) The Reports of the

Fish Wardens.

II. The Report of the Directors of the Experimental Stations.

III. The transactions of the Farmers' Institutes held in the State

during the past year.

At the last session of the Legislature the Act creating the Depart

ment of Agriculture was amended by striking out all of its Sections

providing for ex officio members, and creating a Board of ten mem

bers, two from the State at large and one from each judicial district,

and conferring additional powers on the "Board, by which, besides the

duties heretofore assigned, the Board was authorized to hold Agri

cultural Conventions and Farmers' Institutes. Under the provisions

of the Act referred to the members of the Board were elected by a

joint vote of the General Assembly, as follows, to wit : Five for a

short term of one year, to be elected, one from the State at large, and

one each from the First, Third, Fifth and Seventh Circuits ; and five

for a long term of two years, one from the State at large, and one

each from the Second, Fourth, Sixth and Eighth Circuits ; and, upon

the expiration of the short term, to be thereafter chosen for a period

of two years, and in like manner from the expiration of the long term

to be chosen for a period of two years, causing an alternate five to be

elected each year, who shall hold office for a term of two years, or

until their successors in office shall qualify.

At the same session, December, 1887, the following were elected

members of the Board :
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STATE AT LARGE.

Johnson Hagood, Barnwell, S. C.

D. P. Duncan, Union, S. C.

JUDICIAL CIRCUITS.

First Circuit—J. Stoney Porcheb.

Second Circuit—John Lawton.

Third Circuit—James McCutchen.

Fourth Circuit—H. L. Buck.

Fifth Circuit—W. A. Ancrum.

Sixth Circuit—R. A. Love.

Seventh Circuit—T. J. Moore.

Eighth Circuit—B. F. Crayton.

The first meeting of the new Board was held at Columbia, January

31, 1888. As the Act of the Legislature did not declare which of the

two members from the State at large had been elected for the long

term and which for the short term, the matter was settled by bnllot,

resulting in the choice of Mr. Johnson Hagood for the long term and

Mr. D. P. Duncan for the short term. The organization of the

Board was then completed by the election of Mr. Hagood as Chair

man, of L. A. Ransom as Secretary, and the appointment of Com

mittees, to which were assigned the various duties imposed upon the

Board by the Acts of the Legislature. The subordinate officials of

the Department were continued in their positions, and the Board

assumed the direction and control of the Department.

PHOSPHATE INSPECTION.

By resolution of the Board, the required annual inspection of the

phosphate territory was made this year, and will hereafter be made, by

a Committee, instead of as heretofore by the whole Board. Considera

tions both of economy and efficient inspection induced this change.

At the meeting of the Board of Agriculture on May 8th, 1888,

Mr. J. Stoney Porcher submitted the following report on the inspec

tion of phosphate territory :

" Your Committee on Phosphates met in Charleston (all the mem

bers present) on May 1st, accompanied by our Commissioner of

Agriculture, Colonel Butler, and Mr. Roche, Special Assistant. They

took the steam launch Delight, going up Cooper and Wando Rivers.

AVe found John Hanson a few miles above Cainhoy working with

sixteen flats. He is the only one working on either river. We were

informed that at present prices the working on the rivers was not
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found profitable, the rock not being of a very high grade, being

mixed with flint rock that has to be picked out by hand. Mr. Han

son informs us that he has much trouble to dispose of his rock. Re

turning to the city, we crossed over to the Ashley River, and, as no

one was working there, it was not deemed necessary to go over the

river, but we pushed on to the Stono and New Cut Landing that

night. On the afternoon of the 2d we arrived at the Oak Point

works on Bull River. Found two dredges at work, and examined

the mode of weighing the dried rock. On the next morning (3d of

May) we visited the Brotherhood dredge. We next visited the dredge

of the Sea Island Chemical Company. They have three dredges at

work, using the Johnson bucket or grabbler. Next to them was one

fine dredge belonging to the Farmers' Phosphate Company. These

five dredges were all working very closely together (it seemed to us

too close) at the mouth of Bull and Coosaw Rivers, just outside the

limits of the Coosaw Company. The next dredges visited belonged

to the Coosaw Company. One of the dredges was working a little

way inside of their line and two others higher up the river. From

the dredges we visited the works of the Farmers' Company and

examined their mode of weighing. Their works are located on Dale's

Creek. The next place visited was the Coosaw Company's works.

From this place we passed by Beaufort and went to Battery Creek,

where we visited the works of the Carolina Mining Company, also

Mr. Seward's works, which have been recently sold to Hammond,

Hull & Co., of Savannah, Ga. On the morning of the -ith of May

we visited the works of the Sea Island Chemical Company on Beau

fort River. Their mode of loading and unloading rock is very expe

ditious. The loading of the dried rock was done by iron cars holding

two tons, which were filled and discharged inside of a minute. H.

B. Jennings, one dredge, C. 0. Campbell, one dredge and twelve

flats, all at work on Stono River. Your Committee was very much

pleased with the manner in which the Special Assistant performed

his duty in protecting the interests of the State."

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

At the regular session of the Legislature in 188G an Act was passed

authorizing the Board of Agriculture to establish two experiment

stations in South Carolina, one to be located in the upper and the

other in the lower tier of Counties, and appropriating $10,000 to be

used in establishing these stations. At the last session of the Legis

lature the Board submitted a special report showing what had been

accomplished up to that time. The stations were located at Spartan
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burg and Darlington, and Dr. J. M. McBryde was elected Director.

At the meeting of the new Board of Agriculture, March 1, 1888,

Mr. Lawton, a member of the Board and Chairman of the Committee

on Experiment Stations, submitted the following report to the Board :

" Columbia, S. C, March 1, 1888.

" To the Board of Agriculture.

" Gentlemen : Your Special Committee appointed to visit and in

spect the two Experimental Farms, at Spartanburg and Darlington,

and to consider the proposition submitted by the Trustees of the

University for the consolidation of the State and United States

Experiments Stations, beg leave to report as follows :

" The Committee inspected the Spartanburg farm on Tuesday,

February 28th. They were kindly met by a Committee of the Board

of Trade of the City of Spartanburg, and taken by them out to the

farm in carriages.

" The Committee found on the farm a neat and attractive cottage of

seven rooms, well built and handsomely finished, also a barn, 36x72,

with a brick basement of eight feet pitch. The barn is nearly com

plete, the basement cellared out with box and ordinary stalls for

horses and cattle. The main floor will be divided up into bins—hay

mows, harness rooms, &c. The grounds immediately surrounding

the buildings are being enclosed with a substantial fence. They will

include a front yard, and be planted with ornamental shrubbery, &c. ;

a back yard, a garden, a fruit garden and orchard, and a barn yard.

These improvements will all be completed within the next few weeks.

The land immediately contiguous to the house (about 14 acres) has

been divided up into plats of 1-10 to 1-20 of an acre each for experi

mental purposes.

" Last Fall 16 varieties, most of them new, of wheat, and several of

oats, were planted. Other plats received phosphatic, potassic and

nitrogenous manures, separately and in combination, in varying pro

portions. About 20 varieties of grasges have also been planted. The

plats, 60 in all, will be all completed this week. Every experiment

is carefully duplicated. We found the farm of 300 acres to consist

of five different bodies of land ; one of 14 acres, one of about 20, one

of about 30, one of 100 and one of 146. Less than half is cleared.

This subdivision and separation is to be regretted, but as .the land

was donated by different individuals it appears to have been un

avoidable. No part of the subscription promised by the County has

yet been paid, and the Committee recommend that it be formally

called for by the Board. On the farm ploughing has been done for

corn and cotton, and about 15 acres seeded in oats. Two acres of
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wet land will be ditched. About 20 will be planted in cotton, the

same number in corn ; about 10 in corn for ensilage ; about one-half

acre in tobacco, and several acres in new crops. The operations have

been greatly delayed by the continued bad weather. A pair of very

fine mules have been purchased ; also, roller, grain drill, harrows,

ploughs, cart, wagou, jersey, &c.

" On the next day, February 29th, the Darlington farm was visited.

Here again the Committee were kindly welcomed by a Committee of

citizens and driven out to the farm.

" The buildings and improvements are exact duplicates of those

at Spartanburg. The finish of the house is far inferior to the

one in Spartanburg, owing to the bad-work of the contractor. The

barn has not been cellared out as yet, and the work generally is more

backward than at Spartanburg, owing to the fact that possession of

the land was not secured until January 1st. About thirty acres,

however, have been seeded with oats with different fertilizers, and

fifty acres ploughed for corn, cotton, ensilage crops, &c. Plats are

now being laid out for experiments with corn, cotton, sugar cane,

tobacco, sorghura, &c. A large amount of ditching has been done.

Here, as well as Spartanburg, an attempt will be made to put all the

open land not occupied by the plats and field crops in peas. A pair

of mules and a horse have been purchased and a few farm implements.

The land has been paid for, and the titles made in fee to the State.

The farm lies well in one compact body, and consists of 200 acres of

open and 27 acres of wooded land. Of the $5,000 promised by the

County of Darlington, about one-half has been paid. The Board

should formally call for the remaining amount, as it will be soon

needed.

'■'The proposition submitted by the Board of Trustees of the Uni

versity is to the following effect :

" Out of the Hatch Fund, the Trustees will apply $10,000 for the

salaries of the Director and scientific staff for station, for cost of

scientific investigations, chemicals, postage, office service, fuel, pub

lication of bulletins, reports, &c, and will lump the remainder,

$5,000, with an equal amount to be advanced by the Board of Agri

culture. This $10,000 to be equally divided between the three Ex

perimental Farms at Spartanburg, Darlington and Columbia. These

all to be under one control, direction and management, and the re

sults of the experiments, tests, &c., at each to be included in one

annual report. This proposition virtually relieves the State stations

of the payment of salary of Director, and cost of publications, &c,

gives them all the advantages of a large scientific staff, consisting of

a Director, Assistant Director, Secretary, Chemist, two Assistant
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Chemists, a Mineralogist and Photographer, a Botanist and Ento

mologist, a Microscopist and Bacteriologist, and a Veterinarian, and

turns over absolutely to the State Farms the sum of $1,666.66. The

$5,000 advanced by Department of Agriculture will all be spent on

the State Farms, which would each therefore enjoy an income of

$3,333.33. ($800 for salary of Superintendent and $2,533.33 for

running expenses.)

" This proposition is so liberal, and so manifestly to the advantage of

our stations, that we recommend its unqualified acceptance. As the

money to be applied to our farms from the Hatch Fund will be

drawn upon the order of the Chairman of the Executive Commitee

of the Board of Trustees upon the Treasurer of the University, and

as the amount thus provided for each farm (Darlington and Spartan

burg) will be $833.33, all difficulty as to the delay in securing sums

necessary for weekly payment of farm labor, &c, will be avoided.

For this sum will allow $68.61 per month for each farm—enough to

allow a deposit to be made to credit of each Superintendent. The

salary of each Superintendent, and the heavier expenses of farms for

improvements, bills of fertilizers, &c, can be provided for as hereto

fore by the warrants of Board on Comptroller General.

"This proposition is based on the provision of $5,000 by our De

partment. Every effort should be made so to order its receipts and

expenses as to secure this amount.

" Respectfully submitted.

"JOHN LAWTON, Chairman."

The Committee's report was adopted, the appropriation recom

mended from the funds of the Department, $5,000, was made, and

the arrangement proposed by the Trustees of the University accepted.

The citizens of Darlington subscribed $5,000 for the support of

the station located there, and the entire sum has been paid into the

State Treasury.

The citizens of Spartanburg subscribed three hundred acres of land

and $2,000, the land to bo the property of the State so long as it was

used as an Experiment Station. The titles to the laud were duly

executed, (by John B. Cleveland and Jesse F. Cleveland to one hun

dred and seventy acres and thirty acres respectively, they being the

owners of the property,) but the subscription of $2,000 has not yet

been paid in. By an Act of the last Legislature, the County Com

missioners of Spartanburg were authorized to submit the question of

voting the subscription by the County to the citizens thereof, and

this vote will be taken on the 6th of November. Should the amount

not be received in this way, the gentlemen who made themselves

responsible for the amount are expected then to pay it into the

Treasury.
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The following statement shows the funds used for, and the expend

itures on account of the establishment and maintenance of the

stations from their organization to date, October 31, 1888 :

RECEIPTS.

Legislative appropriation $10,000 00

Subscription by citizens of Darlington 5,000 00

Received from Department of Agriculture 4,528 92

From sale of cotton 114 28

Refund on account Darlington station 6 35

Total ' #19,649 55

DISBURSEMENTS.

Paid for land at Darlington S3, 428 15

-Advertising 226 25

Expenses Board and Commissioner inspecting sites and

stations 93 40

Printing 12 50

♦Buildings and improvements. 5,897 90

*Farm supplies 659 03

•Implements and machinery 3,093 60

♦Fertilizers 1,227 93

♦Salaries Director and Superintendents 2,358 16

♦Labor 999 60

♦Stock 1,046 65

♦General expenses 259 88

♦In hands of Director and Superintendents 32 94

Cash balance in State Treasury 313 56

Total $19,649 55

•See Qnanclal report of Director.

The Director, Dr. McBryde, submits a detailed report on the work

of the stations, published with this Report. The value of the stations

to the farmers of the State cannot be overestimated. Results should

not be expected too early, and everything possible should be done by

the Legislature to support them properly, so as to render the work

done there thoroughly efficient.

FARMERS' INSTITUTES.

*

At the last session of the Legislature the Board of Agriculture was

authorized to hold State and County Farmers' Institutes whenever

practicable. At the first meeting of the Board thereafter, this matter

was fully considered, and rules for the government of Institutes were

adopted and published in the newspapers and in the Monthly Report
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of the Department. In many parts of the State the farmers showed

a commendable interest in the subject. A State Farmers' Institute

was held at Spartanburg on the grounds of the Grange encampment,

on August 9th and 10th, and was largely attended. County Insti

tutes were held at Orangeburg, July 18th and 19th ; at Laurens, July

26th and 27th ; Darlington, August 14th ; Chester, August 23d and

24th, and at Winnsboro, September 13th and 14th. Each meeting

was addressed by competent speakers engaged by the Board. At all

of the Institutes much interest was shown in the proceedings by

farmers and others who were present. No one can doubt that bene

ficial results will follow from these public discussions of questions

affecting the agricultural interests. The essays read, and the pro

ceedings at each Institute, are published with this Report.

IMMIGRATION.

On April 25th, 1888, the Southern Immigration Convention met

at Hot Springs, North Carolina. It was composed of delegates from

the eleven Southern States East of the Mississippi River. The Gov

ernors of Virginia, Georgia and South Carolina, and other distin

guished citizens, attended. Representatives from South Carolina

were present from the cities of Columbia, Greenville, Charleston,

Spartanburg, Anderson, and Counties of Oconee and Union. The

Commissioner of Agriculture and his Clerk represented the Depart

ment. Resolutions were adopted by the Convention recommending

the establishment of a general Southern Immigration Association at

New York, to be composed of States, cities and towns, railroads and

other organizations contributing the sum of $1,000 ; the said contribu

tion to entitle contributor to one representative on the Board of Di

rectors of the proposed Association. The South Carolina delegates

unanimously recommended that the Board of Agriculture subscribe the

amount necessary to entitle the State to representation on the Board of

Directors. The recommendation was favorably considered by the

Board of Agriculture, the appropriation made and the representative

elected. Owing to various causes, the Association has not been

formed, and probably will not now be organized as originally intended.

The appropriation, therefore, remains undrawn. Similar movements

are in progress in other sections of the South, and some plan may yet

be decided upon that will accomplish the object intended by the

Southern Immigration Association, in which this State may partici

pate. No other active efforts to promote immigration to South Caro

lina have been taken during the present year, except the publication

of a pamphlet showing our resources and industries. This pamphlet

has been placed in the hands of many persons seeking such informa
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tion as it furnishes, and may result in attracting a thrifty and

desirable class of immigrants to our State. The exhibit of our pro

ducts at the National Exposition at Augusta, Ga., is intended to

attract the notice of visitors from other sections, who may desire to

find suitable homes elsewhere. Several of the Southern States are

thoroughly advertising their advantages, and South Carolina should

not be behind them in this important matter.

EXHIBITIONS.

The Department of Agriculture will make an exhibit of the pro

ducts of South Carolina at the National Exposition to be held at

Augusta, Ga., in November and December. At the date of this

Report, October 31, the work is well advanced, and the entire exhibit

will be in place by the day for the opening of the Exposition, No

vember 8th. It will embrace a full collection of the agricultural

productions, the products of the forests, factories and mines, and

will illustrate the fertility of the soil and diversity of the climate of

South Carolina, the natural resources and industries of the State.

The agents of the Department will be furnished with an abundance

of printed matter, maps, &c, for distribution to any parties seeking

information about the advantages of the State, and it is hoped that

the exhibit and the information furnished may result in bringing

in capital to develop our resources and in settling some of our lands

with thrifty immigrants, and will practically demonstrate to our

own people that nowhere else can they find better homes than in

South Carolina.

FINANCIAL REPORT.

Detailed statements, and a summary of receipts and disbursements

on account of the Department of Agriculture and State Experiment

Stations, will be found at the close of this Report.

JOHNSON HAGOOD,

Chairman Board of Agriculture.
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REPO RT

OF THE

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE.

Columbia, S. C, October 31, 1888.

Hon. Johnson Hagood, Chairman of the Board of Agriculture.

Sik : I have the honor to submit the Ninth Annual Report of the

Commissioner of Agriculture, containing the Reports of the Chemist,

*the Special Assistant in the Phosphate Department, the Veterinary

Surgeon, the State Weather Service and the Fish Wardens, to be

laid before the General Assembly.

THE CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT.

"During tflie past season the usual efforts have been made to afford

protection to farmers in the purchase of commercial fertilizers.

Three Inspectors were sent to different points in the State to draw sam

ples from every lot offered for sale and forward the samples taken to the

Chemist for analysis. The Report of the Chemist shows that while

a number of the brands tested fell below the manufacturers' guaran

tee in some of the ingredients, that generally the standard has been

as high as in previous years. The rule followed by the Department

in cases where the guarantee is not maintained is to print the defi

cient brand in italics alongside of the manufacturers' guarantee, so

that the purchaser may see at a glance the amount of the deficiency in

any ingredient and can then readily determine whether or not such

deficiency is sufficient to affect the value of the fertilizer. These

analyses are published, as they are completed through the year, in

the Monthly Reports of the Department and are widely distributed

throughout the State. The Inspectors visited nearly all of the prin

cipal cities and towns where fertilisers are usually sold, and sent in

363 samples. Many of these were duplicates, not generally analyzed,

but taken for the purpose of testing the fertilizers at different points

if it should be necessary or advisable to do so. In addition to the

official samples, the farmers were requested to send in samples of fer

tilizers purchased by them for analysis. By reference to the Chemist's

Report it will be seen that he has made 253 analyses of official

samples and 21 for farmers.

During the year the Chemist has made 338 analyses of fertilizers,

minerals, waters, &c, an increase of 22 analyses over the work of the

previous year. His report contains detailed statements of the work

done in the laboratory for the past year.
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Mr. P. E. Chazal, who has been the efficient Chemist of the De

partment since 1883, lias resigned the position, his resignation to take

effect December 1st. He has discharged the important duties con

nected with his work to the entire satisfaction of the Board and

Commissioner, and has rendered very valuable service to the State

generally, and especially to the farming interests. Other arrange

ments for a continuance of the work will be made by the Board at

its next regular meeting.

THE PHOSPHATE DEPARTMENT.

During the year 1887-88 general rights phosphate licenses were

granted to the following parties :

H. B. Jennings—Stono River and Church Creek.

Oak Point Mines Company—Bull River and so much of Coosaw

River and St. Helena Sound as lies East of a line drawn due South

from the point of junction of Coosaw and Bull Rivers.

Farmers' Mining Company—Beds of Bull River.

Carolina Mining Company—Beaufort, Broad, Combahee, Johnson,

Morgan and Bull Rivers, so much of Coosaw River and St. Helena

Sound as lies East of a line drawn due South from the point of junc

tion of Coosaw and Bull Rivers, Battery, Brickyard, Dale's, Parrott

and Jenkins Creeks and their tributaries.

John Hanson—Wando River.

J. T. Freeman—Wando River.

C. 0. Campbell—Stouo and Edisto Rivers.

I. DuBose and Julius Seabrook—Stono and Pon Pon Rivers.

Sea Island Chemical Company—Bull, Beaufort, Johnson, Morgan

and Broad Rivers and Battery Creek, and so much of Coosaw River

and St. Helena Sound as lies Ea3t of a line drawn due South from

the point of junction of Coosaw and Bull Rivers.

Beaufort Phosphate Company—Bull River, Parrott Creek and so

much of Coosaw River and St. Helena Sound as lies East of a line

drawn due South from the point of junction of Coosaw and Bull

Rivers.

The reports of Mr. E. L. Roche, Special Assistant of the Depart

ment of Agriculture, show that during the year ended August 31st,

1888, there were removed from the navigable streams of the State

190,274 tons of phosphate rock against 202,757 tons for the previous

year, a decrease of 12,483 tons. This decrease, as explained by Mr.

Roche, is due in a large measure to the fact that freight rates to

foreign places of shipment were higher than for the year 1886-87.

The royalty received by the State on the year's output was

$186,993.87 against $208,772.41 for the fiscal year ended August
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31st, 1887. Mr. Roche's Annual Report, published with this Report,

furnishes full and interesting details regarding the phosphate inter

ests of the State, including the litigation conducted by fhe Depart

ment of Agriculture and the conduct of mining operations for the

year just closed. His recommendations regarding phosphate bonds

and returns of rock removed are wise and proper, and should receive

the favorable consideration of the Legislature. It affords the Com

missioner pleasure to add his testimony to that of the Board to the

efficient manner in which Mr. Roche has discharged his duties. He

guards the State's interests carefully and is a thoroughly competent

official.

THE VETERINARY DEPARTMENT.

Dr. Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr., of Charleston, the Veterinary Surgeon

of the Department, submits a valuable report on the work done by

him during the year. He has visited twenty-soven different points

in the State to examine diseased stock and to investigate reported

cases of contagious diseases, conducted an extensive correspondence

on subjects relating to his department, advised the farmers as to

treatment of diseased stock, and contributed much interesting

matter to the Monthly Reports. His work is of a very important

character, and his services are of great value to the stock men and

farmers of the State. His Annual Report will doubtless receive that

careful attention that it so fully merits.

8TATE WEATHER SERVICE.

The State Weather Service was established in the latter part of

1886, but was not fully organized until the Summer of 1887. In

this work the Department of Agriculture co-operates with the

United States Signal Service Bureau, the latter detailing an officer

for this duty at Columbia, and defryaing cost of telegrams sent

from Washington each morning, giving the daily weather indications

and warnings when cold waves are expected. Mr. H. C. Seymour,

the officer at present in charge, submits a full report of the work of

the present year. He recommends the establishment of river obser

vation stations, at which the rise in the rivers may be observed and

flood warnings given in time to enable farmers to save their

stock and protect their crops. The recommendation is an important

one and should be adopted. The advantages of such stations are

fully set forth in Mr. Soymour's report, and are strong enough to

receive favorable consideration. While the service has been of great

benefit to the agricultural interests, it is not, in some respects, as

efficient as could be desired, owing to the lack of funds to put it upon
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a proper basis. For the past year the Department has expended

$144.9? for this purpose. The expenditure of a comparatively small

amount would greatly improve the work, and it is believed that this

may be done without in any way conflicting with the other duties of

the Department or without materially reducing the appropriations

for other purposes. Mr.- Seymour's report contains very interesting

statements that deserve careful attention.

FISH COMMISSION.

Since the last Report of the Department, the United States Fish

Commissioner has released 2,033,500 shad in the Congaree and

Catawba Rivers, and distributed 1,930 German carp to applicants in

this State.

The work of the State Fish Commission, so far as the artificial

propagation of fish is concerned, has been suspended for the past two

season, as the funds heretofore devoted to that purpose have been used

for the purpose of enforcing the fish laws of the State. During the

fishing season, patrolmen have been employed at Georgetown, in Marion

and on the Edisto River to prevent illegal fishing. The Reports of

Mr. R. J. Donaldson, Mr. J. P. Harley and Mr. F. Wiggins show

the results of the efforts of the Department to enforce these laws.

The Commissioner visited Georgetown and went over the fishing

grounds with Mr. R. J. Donaldson, the Fish Warden, and the patrols,

and advised with them as to what course to pursue. The result of

the work at that point is so fully set forth in Mr. Donaldson's Report

that only a reference to it here is necessary. Several violators of the

law were detected and brought to trial, but escaped the penalties of

the offense, owing to the defects in the law. The remedy for this is

fully explained in the Report referred to, and the recommendations

made by Mr. Donaldson as to the amendments needed to render the

law more effective are in the right line. Unless the amendments

suggested, or others that will accomplish the same results, are

adopted by the Legislature, it will be useless to continue to expend

money in detecting illegal fishing when the offenders will never be

punished, for it cannot be prevented as the law now stands. Mr.

Harley, the Fish Warden at Orangeburg, suggests some changes in

the law as it affects the Edisto River that should also have the care

ful consideration of the Legislature.
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PUBLICATIONS.

During the fiscal year 1888 the Department has issued 50,100

miscellaneous publications, as follows :

Monthly Reports 34,400

Reports analyses of fertilizers 1,000

Proceedings Farmers' Institutes 500

Pamphlets ". 5,000

State Maps ; 6,000

Circulars for Crop Reports 3,200

Total 50,100

The pamphlet issued was entitled "A Sketch of the Resources and

Industries of South Carolina," and was published to meet the large

demand for information about the resources of the State. They

have been widely distributed throughout the United States, and

some copies have been sent abroad. The Monthly Reports are issued

on the 15th of each month. They give the work of the Department

in its different departments, proceedings of the Board of Agriculture

and Farmers' Institutes, fertilizer analyses, Weather Reports and

other matters of interest and value to the farmers of the State.

STATISTICAL REPORT.

In order to submit in this Report estimates of the agricultural pro

ductions of the State for the current year, it is necessary for the

Commissioner to base such estimates npon the reports of County and

Township correspondents received on October 1st. More accurate

statements could be made from later reports, particularly as to the

yield of cotton, after the entire crop has been harvested and the bulk

of it marketed, but compilations heretofore made from October 1st

reports have not varied greatly from those made at a later period.

They may, therefore, be accepted as reasonably correct. The differ

ence may be greater than usual this year in the estimate of cotton

production, as the crop was from ten days to two weeks later than in

ordinary years in reaching maturity.

The farmers of South Carolina entered upon the present year under

more favorable conditions than for several years past. The good

yield and fair prices received for the cotton crop of 1887 enabled

them to cancel many old debts, and a greater part of the grain crop

for the year was a surplus. Labor was plentiful and efficient, and

stock in good condition for farm work.
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COTTON.

The condition and prospect of the cotton crop have varied to an

unusual extent the present year. Up to the 1st of June the weather

was unfavorable. High cool winds prevailed throughout April, and

the rainfall was not sufficient to cause rapid germination of seed, the

average for the month being only 1.33 inches. Unfavorable weather

continued through May, the cold weather checking the growth of the

plant, and the excessive rains, the fall amounting to 7.51 inches, made

it impossible to free the crop of grass. The stands were consequently

irregular, and some replanting was necessary. Owing to these unfa

vorable conditions the development of the plant was retarded ten days or

two weeks later than usual on the 1st of June. On the 1st of July a

decided improvement was noted generally, but the rainfall during

June was so unevenly distributed that reports of both excessive and

insufficient rain were received. The reports on the 1st of August

showed generally that while the plant had not recovered entirely from

the effects of the unfavorable seasons in the early months, and was

consequently small, it was clean, well cultivated, and remarkably

well fruited and completely free from rust and shedding, and had

not been attacked by caterpillars.

During the early part of August the seasons were very favorable

for cotton ; the plant developed and fruited well, showing rapid re

covery from the bad effects of the unfavorable weather in the earlier

months, but the rainfall was unevenly distributed, the crop needing

rain in some sections, while in others the rainfall was excessive. Rust

and shedding resulted, and the crop was badly damaged. In the

upper Counties the injury to the crop from rust was not so serious as

in the middle and lower sections of the State. Heavy rains con

tinued throughout the latter part of August and into September,

doing great damage to the crop. The fruit rotted and sprouted in

the bolls. Late cotton was not so badly damaged by the rains, but

the yield was somewhat reduced by the attacks of caterpillars. The

freshet in September entirely destroyed a part of the crop on bottom

lands and greatly injured it on all river bottoms. The rainfall

during the month of September, 1888, was 9.8 inches, and for Sep

tember, 1887, 1.12 inches. High winds prevailed in some sections,

and much of the cotton was beaten out of the open bolls, injuring

the staple, and consequently depreciating its value. Taking all

these unfavorable conditions into consideration, the Commis

sioner estimates the crop at nearly 8 per cent, below that of

1887. The area in 1888 was 1,577,950 acres, against 1,504,370 acres

in 1887. The yield was 558,642 bales, against 605,216 bales in 1887,

a decrease in yield of 46,574 bales. At the prevailing prices the

43—K&R
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value of the difference in the product of the two years is about

$1,500,000, to which must be added the value of the loss in cotton

seed, which amounts to about $250,000, making the total value of

the cotton crop of 1888 about $1,750,000 less than the value of the

crop of 1887.

CORN.

Land planted in corn was well prepared. On the 1st of May the

condition of the crop was reported at nearly an average. Slight

injury was done by insects. On uplands the yield will be greater

than last year, but on river bottoms in many sections of the State the

crop was entirely destroyed by floods in September, just as it was

ready for harvest. The acreage in Soptember was 1,553,462 acres,,

and in 1888 1,571,394 acres. The yield in 1888 was 13,916,632

tbushels, against 17,490,690 bushels in 1887, a decrease of 3,574,058

■bushels.

WHEAT.

Wheat was injured by rust to a greater extent than ever known

before. A part of the crop was Winter killed, and a decreased

product is the result. The acreage in 1887 was 185,557 acres, and in

1888 181,752 acres. The yield in 1887 was 1,121,442 bushels, and

in J 888 833,061 bushels, a decrease of 288,381 bushels.

OATS.

The area in oats in 1887 was 298,591 acres, and in 1888 290,009

;acres. The yield in 1888 was 4,058,846 bushels, and in 1887 4,001,075

.feuehek, an increase of 57,771 bushels on the smaller acreage.

RICE.

Spring freshets damaged the early planted rice and prevented

proper preparation of lands for late planting. Just before the harvest

the crop was considerably damaged in some Counties by the floods in

September. The acreage in 1887 was 79,528 acres, and in 1888

77,966 acres. The yield in 1887 was 67,782,920 pounds of rough rice,

and in 1888 67,752,374 pounds, a decrease of 30,546 pounds. But

the yield per acre in 1888 was better than in the previous year.

OTHER CROPS.

Siveet Potatoes.—The area in sweet potatoes in 1887 was 41,647

acres, and in 1888 41,339 acres. The yield in 1887 was 3,197,791

bushels, and in 1888 3,597,628 bushels, an increase of 399,837 bushels.

Irish Potatoes.—The area in Irish potatoes in 1887 was 4,417 acres,

and in 1888 4,385 acres. The yield in 1887 was 371,329 bushels, and

in 1888 292,931, a decrease of 78,398 bushels.

Tobacco.—The area in tobacco in 1887 was 729 acres, and in 1888

723 acres. The yield in 1887 was 333,623 pounds, and iu 1888

313,948 pounds, a decrease of 19,675 pounds.
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Sugar Cane.—The area in sugar cane in 1887 was 2,933 acres, and

in 1888 2,982 acres. The yield in 1887 was 299,706 gallons, and in

1888 560,825 gallons, an increase of 261,119 gallons.

Sorghum.—The area in sorghum in 1887 was 10,442 acres, and in

1888 11,157 acres. The yield in 1887 was 649,685 gallons, and in

1888 650,865 gallons, an increase of 1,180 gallons.

Pease.—The area in pease in 1887 was 156,750 acres, and in 1888

159,994 acres. The yield in 1887 was 795,310 bushels, and in 1888

825,682 bushels, an increase of 30,372 bushels.

VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS.

The yield and value of the principal crops in South Carolina in

1888, stated in bales, pounds, bushels and gallons, and price per

pound, bushel or gallon, is as follows :

Crop. Yield. Price. Total Value.

Cotton, bales 450 lbs. . . .

Corn, bushels

Rice, pounds

Pease, bushels

Irish potatoes, bushels. .

Sweet potatoes, bushels.

Hay, tons

Pea vine hay, tons

Fodder, tons

Sugar cane, gallons

Sorghum, gallons

Tobacco, pounds

Wheat, bushels

Oats, bushels

 

$21,996,528

10,298,307

1,355,047

660.545

298,789

1,618,932

390,000

1,560,000

2,054,000

325,278

273,363

3.4,534

916,367

2,354,130

144,135,820

The aggregate value of the above products in 1887 was $46,968,292.

TRUCK FARMING.

The following statements showing the value of the productions of

the truck farms around Charleston are taken from the annual Trade

Review of the News and Courier :

It is admitted on all sides that there never was such a year (or the fruit and track farmers of

Charleston and Its suburbs as the one just closed. The figures given below are absolutely correct,

having been obtained from the offices of the various lines of transportation. No attempt has been

made to estimate the gross crop. All that is given Is a summary of the shipments to the North and

West. It has been customary, in estimating the crop, to add about 50 per cent, to the strawberry

shipments, and about 25 per cent, to the shipments of miscellaneous vegetables, for home consump-

tlon.

The figures show an enormous Increase In potatoes and vegetables, and a slight Increase in

berries.
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STRAWBERRIES.

Concerning the strawberry crop It may be said that, although the figures show only a slight In

crease, the out-turn was highly satisfactory. The area devoted to the culture has gradually de

creased during the past Ave or six years. A prominent shipper said that six years ago there were

over 400 acres planted In strawberries In and around Charleston. Last year there were not more

than 150 acres. This Is attributed to the uncertainty of the crop, and to competition from Florida

and North Carolina.

Charleston's season is limited to about three weeks, and the grower has not even the choice of

the shipping time. His strawberries must reach the Northern markets only a few days later than

the Florida strawberries, and caD only hold their own until the North Carolina and Norfolk berries

reach the market. The season, however, has been a fairly profitable one. The Charleston straw

berries reached the Northern markets In good time and fair prices were realized. Of course an

enormous quantity of strawberries was left over, and either sold at home or turned In and used for

fertilizing purposes. A careful estimate of the crop shows a yield of perhaps 800,000 quarts, at an

aggregate value of about $80,000.

POTATOES.

The shipments of potatoes this year were 130,558 barrels, against 50,000 barrels last year. An

enormous increase. This is accounted for partly by an Increase in the acreage, but principally by

the splendid seasons. The most Inveterate agricultural " croaker " and " kicker " was compelled to

admit that be had never seen such potatoes as those that grew around Charleston and In St. An

drew's. The patato farms in the suburbs attracted the attention and excited the admiration of

every Incoming traveler who bad an eye for the beautiful in agriculture. The potatoes were ex

ceptionally fine ; they reached the Northern market at the right time, and brought. In most in

stances, highly remunerative prices. The figures given here, of course. Include only the Spring

crop of potatoes. In a month or six weeks from now Charleston will be In the Northern market

with a new crop of potatoes— the Fall crop—which, It is hoped, will reach the- markets Just at the

time when the Northern millionaires are getting tired of their own Northern potatoes, and will pay

fancy prices for the fresh Southern article.

VEGETABLES GENERALLY.

The shipments of miscellaneous vegetables also show an Increase of over 120 per cent, over those

of last year, the figures being 211,000 packages in 1883, against 90,000 packages In 1887. In miscel

laneous vegetables are Included cabbages, cucumbers, asparagus, string beans, green peas, squash,

lettuce and tomatoes, which are the principal articles of export.

The asparagus industry is as yet in its Infancy, Its production being confined to two or three

farms In Christ Church. The shipments this year are estimated at about 9,000 crates. This Is per

haps the most profitable article raised here, and experienced farmers are confident that the produc

tion will be double inside of five years. Next in Importance and value comes the cabbage crop,

which has assumed very large proportions. The cabbage Is raised principally on the Sea Islands,

Wadmalaw taking the lead, and in Christ Church. The town of Mount Pleasant Itself ships a very

large crop of cabbages North every year. The season this year was excellent, the crops were large,

and the profits to the growers are said to have been immense.

As has been said, the building of the bridge over the Ashley has opened an Immense area of the

finest truck farming lands in the South, and It Is within the bounds of probability that within five

years the business in Charleston will be more than trebled.

WHAT THE TRUCK TRADE AMOUNTS TO.

It Is somewhat difficult to put down In dollars and cents the aggregate value of the truck business

of Charleston. The following table, however, prepared from the best data available, will give an

Idea of the value of the Spring truck crops of Charleston ;

1888. 1887. 1886.

Strawberries $ 80,000 $ 80,000 $ 75,1*0

Potatoes 900,000 350,000 860.000

Miscellaneous fraits and'vegetables 1,000,000 370,000 350,000

Total 81,980,000 $ 800,000 $ 785,000

The following table shows the shipments of strawberries, vegetables, etc., by rail and steamer

for the past three years :

1888. 1887. 1886.

Berries, quarts 333,160 800,000 381,000

Potatoes, barrels 130,558 50,000 55,000

Vegetables, packages 211,000 90,000 89,611
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The shipments of miscellaneous vegetables this season aggregated 211,000 packages, against 00,000

last year, an enormous increase, which is accounted for not only by the Increased area under culti

vation, but also by the Increased facilities of transportation. The following table shows the vege

table shipments for the past eight years :

Packages. I Packages.

1881 47,116 1885 »0,580

1882 88,333 1888 8!t,611

1883 81,332 1887 110,(100

1884 86,781 i 1888 211,000

HAY. I

The yield of hay harvested the present year is estimated at 30,000

tons, the yield of corn fodder at 130,000 tons, and of pea vine hay

at 120,000 tons, a total of 280,000 tons of "long forage," a decrease

below last year's harvest of 20,240 tons. The decrease is due to the

fact that cotton was opening rapidly at harvest time, and farm labor

was needed to gather the cotton.

FRUIT.

Berries were abundant. Apples, grapes, pears and melons yielded

well, while the peach crop was a failure in some sections and yielded

well in others.. The following statement shows the value of the crop

marketed—not the amount produced—exclusive of the products of

the truck farms around Charleston, except the melon crop, which is

included in the " News and Courier's " Report under the head of

miscellaneous, fruits and vegetables :

Apples $ 58,490

Grapes 43, 725

Melons 145,340

Peaches 50,610

Pears 13,783

Total $311,948

An increase of $80,490 over the value of the fruit marketed in

1887.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Farm Labor.—There were very few complaints of inefficiency of

farm labor, a great majority of the correspondents reporting farm

labor efficient and abundant for all purposes.

Agricultural Machinery.—There was a slight increase in the

amount of machinery purchased for use on the farms.

Supplies Purchased.—Owing to the good crops of grain grown in

1887, and the fair prices obtained for cotton, the amount of farm

supplies purchased was 13 per cent, less than the amount bought

the previous year. Based upon this estimate, the amount purchased

was $4,350,000, against $5,000,000 in 1887, a decrease of $650,000.
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Live Stock.—All work animals were in good condition for farm

work at the beginning of the year. A number of cases of diseased

stock were reported to the Department and promptly investigated by

the Veterinarian, but no epidemic has prevailed, except of cholera

among hogs.

Commercial Fertilizers.—The books of the Department show that

125,792 tons of commercial fertilizers were sold in South Carolina

from November 1, 1887, to November 1, 1888, against 96,836 tons

for the previous year, an increase of 28,956 tons.

SUMMARY.

Tables showing the area and yield of the principal crops, by

Counties, in the several Counties of the State, will be found else

where in this Report. While the year has not been altogether a

prosperous one on the farms, and the losses on cotton and corn are

heavy, the farmers are by no means discouraged. On nearly all of

the smaller crops there has been a gain over last year's production,

and in many sections the grain and forage harvested will be sufficient

for home consumption another year.

AGRICULTURAL. MEETINGS.

The State Agricultural .and Mechanical Society held its Annual

Fair at Columbia, in November, 1887. The exhibits were extensive,

and the live stock show was regarded as superior to any ever held in

South Carolina. During the Fair a convention of old farmers was

held on the grounds, composed of delegates from every County in the

State. In November, the State Farmers' Convention met in Agri

cultural Hall and was largely attended. The Grange Encampment

and Summer Meeting of the State Agricultural Society was held on

the Encampment grounds at Spartanburg, in August, 1887, and

was, perhaps, the largest gathering ever known of South Carolina

farmers. County Conventions were well attended, and the usual

County Fairs were held in the Fall of 1887. A State Farmers'

Alliance has been organized and County Alliances established in

Chesterfield, Darlington, Fairfield, Marion, Spartanburg, Union,

Williamsburg, Chester, Marlboro, York, Horry and Lancaster. In

all sections of the State the farmers are showing unusual interest in

agricultural organizations.

CONCLUSION.

In concluding this Report, the Commissioner begs to return his

thanks to the members of the Board of Agriculture for their valuable

assistance in the direction of the work of the Department, so cour
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teously extended at all times, and to the subordinate officials and

employees, who have discharged their duties with great zeal and

fidelity. He also acknowledges, with many thanks, his obligations

to the numerous correspondents of the Department, who have

voluntarily given the State valuable service, and to the officials of

the railroads, through whose liberality the Department was saved

much expense in connection with the State exhibit at the Augusta

Exposition.

Respectfully,

A. P. BUTLER,

Commissioner of Agriculture.

REPORT OF THE STATE CHEMIST.

Columbia, 8. C, October 81, 1888.

Hon. A. P. Butler, Commissioner.

Dear Sir : I beg leave to submit the following report of the work per

formed in the laboratory of the Department during the past year :

The number of analyses made is 888, classified as follows :

Official fertilizer analyses 253

Farmers' fertilizer analyses 21

Mineral water analyses 6

Minerals, clays and ores 52

Miscellaneous '. 6

Total 888

ANALYSES OF OFFICIAL SAMPLES.

There has been an increase of twenty-two in the number of these analyses

over that of the previous year, those for the present year being as follows :

Acid phosphates 34

Acid phosphates with potash 17

Complete fertilizers 129

Kainit 17

Cotton seed meal 11

Miscellaneous 14

Revisions of analyses 31

Total 258

The tables appended to this report contain the detailed analyses and full

information in regard thereto.
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DEFICIENT FERTILIZER SAMPLES.

Of the 129 complete fertilizers 27, or 20.9 percent., were deficient, an in

crease over the last season, when the percentage was 13.

Of the 51 acid phosphates 2, or 3.9 per cent., were deficient, a decided

decrease from the preceding year, wnen the percentage was 8.

When the steady decrease in the number of deficient ammoniated fertilizer

samples during the previous seasons is considered, it is somewhat difficult to

account for the increase noted during the past year. It is doubtless, however,

due in large part to the large increase in sales of fertilizers in the State—

125,792 tons in 1888, against 96,836 tons in 1887—and to the consequent in

creased demand. It is also worthy of note that a large proportion of the

samples reported as deficient during the past season represented brands whose

sale in the State is comparatively limited, and some of which, indeed, were

offered for sale in the State for the first time.

. AVERAGES OF THE ANALYSES.

A close approximation to the average character of the different classes of

fertilizers and fertilizing materials offered for sale in the State may be

obtained by taking the averages of the official analyses of the respective classes.

These averages for the past season, and, for the sake of comparison, those

of several previous seasons, are given in the table below. With the annual

fluctuation in the cost of fertilizer ingredients, it has, of course, been neces

sary to vary the rates of commercial value in different years, but, for purpose

of comparison, all the commercial values given in the table are based on the

rates used during the past seasons, which accompany the tables of analyses.

The small figures in brackets show the number of analyses entering into the

average :
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TABLE OF AVERAGES OF ANALYSES.

Season season

1887-88. 1886-87.

Season

lSfc£-86.

Season Season

l

1864-85. 1883-84.

Season j

1882-S3.

SEASON

1881-82.

ACID PHOSPHATES : (34)

10.79

2.80

(2ft)

10.20

8.17

(34) (16)

9.50

8.12

(16)

8.59

4.06

(22)

8.70

2.52

(12)

Soluble Phosphoric Acid 8.08

3.40Reduced Phosphoric Acid

Available Phosphoric Acid 13.65

1 62

13.37

1.84

12.54 12.62

2.40

12.05

3.20

11.28

2.47

11.54

2.70Insoluble Phosphoric Acid

15.27 15.21 15.08

$13.88

14.85 13.75 14 24

Relative Commercial Value $15.02 $14.71 $13.79 $13.92 $12.41 ! $12.09

ACID PHOSPHATES WITH POT

ASH : (17)

9.55

2.53

(20)

9.45

2.76

(22) (24) (37)

7.24

8.53

(83)

7.35

2.83

(18)

7.05

Reduced Phosphoric Acid

8.27

2.52 3.49

Available Phosphoric Acid 12.08

1.40

12.21 10.95 10.79

2.27

10.77

2.22

10.18

2.45

10.54

2.621.47

13.48 13.68 13.06 12.99 12.03 18.16

Potash 1.55

$15.15

1.78

$15.57

2.37

$14.89

2.21

$14.52

1.94

$14.18

1.55 1.60

$13.51Relative Commercial Value $13.00

COMPLETE FERTILIZERS : (129)

6.71

2.68

(118)

6 94

2.81

(109) (91)

6.51

2.54

(82)

0.00

2.91

(9ft)

5.00

2.57

(60)

0.18

Reduced Phosphoric Acid 2.70

Available Phosphoric Acid 9.89

1.06

9.75

1.86

9.30 9.05

2.20

8.97

2.34

8.17

2.04

8.88

2.44

Total Phosphoric Acid 11.34 11.61 11.25 11.81 10.81 11.82

Ammonia' 2.65 2.57 2.81

2.17

2.57

1.99

2.77

1.58

2.03 2.72

1.91 1.89 1.53 1.74

$20.02Relative Commercial Value $20.57 $20.71 $20.00 $20.06 $20.02 $18.72

KAINITS:

Potash

(17)

12.70

. 1 $15.24

(20) (24) (20)
9\

<3>

12.82 12.98

$15.58

13.39 18.40

$18.08

12.84

$15.41

14.40

$17.28$15.38 $10.07

COTTON SEED MEAL : (1)

9.22

. .! $27.00

(15) (17)

8.92

Relative Commercial Value...

8.68

$20.1)4 $20.70

8.29

$2-1.87 1

The above table shows that there has been no appreciable change

in the average character of the fertilizers sold in the State during the

past season.
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AVERAGES OF MANUFACTURERS' GUARANTEES.

The following table shows the averages of the minimum guarantees during

the four seasons, 1883 to 1888 :

Percentage Averages of Manufacturers'1 Minimum Guarantees from 188S to 1887, vcith Rela

tive Commercial Values Calculated on Valuation of Season of 1880-87.

I Season

1887-88.

SEASON ' SEASON

1880-87. ! 1885-86.

BEA80N SEASON

1884-85. ! 1888-84.

Acid Phosphates:

1 !

11.56 11.50

$12.72 | $12.05

11.07 11.41 tt.48

Relative commercial value $12.84 $12.58 1 $13.73

Acid Phosphates with Potash :

Available phosphoric acid 10.44 10.85 1012 9.90 9.44

Potash ! 1.19 1.28 1.44 1.82 164

$12.15

Complete Fertilizers :

$12.93 $12.80 $18.07

8.29 8.22

2.13

1.84

8.22

2.18

1.49

8.40

2.18

1.51

7.46

2.31 2.08

1.40 1.31

Relative commercial value $17.63 $17.04 $17.87 $17.59 $11US

Kalnlts :

I

Potash 11.97 12.07 11.99

$14.48 ! $14.39

12.12 13.17

$14.60Relative commercial value I $14.30 $14.54

FARMERS' FERTILIZER SAMPLES.

Twenty-one samples of fertilizers have been received from the following

parties and analyzed for them:

 

Name.

D. Bieman

H. L. Buck

H. C. Folk

J. C. C. Gandy...

Wm. Jordan

A. L. Kennedy. . .

F. Y. Legare ....

R. F. Lenhardt. ..

B. F. Peeples

J. 8. Porcher

W. R. Stackhouse.

J. M. Stewart ....

G. W. Weeks

Jno. Witherspoon.

Address. County.

Walhalla jOconee.

Bucksport | Horry

Bamberg

Dovesville

Aiken

Pools

Brick House. . .

Easley

Whaley

Eutawville

Little Rock ....

Winnsboro

Davis Bridge . .

Society Hill . . .

Barnwell . . .

Darlington . .

Aiken

Spartanburg

Berkeley. . . .

Pickens

Barnwell . . .

Berkeley

Marion

Fairfield

Aiken

Darlington . .

Number of

Samples.

mineral waters.

Six analyses of mineral waters were made for the following persons :

H. G. Gignilliat, Easley, Pickens County.

S. B. High, Spartanburg, Spartanburg County.

T. O. Norris, Toney Creek, Anderson County.

Maynard R. Spigener, Columbia, Richland County.

J. W. Wofford, Spartanburg, Spartanburg County.

W. G. "White, York County.

Nothing of special interest was developed in this connection.
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MINERALS.

Fifty-two samples of minerals, including both quantitative and qualitative

examinations, of kaolin and iron ores were made and reported on, besides

many of which no record was kept, which were determined and reported on

at once to the parties submitting them for examination.

ASSOCIATION Or OFFICIAL CHEMISTS.

Besides making five analyses for the committees of this Association,

I attended its Fifth Annual Convention, held at Washington, D. C, as the

representative of the Department. No essential changes were made in the

methods of analyses to be used in the approaching season, those made being

merely in matters of detail.

I have the honor to be,

, Very respectfully,

PHILIP E. CHAZAL, E. M.,

State Chemist.



STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

A. P. BUTLEB, PHILIP E. OHAZAL, E. M.,

Commissioner. Chemist.

TABLES

OF

ANALYSES AND COMMERCIAL VALUES

OP

COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS,

With Manufacturers' Minimum Guarantees.

Season 1887-88.

In the following tables there are given the numbers of the samples, the

names of the brands (alphabetically arranged), the analyses of the Chemist

of the Department, with the calculated commercial values. Immediately

alongside, for the purposes of comparison, are given the manufacturers'

guarantees, with their calculated commercial values.

On the opposite pages are given the numbers and names of brands, with

places and dates of sampling, and names and locations of manufacturers.

In all cases where the analysis is below the guarantee in any constituent,

the name of the brand and the amount of the constituent are printed in

italics, however small the amount of the deficiency.

BATES OF COMMERCIAL VALUATION, SEASON 1887-88.

PER LB. PER UNIT.

Available Phosphoric Acid 54 cents. $1 10

Ammonia.. 15 " 3 00

Potash 6 " 1 20

All of these rates are based on the cash values of the single ton at Charles

ton, and do not include the cost of transportation.
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REPORT OF SPECIAL ASSISTANT PHOSPHATE DEPARTMENT.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

State of South Carolina,

Office of Special Assistant Phosphate Department,

Charleston, S. C, October 1st, 1888.

Hon. A. P. Butler, Commissioner of Agriculture, Columbia 8. C.

Sir : I have the honor to submit the following Report for the year ending

October 1st, 1888 :

CONDITION OF THE PH03PHATE TRADE.

In my last Report I called attention to the unhealthy condition of the

market for rock and to the necessity for some action on the part of the Gene

ral Assembly in the matter. I then expressed the opinion that the increased

royalty of last year did not necessarily indicate a healthy trade.

The operations of the past year have justified this opinion. The Commis

sion appointed by the General Assembly submitted their Report and recom

mendations. No action, however, was taken, and the matter was left in statu

quo.

The market still continues weak. Prices were nominal and producers were

forced to sell at any figure. In many instances this netted a loss.

The land miners came together and renowed their Phosphate Exchange, com

posed exclusively of the miners of land rock. They fixed the scale of prices

for their production, dried and undried, at slightly higher figures than were

then prevailing, and limited the period in which they would sell for future

deliveries.

This movement was participated in by all the land miners, with but one or

two exceptions. The effect was to stiffen the Anurican market and to

advance prices in America.

This, however, did not directly aid the water minors, because of the well

known fact that the river rock is sold almost exclusively in Europe, while the

land rock occupies nearly the entire American market. During the past year

of 190,374 tons of river rock shipped, only 15,573 tons were used in South

Carolina, and only 29,331 tons in all werj used in the United States. All

the rest went foreign during the same period. The land miners produced

and shipped 259,330 tons of land rock, of which only 3,650 tons went to for

eign ports ; 60,000 tons were usad in South Carolina, and the remaining 195,-

680 tons were used in the other parts of the United States.

This preference in this country is due principally to the harder nature of

the river rock. The American manufacturers in fact set up the claim that

there is a difference of between seventy-five cents and one dollar in favor of

the laud rock, because of the increased expense incurred in grinding the river

rock.

The water minors attempted to stiffen the price of their rock in their market

in Europe. Before, however, they had succeeded in doing so to any extent,

they wore met by a new obstacle in the shape of a sudden and unexpected



rise in the rates of freight. These rates have been as low as eleven shillings

per ton, and the average for the past four years had been fourteen to sixteen

shillings.

The general revival of prosperity in Europe, however, coupled with the

unusually large demand for ships to carry grain from the Black Sea and

other ports to the United Kingdom, because of the short crops there and the

usual movement of the cotton crop, exhausted the supply of available vessels.

At present, ship owners not only refuse a rate of 25 shillings per ton, but

practically decline to name a rate at which they will abandon the other trade

and carry phosphates.

The result is that shipments of river rock are, and have for the past few

months been, almost suspended. Thus for the months of June, July, August

and September, 1888, the total shipments have been 40,526 tons, as against

83,100 tons for the same period in 1887. The only present outlet for river

rock is in America, but this market is unfavorable, and almost inaccessible to

it, even at prices lower than that of river rock.

Meanwhile, there has been a consistent effort on the part of all the miners,

land and river, to use the greatest economy in their operations, so as to sus

tain themselves during the adverse circumstances of the business, and to this

economy is largely due the fact that so few of them have met with financial

disaster.

In this direction three of the river companies, the Coosaw Mining Com

pany, the Oak Point Mining Company, and the Sea Island Chemical Com

pany, have one Superintendent to direct their several mining operations, to

have all their repairs done in one shop, and all possible common work done

together.

This arrangement has resulted, as it was intended, in a considerable saving

of expense, but without any interruption to the working of each company

and without detriment to the interest of the State. The business of each

company is conducted separately, as before, and the returns are made and

the royalty paid to the State as heretofore.

The present general situation, therefore, is extremely unsatisfactory. Un

til there shall be some reduction in freights, foreign shipments are impossible

except at a ruinous loss ; the price cannot be sufficiently advanced in Europe

to make good the rise in freights, because as soon as it reaches a certain limit

it admits the Belgian, Spanish and other phosphates, which come in and sup

ply the market.

OPERATIONS FOR THE PAST TEAK.

The total number of tons of rock shipped during the

year ending August 31st, 1888, is 190,274 12-100 tons

As against last year 202,757 62-100 tons

A decrease of 12,483 50-100 tons

The total amount of royalty received by the State for the

year ending August 81st, 1888, amounted to $186,998 87

As against last year 208,772 41

A decrease of $ 21,778 54
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The detailed amounts are as follows :

Coosaw Mining Company $ 71,789 87

Oak Point Mining Company 28,692 02

Farmers' Mining Company 21,826 50

Sea Island Chemical Company 84,348 28

Carolina Mining Company 28,719 45

H. B. Jennings 4,922 00

C.O.Campbell 505 00

John Hanson 766 75

W. W. Farr 424 00

Total paid $186,993 87

Royalty is due and uncollected upon rock mined and shipped during the

year by W. T. Seward & Co. amounting to $7,777.87.

Of the rock sent to market this year there has been

■ shipped to foreign ports 160,893 12-100 tons

Domestic ports outside of State 18,808 tons

Manufactured in State 15,573 tons

Total shipped 190,274 12-100 tons

Of the rock used and manufactured in this State 13,018 tons were manu

factured by the works situated near Port Royal.

ROYALTY DUE.

The royalty reported due by Jos. W. Seabrook, amounting to $522.20, has

not yet been paid. As instructed, the matter has been placed in the hands

of W. Perry Murphy, Esq., Solicitor of the Second Circuit, who has placed

the same in suit. The case has not yet been tried.

The royalty last year reported due by I. D. & J. Seabrook, amounting to

$70.20, has since been paid.

Royalty is also due by W. T. Seward & Co., for rock shipped and sold dur

ing the past year amounting to $7,777.87, as stated above. Upon their failure

to settle for this royalty on demand, the matter was reported to the Board,

which promptly revoked the license theretofore granted these parties. The

matter has been by the Board turned over to the Attorney General, who has

placed the same in suit. The bond given by Seward & Co. is fixed by law at

$5,000 ; consequently no recovery can be had from the sureties beyond that

amount. There is a question whether or not the firm of Hammond, Hull &

Co. is liable as a partner with Seward & Co., under the state of facts testified

to by Mr. Joseph Hull before the Legislative Commission last Winter. If they

are liable, the whole amount can be recovered ; otherwise there seems no

probability of a recovery beyond the amount of the bonds.

AMOUNT OP ROYALTY BONDS.

This case brings up again the matter of the amount of bonds required of

those engaged in mining phosphates in the State's territory. Under the

Coosaw grant that company gives bond in the sum of $50,000. Under the ex-

j
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elusive rights Act of March 22d, 1878, the bond was fixed at half the

capital of the company, not to exceed 150,000, and this was the bond given

by the Oak Point Mines and other companies working under that Act. By

the general rights law, however, the bond is fixed at only $5,000, so that

there were and are companies working under general rights whose annual

royalty is from $20,000 to $30,000, but whose bond is only $5,000—not as

much frequently as the royalty for one quarter.

Thus the Oak Point Mines Company, which now carries on its business under

general rights, gives only $"),000 bond ; whereas last year, under the exclu

sive rights system, this same company gave bond for $50,000. I would

recommend that the amount of the bond be increased by Act of the Legisla

ture.

And I would further recommend in this connection that the surety and

guarantee companies whose business it is to go as sureties on the bonds of

parties should be declared by law as proper and eligible sureties for such

phosphate royalty bonds. In many obvious respects such sureties are prefer

able to individuals.

EXPIRING GRANTS.

The General Assembly having taken no action in reference to the charters

of the Oak Point Mines and the Farmers' Phosphate Companies, such charters

expired by their own limitation in March, 1888. Prior to such expiration,

however, both companies reorganized and obtained charters under the general

incorporation law, the Farmers' Company changing its name to the Farmers'

Mining Company. Licenses under the general rights law have been granted to

both and they are now mining under them. The territory in Bull River

heretofore exclusively granted to the Oak Point Mines Company has been

practically abandoned since the expiration of their grant. The mining has

been chiefly done in the territory heretofore granted to the Farmers' Phos

phate Company.

SUITS AGAINST TRESPASSERS.

The suits of the State against C. C. Pinckney, Jr., and W. B. Davis for the

Morgan Island marshes are still on the docket of the Supreme Court of the

United States. They will probably be disposed of at the present term of that

Court.

In the case of the State vs. the Pacific Guano Company the appeal from the

order of Judge Hudson, mentioned in my last Report, has been heard and a

decision rendered sustaining in every way the position taken by the State.

The case is now before the Referee, testimony being taken as to the amount

of damages to which the State is entitled. This inquiry will probably be

heard and disposed of at the next term of the Court in Beaufort.

THE BEAUFORT PHOSPHATE COMPANY.

A license to dig under the general rights system was granted this company

in July last. The company has secured the use of the dredge Oglethorpe,

formerly employed by W. T. Seward & Co. It has also acquired the land and

works lately used by W. T. Seward & Co. on Battery Creek. The dredge has

been at work for about two months, and is at present digging in the lower

part of Bull River.
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RETURNS OF ROCK.

I renew my recommendation made frequently before, that the law in ref

erence to the returns made by the several parties be changed. At present

these returns go direct to the Comptroller General without examination by

any one. The Special Assistant receives copies merely through courtesy,

there being no law requiring them to be furnished him. I recommend that

the law be changed so as to require all miners to make their returns in dupli

cate to the Special Assistant, whose duty it shall be to examine them, forward

one copy to the Comptroller General with any remarks and retain the other

as an official record in his office.

RULES AS TO WEIGHING.

After careful consideration, and with a view to afford the State every pos

sible protection in the collection of the royalty, I submitted a communication

to the Board suggesting the adoption of certain new rules in reference to the

weighing of rock. These suggestions were adopted, and the following rules

were, as directed by the Board, duly promulgated : *

Copy of Rules.

1. Every party engaged in mining in the State's territory shall employ

some competent person for the purpose of weighing the rock as it is removed

and shipped or otherwise sent to market ; and such person so employed shall

be regularly sworn before entering upon his duties, so as to be a legally sworn

weigher.

2. Every such weigher shall be required to keep a regular weigher's book,

in which shall be entered in detail and from day to day the weights of all rock

weighed out by him from the works for shipment as the same may be

weighed.

3. All such weighing books shall always be open to the inspection and ex

amination of the Special Assistant, or of any other agent designated by the

Department.

4. Every return as now made by persons mining in the State's territory of

the amount of rock removed and shipped or otherwise sent to market shall in

the future be accompanied by the certificate under oath of such sworn

weigher that he actually weighed the rock so removed or shipped or other

wise sent to market, and that the amount as stated in such return is correct.

All returns are now made in conformity to these rules.

Very respectfully,

E. L. ROCHE, Special Assistant.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS.

To the Honorable Board of Agriculture.

Gentlemen : I have the honor to submit the following report of the opera

tions of the State Experimental Farms :

The Experimental Farms are situated in different sections of the State : the

upper in Spartanburg County, the lower in Darlington County.

SPARTANBURG FARM.

The upper farm lies just beyond the corporate limits of the city of Spartan

burg, and contains 300 acres of land, 275 of which were donated by the

County. Fifteen acres immediately adjoining the Grange Encampment

grounds were purchased by the Board of Agriculture for a building site.

But little more than one-third of the land is cleared.

BUILDINGS.

The house for the Superintendent is a neat and conveniently arranged cot

tage, with seven rooms, besides pantry, closets, &c. The barn is thirty-six

feet by seventy-two feet and fourteen feet pitch, with a brick basement of

eight feet pitch. The basement is divided up into stalls for cattle and horses,

with a box stall for sick animals. In one end is a silo twelve feet wide by

twenty feet long and ten feet deep. There is also a well, provided with a

pump. The main floor is divided up into bins for small grain, with open

spaces for machinery, &c. There is large storage space in the roof for long

forage. Within convenient distance of the barn stand the engine and scale

houses. Near the house is a small cottage, with an office for the Superin

tendent in the front and rooms for laborers in the rear. The grounds around

the buildings are enclosed by substantial fences. They include a front yard,

planted in ornamental shrubbery, a back yard, a garden, a fruit garden and

orchard and a barn yard. The land immediately adjoining the farm stead

ings, about fifteen acres, is divided up into plats for experiments with small

grain and grasses.

MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS.

The outfit of farm machinery and implements thus far provided includes

the following : Cotton gin, (Pratt,) cotton press, threshing machine, ensilage

cutter, grain mill, pea huller, sorghum mill and evaporator, fan, steam en

gine, cattle scales, iron roller, grain drill, farm wagon, covered spring wagon,

two carts, ploughs, harrows, &c.

FARM STOCK.

A pair of excellent mules and a stout horse were purchased early in the

year. It is proposed to buy this Winter about ten head of cattle for fatten

ing purposes.

EXPERIMENTS.

One hundred and eighty plats of 1-20 acres each are set apart for experi

ments with cotton. Of these plats, 136 are devoted to tests of fertilizers, 24

to tests of varieties and 20 to tests of different modes of planting. About
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20 other plats in the same piece of land are used for miscellaneous tests.

Every test is duplicated, and in several cases triplicated.

The tests of fertilizers, intended to cover the proper fertilization of this

crop, may be briefly described as follows, (and the description will apply to

similar tests of fertilizers for corn, wheat, oats, &c.) : Analyses of all parts

of the plant—the root, stem, leaves, bolls, seed and lint—were gathered

from every quarter and averaged, and the amount of nitrogen, phosphoric

acid and potash contained in a crop yielding a given weight of lint carefully

computed. These amounts may be called the full rations of nitrogen, phos

phoric acid and potash. The two last are called the mineral constituents

(minerals). In order to determine the amount of each constituent required,

and especially of nitrogen, the most costly of the three certain plats were left

unmanured (for the purpose of comparison) and certain others received full

rations of each constituent. On other plats, again, full rations of both min

erals were used, along with double, three-fourths, one-half or one-fourth

rations of nitrogen. In another series of plats the phosphoric acid was

similarly increased or reduced, the other two constituents remaining the

same. And so with the potash. On still other plats different kinds of

nitrogenous manures, furnishing in each case the same amount of nitrogen,

were applied, in order to test the relative effects of nitrogen in soluble and

insoluble forms. Different kinds of phosphatio and potassic manures were

employed in the same way and for the same purpose. Similar experiments

were carried on with corn, (135 plats,) with wheat (38 plats) and with oats

(18 plats). Twelve varieties of cotton, twenty of wheat and five of oats were

tested. Among the other crops experimented with may be mentioned

sorghum, (several varieties,) kafir corn, milo maize, soja bean, prickly com-

frey, sugar cane and numerous varieties of grasses and leguminous plants.

FIELD CROPS.

In addition to the foregoing plats, a considerable acreage was planted in

corn, cotton, sorghum, &c, for general farm purposes. These crops are not

yet harvested, but the yield may be estimated as follows : Corn, about 250

bushels; cotton, 11 bales; sorghum, about 500 gallons of syrup and 30

bushels seed ; wheat, 44 bushels ; oats, 310 bushels ; soja beans, about 40

bushels ; ensilage, about 55,000 pounds ; besides hay, corn, fodder, peas, &c.

DARLINGTON FARM.

The lower farm is about one-half mile outside the corporate limits of the

town of Darlington, and contains 227 acres of land, about 200 cleared, the

rest in pine timber. This land was purchased by the Board of Agriculture.

The outfit, in the way of buildings, machinery and farm stock, is nearly

similar to that of the upper farm.

EXPERIMENTS.

These include : In cotton, 200 plats ; in corn, 140 ; in oats, 14 plats. The

cotton and corn plats were 1-20 acre each ; the oat plats i acre each. The

experiments with these and other crops were similar to those described under

the preceding head. Sixteen varieties of cotton were tested.

FIELD CROPS.

Twenty acres in all were planted in cotton, about 23 in corn, and 50 in
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peas. The yields will be about 13 bales cotton, 250 bushels corn and 300

bushels peas. Thirty-one thousand pounds of corn forage (green) and 9,000

pounds of sorghum were put into the silo. Six and one-half acres of oats

(experimental plats) yielded 192 bushels, or about 20 bushels per acre. This

includes the unmanured acre (2 plats), which gave only 7J bushels. Between

10 and 12 tons of oats (sheaf), pea vines and corn fodder were gathered and

cured. Plantings of sweet potatoes, melons, &c, were also made. An

orchard and fruit garden will be planted this Winter. Both farms are now

in good shape and well equipped for successful work.

It gives me pleasure to commend the zeal and efficiency of the two Super

intendents, Messrs. Wofford and McCall. Both are thoroughly qualified for

the work in hand, and devoted to it.

CONSOLIDATION OF STATE AND UNITED STATES EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS.

By joint agreement of the Board of Agriculture and the Board of Trus

tees of the State University, the three experimental farms have been placed

under the sflrue direction and management, the members of the Board of

Agriculture, being ex officio members of the Board of Trustees and the

Special Committee in charge of the College of Agriculture and Mechanic

Arts and the Hatch Station. This arrangement gives the station three

farms, a full and centrally located scientific staff and an income of $20,000

per year, $15,000 from the Hatch Fund and $5,000 from the State Agricul

tural Department. This fund has been divided into two equal parts ; the

one for practical experiments on the farms, the other for scientific investiga

tions, analyses, &c. The first half is equally divided among the three farms,

where the field work and tests are now carried on.

At the upper or Piedmont farm, the cereals and grasses, stock raising,

fruit culture, &c, will hereafter receive a large share of attention. At the

middle or central farm, field experiments in the acclimation of plants and

stall tests of the digestibility of foods will be made, as such tests require a

large amount of chemical research. The food and water allowed the ani

mals and their excrements must be analyzed, the former repeatedly, and the

latter daily. And here must be grown the plants to be analyzed at different

periods of growth. For all these, materials must be within easy reach of

the laboratories, and should be gathered or collected by the analyst in person.

At the lower farm, tests of sugar cane, sweet potatoes, sorghums, &c., and

other semi-tropical plants will receive special attention. But at all three,

much time and labor will be devoted to tests bearing upon the economic pro

duction of our groat staples, rotations, farm practice. &c. At each farm

every test is duplicated, and as many of them are carried on simultaneously

upon all three. There is a checking and a verification of the work which

give to their results great value. And this repetition also enables us to

determine the effects of differences of soil and climate upon the same kind

of plant or fertilizer. Our experiments carried on at such widely separated

and representative points will have interest for the farmers of every section

of the State. For field tests confined to one locality or section give valuable

information only to farmers occupying soils exactly similar to those of the

station. To remedy this defect, many stations have arranged to have such
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tests carried on in different sections of their States. As their direction, how

ever, is necessarily left to untrained and irresponsible parties, the results

possess little of interest or value.

COLUMBIA FARM.

The Central Farm is one mile distant from the city of Columbia, and con

tains 100 acres. Sixteen acres within the city limits are also attached to the

farm. Its equipment, (buildings, machinery, stock &c.,) is similar to that of

the other farms. The experimental plats in cotton number 256 ; in corn,

140. Forty-two varieties of cotton and 20 of corn were tested this season.

The other experiments were of the same character as those described under

the head of the Spartanburg Farm.

The field crops will give about 17 bales of cotton, (500 pounds each,) about

600 bushels of corn, 35 bushels of peas, 70,000 pounds of ensilage, (corn,

sorghum, &c.,) and an abundant supply of hay, pea vines, &c.

I bear cheerful testimony to the fidelity and efficiency of Mr. S. I. Gaillard,

the Superintendent of this farm.

The half of our income devoted to scientific investigations covers the cost

of publishing and distributing the bulletins and annual reports', postage,

stationery, chemicals, apparatus, gas, fuel, traveling expenses, &a, as

well as the salaries of the staff. The scientific work is done by the following

officers :

The Director has the general supervision of the station, managing its

business affairs, conducting its correspondence, planning the experiments,

suggesting investigations, preparing the bulletins and reports, &c.

The Vice Director has special charge of investigations bearing upon the

physics of the soil, pot experiments, the study of the development and

growth of the cotton plant, stall tests of the digestibility of different foods,

etc. All these lines of work require the closest attention and direct personal

supervision.

The Chemist and his two assistants make all the analyses required. The

■work will include analyses of the fertilizers used in our tests of all kinds

of farm products, of plants at various stages of growth, of waters, com

posts, dairy products, &c. Analyses of articles forwarded to the station

will be made without charge, provided their results possess interest for the

farming public.

Up to this time about thirty analyses have been made and carefully

duplicated, including Paris green, basic slag, muck, prickly comfrey, vetch,

Bermuda grass, Texas millett, pine straw, &c.

An officer has been provided for the analyses of soils. When Leibig first

made the application of chemistry to agriculture it was expected that the

chemical analysis of a soil would revolutionize farm practice, but the fulfill

ment fell far short of the promise, and this method of soil investigation was

abandoned for a time.

It is now held that the chemical analyses of a soil, standing alone, has little

value. To be of use it must be taken in connection with the mechanical

analysis, which gives the physical properties of the soil, its relation to heat,

moisture, &c.
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The same officer makes examinations of all the commercial seeds sold in

our markets, determining their purity and vitality.

One hundred and eight examinations of farm and garden seeds have

already been made and their results published. This officer also carries on

work in micro-photography.

Photography now plays an important part in biological science, being

especially valuable in microscopic investigations. By its aid the smallest

organism in the field of the microscope can be fixed on paper and studied at

leisure.

The Botanist and Entomologist studies the plants and insects common to

our section, carries on experiments in vegetable physiology, investigates the

fungoid diseases of plants, and determines all the plants and insects sent to

the station for examination.

The Veterinarian gives his special attention to animal pathology. He will

visit any section of the State in which there is an outbreak of a contagious

disease.

Our next officer, the Microscopist and Bacteriologist, studies the bacteria

of disease and fermentation ; for it is now fully established that bacteria

cause many of our most dreaded diseases, such as authrax, silkworm disease'

chicken cholera, &c. It is also believed that nitrification, or the forma

tion of nitric acid in the soil, is the work of these minute organisms, the

so-called ferments. The work of the Bacteriologist promises to be of great

value to the station.

Two thousand five hundred copies of each of our three bulletins have been

printed and distributed. The April bulletin gave the results of five years'

work in testing different varieties of cotton, and included 206 separate deter

minations. The Way bulletin gave the results of 108 examinations of farm

and garden seeds, and the one for July the results of 14 analyses of fertiliz

ers and farm products and determinations of the digestibility of certain con

stituents of six feeding stuffs.

The results of all the field and stall tests carried on at the three farms and

of the scientific analyses, investigations, &c. , will be embodied in an Annual

Report. This will appear early in January. Two thousand five hundred will

be distributed among the farmers of the State.

J. M. McBRYDE, Director.

REPORT OF STATE WEATHER SERVICE.

Columbia, S. C, October 17th, 1888.

Hon. A. P. Butler, Commissioner of Agriculture, Columbia, S. C.

Sir : I have the honor to submit the following as my Report of the State

Weather Service for the fiscal year ending October 31st, 1888.

On July 18th, 1888, I was detailed by General A. W. Greely, Chief Signal

Officer United States Anny, to report to the Director of the South Carolina
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State Weather Service. I arrived at this point on the 26th July and assumed

charge as Assistant to the Director of the State Weather Service, relieving

Sergeant William Line, Signal Corps.

The relations of the State Weather Service in connection with the United

States Signal Service were found to be in admirable accord. In this connection

I would state that the system of weekly weather crop bulletins (adopted May,

1887,) issued from the central office, Columbia, and published in the leading

Sunday morning papers each week during the crop season, has demonstrated

the fact of their usefulness in extending to the people of the State a more

varied knowledge of the various effects of the weather upon the different

crops and in different sections, which will doubtless in due time be an impor

tant factor in enabling the farmers of the country to watch with more inter

est and enlightenment the relations which the various phenomena of rain,

heat and sunshine bear upon the soils and products of their surroundings.

There are at present (16) sixteen stations receiving the daily weather indi

cations and cold wave warnings, which notify the public of the same by

means of the proper signal flags. (See Appendix A.)

There are at present (32) thirty-two stations which furnish this office with

monthly reports of miscellaneous data—i. e. , temperature, rainfall and other

weather phenomena. The data collected are tabulated and summarized and

published in the Monthly Report of the Department of Agriculture. For list

of stations see Appendix B. The following is a resume of the station obser

vations from October, 1887, to September, 1888, inclusive :
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August

September.

20

17

in

16

18

22

32

"34

29

32

31

61. 4C

52.3

44.9

46.2

49.9

57.1

64.6

70.2

78.1

78.9

77.8

69.6

91.0° 30.0° 61.0 5.96

78.0 18.5 59.5 0.82

76.0 18.0 58.0 4.65

76.0 15.0 61.0 2.94

76.0 15.0 61.0 4.83

80.0 19.0 61.0 6.71

95.0 31.0 64.0 1.33

99.0 33.0 66.0 7.51

102.0 51.0 51.0 2.75

108.0 53.0 55.0 3.68

102.5 50.0 52.5 4.53

93.0 31.0 62.0 9.86

8.5

4.3

9.7

4.6

10.0

9.0

4.1

11.0

6.8

7.8

10.0

13

The dates on which frost occurred in the State are as follows

1887.

October, 6, 12, 13, 15, 16, 22, (killing), 22, 26, 31.

November, 1, 2, 6, 12, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 29, 30.

December, 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 18, 21, 24, 28, 80.
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1888.

January, 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 16, 19, 23, 26, 23, 30.

February, 2, 5, 8, 13, 20, 25, 28.

March, 4, 7, 11, 18, 24, 30.

April, 6, 10, 17, 25.

May, 15, 16, 17.

June, .

July, .

August, .

September, 30.—General ; light.

COLD WAVE SIGNALS.

During the year 1887-'8 the following cold wave warnings were received at

this office and distributed by telegraph to the stations of the State Weather

Service :

1887.

October 24.—Fully verified ; favorable comments.

November 20.—Being Sunday, was not distributed.

November 27.—Distributed 28th ; timely warning ; favorable comments.

Decembers.—Fully justified ; timely warning.

December 11.—Fully justified ; timely warning.

December 20 and 22.—Not justified ; continued to 23d ; not justified.

December 28.—Justified ; satisfactory to all.

1888.

January 1.—Fully justified.

January 7 and 8.—Continued to 9th ; justified.

January 14.—Fully justified.

January 15.—Justified.

January 18.—Not verified.

March 11.—Justified ; no remarks.

March 21.—Fully justified.

PERCENTAGE OF VERIFICATIONS OF INDICATIONS.

The general percentage of verification of the daily indications for the

State from October 1, 1887, to September 30, 1888, was—

For temperature 87.1

For weather 80.4

General average percentage 88.8

It may be appropriate in this report to place before the people of the

State the following extract from the annual report of the Chief Signal Officer,

1888, upon the practical value of State Weather Service :

The actual value of the State Weather Service to the people of the country,

and to the National service, has been clearly demonstrated by the effective

work of the past year. All the States where the services are in operation

fully appreciate the benefits resulting therefrom, and several States have

given the service a permanent organization under enactments passed by the

Legislatures, while the services in other States are at present supported by the

Signal Service, though all expect that speedy action will be taken by the

States' authorities which will secure a permanent and independent organiza

tion, the chief object of these services being to afford facilities for the rapid
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and extended distribution of information collected by the Signal Service. The

record of the past year shows that this object has been fully realized by the

distribution of the daily indications, cold wave warnings, <fcc, to more than

twelve hundred stations, which would not have received these warnings had

the State Service not been in operation.

The facility for the distribution of the Signal Service weather indications

is only one of the numerous advantages resulting from juch organizations.

These advantages have been summarized by Prof. Geo. H. Cook, Director

of the New Jersey Weather Service, i. e. :

1. It will be the means of soon securing better predictions of weather

changes and storms.

2. It will bring the benefits of the Signal Service of the United States into

every County of New Jersey

3. It will soon prepare New Jersey for a system of storm signals, displayed

from railroad trains, that will be widely beneficial to agricultural interests.

4. It will give to every County the Government standards for temperature,

rainfall, wind velocity, humidity, &c, which are sources of useful public

information.

5. It will put within reach of local agricultural societies means of accurate

observations, which in the course of years must be valuable to any locality

in the study and adaptation of cereals.

6. It will bring the science and methods of the Signal Service within the

reach of the high schools of the State, offering teachers and pupils alike

excellent opportunity to study a wide range of the application of sciences, to

foster and protect agricultural industry.

7. It will lead to the collection of rainfall statistics to enable engineers to

better estimate the supply of canals, also the sudden downpours to guard

against, in laying out sewers in cities. It will lead to a correct knowledge

of rainfall over different watersheds of the State, for the purpose of giving

data for supplying the water works of cities, towns and villages.

8. It will lead to the forming of reliable meteorological records, for use in

legal cases.

9. It will lead to a better practice of medicine, when physicians through

out the State can study diseases with reliable and accurate meteorological

facts by their side; and for sanitary purposes, correct meteorological statistics

are invaluable to the practitioner in supplying preventive remedies for the

public good.

In addition to the above advantages, the Signal Service may receive sub

stantial aid from investigations carried on by the State Services, or by meteor

ological societies, which may result in actual improvement of the work of

the National Service. These organizations have attracted the attention of a

large class of intelligent observers, who are pursuing the study of meteorology,

and are therefore better able to utilize the work of the National Service.

These observers are also prepared to judge of the quality of the work issuing

from that service, and, in my judgment, the ultimate effect will be not only

to render the Signal Service more valuable to the people, but will increase

the accuracy of the weather forecasts issued by the National Service.

(Annual Report Chief Signal Officer, 1888.)
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In view of the disastrous floods, general throughout the State, during the

month of September, 1888, having caused incalculable loss of farm products,

stock, &c, and in a few cases, I regret to add, loss of life, it has been forci

bly impressed upon my mind, as also that of many correspondents, the fact

of the urgent necessity of at once establishing a system of river observations,

and would respectfully request that you will at the earliest convenience

bring the subject before the attention of the members of the State Board of

Agriculture. It is without a question of doubt, that had such a system

been in operation during the late month of September, that a vast amount of

the above mentioned loss would have been saved, and even life. It is at this

present almost a question of moral responsibility.

River observations will indicate the slightest increase or decrease of water,

caused by heavy rains, melting snow or drought, and the rise or fall of water

at any point will, as a rule, cause a rise or fall further down the river. To

warn those interested who are located below, the result of the observations

should be immediately telegraphed to such points as may become endangered

The duties of the river observers would consist of taking and recording, at

stated hours daily, (1) depth of water in the river, (2) state of weather, (3)

direction of wind, (4) amount of rainfall since last observation.

During sudden rises these data should be sent to Columbia and other points

by special telegram ; in ordinary cases could be sent by postal card daily.

A " danger line," or point to which, if the water rise, would cause appre

hension of floods, should be determined, and observers stationed at certain

places, where river gauges should be located. These obsarvers should receive

some remuneration, so as to insure accuracy of the observations, and also to

secure prompt, intelligent and continuous service. In my judgment, I

think that the rate of ten cents per observation would be ample recompense

to any observer. The cost of river gauge would probably vary somewhat,

but ought not to exceed five ($5) dollars each, and possibly less.

I would suggest stations at the following points ; these have been selected

only by reference to a map of the State, and could, of course, be changed, if,

after investigation, it were found that other points would be better adapted

to the purpose, now so much a necessity :

Congaree River.

Lyles' Ford—at confluence of Enoree and Broad Rivers.

' Saluda—Saluda River.

Columbia.

Wateree River.

Catawba.

Camden.

Great Pee Dee River.

Tiller's Ferry—Lynche's River.

Sanders' Bridge—Lynche's River.

Cheraw.

Great Pee Dee P. 0.

Little Pee Dee River.

Nichols.
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With the above mentioned ten stations in operation, the cost of erecting

river gauges and necessary expenses thereto, including cost of rain gauges,

pay of volunteer observers, transmission of telegrams, postal cards and sta

tionery, &c., would not in my estimation exceed a less sum than one thousand

dollars, ($1,000,) yet I would at the same time suggest, that with a view to

the further extension of this much needed and long felt want, that the State

Board of Agriculture make an appropriation sufficient to meet any emer

gency that may possibly arise.

In conclusion, I beg to acknowledge the kind and hearty co-operation of

the public-spirited gentlemen who have so cheerfully volunteered their ser

vices as observers and displaymen, and much is due to their cordial assistance

and prompt reports for the success which has attended the State Weather

Service.

Very respectfully,

H. C. SEYMOUR,

U. 8. Signal Corps.

"APPENDIX A."

The following is a list of the stations furnished Weather Indications and

Cold Wave Warning at the expense of the Signal Service, and display same

for the benefit of th e public :

Station. County. Name of Displayman.

Conway

Darlington . .

Sumter

Yorkville

Timmonsville

Florence

Johnston.

Graniteville. .

Aiken

Rock Hill....

Ridgeway

Spartanburg.

Graham's

Bennettsville.

Gafifney's

Winnsboro . .

Horry

Darlington

Sumter

York

Darlington

Darlington

Edgefield

Aiken

Aiken

York

Fairfield

Spartanburg

Barnwell

Marlborough

Spartanburg

Fairfield

I. S. Dusenberry.

W. J. Thompson.

C. M. Hurst.

C. M. Kuykendall.

W. L. Morris.

S. W. Lloyd.

C. M. Mix.

W. A. EdwaiJs.

W. H. Geddings, M. u.

S. M. Davis.

R. H. Edmunds.

W. M. Davis.

W. H. Sonntag.

J. H. Wells.

Sol. Simon.

Jas. Pagan,

46—H&R
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"APPENDIX B."

List of Stations furnishing monthly miscellaneous data for the benefit of

the South Carolina State Weather Service :

Station. County. Name of Observer.

Aiken

Abbeville

Allendale

Batesburg

Blackville

Brewer's Mines

Branchville . . .

Camden

Cedar Springs.

Cheraw

Chester

Clinton

Columbia

Charleston ....

Conway

Evergreen

Florence

George's

Greenwood. . . .

Hardeeville. . . .

Jacksonboro . . .

Kingstree

Marion

Newberry

Stateburg ....

Spartanburg . . .

St. Matthew's...

Timmonsville. . .

Trial

Union ,

Williamston. . . .

Winnsboro

Windsor ,

Yorkville

Aiken

Abbeville ....

Barnwell. . . .

Edgefield

Barnwell

Chesterfield . .

Orangeburg . .

Kershaw

Spartanburg .

Chesterfield . .

Chester

Laurens

Richland

Charleston . . .

Horry

Anderson. . . .

Darlington. . .

Colleton

Abbeville. . . .

Beaufort

Colleton

Williamsburg .

Marion

Newberry. . . .

Sumter

Spartanburg. .

Orangeburg . .

Darlington. . .

Berkeley

Union

Anderson

Fairfield . .

Aiken

York

W. H. Geddings, M. D.

J. C. Klugh.

C. B. Farmer.

D. P. Hartley.

S. S. Turner.

E. McDonald.

Jas. K. Ligon.

Colin Macrae.

J. F. Bayerley.

W. R. Godfrev.

H. S. Merritt."

W. S. Lee.

H. C. Sevmour.

J. H. Smith.

J. S. Dusenberrv.

J. W. Earle.

P. H. Walsh.

W. G. Sease.

W. V. Ellis.

W. J. Evans.

S. J. Runiph.

J. B. Thome.

S. H. Price.

W. G. Peterson.

W. W. Anderson, M.D

E. Wofford.

J. D. Mazyek.

H. L. Morris.

E. Gaillard.

Geo. H. Oetzel.

S. Lander.

Jas. Pagan.

J. C. Humphries.

J. R. Schorb.
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APPENDIX C.

Names of persons and places to whom instruments pertaining to the State

Weather Service have been issued.
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J. R. Schorb Yorkvllle .

J. U. Caldwell >Donald's. .

W. G. Peterson.

Pinckney Brown .

G. T. Swandale. .

G. W. Coruelson.

Newberry

Martin's P. 0

Greenville

Orangeburg

S. Lander ■ iWllllnmston

J. P. Bayerly iCednr Springs . . .

S. H. Price Marion

H. L. Morris ;Tlmmonsv1Ile

W. S. Lee iCllnton

J. H.Wells BennettsviUe. ...

R. H. Sonntag iGranam's

Del Kemper 'Anderson

N. Nielsen Brewer's Mines..

Wm. Rogera Conway

J. W. WofTord Spartanburg

Jas. Pagan I Winnsnoro

Jno. B. Blnnlcker I Hampton

Geo. H. Oetzel |Union

E.GalUard Trial

J. C. Humphries jWlndsor

W. J. Seibels Sandy Run

Jas. E. Beaty Bucksville

Sol. Simon Gaffney's

Jos. Black Black's

J. C. Klugh 1 Abbeville

J. S. White |Chesterfleld

Wm. Hood 'Due West

J. W. Earle lEvergreen

T. T. Singleton Georgetown
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Report of Veterinary Surgeon.

Charleston, S. C, October 31, 18S8.

Hon. A. P. Butler, Commissioner of Agriculture, Columbia, 8. C.

Dear Sir : In forwarding to you this, my annual report, I am much

gratified in presenting to you a resume of what this office has fulfilled during

the past twelve months. I have received and answered nearly one hundred

and fifty inquiries, and made twenty-seven visits to different localities in the

State, as follows :

H. H. Jordan, Aiken, March 18.

J. M. Wade, Montmorenci, March 17.

Heath & Co., Rock Hill, March 27.

Mr. Mitchell, Berkeley County.

R. J. Donaldson, Georgetown.

T. R. Denny, Johnston, April 8. *

W. W. Russell, Anderson, April 24.

H. J. Gregory & Co. , May 7.

W. A. Ancrum, Boykin's, May 8.

Dr. P. C. Howe, St. George's, May 12.

D. W. Johnson, Elko, May 17.

W. P. Roof, Lexington, June 15.

J. A. Sprott, Jordan, June 16.

. G. W. Younginer, Calla, July 18.

T. H. Auld, Eastover, July 19.

Hopkins Pinckney, "Wedgelield, July 20.

Harris Harby, Sumter, July 20.

J. M. Warren, near Mayesville, July 21.

D. W. Dabbs, near Mayesville, July 21.

G. W. McBride, near Mayesville, July 21.

W. S. King, Darlington County, August 16.

T. M. McCutchen, Fowler's, August 15.

J. D. Altman, Todd, August 18.

E. M. Hodge, near Manning, August 21.

W. L. Saunders, Hagood, August 28.

Man & Williams, Camden, August 30.

E. C. Harvey, Peak's, September 4.

The result of those visits has been fully reported in the monthly bulletins

during the year.

To-day I believe our State is as free—yes, I may say freer—than most of

the States of the Union from diseases of stock, especially horses and cattle.

During the past year some few cases of glanders have appeared, and these

cases in nearly all instances could be traced to contagion brought about by

imported animals, especially Texas ponies. Should glanders appear in our

State this Winter, and it can be proven to have been brought here by Texas

ponies or stock, it may be necessary to quarantine such stock at a given

point for a certain number of weeks.
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During the Spring and early Summer months, in our Northeastern

Counties, there appeared a disease known as epizootic-eatarrhal fever. It

attacked only horses and mules, and although very many animals were

affected the mortality was very light. No very serious outbreaks among

cattle have been reported during the year. There were some sick cattle in

Kershaw County, but the disease was of a local nature.

Pleuro-pneumonia-contagiosa has not invaded our State, although it is as

near as Maryland, and can be found in many herds of cattle, both in the

acute and chronic form. In order to stamp out this disease the Government

has made an appropriation, and all herds in which this disease is found are

purchased and slaughtered by Government inspectors, and any that are found,

upon post mortem examination, to be healthy can be used for market. The

inspection is very complete. It is under the control of the Bureau of Animal

Industry at Washington, D. C.

Tuberculosis (consumption) has not, to my knowledge, appeared in our

State, although it is possible that cases can occur and escape detection, unless

the internal organs (for it affects other organs than the lungs) are examined

by one who is familiar with the lesions of the disease. This disease is at

present exciting discussion from the whole civilized world. At the recent

Congress in Paris, which, as a writer says, " marks an era in annals of

veterinary medicine," there met the most distinguished medical men of the

age in counter discussion with veterinarians. This Congress was presided

over by a veterinarian, M. Chanbeau, who is recognized for his great work

in medical investigation. A few facts consummated at this great meeting

were :

1. That tuberculosis is on the increase.

2. Its contagious nature is fully proven.

3. That milk, especially when the udder was affected, was dangerous to

drink.

4. The meat, if used for consumption, should be thoroughly cooked.

5. The disease is communicable to many of the lower animals, and from

them to man.

I noticed in the News and Courier a few weeks ago that the black tongue

(authrax) had broken out among the deer in a certain locality. I have made

inquiries about it at some points that I have had occasion to visit, but with

negative results. I think it must have been a mistake. Should any dead

deer be found their carcasses should be buried or burned.

Hog cholera has prevailed to considerable extent in our State during the

past year, and in some localities the loss has been very great, at least seventy-

five per cent, cf the hogs dying. During my investigation many sure cures

have been told me, but what proves of some value on one farm, on another

seems to lose its efficacy. I think the farmers are too careless in disposing

of the carcasses of the dead hogs. Many of them are allowed to rot where

they die, or be carried away by dogs or buzzards, and in this way the infec

tion is not only kept on their own lands, but is carried to neighboring places,

and even distant ones. The carcass should always be buried or burned.

Isolation and cleanliness, with some simple disinfectant treatment, is all we
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can do. Our government is making elaborate researches into this disease,

and as soon as any treatment is discovered that will prevent or relieve, be

assured it will be sounded far and near over the land.

I have seen less rabies among dogs this year than for many previous years,

and I have not heard of its prevailing as an epizootic anywhere in our Stat*.

Contrary to the general opinion, rabies is not a disease of Summer, but is

just as likely to become epizootic in January as in July.

Respectfully submitted,

BENJAMIN McINNES, Jr., V. S.

REPORTS OF FISH WARDENS.

Waccamaw, S. C, October 31, 1888.

To Hon. A. P. Butler, Commissioner of Agriculture, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : In reply to your favor calling for a report upon the fishing

interests of Georgetown County, the manner in which the law protecting

fish has been observed, with such suggestions as experience may warrant, &c

I have the honor to report that during the current season the fishing inter

ests of the County have developed rapidly. With better shipping facilities,

capital and energy have been put into the business, and the growth has been

wonderful. This cannot be shown better than by an extract from the report

of the statistican of the Georgetown Board of Trade, just published, in

which he places the value of the fish, oysters and game shipped from George

town at $100,000 for the past year. While this seems a large business to

have grown from almost nothing, yet I am satisfied that it is less than the

actual volume of the business.

The take of shad was very large and exceedingly profitable to those

engaged in the business, the number of men and nets employed being very

much greater than the preceding year.

Sturgeon fishing has been conducted at different times almost during the

entire year, and I believe with profit to those engaged in it.

A fully equipped fishery for the taking of porpoises has been established.

It requires a large outlay of capital for the necessary output of such a fishery,

and only expert fishermen can take porpoise, as they are of great strength

and intelligence. The flesh is said to be valuable ; the oil and hides are, the

latter being tanned at the fishery and sent to Boston to make shoe strings.

A fishery for the taking of menhaden, to be converted into fish scrap, or

fish guano, has been established. The success of this has not yet been

assured, but so far promises remunerative returns.

The planting of oysters has been tried at various times and in many places

during the entire year. At this time the experiments have not proceeded far

enough to demonstrate the entire success of this new departure. So far

everything seems favorable, and the proprietors are only waiting the result

of the cooler water upon their oysters, which, if satisfactory, they will im
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mediately put up a canning establishment for oysters. They have expert oyster

growers in charge of the business, and it is hoped that their energy and

enterprise will be crowned with success.

During the past season most determined and systematic efforts have been

made to bring to punishment those found violating the fishing law. Under

your recommendation the Board of Agriculture authorized the employment

of patrols. Two trustworthy and compatent men were employed, who

patrolled the fishing grounds and did all in their power to enforce the law.

Twenty-seven boat crews were found in open violation of the law. The

proper legal steps were taken against many of these men ; warrants of arrest

were issued ; the Circuit Solicitor attended the preliminary trials and the

parties were bound over for trial. Two trials have already been held, and

under tho interpretation of the law by the presiding Judge the parties wore

acquitted by the juries. The nets which had been taken out of the streams

by the patrols were replevined by the owners. The remainder of these cases

are still pending in the Court of General Sessions.

The law for the protection of fish is misnamed. It should be called a law

to protect poachers in destroying the food fish of the State. With the inter

pretation placed upon this law by the law officers of the State and County it

is simply impossible to secure a conviction under it, and to this interpreta

tion must be added the influence of a strong bias in public opinion in favor

of the fishermen as against the enforcement of the law.

In my last annual report I called attention to the various incongruities and

absurdities of this law, and need not reiterate them here. As a protection

of fish and fisheries and honest fishermen, it is a nullity. It is crude, indefi

nite and defective, and cannot be enforced. It is an open door to poachers

and unjust to the honest fishermen, who are injured by the illegal competition

of the violators of its provisions. The effort to enforce it has cost the State

considerable, and this County still more, and, if the cases now pending are

tried, it will cost this County from two to three thousand dollars more, with

little prospect of convictions. If, therefore, it is the desire of the Legisla

ture to protect the food fish of the State within reasonable bounds, then a

new law must bo enacted, drawn by some of the law officers of the State who

are familiar with the subject. Fishing laws are new to our State, but the

time is near at hand when such will be demanded to regulate the vast inter

ests which are involved in this question. If, however, the Legislature

should, in its wisdom, think that tho time has not yet come for such a law,

and make no change in the present one, then I would respectfully suggest

the propriety of your Department spending no more money in a fruitless

effort to protect the fish, and also spare the County such a useless addition

to its expenses. If, however, any change should be made, I would respect

fully suggest for your consideration and recommendation to the General

Assembly :

1st. That the time of fishing be extended to four days each week. The

present time is too short in justice to the capital and men who arc engaged

in the business.

2d. That fishing with nets he prohibited within a distance of four miles of

the sea bar of any river in the State. Migratory fish should be permitted to
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enter to this distance at least without any determent in the form of seines.

3d. These prohibitions may extend only to food fish.

4th. That an annual license fee of $50 eaoh be required from all non-resi

dent fishermen fishing, and the same fee for each hand employed by them in

fishing. Such foes to be paid to the Commissioner, to be used in enforcing

the law.

5th. That under the Commissioner one or more officers be appointed by

him when needed to enforce the law ; that these officers be authorized to

arrest on sight all parties found violating the law, and convey the same before

the nearest Trial Justice.

6th. That the finding of fishermen with their nets wet on the fishing

grounds on the closed days will be prima facie evidence of violation, and that

on such days and at such places the possession of freshly caught fish will also

be proof.

7th. That all nets, boats, &c, found in violation of the law shall be seized

and forfeited.

8th. Abolish all participations in fines to informers and others. Let such

fines, if imposed, go also to the Commissioner's fund for the enforcement of

the law.

9th. That the Legislature make provision to hatch out millions of shad

annually for a number of years and place them in our rivers. This can now

be done cheaply and successfully. The waters of our State are well adapted

to the propagation of shad, and their flavor and quality is not surpassed by

shad of any other section, North or South. They also come at a time when

they can be safely shipped long distances, and when fish in the Northern

markets are scarce and dear ; hence they command the very highest price of

any shad in the United States.

If our rivers are only fully and persistently stocked, and the fish reason

ably protected, there is no reason why this industry should not grow to vast

proportions, and it needs and merits the fostering care of the General

Assembly.

Respectfully, R. J. DONALDSON, Fish Warden.

Orangeburg, S. C, October 24, 1888.

Hon. A. P. Butler, Commissioner of Agriculture, Columbia, 8. C.

Sir : In reply to your request calling for my report on illegal fishing on

the Edisto River and its tributaries, I have the honor to report that two

years ago the fish laws were not generally known on the Edisto River, and

very few persons paid any attention to them, but I am able to report now

that the law is known, respected and observed. Most of the fishermen in

the low country are colored. The law as it now stands does not cover all the

ground necessary for the Edisto River, as it can be evaded. For instance, a

party is found fishing and refuses to give his name until a trial Justice,

living ten or fifteen miles away, can be found to issue a warrant, and then

the fisherman who has violated the law has gone. At four of the seining

yards I found two different companies fishing at one yard, or they claimed

to be two different companies, and in that way they can always have one or
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the other seine fishing, which makes it a very difficult matter for fish to pass.

I recommend that you earnestly urge upon the General Assembly the im

portance of a special fish law for the Edisto River and its tributaries, and to

contain the following suggestions :

1st. That no seining be allowed in the Edisto River or any of its tributa

ries at any time during the year.

2d. That no gill nets be allowed to extend over half way across the river,

and that the time for gill net fishing be from Wednesday to Saturday, and

from November the 1st to April the 15th.

3d. That no traps of any device whatever be allowed on any sheeting,

washways, creeks, canals, lakes, or in any waters connected with the Edisto

River in any way.

4th. That no lakes, old river or any dead waters be muddied or disturbed

in any way during low water.

5th. That " fish jumping" by lights at night be prohibited.

6th. That the Wardens or Patrolmen have power to make arrest, if neces

sary, and to seize and forfeit all nets, boats, &c. , owned by fishermen found

violating the law.

7th. That nets found wet, and fish freshly caught, be sufficient proof to

convict.

8th. That all fines to informers be abolished.

I have received a number of letters from different sections of the County

complaining about traps in certain creeks that are not tributaries to the

Edisto. For the benefit of the people living in the low country I again urge

upon you to endeavor to get the Legislature either to enact a new law or to

amend the law so that no traps will be allowed in any fresh water creek,

stream, &c.

The Edisto River is about 575 miles by water, and from 75 to 700 feet

wide. The principal fish are shad, rock, trout, jack, pike, perch, (three

kinds), cat, red horse, mud, sturgeon, etc. Last year's report contained

about a fair average of the number and value of fish caught in the Edisto.

There were from three to five thousand more shad caught this year than last.

They commenced to run three weeks earlier this year—about February 1st—

and fat shad were caught as late as May ; but that can be attributed to the

high waters and freshets, causing fresh fish to be constantly coming in. The

fish are sold mostly in Charleston, Columbia, Augusta and towns along the

railroad, and bring from thirty to fifty cents. The red horse and other fish

fell below last year's average by at least twenty-five per cent. Please do all

you can to have the laws amended as suggested.

I desire here to express my high appreciation of the manner in which

some of the people living along the river assisted me in detecting and pre

venting illegal fishing.

Yours truly, J. P. HARLEY, Patrolman.

Marion, S. C, October 20, 1888.

To Hon. A. P. Butler, Commissioner of Agriculture, Columbia, S. C.

Dear Sir : The undersigned, Fish Patrol for Marion County, would re

spectfully report :
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That during the months of July and August ultimo he patrolled the Great

Pee Dee River in his section, Dead River and lakes and inland waters in said

County, and effectually protected the fish during those months from unlaw

ful invasions. Some two or three families in the territory who speculate in

the finny tribe, and wish to make their living that way, are very much

opposed to the law, but the close watch kept on them has had the effect to deter

them from breaches of the law. A good many German carp are now being

caught in Great Pee Dee River, in its lakes and tributaries. They are very

fine fish.

Respectfully submitted, F. WIGGINS,

Fish Patrol for Marion County.

PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

STATE FARMERS INSTITUTE

OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

HIXD AT

Spartanburg, August 9th and 10th, 1888.

A State Farmers' Institute was held at Spartanburg, commencing August

9, 1888. Ex-Governor Hagood, Chairman of the Board of Agriculture, called

the Institute to order and read the following paper :

PRESIDENT HAGOOD'S ADDRESS.

We are to-day assembled to conduct the first State Farmers' Institute held

in South Carolina by direct provision of law. Before entering upon the duty,

it may not be amiss to recall briefly what has heretofore been done in our

State for the advancement of the knowledge and practice of agriculture, as

well as to consider the means to the same end now provided by existing

legislation. Our present State laws provide :

For a State Agricultural Society.

For an Agricultural College.

For three Experimental Stations.

And for State and Local Farmers' Institutes.

It is over one hundred years since the first agricultural society was formed

in this State. That society was the first agricultural society in America, and

is still in a flourishing existence at Charleston; but circumstances have given

it more local than general usefulness. Seventy years ago a society embracing

in its scope the entire State was organized at Columbia. It was short-lived.

In the next thirty years two other efforts were made in the same direction
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without permanent success. Good, however, was accomplished. Some

valuable papers were published, notably Chancellor Harper's memoir on

slavery, Hammond on marl, and Seabrook's memoirs on the cotton plant.

The establishment of more than one agricultural journal was induced, and

the influence exercised upon the Legislature caused a geological and agri

cultural survey of the State to be made.

On the 8th of August, 1855, an agricultural convention met in Columbia

and resulted in the organization of the society of which the present State

Agricultural and Mechanical Society is the successor. It was handsomely

endowed by the city of Columbia with grounds and buildings ; a considerable

endowment fund was raised by the sale of life memberships, and for the first

time State aid was extended. The Legislature annually appropriated to the

society five thousand dollars. When in the full tide of its usefulness the

civil war suspended its operations. Its buildings were destroyed in the con

flagration of Columbia, and its investments became worthless from the

results of the conflict. The reorganization of this society in April, 1869, was

the first expression of hope that found utterance after the war for the indus

trial interests of the State, and when the gates were thrown open for its first

fair there was seen the first assemblage of the native white men of South

Carolina since the evil days of Reconstruction had befallen, asserting their

right to mould her destinies. The touch of the elbow was once more felt,

and the bugle call was sounded for the political revolution of 1876. Until

that event the society received no State aid ; since then an appnfpriation of

$2,500 is annually made in its behalf. The exhibitions at its fairs, more

especially in the department of live stock, have steadily grown in interest

and importance. The attendance is larger than upon any other occasion in

the State, and the reunion here of the farmers has become the social event of

the year.

Early in its history this society determined to confine the object of its Win

ter meetings to the holding of its fairs and the requirements of necessary

business, while at a Summer meeting annually the chief object should be the

discussion of agricultural and mechanical subjects. A carefully prepared

syllabus of subjects was reported and adopted for discussion at successive

meetings. It was directed that individuals should be appointed to open the

discussions, and that a stenographer should report the debates, all of which

should be published in compendious form in the transactions of the society.

This was a " farmers' institute," precisely what we, under that name, arc in

augurating to-day. At first these Summer meetings were successful ; later

they have languished, and it is a question whether, in the concentration of

effort desirable for success, they may not be advantageously merged in the

State Farmers' Institute, for which provision has now been made.

The Federal donation for the establishment in each State of an Agricul

tural and Mechanical College was with us at first appropriated exclusively to

the benefit of the colored people at the Claflin College. Subsequently the

interest of the fund was divided, and a part used for an agricultural annex to

the college for the white people at Columbia. At the last session of the Legis

lature, in the reorganization of the University, this annex was raised to the
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dignity and dimensions of a full college, coequal in all respects with the other

colleges composing that institution ; and the members of the Board of Agri

culture, consisting by law exclusively of agriculturists, were made ex officio

members of the Board of Trustees of the University. At the first meeting

for organization of the latter Board the members of the Board of Agriculture

as such were made a Standing Committee, with powers of a Board of Con

trol, in special charge of the Agricultural and Mechanical College.

The further Federal donation known as the Hatch fund has been accepted

by the Legislature and appropriated to an experimental station in connection

with and under the direction of this college. The college thus organized

will commence operation in October next. Elaborate provisions have been

made for teaching agriculture, agricultural chemistry and meteorology,

chemistry, botany and zoology, geology and mineralogy, physiology and

hygiene, veterinary science and comparative anatomy, civil engineering and

physics, mechanical engineering, mathematics and astronomy, history and

political science, drawing, bookkeeping, shop and machine work, modern

languages and English. The number of Professors is sufficient, and the ap

pliances for teaching these subjects are ample.

The college for the colored people at Claflin, having in view the generally

slight preparation of its possible pupils, has been wisely organized upon a

more elementary and industrial plan. Besides the Federal donation, it also

receives State aid. Its resources are managed with a marked economy,

resulting in*the extension of its benefits to a large number of individuals.

Besides the experimental station referred to as provided by the Hatch

fund, two others have been erected by the Legislature ; one in the Piedmont

belt and one in the lower section of the State. These three stations are now

being established.

The final provisions, as the law now stands, for the advancement of agri

cultural education is that of farmers' institutes. The Board of Agriculture

has been empowered to conduct farmers' institutes at such times and places

and in such manner as may appear expedient. Assuming this duty, the

Board have decided that there shall be held annually one State institute under

charge of its Executive Committee, and that, in addition, there shall be such

County and local institutes, when requested by any local agricultural society

or Grange, as may be found practicable.

Reviewing these provisions, it cannot be said that our Legislature has been

unmindful of the interests of the farmers. What calling or profession among

our people has upon the statute books such care taken for its advancement ?

The question that arises is not as to the extent, but as to the efficiency of the

scheme adopted in some, if not all, of its particulars. Let us consider this.

And at the outset we are compelled to go largely into theory and conjecture.

The scheme I have explained has not yet, in some of its particulars, been put

into operation, and experience abroad has developed as to these same particu-

ars no certain results.

This remark does not apply to agricultural fairs with their object lessons.

So far as they go, and in what they pretend to, they are a success. The fairs

of the State Agricultural Society at Columbia, as well as the Society itself, are
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firmly fixed in the affections of our farmers, ancLby the good already accom

plished to our agriculture by the social reunions afforded and by the almost

heroic history of the Society, when South Carolina was known as the Prostrate

State, this affection is deserved.

State experimental stations have within their sphere a like certain value.

In the close competition and narrow margin between cost of production and

market value of farm products no liberties can be taken with the cash account.

Experimentation is conducted at a certain loss in the current account, what

ever good may eventually result. Individuals can neither afford this, nor are

they often competent. The State, for the general welfare, should bear the

expense ; and experts, who make such their life work, should be in charge.

Again, every farmer in the State, however humble or remote, at once and

immediately, through the bulletins of the station, may reap the benefit of the

success obtained, or learn the lesson of the failures incurred. Experimenta

tion has both its practical and scientific aspects. Within the recollection of

most of us the oat crop was almost exclusively confined to the upper portion

of the State, and even then it was frequently injured by rust. In the middle

and lower sections no variety had been found which*was not oftener a failure

than a success, from the same causes, and in my own County of Barnwell it

had ceased to be planted at all. The red oat of Mexican origin was accident

ally brought to the attention of a farmer of Abbeville, and its rust-proof

quality ascertained by field experiments. Since then the area in oats in the

upper country is greatly extended, and it is now an ordinary farm product in

the lower country. With this variety it is everywhere as certain a crop as

any that is grown, and the State has had added to its assured resources this

most valuable of all grains for the feeding of horses. Had the Abbeville

farmer, instead of the experiments made, carried his small parcel of seed oats to

a chemist, could the crucible or the retort have detected its rust-proof quality .?

Yet another success in experiment like this, and I speak advisedly, would be

worth more in pecuniary value to the State than the sum required to defray

the expenses of its three experimental stations for fifty years. Governor

Hammond introduced the sorghum plant into South Carolina, and demon

strated on a large scale the practicability of its growth and its value in the

production of syrup. The cnlture has now attained such proportions through

out the Union that the Federal Congress is discussing a measure to supple

ment former appropriations to the same end by adding $100,000 for efforts

to crystallize the sorghum syrup into sugar. Here the province of the field

trial ceases and that of the scientist begins. Each has its sphere, and both are

essential to any complete experimental station.

I am led to place the experimental stations, in positive value to our agri

culture, in the first place among the means at our disposal for its advance

ment ; but when we come to the consideration of institutes and the agricul

tural college, we are forced to rely, to a great extent, upon theory and con

jecture in making up our estimate of each. Institutes have met with appre

ciable success and attained considerable favor in some of the Northwestern

States. That the idea upon which they are based is a good one, there can be

no doubt. Disquisitions upon important subjects by those who have given

them special attention, followed by free inquiry and discussion by those who
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are sought to be instructed, must do good. The difficulty is when the novelty

subsides to keep up sufficient interest and secure due attendance. The social

feature must be introduced, and the farmers' wives and daughters enlisted.

The occasion must be a picnic as well as a spelling bee. But above all, and

beyond all, success attained elsewhere has been by confining them to their

legitimate purposes, the discussion of purely agricultural subjects, and

jealously excluding politics, sectarian, religious or other disturbing topics.

In the local institute, at proper seasons of the year, the social feature is

eminently practicable, and may contribute much to continuous success. In

the State institute it is less so. But here the greater dignity and emphasis

of the occasion may bring together better instructed men to lead the debates,

more thoughtful men to participate in them, and the stenographer's art will,

through the agricultural press, disseminate in every farm house in the State

the ideas evolved and impress the conclusions reached. It is true the

Summer meetings of the State Agricultural Society, the forerunner of insti

tutes with us, have not been altogether successful ; but we must analyze their

experience and improve upon their methods. I am free to say of these same

meetings that had all fhe essays and the debates been preserved, as they

should have been, the material would be at hand for the compilation of a

text book on agriculture invaluable to the young South Carolina farmer,

and instructive to those of us who have oftener seen seed time and harvest

recur.

The agricultural college is to make future farmers ; the fair, the experi

ment station and the institute are to bring the present cultivators of the soil

to better methods, which of itself will start the future farmer half way to

the goal. The immediate beneficiaries of the college are necessarily limited-

it requires much money and long time to develop fruit ; the others require

.less money, give immediate results, and reach the mass of the farmers. The

collegiate teaching of agriculture is at best but in an experimental state ; no

school that I am aware of has yet met with unqualified success. Some sys

tems that have been tried are acknowledged failures ; all have met with

adverse criticism. The college at Columbia has been modeled upon the idea

of giving the pupil the highest training in agricultural science, combined

with the advantages of a liberal education, which, by reason of the connec

tion with the University, with its large and able corps of Professors already

employed, can be given without appreciable additional outlay. This school

contemplates no manual instructions in the ordinary and simple process of

husbandry. The arts of ploughing, hoeing, reaping and mowing are left to

be acquired elsewhere ; but most thorough practical instruction is provided

to be given in machine and shop work. Labor-saving machines are abso

lutely essential to progress in our agriculture. The abundance of land in

proportion to labor, and the impatience of the American Anglo-Saxon at

mere drudgery—the hewing of wood and drawing of water—have both com

pelled the use of these machines and wonderfully developed them. They are

often costly and complicated in structure, while with careful management

the wear and tear upon their use is generally estimated at 20 per cent,

annually. It will be seen, therefore, how necessary to the farmer is not only
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a knowledge of the principles of mechanics, but the ability himself to keep

in order and repair the machines he uses.

In what has been said of collegiate education, it is not intended to indicate

that it should be omitted from our scheme for agricultural advancement. It

has been placed there by the consent of the most enlightened opinion among

the farmers of the State. My own judgment is emphatically in favor of a

high grade college as a part of our system. The purpose in what has been

said has been to present its true features and to exhibit, as I apprehend

them, its real possibilities, whether the college be retained as it now stands,

or be removed to different surroundings and organized upon a different plan.

I have spoken of the future farmer. Who will he be ? Whence will he

come ? Undoubtedly, as in the past, many will be men who, reared to other

pursuits, have afterward embraced agriculture. These bring to the calling

the acquirements of a general education with the business habits learned

elsewhere, and sometimes, like Mechi of England, Dickson of Georgia, and

others, go to the front in their adopted vocation. The all-round man has

before this beaten the specialist, and may do it again. But from the youth

of the country, which will be our successors on the farm ? Not exclusively

the farmers' sons. We have no institution of caste confining the son to the

father's pursuits. The farmer's son is free to follow his bent whither it leads

and to the extent his abilities permit. Webster, Calhoun, Clay, Andrew

Jackson, were the sons of small farmers. Washington, Jefferson, and indeed

a majority of those who have illustrated American history, imbibed their

patriotism and acquired their hardy virtues in a boyhood on the farm. But,

from the necessity of things, the great majority of those who succeed us

will be those whose fathers have been tillers of the soil. Among these will

be some whose expectations permit them to look forward at the outset to the

employment of labor .on a scale admitting of their being personally more

advantageously occupied in its direction. To this class add those who

without sufficient capital desire to become directors of labor, as stewards

under capital. The remainder, and by far the greater, number expect to at

least begin their career as small farmers, working with their own hands, and

employing labor not beyond the extent which admits of their carrying the

foremost row. The first class may reap the advantages offered by the

college in its scientific and technical course, combined with practical instruc

tion at and in connection with the experimental farm. To the second class

these advantages are almost as unattainable as if they did not exist. Circum

stances imperiously control them, and if a boy, restive under his surround

ings and with exceptional force of character, breaks through the meshes

that involve him and reaches the college, it is oftenest for the benefit of the

general education incidentally to be obtained, and the farm sees him no

more.

To the great majority of the future farmers there remains then to specially

qualify them for their pursuit and apprenticeship upon the farm with the

information derived at fairs, at the institutes, and from the bulletins of the

experimental stations. The public common schools are at their door. Why

not introduce by law into these schools an elementary course upon agriculture ?
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It sesuis to me that progress lies hero. Those schools reach the mass of the

people. In them the sons of the laboring farmer, whose children most aid

his toil, can alone, with rare exceptions, attain the rudiments of a liberal

education. Add some scientific and technical instruction in their destined

calling, and thus meet the problem that presents itself of doing with limited

resources the greatest good to the greatest number.

In the analysis attempted and the frank criticism permitted to myself in

the discussion of existing legislation for the advancement of our agriculture.,

I have not alluded to certain amendments to that legislation which are

agitating the public mind. This is not the occasion to do so. There are

occasions when it is proper, when this matter should and will be by all of us

fully discussed, and whatever conclusion is then reached I sincerely trust

will prove in the best interest of the calling we have so much at heart. Far

mers are citizens and best discharge the duties of citizenship in watchful

attention and close scrutiny of all legislation—much more of that which

bears directly upon them as a class. But this agitation has drifted into that

phase of politics in which the proposed amendments are made the shibboleth

of office, and men are to be voted for or not according to the views they

entertain. To this there is no special objection, and it may be made essential

to ascertaining the popular will ; but having assumed that phase it seems to

me the discussion is not suitable here. It will be a sad day for the farmers'

institutes when they are made the arena upon which the office-seeker can

fight his battle, however spacious the pretext that permits it.

And now, proud of our common calling, sympathizing with every honest

effort in its behalf, and believing that in this we are moving in the right

direction, I declare the first State Farmers' Institute opened, and pray God's

blessing upon it.

Col. D'Arcy P. Duncan, of Union, was made Secretary of the Institute,

after which President Hagood presented as the first essayist of the day Dr.

J. M. McBryde, of Columbia. On the subject of Agricultural Experiment

ation, Dr. McBryde read the following essay :

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTATION.

The subject assigned mo—Agricultural Experimentation, or the " Act or

Practica of Making Agricultural E.tperimsnts"—is a large one, and as im

portant as largo. For as Stuart Mill observes: " Experimentation enables

us to obtain innumerable combinations of circumstances which are not to be

found in nature, and so add to nature's experiments of our own." And ex

periments can be carried on, and are called for, in every department of

agriculture. An immense amount of valuable work has already been done—

work which has a copious literature of its own, as well as a history of singular

interest. Its thorough discussion would tax too severely your patience and

time, and I shall therefore consider, as briefly as may be, only a few of its

more important subdivisions.

The question which arises at the outset, "What is an experiment?" has

been happily answered by Loibig : " Nature speaks to us in a peculiar lan

guage—the language of phenomena. She answers, at all times, the questions

which are put to her, and such questions are experiments. An experiment
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is the expression of a thought ; we are near the truth when the phenomena

elicited by the experiment correspond to the thought, while the opposite

result shows that the question was falsely stated, and that the conception was

erroneous. " But even when negative results are obtained the labor is not

altogether in vain. Indeed, I am inclined to hold, with Sir Humphrey Davie,

that, while "one happy result which can generally improve the methods of

cultivation is worthy the labor of a whole life,'' even " an unsuccessful

experiment, well observed, must establish some truth or tend to remove some

prejudice." An experiment of this kind is, besides, an object lesson, appeal

ing far more convincingly to the looker-on than the most forcible words or

arguments. In such experimental work many of the foremost scientists of

the day are engaging, and it now commands governmental attention both in

this country and Europe. Hence, we may well ask, Is it new, peculiar to

our own tifaes, and necessitated by our advancing civilization ? What of its

history ? In the first century of our era we find Varro, a Roman writer on

husbandry, asserting : "Nature has given us two ways for improving agricul

ture—experimenting and imitation. The old husbandmen determined many

things by experimenting ; their children, for the most part, by imitating.

We should do both : imitate others and experiment for ourselves, not at hap

hazard, but according to reason." And Columella, another author of the

same race and century, advises : "Not contenting ourselves, however, with

the authority of preceding or contemporary farmers, we should endeavor to

improve upon our examples and attempt new experiments of our own." In

the pages of Palladius, a Latin writer of the fourth century, the experiment

farm of to-day is, perhaps, dimly foreshadowed : " The Greeks," as he states,

" assert that the Egyptians experimentally determined the value of new varie

ties of graiu and leguminous plants as follows : A piece of land, well pre

pared and favorably situated, was divided into plats, each of which received

a different kind of seed. The resulting crops were closely watched, and the

effects of climate carefully noted. Those withstanding the heat and drought

were saved and the others rejected."

For arriving at the comparative values of different varieties of seeds and

soils, and the adaptability of given plants to certain classes of soils, the

Roman agriculturists made large use of experimentation. Palladius, for

example, advises his brother farmers, and his warning is singularly timely

to-day, " Not to purchase extensively advertised seeds, but only tried ones,

and to put no dependence on kinds not experimentally testod." The Romans

excelled in all the practical arts of life, and their husbandry does not suffer

by comparison with the best agricultural practice of our time. Their experi

ments were conducted with the greatest accuracy and care. A writer of the

last century, after a thorough study of their methods, declares : "To render

experiments of any use, such a knowledge of the practice of agriculture,

such care and attention, are necessary as few of our modern experiment-

makers are possessed of or can give. At least in this thing if must be con

fessed that they are greatly inferior to the first Roman farmers, whose

capacity is well known. "

47—RAR
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But the efforts of the Latin husbandman were directed chiefly to the

determination of rules of practice—no attempts were made to discover

underlying principles or to formulats laws. For the agriculture of the

ancients was purely an art, empirically originated and developed. And

such it continued to be for almost a thousand yearsafter the fall of the Roman

Empire, it being generally held that agricultural science dates from the pub

lication of Leibig's great work in 1840. But through all the barbarism of

the darker ages and the twilight of mediaeval Europe, intermittent efforts

were made to advance the methods of husbandry.

When modern history is reached there is evidence of increasing interest in

the subject of experimental agriculture. A few instances will suffice. Hops

were introduced into England early in the 16th century, and clover and

.turnips by Sir Richard "Weston in 1045. The alternate system of tillage

.originated a few years later on. In 1701 Tull began to practice and recom

mend his system of drilling and horse-hoeing. Towards the middle of the

;same century Elkington, by his labors and example, directed general attention

.to the subject of under-draining.

While the researches and discoveries of Leibig undoubtedly paved the way

for the experiment station as we now have it, the field upon which he entered

was not altogether new and untried. For throughout the 16th, 17th and

18th centuries many attempts were made experimentally to discover the

principles underlying the practices of agriculture, to explain its phenomena

and to formulate its laws. Nearly two hundred years before his time, Ber

nard Palissy discussed the fertilizing value of salts and ashes, and advanced

a rational explanation of the beneficial effects of manures. And Graft ius.

Bonnet, Glauber, Lemery, Vallemont, Van Helmont, DuHamel and others

disputed over the manurial value of salts, and endeavored to determine by

means of experiment the relative amounts contributed by the soil and water

to the nutrition of plants. It is strange to find in their writings accounts of

plants grown in water and other artificial media, and of many of the other

methods supposed to be peculiar to our best experimental stations.

Leibig's laboratory may be justly regarded as the first modern experiment

station, for to the researches there carried on in agricultural chemistry and

animal physiology we in large part owe the wonderful progress already

effected in many of the great departments of agriculture.

It was there that the manufacture of superphosphate of lime—an industry

which now gives employment to thousands of men and millions of capital,

and which has contributed so much to the material advancement of our own

State—originated. Fixed by the example and discoveries of Leibig, Lawes,

an English gentleman of great wealth and intelligence, associated himself

with Dr. Gilbert, an eminent chemist, and began in 1843 his celebrated series

of agricultural experiments. For this purpose he set apart a considerable

portion of his noble estate at Rothamsted, erected laboratories and employed

specialists, and in fact established, entirely at his own expense, the first

separate experiment station. He has annually expended thousands of dol

lars in conducting his experiments, has freely given their results to the

public, and with princely munificence had set aside by will the sum of £300,000
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for the continuation of the work after his death. Leibig had advocated

the manufacture of superphosphate of lime from bones ; Lawes extended the

principle by recommending its application to the manufacture of acid phos

phate from mineral phosphatic deposits. His experiments demonstrated the

special fertilizing effects of nitrate of soda on small grain, and the value of

mineral fertilizers as compared with organic manures, improved the methods

of applying manures, and in many other ways advanced both the art and

science of agriculture.

In 1851 the first public or official experiment station was founded at

Moeckem, in Saxony, and placed under the charge of Dr. Emil Wolff, whose

experimental study of the composition and digestibility of feeding stuffs and

the nutritive requirements of different kinds of farm stock have established

animal husbandry upon a solid scientific foundation.

From this time on the stations began rapidly to multiply until there are at

present nearly 170 in Europe alone. Their efforts were at first chiefly directed

towards controlling the manufacture and sale of commercial fertilizers, and

upwards of 60 are still charged with their inspection and analysis. In 1869

the attention of Nobbe, Director of the station at Tharand, Saxony, was

called to adulterated samples of commercial seeds, and tho publication of the

results of his investigations led to the establishment of nearly fifty seed con

trol stations.

The work of the Europeau experiment stations covers the entire field of

agricultural research. Soma of tho stations have, however, devoted them

selves more or less exclusively to special kinds of work. A tabulated state

ment published several years ago shows ' ' that of the whole number in active

operation in 1877, 54 included the inspection of commercial fertilizers within

the scope of their work, 43 the inspection of seeds, and 38 of concentrated

fertilizers. 24 experimentation with various methods of culture and manur

ing, 9 devoted themselves to forestry, 11 to dairying, 11 to the diseases of

plants, 16 to the investigation of soils, 5 to silk culture, 13 to the production

of wine, and 1 to olive culture.

About the year 1865 Professor S. W. Johnson of Yale began by his analyses

and public lectures to direct the attention of the farmers of New England to

the adulteration practiced in the manufacture of commercial fertilizers, and

his efforts led, indirectly at least, to the establishment by Connecticut of the

first American experiment station in 1875. It began operations under the

direction of Dr. Atwater at Middletown. Some years later it was removed to

New Haven and placed under the control of Dr. Johnson.

North Carolina followed with tho next station in 1S77, and New Jersey with

the third in 1880.

The New York station was established in June of the same year. Within

the next few years stations were provided for in Massachusetts, Ohio, Maine,

California, Tennessee and several other States. The work of these stations

directed public attention to the subject of experimentation, and excited the

liveliest interest among the friends of agricultural advancement, whose efforts

in their behalf finally led to the passage by Congress in 1887 of a Bill, now

generally known as the Hatch Act, for the establishment of an experiment
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station in every State and Territory of the Union. This Act gives to each

station the sum of $15,000 annually for its maintenance and support, and

allows $3,000 of the first annual payment and $750 of each subsequent pay

ment to be used "in the erection, enlargement or repairs of building or

buildings necessary for carrying on the work of the station." The Act is

specific in declaring that the appropriation is granted " for conducting inves

tigations and experiments and printing and distributing the results thereof."

Under the provisions of tliis Act thirty-five States and one Territory,

Dakota, have established experiment stations, and three States, Delaware,

Rhode Island and Georgia, are taking steps in the same direction. Connecti

cut and Massachusetts have each divided the fund between two stations.

The first has given half of the amount allowed her to the station at work in New

Haven and half to a new station at Mansfield, which has been placed under

the direction of Dr. Atwater. Both of the Massachusetts stations are at

Amherst, and are immediately connected with the State Agricultural College

at that place. Dr. Goesmann, Professor of Chemistry in the college, is

Director of the older station, and H. H. Goodell, President of the College, is

Director of the Hatch, or new one. New York has a station at Geneva

exclusively supported by State appropriations, and has given the Hatch fund

to the experiment station of Cornell Uuniversity. All the other States have

but one station each.

The stations in the different States have been organized on the same gen

eral plan. All have a Director and one or more Chemists ; two have both a

President and Director. In some cases the President of the College with

which the station is connected is the Director ; in some, the Professor of

Chemistry or Agriculture. The majority of the stations have two or three

naturalists on their staff, most frequently a botanist and entomologist.

Assistants are always provided for the direct oversight of experiments

requiring long-continued care and watching. The average number of special

ists on the staff of the stations that have thus far perfected their organiza

tion is about nine. Every station is endeavoring to comply in good faith

with the provisions of the Act to which it owes its endowment, and is mak

ing arrangements to enter upon as many of the investigations called for as

its means will permit. But in different States special prominence is rightly

given to lines of work more immediately demanded by the surroundings of

the stations. In Wisconsin, Missouri and other Western States, for example,

questions connected with the care, management and feeding of domestic

animals are most closely studied. In Kansas, Illinois and New Jersey, where

one or more establishments are engaged in manufacture of sorghum sugar,

the stations are paying special attention to investigations bearing upon its

profitable production. But not unfrequently the special qualifications or

training of the Director determine the character of the work. The botanical

predilections of Dr. Sturtevant, late Director of the New York station, made

the work of that station, during the period of his Directorship, preponderat-

ingly horticultural and botanical. And so in Pennsylvania ; the present

Director, Dr. Armsty, a specialist in animal husbandry, is throwing the

strength of the station in the direction of investigations bearing upon the

production of meat, butter, milk, etc.
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The second section of the Hatch Act specifies the work of the stations as

follows :

' ' It shall be the duty of said experiment stations to conduct original

researches or verify experiments on the physiology of plants and animals, the

diseases to which they are severally subject, with the remedies for the same ;

the chemical composition of useful plants at their different stages of growth ;

the comparative advantages of rotative cropping as pursued under a varying

series of crops ; the capacity of new trees or plants for acclimation ; the

analysis of soils and water, the chemical composition of manures, natural or

artificial, with experiments designed to test their comparative effects on crops

of different sorts ; the adaptation and value of grasses and forage plants ; the

composition and digestibility of the different kinds of foods for domestic

animals ; the scientific and economic questions involved in the production of

butter and cheese ; and such other researches or experiments bearing directly

upon the agricultural industry of the United States as may in each case be

deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying conditions and needs of

the several States and Territories."

The labor imposed by the provisions of this Act upon the experiment

stations is simply immense. Not a few of the investigations called for will

each require analyses and determinations running well up into the thousands.

One of the questions named in the Act has been attacked by the Wisconsin

station. In its bulletin for May of the present year the results of an experi

ment undertaken for the purpose of determining " the relative value of

ensilage and corn fodder for milk production " arc set forth in detail. Two

cows were fed* during three periods of three weeks each, or nine weeks in all,

with a week of preliminary feeding, on certain amounts of the different

rations, and yet this apparently simple and easy experiment involved deter

minations as follows :

WKIGHINGS.

Rations 756

Uneaten corn fodder 20

Dung 42

Urine 42

Milk 202

Butter 18

Water drunk 126

Cows 120

1,382

TEMPERATURES TAKEN.

Of stable 189

CHEMICAL ANALYSES.

Single

Samples Det.

Fodders 42 322

Dung 6 96

Urine 42 126

Milk 126 510

Total 216 1,054 1,054

2,625
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Notwithstanding the specific directions of the Act in regard to the charac

ter and amount of the work to be done, and the fact that all the stations

have certain features in common, there is some difference of opinion as to

the best means of giving effect to the clear intentions of Congress. Other

causes besides those mentioned above have operated to produce this diverg

ence. Many of the stations in operation before the passage of the Hatch Act

were charged by the laws of their respective States with the control of com

mercial fertilizers—some of them had no land for experimental purposes.

Their work was, therefore, at first almost exclusively scientific, consisting for

the most part of the analyses of fertilizers, feeding stuffs, waters, &c. In

other States the stations were established on the farm belonging to the agri

cultural college, and had nothing to do with the control of fertilizers. They

confined themselves to field experiments, and attempted little in the way of

scientific investigation. The passage of the Hatch Act greatly enlarged the

resources of both classes of stations, without fundamentally changing their

organization and methods. The first class were naturally disposed somewhat

to magnify the scientific features and to decry practice, attaching importance

only to the determinations of the laboratory ; the. second, to undervalue

science and its methods, and to rely chiefly upon the results reached in the

stall or field. There appears to have been a strange misapprehension of the

true meaning of terms—a confounding of science with theory, and an attempt

to array practice against science. And this when no real conflict exists ! For

science and practice should always go hand in hand, the one supplementing

the other. Science, it is true, must base its conclusions upon experimental

evidence, otherwise it degenerates into theory ; and practice with no scientific

principles to rest upon is simply empiricism—mere rule of thumb. In a

station, theory should be constantly subjected to the test of practice. Con

clusions reached or results arrived at in the laboratory, where all the con

ditions are under the control of the investigator, should, as far as possible,

be tested or verified in Nature's laboratory, the field, where the conditions

are almost infinitely varied and but little subject to control. It cannot be

denied, however, that the golden mean is difficult of attainment, and that the

tendency is often to one extreme or the other, with consequent action and

reaction. In some quarters there is increasing opposition to field work, or

rather to the system of plat experimentation. Similar duplicate plats very

frequently give such conflicting results as to cause the belief that it is impos

sible to secure uniform fertility in the land selected for the tests, and that the

differences in yield must be ascribed to inequality of soil. At some stations

abroad, this method of experimentation has been, in consequence, abandoned.

Dr. Sturtevant, while Director of the New York station, strongly opposed it.

But such hasty action is, in my opinion, unwise and opposed to all scientific

precedent. Chemical analyses, when duplicated, differed at first just as

widely—so did astronomic observations. But the chemist and astronomer

went zealously to work to discover and correct errors, to perfect their methods,

to improve their apparatus and instruments. Increased care was given to

their observations, and by unwearied attention to the minutest details their

methods have been made to give valuable results. But they do not, even yet,
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trust to single tests or observations. Duplication is considered all-important,

and averages are chiefly dealt with.

The possible sources of error in plat experimentation are, it must be con

fessed, many and varied. Slight differences in the chemical or mechanical

condition of the plats, in their exposure and situation, in the seed or fertiliz

ers used, in the preparation or cultivation given, slight losses in gathering

and curing, slight errors in weighing, measuring or computing, slight injuries

from insects, storms or accidents, may affect tha results. When small plats

are used the error, no matter how caused, is greatly magnified when the

returns are stated per acre. An error of one pound in a one-twentieth acre

plat then becomes one of twenty pounds. It may be asked, why not make

use of large plats ? In acre plats there would b3 no multiplication of the

error ! This is very true, and much of the value attaching to the experiments

of Lawes is due to the fact that many of them were made on acre plats. The

chief objection to such plats is their cost. Larga areas are required. And

the larger the area, the more difficult does it become to sacure uniformity of

soil and exposure and to make the other conditions of the test agree. Ten

tests would require ten acres, or, if duplicated, twenty. And to subject

them to the same conditions—to plough, plant, till, gather at the same time

and in the same way—would require an outlay and resources far beyond the

command of an experiment station. Lawes, with all his means, does not

duplicate his tests. This is the only weak point in his work.

We are obliged, thoreforc, to fall bask on small plats, and to endeavor to

make the most of them. More thoroughly trained observers must be employed

and greater care and accuracy used. Every possible source of error must be

discovered, and, when possible, removed, and the amount of error incident

to the system, and therefore irremediable, determined and allowed for.

Every test should be duplicated and continued through a number of years,

for but slight value attaches to the experiments of a single season. With

such precautions, I venture to assert that plat experiments can be made to

give trustworthy results. Let me support this assertion with an observation

drawn from my own experience. Our tests of different varieties of cotton

have been in progress since 1883, and cover therefore a period of five years.

The first year the difference between the yield of the two similar plats of

each variety was carefully noted. In every year since, with greater care and

accuracy, and profiting by experience gained, this difference has been stead

ily reduced. And this yearly repetition of the tests has enabled us approxi

mately to determine the probable error involved in the methods employed,

and to make due allowances for it. One hundred and three tests were made

during the five years, requiring the use of 208 plats of one-twentieth of an

acre each. The probable error for the last two years amounted to only one

and one-fifth pounds of lint cotton per plat. By the employment of the well

known formula for the determination of the probable error in the mean of

several observations or tests of equal weight, or made under the same con

ditions :
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P. E.-4 6715yr* + I? + Z? + fa

»» c«i-i."\

Where Fj , V2 , V, , &c. , are the remainders obtained by subtracting the

several observations or results from the mean, and m the number of observa

tions, we found that this allowance or correction of one and one-fifth pounds

did not differ from the true amount (of error) by more than three-tenths of

a pound. Our experiments thus made, verified and corrected, showed the

continued superiority of one variety of cotton, the Peterkin, for four suc

cessive years.

Pot experiments have been recommended by some as substitutes for field

tests. One method should supplement, not supersede, the other. Plants

grown in liquid solutions, or specially prepared soils or other media, in the

greenhouse or laboratory, are subjected to unnatural conditions, and the

results of such tests, when not checked or verified by others in the field, can

be of little immediate value to the farmer. And yet they will in time bear

valuable fruit. All the different methods should be used together ; all are

valuable as means to a common end—the advancement of agriculture.

TBere is also some difference of opinion as to the kind of land most suitable

for field tests of fertilizers. It is a matter of common observation that while

applications of fertilizers add largely to the yield of thin soils, their effects on

strong soils are often scarcely discernible. Some, therefore, contend that

only soils of the first class should be used for suoh experiments. They hold

that tests on these soils are instructive object lessons for the farmer, clearly

establishing the value of reliable fertilizers ; also that they afford most room

for the application of science to agricultural practice. The experiment sta

tion, they argue, should begin at the very beginning, and show the average

farmer how land of the most unpromising character can, under the teachings

of science, bo rapidly and economically improved. Others, however, strongly

object to these views. Knowing the fondness of the agricultural public for

hasty generalizations, they consider tests of this kind dangerous and mislead

ing. For the farmer, hearing of the large returns afforded by the use of a

given fertilizer on poor land, is apt to jump to the conclusion that it will give

the same results on his, of a much better quality, and in nine cases out of

ten meets with disappointment and loss. They assert, and with some appear

ance of reason, tliat liberal applications of almost any fertilizer will show

very large returns on very thin land—that no skill is required to give it a

start upwards—only money. But on strong soils, on the other hand, fertiliz

ers, to give paying returns, must be judiciously and intelligently used. The

character of the soil and its requirements must be carefully studied under the

guidance of science, and only those elements of fertility in which it is found

to be deficient or relatively poor should be added. Complete fertilizers are

costly and generally not needed. There is a certain amount of truth in both

views, and an experiment farm should if possible be made up of different

kinds of soil.

In regard to thorough preparation for field work, a comparison of the

German stations with our o\^n reveals the marked superiority of the former.
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The Germans are eminently a pains-taking and truth-loving people. To

attain accuracy they cheerfully devote themselves for years to merely pre

liminary work. In order, for example, to secure plats of equal fertility, a

piece of land is selected and seeded year after year in mustard or some other

quick growiug green crop. The thin portions are carefully noted and top-

dressed until the field shows a uniform growth throughout. This work often

requires the labor of years ; but when it is over and done with, the German

experimenter is thoroughly informed as to the history, requirements and

capabilities of Ms soil. The impatience of the American public—its eager

demand for immediate results—prevents any such attempt on the part of our

stations. They must have something to show, be its value what it may.

The general acquaintance of the German people with the methods and possi

bilities of science, and the wide range and difficult nature of the questions

attacked, greatly moderates their expectations of the results to follow from

the work of the experiment station. They know that agriculture is too vast

a subject to be revolutionized by the operations of fifty or a hundred stations,

even when continued through a decade or a quarter of a century—that over

advance must be fought for inch by inch ; that work in pure science, without

apparent purpose now or immediate application, may in the years to come

give rich returns. And, what is of greater moment still, they know tUat

some of the most important questions in animal and vegetable physiology

and agricultural chemistry are as yet open, and must be experimentally

attacked, and that it would be as unreasonable as it would be unjust to

require of the stations work which presupposes their final settlement.

By way of illustration-, let us glance in passing at only one of these ques

tions. The nutrition of plants has been variously explained. Some hold

that each species of plant has a selective power of its own—that it takes up,

as it needs them, the constituents of its growth. Others contend that the

process is purely mechanical. The question lies at the very foundation of

the science of manuring. Our stations are daily called upon to give formulas

for the fertilizers required by different plants on different soils. How can

they answer when a question of such importance is yet unsettled ? A some

what different theory has been advanced by a German scientist, and will be

subjected to the crucial test of experiment. It is this : "Each day the root

should supply a certain amount of food to the plant ; this amount varies

more or less at different stages of growth ; and further, these variations

differ in the case of different plants. Thus one species requires a fairly

uniform daily supply throughout its period of growth, whilst another

requ ires much more at one stage than another. " The practical application

in the special manuring of different plants follows : "For a plant requiring

a uniform daily supply, a slowly decomposing and lasting manure is appro

priate ; whilst an easily soluble one should be given to a plant whose demand

is large during a short period." It is the peculiar province of the stations

to study such questions as these, and it is in this kind of work that they give

promise of greatest usefulness to agriculture.

I cannot close this discussion without adding a few words as to the organi

zation and work of our own station. In its organization we have equally

regarded the claims of science and practice. "While fully recognizing the
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importance of the former, we have held that in our section, at least, many

important questions affecting agricultural practice, methods of tillage, sys

tems of rotation, varieties of seeds, rations for farm animals, &c, demand

and should receive our attention.

We have, therefore, divided the funds at the disposal of the station into

two equal parts—assigning one to field work and the other to scientific inves

tigation. The two lines of work will, as far as practicable, be made to sup

plement, to check, correct or verify each other. The organization adopted—

one management, with a centrally located scientific staff, and three farms—

one at the same centre as the staff, where the field and stall tests requiring

the greatest care and most expjnsive appliances can be carried on under the

eye of the Director and his assistants, and the other two in different agricul

tural belts of the State,—is one which combines economy of money and labor

with great variety of work. »

Our work has been assigned us by Section 2 of the Hatch Act, recited

above, and by the Act of Assembly of 1886, which prescribes: "The object

shall be to determine the capacity of new plants for acclimation ; the manurial

valuo of fertilizers and composts ; testing the purity and vitality of seeds ;

examining seeds, grasses, and other plants ; investigating the growth, require

ments and comparative value of different crops ; studying the economic pro

duction of milk and butter; and of conducting such other tests, investiga

tions and experiments in the field as may bear upon questions connected with

the science or practice of agriculture." It will be noticed that the two Acts

cover almost exactly the same ground.

We propose to meet these demands as far as our means will allow. The

field work and tests will be carried on at our throe farms. At the upper or

Piedmjnt farm, the cereals and grasses, stock raising, fruit culture, etc.,

will receive a large share of attontion. At the middle or central farm, fieli

experimsnts in the acclimation of plants and stall tests of the digestibility of

foods will be made. As such tests require a large amount of chemical research,

the food and water allowed the animals and their excrements must be ana

lyzed, the former repeatedly, and the latter daily. And here must be grown

the plants to be analyzed at different periods of growth. For all these mate

rials must be within easy reach of the laboratories and should be gathered or

collected by the analyst in person. At the lower farm, tests of sugar cane.

sweet potatoes, sorghum, etc., and other semi-tropical plants will receive

special attention. But at all three much time and labor will bo devoted t3

tests bearing upon the economic production of our great staples, rotations,

farm practice, etc. At each farm every test will be duplicated, and as many

of them will be carried on simultaneously upon all three. There will be a

checking and verification of the work, which will give to their results great

value. And this repetition will also enable us to determine the effects of

differences of soil or climate upon the same kind of plant or fertilizer. And

our experiments carried on at such widely separated and representative

points will have interest for the farmers of every section of the State.

For field tests confined to on3 locality or section give valuable information

only to farmers occupying soils exactly similar to those of the station. To

remedy this defect many stations have arranged to have suah tests carried
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on in different sections of their States. As their direction, however, is

necessarily left to untrained and irresponsible parties, the result possesses

little of interest or value.

Believing that cotton rightly holds, and will continue to hold, the chief

place in Southern agriculture, we propose to pay special attention to its

culture. Its life history will be carefully studied, its germination, root

development, growth, fructification, nutritive requirements, <fce.

At Columbia we now have 256 experimental plats in cotton, and 200 at

each of the other farms. At Columbia these field tests have been supple

mented by nearly one hundred pot experiments in the greenhouse. A

number of the tests have been undertaken for the purpose of determining

the manurial requirements of this plant.

Analyses of different parts of the plant, root, stem, b:>Us, seed, lint, &3.,

have been gathered from every quarter and average!, and the amount of

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash required to pro luce a crop yielding a

given weight of lint carefully computed. Let us call these amounts a full

ration of nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potash as the case may be, and the

two latter the mineral constituents. Analyses were also made of the fertilizers

employed to furnish these amounts.

It is well known that nitrogen is the most costly constituent of manures,

and as the plant grows most vigorously in the hottest months of the year,

when the process of nitrification is most active, it is highly probable that it

gathers at least a part of its supply of this constituent from natural sources.

In order, however, to determine this point, and as we had no experimental

data to guide us—this field of inquiry being truly virgin—wo used on certain

plats full rations of the minerals and nitrogen ; on others, full rations of

the first and three-fourths rations of the second ; on others again, the minerals

remaining the same, one-half, one-fourth and double rations of nitrogen.

On other plats, the phosphoric acid was similarly reduced or increased, the

other constituent remaining the same. And so with the potash. On other

plats different kinds of nitrogenous manure were applied in order to test the

effects of nitrogen in soluble and insoluble forms. Different kinds of phos-

phatic and polassic fertilizers, furnishing the same amount of these constitu

ents, were similarly employed. But I will not detain you by a further expla

nation of these experiments. We have every reason to hope that they will

in time give results of great practical value to farmers. At each of the three

farms we have about 140 plats in corn, and quite a number in such forage

plants as sorghum, kafir corn, millo maze, millets and peas, in tobacco,

ramie, soja beans, grasses, etc. At the Spartanburg farm duplicate tests of

twenty varieties of wheat and five of oats were made last Fall, and eighteen

plats seeded with the same variety of wheat were dressed with different

amounts of fertilizers. There were eighteen similar experiments with oats.

The fertilization of both wheat and oats was based on the analyses of the

straw and grain of these plants. The wheat plats promised a remarkably

large yield for the land used—the growth of straw being very heavy. The

crop, however, was seriously damaged by the scab and rust.

The largest yield of oats on any plat amounted to 33 bushels per acre, an

adjoining unmanured portion giving only 8J bushels. Similar experiments
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with oats were carried on at the Darlington farm and gave highly successful

results, furnishing valuable object lessons for the farmers of that County.

The experiments with small grain will be fully explained and discussed in our

next bulletin. All three farms have been fairly well supplied with machin

ery, including engines, threshing machines, ensilage cutters, gins, &c.

The half of our income devoted to scientific investigations covers the cost

of publishing and distributing the bulletins and Annual Reports, postage,

stationery, chemicals, apparatus, gas, fuel, traveling expenses, &c, as well as

the salaries of the staff. The scientific work is done by the following officers :

The Director has the general supervision of the station—managing its busi

ness affairs, conducting its correspondence, planning the experiments, sug

gesting investigations, preparing the bulletins and reports, &c. It is our

wish to make the station a bureau of information for the farmers of the State.

Correspondence is invited and inquiries relative to agricultural subjects are

promptly answered.

The Vice Director has special charge of investigations bearing upon the

physics of the soil, pot experiments, the study of the development and growth

of the cotton plant, stall tests of the digestibility of different foods, &c. All

these lines of work require the closest attention and direct personal super

vision.

The Chemist, with his two assistants, makes all the analyses required. The

work will include analyses of the fertilizers used in our tests, of all kinds of

farm products, of plants at various stages of growth, of waters, composts,

dairy products, &c. Analyses of articles forwarded to the station will be

made without charge, provided their results possess interest for the farming

public. Up to this time about 30 analyses have heen made and carefully

duplicated, including paris green, basic slag, muck, prickly comfrey, vetch,

Bermuda grass, Texas millet, pine straw, &c. The fertilizing value of the

last named substance is well known and has recently been referred to by one

of our best agricultural writers. It is highly esteemed on the Eastern shore

of Virginia as a special fertilizer for sweet potatoes. Our analyses show that

its ash contains about 4i per cent, phosphoric acid, 6 per cent, potash and 22

per cent. lime.

An officer has been provided for the analysis of soils. When Leibig first

made the application of chemistry to agriculture it was expected that the

chemical analyses of a soil would revolutionize farm practice, but the fulfill

ment fell far short of the promise, and tlus method of soil investigation was

abandoned for a time.

It is now held that the chemical analysis of a soil, standing alone, has little

value. To be of use it must be taken in connection with the mechanical

analysis, which gives the physical properties of the soil, its relations to heat,

moisture, &c. The same officer makes examinations of all the commercial

seeds sold in our markets—determining their purity and vitality.

One hundred and eight examinations of farm and garden seeds have been

already made and their results published. This officer also carries on work

in micro-photography.

Photography now plays an important part in biological science, being

especially valuable in microscopic investigations. By its aid the smallest
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organism in the field of the microscope can be fixed on .paper and studied at

leisure.

The Botanist and Entomologist studies the plants and insects common to

our section, carries on experiments in vegetable physiology, investigates the

fungoid diseases of plants, and determines all the plants and insects sent to

the station for examination.

The Veterinarian gives his special attention to animal pathology. He will

visit any section of the State in which there is an outbreak of a contagious

disease.

Our next officer, the Microscopist and Bacteriologist, studies the bacteria of

disease and fermentation. He will follow me this afternoon and discuss the

important part played by bacteria in agriculture. His work promises to be of

great value to the station. I will not anticipate his remarks further than

merely to allude to one of the valuable applications of this new science. It is

now generally believed that nitrification, or the formation of nitric acid in

the soil, is the work of bacteria,—minute vegetable organisms—the so-called

ferments. Of this, so cautious and careful a writer as Storer remarks : " The

probabilities are that the mere discovery of what appears to be the true

theory of nitrifiction, viz., the ferment theory, just now alluded to, will

ultimately greatly increase the production of food. Not only will farmers

soon learn to make composts, and to apply manure in a more rational man

ner than was possible before, but they will take pains to foster and protect

the ferment germs, and to sow them, as it were, and to cultivate them in fit

places."

Two thousand five hundred copies of each of our three bulletins have been

printed and distributed. The April bulletin gave the results of five years'

work in testing different varieties of cotton, and included 206 separate

determinations. The May bulletin gave the results of 108 examinations of

farm and garden seeds, and the one for July the results of 14 analyses of

fertilizers and farm products and determinations of the digestibility of

certain constituents of six feeding stuffs.

All this work has been carried on under the great disadvantages incident

to the recent establishment and organization of the station. We are just

getting well under way. By another year we hope to be able thoroughly to

establish our claims to your consideration and support.

DISCUSSION.

The President : We have listened with great interest to Dr. McBryde's

valuable paper. He will now answer such questions relating to the subject

under discussion as any of you may see fit to ask. I trust we will have a

full discussion, for a farmers' meeting without a debate would be like the

play of Hamlet with Hamlet left out.

Mr. Walter Gregg, of Marlboro : I would like to ask Dr. McBryde for his

experience as to the use of nitrate of soda as a top dressing on grain and

cotton.

Dr. McBryde : On oats I have found the result to be very beneficial. We

have made experiments of this sort at tho experimental station in Darlington,

and find that the yield has been greatly increased. I am not prepared just
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now to give you information as to the results of it* use on cotton. The yield

of oats at the Spartanburg station has been increased from 8J to 33J bushels

per acre by the use of 100 lbs. of nitrate of soda, a gain of more than 24

bushels per acre. In order to prevent loss on account of the easy solubility

of nitrate of soda, it should be applied to the crop at different stages of its

growth. The amount used in the experiment above referred to, 100 lbs., is a

liberal allowance in my judgment. With the addition of freight, nitrate of

soda costs about $40 per ton.

Mr. W. G. Hinson, of James Island : I have been applying the nitrate of

soda to cotton, and in my experience an application of 50 to 100 lbs. per

acre, strewed as a top dressing near the stalks of cotton, produced very little

effect.

Mr. Walter Gregg, of Marlboro : In my County some of the lighter lands

never recover from drought. But on such lands after a rain I have observed

the beneficial effects of the nitrate in twenty-four hours after it was applied.

Mr. J. A. Petorkin, of Orangeburg : For five years I have been experiment

ing with nitrate of soda upon cotton, and yet it was only last year that I

noticed any good effects. I had formerly been of the opinion that it

increased the size of the weed without enlarging the yield of the fruit, but

last year I noticed that it helped the yield. As a general rule, however, I do

net believe it will pay on cotton. But my opinion is that an application of

50 lbs. to the acre will increase the yield of oats one-third.

Mr. Moorer, of Orangeburg : What is the proper time to apply nitrate of

soda to cotton ?

Mr. W. G. Hinson, of James Island : In the experiments made in Marlboro

County, the application was made on June 15th. In one trial 50 lbs. was

applied to the acre, in another- 100 lbs. No visible effect was produced by

the first experiment up to a recent date. From the application of 100 lbs.,

however, a slightly beneficial'effect has been observed.

Col. T. J. Moore, of Spartanburg County : I regard the cultivation of

grasses in this country as a matter of the uttmst importance to farmers. I

have spent much time and money in testing the adaptability of various

grasses to our soil and climate. I have-now about reached the conclusion

that the Bermuda and the Johnson or Means grasses are the only two that we

can cultivate successfully. I would like to have Dr. McBrydc give us the

results of his tests of these grasses.

Dr. McBryde : Experiments with the grasses just mentioned are now being

made at. our various stations. We have succeeded in obtaining at good stand

of the Bermuda grass from imported seed. I have heard that Bermuda grass

seed has been produced in this cduntry, but I cannot say that the seed I

bought and used were not imported.

The President : The Institute will now adjourn until 3 p. m.

Upon reassembling, President Hagood announced that the next essay

would be upon the "Part Played by Bacteria in Agriculture," by Prof. B. M.

Bolton, of Columbia. Prof. Bolton then read the following paper :

PART PLAYED' BY BACTERIA IN AGRICULTURE.

Bacteria play such an important part in nature that they are being studied

everywhere with great interest and zeal. Laboratories have been built in
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many places in America and Europe specially for their study; and it is not

surprising that they attract so much attention, for they bear a close relation

to agriculture, medicine, chemistry and other important arts and sciences.

They have a close bearing upon agriculture, because they prepare all the food

for the higher plants. They are of interest in medicine, because many of

them cause fearful epidemic diseases, such as typhoid fever, cholera, &c,

besides diseases of plants, such as pear blight.

Many chemical substances are produced by bacteria, such as lactic acid, or

the acid of sour milk, &c. The principle of preserving meats, fruits and

vegetables depends upon killing the bacteria contained in the substances so

preserved and preventing the entrance of bacteria afterwards. So it is

important for farmers, doctors and chemists all to understand something

about bacteria. In fact, in Europe they have bacteriological laboratories

connected with the agricultural department in some of the universities as

well as with the medical and chemical departments. In these laboratories

there are specialists who spend their entire time studying bacteria in their

relation to various branches of science. The first observations in bacteria

which led to the establishment of laboratories and the development of

bacteriology into a science of itself were made by Pasteur, but most credit

is due to Robert Koch for finding out methods of studying separate sorts of

bacteria. Koch has done more for the advancement of the knowledge of

infectious diseases than any one Of our time, and is universally acknowledged

to be the greatest authority upon questions pertaining to bacteria in the

world. Koch was a practicing physician when he made his earlier observa

tions, and of course the first work done in the study was almost exclusively

with reference to medical subjects. But the agriculturalists were not long in

taking advantage of Koch's . methods to study bacteria in relation to their

science.

Before describing the part played by bacteria in agriculture, it will be well

to explain just what bacteria are. They are defined as the lowest order of

plants. They are also the smallest living beings which we know. The indi

vidual bacteria can only be seen with a good microscope. They are so small,

indeed, that many million of them together d} not weigh as much as a small

grain of sand. But they grow very rapidly, so that even starting from an

invisible amount they form a mass upon potatoes or other media, in many

cases easily discernible with the unaided eye. Although the individual bac

teria are so small, still when they grow out into a mass such as you see in

any of those tubes, they present in most cases a characteristic appearance

even without the microscope. Thus some have a characteristic color ; others

are colorless. Some of them form a knob on the surface ; others grow flat.

Again, some grow down in the substanee of the agar ; others grow only upon

the surface. It is evident, therefore, that the study of bacteria is carried on

largely without the use of the microscope. We can take any culture such as

we have here and make experiments with it, testing whether it is injurious

or beneficial—whether it forms poisonous . products on the one hand, or

whether it supplies ammonia, carbonic acid gas and other substances useful

to plants on the other. By experiments of this kind it has been discovered

that some kinds of bacteria are beneficial and others are injurious. ' The bac
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teria which arj of most interost to us at present are those which cause decom

position. As you already know, the chief supply of food for the higher plants

is furnished by decomposed animal and vegetable matter. The higher plants

can feed only upon very simple bodies. You might have any amount of

organic matter in the soil, but unless it were decomposed by bacteria it

would not be of any use as a fertilizer. In order to get the organic matter

to decompose thoroughly, you must place it under conditions favorable to the

growth of bacteria. It has been found that these conditions are warmth,

moisture and plenty of air. The bacteria which cause decomposition- will not

grow where there is no warmth or no moisture. If the air is excluded they

are supplanted by other bacteria which cause only partial decomposition.

In this case there are substances liberated which are of no use to the higher

plants. So in the preparation of the soil, or in making a compost pile, the

aim should be to keep in as much heat as possible, and to allow plenty of

moisture and air. If there is too much water present it is a disadvantage,

for the water may clog up the pores in the soil so that the air cannot find

entrance.

In preparing soil and composts, therefore, we endeavor fb aid the growth

of bacteria, whereas in preserving meats, vegetables, &c, we use precautions

to prevent their growth. As I have already said that moisture is essential

to decomposition, you readily see that the reason we can preserve fruits,

vegetables and meats by drying is that the bacteria have not moisture enough

to grow in articles so treated. But there are certain chemical substances

which kill bacteria or provent their growth. For this reason brine, salicylic

acid, brandy, &c, are used. They all keep the bacteria from developing.

The temperature of boiling water also kills most bacteria. So if we heat

perishable articles up to the boiling point of water and prerent bacteria from

getting in, we can preserve them indefinitely. This underlies the process of

canning meats, &c. The substances are heated till all the bacteria are killed

and then sealed. But it is not necessary to seal up the substances. They

can be preserved by plugging up the mouth of the vessel containing them

with raw cotton. The vessel in this case should have a narrow neck, and

before putting in the fruit, &c, should be stopped tightly with raw cotton

and heated in an oven till the cotton plug becomes slightly brown. The fruit

or other substances can now be introduced, and the vessel put in a pot of

water, and boiled for three-quarters of an hour or an hour. It would be

safer to repeat this boiling once or twice on different days. The substances

used to grow bacteria on are prepared in this way and ke^p p3rfeetly well.

So will you see that the study of bacteria has led to a clearer idea of the

way in which organic matter is rendered capable of serving as food to the

higher plants on the one hand, and to an intelligent application of preserving

agents on the other.

I shall now ask your attention briefly to the relationship between bacteria

and infectious diseases. This subject has a long history and a very large

literature. But I shall not take up your time longer than necessary to

explain how we know that many infectious diseases are caused by bacteria,

and give a few hints relative to hygiene in the light of modern bacteriology.
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If I inoculate the contents of a tube such as I have here under the skin of

an animal, and the animal becomes sick and dies ; and if, moreover, I find

the blood and spleen and liver and kidneys and lungs, in fact, all its organs,

filled with a substance just like that which I inoculated, then you would say

the thing I inoculated very probably killed the animal. But if I find, fur

thermore, that every time I put a trace of this substance under the skin of

certain sorts of animals, these animals always die and always have their inter

nal organs filled with a substance just like that T introduced, then you would

say the substance must be fatal for the animals used for the experiments.

This is just the proof that we have. I have certain cultures which I can

inoculate into mice, rabbits, guinea pigs and various other animals, and pro

duce certain diseases at will. I can produce blood poisoning, boils, consump

tion, &c, whenever I wish. I need only take the faintest traces that cannot

be seen with the naked eye from the certain cultures and introduce them

into the smallest wound in an animal, and cause diseases with absolute cer

tainty. But if I only inoculate with such a small quantity, how is it that I

find the whole body of the animal filled with bacteria ? The answer is,

evidently, that the bacteria have multiplied enormously. The proof I have

stated above is conclusive enough ; but if I take a drop of the blood from one

of the animals which I have infected, and again make cultures which turn

out just like the culture I started with, the proof is beyond all question.

Granted now that we know that certain diseases are caused by certain bac

teria, how can we apply this knowledge to advantage in every-day life ? Of

what use is it to know these things ? It is of use in several ways. We know

just what we have to deal with, and by experiments upon animals and by

studying the life history of the bacteria in each case, we can have some hope

of eventually finding out some way of successfully combating it.

It was at first thought by some that the importance of bacteriology had

been greatly exaggerated ; but just opposite is the case. The more bacteria

are studied, the more important they show themselves to be.

As in many dises, however, of great discoveries, the deductions and prac

tical application have been carried too far. I shall illustrate presently what

I mean. Bacteriology has suffered in past years very greatly from too much

zeal on the part of scientific investigators. Its advocates have carried their

conclusions so much further than was justified by their observations, that at

one time the whole subject was ridiculed out of existence. This occurred in

1726, when a French poem was published placing the theory and its advocates

in such an absurd position that it was well into the present century before

the subject was again seriously studied. A few scientific men, however,

clung to the few grains of truth which were scattered through the wild

theories and speculations of the advocates of bacteriology, even when most

sensible men re yarded it as a vagary. Certain important facts have been so

clearly proven at the present day that bacteriology has no cause to dread

such a reaction as I have just spoken of ; but it is greatly to be feared that

progress will be retarded by well meaning but over sanguine experimenters.

It will no doubt be a surprise to some of you to hear that vaccination,

especially Pasteur's vaccination for hydrophobia, is an example in question.

48—RAR
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But I think I can convince you of this in a few words. Pasteur starts from

the assumption that if ho inoculates a mild virus into an individual it

protects the person inoculated from a severer virus. This is of course true

of smallpox, as we all know. It is also true of authrax, black leg, chicken

cholera and several other diseases, as Pasteur himself has proven. We will

admit for argument that it is also true of hydrophobia, though it is by no

means proven. Suppose, then, that Pasteur inoculates his subject with a

.mild virus, the patient would be protected from the virus of a mad dog,

provided always that the case is thu same as with smallpox. Now it is

evident that Pasteur does not inoculate as is done for smallpox, for in this

case we do wait until the person is infected with the disease, but we vaccinate

before any appearance of smallpox is around. Only careless persons wait

till there is a smallpox "scare "to be vaccinated. In hydrophobia, how

ever, we are required to believe that the virus of a mad dog is so accommo

dating that it waits weeks, or even months, till a person who has been bitten in

America or Russia has time to get charitable people to contribute money to

send him to Paris and have an inoculation performed. It is true that the

virus which is inoculated takes a very much shorter time to operate than the

virus directly from a mad dog, but in those cases which have to come from

a great distance the virus from a mad dog has too much the start. Of course

all due respect must be accorded to Pasteur's opinion, and his great genius

must be admired, but his inoculation for hydrophobia should be looked upon

with skepticism, especially as those who are the best judges and who have

repeated his experiments are for the most part inclined to disagree with him.

According to Pasteur's statistics he certainly gets a small percentage of

deaths, bnt his method of collecting statistics is open to criticism. Moreover,

his inoculations themselves have not always been harmless, and hydrophobia

has in some cases developed in spite of them. So, granting, then, that the

inoculations are sometimes successful, the method has not yet been so perfected

that it can be relied upon. And besides, we have a more efficacious way of

preventing hydrophobia, which shows much better statistics than Pasteur"s

method. In those countries where there is a strict police regulation in

regard to stray dogs, hydrophobia has disappeared. Of course this is the

best way to contend against the disease.

What I have said in regard to hydrophobia applies, more or less, to all of

Pasteur's protective inoculations. Pasteur discovered the interesting scientific

fact that it is possible in certain infectious diseases to render animals, and,

if you will, also man, immure, but the methods are not yet perfect enough

for this fact to be put into general practice. It may some day be feasible,

and Pasteur will deserve infinite credit for his great genius and untiring

energy in giving to the world a powerful weapon with which to fight against

many frightful scourges. But for the present these discoveries should re

main in the laboratories till the methods are so far perfected that they

can be used with certainty of result. A too hasty application of scient ific

laws to matters of every-day life tends to bring discredit upon scientific

work, and although we are upon the threshold of many useful discoveries,

and have already gained much that is of practical value, we must proceed

cautiously.
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To give you an idea of the money value that bacteriology applied to the

diseases of wines and silk worms alone has been, Prof. Huxley is quoted as

saying that Pasteur's work in this direction has saved the French people

enough to pay their indemnity of $1, 000, 000, 000 to the Germans.

DISCUSSION.

President Hagood : Gentlemen of the Institute, you have listened to this

admirable address from Prof. Bolton. He is now here to answer any questions

that any one may foci disposed to ask him. We shall be glad to have you

say anything that will further develop the ideas he has advanced, or furnish

additional information upon this interesting subject.

Mr. J. A. Peterkin, of Orangeburg : I have noticed a small insect in cotton

seed meal, after the meal had been put in the earth in bulk for some time.

Would you consider it a bacterium ?

Prof. Bolton : Could you see these things with the naked eye ?

Mr. Peterkin : Yes, sir. I could.

Prof. Bolton : You cannot see the bacteria with the naked eye. They must

have been some small worms.

Mr. Peterkin : Do bacteria occur in the ground ?

Prof. Bolton : Yes, sir : there are many of them in the ground.

Mr. Peterkin : If I put acid phosphate or acidulated rock in the ground

with the cotton seed meal, would bacteria be produced ?

Prof. Bolton : I should think they would be developed. It would all

depend upon whether the acid phosphate were so acid that the bacteria could

not grow. If you put on too much I should say that the bacteria could not

grow.

Mr. Peterkin : Are bacteria beneficial ?

Prof. Bolton : The cotton seed meal would not serve as a fertilizer unless it

was first broken up by bacteria. Cotton seed meal cannot be taken up

directly by plants. Tha bacteria must get in it and split it all to pieces and

simplify it so that the higher plants can take it up.

Mr. Peterkin : My custom has been to compost #otton seed meal and acid

phosphate or acidulated rock before I put it in the ground. My idea was

to let the acid phosphate take hold of the meal. Did I do wrong ?

Prof. Bolton : That is very hard for me to say. I should say if you put

too much acid phosphata in, then it was not the right mode of procedure.

Mr. Peterkin : Could the bacteria possibly occur before I put it there ?

Prof. Bolton : I should say the best way would be to let your cotton seed

meal decompose first. After it is decomposed and prepared so that the

plants can take it up, make your acid phosphate and spread it on the crop.

Mr. Peterkin : Do bacteria have anything to do with the failure of stable

manure to decompose ?

Prof. Bolton : That is probably caused by the fact that your manure pile

is either too dry or too wet. Probably it is too wet. If it were allowed to

dry to some extent, then the bacteria that cause this decomposition would

have a chance to grow.

Mr. A. M. Howell, of Greenville : Is there any chemical change that can
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take place to develop the nitrogen of the cotton seoi msal otherwise than by

bacteria ?

Prof. Bolton : I say not.

Mr. Howell : Then it is the bacteria in any case that develop the nitrogen

of any fermentable manure which we add to to the soil ?

Prof. Bolton : All organic matter must be prepared by bacteria.

Mr. D. P. Duncan, of Union : I would like to ask you what part bacteria

play in lock-jaw. As an illustration : If a man should wound his foot with

a rusty nail, what would he use to prevent lock-jaw, or is there anything

known ?

Prof. Bolton : I understand that there are two questions involved :

1. What part bacteria play. 2. The remedy. These bacteria of lock-jaw

have been found to be very widely distributed. You can hardly pick up any

substance on which some of them are not present. The dust from a ten-pin

alley contains them ; the old rags and dust accumulated from a dwelling

have been found to contain them. They do not seem to be absent anywhere.

In one place on Long Island it is dangerous for one to get a scratch. Almost

every wound a man gets there at a certain time is followed by lock-jaw. The

bacteria are spread all over everything. They enter the system upon the

infliction of the wound.

Now, in regard to the treatment : The only plan recommended just at

present is to make, as soon as possible, a very deep excision ; that is, cut the

place out if possible, and then deluge the wound made with a weak solution

of corrosive sublimate, in the proportion of one part of corrosive sublimate

to a thousand of water.

Mr. Howell : Do you class the fungus diseases that attack our grapes under

the general term of bacteria ?

Prof. Bolton : No, sir ; that is an allied species of organism. Bacteria are

only in these three shapes (referring to blackboard).

Mr. Howell : Their continuations are by cells ?

Prof. Bolton : They multiply by dividing in that way ; whereas in those

fungus growths there is a fcigher order of plants than bacteria. They are

composed of long threads, jointed for the most part, and they have a regular

process for forming their so-called " spores " or seeds. They are something

like seeds and they form heads of this sort (illustrating with crayon) on the

long threads. These spores fall off and the plant goes on in this way. That

is its manner of reproduction.

Reproduction in bacteria, however, is by one cell growing out that way and

dividing into two ; whereas in this case the action takes place by reason of

fructification, and there is always a complicated mass of threads.

Mr. Howell : I recognize that as one of the forms of fungus producing

what is known as " black rot " in grapes. That is entirely microscopic ?

Prof. Bolton : Yes, sir.

Mr. Howell : Do you know of any solution that will kill that fungus

growth and is at the same time not too strong to use upon a plant or vine ?

Prof. Bolton : I can hardly say, except the corrosive sublimate used in

weak solutions.
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Mr. Howell : Do you recognize what you have sketched there as being

representative of the mildew that occurs under the leaf ?

Prof. Bolton : Mildew is a different species again, which grows out in this

way, (sketching,) instead of forming a linger-like growth as I have just

drawn. There are other forms of fructification as well. The spores form on

the side, and it has also a larger, thicker thread than this other. That is

microscopic too.

The rot that is produced in tomatoes is of very much the same character.

Probably blast in wheat and oats and such like growths are all due to the

same cause. They have not all been studied out as yet, nor has it been

determined in each case just what they are.

Col. T. J. Moore, of Spartanburg County : I would like to ask you a ques

tion or two, Professor. You mention two subjects in which bacteria seemed

to play a part : one was pear blight and the other was chicken cholera.

As I got off the train this morning I met two ladies who were discussing

the chicken question. One inquired how the other's chickens were getting

on, and she replied that her chickens were dying with the cholera. If you

can throw any light on the prevention of chicken cholera you will do theso

ladies a very great favor. I shall bo glad to hear from you of some practi

cable remedy.

Pear blight is to me a subject of some little interest. I am attempting to

cultivate pears, but they are dying by the wholesale. I had last year 150

Bartlett trees that were killed by hail. My pear trees have been blighting

more or less for several years, but the Bartletts seem to have been free from

pear blight. During the month of May, however, when they were having a

vigorous growth, a destructive hail storm passed through my orchard and

nine-tenths of my trees died.

Pear blight makes its appearance as a little black spot on the limb, around

which it finally extends. Is there anything within your knowledge by

applying which I can stop and cure the blight ?

Prof. Bolton : In regard to chicken cholera : Although the organism, as I

said, of bacterium, has been found out, the remedy for it has not as yet been

discovered. The inoculations of Pasteur, to which I have referred, are of

benefit in some cases ; but if I were to go into a flock of chickens and

attempt to inoculate them, I could not, until I had killed a good many of

them, tell whether or not the virus I was using was too strong ; nor, on the

other hand, could I tell after I had inoculated whether the animals were pro

tected. In order to test that question, therefore, we shall have to work it

out more in detail. A great many more experiments will have to be made

before we can find out the treatment. As we know the cause now, we shall

probably soon get on the right road for the cure or prevention. You will

never hear of chicken cholera on your place if you keep your chicken houses

absolutely clean and occasionally wash the inside of them with a very weak

solution of corrosive sublimate, so weak that it will not be injurious to the

animals. Then it is almost certain that you will not be troubled with chicken

cholera. If you can get rid of these organisms, the bacteria, in your chicken

houses in that way, you will then prevent the disease from spreading, and
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will avoid having an epidemic. Cleanliness is the great preventive of all of

these diseases, but where you have a disease started you have to resort to

more severe measures than cleanliness. You have then to go to work and

sterolize, and the best sterolizer is corrosive sublimate.

In regard to pear blight, that is in about the same position with the chicken

cholera. Unless it has been very recently done I do not know of any remedy

that has been found for the pear blight.

The discussion closed at this point.

Adjourned.

Friday Morning, August 10th.

The Institute was called to order by President Hagood at 11 o'clock A. M.,

who introduced Dr. Daniel Lee, of Nashville, Tennessee, and said : " I have

the pleasure of introducing a man who has been intimately associated with

Southern agriculture for the past half century, and there is no man whose

writings I have followed with greater interest than those of Dr. Lee."

Dr. Lee read the following paper :

DEVELOPMENT OF SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen : Without any agency on our part,

we are born in an age of wonderful mental development and of still more

wonderful physical achievement. Among the great works done in the nine

teenth century one finds one hundred and fifty thousand miles of steel and

iron railway in operation in the United States, constructed at a cost of about

nine thousand million dollars, and mainly within forty years. When this

national improvement was commenced our population was about one-third of

its present number, and our wealth about one-sixth. While our industrial

force has increased three-fold in forty years, the improved or newly-invented

farming and mechanical labor-saving tools and machines placed in the hands

of honest industry have grown to the extent of five-fold. Our visible and

undeniable performance in matters demanding the united and best energies

of mind, muscle and capital is at once a promise and a prophecy of vastly

greater achievements in the near future.

A soil that produces several large crops of corn, wheat or cotton promises

much more than a naturally poor soil can promise. It reveals a climate of

inestimable value. Long experience and observation enable the farmer to

judge of the future fruitfulness of land and prophesy as to the character and

value of its harvests. In a lecture published in DeBow's Review for June,

1850, Governor Hammond says : " We have, without computing interest, the

immense sum of ninety million dollars of which within the last twenty years

South Carolina has been drained in currents that still flow deeper and

broader every year." Editing the Southern Cultivator at that time I copied

liberally from this admirable address, and said: "The above is a vivid

picture drawn by a master hand," and I asked, "What is the appropriate

remedy ? Governor Hammond says to engage largely-in the manufacture of

cotton goods. This is well so far as it goes, but it is not enough to work oat

a complete cure. The true priuciples of agriculture must be generally known

and reduced to practice before enduring prosperity can be realized." Many
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statesmen still teach the mistaken doctrine that home manufactures and diver

sified industry will so enlighten the agricultural mind of the State and nation

that no instruction from fanners' institutes, books or schools will be needed.

Knowledge comes by mental training. To tax agricultural industry heavily

to build up manufacturing industry at home or abroad is a mistaken kind

ness to the man who owns arable land and to the laboring man who cultivates

it. What they most need is a clear and thorough knowledge of tli3 true

principles of agriculture, that they may render depleted corn fields and soils

naturally poor fertile and valuable for all farming purposes.' To a man

whose farm is worn out, it is not only wrong but little short of an insult to tax

his poor farm with imposts and tariffs to give a home market, which he does

not and cannot possibly use. It is sound understanding of tillage and

husbandry as a science, not the buzzing of spinning jennies, carding machines

and power looms, that will lift up the depressed farmer and place him on a

higher plane of comfort, honor and usefulness. Grant agriculture and

horticulture are intellectual callings, and it is only a question of time when

agricultural literature will be the literature of a nation of reading farmers.

They deal with life in all of its possible forms, from the highest type of

manhood to perhaps the lowest type of plants in a puff-ball. As one seed

of corn will produce a thousand, so will one seed of true science. Science

deals with vitality in every phase of its profound development ; so does the

properly educated farmer. Science tells the farmer (if he will listen to its

teachings) that the encysted microscopic worm found on the brain of the

sheep, which is one of many parasites that always kill their hosts, has its

first existence in the stomach and intestines of a dog or wolf. This remark

able worm, which must have two hosts in succession for its development, as

different from one another as the dog from the sheep, gives existence to a

million eggs in the excrement of the dog, scattered over the grass and other

herbage eaten by sheep in their walks and search for grass. As the horse

swallows unconsciously the nits of the bot-fly, so the sheep swallows the' eggs

formed in dog or wolf apparently on purpose to kill the harmless producer

of wool to feed carnivorous dogs and wolves. The embryo tape worm in the

brain or skull of the sheep cannot possibly find its way into the stomach of

the dog except by the death of the sheep. On killing a sheep it is a common

practice of both farmers and butchers to give the head to dogs, and thus

plant a bad parasite where it can do the most harm. Buffalo gnats in Missis

sippi swamps are not so common nor so fatal as the enemy that is armed at

birth with sharp tools to work its way through the dense membrane of

stomach or bowels, and through the covering of artery or vein, into circulating

blood. This blood carries the embryo into every part of the system, includ

ing the brain of the doomed sheep. It bores its way out of the artery and

forms a watery cyst between the. dura mater and the skull. The larva of the

gad-fly in the frontal sinuses of the sheep, like those in the stomach of a

horse, generally escape without killing the host.

The propagation of living, self-multiplying enemies on the farm is at once

extensive and hurtful, alike in plant life and animal life. A volume on agri

cultural physiology and biology from the brain of one who is. master of these
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sciences would be a valuable contribution to rural literature at this time.

The truths of science can no more grow old than the sun, or the light of other

stars. Commenting on Governor Hammond's instructive lecture in the July

number ot the Southern Cultivator, 18o0, 1 express an enduring truth in these

words : "If the land be exhausted, no matter who consumes its rich fruits,

nor where the consumption takes place, the injury done to the community is

irreparable by manufactures, and irreparable by commerce. To impair the

productiveness of the earth is an offense which Providence never forgives

without full restitution to the injured soil. To aid in making proper returns

to our abused mother earth, domestic manufactures are indeed of great value ;

but they are means toward the accomplishment of a very different end.

Without profound rural science, without a clear understanding of the natural

laws which govern the growth and improvement of all cultivated plants,

cities with their mechanical and fine arts will serve no other purpose than

to transform fertile plains into barren deserts, that will surround at last some

Palmyra, Nineveh, Babylon, Thebes or Carthage. Soils must be carefully

studied ; their natural and artificial defects understood. Tillage, and the

whole management of land, should be conducted in accordance with the reve

lations of chemical science." Such were the views of the Southern Cultivator

thirty-eight years ago. Time has brightened their enduring truth, which will

last as long as man lasts on this planet.

Mr. President, the organization and prosperity of this Institute, this large

new building and others for the accommodation of thousands, bear witness to

a growing desire for an increase of useful knowledge among a thoughtful

people. Your presence here to-day is one of many pregnant facts of the

nineteenth century full of life and meaning. The educated mind of a nation of

farmers asks for the steady growth of our best farm knowledge rather than

for the growth of deeper and wider gullies in impoverished corn fields and

cotton fields. Sooner or later, all depleted soils will be deserted or renovated.

Grass, clover and corn used green for forage do the work of restitution to old

fields better than commercial manures ; that is, with greater economy. Let

the most thorough tillage and all natural resources of soil, subsoil and atmos

pheric gases, with water from the clouds, do their best to impart new fruit-

fulness to worn land. This done, science and experience will suggest remedies

for any defects that may exist.

Increase of population in this country and in Europe will naturally raise the

market value of acres of sunshine on poor soils, to be used to supply, in part,

bread, meat and clothing to the ever-increasing millions of human beings.

Early in the first decade of this century the United States contained six

million souls ; to-day they contain sixty million, with the same law of self-

multiplication in full force. Then the increase of numbers was six million

in a quarter of a century ; now the addition to our Federal family is sixty

million in the same length of time, or possibly a little longer. It is plain

wo can match our rapid growth in the early part of thus century by using six

million of our present gain for the purpose, and then have fifty-four million

souls as a new power that never before existed in this world nor in any other.

Taken as a whole, this new human power will have per capita at least two or
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three times more capital for the improvement of two hundred million acres of

badly worn old fields than our present population has. Allowing ten dollars to

each acre for betterments, the investment will be two thousand million, which

is less than one-fourth of the sum invested in railroad construction. An

increase of annual harvests will soon repay the first cost of all needful

improvements. The energy that lifts so much water from the sea to fill great

lakes and keep a hundred rivers ever running down to the ocean will do most

of the work of irrigating and fertilizing American soil.

Self-multiplying humanity will soon need twelve million bales of cotton a

year from Southern farmers, instead of six or seven million, as at present.

During the war the rigid blockade of Southern ports greatly favored the

development of cotton culture in British India, Egypt and other countries, to

the serious and lasting detriment of American interests in this national indus

try. Had British enterprise, gold and want of cotton found a fair substitute

for our sea island and best short staple, our markets for these products of

Southern soil would be ruined forever. The large and wealthy manufac

turers of cotton goods in Great Britain and the continent of Europe have

found no cotton to take the place of that grown in our peculiar cotton climate

This fact has a large and enduring significance ; first in the value of farming

land in the cotton zone ; secondly, by showing that the same humid atmos

phere so favorable to the growth of the finer cellular tissue of cotton in the

cotton plant is no less favorable to the perennial growth of grass not only

among cotton, but in large fields devoted to the production of all needed

working stock, cows for milk and for breeding purposes, swine for meat,

lambs and sheep for mutton and wool.

Grass, sheep and wool grow so easily, so naturally, in South Carolina that

a farmer may produce a pound of good wool cheaper than a pound of cotton,

because the meat that grows with the wool will more than pay the cost of

both to the producer. The wool that took the first premium at the World's

Fair in London in 1851 was grown by Colonel Cockrell on a Mississippi cot

ton plantation. The climate of Europe can no more develop the finest,

softest and strongest fibre of wool than of sea island cotton. I have been

preaching these agricultural facts on Southern soil forty-one years. Our old

fields now turned out might give an annual clip of a million bales of wool at

no great expense, and yield a generous harvest of lamb and mutton for the

table. These are valuable crops that grow with less labor than cotton,

tobacco or wheat. No one thinks of riding in a railway carriage from the

Mississippi River to the Potomac before labor and capital construct an iron

road over the territory. The road or steel way is made ; now make sheep

pastures, mule and horse pastures, dairy and fat cattle pastures, with a plenty

of clover and Texas blue grass for sheep and swine, from river to river, and

you will have a profitable investment that may last as long as mankind. The

Air Line Road from Atlanta through Spartanburg to Richmond, Va., has

many advantages to make it one of the greatest thoroughfares in the United

States. Its excellent water shed permits no stagnant swamps, or stagnant

water otherwise, to breed malarial fevers or pestilence of any kind. It is

easier to fertilize poor land on a first class homestead than to meet the cost
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of sickness, the paitis of disease and the suffering from loss of life on a rich

soil.

"The lines along which lie the development of Southern agriculture" pass

through a very healthy farming district, and everywhere well drained as a

general truth. The annual rainfall and distribution of water through the

year are equal to any on this continent, and believed to be equal for all farm

ing purposes to any on the globe. Possible irrigation may greatly improve

the monthly distribution of rain water. The rich gold mine lies in the fact

of having at command a plenty of water on mountains, hills and elevated

plains to meet all deflciences in cotton fields, corn fields, pastures and mead

ows. Give the arid plains of the West our forty inches of rain wafer a year,

and how much would it add to their value as grazing ranches for stock grow

ing purposes and for raising wheat and all other cereals ? Facts ate indeed

stubborn things ; and your attention is invited to the fact that South Carolina

could not have sent ninety million dollars out of the State never to return in

twenty years, closing forty years ago, unless her farmers had an agricultural

climate of great and little studied power. Utilize this power on every acre of

ground, and the income from land in your State will be quadrupled. Tim

ber, lumber and wood of every kind are rising rapidly in value, and should

not be crowded on the market.

The South should be wise enough to realize fortunes out of the purchases

of the next sixty million souls to be added to our present growing popula

tion. We have the land and the climate, the capacity of both being at pres

ent far beyond and above the ability of science or art to name their money

value. English land holders keep more than half of their improved land in

pastures and meadows. American land holders should do the same. At the

present prices of commercial fertilizers, a thousand million dollars will

hardly pay for the plant food annually consumed.

This is an enormous drain on the resources of our virgin soils. When will

Congress consider the best ways and means of making restitution of the raw

material of crops to the ground from which crops are annually taken f

Agricultural statesmen know that civilized man must feed the land that feeds

him. From what sources are ten million farmers to draw plant food

equal to their wants ? This is a question that concerns alike all consumers

of bread, meat, vegetables, fruit and clothing. Shall we refuse to study this

vital question until our depleted farms, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, will

produce no more grain, grass or cotton ? It is time to increase our capital in

the soil, instead of employing million farm laborers in consuming this

capital from year to year, from decade to decade, and from century to

century. The longer the great work of soil restitution is delayed, the more

difficult and expensive will be the task of making good all the soil has lost

through the agency of man. Without full restitution, tillage is the slaughter

of all cultivated fields.

There being no discussion on the paper, and no further business, the Insti

tute was closed.
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COUNTY FARMERS' INSTITUTES.

ORAXGF.BURG INSTITUTE.

Held at Orangeburg, July 18-19, 1SSS.

The first Farmer's Institute ever held in the State of South Carolina was

begun at Orangeburg Jnly, 18, 1888, at 10:30 A. M., in the County Court

House. The Institute was opened with prayer by the Rev. L. F. Beatty, who

prayed for Divine blessing upon the agricultural interests of our country.

President John E. Wannamakor welcomed the audience. He spoke of the

prospects now of the farmers and of their bright future. Orangeburg is in

the upper edge of the upper pine belt and the natural home of the cotton

plant. This County compares well with her sister Counties in cotton culture,

but was somewhat behind the Pearl of the Piedmont and some of the

Northeastern Counties ; but Orangeburg is moving and they would have to

look well to their honors. Orangeburg would work during vacation and get

instruction from these gentlemen who were here. Ho said that the farmers

here were a happy family. He gave a glowing description of growing fields

of cotton and corn, and then spoke of the ravages sometimes made upon

them by bugs and worms.

The President explained the purposes of the question box, and asked that

the Institute would make use of it. The box was in charge of Mr. J. M.

Moss.

Prof. George F. Atkinson was introduced and welcomed with applause.

He read the following essay :

THE COTTON WORM AND OTHER ENEMIES OF THE COTTON PLANT.

Mr. President and Gentlemen : The cotton worm is generally conceded to

be the enemy of enemies to the cotton plant. It is called by a number of

common names. The "worm," or the ''caterpillar." These namos are

insufficient. The value of a name lies in the correctness witli which it con

veys the notion or concept of the thing named. " Worm " or " caterpillar"

apply as well to thousands of other insects. Another name is " army worm."

This is misleading, as the real army worm feeds only on grasses and cereals.

By the French, in the West Indies, and some parts of the South Louisiana,

for example—it is called " chenille." This is not so bad for those who choose

to use it, as it has come really to mean to them the caterpillar of the cotton

plant. Cotton worm is a good name. Perhaps it would be better, if all

could unite in so doing, to call it Aletia, as Prof. Riley has suggested. This

is the first part of its scientific name, and is coining to be used in many

places as the common name.

THE RAVAGES OF THE WORM.

Statistics carefully compiled for the fourteen years after the war, from

1866 to 1880, indicate that the average annual loss to the cotton producing

States from the ravages of Aletia reached $15,000,000. In years of special
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visitations it may have reached a total of $80,000,000. The share of losses

sustained by the different cotton producing States is indicated by varying

rates. Texas, Florida, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi and Georgia bear by

far the greater per cent, of loss ; Arkansas, Tennessee, South and North

Carolina fare much better. The average loss for the worst year since 1866

was 28 per cent, in Texas (a loss of 28 bales out of 100), 24 per cent, in Florida,

20 per cent, in Louisiana, and 16.5 per cent, to 17.8 per cent, in Georgia,

Mississippi and Alabama, while for Arkansas it was 8 per cent., and 5 per

cent, in South Carolina and Tennessee. This indicates that if the losses were

ascertained for Counties, or for is»cheimal districts, th« percentage of losses

would decrease from South to North, probably in a geometrical ratio. So

that even within the limits of climate and soil adapted to cotton growing,

there is a line beyond which there is little or nothing to fear from the attacks

of this enemy. Besides the decreasing ratio of losses from South to North,

indicated by these statistics, there is foreshadowed a very important fact in

the history of Aletia.

ORIGINAL HOME OF THE COTTON WORM.

The cotton worm is an immigrant. Its original home is South America

and the West Indies. It was known in the West Indies by its work from the

earliest time of cotton cultivation there. The first now known recorded in

stances of its appearance in North America was in 1793, more than a century

after the introduction of cotton culture. In that year it did great damage to

cotton in South Carolina and Georgia. It appeared again in 1800, and from

that time to the present it has become too familiar by the oft*recurring years

of great loss. There is no positive evidence as to the manner of the introduc

tion of Aletia into the United States. The testimony on this point is inferen

tial, that the parent insect came from some of the islands of the West Indies,

or from South America, on the wing. The testimony seems pretty conclusive

that the moth migrates in great numbers on the wing from the Southernmost

districts of the United States to the Northern limits of the cotton area towards

the middle or last of the season in some years. Some of the arguments in

support of this view are the following : The sudden appearance of the worm

in great numbers late in the season in the Northern portions of the belt ; the

generally accepted theory that in'this country it hibernates only in the South

ern portions of the belt. According to this view, the insect may begin its

work in the Spring or early Summer along the Gulf region, unpereeived ; it

soon multiplies in great numbers, when swarms of the parents take wing, fly

Northward to the fresh fields and give origin to their myriads of progeny.

LIFE HISTORY.

The life history of an injurious insect is a matter of the first importance

in seeking a remedy for its injuries. By life history is meant the different

stages or forms through which it passes from the egg to the parent or mature

form, and the habits of the insect during each of these stages. All insects

pass through certain changes of form in their growth from the egg to the

adult or perfect insect, yet they differ greatly in the character of these

changes, and in the habits of the insect in the different stages. As to the

character of these changes, insects may be divided into two groups ; the first,

in which these changes are very striking, no one form resembling another ;
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in the second group the changes are gradual, and after the hatching of the

egg it is difficult to draw the line where one form passes into the next in

succession. Entomologists term the changes through which the first group

passes complete metamorphoses ; in like manner the changes through which

the second group passes are termed incomplete metamorphoses. A grass

hopper is a common and familiar example of incomplete metamorphoses.

As soon as the young grasshopper emerges from the egg it resembles in form

the parent, but it is very much smaller and lacks wings. As it grows it sheds

its skin, or moults, as we say. Each time the wings become more marked

until after the final moult the wings are full size. Very different, however,

are the changes through which the members of the first named group pass.

Our Aletia is a good example of this group, possessing complete metamor

phosis. It has four distinct stages in its life history. The first of these is

the egg. The eggs are deposited by the parent moth singly on the under side

of the leaves, being glued quite fast. The number on a leaf varies usually

but a few. The egg is quite small, being flattened, circular and about 1-40

of an inch in diameter. It is blueish-green in color when first laid, but as it

becomes older it changes to a dingy or pale yellow color. During this time

the worm is forming. When ready to escape it does so by eating through

the egg shell. This usually occurs three or four days after the egg is

deposited, but in cool weather the growth is somewhat retarded. This is the

first complete change from the egg to the larva. Our insect has passed into

the second or larval stage. This is the form in which the insect does the

mischief. While quite young it feeds only on the under side of the leaf,

eating away the lower epidermis and the parenchyma of the leaf. During

the larval stage it moults five times, rarely but four. During the diiferent

periods between the moults it varies greatly in ground color, but there are

certain characteristic marks by which it is known to every one who has once

seen it. After the setfond moult the worm usually begins to eat entirely

through the leaf. The leaves are eaten first ; but if they become scarce the

worms will eat any part of the plant, even the bark on the stem, and when

hard pushed are said to feed on one another. When food becomes scarce

they crawl on the ground in all directions ; rarely have they been known to

move in vast bodies in search of food. They live in the larval stage from

one to three weeks. When the larva is full grown it " webs up " preparatory

to passing into the third stage, or chrysalis. The " webbing up " is usually

accomplished by folding a part of a leaf, fastening this with threads of silk,

and then spinning inside this a frail, rudely constructed cocoon. When this

is completed the larva becomes shorter and thicker, and sheds its skin once

more. In this condition it is what is called a chrysalis or pupa. The name

pupa is that given to all insects when in the third stage of their life history.

It is often called the pupa state. The chrysalis of the cotton worm is

brownish in color, and closely resembles that of other related insects. If

you examine it carefully you can see where the head is, and also the cases

for the wings of the moth, which are folded on the under side of the body.

The pupa state lasts from one to three weeks, varying according to tempera

ture. The insect now passes into the fourth stage or perfect state. It

emerges from the chrysalis and in a short time its wings are fully expanded.
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It measures with outstretched wings from 1| to 1$ inches. The moths pair

and the females deposit their eggs, and another series of stages is begun. In

color the moth is olivaceous purple or lilac above, sometimes with a faint

yellowish cast. Three undulating lines of a darker color than the ground

color cross the fore wings ; a dark spot is in the centre of each fore wing,

and three white specks equally distributed between this and the shoulder.

The under side is grayish.

The moth is nocturnal in its habits. The female deposits her eggs at night,

usually beginning in from two to four days after transforming from the

chrysalis. Each one is capable of depositing from 300 to 500 eggs. The

moth feeds upon sweets. Its natural food is the nectar from glands found

on the under side of the cotton leaf. It is also attracted by many sweet sub

stances.

THE NUMBER OF ANNUAL GENERATIONS.

The number of annual generations varies with the season and the latitude.

A generation is a single cycle from the egg to the perfect insect. In the

Southern belt there are probably from five to six or more generations in a

single year. Owing to the small number of moths which survive the Winter,

the first brood or generation is small and not usually noticed. To a great

extent this is the case with the second brood. If, however, the conditions

are favorable, the numbers in the third generation are very great and more

evenly distributed. It is probably the product of the third brood which visits

the Northern portions of the cotton section, as the desire to migrate seems

only to be developed when the moth has multiplied greatly and food has

become scarce. Probably, then, the number of broods in South Carolina

would not exceed three or four, owing to their late appearance and to the

comparatively early approach of Winter.

HIBERNATION.

A great difference of opinion exists as to the condition in which the insect

passes the Winter. Many contend that they pass the Winter in a chrysalis

state. Professor Riley's researches go to show that it hibernates only in the

perfect state, as a moth, and in this country only in the Gulf region. Chrys

alides collected in the Winter, supposed to belong to Aletia, when submitted

to competent judges have proved to belong to other species. Owing to the

resemblance to Aletia when a little rubbed, they have often been mistaken

for it. Notwithstanding this, the subject of the hibernation of Aletia is still

a worthy subject of research because of the difficulties which attend the col

lection and identification of material over the vast area of the cotton belt

during the Winter.

Since I prepared this portion of the address the cotton worm is reported to

have appeared in the region about Fort Motte about six weeks ago, or near

the 1st of June. This is very much earlier than is given by the United

States Entomological Commission for its appearance in South Carolina.

Years ago it was said to appear quite early in this State. I am very anxious

to get the fullest number of facts concerning its work and life history in South

Carolina, and will be greatly obliged if any of you will notify me of its earli

est appearance, and will request you to send me specimens of the worms, so

that no one may be able to contradict any statements I may make.
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NATURAL ENEMIES.

The cotton worm has many natural enemies. A careful discussion of these

would require more time than is at my disposal here. The most useful may

be mentioned. Many birds, including domestic fowls, are very fond of the

worms. Spiders, ants and wasps, predaceous beetles and bugs, the "devil's

race horse,'' lace-winged flies, dragon flies and some others render good

service at times. This subject is a very interesting one, and I regret that I

must pass it so slightingly. How far these arc useful we may never know.

In the worst years they came far short of being effective. For this reason,

probably, the usefulness of these creatures has teen underestimated. It may

be that in many off years the worms are kept in check by these agencies at

work upon the first broods. Besides the predaceous enemies there are many

hymenoptcrous and dipterous parasites of the cotton worm.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES.

If the mode of cultivation could be such in this latitude as to hasten the

growth of the cotton plant, and bring it as near as possible to maturity before

the attacks of the worm, something could be gained. Perhaps with a judi

cious selection of seed early productive varieties might be produced. In the

more Southern latitude, where the moth hibernates, late planting might

result in the death of all the moths before ovipositing.,

REMEDIES.

For the destruction of the insect many devices and insecticides have been

tried. Of these I shall call attention to those which seem to be of the most

promising usefulness. There is one means which might be used with profit

where the moth hibernates, but could not be well recommended for use

unless it be proven that the moth hibernates in the State. It is well known

that the moth is attracted by lights. The best way to use a light is to place

a lamp in a pan containing some sticky or oily substance. The argument

against its use is that more moths are attracted to a field where a light is

used, and that the number of eggs on the plants near the lights is as great

as, or more than, in other places ; but when it could bo used to attract the

moth before the time of oviposition, much good would be accomplished. The

most practical method of destruction of the worm is by the use of arsenical

poisons, like London purple or Paris green, mixed in water and sprayed on

the plants. The worms in eating the leaves eat the poison also and soon

die. These poisons should always be diluted with some substance before

making the application. There are in general two kinds of diluents in use,

a dry diluent and a liquid diluent. Each method has its advantages and

disadvantages. Taking it all around the wet application seems to present

the greater number of advantages.

PARIS GREEN.

One of the arsenical compounds in general use is Paris green. The mini

mum quantity required per acre is one-half pound ; from this up to one

pound is used. A greater amount than this, if the article is good, is super

fluous and wasteful. Some of the dry diluents used are flour, land plaster

(gypsum), cotton seed meal, and finely sifted wood ashes. A very good pro

portion for the mixture is : 1 pound Paris green to 20 to 30 of the diluent.

Flour makes the best dry diluent, as it adheres to the plant, to a certain extent,
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even when dry, and a dew is sufficient to make a paste of the mixture and

set it firmly to the plant. The other diluents are cheaper, but do not adhere

so well to the plant when dry. If used, a very good plan is to use some flour

with them. The chief thing desired in a diluent are fineness of material,

cheapness, light weight and adhesiveness. Great care should be used in

mixing it so that the poison may be effective by its equal distribution, and

not harmful to the plant by too heavy applications in places. It is commonly

applied by means of sieves, a laborious and time-taking method ; sometimes

broadcast by hand ; and more evenly by machines constructed for the pur

pose, called "blowers." None of these methods have as yet proven so cheap

as the application with a liquid diluent, water. A very good proportion is to

mix one pound Paris gresn with forty gallons of water. It is well to add

three or four pounds of flour or some other adhesive substance. The flour

should be mixed with a small quantity of water first, and, if there is time,

allow it to sour, so as to prevent the formation of lumps. The Paris green

should first be mixed with a small quantity of water to ensure thorough mix

ing in large quantity. The mixture should be thoroughly and frequently

agitated before and during the application. There are various means of

application. The most practical form of machinery, where cheapness is

desired, is some kind of double-acting force pump, which any mechanic can

fasten to a barrel. One means of applying is to have a barrel with one or

two of these pumps, with hose and spray nozzle attached, in a wagon. As the

wagon is drawn along a man at each pump throws a spray on his side. In

this way twelve to fifteen rows may be sprayed while crossing the field once.

This method would only spray the upper side of the leaves. A great gain is

made if the spray can be thrown upon the under side of the leaves, as the

worm when young feeds there, and the poison is less liable to be washed away

by rains.

LONDON PURPLE.

London purple is preferred by many to Paris green. One-half pound to

fifty gallons is considered sufficiently strong, while the cost per pound is only

about one-eighth that of Paris green. In using either of these poisons great

care should be given to get a good article. Do not buy any of the mixtures

containing these arsenical compounds ; get the pure article and make the

mixture yourselves. For the fourteen years from 1868-1880, the average

percentage of losses for the cotton section was 17.2 per cent, of the crop. In

the year 1881, with the use of remedies, this percentage was reduced to 2.9

per cent, of the crop. For South Carolina the average percentage of loss

from 1866-1880 was 5 per cent., and in 1881 2.5 per cent., a gain of only 2.5

per cent. This looks like a small profit for the expense of applying the reme

dies in South Carolina. But we must not lose sight of the fact that the

attacks of the worm are more local in the Northern section, and the years of

loss are not so numerous here as farther South. In some years the loss in

South Carolina has reached 33£ per cent. This could be reduced with profit.

THE BOLL WORM.

Another enemy of the cotton plant is the boll worm. This, like Aletia,

belongs to the group of insects having complete metamorphoses, and belongs

to the same order of insects, Lepidoptera, or scaly-winged insects. While it
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possesses four distinct stages in its life history, the habits of the insect in

some of these stages are very different from the habits of Aletia in corre

sponding stages. The egg is of a dirty white color, somewhat conical, while

that of Aletia is flattened. It is about 1-35 of an inch in diameter, and is

deposited on any part of the plant. In from two to six days the worm

hatches. . For a time it feeds on the leaves, but soon goes to the young flower

buds, which it eats into, causing them to die and fall away. In this way a

single worm will destroy a number of flower buds. After the boll is formed

they bore inside and eat out the contents, and when the cotton is forming

they soil it with their excrement. In about twenty days after hatching the

larva is full grown. When ready to pass into the chrysalis, it descends to

the earth, burrows a cylindrical, usually sloping, and gradually enlarging

hole. In the lower enlarged end of this hole, after spinning a few threads

around the walls, it passes into a chrysalis, where it remains on an average,

during the Summer season, about three weeks, the time varying according

to the temperature. The latest brood in the Autumn remain in the chrysalis

all the Winter, the moth from these issuing in the Spring. The boll worm is

not only an enemy to the cotton plant ; it damages corn and tomatoes, and

feeds on a great variety of wild plants. Its cannibalistic propensity is well

developed. It is known to feed on the chrysalis of the cotton worm, and the

smaller members of its own species often become dainty morsels for the larger

ones. It has a variety of common names. It is the " bud worm " which early

in the season riddles the leaves the corn ; it feeds upon the tassel, and is

termed the " tassel worm ; " it is the " ear worm " which feeds upon and soils

the growing and ripening ears. It is also known as the "tomato fruit worm."

In the South the first three broods are reared on corn. Then, the corn becom

ing hard, a majority of the moths seek the cotton plant and deposit their eggs.

The natural enemies of the boll worm are about the same as those of Aletia.

REMEDIES FOB THE BOLL WORM.

It is in a great measure protected from artificial remedies, from the fact

that it eats inside the boll. Yet as the young worms feed for some time on

the leaves, and as each one must first pierce the boll before entering, it is

possible to destroy many by the application of liquid arsenical poisons.

Indeed, good results have been recorded for this method. The moths can be

destroyed to a certain extent by the use of trap lanterns, and probably these

could be used early in the season near corn fields with better results than at

any other time of the year, for each moth destroyed then would cut off the

possibility of several thousand of the first brood of worms on the cotton.

These two insects, the cotton worm and the boll worm, are the two prin

cipal Hexipod enemies of the cotton plant. Their life history and work have

been the subject of a vast amount of research by the United States Entomo

logical Commission.

There is another class of injuries well known to the cotton planters by the

loss sustained, but the nature of which has been more or less obscure.

BED BUST OF COTTON.

I refer to the so-called red rust of cotton. In some places this is considered

to occasion greater loss than any other enemy of the plant. The disease is

49—EAR
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usually characterized by a blistering and shriveling of the under side of the

leaves, followed by a reddening of the leaves. This occasions the premature

falling away of the leaves and young bolls. In North Carolina it usually

appears about the last of Juno, or early in July, and causes the loss of what

is termed the " top crop." In some places the loss amounts roughly to one-

third of the crop or more. The cotton planters of the South were the first to

note that this was caused by an insect, but it needed verification. So far as I

find recorded, my experiments last year are the first which demonstrated that

this disease is caused by the attacks of a very small mite, and is not due at

all to the action of a rust or fungus. Many of the cotton planters have

noticed this mite, and some have attributed to it the sole agency of this

disease, but I know of no experiments until last year to demonstrate this.

You are probably all familiar with what is called "rust" on wheat or oats.

This rust is caused by the growth of a parasitic plant, commonly called a

fungus. The reddening of the leaves and bolls of the cotton plant, followed

by their premature falling away, was supposed by many to be caused by

some such fungus. For several years I have searched for this fungus on

cotton and found it not, though I have examined microscopically a. great

many of these leaves affected with this so-called "rust."

Last July Mr. P. L. Woodard, of North Carolina, sent me some cotton

infested with this mite. Thinking this mite the sole cause of the "rust," I

immediately set to work to prove it by experiment if possible. First let me

tell you what this mite is like. It is of a dirty white color, with dark spots

on .its back. It has four pairs of legs. It belongs to the class of animals

called Arachtaluantnida and the order Acarina. It can be seen running

briskly about on the under side of the leaf or of the involucre, stopping now

and then to bite into the tissue of the leaf. They sometimes spin a light web

over the under side of the leaf, and this may be what some have mistaken for

the threads, or mycelium, of a fungus. The way I conducted my experi-

.ments was as follows : I took some or the mites and placed them on cotton

in a field entirely free from them or any sign of the rust. In a short time they

began laying eggs and biting into the leaves and extracting the juice. Their

bites caused minute blisters, and soon the tissues of the leaf began to shrink

and dry, from having the juice extracted. In the course of 24 hours the leaf

began to redden near its attachment to the petiole. In another day this

began to extend into the petiole, and thus continued until other parts of the

plant were affected ; the mites in the meantime, as they multiplied, crawling

to the other parts. In order to be certain that this was not an accidental

appearance of the disease with my introduction of the mite, I selected several

other places in the field and planted them. In every case the disease

followed, and did not appear on the other plants except as they slowly spread

from those places as a centre. I also worked out the life history of the mite.

The eggs are whitish, very small, and glued to the under side of the leaf ; in

about twenty-four hours they hatch. The young mite is very much like the

parent, but is a great deal smaller. In from three to four days it is full

grown and ready to deposit eggs again. So you see with what rapidity it

multiplies.
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REMEDY.-

You may say it is all very nice to prove this, but can the mites be destroyed

and the cotton spared ? Yes, I also conducted experiments to destroy the

mite, and succeeded. As the mite is on tho under side of the leaf, it will be

necessary to under-spray the cotton. It is also necessary in this case to use

a liquid which will kill the mites when it comes in contact with their bodies.

Tho insecticide I used was a kerosene emulsion made with sulpho-tobacco

soap. The kerosene emulsion was first invented by Professor Riley. It is

made as follows : Boil one-half pound common soap in one gallon of water ;

add while boiling hot to two gallons of kerosene oil. Churn this with a force

pump and spray nozzle until the mixture is thoroughly emulsified. Then to

one part of the mixture add nine parts of cold water, and it is ready for use.

One of my correspondents last year used a bunch of twigs with which he

" whipped" the mixture to form an emulsion. A great deal is said about the

danger of using kerosene oil, as it will kill the plants when applied pure or

not properly diluted. There is no danger with this emulsion when it is prop

erly made. But to make it with as little kerosene oil as possible I used

sulpho-tobacco soap, which is in itself an insecticide. I then had a strong

insecticide, and one which possessed to a very small degree anything delete

rious to the plant. In the common kerosene emulsion there is one part kero

sene oil to fifteen parts water. In that which I used there was one part kero

sene oil to thirty parts water. This sprayed on the under side of the leaves

killed all but a very small percentage of the mites. It did not, however, kill

the eggs. It would be necessary to go over it again in about three days to

kill the mites which hatched from the eggs. As the eggs hatch in about two

days, and it is three or four days before the young mites begin to lay eggs,

this would be the besr time for the second application.

There is another enemy of the cotton plant which ought to be mentioned

here. It is what are commonly called plant lice or Aphides. They belong to

the order of insects known as Hemiptera, sub-order Homoptera. Their life

history is very wonderful. The eggs are laid in the Autumn by the perfect

insect. In the Spring they hatch, producing only females. These females

are agamic individuals, that is, they are capable of producing young without

fertilization. And what is more wonderful, they give birth to the young in

stead of depositing eggs. They give birth to great numbers. In this way

eight or ten broods of agamic individuals are produced throughout the season.

The last brood are winged, and are males and females. These pair, the

females deposit eggs, which remain through the Winter. Thus the cycle of

their life history is complete. These Aphides are provided with sharp beaks,

with which they pierce the plant and suck out its juices. They usually are

found on the under side of the leaf, which they cause to curl. To destroy

these some such application must be made as for the "rust mite."

The essay received close attention throughout.

Under tho call for questions Dr. J. W. Summers said that the cotton worm

hibernates in this County, and described the form in which he discovered it.

Professor Atkinson said that was the form in which the worm hiberuates,

and begged that any one making such a discovery next Winter would send

him a specimen.
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Mr. J. E. Wannamaker told of. some worms discovered in a web under a

holly bush in the month of January. But was it the cotton worm ?

Dr. Summers had no doubt of those he saw being the cotton worm.

Captain J. L. Moorer had seen the moths around old stumps in the Winter,

and wished to know if they died out.

Professor Atkinson said that scientific investigation tended to show that

they did die out in the Winter.

Mr. Peterkin had made investigations for a good many years, and believed

that the worms were there and developed as soon as conditions suited. He,

in the main, agreed with the views of Professor Atkinson.

Mr. J. S. Porcher gave a very interesting account that he had read of the

manner in which a farmer in another State had applied both liquid and dry

poisons in the destruction of the cotton worm. It favored the dry applica

tion, and that made at night.

Quite an interesting discussion was gotten up on the manner of applying

poison, and as to the best time for poisoning. Professor Atkinson advocated

an application of Paris green just as the worms made their appearance. In

response to a question by Mr. Richard Edwards, Professor Atkinson described

the manner of applying the poison to the under side of the leaves.

The subject of rust on cotton was also discussed. Professor Atkinson said

some rust was caused by a fungus growth, but that there was something else

that affected the cotton that was called rust, but in reality it was not. This

was produced by a mite on the cotton plant, and a somewhat similar effect is

said to be produced by wet weather, condition of the soil, etc. Various

injuries to the leaf cause it to turn a reddish color on the cotton plants.

Mr. J. M. Moss thought that rust was sometimes produced by some defect

in the soil.

The following questions were taken from the box, and the answers were

given by Professor Atkinson :

How many kinds of cotton moths are known, that is, with different colored

wings ? Answer : Only two in the United States—the cotton moth and the

boll worm.

What causes what is known as the honey dew on cotton, and what effect

does it have on the plant ? Answer : It is caused by exudation of a sweet

substance by plant lice. I don't think it produces any harm whatever.

The morning session closed at 1 P. M.

THE AFTERNOON SESSION.

Dr. J. W. Summers, at the afternoon session, read the following essay :

HOW TO MAKE COTTON.

All lands to be planted in cotton should be well drained, and, when prac

ticable, cotton should follow a crop of corn and peas ; stubble lands with peas

or rested lands. This is necessary, that the soil may have vegetable matter •

sufficient to retain moisture in a dry time and to prevent packing by heavy
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rains. The land should be thoroughly and deeply broken, except very sandy

soils. This class of land should never be planted in cotton with the expecta

tion of making a profit on the crop. Soluble fertilizers will escape by evapo

ration and in solution during heavy rains, and the direct and reflected heat

of the sun will parch it during an ordinary drought in July. This breaking

can be done broadcast with double or single ploughs, or in beds the width

you desire the rows to be. Distance between rows is a matter of choice. My

experience favors four furrows. You can cultivate more land, it stands the

seasons better, either wet or dry, and the yield is greater.

The next question for consideration—what kind of fertilizers to apply and

in what quantities—is the most difficult to decide, and its proper solution is

the keynote to successful manuring and raising profitable crops of cotton.

Your patience would be too severely taxed were I to go into details on this

part of our subject. This question must be decided by each cultivator of the

soil or owner of the land for himself.

There are three constituents of the cotton plant entering more largely into

its growth and fruitage than others, and with these the farmer is most inti

mate, viz:, nitrogen or ammonia, phosphoric acid and potash. All old lands,

or worn soils, are to a greater or less extent destitute of these necessary ingre

dients. Nitrogen or ammonia gives the vigorous growth and green, luxuri

ant foliage ; phosphoric acid enters largely into the cotton fibre or lint, as

well as into all grains or seeds ; while potash corrects a tendency to rust,

adding to the healthfulness and growth of the plant, and with nitrogen and

phosphoric acid is present in all seeds and grains. I cannot tell you in what

quantities to use either or all of these on a cotton crop, so much depends on

the quality or condition of the land to be planted. If your land is old and

destitute of vegetable matter, you must supply nitrogen liberally. When

nitrogen is wanted in the soil, phosphoric acid is sure to be absent too, and

except on clay lands potash is always deficient. Theory and practice are at

variance just here. Theory teaches that more phosphoric acid than ammonia

is required to make cotton. I think the proportions are about 3 per cent, of

the former to 1 of the latter. Experience demonstrates the fact that equal

quantities pay a much better percentage of profit. As to the quantity that

can be profitably used per acre, I am not prepared to state. There are so

many contingent conditions pending, such as seasons, cultivation, worms,

&c, that any statement would have to be made in a general way, subject to

these qualifications. If you know what your land needs, and will supply it

in relative proportions, it is reasonable to suppose the yield will be in the

same proportion up to a certain point of production, seasons, cultivation, &c,

considered. It is but a reasonable deduction, sustained by experience, that

if you wish to make a bale per acre, and will put the ingredients or fertil

izers entering into a bale of cotton on this acre, it will yield in return

the bale of cotton and leave the land in better condition for a subsequent crop

of cotton or any other crop you may plant on it.

These fertilizing elements need not, and should not, be supplied exclusively

by commercial fertilizers. Manure from stock of every kind, all vegetable

waste, and a little of every description that can be collected about a farm,

should be composted or applied directly to the land, broadcast when in the
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crude state, and in the drill or furrow when composted or just from the

stables. All manures of every description should be put out early, not later

than the 1st of April, and it would be better to have them in by the middle

of March, so that they will be in a soluble condition, ready to be taken up by

the young plant as soon as the seed germinates. This gives the plant an

early and vigorous start, a considerable item where the caterpillar prevails.

Commercial fertilizers are best distributed by machines specially made for

the purpose. In quantities from one hundred to one thousand pounds, I

would put it all in a centre furrow, provided it is put out early. The soluble

part rapidly diffuses itself throughout the whole bed as soon as the soil be

comes saturated with water and does not injure the cotton plant.

The seed bed should be almost on a level or but slightly elevated, and

should be freshened up by harrowing or blocked off before the planting.

This will secure a good stand, as the seed is then planted in a fresh, moist

bed. The best bearing and hardiest as well as earliest maturing varieties of

seed should be selected, and none but sound seed should be planted. These

seed should be selected by picking the cotton intended for planting seed in

fair weather, and in the afternoon, keeping it separate from the general

cotton pile, and putting none aside for planting purposes unless thoroughly

dry. Seed slightly damaged or gathered from unhealthy stalks should never

be used. You cannot expect a healthy plant from a diseased germ. "Like

produces like," as well physically as in type. To improve the seed, select

from the field choice stalks of the particular type of variety you want. Plant

in a field away from other cotton, select again from this, and in a few years

you will have as good seed as can be bought anywhere.

The planting is best done by some one of the many machines for that pur

pose now on the market. Rubbing the seed before planting gives a quick

and uniform stand, but it consumes a great deal of time at a very busy

season, and unless the weather is very dry it is lost time. Enough seed

should be used to secure a uniform and good stand ; from one and a half to

two bushels per acre will do this. With the smaller varieties of seed a less

quantity can be used.

The time of planting will depend somewhat on the seasons. On light lands

from the 1st of April to the 1st of May. Clay or dark lands may be planted

later. Cotton planted in April, from the 10th to the 20th, has always suc

ceeded best for me. Commence harrowing if there has been rain before the

cotton comes up. Manage to keep it clean ; never let the young grass get a

start ; work ahead of the grass. As soon as the first two leaves are fully

grown, the cotton having a healthy appearance, chop it to a stand of two

stalks ; be careful to have but two stalks left. You can afterwards reduce

to one stalk if necessary. Early thinning secures low and heavy fruiting.

The proper distance on the row will depend on the amount of manure and

the variety of seed planted, the short limbed varieties bearing more crowding

on the beds.

The plant now needs rapid and light cultivation, keeping the surface well

pulverized and never ploughing deep enough to cut roots after the plant

begins to bear. Every root that is cut deprives the plant of life. If these

innumerable rootlets were not necessary to its sustenance and support they
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■would never have been placed there. After the plant begins blooming, the

cultivation should be very shallow, and should cease early in July on light

lands, so as to give complete possession of the soil to the roots, thereby

securing a full crop of fruit. Later workings, unless there are frequent

showers of rain, will engender shedding or dropping of forms. My cultiva

tion has been with wide sweeps from the start, and my cotton is finished up

■with a flat bed.

What does this cotton cost to make it ? The cost varies "with the changing

seasons. The cheapest crop I ever raised was in 1887. It cost me four cents

to make it, with one of the best cotton years I have ever known. It should

be gathered as fast as it opens. The saving in weight more than pays for

extra cost of picking. Gin and market at once, saving insurance and loss in

weight.

The question how to get a good stand of cotton was asked. Dr. Summers

answered that if the land was prepared early, and if the beds thrown up and

knocked off would retain moisture, good seed would produce a good stand.

Mr. J. E. Wannamaker agreed with him. They spoke from experience.

Mr. Peterkin agreed, but said the cotton planter had a great deal to do

with it. The Dow Law planter was not a good one. The Palmetto planter

he thinks the best. He also said if your bed was not wet at the time of

planting, open the bed, plant the seed and do not cover till it rains.

Captain J. S. Rowo said he used a Dow Law planter and put from three to

five bushels of seed per acre and never failed to get a stand. He is now

making his twenty-second crop.

Major Marion Green runs a bull tongue ahead of his planter and gets a

good stand.

The question was asked Dr. Summers how did he get rid of the large cotton

stalks when he went to plant succeeding crop. He knocked them down and

burned them.

Mr. Porcher opposed burning anything on cotton land.

Dr. Summers said that last year he used $4 worth of fertilizers per acre

and made 70 bales on 60 acres.

Captain John L. Moorer told the Institute how he made such fine crops.

Dr. J. C. Holman said that the reason the St. Matthew's people made such

fine crops was that they guessed at the amount of manure they put down.

Mr. John W. Crum, of Barnwell, advocated early planting and good

manuring to make big crops.

The question was asked did cotton planted in checks do well. Captain

Rowe tried it, but could never get a good stand and did not like the plan.

Mr. Bennett had tried the plan and rather liked it. He preferred it planted

3 by 3J feet.

The question was asked, through the question box, whether it improves the

manurial properties of cotton seed to crush them, and to what extent. Dr.

Summers answered that he had observed that seed used for manure often

came up and did not do so well, and that those persons who had their seed

crushed made the best crop.

Mr. Edwards had made the experiment and the difference in favor of
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crushed seed was considerable. The general opinion was that when seed

germinated the manurial qualities were injured.

The second day's proceedings of the Farmers' Institute were opened at

10:30 A. M. with prayer by the Rev. A. 8. J Thomas. He invoked Divine

blessings upon the labors of our farmers.

Professor Milton Whitney, of the South Carolina University, being intro

duced by President Wannamaker, read the following essay :

THE FERTILIZING VALUE OF LEGUMINOUS PLANTS.

In presenting this subject for your consideration to-day, I desire to call your

attention to the reasons for the fertilizing value of the leguminous plant,

rather than present statistical figures illustrating the relative money value of

the different crops. As simple as the process of green manuring may appear

to the casual observer or to the general farmer, it is, in reality, one of the

most complex and delicate of farming operations, and one as yet but imperfectly

understood. It is an artificial application of natural means to restore the

fertility to land which has been more or less impoverished by the artificial

conditions of cultivation. In a new country where land is cheap and thinly

settled, with labor high, and freights still higher, the extensive system of

cultivations alone is practiced, and crop after crop is taken from the same

land, year after year, with no system of rotation and no application of ma

nure, until the production falls to a certain minimum amount, when it is more

profitable to take up new land and abandon the old to weeds, grass, trees and

nature for a term of years to recuperate. This is, under the circumstances,

no doubt the cheapest, if not the best, way to use the land. One could not

expect, nor could one practice, on our Western prairies, the intensive system

of cultivation which prevails in the thickly settled countries of Europe, with

out great pecuniary loss. There may, of course, be local reasons for the

intensive system, even in our far West, as in the dry and arid plains of New

Mexico and Utah Territories, where irrigation must be practiced and as much

made from small areas as possible. When rents rise and land becomes

more thickly settled and of greater value, this method becomes too expensive,

and a little fertilizer is used in the endeavor to maintain the fertility of the

soil, and perhaps a crude system of rotation is practiced in which the land is

allowed a rest of one year in four. With our unnatural and artificial condi

tions of cultivation, we push the production of our soil so far that not enough

plant food can be rendered available for continuous cropping, and one year

is allowed nature to increase the supply of available food for the next three

years.

If rents increase still more, even this becomes too expensive, and manures

and artificial fertilizers are used ; the land is not given any rest. But a shrewd

farmer, or a good system of rotation, will assist nature, when conditions will

allow, by seeding the land to clover or grass for the one or two years which

should be allowed for rest out of the three or more occupied by the rotation.
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If rents rise still higher, as in England and in some other countries of

Europe, where it is said some lands rent for as much as $500 per acre per

year, where labor is cheap and the population dense, the land is occupied all

the time, and the most intensive system of agriculture prevails. A rotation

or succession of crops of different feeding and rooting habits are grown, in

the course of which the land is usually put down to a sod of grass or clover

for one or more years.

Here, at the South, a rather peculiar system of agriculture prevails, in

which cotton is grown continuously, year after year, on the same land,

dependence being placed upon the use of manure, fertilizers and compost,

and upon the fact that the exportation of the lint alone removes but little

plant food from the farm, to maintain the fertility and the consequent pro

duction of the soil. The exposure of the land for so much of the year and

the clean cultivation demanded for the successful growth of the crop, allows

the surface, containing naturally but few roots and little vegetable matter to

bind the particles of soil together, to be washed and gullied by our heavy

rains, the organic matter to be quickly oxidized and much of the available

plant food to be washed from the soil. It is for these existing conditions that

I am asked to speak to you of the fertilizing value of the leguminous plants.

Experience had shown long before science in its specific sense had been ap

plied to agriculture, that such plants as clover, lucerne, rye, buckwheat,

black-eyed peas, corn, vetch and others have a certain fertilizing value in re

storing fertility to worn-out land or in preparing for succeeding crops of corn,

wheat, tobacco and other staples. But while this method of bringing up land

is highly commended, especially when conditions are unfavorable for grass,

and is no doubt of great value under certain conditions, if judiciously ap

plied, it is a fact that it is really not often used save as a necessary adjunct

of crop production, and by the agricultural newspapers and at agricultural

and political meetings. The reasons for this will appear in the course of

these remarks, and it will be seen that they are not without weight and found

ation. The leguminous plants as a rule have the greatest fertilizing value.

With us at the South the cow pea is largely used where green manuring is

practiced. Naturally fertile soils always contain a considerable amount of

decaying organic matter or humus, which under natural conditions of grass

or trees will increase from year to year, by reason of the organic compounds

obtained in large part from the air, through the action of plants. The nitro

gen of the soil is originally contained in this humus until, by the action of

ferments, as we shall presently see, it is converted into the organic or inorganic

forms of ammonia or nitric acid salts. In passing let me allude to the fact,

which probably most of you know, that it has been proven beyond doubt that

plants cannot fix the free nitrogen gas of the atmosphere in their leaves as

they can the carbonic acid and oxygen gases ; and the question has arisen

right here : if, as has been the teaching for some time past, plants derive all

their nitrogen from the organic matter of the soil, and this organic matter is

itself, directly or indirectly, the remains of vegetable life and not of rock

origin, then how did the original supply of nitrogen get into the soil ? And,

as there is known to be loss of free nitrogen gas from the organic matter of
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the soil, under certain conditions, how is the supply maintained and even

increased as it is under natural conditions ? It is claimed that deeply rooted

plants, like clover and the forest trees, reach down and bting up nitrogen

from the subsoil, but evidently this does not answer our question of the origin

of the nitrogenous matter, but only puts it off to a more remote period. I

will refer to this later on. By the slow oxidation of this organic matter large

quantities of carbonic acid are generated or given off in the soil, and the

oxidation aids materially the disintegration of the rocks or the substance of

the soil, and in the solution of or transportation of the potash and phosphoric

acid of the rocks into forms readily available to plants.

Under artificial conditions of cultivation, with repeated ploughings and

clean cultivation of the soil, by admitting the sun and air in undue propor

tions during the heat of Summer, this humus is rapidly oxidized or burnt up,

causing much of its costly nitrogen to be dissipated or lost in the atmosphere,

and destroys the key with which the vast and inexhaustible stores of potash

and phosphoric acid are loosened from their stony vaults.

The amount of organic matter varies in different soils largely according to

the character of the soil, the manuring, the character of the vegetation and

the kind and amount of cultivation. Mr. Lawes states that the soil under a

permanent grass sod will contain not less than 1,000 pounds of nitrogen per

acre, contained in the organic remains of humus. The average results of

twenty-three analyses of the various soils of South Carolina, published in the

Census Reports of 1880, give an average of 4.8 per cent, of organic matter,

■which, assuming that the soil of an acre one foot deep weighs 3,500,000

pounds, gives 108,000 pounds, or 84 tons, of organic matter per acre in our

average soil. The per cents ranged from nothing to over 10 per cent. ; so that,

like many averages, this figure is of little practical or local value. This

organic matter will contain notable amounts of plant food derived from the

substance of the soil, which will not only itself be readily available to crops,

after gradual decomposition, but this very decomposition, as has been said,

will free considerable amount of plant food from the substance of the soil

and bring it into a condition readily available to plants.

Just as we cook our meats and vegetables to make them more digestible

and nourishing, so the plant food must be prepared from the rock origin

before it will nourish our plants ; and just as our food spoils by long keeping,

so the plant food does not accumulate in an available form, for if it is not

used by plants, it quickly reverts to its rocky form. Naturally, crop pro

duction is proportionate to the amount of this available plant food, if all

physical conditions of growth are at their best ; but when, year after year,

we force the production beyond this natural yield, to supply our natural and

artificial wants, wo exhaust the supply of available plant food faster than

nature can render it available under the unnatural conditions of cultivation.

Some animals and birds have stronger digestive powers than others. The

ostrich is popularly supposed to delight in a diet of pocket knives, rusty nails

and scrap iron ; so rye, buckwheat and cow peas can thrive on soils so poor

that our more aristocratic plants like wheat, cotton and grass would find at

best but a precarious living, and would in no wise allow the margin of profit

expected alike by the farmer and grain speculator. As we sometimes arti
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flcially digest the food before giving it to invalids, with the digestive principle

taken from animals possessing greater digestive powers than ourselves, so we

let our rye or peas digest the substance of the soil for our staple crops.

It has been estimated in Germany that a bean crop contains no less than 28

tons of green vegetable matter per acre, including the roots and vines, and a

crop of lupin 19 tons of vegetable matter, containing probably 7 tons and 4|

tons, respectively, of air dry organic matter, which would be added to tho

soil if such a crop was ploughed under. This is probably on much stronger

and richer land than our average cotton fields contain. Some experiments

conducted at the North Carolina experiment station in 1886, in some work

on the improvement of poor lands by cow peas, showed that rather less than

one ton of organic matter was obtained from an acre of worn out and aban

doned cotton soil in a crop of cow peas, including the vine and roots. It will

be seen that the leguminous plants do not furnish fresh portions of potash

and phosphoric acid to the soil, but only work over and digest that contained

in the soil itself. These substances could both be easily and cheaply sup

plied to the soil. The potash as kainit, muriate or sulphate from the enor

mous mines in Germany, and the phosphoric acid as bone or rock phosphate,

which were but a few years ago considered waste products. The amount of

these substances in the leguminous plants is relatively very small, and it is a

common practice among farmers to apply rock phosphate to the land just

before turning under a green crop, to supply more phosphoric acid to the

soil and to have the benefit of the action of the decomposing organic matter

upon this very insoluble substance. It is nitrogen, the most costly and most

unstable of all the food material we have to offer our crops, which is con

tained in the leguminous plants in relative abundance, and for which they

are chiefly valued.

Our nitrogenous fertilizers, being largely of animal or vegetable origin or

manipulated bye products, or brought from far off Chili and Peru, make

the nitrogen cost two or three times as much as phosphoric acid and

five or six times as much as potash, while it is easily washed out of

the soil, or by rapid decay is lost as gas or vapor in the atmosphere.

The crop of 28 tons of green bean plants per acre just spoken of con

tained no less than 280 pounds of nitrogen ; tho 19 tons of lupin contained

117 pounds, while the crop of cow peas on the worn out cotton soil contained

about 43 pounds of nitrogen per acre in a form readily available under

favorable conditions for the succeeding crop ; 500 pounds of ammoniated

superphosphate per acre would supply only about 10 pounds of nitrogen.

By careful chemical analysis more nitrogen has been found in the surface

soil of a clover field after removal of a large crop of hay (which itself con

tains a considerable amount of nitrogen) than before the clover was sown.

Whence is the supply of this costly element derived, how maintained and

how affected by the leguminous plants ? I have stated that plants have no

more power to digest the free nitrogen gas contained in the atmosphere than

we have to form our muscle and bones out of the constituents of the soil

before they have been prepared for us by plants in the form of flour, corn,

bread, rice, vegetables, or indirectly through the meat of the animals we
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eat. Whether it is that the deeply rooted plants bring up nitrogen from

below, as Mr. Lawes suggested, or that they use over and over again the

original store of nitrogen in the soil, this is certain: That the direct source of

the nitrogen for our crops is from the decomposition of the organic matter of

the soil in which nitrates are formed, which nitrogen can be readily assimi

lated by plants. Let us look at the conditions favoring decomposition and

the conversion of the organic nitrogen into nitrates. If you put some soil in

a glass jar, and after heating it to the temperature of boiling water, seal it

up air-tight or tie raw cotton over the top, to keep the germs of mould and

decay from entering, just as one would put up preserves, no change would

take place in the organic matter, no nitrates would be formed ; and unless

nitrates were originally contained in the soil, plants would not grow in it.

This is briefly the present theory of nitrification : Plants can only feed on

nitrogen that is in the form of a nitrate like the nitrate of soda that is often

used on the farm, formed from the organic nitrogen of cotton saed meal, dried

blood, fish scraps, &c. , by a sort of slow fermentation (like raising dough for

light bread), and which is brought about in your compost heap and in your

soil undor favorable conditions by little living organisms called microbes or

bacteria, which are so small that a single one can only be seen through a

powerful microscope. These nitrifying germs appear to be more or less

abundant in the soil and blown about as dust in the atmosphere, just as the

doctors tell us the germs of disease like malaria and typhoid fever are

present in the air and water under certain conditions. The nitrifying germs

are only active in the presence of free oxygen, so that most of them are

contained in the surface soil, and few if any are found in the lower depths,

except probably as roots or fissures allow air to enter. They are not active

in a stagnant, undrained or saturated soil, but delight in a deep, rich, moist

soil containing much organic matter, as under a permanent grass sod and in

shady fence corners. It is an astounding fact, held by science to-day, that

animaHife is dependent directly or indirectly upon vegetable, and that vege

table life is dependent upon the faithful activity of these microbes, the

lowest form of life. There are other germs found in the soil which are only

active in the absence of free oxygen, as in the lower depths of the soil, or

when the soil is so saturated with water as to exclude the air. These germs

are called " denitrifying organisms" because they live on the nitrates which

have been formed in the soil and destroy it, liberating some at least of the

costly nitrogen as an inert gas. My colleague, Dr. Bolton, whose especial

work is to study this low form of vegetable life, informs me that these germs,

like the higher order of plants, require phosphoric acid, potash, lime, sul

phuric acid, &c, for their growth, and that so far as is known most of them

require their nitrogen in a more complex and unstable form of animal or

vegetable remains, which they pull to pieces, forming the more stable products

of decomposition.

Very practical lessons can be drawn from this as an argument for the

thorough drainage of our lands—for deep and thorough tillage—for the con

stant occupation and shading, of the ground by growing crops, as in a

meadow or pasture, and for the maintenance of a good supply of organic

matter in the soil. It shows us too one reason for the objection farmers have
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to deep ploughing, for where the subsoil is turned up the available plant

food and the nitrifying germs are both diluted or mixed through a greater

amount of soil, and the denitrifying organisms of the subsoil are brought up

from below to destroy the work of the friendly little germs. The denitrifying

organisms produce certain substances as decomposition products, ■ among

them indole and skatole, which are antiseptic or poisonous to the nitrifying

germs, like corrosive sublimate if it is present in solution, even in very small

quantity of one per cent, or less, so that really there is some truth in the

belief that the subsoil turned up poisons the soil for several years, as it

1 prevents the nitrifying germs from working. The nitrifying germs like

shady forests, near the border of streams, and they delight in the moist, rich

pasture lands and fence corners. A little loam from a fence corner, where

the leaves, weeds and fence rails have been rotting year after year, makes as

fine manure as one wants, and is invaluable to give life to that breeding

place of the germs, the compost heap. Yon probably all know something of

the bitter dispute that was maintained for years, as to whether plants can

use directly the free nitrogen of the air. -It has been proved that when both

the air and soil supplied to the plants are carefully purified, that no fixation

of free nitrogen is possible ; but many experimenters found that when the

air and soil were not both properly purified, considerably more nitrogen was

often found after the growth of the plant than was originally contained in

the soil and seed. Two or three years ago some French investigators sug

gested and tried to prove, with some interesting experiments, that this is due,

not to the plants, but to the presence in the soil of a third kind of bacteria,

which is assumed to have the power to fix the free nitrogen gas of the air

and leave it in the soil, as we fix the oxygen in our bodies, and as the higher

order of plants fix the carbonic acid gas of the atmosphere. They exposed

different kinds of soils, as loam, sand and clay, which had been carefully

analyzed, under different conditions, for several months. The soil was all kept

properly moistened ; some of it was sealed up in bottles with only limited

quantities of air and put in dark cupboards ; some was put in open jars in an

empty room ; some was put in open jars in an open meadow and protected

only from heavy rains ; and still more was exposed in open jars on the roof of

• the house. Some of the soils were heated to the temperature of boiling

water for some time, to destroy all germs, but not to destroy the organic

matter, and the jars covered with raw cotton, as one would put up preserves,

to keep the germs from entering from the air, for it is a well known fact that

bacteria cannot pass through raw cotton. No plants were allowed to grow

in any of the jars. At the end of six or eight months the soil was again

analyzed and considerable more nitrogen was found in all the soils than was

originally contained in them, except in the soil which had been heated,

where no increase had occurred. But these soils which had been heated or

sterilized gained nitrogen after a very small quantity of one of the other

soils, or a good garden loam, had been added to them. Since then it has

been shown that the leguminous plants, like clover and peas, favor this

fixation of the free nitrogen of the air. If the young roots of the clover

plant are examined under the microscope, it is seen that they are covered
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with very fine hairs, which stand out on all sides. The only part of the root

which grows in length is the extreme end, as the rest only increase in size by

tho formation of new layers of cells over those already formed. The very

point, called the root-cap, is made up of loose cells, mostly rilled with air to

protect the young root, and these cells are constantly breaking off as the root

grows in length and act as fenders, like those hanging to the sides of tug

boats down in the harbor. As the tip extends in length these loose cells are

left behind, and, becoming entangled in the little hairs which form just back

of the tip, decay and form a slimy mass like that left in a snail's track. This

is a great breeding place for microbes, as can be seen by the swarms of them *

seen here. The constitution and growth of other plants, like timothy grass

and wheat for example, are different from this, and it is probable that they

do not offer the same breeding place for the bacteria as the leguminous plants

do. Such plants as clover and cow peas, having a long growing period, with

an abundance of green, succulent and tender foliage, and a relatively large

and deep root system, by shading and mulching the ground and keeping it

generally moist, by allowing access of air to considerable depths in the soil

through their root system, and in other ways, distinctly favor the useful mi

crobes of the soil.

Let us consider how to get the most practical good from the leguminous,

and other plants valued for their fertilizing effects. Take our ordinary cow

pea, for instance. Farmers are not agreed as to whether it is best to plough

the vines under just before they mature, let the vines remain on the ground

as a mulch until preparing for the crop of the following Spring, or remove

the vines for hay or ensilage. The balance of favor is probably to remove

the vines for food for stock and leave the roots undisturbed and in their

natural position in the soil.

If the vines are removed, you can get, of course, very good food for. your

stock, either for milk, fat or work, while nearly all the fertilizing ingredients,

and more from the grain and litter used, is recovered in the manure, in

which form, as is well known, it acts more quickly, surely and energetically

upon the soil than the food stuffs which produce the manure. The roots of

the plants are thus left to decay in their natural position in the soil, forming

little air passages, and leaving the organic matter to decay, nitrify and give

off quantities of carbonic acid in all parts of the soil as in a natural condi

tion of pasturage. If the tops are ploughed in, the roots are dragged from

their natural position, and, with the vines, are either balled up or left as a

layer just below the surface, where, in case a dry spell of weather immediately

follows, all supply of water from below is cut off, the surface dries out, and

your seed, if sown before the vines have rotted, fails to grow after germina

tion. Many complain that this large mass of organic matter sours the land,

but this can be prevented by dressings of lime, and probably by a top dress

ing of your rock phosphate, before ploughing the vines under. The nitrify

ing bacteria we have been considering cannot work in the presence of an

acid, although, as you know, the very first thing that takes place when

organic matter decays is that it becomes acid. If there is not enough lime

already in the soil to take tins acid up, we must add twenty or twenty-five

bushels of lime per acre, or plaster, when we turn tne vines under, so that
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the nitric acid formed will be absorbed and converted into nitrate of lime,

which is harmless to them.

The presence of the vines remaining on the land as a mulch is certainly of

value, but it is doubtful if the good resulting equals the value of the food and

the increased value of the vines for manure after it has been passed through

an animal, particularly as a considerable amount of leaves and stubble re

mains after removing the vines, which tend to keep the land moist. The

same remarks apply to clover. This crop is rarely or never turned under

until one or more cuttings have been secured and perhaps seeds saved by a

thrifty farmer. It is too expensive to let either of these long-lived crops

occupy the land during the best growing season of the year for only their

fertilizing value. In the case of rye or buckwheat, so much used at the

North for green manuring, the principal value probably consists in the total

amount of organic matter which could be produced and turned under on a

poor soil, for the rooting system of both these plants are relatively much

smaller and shallower than with clover and peas, and one would not expect

any particular benefit to be derived from rye stubble, or from the rye left

standing after the plants had ripened, in comparison with cow peas. The

best thing to do with both rye and buckwheat is to turn them under with

lime just before they mature and while they are succulent and green. Be

sides these plants can readily occupy the land during the Winter, Spring and

Autumn without interfering with the principal crop. As I have before re

marked, this question of the fertilizing value of the leguminous plants,

especially as relating to green manuring, is a much more difficult one than

would at first be supposed, for if the soil is too dry or not of the right mixture,

or if the land sours, or for other reasons does not nitrify, or if a succeeding

crop is planted before the vines decay, or if the nature of the land is not

right by reason of the relative amounts of sand or clay it contains, the farmer

may have gone to considerable expense to no advantage, and even to a con

siderable injury to his land and succeeding crops. It would be well to ponder

these things and to experiment on a small scale before investing too much in

an attempt to bring up poor or worn out land by the method of green manur-

Mr. Edwards said he had a piece of land, about half an acre, that had

been struck by lightning in 1880, on which he could not make anything at

all, and asked Professor Whitney how to make a crop grow on it. Professor

Whitney asked him please to send specimens of the soil to him at Columbia.

Captain Peterkin suggested that that certain spot of land had been " con

jured." [Laughter.]

Dr. J. C. Holman asked the President for something practical on the fer

tilizing quality of leguminous plants. The President asked Dr. Holman for

his experience. Dr. Holman said that we had land that would not produce

peas, but if you put leaves and straw on this land, with a little Charleston

phosphate, it will make good cow peas, and these peas will make some land

produce a fine crop of corn or cotton. Peas do not produce fat in animals,

but bone. Corn and chufas fatten animals much better, but peas make hogs
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grow more rapidly. Mr. Edwards said peas would fatten his hogs. Mr.

Porcher said in his neighborhood animals would fatten on pea vines alone.

Mr. Walker asked what per cent, of decrease of manurial value of peas

would be occasioned by removal of vines from land.

Professor Whitney said it was hard to answer, and that some farmers

thought more was made after pea vines were removed.

Mr. Porcher said that pea vines that had been eaten down by stock did best

sometimes.

Mr. A. M. Salley said that he made an experiment once with oats, and that

the land from which the vines had not been cut made 50 per cent, more, but

that his experience did not prove the same when cotton followed peas.

Could see very little difference on land that had peas cut off and on that that

had not been cut off.

Mr. J. S. Wannamaker said his experience had been that the acid phos

phate was the best manure for peas, and that it was best to let the vines rot

on the land and turn under in following Spring.

Mr. Fowles wished to know if the pea, a tap root plant, would make a good

manure for cotton, another tap root plant. His experience was that it was

not, and that cotton seed was not good manure for peas.

Professor Whitney thought that if the land needed humus and ammonia

it could be obtained from a crop of peas as well as from anything else. That

while cotton was a tap root plant, the tap root completed its growth very

soon, and that the lateral roots were the ones that furnished food to the plant

from the soil. He said that the lateral roots of cotton sometimes grow to the

length of ten feet.

A question as to the comparative value of Liverpool salt and kainit as a

manure was asked. Mr. William Shingler, of Berkeley, said he had made the

experiment, and the difference in favor of kainit was great.

Capt. L. A. Harper, of Colleton, gave an account of some experiments

made with leguminous plants as a fertilizer. They improved corn, oats, &c.,

but did not do well under cotton.

At the request of President Wannamaker, Mr. J. H. Fowles read an essay

written by Mr. R. M. Sims, of Charleston, on fruits and flowers. This essay

treated of the manner of cultivating fruits and flowers, and of the many

pleasures connected therewith. The Institute enjoyed it very much. Took a

recess at 1 P. M.. The attendance was good. Five Counties were repre

sented, and representatives from each County took part in the proceedings.

The proceedings were interspersed all through with elegant music, which was

greatly enjoyed by everybody. Those attending the Institute were much

pleased with the warm reception they received from the citizens of the town.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Mr. Eugene R. Walter, a farmer of this County who stands abreast of the

most advanced agriculturists of this State, read the following essay :
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HOW TO RAISE UPLAND CORN AT A COST OF TEN CENTS PER

BUSHEL.

Realizing the great importance of the corn crop of our State, and the neces

sity for the introduction of a more rapid and economical mode of cultivation,

your essayist has consented to submit for your consideration a method adopted

by himself three years ago, and successfully practiced since ; and, in order

to present it as clearly as possible, will endeavor to lay before you a state

ment from a carefully kept diary of every hour's labor expended upon the

crop of this year.

The land selected for planting in corn was fifty-four acres, thirty-four of

which was in corn last year, and twenty in oats, followed by peas. It was all

carefully broken up flush with two-horse ploughs (Farmer's Friend, No. 7) in

December and early in January. The corn stalks were chopped into two or

three parts, being completely turned under, together with a heavy growth of

pea vines, grass, &e. In this condition it remained till March 18, when it

was laid off with a Corbin harrow, partially drawn baok and pulled by two

animals, thoroughly pulverizing the soil and killing all grass seed and weeds

then germinating. The water furrows were then opened with a seven-inch

opener plough. In the furrows West distributors were run, depositing 300

pounds of fertilizers per acre, and Were followed by an iron foot-plough

stock, with no mould attached, intended simply to mingle the fertilizer with

the soil. The corn was dropped by hand, at an average distance of about

thirty inches, and covered by a board twenty-seven inches in length, the

lower corners of which were sawed off diagonally nine inches from the ends.

By these boards only a limited covering of earth was thrown upon the seed.

The work was done very rapidly, and the corn when it came up was in a

trench two inches below the surface. The Corbin harrow cuts a width of six

feet ; hence the corn was planted six by two and one-half feet.

The seed was a corn known as the North Carolina prolific, grows a com

paratively small stalk, produces two ears low down, and is susceptible of very

close planting on the bed. Forty-one acres were planted one half day, March

22, three-fourths on the the 23rd, one-half on the 26th, find thirteen acres

on April 4, the apparently irregular planting being explained by the fact that

a gale of wind drove us from the field the first day. The ground being hard

frozen delayed recommencement of work until 9 o'clock A. M. on the second ;

heavy rains stopped us on the third, and its continuance prevented a com

pletion of our labors till April 4.

The fertiUVer consisted of a mixture of 40 per cent, each of Edisto dissolved

bone and cotton seed meal and 20 per cent, kainit, costing $16.87 per ton,

including value of hauling home from depot. Cost of fertilizer per acre,

$2.58. Continued rains in February and March had made the lands replete

with moisture, so the corn came up rapidly and in an almost perfect stand,

though the depredations of birds afterwards impaired it and necessitated

limited replanting.

The following is quoted from my diary : The First Working—Sided corn

with four eighteen-inch sweeps, and later planted with twelve-inch sweeps,

50—BAR
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April 23, 24 and half of 25 ; cleaned middles with one section of Thomas's

harrow all of same days; assisted half of last day with another section.

Fifty-four acres succored with four hands, May 10.

The Second Working—Worked corn with Corbin harrow May 14 and 15

and one-third 10th, with four animals. No rain from April 10 to May 9.

Ground very hard, necessitating heavy weight on harrow. Forty-one acres.

Worked balance of corn with Corbin harrow, four animals, May 26, thirteen

acres.

In explanation of this work, it is necessary to state that the harrow is run

astride of the corn, the two inner discs being first removed and the lever

fully drawn back. It is usually drawn by two animals, the driver walking ;

but this year, owing to the hard packed condition of the soil, resulting from

.heavy rains, it was necessary to mount the driver, which, increasing the

weight, necessitated the use of four animals, the additional cost, however,

being almost compensated for by the increased rapidity of the work. The

animals were attached two at the pole and two in the lead, the latter being

driven by a small boy riding the near one, and as they walked beside the

corn in the furrow made by the previous working of the 18-inch sweeps, their

guidance was easy. To those who have never seen the work done by this

machine it is almost impossible to, describe the thoroughness of it or the

beautiful condition in which it leaves the land. Suffice it to say that it cuts

from middle to middle, runs ten furrows, varying in depth from seven inches

at the inner disc next the corn to four inches at the outer disc next the middle,

pulverizes the soil perfectly, and puts a limited be;l to the plant, which by

the previous working by the sweeps had been left on a level.

The Third Working—Laid by each alternate row with two Planet, Jr., cul

tivators, dropping peas by hand in advance, one-half June 6th and 7th, two

passages to the row, forty-one acres. Laid by remaining rows of first planted

and each alternate row of late, June 11th and 12th, fifty-four acres. Laid by

remaining rows of late planted, one-half June 14th, thirteen acres.

Explanatory of this work, it may be best to state that the Planet, Jr. , is a

light iron cultivator, triangular in shape, and consists of three iron beams,

the two outer ones being attached to the centre one by a hinge at the front,

the widening or narrowing of the machine being effected by increasing or

decreasing the base of the triangle. In front is a small iron wheel which

bears the weight, and by means of which the depth of the cut is regulated.

To each beam and at the base of the triangle an iron foot is attached, to

which can be affixed a bull-tongue, opener, half-shovel, or sweep, all, of

course, being of small size. To effect a very shallow cultivation the wheel is

reversed and attached under the centre of the middle beam, and, thus

arranged, with three small sweeps, cutting less than one inch in depth and

fully three feet in width, and with light draft to the horse, two passages to

the row, thoroughly broke the crust and covered the peas, without injuriously

affecting the growth of the corn by cutting the lateral roots. As a result,

despite a drought, relieved only by occasional showers, it has never fired, the

stalk is succulent and vigorous, and the leaves, from the lowest to the upper

most, green and healthy.

An analysis of the cost of the above work gives us the following :
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The first working : Two and one-half days four sweeps ; ten days, one sweep at

$1, $10; three and one-half days one section Thomas harrow at $1, $3.50;

$13.50 for fifty-four acres, at 25 cents an acre; four hands succoring corn at

50 cents, $2 ; for fifty-four acres, say 4 cents an acre.

The second working : Three and one-third days one man, one boy and four

animals at 50 cents per day each, $10 ; for fifty-four acres 18^ cents an acre.

The third working: Four days two "Planet," Jr.; eight days one plough

at (1, $8; four days two boys dropping peas, $2; $10 for fifty-four acres,

18£ cents an acre.

RECAPITULATION.

Cost of fertilizer per acre $2 58

Cost of first working 25

Cost of succoring 4

Cost of second working 18$

Cost of third working 18J

Total per acre $3 24

It is, of course, impossible at this date to estimate with any degree of cer

tainty the yield of corn in any field, but the opinion of old and experienced

farmers certainly furnislies a criterion on which to predicate a calculation, and

the yield of the field has been variously estimated at thirty to forty bushels

per acre. Taking the miuiinum estimate of thirty bushels as a basis, it will

be seen that the corn has been produced at a cost of 10jj emits per bushel.

True, the above figures do not include cost of breaking the land in December

nor laying it off in March, and also omits applying the fertilizer and plant

ing of the com ; but not having kept a diary of that work, it is tnought best

to omit it, and simply estimate that the net value of the peas and fodder

grown with the corn will be full compensation therefor, though it will be

readily seen by those conversant with the subject that a liberal margin would

appear over and above said cost. A fair estimate of yield of fodder from the

corn described would not be less than 300 pounds, and of peas, with average

seasons, six bushels ; but estimating it at 200 pounds for the former and three

bushels for the latter, at a value of 75 cents for each, gives us $3.25, the net

value of which will far exceed the cost of preparing the soil, and will leave a

margin of $2, which if applied to credit of the corn would reduce its cost

even below ten cents.

Thero are those who may object to the omission of rental of land, tax on

same, interest on value, &c, but to them the writer would respectfully state

that this article was prepared, not to exhibit the project in the cultivation of

an acre of South Carolina uplands, requiring an array of figures, each on the

debit and credit side, but to show to his brother farmers of our County and

State the benefits to be derived from the use of labor-saving machinery, by

means of which his corn can not only be effectually and economically culti

vated, but can be done with such rapidity that it ceases to interfere with his

cotton, which at this particular season is specially liable to loss from grass,

and procrastination in the work of which inevitably results in additional

labor and expense.
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Dr. Holman asked if any St. Matthew's farmers could beat that. Mr.

Fowles agreed that the Oorbin harrow was a great labor-saving machine.

The question was asked, " What is the best, cheapest and quickest method

of killing nut grass, if there be any?" Mr. J. J. Salley told of a man who

had a little patch of nut grass in his yard and made the -negroes dig it up by

the roots, and still they never did get rid of it ; it would grow an inch every

night. Mr. Edwards had shaded it with cotton and thinned it out so that he

can make good cotton on the land. Mr. George W. Fairey said to plant land

in oats and follow the same with peas is a good plan to get rid of it ; shade

will kill it.

The question was asked, " What is the best plan to get rid of cut worms V

Prof. Atkinson said, as to gardens, the best plan would be to break up the

land and get some succulent plant and tie it up in small bundles, dip in

' solution of Paris green and distribute over the land ; worms would come out

at night and eat it and die.

A remedy for hog and chicken cholera was asked for. Dr. Summers said

that this could be prevented better than cured. As soon as one becomes

diseased, separate from others and feed them on soap dissolved and mixed

with grist, and this will do some good. A pig diseased with cholera is almost

sure to die.

Capt. Harper said he cannot recollect the time of his family ever eating a

pound of bought bacon ; never had cholera as an epidemic on his place but

once ; gives plenty of charcoal to his hogs ; kainit and acid phosphate is also

good for preventing cholera.

A gentleman present said that Mr. L. M. Weaver, a gentleman from South

west Georgia, told him that to grind up corn, cob and all, and feeding same

to hogs made them healthy.

Dr. Summers says that to keep place clear of foul waters is a good pre

ventive for chicken cholera.

Mr. W. W. Culler said that pulverized charcoal fed to fowls was a pre

ventive.

Capt. Moorer said he used soap water mixed with grist to prevent chicken

cholera, and has had success.

The following resolutions were adopted :

Resolved, That the thanks of this body are heartily given to Mr. J. E.

Wannamaker for the able and impartial manner in which he has presided

over our deliberations, and for the patriotic zeal he has displayed in organiz

ing and conducting successfully this Institute.

Resolved, That the Orangeburg Farmers' Institute hereby tenders its appre

ciative thanks to Professors G. F. Atkinson and Milton Whitney, of the

South Carolina University, and to Captain J. Stoney Porcher, Dr. J. W.

Summers and Captain E. R. Walter for their able, interesting and instruct

ive essays.

Resolved, That the most appreciative thanks of this Institute be tendered

the "Harmonic Orchestra," who so kindly and gratuitously furnished such

grand music during our exercises.

Mr. Wannamaker thanked the audience for their kind attention and th e

keen interest all the farmers had taken in the Institute.
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The Institute adjourned sine die at 5:45 P. M. Everybody was well pleased,

and the opinion is that the first Farmers' Institute was a complete success.

At the evening session Mr. J. Stoney Porcher read the following essay :

THE VALUE OF COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS ON COTTON AND CORN.

I appear before you, at the urgent request of your President, to make a

few remarks on the use of commercial fertilizers.

I am not presumptuous enough to suppose that I can teach the farmers of

Orangeburg anything about the use of these manures ; but if I can say any

thing which will induce a general discussion of the subject, I shall be satisfied.

These institutes are, primarily, to enable the farmers, who live such

isolated lives, to get together, hear papers read on different subjects, and

then compare experiences. This I think a very important subject, in an

economic sense. I see by the Report of our Commissioner of Agriculture

than in 1887 the privilege tax was paid on 96,836 tons of fertilizers, which,

at the low estimate of $20 per ton, without freight, would represent about

$2,000,000 paid out by the farmers for fertilizers.

This is a large amount to be paid off of the farms, and we would accom

plish a great deal if, by exchanging experiences, we could reduce the cost of

this one item ; for I am afraid that our farmers have been relying too much

on their use, and that this habit has dulled their efforts to produce their

manures as cheaply as possible at home. I am convinced that the farmer

who relies entirely on commercial fertilizers is making a great mistake, and

is not apt to be making money ; but if used as an adjunct to the home-made

manure he will be well repaid by their use, especially if he will experiment

to see which ones of the different prime ingredients that compose the so-called

guano are best suited to his individual class of land. I am confident that if

he will do this his fertilizer bill will be less and his products increased. The

margin of profit in farming is small, and any saving, however small, will be

of much help.

We pay about $3 per ton on the manipulated guano simply for the mixing

of the different ingredients. This the farmer can do for himself on bad days and

at odd times in such a way that he will not feel the cost. But more important

than this is the fact that these fertilizers are made to suit the average

demands of the lands in the State. It is a kind of patent medicine made to

fit all cases, and I will grant that they meet the want as near as possible.

It stands to reason that with the great diversity of soils that we have

within this State no single compound can meet the needs of all.

They are generally composed of 2-} to 3 per cent, of ammonia, 9 to 10 of

phosphoric acid, \\ to 2 of potash. This may fit the clay lands that have a

great deal of potash already, but it cannot suit the sandy lands, which, as a

rule, are very deficient in potash.

Careful experimenting is a very troublesome task, and if not carefully done,

and without any disposition to prove a given thing that we may think thus

and so, may be very misleading and injurious. To compensate for the

trouble of making the experiments, we have the interest that they arouse in

following them from the beginning to the end, and, more important still, we
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get the desired information. No one who has never tried it can realize how

much it relieves the monotony of the farm work to see an experiment here

and there, not only testing manures, but other things in farming. I have

experimented every year that I have planted, and believe that I have been

able to reduce the cost of fertilizing on my lands materially. Just after the

war I applied to Dr. St. Julien Ravenel to have my soil analyzed, so as to find

out, if possible, what it needed to make it productive. He told me to go and

ask the corn, cotton, &c, who would tell me much better than any chemist

could.

Take for example dissolved bone and kainit and meal. (I have made all

my experiments with meal as the source of ammonia lately, as it is the

cheapest we can get.) Then omitting the meal would give you its value.

Then take kainit and meal ; leave off the dissolved bone ; this would show of

how much benefit the dissolved bone was. Then take dissolved bone and meal ;

omit the kainit, which would show of how much good the kainit was.

At another time I told him that when I used a compost of leaves from

the woods, or uncomposted leaves, wood ashes gave me a much better crop

of cotton than Pacific or any other guano. He said he could give me a pre

scription for making ashes. This compound was made several years after as

ash element and was composed of calcined marl (floats), ground phosphate

and kainit. I tried it with good results, but also tried each ingredient by

itself, and found that the kainit was the thing that did the good. I after

wards substituted acid phosphate for the ground rock with good results. I

got to using 300 pounds kainit, 50 to 75 of dissolved bone and 15 to 20 bush

els of cotton seed. Dr. R. told me that I would ruin my lands by such large

amounts of kainit, especially if I did not use the lime. I do not know whether

my lands have lime enough, but I have never got any good by the addition of

it to the compound, which might not be the case with other land.

I immediately began an experiment to test this fact. I took three rows

900 feet long ; on the first three I used at the rate of 300 pounds floats ; next

three, 300 pounds R. ; then 300 pounds dissolved bone; next nothing; then a

compound of 50 B., 150 kainit, 150 dissolved bone; next 100 B., 150 dis

solved bone ; next 200 B., 150 kainit, 150 dissolved bone. This I carried on

for four years on the same rows, being careful to put an equal quantity of

oak leaves on each year, to keep up the vegetable matter. 1 hey all gave good re

sults every year, except the groutidrock, which was not much better than noth

ing. In the four years I found that the kainit held its own, giving more the

last year than the first ; the dissolved bone had fallen off very much, and

showed a disposition to mature the cotton too soon. In the experiments with

the other three, that the first year, 50 pounds of blood, with kainit aDd dis

solved bone, gave better results than when 100 or 200 pounds of B. had been

used. The third year 100 pounds of B. was the best, and the fourth year the

200 pounds was the best. It seemed that at first there were only mineral

substances (potash and bone—phosphoric acid) enough in the soil to use up

the nitrogen in 50 pounds B., and as the 300 pounds of kainit and dissolved

bone increased each year, it could make use of more ammonia. We know that

if one of these important ingredients which compose our manures is deficient,

the superabundance of the other two is wasted and we pay for what we do
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not need. The above experiment seemed to show that the extra amount of

ammonia was a waste until the potash and bone had increased by the yearly

application, for in four years 1,200 pounds of kainit and dissolved bone had

been added and 800 pounds of blood ; but as we know potash and phosphate

of lime are not easily leached from the soil, they accumulated each year,

whereas the ammonia (which is the valuable thing in the blood) is easily lost,

and we can expect little, if any, to be carried from one year to the other.

I have used large amounts of kainit on my land, on one held for twelve

years, and the experiments each year seemed to show that I have been well

paid by its use ; but in the crop of 1886 100 pounds of kainit gave as good

results as larger amounts up to 500 pounds ; I then thought it had had pot

ash enough, so in 1887 I tried the experiments on a field that had only been

manured with kainit for two years, and 50 pounds each year. The result was

the same as the year before, 100 pounds being as good as 400. It so hap

pened that some of these experiments were one of a series of nine experi

ments to test nitrogen, potash and dissolved bone given out by the South

Carolina Agricultural Society. When the reports were handed in it was seen

that all the reports agreed in this : that increa,sed amounts of mineral

manures did not give increased yields, but increasing amounts of ammonia

did give increased yields. There seemed to be some climatic cause, because

these experiments were scattered over the country and reversed previous

experiments made by the same parties. Was the kainit good ? I asked the

State Chemist, Dr. Chazal. He stated that he had found no falling off in the

amount of potash in any that he had examined.

I have never got very paying results from the use of large amounts of

phosphates of lime, the smaller giving as good results as the large. As it

was much cheaper this year, I have taken advantage of this and used larger

quantities, thus adding a valuable ingredient to the soil, and at the price it

will probably pay. All of my experiments with ammonia would indicate

that the cotton plant does not need much ammonia, large quantities not

increasing the yield much, while adding to the cost materially.

We had a small oil mill in our community several years ago, and a good

many experiments were made by myself and others with the meal in compari

son with the seed. All of them were favorable to the meal. Some parties

used the home meal and foreign meal side by side, and reported that the dif

ference could be seen in a gallop. The mill stopped, as it did not pay the

parties who operated it. Tho interest in the meal experiments was lost to a

certain extent from the fact of the great difference between the home and

foreign meal. I regret that I have not a fuller account to give on the com

parative value of seed and meal, as, since the recent terms given by oil mills

are more liberal, we ought to know beyond a doubt their relative value

Experiments made with Sea Island cotton in '82 seed gave 556 and meal

660—equal amounts of kainit and dissolved bone with each. In '84 GOO

pounds of seed put down in February and 200 pounds of meal put down at

the same time, seed gave 454, meal 478. They each had 150 dissolved bone

and 200 kainit. In March I put down 200 pounds meal (same minerals) and

got 500 pounds ; 400 pounds meal and got 591—this under the list. Tho

same put on top ot the list gave 506 ; nothing gave 374. At the same time
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I increased the dissolved bone—200 meal, 200 dissolved bone, kainit 100. and

got 558. Next, 200 meal, 300 dissolved bone, 100 kainit, and got 470.

This year the meal and dissolved bone being the same, 500 kainit gave

me a profit of $2.40 per acre ; 100 kainit, $2.28 ; 200 kainit $7.09; 800

kainit $11.41 ; 400 kainit $13.15. And then it was reversed ; 300 dis

solved bone, 100 kainit, and 200 meal was used. I got a profit of $1.51. In

making these experiments, I see them put down, then I weigh the cotton at

the rows ; I also count the missing hills and make allowance for them. The

meal is certainly the most convenient to apply, and can be used when the seed

cannot, for the seed for cotton must be applied in January, or early in Feb

ruary, whereas the meal can be applied just before planting. I do not think

there is much doubt that, so far as my experiments go, the meal is better than

seed for cotton ; but for corn, seed seems to be the best.

I am convinced that neither seed nor meal should be used alone. I have

seen large quantities actually hurtful. It pays best when mixed with both

kainit and dissolved bone, or, if the land so indicates, with either the one or

the other, but never alone. It is certainly the cheapest source of ammonia we

have. At 16 cents per pound for ammonia, a ton of meal would be worth

from $25 to $30. We are thus fortunate in having it as a by-product of our

farms. I will call your attention to the fact, that the experiments given are

three of seed to one of meal, the mills exchanging two for one, which is still

more favorable to the meal. Let us look into this exchange. We have in

one ton of seed, by analysis, 65 pounds of ammonia, 22.85 potash, 34.60 of

phosphoric acid, worth, as commercial fertilizers are valued, $9.60 for

ammonia, $1.10 potash, $1.30 for phosphoric acid. One-half ton of meal

that we are offered contains 88 pounds of ammonia, (23 more than the seed.)

other ingredients small, valued at $2.21. This gives $16.29 as value of one-

half ton of meal. The ton of seed is valued at $12, being $42 in favor of the

exchange. What do we lose ? Most of the oil and the hulls. Though rich in

potash and phosphoric acid, I cannot make the ashes worth more than 72

cents, so we must actually consider the vegetable matter and the oil. The

first can be easily supplied ; the oil is a disputed matter. I must confess to

a belief that if the seeds germinate, the oil is converted into a useful carbon,

but no more, and we have so much of that in the air (and should have it

in the soil) that we must be careful how we lay too much stress on it. After

all the farmer must be guided by home-made tests ; if it is worth more than

the seed, it would be foolishness to let a prejudice prevent your making the

exchange. It is a matter of dollars and cents, so look into it carefully.

When purchased on market, we get it at $24, freight paid, and yet make it

worth $32.58 as compared with other fertilizers.

We are fortunate again in having the dissolved bone made at our doors

and kainit brought cheaply too. I have never been able to get anything

from floats or ground rock ; (though I have tried hard to work it out, it will

"not come.) I did so persistently, as Dr. R. used to say that sulphuric acid

would injure the soil. The result of my experiments puzzled me very much,

for it seemed that the sulphuric acid was as good on my soils as the phos

phoric acid. I have gotten good results from the use of bi-sulphate of soda

on cotton ; on peas, very good results. I have not tried plaster on cotton,
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as we have a good deal of it in the dissolved bone plots on a large field of

peas, planted as a renovator. I tried all kinds of fertilizers, each four rows

through the field. It was a very pretty sight ; it was in rows. The most

noticeable thing was whenever sulphur was in the compound the peas were

larger and much greener. As sold to us, phosphate costing six and one-half

cents and potash live cents, we cannot afford to purchase nitrogen or

ammonia at sixteen cents ; we can afford to purchase dissolved bone and

kainit, and in fact we cannot afford to do without them. The expensive

ammonia we must grow on the farm by using the pea as renovator, or grow

the peas in corn and by the use of fallen leaves and lot manure.

Here, for instance, I have made some very successful experiments with

nitrate of soda as a top dressing for cotton in a dry year. "We hear of great

results from its use in Marlboro and Marion. It is necessary to make very

careful trials of it, for it may not be successful on all soils, nor do I believe

it will be so on soils rich in vegetable matter. It certainly will not pay unless

the mineral substances have been previously added or are1 present in abund

ance in available form, which is not likely to be the case, especially in our

low countries.

With reference to the use of commercial fertilizers on corn, I will say that

we have made a good many experiments in our time, but have failed to get

paying results. All of our experiments are weighed in the fields, so there is

no guess work. In one instance, corn on two adjacent acres, one manured

with guano, the other with nothing, showed so great an apparent difference

that one party risked to bet that the one would make twice as much as the

other, but when both were measured it was found that there was corn enough

to pay for the manure, and we had larger stock, and shuck and blade. We

had too a good rate of increase, but not a paying one.

Our interest has been very much excited by the reports of a very large

amount of corn and cotton made by the use of a much advertised Georgia

fertilizer, but we have not been able to work it out in our County, and hope that

some of the farmers present will tell us how it is done. Again, when I con

sult the Reports of the experimental stations in Connecticut, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Georgia and Mississippi, I see very few cases in which the

use of large amounts of commercial fertilizers have paid for their use, and

in many instances the better the natural soil is, the less the chance of getting

a paying result. It becomes the farmers to look very closely into this matter

and to test the facts for themselves. I have gotten as good results from 200

blood, 150 kainit, 150 dissolved bone as I have from 400 blood and 800 of

kainit and dissolved bone. It is the province of scientific agriculture to test

facts ; but the farmer must go further and see what the profits are. To

explain : From a scientific standpoint, if we can prove that dissolved bone

is better than kainit on a clay soil we have made a point, and it too often

satisfies the experimenters; but the farmer must go to pecuniary gain or loss

before he can be satisfied.

I hope very much that some of the farmers present will give their experi

ence in the use of large amounts of commercial fertilizers, as I have occupied

too much of your time already.
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This essay produced much discussion. President Wannamaker said the

essay was a treat. It was full of strong meat. The general experience was

that unless you know the needs of your soil you may waste by using too much

fertilizer. Mr. Porcher did not believe that large quantities of ammonia

would pay, but believed in potash. Mr. J. M. Moss said his experience was

that ammonia would pay in large quantities on Orangeburg soil.

The comparative value of cotton seed and cotton seed meal as a fertilizer

was discussed. Messrs. Porcher and Peterkin thought meal paid best—thai

is, that if the same amount of money be put in each, the meal would prove

the best investment. Mr. Wannamaker thinks the seed best for corn.

The Institute was then closed.

THE LAUREXS INSTITUTE.

Held at Laurens, S. C, July 26-27, 1888.

The second Farmers' Institute ever held in South Carolina was held at

Laurens, S. C. , July 26 and 27.

Mr. J. W. Gray extended the welcome of the city to the visitors, which

was responded to by Col. D. P. Duncan, of the State Board of Agriculture,

and Mr. Aaron Cannon for the Laurens Agricultural and Mechanical Society.

Mr. J. Stoney Porcher was introduced, and read the following essay :

IMPROVEMENT OF WOBNOUT LANDS.

I appear before you, at the request of our Commissioner of Agriculture, to

say something on the improvement of wornout lands. As it is possible that,

with our different soils, I shall say much that will not agree with your

experience, it seemed to me it would have been better to have chosen some

one from your own County ; but, since the duty has devolved upon me, I will

do my best to draw out discussion, and that would be mutually beneficial.

We are all deeply interested in these Institutes as the test means yet

found for our instruction. By drawing out the views and experiences of those

present such an interchange of thought must throw more light upon a sub

ject than any single farmer can offer, and I hope to go home much the gainer.

My subject has been so much considered in our farmers' clubs, agricultural

papers, and so pondered over by each one of us, that you must bear with me

if I should tell you only what you knew before, and so fail to interest you.

It is a very important one, considering the condition of so large a portion

of our lands all over the State, and at the same time it is one upon which the

combined agricultural and scientific world has been working, so far without

a'satisfactory conclusion. We must acknowledge to a feeling of great dis

couragement when so great an authority as Sir J. B. Lawes—a man who has

spent thousands of dollars in purely practical experimental work, and has

provided lands and ample funds to carry them on after his death—says that
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he does not believe the original fertility of the soil can be restored profitably

to the lands under the ordinary conditions attached to farming. This may be

the case in England, but will not be endorsed by many of you.

What do we mean by the word, wornout, or exhausted ? "As used in agri

culture, it has no precise meaning ; it is a term based on money values rather

than a scientific principle. It is true enough that land may be utterly ruined

by improper cultivation—such as to permit the soil to be bodily washed away

by rains—but no such destruction as this can be reached by any system of

mere cropping, no matter how ill-considered it may be. Strictly speaking, a

soil is exhausted as regards any particular crop when the cost of cultivating

comes to as much as the crop is worth."

We all know that land originally good is exhausted very slowly—some pet

pieces of land have showed the favors bestowed on them years after.

In an experiment carefully conducted by Lawes & Gilbert it was found

that for more than forty years they had grown grain crops incessantly,

without manure, upon what was originally good wheat land ; aud during all

that time the crops had fallen off from one-fourth to one-third of a bushel to

the acre each year. Just here I would warn our American farmers, and

especially our Southern ones, to be careful how they try to apply the teach

ings of English agriculturists to our different soil and very different climate.

Before the war, as a very young planter, I thought the English practice

was the true one, as she was so much ahead of us in this respect, but have

seen cause to change my views on many things.

If we adopt the definition of the word eadiaust as given above, we can work

it out more intelligently. For instance, the truck farmers near cities can

improve their lands rapidly, because they can usually command such high

prices for their products that they can add the fertilizing ingredient directly

and be repaid ; whereas, should the cotton or corn farmer attempt such a

mode, he would find his balance sheet very much against him. We have on

record many years of failure of truck farmers because they have paid out

more for fertilizers than the small prices of those years' truck warranted.

Were we allowed to confine our attention to a small piece of the farm, it

would be a comparative easy matter ; but if it means, can the farmer, work

ing on lands that have been planted for years, and at a distance from market,

improve his lands and make a living at the same time, it becomes much

harder. I think he can ; but where the lands were originally poor it will be

a very slow process, and one that will require a great deal of hard work and

patient, economical habits. Still he need not be disheartened if he will only

study to make use of the advantages nature has given to him. We are told

that the most difficult thing for a physician is to find out what is the matter

when he is called to a sick person. Now I believe that the farmers overlook

the fact that all lands do not need the same treatment, and, starting out with

this error, are inclined to use the same means to improve all kinds of land,

instead of inquiring what a particular' soil needs to make it productive.

First, then, it is absolutely necessary that all the mineral substances should

be in the soil in an available form for the plants to take up. Fortunately, all

are generally present in sufficient quantities except potash, phosphoric acid,

nitrogen, lime and humus ; this last not a mineral. Sometimes sulphur too
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is wanting, which is rare, but I have lands that are benefited by it. We must

bear in mind the fact that if all are present in the soil in superabundant

quantities except one, there can be no crop. Hence the importance of learn

ing by careful experiment, each for himself, what his individual soil needs ;

for until you have found that out you may be spending money and work

uselessly. I do not think this can be too often and too earnestly impressed

upon tho farmer. Fanning is not one of the exact sciences—it must be

learned experimentally ; no one, no matter how much he knows, can go to

any community and prescribe a remedy for each one, because the varieties of

soil are so great that different fertilization and different mechanical treat

ment will be required by different fields sometimes on the same farm. There

fore, if your land is deficient in potash, you may put ever so much phosphoric

acid and ammonia, yet you would have poor crops ; and if the phosphoric

acid is the needed ingredient, the addition of it is absolutely necessary to

success. The important information, the soil alone can give you. No analy

sis can do it fully, but will be only approximately correct.

As we have seen that only three inorganic ingredients—potash, phosphoric

acid and nitrogen—are generally deficient, we can get the information we

desire from the soil by using all of them compounded together on one plot,

on another omit one and retain two, changing them one at a time, so that by

four experiments you will know the wanting ingredient. As a general thing,

I think you will find that you need them all, but in different proportions.

Let me impress upon you here the necessity in weighing in all of your experi

ments. The judgment of the eye is absolutely worthless, and it is one of the

hardest things to persuade the average farmer who has never tried it of this.

Some manures have a tendency to make foliage and others fruit. We need

both in a well balanced proportion. If our soils are deficient in mineral sub

stances, we will have to purchase them, and we can only determine this after

having tried all the means open to us for their improvement ; but if we

follow nature we will be very apt to succeed.

Allowing land to rest, as it is called, is the most primitive way of restoring

lands. This is a slow process, and generally only used where lands are cheap.

A notable exception we find in the farmers on the islands ; there the lands

are high—$50 per acre on James Island, and underdraiued with tiles at a cost

of $50 more per acre—yet there it is the custom to rest half of the lands

each year and plant the other, cattle being kept on the rested half. We must

remember that they have a home market for all their stock. One farmer

informed me that he sold $600 worth of stock from his farm in one year.

They make large quantities of lot manure from their stock, compost large

quantities of marsh grass, and use a good deal of mud, mineral fertilizers and

cotton seed or meal on this rested land.

Resting lands improves them by the accumulation of vegetable matter and

the gradual conversion of the mineral into substances available for plant

food. The growing of the cropB to be returned to the soil is the most

important, as it adds vegetable matter to the soil and shades the land from

the hot suns.

Next comes the rotation of crops, and this last will probably be the plan

most easily carried out, as it pays as we go.
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Were I required to say in a few words what I considered the prime factor

for the improvement of the land, I would say vegetable matter added to the

soil in any and all ways. First, vegetable matter represents plant food in its

organized and prepared form. It must necessarily contain more or less of all

the mineral and vegetable ingredients that go to form the plant, and is a sure

representation of a certain amount of ammonia, the most valuable and the

most easily lost of all the manures in the soil.

The researches of Berthetol have indicated that nitrogenous organic

matter, such as must be classed as humus, is formed by the fixation of pure

nitrogen derived directly from the air, (4-5 of fhe air is nitrogen). He main

tained that—

1st. Small quantities of pure nitrogen from the air are slowly but certainly

fixed by vegetable matter in the soil under the influence of feeble electrical

disturbances ; and—

2d. He has performed experiments which go to show in clay and clayey

soils, during the growing season, there is a slow but incessant fixation of

pure nitrogen from the air, due to the presence of microscopic organisms in

the soil called microdemes. He estimated roughly that twenty-five pounds

or more of nitrogen to the acre of land may be fixed in the year. (It does

not form in Winter.) Boussingault found that nitrogen in garden loam was

found to increase slightly during the Summer months, although tho carbon

in the soil was wasted to an appreciable extent by oxidation: But in soils

that have been deprived of vegetable matter, no appreciable accumulation of

nitrogen occurred."

Armsby says : "We must conclude that decaying organic matters, in the

presence of caustic alkali, are able to fix pure nitrogen without the gain

being manifest as nitric acid or ammonia, and probably without the forma

tion of those bodies."

Deherain tried experiments with sawdust, humus from old trees, decom

posed wood, and glucose mixed with lime, potash, soda or ammonia, and

found that " appreciable quantities of nitrogen were fixed from the air,

notably when the old wood and the humus were employed." (I hope that the

paper read at the Orangeburg Institute by Prof. Whitney will be published,

as it is a very valuable paper and treats of this subject much more fully and

ably than I can. You will be well repaid for studying it—reading it will not

do.)

May I ask in passing, Are we to continue to purchase ammonia at sixteen

cents per pound, to be leached out of our soils for the want of vegetable

matter, when, as has been showed above, we can get it from the air ? We

cannot afford to purchase it ; we must produce it on our farms ; it is of more

necessity, if possible, than the production of corn. And who. can make

money at farming and purchase corn ?

It has been generally considered that humus was formed in the soil by

slow combustion, just as charcoal is formed in a coal kiln ; it is now believed

that microdemes play an important part in this transformation system.

(I see that Prof. Bolton is to read a paper on this subject at the Encampment

at Spartanburg.)
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We find that this humus does good in various ways. First, from its great

power in supplying nitrogen to the plants, and then, by virtue of its porosity,

it imbibes, absorbs, and holds water and the vapor of water. By its light

ness it improves the texture of many soils. It absorbs and holds ammonia,

and the salts of ammonia, as well as various other substances. It promotes

chemical action in the soil by means of acids contained in it. Moreover, by

slow decay, humus supplies carbonic acid for the dissolving of plant food ;

this, as all know, acts on the minerals of the soil and dissolves them for the

use of plants.

I think in a great many soils one or more of the minerals we purchase are

present in abundance, but need this solvent action of the carbonic acid.

Humus has undoubted value for lightening clay, and, conversely, for binding

sandy soils. There is but one class of lands where we can have too much

humus—i. e., on damp lands and in damp climates, for we find in England

they sometimes burn the soil to get rid of vegetable matter. Their climate

is made damp by the fogs caused by the warm Gulf Stream which strikes on

the shore of Great Britain. Hence the danger to us of following English

agriculturists. We need anything that will help the soil to hold its accumu

lated matter to counteract our hot Summers.

Having tried as briefly as possible to impress upon you the necessity of

both vegetable and mineral matter for the soil, it remains to be seen how we

can get them most economically. I have such confidence in the good common

sense of the farmer that I am sure if he is once convinced that he needs a

given thing, and that he has it within his reach, it may be left to him to

work it out ; and this is very necessary, for our surroundings and circum

stances are so different that we cannot follow a given rule on all farms.

Living, as I do, surrounded by woods, I make great use of the rakings—

mostly pine leaves. I am told that Mr. Berckman, the nurseryman, of

Augusta, thinks them absolutely hurtful. Before the war 300 acres of cotton

were planted on the placo where I now live. Two hundred and sixty acres

were manured by these pine leaves, rotted in large pens and watered and

salted ; thirty-six cart-loads were put to an acre. The fertility of the lands

was kept up, but they did not seem able to go beyond a certain point, I

believe on account of the class of soil. Peruvian guano was tried, but found

not to pay in comparison with the compost. Just before the war a pure

superphosphate (D. B.) was found to add to the profits, and I believe if my

father could have had kainit and dissolved bono he would have been able

materially to increase the crop. Not one ounce of cotton seed was returned

to the land, all placed on the corn, which was planted on a different plan ;

no manure was purchased, and this for years in succession.

I saw recently in the Country Gentleman that the farmers of the Eastern

shore of Maryland, who ship thousands of tons of Irish and sweet potatoes,

rely very largely on pine shatter, as they call them, for keeping up their

lands. The statement was made that those who had not wooded land enough

rented it at from $10 to $25 for the straw on an acre of land. I have heard

of a farmer in Clarendon County who did the same—i. e., relied on pine

straw for manure. By an experiment I made one year, pine straw with cotton
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seed did a little better than peas turned in, and did not cost so much ; the

same mineral was added to each. I have not planted a crop of cotton for

years without adding vegetable matter in some form—sometimes directly from

the woods—with cotton seed, kainit and dissolved bone in addition.

For the last few years I have adopted a rotation. I did not do so before,

as part of my land is overrun with joint grass. 1 kept my corn on that until

I found that it paid me better to fight the grass and rotate. The rotation

adopted was one which I suppose many of you have tried—cotton with lib

eral manuring with kainit, dissolved bone and acidulated rock, followed by

corn manured with cotton seed. The peas planted in corn grow well, feeding,

I believe, on the remnants of the liberal manuring given the cotton ; the corn

stalks and pea vines were turned in for oats without manure.

I have heard of farmers planting peas with their oats and obtaining a good

crop of peas after oats. Planting peas after oats will cover the land from the

hot suns—a very necessary thing ; the peas are left on the land to die and not

turned under until December or January—a better plan would be to turn

under in October or November and plant rye, which would prevent any loss

by Winter rains of the soluble substances, specially of the nitric acid formed

by decomposition of pea vines. In some experiments made by Lawes & Gil

bert on a field that had tile drains, it was found by the analysis of the water

that 40 pounds of nitrogen were washed away from an acre of land bare of

vegetation ; on wheat witli no weeds or grass following, 25 pounds were lost

on an acre. When wheat was followed by grass 5 pounds were lost, showing

the great necessity of having vegetable matter growing root in the soil all

the time to prevent the waste of nitrogen.

To come back to the rotation. The first thing that confronts us is, that we

will have to plant equal amounts of cotton, corn or oats, which for a cotton

farm would be too much unless we combine stock and dairy ; so I have to keep

the land in cotton two or three years. This is not hard on the land, as the

lint is the only thing taken off, and we have time enough to prepare piles of

litter, to put a small amount of this on land to keep up the vegetable matter,

which is not reduced so fast on your clay soils as it is on my sandy soils. It

has been accepted recently that corn is not an exhausting plant, and after

cotton does well, not taking much from the land. The pea is a true renovator,

giving large quantities of ammonia, so necessary to the oat crop that follows.

in your wheat country, you can grow it in addition to the oats, thus keeping

the land in cotton for a shorter time.

The leguminous plants, including the pea, are shown to have a capacity to

take up a living from soils that other plants would do very poorly on. It has

been shown that they need no applied nitrogen to make them grow, and yet

when taken from the soil it is richer in nitrogen than before the pea was

planted. Aton of fresh pea vines contains over 7 pounds of ammonia, 6 pounds

of potash, 3.75 of phosphoric acid and 9 pounds of lime. It would give as

much ammonia as two tons of ordinary fertilizers. Oemler, in his work on

farming, says that " a crop of our peavines would probably give nearly as

great an amount of roots as clover (8,921 pounds), and in the neighborhood of

20 tons of tops. The latter alone would contain 116 pounds of nitrogen,

principally obtained from the atmosphere, or as much as is contained in
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12 9-100 tons of barnyard manure. Two bushels of peas would cost $2.00 ;

the barnyard manure, if at all to be had, $19.35. It has been a disputed point

with scientific agriculturists whether plants can appropriate the pure unor

ganized nitrogen from the air. They have generally come to the conclusion

that they cannot, but that it is taken from the air through the roots. It mat

ters not to the farmer how it is exactly done—what he needs to know is that

the pea adds the costly nitrogen to his lands without drawing on his pocket-

book.

I have not been successful in the use of commercial fertilizers on corn, so

have not used them recently, and to show the advantage of vegetable matter

over them, several years ago one of the phosphate companies near Charleston

tried to make a very large crop of corn with the factory manure. I never

could learn how much was used, but they had the house full and no account

kept. The result was twenty-seven bushels. That Winter the vetch came up

very thickly and made a fine growth from the free use of the fertilizer on

the corn. In the Spring furrows were run through it, and a narrow seed

bed made, disturbing the vetch as little as possible. Corn was planted on

this, and the vetch and soils gradually worked to the corn. No other manure

was used. The result was forty-five bushels of corn.

I believe that we can rank our crops as follows : Wheat needs the most

ammonia, oats next, then corn, then cotton. There has been a great differ

ence of opinion as to the best time for turning undsr peas for a succeeding

crop, and also whether it is best to turn all in, or harvest the vines and only

turn in the roots. This, I think, will depend upon the crop that is to follow ;

if you are going to plant oats or wheat, which need so much nitrogen, turn

all under ; if cotton, the roots will be sufficient. I think that careful experi

menting will establish this. After the land has been brought up enough to

make good crops it will be found more profitable to take the vines off and

feed them to the stock, for two important reasons : First, it has been demon

strated that all food substances are improved and made more quickly and

completely available by being passed through the animal, and the loss, if we

save all the manure, amounts to only 10 per cent. ; t. e., that if one hundred

pounds of any substance is fed to an animal, we get back ninety pounds or

more, and have the increased weight of the animal ; but if we have not our

stock and cow stables properly arranged, the loss will be very nearly total ;

it will be on its way to the seashore. I once heard of a carpet factory that

was being run at a loss until use was found for the waste products which had

been thrown away ; immediately the factory became profitable and declared

dividends. May it not be so with too many of our poor farms ? The manure

substances that are allowed to go to waste, if husbanded, might make the

farm productive. Mr. President, our farmers must read more, and not allow

their prejudices about book farmers and scientific agriculturists to keep them

back. We must take more pride in our profession. It seems to me that the

fanner who is capable of making use of all the means that nature has placed

at his disposal has to combine more qualifications than are required for almost

any other profession. The world is coming down to specialties, but the

farmer must still be a man of common sense and a diplomatist, and should
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know something of chemistry, botany, physiology, surveying, and of veterinary

practice ; and last, but not least, be a mechanic.

And if we would take up our profession in this way, it would lose much of

the drudgery that now attaches to it. Not that we could do without the

drudgery ; but if our minds were full of interesting thoughts we would not

feel it. Who sees the wonders of nature more than the progressive farmer ?

An all-wise Providence has made this world for the use of man, and He does

not intend that we shall starve, but He means that we shall work with hand

and head. Can there be a more wonderful thing (it would seem a miracle if

it did not take so much time) than to see a poor piece of land that will not

support vegetation ? Assist the leguminous plants with a little mineral sub

stance, which we are fortunate in having at our doors, and in a few weeks

covering the soil with green. Where does it come from ? With the excep

tion of the small amount of mineral substance, all from the air. The carbon,

a constituent of the dried plant, and the nitrogen, the life of the plant as it

were, came from the air, it matters not if indirectly. If we return this green

covering to the soil after maturing, the next plant that is grown, in all proba

bility, will be increased 50 per cent. ; and if we can keep this up, the luxuri

ant growth in a few years on the once barren tract will be marvelous. The

old saying is that "there is more in the man than in the land." Farming

can be made to pay, and is made to pay by farmers all over the country. The

bulk of our lands are not poor in the sense of not having the mineral sub

stances—they need only development. What profession has not had its fail

ures ? The truth is, we live beyond our means.

The farmers have been living themselves and supporting the whole country

besides. The farming pays somebody, if not the farmer ; and if this is so, let

the farmer look to his stakes and see where they are set. Let him not be

looking for help outside of his own personal effort, for he will never get it.

The essay was very generally discussed, and the Institute took a recess

until afternoon.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The afternoon session was opened by Prof. Geo. F. Atkinson, who read the

following essay :

AGRICULTURAL ENTOMOLOGY.

Mr. President and Gentlemen : I have chosen for my address upon this

occasion several subjects connected with practical entomology which are

usually overlooked in presenting the claims of this science to the public.

Very likely the reason why they have been overlooked is that they have been

regarded as of interest only to pure science ; that farmers and horticulturists

need know nothing of structural entomology ; and that they should be told

for every injurious insect a specific remedy.

I would not underrate the value of a discussion of each injurious insect,

its life history, and what has been found to be by experiment the best specific

51—R&R
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treatment. It is of the greatest importance that this should be done. But I

choose rather to impress upon you, at this opportunity, the value of destroy

ing these insects even when the present damage to plants would seem too

small to warrant the expense ; and also to show you that by some little study

of insects each farmer may be able in many cases to apply immediately the

proper remedy and prevent much loss that would be occasioned by delay.

The topics of my address are :

1st. Some of the secondary effects of insect damage to plants.

2d. The value of a knowledge of certain structural characters of insects in

applying remedies.

3d. The protection of birds.

4th. The necessity of preparation for destroying insects.

In order to examine into the secondary effects of the damage done to

plants by insects, it will be necessary to consider the structure of a leaf,

and the relation which it bears to the plant as a whole and to the plant pro.

duct. The covering of a leaf consists of a thin layer of colorless cells, which

makes what is called the upper and lower epidermis of the leaf. The epider

mis is supplied with numerous small holes, called stomates, or mouths, which

admit the air and allow certain gases and watery vapor to pass out of the

leaf. The inside of the leaf is made up of a great many cells which contain

large amounts of a greenish substance called chlorophyl, which gives to the

leaf its green color. There are other substances in these cells of the leaf.

The chief one of which should be mentioned here is a semi-fluid, granular

substance called protoplasm. This is the living principle of the leaf.

Then you notice that there is a very intricate network of what are popularly

knows as veins ramifying all through the leaf. The larger ones of these are

sometimes called ribs. These aid in keeping the leaf expanded and exposed

to the air and sunlight, but their chief office lies in the tubes they contain,

which are in communication by one of their terminations with all parts of

the leaf, and by their other terminations, after uniting into the larger trunks

in the " mid-rib," with the stem of the plant which bears the leaves.

The structure of a leaf, which I have described in this simple manner.

forms one of the most wonderful chemical laboratories in nature. Here the

plant manufactures one of the most common and abundant substances

found in plant products. Through these stomates, or little mouths, with

which the epidermis is provided, carbon dioxide—a part of the air—enters

the leaf and makes its way through the thin walls of the cells containing the

chlorophyl. It is now ready to be acted upon by the reagents with which

this laboratory is provided. The light of the sun, aided by the chlorophyl,

or green colored matter, separates the two elements composing the compound,

carbon dioxide, and the carbon and oxygen are free. Water which the plant

has absorbed through its rootlets passes through the channels of the trunk

and is distributed by the channels in the veins of the leaf to all parts of the

laboratory. As the carbon and oxygen are set free they have a tendency to

combine with parts of the water. Now, water is made up of two elements,

hydrogen and oxygen. The compound then formed by this union contains

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. This compound is starch. In a liquid form

it is conveyed to different parts of the plant and stored up as reserve material.
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In the Irish potato plant it is stored up in an underground stem—the potato.

Tn the sweet potato the starch is stored up in parts of the roots. The grains

of wheat, corn, rice, etc. , are largely composed of starch which was manu

factured in the plant's chemical laboratory and conveyed through the

channels to the pistil of the flower. Thus it will be seen that many of the

important products of plants are made chiefly by the leaf. All of the starch

which plants contain, beyond that which was in the germ from which they

grew, is made in this laboratory of the leaf.

While the description of a leaf as I have given it is not complete, yet I

trust it is sufficient to convince you that for the well being of a plant, for

the manufacture of the substance which enters most largely into many of

the products you seek to raise, the leaves of a plant should be kept healthy,

and in as perfect condition as possible. I have presented this feature of the

topic to you in order that you might fully appreciate the destroying effect of

only a partial defoliation of a plant by insects.

The incentive which usually induces one to destroy insects is the fear that

the plant may be entirely killed by the multiplication and spread of the insect,

and not the fact that the product of the plant may be lessened in a ratio cor

responding to the degree of the defoliation of the plant. A tenth, an eighth, a

sixth, or even a fourth of the leaves may be gradually taken from a plant,

and if there is nothing to indicate that nearly all of the leaves may be

devoured, the observer is usually apt to consider himself fortunate that he

was not compelled to resort to a remedy to save his crop. This is a great

mistake for several reasons. In the first place, it cuts off the supply of raw

material which enters into the manufacture of the desired product. The

decreased leaf surface will not admit so great an amount of carbon dioxide as

before ; the laboratory with all of its furnishings and reagents is partially

destroyed ; and, what is fraught with the greatest danger, the insect is left

in increased numbers, which, if not checked by some natural law opposed to

its existence, will multiply in successive years in numbers to do great harm.

This is a subject which I would urge upon organizations of farmers which

are now being made throughout the State. It is by united effort only that

we can hope to do very much to arrest the injuries caused by some insects.

It is a common sight to see a patch of cabbages with the leaves and heads

riddled through and through by the work of the different euemies of the

cabbage plant. Almost everybody in country or village who owns a small

plat of ground for a garden will attempt to raise a few cabbages. Half of

these we may safely say are finally given over to their enemies and become

hot beds for the multiplication of the insects, which will swarm the fields of

their more industrious neighbors. It is evident to all of you that this is not

strictly right. Ho who will not endeavor to destroy the enemies of an

important product should not allow that plant to exist on his premises in a

condition which breods disturbance for his neighbors. Parallel cases arc not

wanting where the law provides for punishment of such offenders, or for the

destruction of the diseased beings in their possession. It may be found

necessary some time to provide by law, in case of some crops, that no one shall

raise them who will not keep them free from a dangerous number of insects.

It is in your power, if you choose to make use of it, to almost entirely abate
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the ravages of some insects by united action on the part of your organi

zations. To illlustrate how much can be done in this direction, I would cite

the joint action of the apple growers at Old Missions, Michigan. The inju

ries of the codling moth had become so great, they decided to unite for the

purpose of destroying it. The organization provided that all the orchards

should be attended to, even of farmers who would not join in the work. The

result was very gratifying. The percentage of damaged fruit, which had

been as high as 95 per cent. , was reduced to 5 per cent, by this united action.

There is another effect produced by the injuries of insects when the plant

is not entirely killed. That effect, which we noticed in the decrease of the

product, and in the deterioration of its quality, becomes to a certain extent a

part of the plant's nature. It is more likely to produce fruit or grain, or

vegetable or fibre, as the case may be, of an inferior quantity and quality

compared with what might have been produced under like conditions had not

the parent plant suffered from the injuries of insects. By repeated injuries,

and consequent lowering of the vigor and quality of the plant, it finally

becomes susceptible to various diseases which in a healthy condition of the

plant it might have resisted. Examples are, perhaps, unfamiliar to you

amoug plants, for vegetable pathology has not received the consideration

which has been given to animal pathology, but cases are none the less fre

quent of susceptibility to disease by a lowering of the constitutional vigor in

plants than in animals. A case has been under my observation for the last

three years which I believe is directly traceable to the agency of insects.

The Catalpa tree (C. bignonioides) was subject to yearly attacks from the

larva of the moth, Sphinx catalpa. Twice yearly the leaves were nearly all

stripped from the tree. The tree was perfectly healthy at first. One year

ago a few of the twigs were dead and did not put out leaves. During August

and September the leaves of the tree were attacked by a disease called the

"leaf spot disease," which is caused by the growth of a parasitic fungus,

Phyllostieta catalpa;, within the tissues of the leaf. This Spring a great num

ber of the limbs of the tree were dead, and the leaves were early attacked by

this fungus and very badly diseased. I have no doubt that the work of the

catalpa worms so lowered the vitality of the tree that the leaves were not able

to resist the fungus. It would have required very little work to spray the

tree when the worms first began their work each year, and the tree might

have been saved.

There is danger that the constitution of the cotton plant may become

permanently affected, and its vitality lowered by the continued action of

certain insects, so that it will not be able to resist the advances of certain

fungus diseases, which now appear to attack only some parts of the plant

which are in declining vitality, or in some cases entire plants that from any

cause are not very hardy. The red-rust mite (Tetranychus telarius, Linn.)

in some places annually destroys from one-fourth to one-third of the entire

cotton crop. The cotton plant lice (Aphis gossypii), in some seasons, infest

the plant from very early in the Spring during most of the season. Both of

theso insects suck the juices from the growing and most tender foliage parts

of the plant, though the effect produced upon the plant by each is quite

different. The plant lice begin when the plant is quite young, usually, and
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unquestionably retard its growth and injure its vitality. I And that there is

a disposition among some to underrate the effect of plant lice in cotton.

They say sometimes the retardation is beneficial, because it prevents the too

early fruitage of the plant ; again, that with a good season the cotton will

grow away from the lice. It is a dangerous policy to depend upon insects

which infest the plant for the entire season to check the growth of the plant.

Then, it is very rare, if ever, that the plant should be checked in its early

growth. The red-rust mite usually begins about the last of July or first of

August, and is very injurious to the constitution of the plant, as it causes

many of the leaves and bolls to prematurely fall. One of the fungus diseases

which I said attacked parts of the plant in declining vitality is the leaf spot

disease, sometimes called "cotton leaf blight" (Cercospora gossypiana.)

The lower leaves of the plant are usually first affected. There are several

causes of their declining vitality—age, damp soil, wet weather, etc. Some

times the entire plant is affected. The disease is well established, specifically

in attacking any vulnerable points in the plant, and is ever present to take

advantage of the first symptoms of decline in the vigor of the plant. From

its very habit of attacking the leaves that have indications of a weakened

constitution, whether from age or other cause, before death or any real decay

sets in, it would not be out of the province of nature that the characteristic

phase in the physiological role of the fungus which causes it to develop at

the expense of living tissue in the cotton plant should be strengthened and

make encroachments upon still less devitalized tissues of the plant, until it

should become in the highest sense a parasitic fungus. The appearance of

the fungus upon some parts of the plant which are apparently healthy

otherwise cannot well be accounted for except upon this theory.

I would caution cotton growers against the fallacy that the red-rust mite

and plant lice may be a benefit sometimes, either by the retardation of the

plant or by cutting away the top crop in the late season. In the Northern

portions of the cotton belt when the cotton worm comes late it is thought

by some to be beneficial, in that it opens the lato bolls to the action of tho

sun. The effect of the cotton worm upon the plant at this time is very

different from the usual effect of plant lice and the red-rust mite. In the

case of the cotton worm at this late season, there is a suddeu pruning of the

plant which has no injurious effect upon the parts of the plant which are

nearly mature. In the case of the red-rust mite, or the plant lice, which

occupy the plant for one-fourth to three-fourths or more of the season, tho

evil effects are communicated to all parts of the plant, so that they interfere

with the physiological processes, and to a certain extent become inherent and

lower the vitality of the plant. Seed taken from plants affected year by year

with such enemies will transmit with increased certainty the diseased

tendencies of the plant, until finally we may have a condition of the plant

which will make it generally and dangerously succeptible to such a disea.se

as " leaf spot" or other fungi.

I would not have you think that to insects alone is the lowered vitality of

the plant due. Such an effect upon the constitution of the plant is often pro

duced by a complication of causes, such as mode of cultivation, meteoro

logical conditions, nature of the soil, etc. But, on the other hand, we must
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not look alone to these causes. The secondary effect of insects upon plants

is not nearly so obscure a problem as meteorological conditions, nature of the

soil, etc. The insects are comparatively easily controlled, and yet the effects

produced by them are often wrongly attributed to other agencies. It is a

subject in practical entomology of vast importance. The law of heredity

by which wo become the possessors of the qualities of mind, constitutional

vigor or taint of disease of our ancestors ; by which other animals are im

proved and made to better serve the wants of man ; by which valuable

domestic varieties of plants are produced, is as sure to transmit from

generation to generation any evil constitutional effect which may be initiated

by the habitual infection of plants by insects.

There is another secondary effect of the presence of insects against which

we should lie warned. It is that produced by a disease which first attacks

some insects while on plants, and then spreads with wonderful rapidity over

the plant, preventing the entrance of light and carbon dioxide, thus interfer

ing with the physiological processes of the leaf and making the plant dis

eased. A disease of olive and orange trees occurred in California in the

Summer of 187.1. This was investigated by Dr. Win. G. Farrow, whose obser

vations were published in the Bulletin of the Bussey Institution, part IV,

1876. The disease was produced by the growth of a iungas—Capnodium

citri B. and D. (Fitmayo salicina, Tul.) on the bodies of aphids and on the

honey dew which they excreted, and which covered the leaves on the trees.

This same disease is known to attack quite a number of other plants, and is

always found growing upon some gummy or sticky substance as a matrix,

which was placed on the plants as an exudation from such insects as plant

lice, or from the plants thetnselves through the punctures made by the pres

ence of insects. It is not impossible that this disease may extend to other

plants infested with plant lice.

Valueof a Knowledge of Certain Structural Characters ofInsects in Deter

mining Wliat Jienieilies to Apply in Destroying Them.—The characters I wish

to speak of are those which entomologists use in classifying insects into some of

the different groups. Now, by the structure of the parts of an insect's mouth,

it may be a biting insect (mandibidate), a piercing or sucking insect (Itaustel-

late), or, it may have its mouth parts atrophied in the adult state, so that it

does not eat any food. Some insects, notably beetles (Coleoptra) in the larv®

and adult stages, the larva? of saw-flies (Tenthredenichx) among the Hymen-

optera, the caterpillars or larvae of Lepsodoptera and some others, have jaws

with which they bite off portions of the plant to swallow. It is evident that

if there is any poison on the leaf the insect will take it in with the food and

die in consequence. In this lies the whole secret of applying poisons to the

surface of plants.

There are other insects, such as the bugs, plant lice, etc., which make up

the order Hemiptera, having their mouth parts modified to form a beak for

piercing the plants and extracting the juices. Such insects will not be

injured by the application of poisons to the plant, as their beak pierces

through the poison and into the inside of the tissues of the plant before they

begin to suck the juices. For such insects, an application must be made of

a substauce which will kill them by coming in contact with then? bodies.
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"With a little practice, and by knowing just where to look, these characters

can bo quite easily determined for many insects. The instruction in the

entomological laboratory should be such as to train students to determine

these characters with a fair degree of accuracy. I have found by experience

with my students that the results of such instruction are quite satisfactory.

An instance where this knowledge, if possessed by a farmer, would have

saved him some expense occurred last year. The farmer made an applica

tion of Paris green to corn to kill the chinch bug (Blissus leucopterux).

Being dissatisfied with the results, as the insect seemed to flourish under the

treatment, he tried London purple with no better results. He was about to

give up in despair and allow forty acres of corn to go to ruin, when he saw

in the Bulletin of the Department of Agriculture at Raleigh, N. C, a recom

mendation by myself to apply kerosene emulsion to the insect on the corn.

He resolved to try once more, and the result was the immediate destruction

of the chinch bug. The kerosene emulsion kills by coming in contact with

the insect. Had he known how to examine the mouth parts of the insect,

he would have known from the first that Paris green and London purple

would have availed nothing. It would not do for farmers and horticulturists

to rely on. their own investigations for the treatment of all insects, but in

cases of emergency, when much valuable time would be lost by sending to a

specialist, they might be able with this knowledge to save their crop.

On the other hand, there is great need of a specialist to investigate the

habits of injurious insects and publish the results of his work for the benefit

of the public, as the habits of insects vary so greatly, and there are so many

exceptions to the general rules for treatment.

The value of a knowledge of the life history and habits of insects is of

supreme importance in practical entomology. The codling moth (Carpocapsa

poHioneUd), the larva of which destroys so many apples, furnishes a good

illustration of this. The moth of the tobacco worm, the cotton worm, and

many other Lepidoptera are attracted by the sweets, and many can be poisoned

by this means. Some are also attracted by light taluant, which serves as

another method of destruction. Following up this analogy, a gentleman last

Spring recommended one of my correspondents to place lights and poisoned

sweets in the orchard to kill the moth of the codling worm. Now, look at the

value of the suggestion. The moth is not attracted by lights, but many of its

enemies are; hence these would be killed and the moth go "scot free." The

moth has no mouth parts, or only rudimentary ones, since they atrophy as

the insect passes from the larva to the adult. So you see the poisoned sweets

would do no good. If you examine the larva or worm you will see that it has

jaws with which it eats the apple. By studying the life history of the insect,

we And that the moth deposits the egg in the blossom end of the fruit just

after the blossom passes away. Now, this is the time to spray the apple trees

with Paris green water, as the young larva will eat some of it and be poisoned,

as it begins to enter the fruit.

The Protection of Birds.—Too much cannot be said as to the value of birds

in destroying and keeping in check many injurious insects. It is not enough

to pass laws to this effect. The people generally must be educated to feel the

importance of the presence of birds. Game laws answer fairly well for the
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protection of birds chiefly classed as game. There are, however, many birds

not usually recognized as game which yet are sought in certain seasons for

the table. Robins, cedar birds, and others of the most beneficial species, are

shot down by the thousands during their migrations to and from the North.

In many cases there is a wanton recklessness in an effort to kill them simply

for the pleasure it affords in seeing them fall. The indiscriminate collection

and robbing of birds' nests also cuts off thousands annually of the possible

friends of the farmer or gardener. During the last three or four years I have

noticed that the robins have gradually grown less in number in their migra

tions. It is the habit of these birds to halt for a few days or a week on their

journey to pick up insects. They dig up and eat thousands of the grub worm,

which develops into the May beetle {Lachnosterna fusca). The beetle is very

destructive sometimes to graperies, fruit trees and garden shrubs. While the

robins have decreased, there has been a corresponding increase in the May

beetles, so that this last Spring great complaint was made in many parts of

North Carolina of the destructiveness of these beetles. If the sentiment of a

community was largely in favor of protecting such birds, there would be lit

tle trouble in doing so.

Necessity of Preparation for Destroying Insects.—No doubt one-half of the

loss occasioned by the destructiveness of insects is due to the lack of prepara

tion on the part of farmers to meet emergencies. The case might be forcibly

illustrated by the position of a man who did not roof his house. When asked

by his neighbors why he left it in that condition, ho replied : "When it is

dry I need no roof, and when it is raining I cannot put it on !" Crops are

cultivated regularly and fertilized, because we have learned by experience

each year that a crop cannot be grown without. If insects came every year

at stated times, in damaging numbers, every farmer would have the requisite

machinery and material to destroy them. As they cannot be relied on, we

wait until they do come ; then, in many cases, being unfamiliar with the in

sect and its treatment, and above all lacking apparatus and material, the

crop is destroyed by the time the things could be gotten on hand. Some kind

of force pump and spraying apparatus should be as much a part of the farm

er's equipment as the plough to break his ground or the seed to sow it.

After the conclusion of the speeches quite a number of questions came up,

which were generally discussed. A remedy for the cabbage worm was asked

for, and Professor Atkinson gave several ways in which they may be killed.

First, when the plants are quite small, he has known cabbage growers to

apply arsenical poison. Hellebore is used successfully by Peter Henderson,

the seedman. It may be applied in solution in a common watering pot.

Another method is to lay boards along the rows when the insects are passing

from the second to the third stage ; they seek a hiding place, and find it

under the boards. Here for about ten days they may be found and destroyed.

To destroy insects which live by biting off parts of the leaves, put Paris

green on the plant. For insects which suck the juice of the plant, apply the

following solution to the insects : Pound of common soap in a gallon of water

and boil. When hot, add two gallons of kerosene oil. Thoroughly mix this

solution and then add nine gallons of water and apply to the insects directly.
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THE SECOND DAY'S PROCEEDINGS.

July 27.—Prof. Milton Whitney, of the South Carolina University, opened

the debate in the morning session.

THE AGRICULTURAL vs. THE COMMERCIAL VALUE OF FERTILIZERS,

AND THEIR EFFECTS ON VARIOUS CROPS.

In discussing the subject of the agricultural versus the commercial value of

fertilizers, it may not be amiss to say a few words of the history and gradu

ally increasing use of fertilizers. The general belief of the primitive condi

tions of all races of man pictures him as a savage tribe wandering from place

to place as the inducements or necessities of climate, food, friends or enemies

required, living solely upon the natural product of the forest, the beast and

birds brought down by his sling or bow, or caught in the cunningly prepared

traps, and on the roots, herbs and nuts of the forest growth. Whilo many

beautiful theories have been constructed on these grounds of the gradual

evolution and development of our present agricultural practice, the facts of the

premises are not borne out, at least so far back as history can be distinctly

traced, and even further into periods of which we have no history, save in the

remains of the cave dwellers, mound builders and other archaeological relics

and national traditions. In fact, so far as history goes, we seem to see the

same struggle over crop production as we are having in our cotton fields

to-day, in our farmers' institutes and in our agricultural papers. Accepting

the chronological order of the human family as outlined in the Bible, we are

told that "Abel was a keeper (feeder) of sheep, and Cain (the first man born

of human parentage) a tiller of the ground. " The Bible does not describe them

as hunters of wild animals and gatherers of herbs, roots and nuts, but dis

tinctly suggests a rural life, the one being the father of that great depart

ment, animal husbandry ; the other of general agriculture.

While the history of the earliest times, as outlined in the Bible, suggests

rather a pastoral, wandering life, yet the vine and corn, wheat and barley

are often referred to, and in the low countries like Egypt, not so well suited

to a pastoral life with sheep, the shepherd was looked down upon and despised,

like the grapes in the fable of the fox and the sour grapes. Joseph warned

his brothers during their memorable pilgrimage into Egypt after com to say

to Pharaoh : " Thy servants' trade hath been about cattle, both we and also

our fathers, that you may dwell in the land of Goshen," for every shepherd

was an abomination to the Egyptiams. On the other hand, the Egyptians

increased and protected their herds of cattle by making the ox a saered

animal. Egypt, India, China, Peru, and to a lesser extent the ancient Britons

and the aborigines of this country, have had their systems of agriculture as far

back as history and tradition go. Egypt and India depended, as they do

to-day, upon the annual overflow of the principal rivers ; China on human

excrement, refuse from the cities and animal and vegetable manures ; Peru

upon the vast deposits of excrement and remains of sea fowl in the guano of

the coast and islands. The Indians had their corn, tobaeco and potatoes

under cultivation, and they instructed our early settlers to " plant a fish in
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each hill of corn to increase the yield." For centuries France, Holland and

Belgium, even more than other countries, have valued ashes, dung, lime, fish,

muck, marls and many physical measures, as trenching, paring, burning and

spading, which we hardly remember now, and seldom use since the introduc

tion of the so-called improved machinery and the cultivation of much larger

areas of cheaper land. Forty years ago, within the memory of many of you

hero to-day, agriculture had not made such great advancement from the olden

time. During eighteen hundred years of the Christian era agriculture made

but slight progress, certainly not as much as we have seen in our generation.

In the latter part of tho last century aud the first quarter of this, chemistry

was, by a mighty effort, freeing itself from the myths, follies and untruths

of the alchemist of the middle ages. One of the very first applications of this

science, when it was finally untrammeled and unhampered, was the study of

plant life, its composition and requirement. The ashes of plants were

examined, soils were analyzed, and a systematic attempt was made to analyze

various products, with a view of supplying what was supposed to be lacking

in the soil for a large plant development.

Reports had come to Europe for many years from travelers in Chili and

Peru of the value of the bird deposit, or guano, on the islands of those coun

tries, and samples were sent over for chemical analysis. In 1840 the first

ship load of guano was sent to England to be experimented with. The

importation soon grew to enormous proportions, averaging no less than

eighty thousand tons per year at the beginning of the war. Leibig's mineral

theory was fought bitterly, and was finally weeded out and modified, until

now we recognize in most cases only the necessity of supplying nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potash in the various forms of combination to our

plants.

Stable manure, ashes, lime, plaster and the cheaper manures have variable

prices, but the sulphate of ammonia from the gas works, nitrate of soda

imported largely from Chili and Peru, cotton seed meal, guano, dried fish,

dried meat and blood, supplying principally nitrogen, with bone or rock

phosphate, supplying phosphoric acid, and sulphate and muriate of potash,

and kainit, supplying potash, have market prices fixed by the laws of com

petition and of trade, by the demand and the cost of production and trans

portation, as in the cost of iron or any article of commerce.

To collect a ton of bones, grind them and put them into sacks and allow a

fair sum as interest to the manufacturer costs say $35. This represents ihe

commercial value of ground bone, just as it costs about $28 to mine the ore

and produce a ton of iron. For an ammoniated superphosphate, this bone or

rock must be treated with sulphuric acid to convert it into the soluble super

phosphate of lime, and, mixed with cotton seed meal from the oil mills or fish

scrap and the muriate or sulphate of potash imported from Germany, these

materials, although formerly considered as waste matter, are now prepared

on a large scale by special machinery and have a certain well marked com

mercial value in the New York markets, controlled, like the cost of iron, by

the demand, the quality and the cost of production. The manufacturers

ever since the establishment of the fertilizer control or experiment stations,
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by the laws of competition, have had to supply these materials of a pretty

uniform composition, as they are valuable to the farmer in proportion to the

amount and condition of the nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash they con

tain. Some of the costly, high grade materials, like dried blood, which is

apt to vary in composition, sell for so much per unit or per cent, of ammonia.

Say $2.25 per unit would be $2.25 for every per cent, of ammonia contained

in the material. The Connecticut Experiment Station gives tables in their

Annual Report showing the cost of these materials by wholesale as reported

in the New York market reports, and from their own analyses they determine

the wholesale market value or cost of production of the nitrogen, phosphoric

acid and potash. They allow a value of about 20 per cent, moro than the

wholesale price when these materials are incorporated in a complete fertilizer,

as that has been found to approximately cover the cost of mixing and

manipulating the raw materials.

Generally speaking, the relative agricultural and commercial values agree.

For instance, the nitrogen of fine ground fish is valued in Connecticut at 17i

cents per pound ; of fish scrap at only 8 cents per pound. The phosphoric

acid in fine bone at 7 cents per pound ; in coarse bone at 3 cents. In these

cases not only is the cost of production increased with the fineness of the

material, but the agricultural value is generally greater for the fine material

than for the coarse. The market value (with 20 per cent, added) of the phos

phoric acid in dry ground fish is 7 cents per pound, but in fine ground rock

phosphate it is only 2 cents per pound. Not only is the fish more expensive

to prepare and place on the market, but it is generally conceded to have

somewhat better effect on the land—such a high agricultural value, that it is

probable if the cost of mining and grinding the rock phosphate rose to 4 or 5

cents per pound, with the cost of other materials remaining the same, it

would be driven from the market for lack of demand, although even then it

would be one of the cheapest forms of a phosphate. These materials are sub

ject to slight fluctuations of the market, just like sugar, wheat, corn, iron or

other market products.

The agricultural value of a fertilizer depends upon a certain maintenance

of fertility or increase in the quality or quantity of the crop production by

its judicious application to the soil. Where nitrate of soda has no effect upon

crop production, it has, of course, no agricultural value. On the other hand,

any inert substance, such as sand, clay, sea mud or sawdust, if judiciously

applied to certain soils under certain conditions, have high agricultural value,

as also lime, gypsum, ashes and the like, from physical changes they produce,

apart from any plant food they supply, not at all proportionate in many

cases to the commercial value.

The agricultural value of the annual overflow of the Nile and certain rivers

of India is measured by the crop production, for without this overflow, or

when it does not take place at just the right time, the land is a barren desert.

The once fertile plains of Palestine are now deserts, where irrigation has

ceased to be practiced, and none of our fertilizers would have any agricultural

value in such dry soils. So in the once barren soils of New Mexico and Utah

Territory, the complete fertilizer there is water, under the influence of which

in a perfect system of irrigation the deserts became wonderfully fertile. This
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plentiful supply of soil moisture is one of the chief causes of the continued

great fertility of the soil of Holland and the great value of the land there.

Fertilizers would have no agricultural value on the dry and arid plains of the

Sahara Desert, save in the oases, where the springs of water approach near

the surface and support most luxuriant growths of vegetation.

The agricultural value of a fertilizer depends upon its fertilizing or crop

producing power, and in a broad, general way bears a relation to and partly

controls the commercial value. The more expensive materials, as guano,

dried blood, fish scrap, superphosphates, have generally a high agricultural

value.

This value, however, depends upon so many and such intricate questions of

soil, season, cultivation and crop, that in many cases the agricultural bears no

relation whatever to the commercial value, and it is often impossible to pre

dict, even in the light of past experience, the agricultural value of any fer

tilizer for a soil or crop. There is no best fertilizer for any crop, and until

we understand all the conditions of plant growth, the chemistry and the

physics of the soil, the amount and distribution and intensity of the sun

shine, temperature, wind, rain and other phenomena, each one should deter

mine himself what is best for his crop and soil and conditions of plant growth.

As a result of much and varied experience and experiments, it is generally

stated that sugar beets, potatoes, tobacco, clover, beans, peas and cabbage are

most benefited by potassic manure, especially the leguminous crops like clover

and peas. Potash, as a rule, goes more to the younger portions of the plant,

like the ends of growing branches, and does not accumulate in the seeds and

fruit as phosphoric acid and nitrogen, hence not so much is exported from

the farm. Besides, large quantity of potash is usually found in most soil,

and is generally more easily available to plants than phosphoric acid. Such

substances as lime, or common salt, or the gypsum contained in the super

phosphates, may often act chemically upon the substances of the soil and

drive the potash out of its rocky compounds into a condition readily available

to plants, the lime or soda taking its place in the soil. Many soils also, like

those around Columbia, are, derived directly from the rotting or disintegra

tion of granite, gneiss of other feldspathic rocks, which are made up largely

of potassic compounds. European experience has shown that, unlike nitro

gen and phosphoric acid, little or no advantage is derived from the use of the

plain potash compounds used alone, save, possibly, in the case of tobacco,

and I should add clover. But, on the other hand, when little manure is

used, and the rocks are of such a character as not to furnish notable quanti

ties of potash by their disintegration, and the soil is in poor condition, like

the light, gravelly sands of New England, potassic manures are used with

great success. It is believed, also, that in many cases an application of avail

able potash to the soil has cured certain diseases, as the peach yellows, clover

sickness, cotton rust, &c. These results may be due to physical as well as

chemical causes. When used for tobacco the sulphate should be used, as the

chloride or muriate injures the smoking qualities. Considerable differences

of opinion exist as to the advisability of buying potash compounds for

manure. Root crops, like turnips, rutabagas, potatoes and sorghum, sugar
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cane, corn and cotton, respond usually to phosphates. In this country super

phosphates are often used for wheat, but this is not the case in Europe to

any extent. The phosphates are supposed to do their best work when the

plants are young. Bone meal, one of the most valued of the phosphates, is

of little value on too dry or too wet soils, or on poor land. Like all the

phosphates, especially those difficultly soluble, it does best in a deep, moist

soil containing plenty of organic matter. It is better suited to light, moist

soil than to heavy clay. "We all know how efficient it is in the compost heap,

and how the decaying organic matter seems to render it more available to the

crop.

Phosphoric acid is contained in considerable quantity in the seeds and

fruits and bones of animals, so that relatively large amounts are thus

exported from the farm. Where phosphoric acid is needed by the soil the

relative agricultural value is probably more nearly related to the commercial

value than with either nitrogenous or potassic materials. Usually more of

this is applied to the soil than of the nitrogen and potash, partly for reasons

already stated, and partly because the more stable and extremely difficultly

soluble compounds of lime and iron are quickly formed in the soil, rendering

the phosphate as unavailable to the plant as that in the original rock for

mations. The phosphates treated with sulphuric acid or superphosphates

are considered far more soluble and quicker, and, therefore, they are con

sidered of greater agricultural as well as commercial value at the North ;

but with the deeper and more moist soil and more moist climate of the South,

it is probable that the insoluble phosphates, if finely ground, have a

relatively higher agricultural value with us*than they have at the North.

The grain crops, as wheat, rye, barley, oats and grass, beets, carrots,

vegetables 'and potatoes, usually respond to nitrogenous manures. In the

usually moist climate of Scotland rape cake used to be a principal form of

supply of nitrogen, just as our cotton seed meal is with us. In a dry season

this fails altogether, and it is generally believed that in our hotter, more

moist climate of the South the nitrogen in such substances as cotton seed

meal and fish scrap is as available, and for obvious reasons more valuable,

than nitrate of soda or fine ground fish are in the dryer, colder climate of the

North. Guano and other nitrogenous materials often fail on dry soils or in

dry seasons. Like other fertilizers, the nitrogenous matters often have a

value far in excess of their commercial value, and act in ways which are not

understood, possibly partly physical. This is illustrated by the often quoted

result where 112 pounds of nitrate of soda, containing only 18 pounds of

nitrogen, doubled a grass crop containing 56 pounds of nitrogen, or three

times the amount of nitrogen that could possibly be obtained from the

nitrate.

The agricultural value of other of the cheaper fertilizers, like ashes, lime

and plaster, is often very great, especially on such soils as need physical

amelioration. Liming and draining are probably more beneficial to heavy

clay lands than any other treatment, while green manuring generally has a

high agricultural value in sands in supplying organic matter, (which oxidizes

easily and quickly in sand,) and increases the water holding capacity. The
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heavy aoil wants the water let out, while the sand wants it retained. Lime

in largo quantities may better or worse the capillarity and producing power

of a soil by forming coatings over the grains of sand, as seen in vast tracts

in Siberia and in certain parts of this country. Lime judiciously used will

often make clay soils "warmer" and mellower, as clods do not form so

readily or so hard. It makes clays easier to work and lets the plough in earlier

in the Spring and after rains. It causes flocculation or settling of the small

particles which often stop the capillary channels of the soil, as salt or meal

will clear the muddy waters of a well, and allows heavy rains to drain down

faster. It corrects the acidity of the soil and hastens the decomposition of

organic matter. It decomposes the minerals of the soil and destroys insects

and grubs. Naturally calcareous soils are fertile. Poor soils are generally

unfit for liming.

I will give you now a summary of some results of carefully conducted

experiments bearing on this point of the agricultural value of fertilizers. As

I said before, one cannot predict what will be the best fertilizer for any crop

with any certainty, unless it be in the light of former experience. A very

good illustration of this was given some years ago on some farms in Connec

ticut as a result of some careful experiments proposed by Prof. Atwater.

Mr. Bartholomew found that on his land the yield of Indian corn increased

greatly with a phosphatic manuring, and hardly responded at all to nitrogen

or potash. Mr. Sage, on the contrary, in a different part of the State, found

that potash was the one thing his corn would respond to. Mr. Norton found

that his corn crop was only increased by the use of nitrate of soda or some

form of nitrogen, and that it HU not need phosphoric acid or potash, while

Mr. Fairchild found that all three, nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, or

a "complete" manure, gave the largest returns on his land for corn. So the

New Jersey Experiment Station reports that Mr. Dayton found phosphoric

acid was all that his corn needed, while Mr. Voorhees found that his needed

potash only.

It seems to me that if there is one thing we have learned in the experience

and the experiments of the last few years, it is the great loss often incurred

in the very general and unintelligent use of commercial fertilizers, and sug

gests the great value of more thorough experiments by the farmer in the

field, and by the scientist in the field, plant house and laboratory, to obtain 3

more intimate and exact knowledge of the requirements of plant growth, and

of the exact kind, amouht and value of existing conditions of plant growth in

our different soils and crops.

Lawes and Gilbert have grown wheat on the same land every year for forty

years without any manure, averaging over the whole period fourteen bushels

per acre, and they notice very litttle decrease in the yield ; that is, they get

nearly as large a crop now as they did from the same land forty years ago.

They speak of this as due to the natural fertility of the soil, and believe this

could be kept up for an indefinite time. When mineral manures alone have

been applied to the wheat on the adjacent land over the whole period, supply

ing all the phosphoric acid and potash the crop could possibly need, the yield

has not been materially increased. Nitrogenous manures alone, like nitrate

of soda, have, increased the yield considerably. The yield from the con-

X
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tinuous application of farm yard manure has averaged 32f bushels per

acre. The best results were obtained with a mixture of minerals and nitro

genous manures, which gave an average yield of over 36 years of 32J bushels

per acre. With barley for 20 years in succession they got an average yield

of 21 bushels per acre without manure. The yield fell off more than with

wheat. Minerals alone, containing plenty of phosphoric acid and potash,

gave very poor crops. Nitrogenous manures alone gave rather better results.

Stable manure gave an average of 48 bushels per acre, and mixed minerals

and nitrogenous matter gave about the same as stable manure. In general,

the cereals have been most helped by nitrogen, less by phosphoric acid, and

very little by potash. It is said that numerous experiments with rye, oats,

wheat and barley on a variety of soils in different parts of Prussia give like

results to these.

With Lawes and Gilbert, the leguminous plants have given results quite

different, as they have responded to the applications of minerals, especially

potash, and hardly at all to nitrogen. In their experiments on permanent

grass sod, the minerals without potash, chiefly phosphoric acid, increased the

crop 47 per cent. ; with potash, the increase was 67 per cent.

In general, potassic manures (and lime and plaster) promote the growth

of clover rather than grass, and they found that the continued application

materially increased the proportion of clover in their grass sod. Farm yard

manure increased the proportion of the grasses proper. Farm yard manure

with ammonia salts gave large crops, and the sod contained & very large

proportion of grass and very little clover.

Dr. McBryde, in some experiments in wheat in Tennessee, likewise shows

the value of nitrogen for that grain. On the other hand, we must not accept

those English experiments too blindly for our own need, for our soil, climate,

crops and cultivation are very different. If we wish to make such experi

ments on grass land, we would probably have to make our sod, which is a

very different thing when a worn out cotton soil is considered and compared

with the maintenance of fertility in a sod on natural grass land of England,

which has probably been unbroken for generations. I have myself found in

establishing a sod of mixed pasture grasses in North Carolina the great

value and almost necessity of the addition of nitrogenous matters to the soil.

With phosphoric aeid and potash there was a good stand of grass, but no

clover ; but when nitrate of soda, and especially stable manure, was used,

the yield of grass and clover was much greater, (nearly three times as large

with stable manure,) and the proportion of clover was very much larger. I

repeat emphatically that no certain rule can be laid down about the use of

fertilizers, save that each one should test his own land in a small way before

investing largely in fertilizers. That it is best, then, to get only what his

soil needs in the crude materials, and mix them or compost them on the

farm, and that more scientific work is needed, especially on the study of the

soil and climate in their relation to plant growth.

Col. T. J. Moore, of Spartanburg County, gave some valuable extemporan

eous suggestions.

Col. D. P. Duncan read the following essay :
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GRASSES BEST SUITED TO OUR CLIMATE AND SOIL.

The casual reader of Ramsay's History of South Carolina wonld very

naturally ask the question-

Why the necessity for artificial or cultivated grasses ? For he tell us about

magnificent and endless forest, clear, pure, streams filled with fish, all our

thousands of hills whenever the leaves were burned off would be soon covered

with a luxuriant growth of native grass or a wild pea or vetch. All kinds of

game abounded, and we of this day and generation think it must be more or

less a romance as we read this picture, and then look at the one the face of

our dear old State presents to our farmer. Well, we can't idle away our

time crying over what has been or what might have been. We may at times

feel a little harsh towards those who enjoyed the country such as Mr. Ramsay

describes, and then realize what it was when we came upon the arena. Our

duty is plain : we are to improve and build up this old Sunny South, for

'•With all her faults we love her still."

What has been our history? One generation spending its life pulling

down ; the next one at the bottom round to build up again ; during the cen

tury preceding our own the Art of manuring land was little understood and

less practiced, the bulk of planters relying on the fertility of the soil, seldom

planting any but what was fresh, and when it began to fail to clear more

virgin forest.

Beds of compost were rare at that time. We are told that there was no

fixed price in Charleston for manures of any kind, and it was often given to

the first who offered to carry it off. Could such a process give us any other

sequel but the one under which we are laboring? And the all-absorbing

question to the live, wide-awake farmer is, what is the surest, quickest and

cheapest way by which I can recuperate these worn lands, make a competency

for myself and family, and perhaps leave them something besides a barren

and worn estate ? The subject assigned me is along this line, and in my

judgment our own native green crops and artificial grasses are our best and

surest recuperators. While, strictly speaking, it is not properly a grass, it is

generally accepted and treated as such, and that is red clover.

Its uses are three-fold : as a fertilizer, hay-maker and grazer. We are all

well aware that for years Professor Voelcker made the clover plant the sub

ject of very special study, and I dare say some of you have read some of his

valuable lectures published in the Country Gentleman. In connection with

other field experiments, one was undertaken to investigate the causes of the

benefits of growing clover as a preparative crop for wheat. The Professor

tells us that it is well known in England that if farmers can succeed in grow

ing a good crop of clover, they are almost certain of getting a good paying

crop of wheat. All agricultural matters depend upon each other. If we can

enable the farmer to produce good crops of clover, we shall place him in the

very best position to obtain paying crops of grain. Hence, it is concluded

that the very best preparation, the very best manure, is a good crop of clover.

Now, at first sight nothing seems more contradictory than to say you can

remove a very large quantity of both mineral and organic food from the soil
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and yet make it more productive, as in the case of clover. Nevertheless, it is

a fact that the larger the amount of mineral matter you may remove in a

crop of clover, and the larger the amount of nitrogen that is carried off in the

crop of clover hay, the richer the land becomes. The explanation, as I under

stand it, is that by growing clover a vast amount of mineral matter is brought

within reach and rendered available to the roots of the grain crops that other

wise would remain in a locked-up condition. Clover, by means of its long

roots, penetrates a large mass of soil. It gathers up, so to speak, the phos

phoric acid and the potash disseminated throughout the soil, and when the

land is ploughed and the roots left in the surface they leave in an available

condition the mineral substances which the wheat plant requires ; and while

a large amount of such matter is removed in clover, still the amount rendered

available and left for the succeeding crop of grain is very much larger than

the quantity removed in the clover hay.

Clover protects the surface ; hence it may be truly called a mulch. A thick

mat of clover prevents the escape from the earth of fertilizing properties that

would otherwise be wasted. We all know if a board is left on the ground for

a few months, and no matter how poor the soil, a profitable amount of ferti

lizing material will accumulate under the board. Just in this way does the

clover plant bring up barren, wornout land to a producing state. Possibly

as much humus is kept back to the earth in this way as is drawn from the air

by the leaves of the plant. In saying so much for red clover, I am well aware

that there is ouly a small proportion of the lands of our little State that are

at all adapted to its successful growth, yet where it can be grown it is most

valuable. Many of you were eye witnesses during the war of what it had done

and was doing for Virginia and Maryland. It may be of some interest for

me to give you one or two of my experiments with clover. In 1873 I sowed

three and a half acres in September in barley and brushed in clover. I fed

all the barley green but about an acre and a quarter, which threshed out

twenty-five bushels. For three years the patch was kept in clover, receiving

once a top dressing of plaster and once of acid phosphate. The first crop of

clover each year was cured as hay, and the second crop pastured by hogs.

In 1876 the clover sod was turned with a two-horse plough and again sown in

barley. It was fed the same way as the former crop and about the same

amount threshed, for I was watching it to see the difference. The bushels

made were fifty and a fraction. Did the clover sod make the difference ?

My experience as to time of sowing is that September is our best month. I

have tried several times in the Spring, but have never succeeded. My expe

rience in grazing clover is rather different from what I have heard from

others who have tried it. For hogs, if there is a little orchard grass with

it, I think there is nothing better. I have raised hogs that netted two hun

dred and fifty pounds that were raised nine months in the year on clover

and orchard grass.

Arthur Young, who is considered the father of improved farming in old

England, states that he pastured sixty-four swine of various sizes cm two acres

of clover ground, and they did well.

52—RAR
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Dr. Deane, the head of improved farming in New England, says : "I sup

pose that one acre of rich land in clover will support twenty or more hogs,

large and small together, through the Summer, and bring them well forward

in their growth."

Orchard grass is the best artificial grass I have ever experimented with. It

is better suited to our climate than any I have ever tried. It is the only

grass that grows with us all the year round, except only when the ground is

frozen. It is not an exhauster to land, as is timothy. It will grow on any

dry land, not excepting a sand bank. And here allow me to say the best

grasses love a dry soil. We usually seek the bottom and moist places to

grow timothy. Why ? Because the grass is not well suited to our soil or

climate. Nor are we the loser thereby so long as orchard grass and clover

are accessible. The orchard grass will stand the invasion of broom straw if

you will practice a little patience and not suffer it to be grazed until it has

formed a sod, when you can't hurt it except with hogs or the plough. Sow

in September with oats, or, better still, sow with clover and nothing else—

ene gallon of clover and one bushel of orchard grass seed per acre. I have

been very much pleased with my experiment with lucerne. Some few years

ago I sowed a few handfuls of seed in one corner of one of my orchard

patches, more for curiosity than otherwise. I soon found if a hog, a horse,

mule or a cow were Turned in to graze they soon found the lucerne corner,

and all seemed to prefer it to everything else. So I took an old garden spot

of an half acre that was literally run away with nut grass and sowed it in

lucerne. Now all the books said " sow in drills two feet apart, cultivate untii

it takes possession of the ground ;" but my idea lias always been in sowing

any forage crop to get rid of this cultivation question, so mine was sown

broadcast. It and the dock and chicken weed, and other weeds peculiar to

old garden spots, had a lively time in the early Spring, but by putting in a

hand and pulling up the weeds every time it rained, the lucerne soon got the

mastery over the weeds, and so shaded the nut grass as to badly kill it out.

Its great advantage over clover is that it never salivates. It is ready for use

sooner in the Spring than clover ; it can be cut and fed green in the early

Spring, in the Summer made into hay, and in the Autumn again cut and fed

green. It is highly prized in England, but can only be cultivated in the

Southern countries. In France, Spain and Italy—in fact, in all the warm

and dry countries of Europe—it is the chief reliance for stock food. It is a

leading crop in Mexico, and our soldiers during the Mexican war were very

much taken with its luxuriant growth and fine feeding qualities.

Timothy I tried only on a small scale, but I do not think it will stand our

hot Summer sun. Blue grass and Italian rye grass I have sown in a mixture

prepared by seedmen for lawn sowing. But my experience teaches that none

of these grasses that are indigenous to a Northern climate will successfully

pass through one of our average dry Summers.

Bermuda grass I have no personal knowledge of ; but from what I have

seen of it in different sections of the State, I am clearly satisfied that it is the

best grass both for hay and grazing that we can put upon our lands ; its hav

ing come to us from a Southern latitude enables it to withstand our severest

droughts. The strong plea advanced against this grass by those who are not
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its advocates, is the great difficulty one encounters in their efforts to make

any other crop on a piece of land that has been once set in it. But its great

merit as a forage for all kinds of stock is indeed unquestioned.

While I can't properly claim perhaps that it is a grass, yet I have come now

to consider what I think is the clover of the South, and that is our common

varieties of peas. I believe, all things considered, it is better for the South

than red clover, both as a manurial agent as well as feed for stock. In mak

ing this statement I do not propose to detract anything from what I have

already said about clover, but the pea can be successfully grown in every

section of our country, while clover cannot. Peas are easier sown, are surer

to germinate, grow more rapidly, and at the same time afford mors protection

to our land at the most needed time, (August and September,) than clover.

Two crops can be grown yearly on the same land in every Southern State. It

is unsurpassed for fattening stock of all kinds, unsurpassed as a green ma

nure, and, best of all, its chief virtue lies in the fact that it will grow anywhere

and not be long about it.

It has often been a wonder to me why our farmers will not make use of it more

extensively, and I have sometimes thought it was because it was so easily done

and at so little cost, or perhaps because it was not patented or did not require

some agent to sell the rights, &c, &c. It is nothing "new under the sun ;" for

let us see what Dr. Edmund Ruffin said about the pea in an address he made

before the South Carolina Institute in Charleston in 1853, on the subject of

"Southern Agricultural Exhaustion and its Remedy": " The native or South

ern pea (as it ought to be called), of such general and extensive culture in this

and other Southern Statesjis most valuable for a manuring crop and at the

same time offers peculiar and great advantages as a rotation crop. The crop

may be so well made in your climate as a secondary growth under corn that

it is never allowed to be a primary crop or to have entire possession of the

land. It will grow well broadcast, and either in that way, or, still better, if

tilled, it is an admirable cleansing growth. It is even bettor than clover as a

preparing and manuring crop for wheat. I have made this crop a most im

portant member of my rotation. Its culture as a manuring crop has now

become general in my neighborhood and is rapidly extending to more distant

places.

"If all the advantages offered by this crop were fully appreciated and

availed of, the possession of this plant in your climate would be one of the

greatest agricultural blessings of this and the more Southern States. For

my individual share of this benefit, stunted as it is by our colder climate, I

estimate it as adding at least one thousand bushels of wheat annually to my

crop." Thus we see in what estimation the pea was held by prominent

agriculturists thirty-five years ago.

Sydney Smith said of other people's writing : "When you have got it fairly

to your taste, run your pen through every other word you have written ; you

have no idea what vigor it will give your style, and what a relief it will be to

the audience.'' I could continue to run my pen through every other word of

these remarks until I would bring them down to the following few lines :

Plant peas in all your corn, sow peas in all your stubble land. Whenever

too wet to work in your crop in the Spring, plant peas, sow peas. And if my
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boring you with this long paper shall impress this fact upon you, I shall feel

that after all I have done you a favor.

Captain J. A. Peterkin read an interesting essay on the subject, "Best

Methods of Raising our Farm Supplies."* After a discussion of Captain

Peterkin's essay, the Institute was closed.

THE DABLINGTOX INSTITUTE.

The annual meeting of the Darlington Agricultural Society, held at the

Fair Grounds August 14, 1888, was called to order by President W. H. Evans,

and Bright Williamson was requested to act as Secretary. The reports of the

last meeting were read and adopted. The President, Col. W. H. Evans,

introduced Dr. W. B. Niles, of the South Carolina University, an invited

guest, who delivered the following address :

GLANDERS.

Glanders is a malignant, contagious and fatal disease, affecting usually the

horse, mule and donkey, but capable of being transmitted to man, sheep,

goats and a few other animals. Cattle and fowls are not susceptible to the

disease, and do not contract it even when inoculated. It has well been

defined by good authority to be the most serious jind dangerous disease to

which the public animals are liable, because of its fatality and its liability to

affect man.

Glanders is one of the oldest diseases of which we have any record, having

been described by ancient writers. It is now more prevalent in temperate

than in very hot or cold climates. There are two well defined types of the

disease—glanders and farcy—the difference in the two being in the part of

the body principally affected. In the glanders type the diseased process is

principally confined to the nasal passages and adjacent lymphatic glands,

while in the farcy type the morbid process is principally confined to the

skin and subcutaneous lymphatic glands. The glanders type is characterized

by three principal symptoms, viz., a discharge from the nostrils, a hard

nodular swelling beneath the lower jaw, and ulcers of a peculiar character

on the nasal mucus membrane. The nasal discharge may issue from one or

both nostrils, according as one or both nasal passages are affected. In the

horse, where the disease usually assumes a chronic form, it is most common

to find but one nostril discharging, especially during the early stages of the

disease. Foreign veterinarians have described the discharge as being usually

from the left nostril. This does not seem to be the case, however, in this

country. In the cases that I have observed I have found it as often from one

side as the other. This symptom taken by itself will not enable us to diag

nose the disease. For instance, a common cold, chronic catarrh, strangles

or colt distemper and influenza are attended by discharges from the nostrils.

•It has been impassible to obtain a cop; ot the interesting essay read by Captain Peterkin.
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When considered, however, in connection with the nodular swelling beneath

the jaw and the nasal ulcers, it becomes of diagnostic value. It is true that

the discharge possesses some properties not possessed by discharges attend

ing other diseases, the most notable of which is its gluey-like nature, causing

it to adhere around the margin of the nostril. Again, during the later stages

of the disease, it is frequently streaked with blood, showing the existence of

ulcers in the nasal passages. It is commonly supposed by stock owners that

the discharge has a very bad odor. This is not usually the case, the odor

being scarcely perceptible, except in the late stages of the disease. It is the

discharge caused by ulcerated teeth and by disease of the facial sinews that

has the bad odor, and not the glanders discharge. The amount of the

discharge, of course, depends on the nature of the case. If the disease is

acute, it is continuous and profuse. If chronic, the amount is small, and

during a warm, dry spell may be so slight as to almost escape detection, and

even at times entirely disappear. This slight discharge sometimes continues

for months, and in a few instances for years, without the animal showing any

loss of condition or other sign of general ill health. Cold wet weather has

a tendency to aggravate the nasal trouble, thus increasing the quantity of

the discharge.

The nodular swelling of the sub-maxillary gland beneath the lower jaw is

the second characteristic symptom. This swelling corresponds to the dis

charge ; that is, if the discharge is from the right nostril the right gland will

be found enlarged ; if discharging from both nostrils, both glands will be

involved. The enlargement varies from the size of a peanut to that of a hen's

egg, is hard, nodulated, and usually more or less sensitive on pressure. It is

to be distinguished from the swelling attending strangles or "colt distemper"

by being smaller, not so sensitive, and having no tendency to suppurate.

Although of more diagnostic value than the nasal discharge, it is not to be

relied upon unless accompanied by some of. the other symptoms. Some

authors claim that when it is accompanied by the nasal discharge alone the

animal should be condemned as glandered. Some veterinarians, I think

rightly, make an exception to this rule, as I have observed these two symp

toms to be caused in some instances by an ulcerated tooth. All cases show

ing these two symptoms, however, should be regarded as suspicious until the

true nature of the disease be determined.

The third principal symptom, the appearance of nasal ulcers, is the most

characteristic of the disease. In fact, it may be said to be the diagnostic

symptom, for if we find the small pit-like ulcers on the mucus membrane

covering the partition separating the two nasal passages we need have no

hesitation in pronouncing the animal glandered. These ulcers usually appear

on the lower and mjddle portions of the septum. Occasionally, however,

they develop on the upper portion, where it is with difficulty they can bo

seen unless light is reflected into the nostril by means of a small mirror.

They are preceded by a small yellowish nodule, which breaks down in the

centre and gives rise to a pit-like ulcer with a ragged edge and an ulcerated

border, which gradually increases in size until two or more of them coalesce,

forming large ulcerating patches. In advanced cases the cartilage and bone

become involved, frequently resulting in the septum becoming eaten com
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pletely through. In chronic cases the ulcers sometimes show a tendency to

head, especially if conditions are favorable. Cases of this kind are very

rare, and new ulcers sooner or later appear.

These three characteristic symptoms are always present in acute cases, as

well as some minor symptoms, the principal of which are a rise of three or

four degrees in the body temperature, loss of appetite, staring coat, and a

mattery discharge from the eye corresponding to the affected side. In some

instances a cough will be present, showing the lungs to be also affected. In

acute cases the disease soon runs its course, the animal usually living but a few

weeks. Mules and donkeys are much more liable to this form than the horse.

In the chronic form there arc frequently no constitutional symptoms present.

The animal keeps in good flesh, has a good coat and a good appetite. Even

one or two of the characteristic symptoms may be absent. For instance, the

only syinytom may be a slight discharge from one nostril, so slight that it

will not be observed except on close examination. These cases are the most

dangerous, as the glanders poison contained in the slightest discharge is just

as virulent as when the discharge is profuse, and the patient will live for

months or years to scatter it abroad. It is these cases that carry the disease

from farm to farm, from County to County, and from State to State.

The type of the disease described as "farcy" is not as common in the horse

as the type above described. In the mule and donkey the disease, usually

during the early stages, assumes this form. In acute cases the first symptom

is a high fever, soon followed by an extensive swelling of one or more limbs

of the patient, usually one hind limb, accompanied by lameness. This swell

ing soon partially subsides, leaving small enlargements beneath the skin, com

monly called ' ' farcy buttons. " These break and discharge, forming small

ulcers, which continue to increase in number, until frequently the whole body

is covered. Soon the animal begins to discharge at the nostrils, the nodules

and ulcers appear, and the patient is said to be both glandered and farcied.

These cases soon terminate fatally.

In chronic cases the disease is confined to one limb, but few farcy ulcers

appear, which under proper treatment heal, and the limb apparently regains

its natural condition. Whether or not permanent recovery has taken place

is a question yet to be settled. It is claimed that the disease is again liable

to make its appearance if the conditions are favorable ; if the animal becomes

affected with some debilitating disease, is exposed to wet, cold, etc.

The cause of glanders has until recently been unknown. The contagious

nature of the disease was at one time denied by many authorities. After

settling, beyond the possibility of a doubt, the contagious nature of the

affection, the question of spontaneous origin became the disputed point, many

authorities claiming, and a few still claim, that the disuse originates under

certain circumstances spontaneously. That is to say that debilitating dis

eases, for example, catarrh, influenza, etc., may develop into glanders. The

animal in this way contracting the disease without having been exposed to

the glanders poison. Others claim that the disease originates and spreads

by means of contagion only. For some time the weight of testimony was in

favor of the spontaneous origin of the disease. Recently the study of bacte

riology has thrown a great deal of light on the cause of contagious diseases,
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proving many of them to be due to very minute organisms called bacteria.

These organisms constitute the virus of contagious diseases. On becoming

introduced into the body they rapidly multiply there and produce such

changes in the animal economy as to produce disease. Each disease has its

own special organism. In the study of these organisms glanders has been

found to be due to an organism called the bacillus of glanders. These

bacilli have been cultivated outside the animal body, and the disease

produced in other animals by inoculating them with the virus so

obtained. My colleague, Dr. Bolton, has in this way produced the dis

ease in mice and guinea pigs. This bacillus has never been known to

be produced outside the animal body unless artificially cultivated. If it is

not produced outside the animal body we cannot conceive of a case of

glanders occurring without there having first been a pre-existing case. In

other words, the animal must be exposed to the virus of the disease in order

to contract the disease, and consequently debilitating diseases cannot develop

into glanders. My observation has led me to accept this view as the correct

one. In almost all cases where I have observed outbreaks of the disease I

have been able to trace it back to a pre-existing case ; in fact, I have found

that a ''trade" was usually the cause of spreading the disease. The symp

toms of the disease so nearly resemble those of a common cold, distemper,

or catarrh tnat the professional trader is able to sell or trade the diseased

animal to the unwary stock owner by simply representing to him that the

subject is only suffering from one of those affections, from which it will

entirely recover in the course of a few days. When we consider that for two

or three years the animal may show no signs of the disease except a slight

nasal discharge, being to all appearances in general good health, it is easy to

understand how the uninitiated may be imposed upon. Again, by the proper

use of certain drugs the discharge may be arrested for a few days, and while

in this condition the animal is disposed of at a great bargain, as the buyer

supposes. Persons obtaining the diseased animals, being entirely unsuspi

cious of the true nature of the disease, place them in immediate contact with

their other animals, work them together, stand them in the same stall and

water out of the same trough. The result is that after an indefinite course

of time, say from one week to two or three months, the disease develops in

one or more of the exposed animals, thus producing a new outbreak of the

disease. It is communicated from animal to animal, principally by means of

the nasal discharge, and the pus from the farcy ulcers, both containing the

glanders bacillus in large numbers. An animal affected with the glanders

type of the disease is more liable to spread it than one affected with farcy,

on account of the nasal discharge being deposited in mangers, feed boxes,

water buckets and troughs, and on wagon tongues, neck yokes, etc.

The period of incubation, that is, the time which elapses after the virus

enters the body before the disease appears, is indefinite, but is usually

regarded as being from three or four days to two or three months. When

experimentally inoculated, the symptoms appear about the third or fourth

day. As it is not possible to tell when the virus enters the system when

inoculation takes place in the natural way, it is not often that the period of

incubation can be deteimined. The condition of the animal is a factor in
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regard to the development of the disease. If kept under the best sanitary

conditions, it may escape the disease, even if exposed several times. If,

however, the sanitary conditions are bad, and the animal is affected with

some nasal trouble, as catarrh, distemper, etc., it is very liable to contract

glanders when exposed, and the disease has a tendency to run a more rapid

course. It is claimed by some that the disease is capable of being communi

cated by means of the breath. Recent experiments tend to show that the

expelled air does not contain the virus, and consequently the disease cannot

be communicated in that way. We can understand, however, how an animal

can contract a disease without coming in contact with the discharge, when

we remember that the disease germs are so small and light as to readily float

in the atmosphere. For example, the nasal discharge deposited on the

manger becomes dry and pulverized in the form of fine dust, leaving the

germs in such condition that they are readily blown from one part of the

building to the other. I think that it is in this way that infection takes 'place

through the air.

Man has never been known to contract the disease except by direct inocu

lation, the virus entering the system by means of a wound. Several cases

have occurred in this way in different States during the last few years. Some

have been inoculated while holding post mortem examinations, some while

" doctoring" glandered animals, and others while working them. As the dis

ease is uniformly fatal in man, too much care cannot be observed in hand

ling glandered animals.

As the disease is incurable, no treatment is to be recommended. Not origi

nating spontaneously, it can be stamped out if proper measures are taken.

All animals should be destroyed as soon as well marked symptoms appear,

and the carcasses deeply buried or burned. Under no consideration should

empirics be allowed to treat such cases under the promise of a speedy cure, for

in all such instances the farce ends by other cases occurring. Buildings in

which the diseased animals have been kept should be thoroughly disinfected

before being used for other animals. Harness, combs, brushes, and every

thing that has been used in connection with the diseased animals should also

be disinfected. Wood work can be disinfected by using one of the following

solutions : One part of corrosive sublimate to five hundred of water ; one part

of carbolic acid to fifty of water ; as much sulphate of iron as a given quan

tity of water will dissolve. After washing the stall, manger, walls, <fec., with

one of the above solutions, it is advisable to whitewash and fumigate the

building by closing all windows and doors and then burning sulphur. This

can be done by placing the sulphur in an iron vessel, adding a quantity of

oil and setting fire thereto. It should be allowed to burn until extinguished

by the fumes generated. Harness can be disinfected by washing with the

mercury solution and then dipped into hot oil.

Not only should the diseased animals be promptly destroyed when the true

nature of the disease is determined, but pains should be taken to ascertain

the true nature of all suspicious cases. All cases showing a nasal discbarge

which continues for more than a few days should be examined by some com

petent veterinary surgeon and his advice followed. If these precautions be
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observed and the professional "trader" given a "wide berth," the disease

can be stamped out.

At the conclusion of Dr. Niles's essay, he answered various questions asked

by the members present.

Dr. B. M. Bolton, who was invited to adddress the meeting, next read an

essay on bacteriology :

PRACTICAL VALUE OF BACTERIOLOGY.

There has been a great deal published about bacteria in the scientific

journals, and also in the daily papers, in the last few years. The subject has

aroused very great interest, not only among strictly scientific men, but per

sons engaged in other callings as well ; for it has been shown that many of

the most important processes in nature are caused by bacteria. A great

many phenomena which occur around us every day are due to the activity of

these microscopic beings. The processes which are of most interest to us at

present are the decomposition of vegetable and animal matter, and infectious

diseases. I shall also call your attention to fermentation, though that is not,

strictly speaking, due to bacteria.

Before describing the part played by bacteria in fermentation, decomposition

and diseases, I shall try to explain just what bacteria are. They are very minute

plants. They are the smallest living thing that we kuow. Many million of them

together do not weigh as much as a grain of sand. The individual bacteria can

only be seen with a microscope of high power. But most of them grow so rapidly

that, even starting from an invisible amount, they form a mass readily observ

able with the naked eye in a few days. They form, for the most part, very

characteristic masses upon potatoes or nutrient gelatine, so that, even with

out the microscope, we see marked differences. You see here cultures of

various colors and which differ also in other respects. So we can study

bacteria at the present day largely without the microscrope.

There are other minute plants which also cause diseases. Certain mould

fungi belonging to the same class as the mould every one has seen upon old

bread and cheese also cause disease, but bacteria cause diseases such as typhoid

fever, cholera, anthrax, <fcc. , so they are of more interest at present.

Fermentation is caused by the yeast fungi, which are larger than bacteria

and are ovoid in shape. They multiply by budding. A little knob will ap

pear on one side of one of the . oval bodies and grow and send out another

knob or bud, as it is called. The bacteria multiply by so-called fission, i. e.,

a bacterium divides into two, which again divide, &c. Bacteria are divided

into cocci or round bacteria, bacilli or rod-shaped bacteria, and spirilla or

cork-screw shaped bacteria. But how are we able to assert so confidently at

the present day that decomposition and disease are caused by bacteria ? The

proof is perfectly conclusive. If I take a piece of meat, or vegetable, or

"fruits of any sort, and free them from bacteria, and then prevent the access

of bacteria afterwards, the substances so treated do not spoil. I can cut out

a piece of flesh from a freshly killed animal and merely stop it up in a tube

such as you see here plugged with raw cotton, and if I succeed in doing this
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without getting any bacteria on it, it can be preserved indefinitely. Or I can

take a fresh piece of flesh or other perishable article, and stop it up in this

way, and then kill out the bacteria by heat. Articles treated in this way are

also prevented from spoiling. You see, it is not necessary to exclude the air,

for of course the raw cotton does not exclude it.

All that the cotton does is to filter out the bacteria, so that the air which

comes in contact with the substance to be preserved is purified from the

things which cause decomposition. In every case where there is decomposi

tion, there are always bacteria ; and where there is no decomposition, there

are no bacteria.

The proof in the case of certain infectious diseases of animals and plants

is equally convincing. Several observers noticed that the blood and other

tissues of animals suffering from the disease known as anthrax or malignant

pustule contained small rod-like bodies, and it was supposed that these were

in some way the cause of the disease. Inoculations of traces of blood or

tissues from affected animals were always followed by the disease, but how

was it possible to separate out the little rods from the other things contained

in the blood ? If this could be accomplished, they could be tried upon ani

mals, and if they produced the disease the proof would be conclusive. Now

this is just what Koch accomplished. He found that the little rod-like bodies

grew very well outside of the body, and by cultivating them through many

generations he freed them from anything which might have been clinging

to them in the blood. The only thing which his cultures contained were the

little rods which had descended from those in the blood. Now he found his

cultures to be just as virulent as the blood, &c, from an animal suffering

from anthrax, which proves conclusively that it is these little rod-shaped bac

teria which cause the disease.

I have cultures which I obtained from Koch's laboratory, and I can pro

duce anthrax in mice, guinea pigs, rabbits, &c. , by inoculating the smallest

trace. Not only has this been proved for anthrax, but for many other dis

eases as well. But if I inoculate with such a small amount, how is it that I

find bacteria in all the organs and tissues ? The answer is evidently that the

bacteria have multiplied enormously in the animal.

Fermentation lias been proven to be due to a yeast fungus as conclusively

as infectious diseases, and decomposition has been shown to be due to bac

teria.

Although we are so positive at the present time that we know the cause of

many infectious diseases, of decomposition, and of fermentation, it has not

been many years ago that the whole subject was looked upon with skepticism

by men whose opinion was of weight. Still for at least 230 years the idea

that infectious diseases are caused by a living contagion has been entertained

by men of learning. But the deductions of the advocates of the theory

were more philosophical speculations than facts proven by experiments, and

the whole subject fell into disrepute. There was about it so mnch that

appeared vague and intangible and even ludicrous to medical men of 150

years ago that in 1726 a comic poem appeared, placing the germ theory and

its advocates in such a ridiculous light that it was well into the present cen

tury before anything like general interest was again aroused. The German
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anatomist, Jacob Henle, in 1840 expressed the conviction that contagious dis

eases must be caused by a living microscopic organism. And the weight of

this great authority's opinion did much to give new impetus to investigation

in this line of research. The reasons why Henle was led to his conclusions

are the following :

In the infectious diseases there is something which is directly or indirectly

communicated from a sick animal to a well one and causes disease in the lat

ter. It is very probable that the thing which causes the sickness docs so in

very small quantities, because one sick animal can infect a whole herd. It is

also invisible to the naked eye. Now, if it were an invisible gas, it would

begin to affect the animal at once, whereas we all know that a certain time

always elapses between the exposure and the breaking out of the disease. If

you bring a sick animal into a herd the well animals are not affected for a

day or more, if at all. If the sick animal gave off an injurious gas, the

chemist will tell you that it would begin to show itself at once. There are no

chemical substances which take such a long time to operate. It seems, there

fore, that it must be a very small amount of an invisible substance. But if

the substance is too small in amount to cause the disease at once, why does it

cause it after several days ? The answer is that the substance, whatever it is,

must have increased ; it must have the power of growing at the expense of

the animal. If it does so increase and multiply, it must be a living being of

some sort—either an animal or a plant. And as I have already said, it is

now known to be plants of a different sort in each disease.

These of course are purely theoretical reasons, but they are so logical that

they rapidly won conviction. About the same time that Henle, in Germany,

arrived at these conclusions, an American, Dr. J. K. Mitchel, also came to

the same opinion independently of Henle.

From this time on down to 1876 a great deal of work was done to prove

the connection between bacteria and disease. It had already been proven in

1837 by Cagniard Latour and Schwann, independently, that fermentation is

due to yeast fungi, and Pasteur and others had also done valuable work, but

it was reserved for Kobert Koch to establish in the manner I have already

dascribed that for malignant pustule and other diseases bacteria are the cause.

From 1876 bacteriology has developed into a science of itself, in which are

engaged numbers of specialists. The laboratories in Europe and in America

give evidence of the interest and zeal with which the subject is being studied.

Not only have the physicians and veterinarians found it of great benefit in

their branches, but agriculturalists and chemists as well.

But in what way have the results of bacteriological investigations been ap

plied to matters of every-day life, and what can we expect from them in the

future? Of course it is interesting scientifically to know that infectious dis

eases, decomposition and fermentation are caused by minute plants, and, even

if we could make no application of our knowledge, the satisfaction of study

ing these facts amply rewards the student. But aside from purely scientific

interest, it evidently is of great use in matters of common every day life.

In the first place, the benefit that has been derived to the husbandman has

been very great. After Cagniard Latour and Schwann established the fact

that fermentation is due to micro-organisms, Pasteur devoted himself to the
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study of this phenomenon, and his results have saved the French people many

thousands of dollars. He found that the so-called diseases of wine are due to

bacteria. The souring of wine and the bitter taste which formerly caused

great loss to the wine growers of France are no longer met with, for by heat

ing the wine so as to kill the bacteria and then sealing it up, it does not sour

or turn bitter. The silk industry of France is equally indebted to Pasteur,

for he discovered the remedy for an infectious disease which threatened to

break up silk growing.

Pasteur also found that by the use of pure yeast the fermentation of beer,

the success of which was largely a matter of chance, renders it possible for

the brewers to rely upon their results. Although Pasteur's method is a great

improvement upon the old method of brewing, it has not found as universal

application as that introduced by Hansen. In Holland and Germany the

brewers all use Hansen's yeast, wbich means that they use pure cultures of

yeast fungus, which Hansen and others found to make the best sort of beer.

Instead of the uncertainty attending the manufacture of beer, which was

formerly a source of great loss to the brewers, they have no uneasiness upon

this score at the present day. Impure yeast causes beer to have a disagree

able taste.

Bocteriological investigation has therefore been of advantage to the wine,

beer and silk industries ; but the benefit in the prevention of infectious dis

eases is still greater. It is not so much in the treatment of each individual

case, though even here much good has resulted, but in the prevention of the

spread of disease that the advantage is incalculable. If an animal becomes

sick, the bacteriologist can say, in many cases, positively whether it is an in

fectious disease or not, and can isolate the sick animal, so preventing the

spread of the disease. It is of great Importance to diagnose the first case.

Some of you, doubtless, remember reading of several cases of cholera which

occurred on board a vessel in the port of New York about a year ago. A

bacteriologist was immediately sent for and declared the disease to be gen

uine Asiatic cholera, and thus prevented the patients from being allowed to

infect other persons. The German government recognized the importance of

diagnosing tfie first case to such an extent that they required a number of

marine and army surgeons to go to Berlin and receive instruction from Koch

in his methods for studying the cholera bacterium.

The greatest benefit which has been derived from bacteriology is probably

in the prevention and treatment of boils, abscesses and wounds. All boils

and suppurating wounds which are ordinarily met with are caused by cer

tain sorts of bacteria. It seems to be true that certain chemical substances

under peculiar circumstances also cause mattering, but in every day life the

pus which the surgeon or physician meets with is caused by bacteria. If, now,

a substance is known which kills these bacteria and at the same time does

no injury itself, then there will be very little trouble in avoiding suppuration

as it is called. In the old days of surgery, it used to be thought necessary to

have a lot of matter come from a wound, but nowadays it is a disgracf to

any surgeon to have suppuration under ordinary circumstances. I have seen

in the last few years all sorts of operations, from cutting off a toe or finger

up to cutting out the breast or a hole in the abdomen, and in no case was there

'.
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more than a few drops of pus. Sir Joseph Lister was the first to attempt

what is now called aseptic or antiseptic surgery. He used very successfully

carbolic acid to wash out the wounds he made, and then bandaged them with

many layers of carbolized gauze and cotton batting. But Koch found out

that corrosive sublimate, even in very weak solutions, is much better for

killing bacteria ; in other words, is a better antiseptic than carbolic acid. So

at the present day corrosive sublimate plays the main part in the treatment

of all sorts of wounds and abscesses. If a boil is just started, it can be

aborted by injecting corrosive sublimate into it. If an abscess is fully formed,

it can be rapidly cured by using solutions of corrosive sublimate.

Where surgeons have kept up with the advances in medicine in this respect

there is a great deal less suffering and fewer deaths. In the best hospitals

there are no longer such scourges as blood poisoning, lockjaw, &c. So the

study of bacteriology has been of incalculable benefit if we consider this point

alone. Since the introduction of antiseptic surgery, lockjaw never occurs

from an operation in the hands of those surgeons who keep abreast with the

times. Lockjaw of new-born infants has been banished where the proper use

of aseptic precautions are resorted to. If a new-born infant dies of lockjaw

at the present day, the attending physician is entirely to blame. These pre

cautions are much more easily carried out in a hospital, and it would be much

better to have hospitals in America as they have in Europe, so that our

dwelling houses would no longer be infected with disease, and where the sur

geon could do his work properly.

I think I have made it plain that, although many important processes and

many terrible diseases are caused by bacteria, still we arc able to control

their action to a large extent, making them do useful work on the one hand,

and preventing their injurious effects on the other. I have stated that by

the introduction of corrosive sublimate solution in the treatment of wounds

the surgeon is enabled to perform the most serious operations with absolute

certainty that he will not produce gangrene, blood poisoning or even suppu

ration. But the use of disinfectants, as they are called, is not only beneficial

in surgery, but in other cases as well. And although corrosive sublimate is

the best disinfectant known, it cannot always be applied. In some cases it is

better to use steam.

In many cities in Germany they have large steamers constructed so as to

subject clothing, bedding, &c, which have been used by persons suffering

from smallpox or other infectious diseases to steaming. This use of steam

as a disinfectant is of great use, and in most cases does no damage whatever to

clothes, &e. As soon as the articles are removed from the steamer they are

spread out and dry of theiftelves almost immediately. Such articles as

feather beds are dried in an oven built for the purpase. Leather is ruined by

steaming, but shoes and other articles made of leather are not injured by

corrosive sublimate. In the hospitals in Berlin, in Germany, the clothing

and everything else used by a person suffering from an infectious disease are

either sterilized by steam or with corrosive sublimate ; and the expensive

process of burning up infected clothing, &c., is no longer resorted to.

I might go on and speak of many other applications of bacteriology to

affairs of everyday life, but I believe I have cited incidents enough to show
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you that this study has already assumed very great importance. I am not going

too far when I say that the benefit which has been derived and the possible

advantages in the future can scarcely be overestimated. Men of all nation

alities are flocking to Germany every year solely or mainly for the purpose

of studying bacteria, so great has the importance of this branch become. It

was predicted at first that this noise and fuss about bacteria would soon die

out ; that it would be found out that their importance was greatly exagge

rated. Just the opposite is the case. Instead of interest lagging, the more

bacteria are studied the more important they appear.

Although we are indebted to Pasteur for much valuable work, and his

opinion is of the greatest worth, he has probably gone a step too far in his pre

ventive inoculations. He has established the fact that it is possible to

vaccinate for certain diseases and render the animal so vaccinated immune.

but tho methods are not perfect enough as yet to allow of introduction into

general use. It is to be hoped that such will finally be the case, but at pres

ent it is a matter of purely scientific value. The time may come when we

shall be able to vaccinate for malignant pustule, chicken cholera, swine

plague, &c, just as we vaccinate for smallpox nowadays, but in some cases,

at. least, it is questionable whether this will ever be accomplished. Of course

much the best way to guard against infectious diseases is to get rid of the

cause of infection, and the study of bacteria has given us valuable means with

which to accomplish this end. I have already stated that Koch has found

corrosive sublimate a very potent disinfectant. Now, how would we apply

this in case of an epidemic ? Suppose an epidemic of chicken cholera were to

break out. As we know of no trustworthy means of curing the disease, we

should try to limit it as much as possible. In the first place, the fowls should

be confined in the chicken house where this is feasible, and every few days

the walls and floor should be scoured with lye and then wiped out with a

solution of corrosive sublimate. The sublimate should be allowed to remain

several hours, and the walls and floor again scoured with lye or soap. The

corrosive sublimate solution need not be stronger than 60 grains or 1 dram to

the gallon of water. This is a very weak solution, but of course it must not

be left carelessly around so that any one would be likely to drink any of it,

as it is a deadly poison. It has been recommanded to color the solution with

a small quantity of some cheap dye stuff, so that it would not be mistaken

for water. It would be better to have two hen houses and to disinfect them

with the corrosive sublimate solution and transfer the fowls every few days from

one to the other, disinfecting every time as soon as the fowls are removed, in the

manner already described. Our hen houses and stables should be so con

structed that they could be wiped over with a solution of corrosive sublimate

and leave no corners unwiped. There should be no sharp corners where dust

can accumulate and which are difficult to reach. If, in spite of disinfection,

the fowls all die, the house should be thoroughly scoured with soap and water,

and corrosive sublimate solution applied liberally and allowed to remain a

day or so, and again scoured and again disinfected several times before other

fowls are allowed to go in. If the yard is also infected, it should be liberally

doused with freshly slaked lime. It would be more effectual to use corrosive

sublimate even for disinfecting the yard, but that would hardly be advisable.
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Freshly slaked lime is a good disinfectant, but it must be applied to every

part of the yard. Tho fences and ground in every nook and corner should

receive a thorough drenching. Not only in chicken cholera, but in other infec

tious diseases the same means should be used.

I have spoken a while ago of the fact that lockjaw does not occur any

more after surgical operations. What I wish to say now is, that if the

wounds in animals are treated at once with corrosive sublimate or strong

carbolic acid, there need be no fear of lockjaw. If a horse has run a nail in

his foot, the wound should be thoroughly washed out with a strong solution

of corrosive sublimate and stopped up with a plug of cotton soaked in corro

sive sublimate solution. The bacteria of lockjaw are very widespread.

They have been found in garden earth, upon splinters of dirty wood, in old

rags and in the dust of rooms.

I shall now ask your attention to the part played by bacteria in decomposi

tion. As you already know, the chief supply of food for the higher plants is

furnished by decomposed animal and vegetable matter. The higher plants

cannot make use of elaborate food—they can only assimilate such simple

bodies as the nitrates, &c. Complicated substances, such as animal and

vegetable matter, must be broken up before they can serve as food. Now

these complicated substances arc just the things which form the best food

for bacteria, and bacteria decompose them so that the higher plants can use

them as food. It is therefore evident that bacteria are necessary to the

higher plants, and without them there would soon be no life upon the earth,

for animals are all ultimately dependent for food upon the plants. So

bacteria prepare the food for the higher plants, the higher plants supply food

for animals, and animals and plants supply food to- the bacteria. For the

sake of illustration, take the nitrogen found in the various albuminous sub

stances. It amounts to 16 or 18 per cent, in different cases, but as long as it

is contained in the albumen it is useless to the higher plants. The bacteria

feed upon these albuminous substances and liberate the nitrogen in the form

of ammonia and nitric acid, the only compounds of nitrogen which the higher

plants are capable of using. The higher plants require nitrogen in the form

of these two compounds. Now, here is a formula : C17HraNO;], showing that

this substance called cerebrin contains nitrogen, but the nitrogen is held so

closely by the C, II and O that the higher plant could not use it at all if it

were not liberated. I have used nitrogen merely as an example. What I

have said applies equally well to other substances besides. Thus the mineral

salts are also liberated from complicated compounds by bacteria.

Now, if decomposition is caused by bacteria, it is important to find out

whether all bacteria caused it or whether there are only certain kinds which

do so. Also, whether they do so under all circumstances. It has been dis

covered that all sorts of bacteria do not produce decomposition, at least not

entire decomposition, and those which do require certain conditions. Prof.

WoUny states that those bacteria which are concerned in the process of

decomposition require abundance of air and moisture and also warmth.

Applying this knowledge to everyday life, we see it is necessary to keep vege

table and animal matter moist and warm, and allow abundance of air to

prepare it as a fertilizer. It follows that if your compost heap is too dry it
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will not decompose, and if it is too cold it decomposes very slowly. If the

compost heap is too wet it will not thoroughly decompose, for reasons I shall

give presently. For the same reason, crops which are turned under have to

be kept moist and warm and allowed to have plenty of air. Of course, the

exact preparation of the compost or of the soils which are turned under must

be varied to suit each case. If your soil is sandy, the crop should be turned

thoroughly under, and the earth above it rolled so as to retain as much

moisture and heat as possible. With clay land, of course, the opposite

course is indicated. Again, if your compost pile is too much packed to allow

access of air, it should be opened up ; at the same time it must not be too

loose, otherwise it will- dry out too much and lose heat.

So we have to bear in mind that the bacteria which prepare the food for

our crops will only do so when they have the conditions favorable to their

growth. If the conditions are unfavorable, they either do their work imper

fectly or they are supplanted by other bacteria which split up vegetable and

animal matter into substances which are for the most part of no use to

plants as food. This takes place when the air is partially or wholly cut off.

If a crop is turned under and the air is not allowed free access, there will be

very little benefit derived, and in some cases even injury to the soil may

result. It can readily happen in a clay soil that the earth may become so

packed that the air is excluded. Even in a sandy soil the pores may become

so clogged with water that the air is kept out.

Pasteur first called attention to the fact that there are two kinds of bac

teria, one not requiring free access of air, and the other unable to grow in

free oxygen. To repeat : those which require the presence of free oxygen

cause decomposition, and those growing without oxygen cause only partial

decomposition.

But besides the influence exerted by the presence or absence of oxygen,

there are other things which influence the growth of bacteria. Certain

metallic salts interfere with it. The concentrated solutions of common salt

act in this way. Corrosive sublimate, which is a salt of mercury, even in

very dilute solutions, kills bacteria. The same is true to a greater or less

extent of mineral acids or other substances.

So a soil must not only have abundance of moisture, warmth and air, but

it must also be free from substances injurious to bacteria. This can be

tested, even without a chemical analysis, by simply taking cultures similar to

these which I have here, but derived from the soil, and seeing whether the

bacteria from them grow in the soil to be examined. This is a more direct

test than a chemical examination.

Not only do the principles which I have just tried to explain underlie the

process of decomposition, but they also find application in the opposite direc

tion, namely, in preserving perishable articles from becoming decomposed.

Meats, vegetables and fruits are kept from spoiling in various ways.

1. They can be heated up to a temperature which kills the bacteria, and

then sealed up so as to prevent any bacteria from getting in. This method

is employed in the ordinary process of canning. The meats, vegetables or

fruits are put into cans, which are then heated up to the boiling point of water,

or higher, and then sealed up. In actual practice, the cans containing the
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meats, or other contents, are nearly sealed before they ar> heated, all except

a small opening in ono end, which is closed with a drop of solder after the

cans have beon heated long enough to kill the bacteria, li it instead of seal

ing the substances up in cans they can be preserved by stopping up the

vessel containing them with cotton, as you see here [exemplified with tube

of nutrient agar.] In this connection I should state that most bacteria are

killed by a temperature much below boiling point of water. Still, certain

sorts of bacteria have the power of forming so-called spores which are very

resistant. It has been recently discovered that there are several kinds of

bacteria in the ground which form spores so resistant that they can be boiled

for several hours without being killed.

2. Meats, vegetables, &c., are also preserved by drying. This needs no

further explanation, for I have already stated that moisture is essential to

the growth of micro-organisms.

3. The addition of certain substances which are injurious to bacteria is

also often employed. I have already said that concentrated solutions of

salt, that is to say, brine, prevent the growth of bacteria. Other substances

such as salicylic acid, copperas and a great number of other things, either kill

bacteria or prevent their growth, and consequently may be used as preserva

tives. The most effectual of all is corrosive sublimate. The great objection

to this method of preserving substances for food is that most of the germi

cides, as they arc called, are injurious to health, and many of them are very

poisonous. Of course this objection does not .hold in the case of brine.

4. Articles are preserved on ice, but generally for a short time only, as this

is an expensive method. It is hardly worth while for me to explain the prin

ciple of this method, as I have already stated that bacteria require warmth

in order to grow.

So you will see, gentlemen, that the study of bacteria has led to a clearer

understanding of the way in which the food is prepared for the higher plants

on the one hand, and the preservation of perishable articles on the other.

It has led to the prevention of many infectious diseases of animals and plants

and an improvement in wine-making and brewing.

The following resolution, offered by Capt. E. E. Evans, was unanimously

adopted :

Resolved, That the thanks of the society be extended to Doctors Bolton

and Niles for their very instructive and able essays, and that copies be

requested for publication in the Darlington papers.

The " Comparative Value of Cotton Seed and Cotton Seed Meal as Fertil

izers " was freely discussed by Bright Williams and E. W. Cannon, of the

Committee, and Col. A. P. Butler, Messrs. J. E. Pettigrew, E. E. Evans, E.

R. Mclver, R. H. Rodgers and Dr. J. M. McBryde.

Mr. S. A. Gregg read the following essay :

ENSILAGE.

Mr. President and Gentlemen : The subject of ensilage has been so

well written up that you will excuse me for making only a few remarks upon

the subject.

53—RAR
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The ensilage pit or crib is the first thing to be built. This may be made by

digging a pit 8x8x16 feet in a clay soil, which is impervious to water and air,

or by building out of brick and cementing the walls. This size will hold fifty

tons of ensilage, the only requisite being that the pit should be of smooth

and even walls, so that the ensilage will pack best and be impervious to water

and air. It is generally admitted that corn is the best 'crop to use, although

peas, clover, sorghum, Dourra corn, and, in fact, almost any green crop, may be

used in this way. These crops should come to such a stage of maturity as to

contain the most nutritious elements viz. : corn should be cut as soon as the

grain is glazed or in the dough state ; peas when the pods are filled, or when

the stems have taken into them all the elements for making the matured

grain, and have not become too woody.

The material should be carried to the pit and there cut into pieces with an

ensilage cutter, scattered evenly over the pit and tramped down compactly.

The advantage in cutting is exposing more surface for the juices to run out

of, quickly causing fermentation to take place, forming a uniform heat

throughout the mass, raising the heat of the mass to 130° Fahrenheit, at

which stage the pit should be covered and weighted, so as to stop fermenta

tion by exclusion of air. The weights which are most recommended are

boxes filled with sand, although some contend that the mass is of sufficient

weight of itself, yet my experience proves that extra weight is necessary.

The mode of growing the com for ensilage persons differ about. The

generally accepted plan is to drill about ten quarts of good seed corn to the

acre, so as to have the corn stalks thin enough to produce nubbins. You

may get a larger amount of stalks from an acre by broadcasting, but it will

be poorer stuff, lacking in nutriment more than gained in weight.

I will mention a new fodder plant which has been highly spoken of.

Teosinti, or Reana luxurias, grows twelve feet high, one plant to feed a pair

of cattle twenty-four hours. Thirty-five stalks grow from one seed and

sprouts a second growth after being cut.

The value of ensilage is two-thirds that of good hay. A feed of ensilage

is about thirty pounds ; should have three pounds of grist or meal mixed with

it for each cow. Goffart has kept his cows on this ration in good condition

from year to year. It is true that many have ensiloed their crops without

cutting it short, by laying the corn stalks lengthwise and excluding as much

air as possible. This might be done to an advantage in some cases, using a

hay knife to cut short when removing from pit.

As we give more attention to manuring our land by keeping stock, ensilage

will be seen to take its proper place in our agricultural economy.

The subject was further discussed by Messrs. E. T. Coker and Dr. J. M.

McBryde, who made a very instructive and interesting talk.

The following officers were unanimously elected to serve for the ensuing

year : W. H. Evans, President ; S. Bacot, J. J. Mclver and P. G. Coggeshall,

Vice-Presidents ; W. E. James, Secretary and Treasurer.

On motion the meeting adjourned.

BRIGHT WILLIAMS, Acting Secretary.
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FAIRFIELD INSTITUTE.

FIRST DAY.

The first Farmers' Institute ever held in Fairfield opened on Thursday, Sep

tember 13th, 1888, at noon, in the Court House, with a good attendance of

farmers and spectators.

The exhibition of the field and other products was very excellent, and by

the size of some and the prolific fruiting of others showed very clearly what

can be done by live, progressive farming. Among the articles on. exhibition

were cotton, corn on the stalk and in ear, grasses, sweet and Irish potatoes,

all clean and well developed, some of which were of extraordinary size, pump

kins, apples of great beauty and size—a revelation to all who saw them when

told that they had grown in this County—oats, p3as, turnips, kaffir corn,

pindars, watermelons, butter and sorghum, and specimens of granite from the

Winnsboro quarry.

Capt. H. A. Gaillard was elected President, and after thanking the Insti

tute for the honor, and making some remarks as to its importance, he intro

duced Col. T. J. Moore, of Spartanburg, who spoke as follows :

CATTLE RAISING.

Gentlemen : I come before you as a plain, practical farmer to discuss a

practical subject—cattle raising. I will therefore not trouble you with an

elaborate discussion of the principle of breeding and feeding, but will address

myself to you on matters pertaining to this subject as they present themselves

to us in this country, where cotton is the chief production. Without rhetoric

and circumlocution, then, I will proceed.

The first reflection I desire to offer is this, viz. : That the raising of cattle

is a subject of vastly more importance than we are accustomed to accord it.

In my judgment, it is the basis of all good husbandry, because aside from

any pecuniary profits to be derived therefrom in the sale of animals or their

products, it is to this industry that we are to look for the permanent improve

ment of our poor, wornout soils, which great desideratum is to be attained

through the change of crops made necessary to support the animals and the

careful husbanding of the manure made thereby.

You have doubtless heard the old German adage : " No grass, no cattle ;

no cattle, no manure ; no manure, no crop." It may be as Ville, the great

French chemist and agriculturist, says—that one can raise better crops at a

less cost by the aid of chemical manures, but it does not seem practical to me

with the kinds of crops we raise. When I look around and see the old scarred

and gullied hills, and when I take my own experience into consideration,

Mr. Ville's theory does not seem to work out in practice. When I want to

raise a big crop, I go for stable manure every time, and when I apply it

properly, no matter in how small doses, it generally responds satisfactorily.

This is not always the case with purchased manures. Sometimes I can hardly

tell whether I have applied anything or not. And to take Dr. McBryde's

statement as to his success in raising cotton on the College experimental
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grounds, one would bo almost afraid to venture much on commercial manures.

But, not to wander off : To any one who thinks of goinj; into cattle raising

certain considerations august themselves, as : what breed or breeds are best

suited to his wants, and how he is going to provide enclosures, Summer pas

ture and Winter feed for them. Thesa are the subjects I propose to talk

about.

Now first as to breeds. There are several leading varieties in South Caro

lina, and it is of them only I wish to speak, because from among them can

be procured the kinds best adapted to the wants of the country in which we

live. They are the Shorthorns, Holsteins, Devons, Ayrshires, Jerseys and

Guernseys. These are bred for specific purposes, as follows, viz. ; the Short

horns for beef ; the Holsteins for beef and milch ; the Devons for beef and

work oxen j the Ayrshire for milch ; and the Jersey and Guernsey for butter.

Now all one has to do is to decide what he proposes to raise cattle for,

whether for beef, work oxen, milch or butter, and make his choice accord

ingly. If he wants to raise beef he will not select the Jerseys, or if he wants

butter he will not select the Devon, and so on through the list.

Now as to the adaptability of these breeds to our wants. The Shorthorn Is a

very large animal, but in our judgment is not adapted to our scanty pastures.

It may do very well for the rich grass lands of Kentucky, Ohio and Illinois,

where they are brought to great perfection, and sell for large prices, but here

they wear themselves out in the vain search to find sufficient food to main

tain their magnificent carcasses, and consequently deteriorate in size and

quality. They have been before our people for many years, but their breed

ing is on the wane.

The Holstein is a new breed, introduced in this section a few years ago

from Holland. Like the Shorthorn they are very large, wei <hing sometimes

two thousand and more pounds. They are magnificent milkers, giving as

much as 70 or 80 pounds per day in rare instances, and mike excellent beef;

but how animals of such large size are to be maintained on our short pas

tures is more than I am able to tell. This breed or the Shorthorn crossed

upon the native would, however, greatly improve the latter, and for this pur

pose are very desirable.

The Devon is a beauty, of a rich red color, of rounded frame, of medium

size, quick growth and action, and makes the best marbled beef, and for a

work ox is unsurpassed. They have been bred almost exclusively for these

two uses. In their breeding so little attention has been paid to their milking

qualifications, that in the Herd Book tha size and shape of the bag of the

cow is set down at almost nothing in the scale of points by which they are

judged.

The Ayrshire is a small or medium sized animtf introduced from the short

pastures of Scotland. They give a very large quantity of a poor quality of

milk, rich, however, in cheese making qualities. Allen, in "American Cat

tle," calls her the poor man's cow, from her great quantity of milk. She makes

fair beef.

The Jersey and Guernsey are both from the Channel Islands. The Jersey

is bred exclusively for butter. All the beef producing parts are bred away,
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until only a poor, scrawny carcass is left, not fit for beef, except for people

who do not know what good beef is. [t is claimed for the Guernseys that

they are larger and coarser boned, and make as much butter and better beef

than the Jerseys.

We have thus given you the principal characteristics of these breeds. If

you meditate trying the raising of cattle, you will look around you and see

what the markets near you demand, and make your selections accordingly.

If you are near a town where milk is in demand, then select the Ayrshire or

Holstein, if you have excellently good pastures for the latter. If you want

to raise butter, try the Jersey; or if beef, the Devon or Shorthorn, or a cross

of that upon natives.

But try whatever breed you may, evei\to the natives, you will find many

difficulties in the way. The first great difficulty you will meet with is how to

enclose your stock to keep them from depredating upon your neighbor. The

stock law is a wonderfully good thing ; in fact, in such a country as ours,

with our system of labor, there would be no farming without it. But it has

practically killed stock raising.

I cannot very well see how stock can be raised profitably without a radical

change in the labor system. The only true system, especially for the stock

raiser, is to hire his labor for money wages and have what he wants done done.

It is utterly out of the question with croppers, or hands working for a share of

the crop, or renters, to raise cattle. You depend on them to keep up the

fences, which they will not do, or if they do they will have more stock than

you, and then you cannot rotate your lands as you ought to do. Every one-

horse farmer must be provided for equally, which in our poor, hilly country

is hard to do without having several different kinds of crops in the same

field. And then you have not got the rails ; the timber is too precious to split

into rails. If you are going to raise cattle, tun off all your share hands and

renters and pay money wages. Lay off your fields in large bodies and enclose

with wire fences. Three strands will serve for cattle, which can be done at

no great cost.

Before we can raise stock successfully we will have to go to something like

ante bellum days, when the owner of the land was " boss" and directed his

affairs with judgment. I must confess that our present way of doing things

is "too much for me." Why, in those good old days the farm was nicely

divided into fields, well fenced. On my farm one-third went into cotton,

one-third into corn and one-third into small grain. Then there was a surplus

of everything. The stock were taken from the uncultivated lands as soon as

the wheat and oat fields could be opened. A run upon these for a month or

so, with the scattered grain and crab and other grasses, put them in good

order. Then a corn field was gathered, which, with the corn left and peas,

with which every corn field was planted, put every animal in fine condition,

ready to be fattened for the butcher. Then I sold, after supplying the plan

tation, hams and lard, beeves and milch cows, hides and tallow. How

changed now ! I will make a reflection just here. After a while cotton got

to be a big price, and this one-third arrangement was abandoned^, and

one-half went into cotton, and then I began to buy this thing and that, and
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finally more land went into cotton, and now supplies had to be bought. I

suspect that most of you older men have gone through the same experience.

Recognizing the fact that all this was wrong, but seeing no way to correct

it, I was determined at least to raise my own supplies, and commenced carry

ing out in a small way the ideas I have been advancing. Around my home

stead I selected me a farm separate and distinct from the tenant, and upon

this I p.m operating,.principally raising cattle for the butter dairy, with which

I am much pleased.

I am pursuing a different plan in the discussion from what I intended when

I set out, but as I have started on my experience I will proceed with it,

whether it dovetails with the plan or not.

I suggested before that whoever attempted to raise cattle will meet with some

difficulties. Well, one of them is Summer pasturage or grass raising. Right

here I stumbled. I might as well give you my experience and be done with

it, for you cannot raise cattle profitably unless you raise grass.

I bought books and read up on grass. I was enthused. The cattle and the

gold and silver upon a thousand hills were to be mine. I tried red clover,

herds grass, timothy, oat grass, and so on, but somehow 1 did not succeed. I

tried then upon uplands and low lands, spending several hundred dollars.

The Summer suns killed my uplands, and the overflows from the river

destroyed my bottoms. Sometimes I raised good clover, after several years'

trial, and sometimes I did not ; more often missed than hit. I am amused

when I look back at some of my experience, and some of you may save some

money and a great deal of disappointment if you will heed what I am saying.

I remember once when I was going to order a large lot of seeds from David

Landreth & Sons, of Philadelphia, of referring to my text book to see how

much per acre of the different kinds of seed must be sown, to know how

much to order. The book opened of its own accord at a certain page. (The

book was by a Massachusetts man). Here is what caught my eye : "Experi

ment has satisfactorily settled that it is utterly impossible to carry the

English and Northern hay grasses under the excessive temperature that exists

at the South," or words to that effect.

That was a stumper ; but I argued that he did not know everything, and I

was just the fellow to demonstrate that it could be done. And so I went on,

having some success and many failures. I talked grass until I fooled my

neighbors with the belief that they too could raise grass. D. Wyatt Aiken

passed my house once and saw what he called the best clover patch that he

had ever seen in South Carolina, and nothing must do him but I must tell

before the State Agricultural Society how to Winter cattle on clover, hay and

other grasses, which I was fool enough to do. I soon, however, quit raising

grass, except in cotton fields, and thought the fault was in me. But first one

and then another of my neighbors tried it, and at last quit it, so that I was

led to exclaim : " The fault, dear Brutus, is not in us, but in our stars."

I found to my sorrow that the Massachusetts author was correct, and I now

give it as my judgment that whoever fools with any English and Northern

hay grasses for many years will wish he had not.

I never tried lucerne. The Hon. Mr. Rion of this place seemed to succeed

and do wonders with it. Why do not some of the balance of you do so too ?
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But I succeeded finally. You Fairfield fanners will probably smile when I

tell you I fell back on Bermuda grass. Farmers may say what they please

about this great pest of the cotton plant, but to me it has given more satis

faction than anything I have tried. It will furnish more good grazing, and

stand more trampling and rough usage than any other grass. In fact, the

more you pasture it, the better it seems to take possession of the ground. It

will grow under all circumstances and conditions, more surely and satis

factorily than any other grass.

I had an enclosure on my farm lying on a stream consisting of about forty

or fifty acres wornout bottom lands, too stiff or too low for profitable culti

vation, with fifty or seventy-five acres upland adjoining. Some years ago I

ran off rows in the grass and weeds, the land not having been cultivated for

several years, five feet apart, and dropped the Bermuda roots at three feet in

the drill and commenced to pasture at once. It is now pretty well set, and

upon which is kept from January to December, with maybe a month or two

in the Fall, when they are allowed the run of the corn and pea fields, some

thirty head of cattle, which this year have been yielding me my family sup

ply of milk and butter, and we butter both sides of our bread, and about $50

per month of butter extra, besides an occasional beef and milch cow sold,

most of which is clear money. A lane leads from the barn to the pasture, so

that when the cattle are turned out of the barn in the morning, they are in

the pasture.

I will give another experience with Bermuda. I had a twenty acre lot

near my house, with two or three acres of branch bottoms included, the

upland having long since been worn out when I commenced to improve it.

I had it sown in oats, and the idea occurred to me I would put it in Ber

muda grass, so I dropped a root every three feet in the water furrows, which

were ten to twelve feet apart, and covered with a hoe. The next Spring I

laid the crown of the ridge, or midway between the water furrows, with a

shovel plough, and dropped the roots at three feet as before, covering with two

furrows. It maintained a precarious existence for two or three years, having

a hard struggle with native weeds and grasses and constant pasturage.

Three years ago I broke up the land thoroughly with a turning plough in the

Spring. To-day it is an elegant set of Bermuda grass and Japan clover, and

is keeping eleven head of mules, and would keep with such seasons as we

have had two or three times as many. I would state here that,a river runs

through the middle of my farm, upon which I have until within the last two

or three years raised an abundance of corn. I thought I could not feed an

animal without ten or twelve ears of corn three times a day, but the floods

last year got away with me. Something had to«be done ; so much corn or

hay could not be bought ; so early in the Spring the plough mules at night

went into the Bermuda grass lot, and with a little corn for breakfast and a

good feed at dinner they made the crop in about as good order as usual.

Since laying by the crop in July they have been constantly in there, except

when working ; and when working I could change them, not needing all at

one time, so that no feed has been necessary. In that lot they will stay till

frost, except when I am using them. The Bermuda and Japan clover is now
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about as high as your hand, and is all a perfect carpet. It looks as if the

Japan clover would get the upper hand of the Bermuda, but it of itself is not

second to Bermuda. It seems to be spreading all over my farm. It springs

up in January and February, and if ploughed then is destroyed. If the land

be allowed to lie out, or be planted in Bermuda and pastured for some years,

it will come in all right of itself.

With these two grasses and the natives, I have all the Summer pasturage I

want for the amount of cattle now kept.

The next step is how to keep the cattle through the Winter. Farming as I

do for a share of the crop, the cattle furnish a market for the corn, shucks,

wheat and oat straw, and what little hay and rag weeds I can gather.

The principal feed through the Winter is wheat and oat straw, which is care

fully housed, and cotton seed in the raw state. Last Winter I kept four head

of Jersey yearlings, from one to two years old, in the before mentioned

twenty acre lot during the whole Winter ; they were not out of it a single day.

The only feed they got was a little cotton seed twice a day ; no fodder, hay or

shucks at all. I suppose they browsed on the dead Bermuda and got bulk

enough to keep the stomach distended and in good order and some nutriment.

At any rate they came through the Winter in as good condition as my other

animals which had been housed and better fed.

Last year I determined to have hay for Winter in abundance, so I sowed

down sixty acres in clover, herds grass and timothy, and five acres in John

son or Means grass, of my highest and best bottom lands. It was the wonder

of every one who saw it. But unfortunately the August freshet of the same

year destroyed every vestige of all the grasses except the Johnson or Means

grass, which came through all right. But it is no use for me to talk to you

about this grass ; your Broad River farmers have doubtless cursed it many a

time. But it seems to me they might make it more profitable in the way of

raising beef and butter than in trying to raise corn.

I have said nearly all I care to say on this subject, lest I weary you.

Hence, with one or two more ideas I will close.

I do not think you will find beef raising very profitable. Possibly it may

be so on the river bottoms, but I think even there it would be far more profit

able to keep milch cows and make butter.

My experience is against beef raising. It costs more than the animal is

worth in our markets to get him to two or three years old, when he would be

worth from '%15 to $30. Very little more cost would raise a colt, mule or

horse, worth three or four times as much.

The difficulty is the want of home markets. Seventy-seven per cent, of

the inhabitants of South Carolina are engaged in agriculture. If you have a

little beef for sale, all your neighbors have one too, so that when you take

him to yonr one-horse court house or other little town you have to beg some

butcher to take him off your hands. When the occupations of our people

are changed, when instead of three farmers trying to feed the fourth one,

the consuming class is largely increased in proportion, so that two farmers

shall feed three consumers, as in many of the Northern States, then and then

only will beef raising be profitable. The establishment of manufacturing

towns and large cities will develop this industry. When the demand exists
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the supply will be forthcoming. Don't do as I did when- 1 went into the pear

business. When I got the pears raised nobody would buy them. People

were not accustomed to buying such things. They were a luxury, and only

rich people could afford to, or would buy them, and we have but few rich

people. I was a candidate along about that time. On one occasion I was

trying to demonstrate what was the matter with us as farmers by showing

the great necessity of increasing the consuming classes, and was giving an

object lesson, illustrating by showing some magnificent specimens of Bartlett

and Duchesse D'Angouleme pears. My opponent ' ' settled my hash " in reply,

by showing that I was a " little too previous." I ought, said he, " to have

first developed the market and then brought in the supply."

So do not go into the beef business unless you know where and at what

you are going to sell them.

Butter, on the contrary, is like cotton : it can be transported cheaply to

distant markets, if no sale can be had near at home. I could sell auy quan

tity at remunerative figures.

But one word more. Always grade from a pure male and never from a

grade. In a few years you can have a high grade about as valuable as the

pure bloods for practical purposes. I would not advise the buying of costly

animals, unless you propose to furnish breeding animal ; if so, then get the

best. The day of fancy prices has passed away.

I am now done. If I have not furnished you much information on cattle

raising, I hope I have at least entertained you pleasantly for a half hour.

Take some of my experience and see if you cannot profit thereby.

G. H. McMaster asked whether it would not have been more profitable if

sheds were used in "Winter for cattle, and whether two pastures are not

better than one. Col. Moore replied that he didn't want to blow, but he had

the best barn in the State—three stories high. Cattle ought always to be

housed. Two pastures were better also, for one could recuperate while the

other was used.

J. D. McCarley asked about orchard grass, and the reply was that in the

speaker's experience it was not good. He had always failed with it.

S. R. Rutland asked whether the seed of Bermuda grass ever matured in

this country, and the reply was that it did not.

Thos. Anderson asked whether he found a home market for his butter and

milk. The reply was that some was shipped to Augusta. He got twenty-

five and thirty cents a pound, but was working on a primitive basis now, and

thinks the price eould be increased.

Major Woodward—"Colonel, what do you do with your buttermilk ?"

Colonel Moore—"Raise pigs and little niggers with it." [Laughter.]

T. K. Elliott asked what amount of fertilizer was made from twenty cows,

and the reply was that after fertilizing garden and other patches, he had

thoroughly covered twenty acres, and had it not been for weather would have

made two bales to the acre. Would make one any way. This was much

better than manufactured fertilizers.

W. J. Powell asked about the best wire fence for pasture, and the reply

was that he had little experience with it, and was still using rails to a large

extent.
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The President then read some questions which had been handed in. One

concerning the desirability of feeding cattle with ensilage. Col. Moore

thought it a good thing. Prof. Whitney also spoke about the matter, and

gave some views as to its wholesomeness.

During the discussion it was brought out that there were three silos in the

County, Gen. Bratton, Messrs. Lewis T. Wilds and W. J. Powell each having

one.

Mr. Powell, in an interesting and instructive talk, gave his experience with

ensilage, which proved to him that it was a good thing, so much so that he

intended to build another. He described at length his method of procedure

in building silos, and that ensilage was good food for both cattle and mules.

The discussion then turned upon the merits of the Means grass as pasturage

grass. Thos. Anderson thought it a curse, and wished that he was rid of it.

T. S. Brice thought it a blessing, or would yet prove so. It ought to be

sown on low, wet bottom lands for hay and pasturage.

Col. Moore also thought it a good thing.

Hugh Wylie asked how many acres of ordinary pasturage did it take to sup

port one cow, and Col. Moore replied about three.

To the written question, whether stock could be raised on a cotton farm

or where general agriculture prevails, Col. Moore replied : "I don't think it

can be done profitably."

Maj. Woodward arose and advocated broom sage as a good cattle grass,

and gave a method for working it.

To the question whether cotton seed meal was a safe food for a milch cow,

Col. Moore replied that some people thought so, but he thought the raw seed

the best, for "you don't know what you get when you buy the meal."

To the question whether cotton seed had any effect upon the butter, he

replied that it did not, and that it was not necessary to boil them.

After this the discussion was about sugar cane, participated in by Col.

Moore and other gentlemen of the Institute. There were various opinions

expressed as to the different varieties.

The discussion having ended, the Committee on prizes was announced,

which was composed as follows : J. M. Smith, W. R Rabb and J. C. Caldwell.

On motion of Maj. Woodward the following resolution was unanimously

carried :

That the thanks of the Institute are due to Col. Moore for his able, instruct

ive and entertaining address.

The Institute then adjourned for two hours.

On reassembling, the crowd was quite as large as in the morning. The

President introduced Dr. Siles, of the South Carolina University, whose sub

ject was " The Prevention of Animal Plagues."

PREVENTION OF ANIMAL PLAGUES.

No subject relates more closely to the live stock interests of the country

than the prevention of animal plagues. The old saying that " prevention i*

better than a cure " is well illustrated when applied to contagious diseases of

domestic animals. When it is considered that time and experience have per

fectly demonstrated the incurability of many of these diseases, and the vast
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amount of money invested in live stock, together with the enormous loss that

annually takes place, the necessity of prevention is plainly seen. It becomes

from one point of view a matter of dollars and cents. But this is not the

only reason why all possible measures should be observed to prevent animal

plagues. We must remember that many of these diseases—for example :

tuberculosis, glanders, anthrax, and others—are capable of being communi

cated to man, in consequence of which many human lives are lost annually.

Consequently the prevention of animal diseases has for its object not only

the prevention of the enormous losses of live stock, but the preservation of

the public health as well.

On account of the scarcity of educated veterinarians and the non-appreci

ation of preventive medicine by the general public, this subject has not

received and is not at present receiving the attention that it demands. The

uneducated veterinary surgeon and the stock owner, not understanding the

nature and cause of contagious diseases most dangerous to animals and man,

not realizing that they must be successfully combatted not by treating the

sick but by preventive measures, devote all their effort's to trying to euro the

sick animals, instead of endeavoring to prevent new cases occurring. The

treatment of these fatal diseases is much encouraged by unscrupulous

persons, who take advantage of the prevailing idea that all diseases must be

curable if the proper drug is administered, by preparing and selling certain

quack nostrums, which they advertise far and wide as cure-alls. As a con

sequence, in many instances where outbreaks of disease occur which could

easily be arrested if proper preventive measures were adopted, the sick are

treated and the disease is allowed to spread. Tho amount of these so-called

cures sold is sometimes surprising. It has been fittingly remarked that people

will give millions for a cure but not a cent for prevention. It is the universal

experience, after using these cure-alls, that they are excellent commodities to

sell, but poor goods to buy, as in all instances they fail to cut short the

disease. If the public would consider the fact that these patent nostrums

are prepared not by men who have made a scientific study and investigation

of disease, and the action of the different therapeutical agents, but by men

who have no knowledge of either, together with the fact that certain diseases

of man which have been studied and treated for centuries are now just as

incurable as formerly, the fallacy of a cure-all would become apparent.

In order to intelligently combat contagious diseases, it is necessary to

know their cause, and also to understand the conditions favorable for the

action of these existing causes. During the past ten years much progress

has been made in the study of contagious diseases of man and animals.

Many of them are now known to be due to bacteria, minute vegetable organ

isms so small that a microscope of high power is necessary to make them

visible. Every disease known to be due to bacteria has its own special organ

ism which constitutes the virus of the disease. On becoming introduced

into the animal body through a wound, through the intestinal tract, or

by means of the respiratory organs, they rapidly multiply and produce

such changes in the animal system as to produce disease. In order for the

disease to be communicated from animal to animal, the virus or vegetable

organism must first find its way from animal to animal. The mode of com
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munication may be direct when animals are kept in immediate contact with

each other, the organism passing directly from one animal to another by

means of the expired air or body secretions ; or the organism may develop

in some instances in suitable media outside the animal body and then infect

animals, then constituting what is usually described as an infectious disease.

Now that the cause of animal plagues is understood, they can, if proper

means are taken, be prevented when not existing, and stamped out where

existing. Not, however, until the importance of this subject is appreciated by

the public, and the supply of educated veterinarians with a knowledge of

sanitary science is considerably increasod, will this matter receive the prac

tical attention that it demands.

Several methods of prevention have been suggested. 1st. Prevention by

rendering the animal insusceptible to the disease, by the administration of

certain drugs and the observance of hygienic laws. 2d. Prevention by in

oculation ; and, 3d. Prevention by radical extermination of the disease-pro

ducing organisms. It is frequently observed that animals in vigorous health

do not always contract disease when exposed, and freqnently have mild

attacks when affected. Consequently any treatment, hygienic or otherwise,

which tends to produce a vigorous state of health will have a tendency to

prevent disease. It has been supposed that prevention could be secured by

the administration of disinfectants, (agents capable of destroying bacteria,)

for example, carbolic acid and hyposulphill of sodium. Experiments have

shown, however, that drugs strong enough to destroy the bacteria in the

body will also destroy the animal. It is probable, though, that to a certain

extent the administration of these agents tends to prevent disease by render

ing the body a less suitable media for the development of the disease organ- .

isms. The most that can be said in favor of hygienic, tonic and disinfectant

treatment as a preventive, is that in a few cases they ward off disease and

mitigate it in others. They cannot be relied upon to prevent disease.

Inoculation as a preventive is as yet in its infancy. This method is based

upofi the fact that one attack of a contagioas disease grants immunity against

a future attack. Smallpox and measles in the human family are examples of

diseases occurring but once in the same individual, except in rare cases. If

a virus can be obtained which when used for inoculation will produce a mild

disease, from which the animal readily recovers, immunity is also produced.

In France inoculation as a preventive against anthrax in cattle has been quite

successfully employed. In this country inoculation has not as yet been

employed to any extent for the prevention of any contagious animal disease.

Although much work has been done in this line by Dr. Salmon, Professor

Law and others, much yet remains to be done before suitable material for

inoculation can be obtained and this plan made a success. This method when

worked out promises to be a valuable one, and may be as useful in prevent

ing the ravages of disease among domestic animals as vaccination is in pre

venting smallpox in man. At the present time the best method, if not the

only one, for preventing animal plagues existing in this country is to radi

cally exterminate all the disease germs or bacteria. This, of course, necessi

tates the destruction of all diseased animals, as well as the destruction of all

disease organisms outside the animal body by thoroughly disinfecting all
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infected promises. As we know positively that contagious diseases do not

arise spontaneously, will not spring up in different places without the virus

having first been carried there by the diseased animal or in some other way

we know with certainty that by this method they can be prevented from

spreading and stamped out where already existing. If proper legislation by

the general government or by each State could be had in regard to the differ

ent contagious diseases, they could be extirpated at a much less cost than the

annual loss caused by their ravages. Until such legislation can be had the

stock owner must rely largely upon his own resources.

I will now discuss briefly, with measures of prevention, a few of the con

tagious diseases to which animals of this State are most liable. Probably the

disease causing the greatest loss in dollars and cents in this as well as in

many other Stutes is a disease of swine usually known as hog cholera, and

designated swine plague by some authors. Although of comparatively recent

origin, in most sections of the country, on account of the contagious and very

fatal nature of the affection, the loss has been enormous, and is still continu

ing. No disease in this country has been as much investigated by scientific

men, had as many different opinions held in regard to it, and been as imper

fectly understood by the general public as this. Many causes have been

assigned, and as many diferent cures proposed. Some have attributed the

affection to worms found in the lungs and intestines on post mortem examina

tion. These worms, although frequently found in animals which have died

from the effect of hog cholera, have no connection whatever with the disease.

They are, however, capable of causing another disease when prasant in suf

ficient numbers. Others have supposed high breeding to be the cause. Still

others claim that filthy surroundings, together with an exclusive diet of corn,

are sufficient to cause the disease. In the light of recent discoveries, these

theories, as well as many others, are not to be entertained. Scientific investi

gation has perfectly demonstrated that this disease belongs to the group of

bacterial diseases, and is due to a bacterial organism called the bacillus of

swine plague or hog cholera. ,

This organism constitutes the virus or contagion of the disease, and under

certain favorable conditions multiplies both within and without the animal

body, thus rendering the disease capable of being communicated directly and

indirectly from animal to' animal. These organisms are scattered by the

diseased swine principally by means of the intestinal discharges. It is by the

transportation of these organisms that the disease spreads from place to place

and breaks out in new localities. This takes place in different ways—by

means of the animal, by cars or other conveyances which diseased animals

have been transported in, by men who have been about diseased animals, the

organism being carried in the soil adhering to the feet, and by dogs, birds,

etc. Before noting the measures to be taken to prevent the trouble, let us

notice briefly the principal symptoms by which the disease may be recognized.

After a period of incubation, varying from four to ten days, the following

characteristic symptoms of "hog cholera" develop. The animal has a

dejected appearance, head hangs, ears droop, appears weak, not much incli

nation to feed, with a tendency to lie in the nest. If examined closer a high

fever will be found present, a watery discharge from the eyes is observed,
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pressure on abdoman causes pain, and small red spots are observed on the

under side of the abdomen and inside the thigh and fore legs where the skin

is thin. A profuse diarrhoea is pressnt, especially during the early stages of

the disease. In some instances a cough will ba present, showing the respira

tory organs to be more or less affected. These symptoms, when considered

in connection with the post mortem appearances, will enable the ordinary

observer to diagnose the disease. On post mortem the large intestines are

always found the seat of marked changes. The appearance of small ulcers

from the size of a pin head to a quarter dollar on the mucus membrane of

the colon is characteristic of the disease. These appear as small elevated

patches of a dark or yellowish color and are plainly visible. In some

instances the lungs will also present well marked changes, consisting of

hepatization of the lung tissues, etc.

The mortality is very great, especially in young pigs, frequently being from

90 to 100 per cent. In older animals it is not so great. Those that recover,

however, are unthrifty and of little value for some time. The fatality, of

course, varies somewhat in different outbreaks, the disease existing in some

instances in a virulent form, and in other outbreaks being comparatively

mild.

As hog cholera must bo recognized as one of the fatal diseases, treatment

is not to be recommended. As this is one of the diseases which does not

arise spontaneously, but never appears except as a result of infection or con

tagion, it can, if proper measures are taken, be stamped out and prevented.

To be sure this is no easy task, but nevertheless it is possible to eradicate

the disease from the State by the slaughter and payment of all diseased and

exposed animals, the enforcement of rigid quarantine rules, and the disin

fection of all infected premises. Until this can be done, much can

be done by the individual owners toward preventing the intro

duction and spread of the plague. On the appearance of disease among

swine steps should at once be taken to ascertain the true nature of the

affection. If found to be hog cholera, the well and diseased swine should

be at once separated by removing the well animals to other quarters some

distance away and so located as not to receive the drainage from the diseased

swine. As water is a good vehicle for carrying the infection or organism,

care should be taken that well animals do not have access to streams that

become polluted by diseased swine above. It is very important that the sepa

ration take place as above indicated, and not by removing the sick, for the

disease organism escaping in the intestinal discharges, if the weather is warm

enough, readily develop in the soil, litre, etc. The pens or yards soon become

thoroughly infected, thus rendering them unsafe for occupancy by healthy

animals. Hogs kept in infected pens obtain the organisms in the food and

drink, and as readily contract the disease as when kept with sick animals.

After separation there should be no communication whatever between the

infected premises and the healthy swine. The healthy swine should be cared

for by separate attendants, as a small quantity of the virus may be carried on

the feet, which will rapidly increase until a sufficient quantity is developed to

infect a whole herd. Utensils of any kind used about the sick should not be
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used about healthy animals, nor should dogs be allowed to run from herd to

herd for reasons above mentioned.

All animals having the disease in a virulent form should be killed, and all

dead swine burned, if possible without being removed from the infected

premises, together with all rubbish about the enclosure. If necessary to

remove them from the infected premises the carcasses should be hauled, and

not dragged over the ground, after first having been wet with some disinfect

ing solution. The vehicle used for transporting should be immediately dis

infected. If necessary to dispose of in some other way than by burning, the

carcasses should be buried at least six feet deep, and in such location that by

drainage wells or streams cannot become polluted.

If absolutely necessary to leave the healthy swine in the enclosures where

the disease has developed, all sick animals are to be removed as soon as any

sign of disease appears, and the enclosure as near as possible thoroughly dis

infected. This can be done by washing all wood work, sides of pen, trough,

etc., and saturating the intestinal discharges with a solution of corrosive

sublimate—one-half ounce to four gallons clear water, and by covering the

surface of the ground with lime. All utensils can be disinfected by washing

with the above solution.

In the absence of corrosive sublimate solution, carbolic acid, one part to

fifty of water, may be used.

Enclosures of any kind which have contained diseased swine should not

again be used for healthy animals until they have been disinfected as above

indicated. If these precautions are carried out much loss may be averted.

Another disease, which is imperfectly understood by most stock raisers,

and which not only causes the death of many horses and mules, but the

death of men as well, is the disease usually described as glanders and farcy.

This is a contagious, fatal disease, usually occurring in the horse, mule and

donkey, but capable of being transmitted by inoculation to other animals,

including man. Cattle resist the effects of the virus and do not contract the

disease when inoculated. The terms glanders and farcy are the terms applied

to different types of disease produced by the same virus. The virus of

equina or glanders in one animal may produce the type known as glanders,

and in another the farcy type of disease. The principal difference is that

the diseased process is located in different parts of the body. In the glanders

type the morbid process is principally confined to the nasal passages and

adjacent lymphatic glands, while in farcy the disease is localized in the skin

and sub- adjacent glands.

Glanders may be acute or chronic, and is recognized by three principal

symptoms : a discharge from the nostrils, a small nodular swelling beneath

the lower jaw corresponding to the side having the nasal discharge, and

small pit-like ulcers on the mucus membrane covering the partition separat

ing the two nasal passages. The nasal discharge does not differ materially

from the discharges attending other diseases, and when taken alone is of little

importance, but when accompanied by the nodular swelling and nasal ulcers

it becomes diagnostic. The small, ragged-edged ulcers on the nasal septum

are characteristic of the disease, as they do not occur in other nasal affections.

These three symptoms are always present in acute casos, but in the horse,
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where the disease usually runs a chronic course, one or more of these

symptoms may be absent. In many cases the only symptom will be a slight

nasal discharge from one nostril, so slight that it will escape detection unless

a close examination is made. An animal having the disease in this form

may live for years, communicating the disease in the meantime to other

horses ; or the disease may change to a more acute course and soon terminate

fatally. In acute cases the animal lives but a few months.

Farcy may also be acute or chronic. Mules and donkeys are more liable to

this type. In acute cases the animal is taken with a high fever, followed by

the appearance of small nodular swellings beneath the skin, usually on the

inside of the hind limbs. These nodules, or "farcy buttons," as they are

usually called, soon suppurate, forming small ulcers. The nasal discharge

soon appears, and the animal is said to be both glandered and farcied. In

chronic cases but few buttons appear, the resulting ulcers may heal and

apparent recovery appear to have taken place. It is supposed, however, that

the disease is at any time under favorable conditions to make its appearance.

■ The cause of equina has until recently been unknown. It is now known to

be due to a living organism, the bacillus of glanders, and consequently belongs

to the bacterial class of diseases. The discovery of the fact that the disease

is due to a living germ proves that the theory, held by many in the past and

by some at present, that the disease arises spontaneously, or that debilitating

disease can develop into glanders, is not correct. That disease-producing

pathogenic bacteria do not arise spontaneously is a settled fact. Consequently

we cannot conceive of a case of glanders occurring except as a result of the

exposure of the animal to the living virus from a former case of disease.

When viewed in this light, it is easy to understand that catarrh, purpura

hgemorrliagica, or any other affection, will not develop into glanders. These

diseases simply render the animal more susceptible to the disease when ex

posed.

The disease is communicated from animal to animal principally by means

of the nasal discharge. This contains the bacteria in large numbers. Man

contracts the affection by becoming inoculated through a wound while hand

ling animals affected with the disease. Death is always the result.

As in the case of other fatal diseases, no treatment except preventive is to

be recommended. This loathsome plague, like many other plagues, can be

stamped out if well directed efforts are made with that end in view. To

accomplish this, much must be done by the individual stock owners. AQ

diseased animals should be at once killed and disposed of by burning or bury

ing. Chronic cases, showing but slight symptoms, should not be spared,

although capable of doing much work. They are even more dangerous than

acute cases, because they will live longer to scatter the virus from place to

place. It ig usually these cases that spread the disease from farm to farm.

The symptoms presented by them so nearly resemble those of a common cold,

chronic catarrh or " colt distemper," that the unscrupulous trader is able to

trade or sell the animal to some unsuspecting stock owner, thus causing a

new outbreak of the disease. After the disposal of the diseased animals the

buildings where they have been kept should be thoroughly disinfected by
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washing with corrosive sublimate solution the stalls, mangers, feed boxes, tec,

after which they should be whitewashed with strong whitewash.

Wagon tongues, neck yokes, harness, and everything which has come in

contact with the discharge, must also be disinfected. All animals liable to

the disease having suspicious symptoms should be at once examined by some

competent veterinary surgeon, and the true nature of the trouble determined.

Until this can be determined they should be kept entirely separate from

healthy animals. By carrying out these methods—destroying the diseased,

having all suspicious cases examined as soon as suspicious symptoms appear,

and by thoroughly disinfecting, this equine plague can be largely prevented.

Tuberculosis or consumption in cattle is another affection causing the death

of many animals and the loss of many human lives. . This disease is not usu

ally understood by cattle men ; nor is the fact that the disease can be com

municated to man by animals known by most people. Such, however, is the

case, as it has been proven that the disease can be produced in man by the

use of tho flesh and milk of a tuberculous animal for food. There is no

doubt but what many cases of consumption occurring in cities are produced'

in this way.

The disease is most frequently observed in high-bred cattle, and in animals

kept under bad sanitary conditions in cities. Prof. Law states that a large

per cent, of the cows supplying New York City with milk are affected with

the disease. High-bred cattle and those kept in crowded, badly ventilated

stables seem to offer less resisting power to the virus of the disease. Like

the previously described diseases, this affection is also due to a bacterial

organism. This is the bacillus of tuberculosis. Usually the first sympton

of the disease is a slight cough. As the disease progresses the animal stands

apart from the herd with back arched, respiration is increased and labored,

pressure on the side of the chest causes pain, and diarrhoea is usually present.

The progress of the trouble is usually slow, the animal living for several

months.

Tho characteristic feature of the disease is the development of small tuber

cles in different portions of the body. These are easily recognized on post

mortem examination as very numerous nodula from the size of a pin head

to that of a walnut, covering usually the lungs and also scattered through

the lung tissue. In other instances the diaphragm aud mesentery (the serous

membrane uniting the intestines) will be found covered. Any portion of the

body is not exempt, but the place? mentioned are the most frequent seat of

their location. When the lungs are not affected the animal during life shows

in many cases no sympton, and remains in good condition.

In many instances, calves from cows affected with the disease are born

with the organisms in the system, but unless some vital organ becomes the

seat of the trouble the animal may reach maturity before the disease makes

itself manifest. This explains why the disease runs in certain families of

fine stock. As this is an incurable disease, treatment is not recommended.

All animals known to have the disease should bo killed and buried or burned.

The practice recommended by some of the live stock journals of this country,

54—K&R
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to fatten and dispose of for food as soon as the first symptoms of the disease

appear, in my opinion cannot bo too highly condemned. In no case except

in the very incipient stages should the flesh be used for food, and then only

after being examined by a competent meat inspector. Remembering that

the affection can be communicated from animals to man, and the great mor

tality in the human family from this disease, it is easy to understand why

every possible effort should be made to prevent its occurrence in the bovine

species. As the disease is communicated from animal to animal by means of

the organisms contained in the matter coughed up from the trachea and

lungs, and possibly by means of the expired air, any animal suspected of

having tuberculosis should at once bo separated from healthy cattle. No

animal, sire or dam, affected with the disease should be used for breeding

purposes, nor should any young animal from a sire or dam which has died

with the disease be bred from. All infected buildings must also be thor

oughly disinfected. This can be done as recommended for glanders. As in

other contagious troubles, much loss can be saved by an early investigation of

' all suspicious cases. In many cases tuberculosis lingers for several years in a

herd, causing the loss of one or two fine blooded cattle yearly, without its true

nature being discovered. By a proper observance of these measures, the

number of cases can be materially lessened.

Several other diseases of importance could be mentioned, but as this paper

is already long they must remain unnoticed here.

Various instances of certain diseases in animals belonging to members were

then related to Dr. Niles, and questions were put to him with reference

thereto. From the nature of the questions and the technical terms used in

describing them, and the remedies, it is impossible to give even a summary of

the interesting discussion, which was quite general.

At the conclusion of Dr. Nilcs's address, Mr. T. S. Brice aros* and moved

that the thanks of the Institute be tendered to Dr. Niles for his interesting,

instructive and learned address, which was done unanimously.

Mr. T. W. Bawls moved that the Institute adjourn until 10 o'clock on Fri

day, which was done, and the assemblage dispersed. Thus ended the first

day's proceedings. In this connection it may be said that the people of Fair

field owe the inauguration of this most worthy undertaking to the Wateree

Prize Club, assisted by a Committee of the County Farmers' Alliance, both of

which may well congratulate themselves on the success of the Institute.

/SECOND DAY.

President Gaillard introduced the speaker of the morning, Professor Whit

ney, of The South Carolina University, who spoke on "The Exhaustion of

Soils," as follows:

SOIL EXHAUSTION.

Gentlemen : The object of these Farmers' Institutes is not merely, as it

seems to me, to discuss the best methods of raising big crops of corn and cot

ton, or the best time to plough tho land, or the best way to eradicate nut

1
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grass, or other so-called practical questions which are daily discussed in the

country store at the cross-roads, but it is, or should be, that once in a year

the farmers of a country meet together and have presented to them some of

the underlying principles of crop production in the study of the soil ; the

principles of, and reasons for, cultivation ; the habits of growth and the

needs of the different plants ; the cause, prevention and remedy of the prin

cipal diseases or insect ravagss, with the principles of breeding, feeding, dis

eases, and other questions belonging to animal husbandry. As impractical,

theoretical, or scientific a3 these subjects may appear to many of you, it is

obvious that any advancement or progress in practical agriculture must come

through the control or advantage taken of some of these principles, and it is

for you to say, or the present generation is deciding, whether you will continue

to advance blindly as was done up to the first of this century, or whether

you will accept and encourage the work of a small body of men who have

trained themselves by long years of study and at great expense of time and

money to investigate these fundamental principles of agriculture, and apply

this knowledge so gained to your practical work as you need it. Leibig de

fines the end of agricultural chemistry thus : " It seeks to place in harmony

the experience of agriculturalists with natural laws or truths solidly estab

lished." And Grandeau adds in substance : " It is not really in antagonism to

practice that the scientist presents himself to the farmer. He neither desires

nor pretends to put himself in the place of those who have always practiced

methods of culture, of tillage or of feeding. He does not offer absolute re

forms but explanations of facts observed by them, through the principles of

chemistry and physiology. In applying to agricultural problems the dis

coveries of chemistry, of physics, and biology, the scientist offers himself as

guide and counsellor and not as authoritative reformer.'' That small body

of farmers constituting a farmers' club in Germany recognized the great

practical value and importance of the scientific investigations that Leibig and

others of those old professors were carrying on in the Gorman universities

when they established the first experiment station some forty years ago and

supported at their own expense, with some aid from the government, a pro

fessor and assistants from one of the universities to give their entire attention

and the result of all their training, learning, experience and powers exclu

sively to those subjects closely related to practical agriculture which had

up to that time been treated more in an incidental way in the line of gene

ral scientific advancement.

Another class of men whom you pretend to look down upon and deride are

those rich landlords of England, the millionaire farmers of New York. Penn

sylvania and some of our Western States, and those in this and neighboring

States who are not dependent upon their farms for support or living, but take

up farming as a relaxation from business cares, or as a hobby, or from the

pleasures of country life. It does not make any difference to him whether

his farm pays. He does not mind spending money for new breeds of cattle

or for the introduction or encouragement of new kinds of machinery, or drain

age, or tillage, or crops. Does the average farmer of South Carolina have

the time, money or opportunity to import new breeds of cows or horses, or

encourage the introduction of our modern improved machinery ? Not at all.
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This is done for him largely by the wealthy farmers of New York and Penn

sylvania. If it were possible to find a farmer in this country or in Europe

who has not taken advantage of the scientific investigations of the Experi

ment Stations, and who is not indirectly indebted to our rich farmers inde

pendent of the income from the farm, that man would be a hundred years

behind the times, which means that his practical agriculture would be but

little advanced from what it was at the beginning of the Christian era, 1900

years ago.

The paper read before the Institute generally treats of the principle under

lying the question under consideration, and after the reading of the paper the

discussion, if it be general, shows the practical application of the substance

of the address to your personal need. This is equally important and neces

sary as the paper itself, which in most cases, of necessity, must be general in

its character. I propose, therefore, to-day to discuss some of the principles

underlying the exhaustion of soils in a general way, and trust to the after dis

cussion to show the practical application to your particular needs.

In a new country, where the hand of man has never felled the trees nor

turned the sod, the land, save in desert places where rain seldom or never

falls, or in extremely cold latitudes, is everywhere covered with vegetation—

with grass or weeds, shrubs or trees. The conditions of growth are so nicely

adjusted, the food supply on the one hand and the crop production on the

other, that year after year, under these natural conditions, the crop produc

tion remains the same. This may be called the natural fertility of the land.

Every 30 years the land if left undisturbed in the meantime can produce a

crop of trees fit to be cut for fuel or timber, or grass to give food to thousands

of wild animals which roam over the country.

When man first turns the virgin soil all natural conditions are changed.

Not satisfied with the kind or amount of the vegetation he finds, he takes

matters into his own hands. He introduces new plants, brought, perhaps,

from far-off countries, and raised under different conditions, for food and

clothing; he provides his tools—his hoe and plough and cultivator—and finds

he has not only to wage an unremittent war with nature for the occupation

of the land, but to imitate some of the natural conditions he has so ruthlessly

destroyed. Where nature uses her myriads of delicate roots to penetrate the

soil in all directions to let in the air and organic matter derived from the

atmosphere to act on the substance of the rocks and prepare food from her

rocky vaults for the same or succeeding crops, he turns the soil once or twice

a year with his steam or sulky plough, letting air in to be sure, but burning

up what organic matter nature or his own hand has placed there. Where

nature protects her soil from the scorching heat of the sun and the drying

winds bv spreading cast-off leaves as a mulch upon the surface, he uses his

hoe, sweep or cultivator to stir the surface and prevent excessive evaporation

and drying out of the soil. A freshly turned virgin soil, like our Western

prairie, yields large crops of corn or wheat for a few years, but then the yield

rapidly falls off. The natural fertility of the soil is not so great under these

artificial conditions of cultivation, or at least the first yield, obtained largely

from the debris of the former natural vegetation, is not sustained, and the

production falls so low as to make the crop unproductive. In a country
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where land is cheap and thinly settled and labor is high, it is cheaper to take

up new land than to attempt other and more expensive methods of cultiva

tion. The natural fertility or crop-producing power of the soil under the

conditions of cultivation is so small as to make the crop unprofitable. This

is one type of soil exhaustion. We have two questions to consider : what

causes soil exhaustion, and how can exhausted land be brought up ? Is soil

exhaustion due to the actual removal of large quantities of the plant food

contained in the soil by the wheat or corn crop, or is it due to the fact that

our cultivation on an extensive system with ploughs and harrows once or

twice a year does not take the place of nature's use of delicate roots and cast-

off foliage ?

The yield per acre of wheat and corn in the great wheat lands of Minne

sota and Wisconsin is greatly decreasing, and has decreased notably in the

last ten or twenty years. Is this from direct loss of plant food by the

removal of the crop ? It cannot be, for the Egyptians have cultivated their

land in wheat for 4,000 years, and it is as fertile to-day—often yielding an

hundred fold of the seed put in—as it was in the old Bible times. You say

this is largely due to the annual overflow and sediment of the Nile. But look

at Palestine, where irrigation is still practiced to provide for the natural

deficiency of the rainfall, the land is still as fertile as it was 2,000 years ago.

Look at Rome and Italy, which was eminently an agricultural country

some two thousand years ago. Their soil is still under cultivation. Look at

the fertile lands of Holland and Germany, which for hundreds of years have

supported a much denser population than ours. Lands like theirs, which

originally were probably no better than ours, and which sells now, or even

rent, for anywhere within $500 per acre, cannot be said to be exhausted. It

is in a sense physical condition rather than lack of plant food in the soil

which causes exhaustion. In Germany and Holland large quantities of

refuse matter have been yearly returned to the soil ; much of their land is

left permanently in grass, and grass has a prominent place in their rotation,

usually occupying the land one year in four.

One has but to stand on the river bank at Columbia to see, in the mud

which is being daily transferred from the up countries to the low, one cause

of soil exhaustion with us, in the washing effect of our heavy rains on our

particular soil formation.

Why, gentlemen, I will tell you what is a fact. I was down on James

Island recently for a few days and I found the most interesting agricultural

methods I have ever seen in this country. Who ever heard before of under-

draining whole cotton fields, especially sandy soil ? The high beds they plant

on are brought down from the old Roman times, and are almost forgotten

now save in some old books, and in a few districts in Europe where this pri

mitive method of drying out the land to hasten the maturity of the crops is

said still to be practiced, only the Roman beds were generally much higher,

being sometimes five or six feet. Who ever heard before of cultivating a

whole plantation in cotton without the use of the plough or sweep, which

they say was often the case before the war ? Yet, gentlemen, these lands are

invaluable—they are not on the market:—they cannot be bought for money,

within any reasonable figure ; and yet, gentlemen, these lands were once the

s
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cream of these upland hills, and those islanders know it and gloat over it

These hills of yours have washed down our muddy rivers year after year, past

Columbia, leaving a few rich bottom lands here and there which hold out

promises of great value, but which, as this year has shown, often lure men

to ruin and death, as the legend has it the Lorelei lured the sailors to

destruction and shipwreck on that beautiful river, the Rhine. Past the

fertile fields of Orangeburg, forming at last the rice swamps of the coast

region and the rich and invaluable lands of the sea islands.

Why, gentlemen, this mud, this sediment which comes down from your up

country, the cream of your land which you let the rains skim off and slip

away from you while you are attending your political meetings as you were

when this recent rain came on, is so valued by those islanders that every

year they have out their men and teams at low tide to scrape up this mud

and haul it and spread it on their lands. They even value the stilt marsh

grass so much which grows on this mud and sucks out the food from the up

countries that men are employed from the time cotton is laid by until frost

in cutting this grass and spreading it on the land with the mud for the

benefit of their crops.

Other causes of soil exhaustion are the superficial tillage and cultivation

and the continued cropping of such a clean cultured and relatively small

rooted crop as cotton, which leaves the land exposed for so much of the year

in spite of nature's effort to correct the fault with crab or Bermuda grass.

I do not condemn the extensive system of agriculture which has prevailed

at the South, for no doubt it has in the past been the wisest course to pur

sue ; but it seems probable that a change is gradually taking place—slowly,

to be sure, but surely. I would not advocate, nor do I think we will soon

adopt generally, any such cast iron rule of rotation or the intensive system of

cultivation which is practiced in Europe. Our conditions, needs and crops

are altogether different. Cotton, tobacco, rice, grapes, fruit, dairying and

stock, which will probably form our staple exports from the South for some

time to come, all require special, and, in a way, skilled labor, and to be suc

cessfully grown must each be given a principal place on the farm. Still we

can pay much more attention to our lands and cultivation than we have in

the past. One of the most encouraging signs of the times for our Southern

agriculture, as pointed out in the census report, is the decrease in the size of

the farms. In this State the increase in the number of farms in 1880 over

1870 was 80.9 per cent., while the total farm acreage increased only 11.2 per

cent. The average size of the farms in this State in 1860 was 488 acres ; in

1870, 288 acres ; in 1880, 143 acres. Of this 143 acres 30.7 per cent, or 43.9

acres are improved land. This produces on the average about the following

crops :

Cotton, 15 acres yielding 5 bales; corn, 14 acres yielding 126 bushels;

oats, 3 acres yielding 42 bushels ; wheat, 2 acres yielding 11 bushels ; rice, 1

acre yielding 664 pounds.

Not heavy cropping, surely ; yet the cry is that the land is exhausted. It

cannot be from the amount of plant food removed by these crops, for as we

shall see this is relatively very small. Still we must cultivate nearly four

times as much land to produce a bushel of corn as they do in Pennsylvania,
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and two and a half times as much land in wheat to produce a bushel of this

grain. Yet we hear of no soil exhaustion on the fine wheat and corn lands

of Pennsylvania, notwithstanding the much larger yield per acre. The

average yield per acre of wheat in England is stated to be 26 bushels ; of

Pennsylvania 13.3 bushels, and of this State 5.6 bushels.

Sir John Lawes has grown wheat on the same land year after year con

tinuously for forty years without manure, averaging over the whole period

fourteen bushels of wheat per acre. This is due to the natural fertility or

crop producing power of the land. This land has been under cultivation at

least two or three hundred years, yet it can still, under the condition of

cultivation and climate, render available enough plant food to produce four

teen bushels of grain per acre each year, and there is no apparent reason

why this should not continue indefinitely. When stable manure has been

applied year after year over the same period the yield has been 32f bushels

per acre on the average, or 18| bushels more than the unmanured. Mixed

minerals with ammonia gave about the same results as with the stable

manure. This artificial fertility, as it may be called, will probably last just

so long as this complete fertilizer is added in the quantities named, but

would probably eventually fall away to fourteen bushels should the manur

ing be discontinued, when the effect of the manuring already on has worn

away.

Let us look now at our own soil, at what amount of plant food is really

exported from the farm, and what means we take to raise the yield above

what could be expected from the natural strength of the soil, and improve

and keep the land in good "condition."

By far the largest part of the food of plants is obtained from the atmos

phere. 100 pounds of our ordinary grains, such as wheat, rye, barley and

corn, will contain, approximately, 46 pounds of carbon (charcoal), 44 pounds

of oxygen and 5 pounds of hydrogen, (the elements of water), 3 pounds of

nitrogen and 2 pounds of ash or earthy matter of the soil containing potash,

phosphoric acid, lime, &c. Different plants and different parts of plants of

course have different composition, and require more or less food from the

soil than this amount. Dry pine wood contains only about o oz. of ash or

earthy matter derived from the soil in every 100 pounds of wood, the other

99 pounds 11 ounces being obtained from the air. As a rule trees require

very little matter from the soil. The leaves of trees, however, contain a

considerable amount of ash or mineral matter, but as these fall to tho

ground and are usually allowed to remain there and rot the mineral matter

is not lost to the soil, but can be used over and over again by the same tree

year after year. The leaves of pine trees contain about 6 pounds of mineral

matter in every 100 pounds of dry substance. The oak is a light feeder. The

walnut and horse chestnut require perhaps the most mineral matter from the

soil for their wood, bark and leaves of any of our common trees. This ex

plains in part why leaves are so much more valued in the stable as bedding

than sawdust, as pound for pound they contain so much more mineral food.

In France and Germany the forests are under government control, and

heavy fines are imposed for the removal of leaves from the forests, where
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they are valued alike for the mineral matter they contain and for the mulch

over the soil.

Our quick growing agricultural plants contain as a rule from 1 to 8 pounds

of mineral matter derived from the soil, for every 100 pounds of air dry sub

stance produced. Tobacco is exceptionally rich in ash constituents, and con

tains from 15 to 25 pounds of mineral matters in 100 pounds, or not far from

one-fourth of the whole weight of the crop is derived from the soil. The

accompanying table shows the average composition of some of our common

crops in the air dry state, except when stated, or in the condition we gen

erally use them. The table shows the pounds of water, organic matters

(mostly derived from the air,) and of ash or mineral matters from the soil

contained in 1,000 pounds of substance, with the pounds of nitrogen, potash,

lime, phosphoric acid, &c.

The lower part of the table also shows the average composition of some of

the fertilizers or fertilizing materials in common use in this State. For the

sake of making this matter and the use of the table clear, let us calculate from

the table the composition of the average crop on the average sized farm of

this State, which we have already considered, assuming that all the grain is

sold and all the forage, straw and cotton seed are returned to the land.

Phos

phoricExported from Nitrogen.

Pounds.

Potash.

Pounds.Acid.

Pounds.

15 acres cotton (lint) at 133 lbs 8.6 10.8 6.4

88.8 112.9 28.3

25.8 8.8 0.8

2 acres wheat, at 5i (5.6) bus 13.9 5.3 3.4

1 acre rice, at 664 lbs 1.2 1.1 0.5

Total lbs. most important plant food

Per acre, average

83.3

2.4

138.4

4.0

34.4

1.0

I want to call your attention to an interesting fact. The average size of

the farms in Pennsylvania is 93 acres, of which 67.8 per cent, or 63 acres is

improved land. On this on the average over the entire State 18 tons, or

36,000' pounds, of hay are raised, requiring 558 pounds of nitrogen, 148

pounds of phosphoric acid and 475 pounds of potash, or 6i times as much

nitrogen, about an equal amount of phosphoric acid and nearly 14 times as

much potash in this one hay crop as in the combined crop of the average

farm in this State ; yet the grass lands of Pennsylvania are not exhausted,

and the value the English place on established meadows and pastures, which

have been unbroken for generations and perhaps hundreds of years, as well

as theory and common practice and experience, shows of what positive value

grass is to land, raising it in money value twenty or an hundred fold. The

average amount of hay as returned to the census for this State was some

thing like 47 pounds per farm.



Average Composition of Our Principal Crops and Manures, Taken Largely

from the Farmers'1 Annual Handbook for 1883—Armsby & Jenkins,

New Haven.
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Assuming, as I have said, that only the grain and lint is exported from the

farm (whereas some at least of this will be fed on the farm and thus returned

to the soil as manure), the actual loss of valuable plant food^er acre from

the average farm in this State will be for the crops and acreage stated :

nitrogen 2.4 pounds, phosphoric acid 4 pounds and potash 1 pound. What

proportion is this of the total amount of this plant food contained in the soil ?

This varies, of course, with the composition of the rocks from which the soil

is derived. The nitrogen varies so much, according to the cropping and

cultivation, that I will not attempt to say how much is usually found in soils.

Mr. Lawes says at least 1,000 pounds per acre will usually be found in the

first foot in depth under a well established sod of permanent meadow or

pasture.

The average of ten analyses of soils (mostly cotton soils) of South Carolina

as made for the last census shows the following amount of the most valuable

plant foods, the pounds per acre being calculated on the assumption that the

soil one foot deep weighs 3,500,000 pounds.

Potash—0.122 per cent. -=4,270 pounds per acre.

Lime=0.122 per cent.—4,270 pounds per acre.

Phosphoric acid—0.070 per cent— 2,450 pounds per acre.

Nor is this all ; for the action of trees and deep-rooted plants, of earth

worms and ants, of washing rains, and of the movement of the soil moisture,

the action of frost and drought, and of cultivation, all tend towards an inter

change of matters within the soil, so that one can never say that this is

exactly the same soil which has been cultivated before.

When a boy I spent several Summers in Massachusetts on my uncle's

farm. It interested me very much, coming from the sandy lands of Mary

land, to see the labor expended in picking the fields clear of stones, out of

which they build their walls. No matter how clean they would pick a field,

there would be just as big a crop of rocks next year, raised from below an

inch or two by the action of the frost to where the plough would catch in and

drag them out to the surface.

If all the plant food in the soil could be made directly available and taken

up by plants, there would be as much per acre one foot deep as is contained

of potash in 1,331,481 pounds, or 3,328 bales of lint cotton ; lime in 2,206,410

pounds, or 5,516 bales of lint cotton ; phosphoric acid in 452,569 pounds, or

1,106 bales of lint cotton ; or the potash which is contained in the 5,755,359

bales of lint cotton which were produced on 14,480,019 acres in the United

States in 1879 could be obtained from 1,000 acres, and the phosphoric acid

from 5,000 acres, or on an area only ten times as large as Capt. Petcrkin, of

Orangeburg, has in cotton this year.

By a wise provision of Nature only a very small part of this plant food is

at any time in a form in which plants can avail themselves of it, for, like our

food, if it is kept too long after cooking it quickly spoils or reverts to its

rocky form, in which it is not available to plants. The principal agents for

decomposing the rocks and rendering available the plant food are air, mois

ture and decaying organic matter. By far the larger part of our arable

lands is composed of sand or clay, which are of no direct value in themselves
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as plant food, but, as I tried to show in an address at Chester, they play a

most important part in their physical behavior in the supply of air and

moisture to the roots of the plant and to the other constituents of the soiL

Besides this they support the plant. I have raised cotton and tobacco plants

in pure water in which small quantities of different plant foods had been dis

solved, but it was necessary to blow air through the water at frequent inter

vals for the benefit of the roots. Of course the plants had to be supported,

their roots being only in water. Instead of water as a medium to grow them

in, I have also raised the plants in pure white quartz sand, such as is used for

making glass, by simply pouring solutions of plant food on them and giving

them water as needed. In this way plants have been grown much larger

and finer than those grown in ordinary field culture. It takes a rather

stronger solution when the sand is used than when water is used, possibly

because of the less easy motion of the matters in sand away from or towards

the roots. The strength of the solution must be confined within somewhat

narrowed limits. The solution in water culture, as it is called, should not be

weaker than one part of solid matter in 2,000 parts of water, nor stronger

than one part in 500 parts of water. In the presence of sand the solution

may be five or six times stronger.

It is necessary in field practice to have a proper relation between the

amount of sand and clay, and the right size of grain of sand for the water

and air supply, to insure the best crops, as I pointed out at Chester.

Many of the fine grasses and plants will not flourish near stagnant water,

but will flourish most luxuriantly near running streams. One has but to

look at the once arid and barren plains of Palestine, of Spain, and of some

of our Western States which have been rendered highly fertile by irrigation,

to see the value of running water containing air, in rendering available the

plant food of the soil. We are supplied with an abundance of rain, and,

instead of irrigating, we stir the soil to give air to the roots and soil, and to

prevent too rapid evaporation of the moisture from the soil. As I said

before, we use our plough, hoe and harrow where natures uses her roots and

leaves. As a rule, our agricultural plants do not occupy the land so long, do

not shade the ground so well nor leave so much organic matter in the soil as

in the natural cropping of the land, while at the same time we take every

advantage possible of the soil, weather, crop, cultivation and manuring to

obtain the most from the land, part of which is exported from the farm,

and so lost to the soil. The plant food in the soil, the phosphoric acid and

potash, originally occurred in rocks, of which they formed a necessary part.

They are generally in different chemical combinations with lime, sulphuric

acid, iron, and so forth, and in the small particles of these compounds which

exist in the soil, together with the grains of sand which compose the bulk of

the soil, were cemented together by the lime, iron or silica, just as stones

are cemented in a wall, and a rock is formed ; but just as the wall will crum

ble and fall apart by long exposure to the weather, so the rocks have fallen

apart by the action of the heat, cold, moisture, frost, air, organic matters

and chemical changes. Some of these compounds of phosphoric acid and

potash, with lime and iron which exist in the soil, are just as insoluble as

when they were in the form of rocks, but chemical changes are constantly
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going on among the finer particles of the soil, and new compounds, of the

nature of which we know very little, are being constantly formed. Instead

of being the cold, immovable soil we think it, the soil is as restless and

changing in its way as the sea. In the presence of air, moderate heat, mod

erate moisture and decaying organic matter the changes are supposed to be

more active, as these conditions tend to break down the more stable rocky

compounds and bring them into such new compounds as are readily taken

up by the plant. This is one reason why we put the insoluble rock phosphate

in the compost heap, when, in the presence of the moisture and decaying

organic matter, chemical changes take place, and more soluble compounds of

phosphoric acid are formed, which are more readily available to plants.

These compounds are generally more soluble and less stable, and by the ever

varying changes in the condition of the soil, or by being moved from place to

place after solution in the soil moisture they get out of the action of the air

and organic matter, or if the supply of organic matter gives out, they come

in contact with the iron and lime compounds which have not been acted on*

and changed from their rocky nature, when these soluble matters will them

selves act on the rocks in much the same manner as the organic matter did.

We can often squeeze more potash out of our soils from an application to the

land of lime in some forms, and of nitrate of soda, and even of common

salt. By the chemical action of these soluble matters on the insoluble rock,

or if the supply of organic matter, air or moisture runs low or gives out,

the soluble matters themselves enter into new combination with the insol

uble matters of the rock, forming new compounds which cannot readily be

taken up by plants, but which, from their fineness probably, are more easily

acted on by organic matter or by the roots of plants than in their original

form. You will see that the plant food cannot accumulate in a soluble or avail

able form in any considerable amount in a soil, as it is not stable in that form,

but quickly reverts again to rock. Further, that the amount of food which is

rendered available depends upon certain conditions, and while those conditions

remain unchanged we need not expect for a long series of years any mate

rial change in the amount of plant food made available during the season,

and, therefore, no change in the crop production. The roots of plants run

out in all directions through the soil, developing always more in the direction

of the most plant food, and throwing out innumerable little rootlets into any

mass of organic matter, and thus during the period of active growth of the

plant sucking up all the particles of available plant food that the roots come

across in the soil while the conditions are such that the plant is in healthy

working order. The plant food which has once entered the plant and been

built up into organic compounds is made easily available to the succeeding

crops if it is allowed to remain on or in the soil and rot.

The plant which leaves the soil in the best condition, then, is the one which,

has the longest period of active growth to seize on the plant food as it is

rendered available, which builds up the most organic matters from the air,

which has the largest and deepest root system, and which will shade or mulch

the ground from the excessive heat of the sun and protect the land from

washing in our heavy rains. The plants which meet these conditions most

fully are nature's own crops—trees and grass. Our cultivated plants, as a
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rule, occupy the land for a comparatively short time, and most of them have

very short periods of really active growth. The tobacco crop must gather

all of its large proportion of mineral matters in a period of not over two

months, and probably even cotton has not really much longer time than three

months to gather the bulk of its food supply for the production of fruit.

Besides this, the land is left uncovered for much of the year and washes

badly, while the clean cultivation required quickly uses up the organic matter

of the soil, and the plant leaves relatively little organic matter in the soil in

its own decay. To meet these deficiencies, to prevent soil exhaustion, and to

add to the natural fertility of the soil and improve its conditions, the most

important and most effectual means we use here at the South, where grass

and clover cannot or will not be grown, is the addition of organic mattsr

containing the costly nitrogen to the soil in the green manuring crops, like

the cow pea, or in stable manure and composts. I have already referred to

reasons of the fertilizing value of these green manuring crops, and to the

conditions and precaution necessary to render this costly nitrogen available

to crops, in an address which I had the honor to give before the Farmers'

Institute at Orangeburg. As I showed there, this matter of green manuring

is more complicated than would at first appear, and must be done with due

care and precaution, for which reasons were pointed out. It is more suited

to light, sandy lands than to stiff clays, as it tends to bind the land and to

keep the soil more moist, which are the very conditions you want to overcome

in the clay by liming and under-drainage.

Another means we employ to increase the fertility and put our soils in

good condition is the use of fertilizers containing plant food in a more or

less available form for the crops. As we said just now, Mr. Lawes increased

the yield of his wheat some eighteen bushels per acre per year, over the

unmanured land, over a period of thirty-two years, with an annual dressing

of mineral substances containing nitrogen. In this State we spend annually

two and a half million dollars for commercial fertilizers in addition to what

composts and home-made manures we use. I am informed by the Depart

ment of Agriculture that 120,000 tons of fertilizers were sold in this State

last year. From their figures and the average composition of the brands as

shown by the State Chemist, I have made a few calculations as to the amount

of plant food supplied to each average-sized farm in the State. I have

already spoken of the amount of plant food exported from the farm, if grain

and cotton lint alone is sold.
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Tons of Fertilizers Sold in 1887 and Pounds of Plant Food Supplied per

Farm.

Material. Tons. ! Nitrogen. ^AcidH Potash-

Ammoniated fertilizers • 46,800

Acid phosphate j 45,600

Kainit ' 19,200

Chemicals I 8,400

Total ill fertilizers 120,000

Total exported from the farm

21 97

129

19

64

52

25 I 226 135

83 138 34

I have assumed that the "chemicals" was nitrate of soda of the average

composition. While I had, perhaps, no right to assume this, still the small

amount will make very little difference one way or the other. I have also

assumed that half the acid phosphate contains potash, which is probably

nearly right. This includes only the manipulated fertilizers, and does not

include the large amount of cotton seed and cotton seed meal sold as such,

(but which should not be included in this estimate, as it is assumed that all

the cotton seed as well as stable manure made on the farm is returned to the

soil,) which would, of course, raise the amount of nitrogen considerably.

The Department of Agriculture estimates that about 30 per cent, of this

fertilizer is used in composting, which would take, of course, stable manure

and cotton seed taken from the soil and simply this returned to the soil in a

readily available form. We see then that our account stands thus :'We buy

on the average for each farm in this State twenty-five pounds of nitrogen,

which, by the way, has probably most of it come from the soil in cotton

seed. This is less than one-third of the amount of nitrogen that is sold off

the farm ; 226 pounds of phosphoric acid, which is 60 per cent, more than

we export ; 135 pounds of potash, which is four times as much as we export

from the farm.

It must be remembered that we do not recover all the fertilizers which we

apply to the land in that or even several succeeding crops, for the reason

probably that plants cannot pick it all up even with the large root system

which they have, and for the additional reason that probably some of the

plant food we add to the soil suffers chemical change, and is quickly con

verted to rock or an insoluble form of matter.

We cannot pretend to say how much of a manuring is recovered in the in

creased crop, as it depends upon the varying conditions of soil, season and

crops. Mr. Lawes estimates that not more than one-half of the nitrogen of

stable manure is recovered in tho crop, and estimates that the effects of some

fertilizers last at least eight years. But notwithstanding this it seems that

we actually add each year more plant food to tho farm than is actually ex

ported in the grain (for as I said before, much of this grain is fed on the

farm and so is returned to the soil) ; more than we should perhaps buy. I

am well aware of the argument advanced that the cheapest thing for the
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farmer to do is to buy fertilizers, and perhaps it is so with the present stage

of knowledge of the principles of agriculture, but it seems to me that we

will after a while find a cheaper way to increase our store of fertility in the

soil, and it is studies of this kind that some of our experiment stations are

trying to work out—a better understanding of some of the first and essential

principles of agriculture in the study of the soil and of plant growth.

"We consider it cheaper to mine the kainit and bring, it over from Germany,

to dig the phosphate and manipulate it in the laboratory and factory, than to

bring about conditions favorable for its manufacture into an available form in

that natural laboratory where an abundance already exists—the soil. Yon

ask me what to do with your wornout lands, how to bring them up. I have

tried to show you briefly some of the underlying principles of soil exhaustion.

This is the one question I have been called upon to talk on at all the Institutes

I have attended in this State. At these Institutes I have discussed the value

and principles of green manuring, and some questions of nitrogen supply to

plants ; the value of fertilizers and the effect upon soils and crops ; and lastly,

on the physical properties of soils and how they are affected by cultivation.

This paper is then in the same general line but from a different direction, and

at the conclusion of this paper, and perhaps of the series for the time being,

in which a general and necessarily superficial view of the subject has been

taken, I ask you this question, for at present it can only be answered by

speculation and by individual experiment and experience : Would it not be

cheaper in the end for us to take some of that two and a half million dollars

which annually goes for the purchase of commercial fertilizers, and with it

spend more for labor on the farm, for terracing or ditching the land in the

up Counties, so this dreadful amount of soil and plant food will not be carried

off in our muddy rivers ; in liming and underdraining (when necessary) our

heavy lands ; in green manuring our light lands, and in general to give more

attention than we do to nature's own means—grass—and attempt, when pos

sible to raise grass and clover and improve our atock ?

The great State of New York, with nearly three times as many farms, and

over four times the acreage of improved land in farms, purchased almost ex

actly the same amount of fertilizers in the census year as South Carolina did.

Only three States, New Jersey, Deleware and Maryland, spent more for

fertilizers per farm in the census year than South Carolina did, while in pro

portion to the average of improved land the same holds true, save that Geor

gia is included. And yet, gentlemen, when I look at the table of the yield

per acre, I do not find South Carolina at the head, nor near the head. Yet

we have a good climate, and so far as I have seen a naturally good soil.

There is this to bo feared in the increasing use of commercial fertilizers, if

indeed the fear has not already been realized : that less attention will be paid

to the care and cultivation of the soil and to the cropping of the land than

formerly, and this will indeed cause soil exhaustion.

The Professor's lecture was both exhaustively scientific and eminently prac

tical. He used the blackboard quite freely in order to better convey the

ideas advocated in his essay.
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At the conclusion of the address the exercises were enlivened by various

questions asked Prof. Whitney.

Some of the more practical everyday questions propounded were these :

Mr. Stewart asked whether it would not pay, owing to the loss of fertility

in lands during the Winter, to sow a grain crop, such as rye, wheat or oats,

and the answer was that it would.

Capt. Gaillard, Gen. Bratton and Prof. Whitney had a talk about the rela

tive advautages of acid phosphate and finely ground phosphate. Professor

Whitney thought one about as good as the other in our country.

N. C. Robertson asked whether it was better to turn pea vines under green

or when matured, and which gave the most humus to the soil. Prof. Whitney

said that experiences differed in the matter, and explained at length the

chemical changes and general effects under either procedure. On sandy

lands it is better to turn them under if some shady crop is planted, such as

rye or wheat. On thick clay land it should not be turned under. On the

whole it depends upon the soil, climate and seasons, and no special rule can

be laid down.

Gen. Bratton said his experience were entirely against green manuring,

and gave his experience in detail.

A question was proposed : " Which is of the most value to land : natural

growth to remain undisturbed, or to plant and cultivate it in pea vines ?"

N. C. Robertson and W. R. Rabb discussed this question. Mr. Robertson

favored the peavine theory, and Mr. Rabb, the other, both of which were dis

cussed with good effect, although at a short length.

The next question propounded was : "Does the continuous planting of cot

ton impoverish the land ?" Mr. Thos. Jordan was called upon to answer, and

in reply he said that in his opinion it did not. What exhausted our land was

the washing away of it. He asked a question which Mr. J. M. Stewart was

asked to answer. The question was, that Mr. Jordan had a field turned out

" to rest.'" Would it be better to turn under the old field grass in the Fall or

Spring ? In reply Mr. Stewart said he thought it ought to be turned under

about the last of January, and Mr. Jordan said he himself thought that

theory correct.

The following resolutions were then read and adopted :

By Mr. Stewart : That Colonel Moore, Dr. Niles and Professor Whitney be

requested to furnish a copy of their essays to the Society for publication.

By Mr. Hugh Wylie : That this Institute has heard with much pleasure and

profit Professor Whitney's address on soil exhaustion, and the thanks of the

Institute are hereby tendered him.

On motion of Mr. W. R. Rabb, it was amended so as to convey to the

Wateree Prize Club the thanks of the Institute for the inauguration of the

snstitute, and for its active participation and encouragement in making it a

Iuccess.

Mr. W. R. Rabb, Chairman of the Committee on Prizes, then announced

the names of those who had been awarded prizes.

Mr. J. W. Powell had on exhibition a sample of sugar made from sorghum
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cane of the orange variety. This exhibit attracted general notice, and he

also received special mention by the Committee.

The Society then adjourned for dinner.

At the afternoon session a Committee was appointed to make arrangements

for an Institute next year. The Committee is composed of T. L. Johnstone.

J. M. Stewart, W. R. Rabb, General Bratton, Daniel Hall, W. J. Powell,

N. C. Robertson, L. T. Wilds.

In closing, Captain Gaillard said this was a move in the right direction, and

was evidence that the farmers of Fairfield would move forward in their pro

fession and place themselves in the foremost line with the most progressive

farmers of the State. The Institute was then closed.

CHESTER INSTITUTE.

A Farmers' Institute was held at Chester, South Carolina, August 23 and

24, 1888.

Mr. J. K. Henry delivered an address of welcome and introduced the

speakers.

No report of the proceedings has been furnished the Department of Agri

culture.

Essays were read by Prof. Milton Whitney, of the Sonth Carolina Univer

sity, and Mr. H. M. Dibble, of Aiken, which are given below :

The following is Mr. Dibble's essay :

THE PROFITS OF DAIRYING.

There exists in many minds an impression that dairy farming can never

flourish in the Southern States. Because we lack the luxuriant fields of clover

and blue grass which are always associated with the thought of choice butter,

wo are apt to overlook the peculiar advantages which we enjoy for profitable

cattle feeding in our freedom from extreme cold in Winter, the possibility of

having pastures of vetch, rye, crab and Bermuda grass, or cow peas, any

month in the year ; and since the feeding of corn ensilage has become so

common, the great luxuriance with which Indian corn will flourish in our

warm climate, and the small cost of cutting and preserving it with our cheap

labor.

I believe that at the present price of good butter in South Carolina a herd

of selected Jerseys can be made to pay a net profit of eighty dollars per cow,

over all expenses for feed and care, and I propose in this essay to give the

figures on which this estimate is based.

The mode of feeding which I follow is essentially the soiling system. This

is generally recommended by Northern writers as the cheapest and most

desirable method, but the scarcity of labor on Northern farms prevents its

general adoption. With us this objection does not exist, and there are argu

ments to be derived from our climate which make it particularly desirable to
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keep cows most of the time in box stalls, and to bring their food to them,

rather than force them to seek it under the scorching rays of the August

sun and exposed to the maddening attacks of their insect enemies. The

great mortality which has followed the importation of Northern or foreign

cattle is largely due, in my opinion, to their being over-heated by the sun

when forced to search for their food during the warm hours of the day. If

this be so, the adoption of the soiling system by Southern farmers would

have saved many thousand dollars in former years.

Before the preservation of corn in silos was understood, it was at times

difficult in soiling to arrange a succession of crops which would follow each

other without a break. But now this difficulty no longer exists, and Indian

corn can be made the basis for stock feeding throughout the year.

This is done on my own farm, where ensilage is fed to all stock from

November to July, and the green corn, or its cousin, millo maize, for the

remaining four months.

It is of course understood that cattle are fond of a change and relish

variety in their food as well as mankind. This can be easily given in the

meal ration fed with the ensilage, or by an occasional run on a rye or crab

grass pasture, while the corn is the main course to which these appetizing

deserts are added.

Ten tons of good ensilage, or its equivalent in corn and grass, will feed a

Jersey cow of the average size for a year. It is hard to give the exact cost

of this ensilage. An acre of corn—that makes fifteen tons of it—can be

ploughed, planted and cultivated for three dollars, making the raising of the

corn cost but twenty cents a ton ; and for thirty cents a ton I can haul it to

the barn, run it through the cutter and pack it in the silo, making the ap

parent cost of a ton of ensilage but fifty cents. But it has taken about fifty

cart loads of rich stable manure to the acre to make this heavy yield, and if

this be charged to the crop at the value of its fertilizing ingredients, it adds

at least a dollar a ton to the cost of tho ensilage ; and perhaps if this ensilage

is charged to the cows at a dollar and fifty cents per ton, it will be about its

true value. In addition to this a liberal ration of ground meal is necessary

in order to produce the best results, and every feeder will vary the rations

given in accordance with the price of the various feeds in his market. Other

considerations, however, ought largely to govern. For example, cotton seed

meal will increase the richness of milk more in proportion to its cost than any

food we have, and many chemists tell us that its mauurial value after being

thus used is more than its cost in our markets. But fed to excess it injures

the quality of the butter, and it is impossible to make a first class article

when cows are fed largely or entirely upon it, and I need not tell you that

the whole cotton seed is not a fit food for the milch cow, and should never be

given.

On the other hand, we have in the cow pea a food that has no superior

in the whole rango of cow feeds. Not only does it largely increase the flow

of milk, but it gives it a superior flavor and imparts an agreeable taste to the

butter made from it. When cow peas are fed whole they are imperfectly

55—B4K
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digested, and there is a large percentage of loss. They should be run through

a mill and then fed, mixed with ensilage or other coarse food.

The following ration I have found to be very satisfactory : Mis one ton of

pea meal, one thousand pounds of wheat bran and seven hundred pounds of

cotton seed meal together, and give each cow an average of ten pounds a day

of the mixture, varying the amount according to the .size and condition of

the cow, giving more to fresh cows and heavy milkers than to those which

have been long in milk.

The question of feeding is a vital one in dairy farming. A careless feeder

iwho fails to study the capacity of each cow will have constantly cows that are

"off their feed ;" and an ignorant man, who has not studied the properties of

.the various foods, can easily ruin his herd by improper feeding.

Near the city of Augusta there is a herd of Jerseys which have been col-

Jected at great cost from various parts of the United States and Canada, and

which contains representatives of many of the leading butter families ; yet

.two or three years of poormanagement, with the feeding of rich, carbonaceous

.food like corn meal, which tends to fatten rather than to increase the flow

of milk, has completely changed the character of these cows, and they are

more like Shorthorns than Jerseys. This herd contains about the same

number of cows as my own, and yet last Winter when my cows were making

.from ninety to one hundred pounds of butter a week, they were producing

but forty pounds ; and while the good Jersey cow rarely goes dry, many of

.these have not been milked for several months. It is but just to add, how

ever, that a large share of the blame in this case was due to poor milking,

.and this is almost as important as the feeding.

When cows are fed on the soiling plan I have found that the labor of caring

for them, .together with the dairy work, is equal to the labor of two men for

every thirty cows. If these men are paid twenty dollars a month, this will

make the care of each cow amount to sixteen dollars a year, which is cer

tainly a high estimate, and presumes that all the work is done in the most

thorough manner. When, as is generally the case, the dairy work is done by

the owner's family, this item can easily be reduced one-half.

I will admit that this is an expensive way of keeping cattle,—indeed the

cost per cow when kept and fed as above is nearly three times as much as in

many Northern dairies, and only good cows will pay a profit when fed in this

manner. But in the Jersey we have the ideal good butter cow, and as we are

figuring on the basis of a butter dairy, our estimate will be made from our

knowledge of this breed.

How much butter will a herd of good Jerseys produce in a year, when fed

richly and well cared for ?

On this point I quote from an article by Major H. E. Alvord, well known

as a close and accurate observer, and now at the head of the Maryland Ex

perimental Farm : "A Jersey herd with an average product of three hundred

pounds of butter a year for every female over two years old may be called a

good herd. Three hundred and fifty pounds for the average is a worthy am

bition, and may be reasonably expected as the result of proper effort ; while

four hundred pounds is a very high annual average."
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I have at hand the records of a number of herds, which lead me to think

the above estimate a reliable one. Mr. T. J. Hands, of New York, reported

in 1874 an annual average of 40(5 pounds for every cow in his herd ; but, as

Mr. Alvord affirms, this is an unusual yield. My own herd has not been es

tablished for an entire year, and as I havo been experimenting witli their

feed and learning how to handle them during the time that they have been

in my possession, it would hardly do to take the figures for that time as a

final test of the capacity of the cows. Judging, however, from their yield

since the 1st of- December and their condition at the present time, the aver

age for each cow in my dairy for this year will be in the neighborhood of

three hundred pounds. Regular customers pay me thirty-five cents a pound

for this butter, and the supply is far short of the demand.

The manure made from cows fed in this manner is very valuable. I have

taken the tables compiled nearly thirty years ago by J. B. Lawes, England's

great farmer and scientist, for showing the value of manure made from vari

ous foods, and which have been recognized as the standard for all calculations

on this point by every agricultural writer of recent years. Reducing the

value of the nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash in the tables from 18, 10

and 7 cents to 10, 7 and 5 cents respectively, which I believe is their estimated

value in this State, I find that the ten tons of ensilage and thirty-seven hun

dred pounds of mill feed which one Jersey cow consumed will enrich our farm

fully as much as would the purchase of thirty dollars' worth of commercial

fertilizers. This result so astonished ine that I turned to the record of my

corn crop cut this year to see if the soil, that greater chemist than Lawes,

would confirm this estimate.

On many acres of unmanured land this season the crop of corn ran as low

as two tons to the acre. On land which four years ago was equally poor, but

which has been brought up by an annual dressing of manures estimated at fifty

cart loads, or the manure made by one cow in a year, to the acre, the yield

of corn was very nearly twenty tons to the acre, while the cost of cultivating

this thick and fast growing corn was considerably less than for that on the

poorer land. In but little more than three months these fifty cart loads of

manure have made over twenty dollars' worth of eusilage, and left the

ground much richer than it was to start with, as the heavy grass now cover

ing it bears witness. Experience seems in this case to have verified the truth

of Lawes' tables. I find however, that Stewart, Linsley, Quincy, and various

foreign writers estimate the value of this manure at twenty dollars per cow,

and as I do not wish to place the figures too high, I will accept the latter sum

and add to it the one hundred and five dollars received from the butter.

Then we still have to dispose of a lively fawn-colored calf from our Jersey

cow. How much can we expect to receive for it ? Mr. G. W. Farlee, of

New Jersey, last year had one that he asked $1,500 for, but then the mother

of that calf made over seven hundred pounds of butter in a year, while ours

only made three hundred. Not wishing to stop too long over this item, we

will suppose the calf disposed of for twenty-five dollars, and proceed to the

last item on our list, the skim milk and buttermilk. If the dairy were near

s
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town these could be sold at a good figure ; but as it is remote from a market

they are fed to the calves and hogs, and are worth about five dollars per cow.

Now how does the account balance ?

Jersey Cow.

Dr.

To 10 tons of ensilage at $1.50 $15 00

1 ton of pea meal 28 00

i ton wheat bran 11 00

700 pounds cotton seed meal 7 TO

Labor account 16 00

Salt and sundries 2 30

Total $75 00

Or.

By 300 lbs. of butter at 35 cts $105 00

By manure 20 00

By calf . . . : 25 00

By buttermilk and skim milk 5 00

Total $155 00

Cr.

By balance $80 00

This grade of cows cannot be bought for much, if any, less than two hun

dred dollars at the present time ; but a study of these figures shows that even

at that price they pay a very good interest on the investment.

Parties living near a good market will find that selling milk is much more

profitable than making butter. In many towns Jersey milk will sell readily

at ten cents a quart, and the cow that will make three hundred pounds of

butter a year should give an average of two gallons of milk a day for 340

days in the year, and this sold at ten cents a quart makes the income from a

single cow two hundred and seventy-two dollars a year. But this price is too

high to be lasting, and no one should embark in the dairy business with the

expectation of long realizing such excessive profits.

• It would be interesting, did time permit, to consider how well other crops

and pursuits can be combined with the system of soiling I have described.

After our ensilage is all secured, the land is left free to make a crop of crab

grass or turnips for rye or Winter pasture, before it is wanted again for corn.

. On this crab grass sheep can be pastured during the Fall months ; on the

rye and turnips they can be folded during the Winter and early Spring, and

as "the sheep foot is golden," as the old Spanish proverb truly says, the land

loses nothing in fertility and is left in much better condition for the plough.

South Carolina is blessed with a mild and equable climate, which will de

velop a great variety of crops. Our annual rainfall is sufficient to ensure

their growth without expensive systems of irrigation. Increased fertility of

soil alone is wanting to make this one of the most favored portions of the
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globe, and this fertility is sure to come when stock raising is recognized as an

essential part of all good farming. In this will be found the crowning and

most enduring profit of dairying and stock feeding.

Prof. Whitney read the following essay :

SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOILS, AND SOME EFFECTS OF

CULTIVATION ON SOILS AND CROPS.

The physical properties of soils, especially as related to moisture and heat,

and the effeet on these of tillage, cultivation and cropping, are of such im

portance and interest that I desire to call your attention to the matter to-day

and review some of the most important points. It may help us to a clearer

view of the matter if we consider the conditions necessary for the production

of one of our most important crops, and consider the properties in some

typical soils in these tubes before us.

Cotton is planted as early in the Spring as possible, and at about the lowest

temperature at which germination will take place, but yet when all danger of

frost" is over. From this time (about the middle of April in this section) till

the middle of July, the temperature of the air and the soil will rapidly rise

and the rainfall increase, conditions which favor the growth of the plant or

the production of weed. If these conditions continue unchanged, the

plant will become perennial and continue to grow from year to year, assum

ing the form and size of a shrub or tree, as in the hot countries of India and

Africa. With us, July marks a turning point in the life of the plant. The

temperature begins to fall as rapidly as it before had risen, and the rainfall

to grow less, conditions which tend to stop the growth of the plant or weed

and favor the production and ripening of the fruit. The average mean tem

perature and rainfall of the cotton States is about as follows :

Temperature, Rainfall,

degrees. inches.

Spring 63.5 14.67

Summer 79.3 .16.96

Autumn 65.9 18.53

Winter 50.0, 13.94

The accompanying diagram shows the distribution of temperature of the

air and of a cotton soil at different depths at the North Carolina Experiment

Farm in 1887 :
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To aid as much as possible these natural meteorological or weather con

ditions, we have, as a result of long practice, adopted the following method

of cultivation : The soil is loosened by the plough from the packing effects of

the Winter rains and suitable bods are properly manured and prepared

for the seed. From this time till the middle of July, or, as we have seen,

until the weed practically completes its growth, the cleanest cultivation is

maintained with the sweep and hoe, to keep down, if passible, every sprig of

grass and weeds, and after each rain to stir the surface of the soil to prevent

too rapid evaporation of the water from the soil. From July on, while the

plant is ripening, not only is the surface not stirred after the packing rains,

but it is still further packed by the feet of the pickers, and grass and weeds

are allowed to grow at pleasure, while some farmers even practice the sowing

of rye and barley at the last working of the crop, for Winter pasture, all of
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which conditions, acting in direct harmony with the meteorological or

weather conditions, tend to dry out the soil and ripen ttye crop.

You will observe that during the first period, or the growth of the weed,

you want a high temperature and plenty of moisture in the soil, assuming, of

course, a well drained soil, so that the roots will have plenty of air ; and

during the second or ripening period, a lower temperature and a dryer soil.

It has beon found, by carefully measuring the amount of water which is

discharged from certain rivers and streams, and the rainfall over the country

drained by them, that about one-half of the rain which falls the year through

finds its way to the sea, and the other half is evaporated from the soil or is

transpired by our plants and trees.

Over the entire area drained by the Mississippi River and all its tributaries,

only about 25 per cent, of the rain which falls is drained away or carried to

the sea. For the upper Mississippi basin, 43 per cent, drains off. For the

Ohio basin, 48 per cent, of the rainfall runs off. The most extensive investi

gation of this kind has been made on the rivers which supply Boston with

most of its water. The drainage from the Sudbury River water-shed is 46.75

per cent, of the rainfall. From the drainage basin of Lake Cochituate, 44

per cent, is carried off ; from the drainage basin of Mystic Lake, 43 per cent,

of the rainfall is collected for the Boston water supply or is carried out to

sea. So we can assume that we will only have about half, or from 50

to 60 per cent., of the rain which falls available for our crops. The rainfall,

as it enters the soil, is absorbed as water is by a sponge. If the soil is a very

coarse sand or gravel, the water very quickly runs through, down to the

water level, and leaves the surface too dry for the crops. If the soil is a very

fine sand or silt, or a heavy clay soil, or has an impervious subsoil, too much

water will remain at the surface for the good of our plants. The soil should

be of such a kind as to be able during a dry spell to lift water up from

below, to supply that loss by evaporation or transpired by the plants and

trees. This movement of the water in the soil, up and down, between the

surface and the permanent water level of our wells, is caused by capillary

attraction in the spaces between the small particles of the soil.

When water is contained in a vessel which it wets as it does glass, the

edges crawl up the glass and are a little higher than the general surface of the

liquid. If the vessel is so narrow as to have the sides closer than twice the

width of this raised portion, the water will rise to a certain height, according

to the distance between the sides.

I have here two glass plates which I will hold upright in this dish of water

with two of the perpendicular sides together and the opposite sides separated

by a short distance. You will see that the water rises between these plates,

the height depending on the distance the glass plates are apart, so that the

upper line is curved. I have here also some glass tubes of different sizes, but

all of very small diameter. When the lower ends of these tubes are put in

this bottle of red ink, you will observe that the ink rises to different heights in

each, according as it is large or small. It has been found, by careful experi

ment, that if the tube is 1-25 inch in diameter, water will rise a little over

one inch. In a tube ten times narrower, or 1-250 of an inch, water rises about

12 inches. In a tube one hundred times narrower, or 1-2500 inch, water rises
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10 feet. If I hare a tube just long enough to be filled with water and put

another one of the sanie size also filled with water on top, the bottom tube

will suck the water down from the top one, because the two tubes will be like

one tube, in Which water will only rise to a certain height, independent of the

length of the tube. The smaller the inside of the tube, the glower the water

rises, because the greater the friction in proportion to the amount of water

which passes through the tube; so that in tubes of very small size the rate of

ascent is very slow. Twenty-five feet is about the greatest height to which

water can be drawn, and this only in the finest tubes.

The soil, by reason of the small spaces left between the grains of sand or

Clay, acts very much like those tubes, or more nearly like the glass plates 1

showed you. Small depths of soil, such as 1 have in these tubes, when satu

rated, hold different amounts of Water. A coarse sand may hold 25 per cent,

of water ; a very fine sand or clay will hold 50 per cent, or more of water ;

while a good garden loam may hold more than its own weight of water, and

peat two or three times its own weight of water ; but as we saw in the ease of

the fine tubes, if the depth of the soil is increased, as in a field, the lower

layers of the soil will suck out the water from the saturated part and the

water will diffuse downward, the larger spaces, like the larger tubes, being

emptied first, and the smaller spaces just when the particles actually join,

like the smaller tubes, holding the water longer and higher. When the

upper layers of the soil dry out, the action is reversed and the water moves

upward to supply that lost by evaporation from the surface and transpired by

the plants. If the soil be composed mainly of gravel or coarse sand, the

spaces between the particles are so large that water passes through them too

rapidly and they have not the power to lift the water from below more than

a few inches. Such soils are unfit for cultivation if the level of the ground

water is some distance below the surface. Green manures improve the water

holding capacities of such soils. If you have a layer of gravel under your

soil, like this in the tube, it may be that the spaces will be too large to suck

the water down from the wet soil above, or in a dry time will be too large to

bring water up from below, so your crops suffer in wet weather from too

much water and in a dry time from a lack of water. With clay or very fine

sand the spaces between the particles may be.so small that the movement of

the water is very slow from the increased friction, as we saw in the tubes,

and will neither draw the water down nor let it come up fast enough to sup

ply the loss from the surface. Such soils may need artificial drains. "Clay"

soils which are used for cultivation seldom contain more than 10 to 20 per

cent, of pure clay, the rest being very fine sand or silt. Pure clay, as it occurs

in our soils, has the property of swelling up when wet into a pasty mass,

which shrinks as it dries up. If a little of this clay is mixed with a quantity

of water, the water is muddied and will not get clear if the water and clay

are pure, for weeks or perhaps years, but a trace of salt or lime added to the

water causes the clay to shrink together, something like it does when it dries

up, and it falls to the bottom at once. So an application of lime or nitrate of

soda, or any saline matter, to clay land will often improve the drainage and

capillary powers of the soil by causing the clay to shrink, which, in the
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absence of such saline matters, had swelled and clogged up the spaces between

the particles of soil.

You can understand, from what has been said, that the soil which

has the greatest capillary or water-holding power, and which, by reason of

the greater number of finer spaces, holds the most water, also has less evap

oration from the surface, as in a fine sand or clay, and it has been found that

probably from the same cause plants can get more of the water out of a

coarse-grained soil than out of a fine one. A German investigator found

that a tobacco plant wilted in a soil which contained 12 per cent, of moisture,

the soil being capable of holding when saturated 46 per cent, of moisture.

In another fine loam capable of holding 52 per cent, of moisture, a tobacco

plant wilted when the soil contained 8 per cent, of moisture ; while in a coarse

sand which would hold only 21 per cent, of moisture, another tobacco plant

wilted when the soil was almost dry, or contained 1^ per cent, of water. It

will be seen that the soil will in general be in the best condition physically

for cultivation which is of a certain medium fineness. Most of the clay soils

and subsoils that I have seen in this State and North Carolina contain a

considerable amount of rather coarse-grained sand, are generally well drained

by narrow veins of broken quartz rock, and are of such a nature, that by

a little weathering, or when it is moderately dry, they readily fall to pieces

when worked. Such soils and subsoils as these are much more easily worked

than the stiffer and more tenacious clay of England and our Northern States,

which is almost impervious to water, like our " pipe clays," and which it is

necessary to underdrain at great expense.

Broadly speaking, as we have said, half of the rainfall finds its way down

to the ground water, and thence, through the springs, brooks and rivers, to

the sea ; bnt of course, for any particular field, this amount will depend upon

the amount and distribution of the rainfall, the character of the soil and the

cultivation and cropping of the land.- The object in the cultivation of the

cotton crop over the first period of the growth of the weed is to conserve

the other half of the rainfall, or that which would otherwise evaporate from

the surface, so that with a high and increasing temperature the plant may

have plenty of water at command. Evaporation takes place only at the sur

face of the soil, and if you protect the surface with loose boards, or even

gravel or stone, or a mulch of straw or leaves, very little evaporation will

take place and the soil will remain moist for a long time after rains. If the

surface of the soil is compacted by heavy rains, or by the roller, or even by

the step of man or animal, the particles of soil are pushed nearer together, so

that it sucks up more water from below ; more water is brought up to your

seeds to be sure, but more water evaporates from the soil and the soil dries

out quickly ; so it is a common practice after the seeds come up to loosen up

the surface with the harrow, sweep or hoe, to destroy the capillary connection

with the lower layers and protect the soil from too rapid evaporation. The

very surface quickly dries out in this case, but leaves the particles of *soil so

far apart that they can no longer bring up water from below, and this loose

earth acts as a mulch to prevent evaporation from the surface and conserve

the water in the soil for the roots of the plants. It is plain, on the face of

the matter, that different soils and crops will need different methods of cul
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tivation. For a coarse-textured soil, deep and frequent cultivation may keep

the soil too dry, while the same cultivation on a wet sand or clay might

serve to dry it out and bring it into a flt state for the crops. It would seem

that in general on sandy lands tillage and cultivation should always be light

and superficial, and the same would be true for the Summer cultivation of

most soils ; that only the surface should be stirred after each rain, and the

roots left undisturbed in the comparatively shallow depth in which most of

the available plant food is contained. It is obvious, however, that no certain

rule can be laid down for this, as it depends upon the soil, crops and season.

Tillage supplies fresh quantities of air to the soil, for the use of the roots,

and to act on the substance of the rocks, to render them more available to

plants, and prevent the reversion of soils to rock again, a process which is

constantly going on around us. One of the most important effects of culti

vation is the destruction of grass and weeds, which are especially harmful in

the earlier stages of the growth of the cotton plant. The average rainfall

for the cotton States during the Spring and Summer is about 31.63 inches or

7, 147,114 pounds per acre, or for the two months of most active growth of the

plants, when weeds are most harmful, 2,382,372 pounds of water, of which,

as we said before, on the average of the entire year, only one-half, or say

1,000,000 pounds, evaporates from the surface or is available to the plants.

Now it has been found by careful experiments on grain, peas and clover, that

on the average, about 228 pounds of water passes through a plant for every

pound of dry, organic matter produced in the plant, or 228,000 pounds for

every 1,000 pounds of organic matter, or a quarter of the available rainfall,

in this case, over this period. This is necessary alike for the growth of the

cotton plants or for grass or weeds. Plants transpire many times more

water than would evaporate from the land which they occupy, if kept under

proper cultivation, and it is a well known fact that it is often all one can do

in a dry season, especially with close planting of the cotton, to keep enough

moisture in the soil for the need of the crop, while if to the natural defi

ciency of rainfall is added the pumping action of grass or weeds, you will

have too little water in the soil, and your crops will suffer. An interesting

experiment bearing on this point was made at the North Carolina Experi

ment Farm last year. It was found that the best growing season for cotton

was with a rather high temperature—not too high, be it understood—about.

8 to 10 per cent, of moisture in the surface soil. It was found one day

during good growing weather that there was 10.5 per cent, of moisture in

the top six inches of the cotton soil, but only 4.9 per cent., or less than half

as much, in some of the same field only a few feet away which had been

ploughed when preparing for cotton, but afterwards allowed to grow up in crab

grass.

In another part of the same field, the cotton had been cultivated for a time

and all grass worked out, but the crop was then abandoned, and a sort of

"poverty weed" took possession of the land. On the same day, 6.7 per cent,

of water was found in the surface soil under these weeds, showing that the

lack of cultivation and the weeds together dried out the land. This shows

particularly the danger which is really to be dreaded from a strong growing

weed like crab grass during the earlier periods of the growth of the cotton
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crop. In the second period in the life of the cotton plant, when the weed

has practically completed its growth, and when the formation and ripening

of the fruit is going on, we have conditions exactly the reverse of those over

the first period. We no longer stir the land after each rain, we no longer

fear grass and weeds, but at times and seasons are rather glad of their pres

ence. Rye, barley or peas are often sown in among the cotton at the last

working, which helps to dry out the land. The too dense shading of the

land by the foliage of the plants at a period of growth when they do not

transpire so much water, or the excessive moisture of bottom lands, or deep

and late cultivation, are Often dreaded, as they all tend more to the con

tinued production of weed than to the formation and ripening of fruit.

Whereas in the first period every effort was made to conserve the moisture,

here every effort is made for its escape, within certain reasonable limits, of

course, for which even the ravages of the cotton worm are considered of

benefit at certain late seasons and on certain soils.

The most favorable conditions for the crop in both stages is a certain

mean amount of water between the extremes of very wet and very dry in

both eases. In North Carolina, it was found that about 8 to 10 per cent, of

moisture in the top six inches of a loam soil underlaid by a red clay was the

most favorable amount of moisture for the first period, and 4 to 6 per cent,

for the second, with, as we said before, a rising temperature for the first

period and a falling temperature for the second.

The different amounts of water held by soils of different character some

time after rains, due to the greater or less evaporation or drainage from one

soil over another, not only affects the plant directly, as we have shown, but

also indirectly, in that it has an important effect upon the temperature of the

soil. If a dry sand and dry clay soil were exposed side by side to the direct

rays of the sun, the sand would quickly acquire a higher temperature than

the clay. The sand has a slightly higher specific heat than the clay ; that is,

if both were heated to the same temperature and equal weights of both soils

were dropped into equal amounts of water of the same temperature, the

sand would heat the water up hotter than the clay, just as lead feels hotter

to the touch than feathers, although they may both be of the same tempera

ture. Sand has this property also : that it reflects and radiates more hoat—

that is, it throws off more heat into the air—than clay does. The direct heat

of the sun passes easily through transparent matter like air and glass with

out heating them ; but if the heat is once absorbed and then radiated or

thrown off by the soil, the heat is changed to a lower grade, as it were, in

which it can no longer pass through glass or air without heating them. This

is the reason we use glass over our hotbeds, cold frames and greenhouses, as

it acts as a trap to collect the heat from the sun, which readily passes through,

and holds the heat from the soil, which, being of a lower degree of refrangi-

bility, cannot pass out save by heating the glass and successive layers of the

air, which is a slow process. This radiation of heat is greater from sand

than from clay, as one can readily believe who has worked in both kinds of

soils. While it is true, as I have said, that in the dry state sand will acquire

a higher temperature than dry clay when exposed to the sun, yet under

natural conditions of cultivation just the reverse is true, for the reason that
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the amount of evaporation of water from the surface of the soil will in a

measure determine its relative temperature. Roughly speaking, water is

eight times harder to heat than soil. Not only is the substance of the water

itself harder to heat, but when the water is freely exposed to the air evapora

tion takes place, which uses up or renders latent a large amount of heat and

converts it into another kind of force which does not affect our thermometers.

Now we have these two propositions : that water is harder to heat than

soil, and that the evaporation of water or its change of state from a liquid

to a vapor destroys much heat as such, or converts it into another kind of

energy, and keeps the water cooler than it would be if confined in a closed

bottle where evaporation cannot take place. The first proposition shows that

the more water that drains down, either through naturally good drainage or

through artificial drains—that is, the more water that leaves the soil as a

liquid—the warmer the soil will be. On the other hand, the greater the evapo

ration, or the more water that leaves the soil as a gas or vapor, the colder the

soil will be. Cultivation, then, by preventing excessive evaporation from the

soil, and compelling more of the water to drain down into the subsoil, or

otherwise to leave the soil as a liquid through the plants to be evaporated

from their leaves, above the surface of the soil, tends to warm up the soiL

You will see then that in two fields lying side by side, and having the same

exposure to the sun's rays, that the relative temperature of each will depend,

assuming, of course, an average rainfall, on the amount of moisture in each

soil and on the capillary power of the soil and subsoil, including of course

the drainage and evaporation from each. The clay soil or fine sand has the

greater capillary power and will hold more water a week after a rain

than a coarse sand. So one could argue, and it is believed in practice, that a

clay soil is colder, because the water it contains is so much harder to heat

than the soil. It has been found in North Carolina that this is not so. In

1887, after a long rain storm in April, when the soil was completely saturated,

18.43 per cent, of moisture was found in the top six inches of a loam soil

underlaid by red clay at a depth of about eight inches. This was followed

by very high winds, which caused so much evaporation that at the end of the

week there was only 7.71 per cent, of moisture in the top six inches of the

loam, while in a stiff red clay only a few feet away the very surface was

dried out, but the top six inches contained nevertheless 17.67 per cent, of

moisture, or 236,000 pounds more moisture in the top six inches of clay per

acre than was contained in the loam. As both soils were underlaid by

about ten feet of the same red clay, and both held about the same amount of

water when saturated, it is evident that most of this water must have evapo

rated from the loam rather than drained. But this was not all the water

which had evaporated from the loam, for the results show that it had pulled

water up from a depth of two feet or over, so that the total amount of evapo

ration from the loam during this period must have been greater than from

the clay. Even assuming that the excessive evaporation from the loam was

only the 236,000 pounds per acre—which is evidently much too low—it would

take all the heat from at least 8 tons of coal to evaporate this amount of

water. It was found from the readings of soil thermometers that the loam
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was at times more than five degrees colder three inches deep than the clay

soil.

As a result of many experiments and observations out in the field, it seems

probable that the roots of a shallow-rooted crop like cotton may be exposed

during the best growing season to a temperature ten degrees colder in a

sandy soil than in clay, while at the same time the body of the plant may

have a temperature ten degrees hotter from the greater amount of heat radi

ated or thrown off by the sand than by the clay.

You will doubtless be surprised at my statement that a sandy soil under

cultivation is colder than a clay soil, as this is directly contrary to the popular

belief ; but if you think a moment you will see that if, as I say, the sand con

tains less moisture than the loam, and from the greater amount of water

evaporated is colder than the clay, that these are just the conditions which

we saw were needed over the second period for the ripening of the cotton

plant, and therefore we should expect the crop to be earlier on the sand than

on the clay, which, as you know, is true in practice. We should also expect

the "weed " to be smaller on the sand, which is likewise true in practice. A

sand or sandy loam is considered an early soil for quick-growing vegetables

in a market garden, while for longer-lived plants, like cabbage, a heavier

loam is needed, for here weed is desired rather than seed. Such plants as

corn and cotton often mature on a sandy soil in a dry season, or with lack of

cultivation or weeding, when they are only a few inches high and have

attained hardly any weed development. This is often from physical con

ditions rather than from a lack of available plant food, although these con

ditions are of course interdependent.

I have tried to show you some of the physical properties of soils, and how

these differ for each of the two great classes of soils, some of the reasons for

tillage and cultivation, and how cultivation may modify the physical con

ditions of the soils. We have also seen some of the effects of these physical

properties of soils on the crop production and the effect as modified by culti

vation.
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Statistical Tables of Acres and Yield of Crops.

Table 1.—Showing Number of Acres and Yield in Bales or Busliels of

Cotton, Sweet and Irish Potatoes in South Carolina, 1888.

 

COUNTY.

Abbeville

Aiken

Anderson

Barnwell

Beaufort

Berkeley

Charleston—

Chester

Chesterfield

Clarendon—

Colleton

Darlington. . .

Edgedeld

Fairfleld

Georgetown. . .

Greenville—

Hampton

Horry

Kershaw

Lancaster

Laurens

Lexington

Marlon

Marlboro

Newberry

Oconee

Orangeburg...

Pickens

Richland

Spartanburg..

Sumter

Union

Williamsburg..

York

COTTON.

ACRES.

Yield.

Bales.

90,088

42,454

79,678

97,677

15.40J

98,586

2,332

61,865

23, 175

211, 903

14,^2

81,354

110,285

82,224

413

55,800

86^861

2,->Sl

81,501

86,869

88,710

86,880

55,428

63,866

04,7119

21,130

74,504

22,275

33,070

52,343

71,700

51,059

18,680

54,794

SWEET POTATOES.

ACRES.

Yield.

BuBbels.

IRISH POTATOES.

Acres.

30,(34

14,951

30,784

32,121

8,423

7,421

907

19,384

8,445

12,851

4,255

19,344

46,319

25,398

155

22,471

7,471

1,580

10,080

13,499

18,744

10,944

21,801

25,001

17,507

8,078

89,907

8,401

14,098

18,3™

25,334

18,0»

7,103

10,4:10

583

1,080

670

1,0.10

5,043

3,831

141

1,071

1,235

1,308

1,80'.'

1,144

8M

618

HE

817

2,404

849

876

410

1,880

8,0*0

1,124

000

109

1,304

293

1,183

894

2,078

■l.-.l

2,010

550

68,068

126,800

47,232 I

105,020

277,805 !

210,705

17,025

.VI.970

129,203

113,544

208,544

! L860

100,170

18,540

43,575

81,700

240,400

99,222

86,888

32,390

130,500

308,440

89,920

85,754

10..IOO

148,050

81,851

73,045

80,28*

284,080

82,021

118,885

95.150

147

09

178

89

104

1,020

102

97

50

48

51

138

96

60

110

58

44

204

45

161

116

96

60

103

100

111

75

68

110

98

101

48

435

Yield.

Bushels.

'.',\V,

6,900

10,080

£t60

5,730

■we »

4,794

2,134

2,750

2,040

sjt -

18,631

MM
3.i;n

7,773

8,180

«E
8,510

tfiU

i.

7,776

800

7,S1S

■jot

£w
9,150

4,184

7.77S

7,044

6,464

2,040

42,195

Totals 1,577,950 558,642 41,839 8,607,638 4,385 ■MB
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Table 2. -Shouring Number of Acres and Yield in Bushels or Pounds of

Corn, Rice and Tobacco in South Carolina, 1888.

 

Abbeville

Aiken

Anderson

Barnwell

Beaufort

Berkeley

Charleston . . .

Chester

Chesterfield..

Clarendon

Colleton

Darlington . . .

Edgefield

Fairfield

Georgetown..

Greenville

Hampton

Horry

Kershaw

Lancaster

Laurens

Lexington

Marlon

Marlboro

Newberry

Oconee

Orangeburg. .

Pickens

Richland...

Spartanburg. .

73,495

60,187

W,130

80,403

17,320

30,091

5,858

51,304

81,928

84,031

48,488

64,548

83,814

54,890

4,529

58,030

81,443

18,1111

20,077

50,005

44,109

44,778

08,080

35,014

45,080

28,107

70,122

31,995

25,914

00,743

54,032

58.238

82,585

67,853

587,950

541,093

041,200

691,704

140,100

270,211

87,870

859,548

819,280

238,867

533,308

881,830

002,512

884,2i0

49,819

702,208

220,101

802,820

213,410

501,585

808,703

402,984

080,800

385,154

180,020

805,391

087,798

415,935

259,140

007,430

437 ,050

524,097

228,095

474,971

17

495

43

1,899

12,151

14,908

125

10

11,495

27

3,217

1,006

025

244

2,643

150

15

5,805

30

240

10

22,848

858,480

44,950

881,370

19,802,970

11,944,404

78,750

25 9,150

1,027 819,008

14,430 8,884,840

864 544,820

4,200

10,055,800

80,288

1,756,482

1,049,580

840,000

286,944

1,998,108

107,100

20,200

4,680,270

40,820

171,300

320

Sumter

Union

Williamsburg

York

Totals. 1,571,394 | 18,910,882

1,708

8,517

77.CO0

594,018

1,024,854

66,752,874

38 15,570

10 8,000

41 50,400

10 3,000

10 8,800

10 8,800

10 3,800

80 14,100

9 2,700

10 3,800

6 2,310

20 0,000

15 7,500

75 7,500

10 8,800

85 15,520

10 3,800

25 9,060

21 0,300

1
3,304

83 16,576

15 4,500

62 23,882

11 8,300

10 3,000

25 18,750

9 2,700

29 17,300

10 8,000

80 9,000

25 7,600

25 11,800

83 22,750

8 800

723 313,948
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Table No. 3.—Showing Number of Acres and Yield in Bushels of Wheat

and Oats in South Carolina, 1888.

 

COUNTY.

WHEAT.

Al'RKS.
Yield.

Bushels.

OATS.

ACRES.
YIELD.

Bushels.

10.

11.

u
18.

11.

18.

18.

17.

IS.

It.

20.

n.
■-''.\

n
-.'I.

K.

n.

m.
3.1.

80.

:!1.

M,

88.

31.

Abbeville . . .

Aiken

A nderson

Barnwell

Beaufort

Berkeley

Charleston. . . .

Chester

Chesterfield . .

Clarendon—

Colleton

Darlington . . .

Edgefield

Fafrfleld

Georgetown • ■

Greenville—

Hampton

Horry

Kershaw

Lancaster

Laurens

Lexington—

Marion

Marlboro

Newberry —

Oconee

Orangeburg . .

Pickens

Richland

Spartanburg..

Sumter

Union

Williamsburg. .

York

11,438

8,709

17,213

2,967

9,580

3,174

142

816

2,234

11,918

l.tiCil

14,883

27

1,120

8,703

11,452

12,083

908

1,972

10,529

5,745

2,332

4,885

498

13,915

393

11,301

185

18,618

45,744

18,815

88,852

38,240

12,690

994

1,264

13,404

59,590

18,876

58,782

216

15,680

14,812

57,200

60,415

9,930

18,804

42,118

17,235

18,576

19,540

1,479

41,745

2,358

45,444

1,650

93,085

21,722

5,505

17,198

18,107

225

2,988

457

14,808

4,981

2,839

6,887

9,170

6,170

225

14.484

7,085

252

8,148

6,303

17,009

11,085

10,788

15,887

5,230

10,410

3,485

1,745

8,550

2,801

8,021

1,339

238,942

121,110

HMn
353,409

4jm

Miflfl

9,140

64,75.1

88,7.

aajsm

K).>7

108,310

tarn

137,308

183,005

(M08

B&M

HU

221.117

177,380

17M76

;».".ii

188,304

sum
145,740

30,915

15,706

120,784

88.413

180,337

10,088

hum

Totals.. 181,752 888,061

16,768

290,009 «,0B84B
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Table 4.—Sfiawing Number of Acres and Yield in Gallons of Sugar Cane,

Sorghum and Pease in South Carolina, 1S88.

 

COUNTY.

SUGAR CANE.

ACRES.
Yield.

Gallons.

SORGHUM.

Acres.
Yield.

Gallons.

PEASE.

Acres. Yield

1. Abbeville

2. Aiken

3. Anderson

4. Barnwell

5. Beaufort

6. Berkeley

7. Charleston

8. Chester

9. Chesterfield . . .

10. Clarendon....

11. Colleton

12. Darlington

13. Edgefield

14. Fairfield

15. Georgetown . .

IB. Greenville...

17. Hampton

18. Horry

19. Kershaw ... .

30. Lancaster

81. Laurens

22. Lexington

28. Marlon

24. Marlboro

26. Newberry —

28. Oconee

27. Orangeburg . .

28. Pickens

29. Richland

30. Spartanburg ..

31. Sumter

32. Union

88. Williamsburg.

34. York

17S

55

15

778

on

15

in

Totals.

re
;>■;

59

00

til

B W

15

H

75

to

47

21

in

21

ID

840

21

in

■,'.i

2,982

22,704

8,250

1.980

155,034

7,935

1,500

1,510

9,900

18,000

23,787
; ..■(; 5

7,980

2,208

3,280

88,452

8,865

1,100

9,81 K)

8,640

7,060

8,150

1,830

2,772

1,820

119,718

2,772

1,320

8,040

2,475

3,980

8,300

3,040

887

15

IB

1(1

825

81

85

100

57

1,514

248

20

47B

85

80

836

178

118

411

2r

50

111

881

79

208

59

196 •

24

598

32

994

80,238

10,000

88,084

:::;.5;<i

825

1,425

760

1(1,250

1,581

1,000

15,098

5,700

98,910

11,408

1,520 i

22,800 II

1,875

1,976

18,950

77,300

15,486

27,972

3,510

8,500

11,100

58,600

5,530

14,271

5,310

19,800

1,200

27,5118

2,400

37,772

550,825 II 11,157 I 650,865

1,571

8,884

1,683

8,884

1,000

3,386

1,122

1,234

1,795

5,049

5,161

19,074

8,7-12

4,712

1,128

1,132

1,322

1,796

2,917

2,314

3,311

14,025

11,025

6,742

2,244

1,688

11,220

1,122

1,346

1,122

11,220

2,244

8,976

1,122

159,994

6,284

35,450

6,782

44,820

8,000

28,563

3,366

4,986

io,;;n

25,245

88,187

132,444

40,452

18,848

7,854

6,732

6,888

10,870

17,502

11,820

10,976

42,075

70,125

40,452

0,782

8,860

44,8W

10,098

6,7:50

5,610

58,100

13,464

M,S56

6,810

56—KAR
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RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS OF PHILIP E. CHAZAL, CHEMIST.

November 1, 1887, to October 31, 1888.

Receipts.

Warrant No. 761 % 25 OJ

770 2500

774 aw

784 6000

802 S500

882 35 00

840 121 58

842 1500

803 15 00

879 85 00

911 3500

949 8500

968 8500

997 85 00

1015 177*0

1016 85 00

1055 35 00

1078 20 11

(80489

Disbursements.

Account op Laboratory :

Balance from last report $ 1 00

Gas, October 1, 1887, to October 1, 1888 72 80

Chemicals and apparatus 384 33

Porter, one year 308 00

Freight and expenses 30 S3

Traveling expenses 59 20

Stationery 23 88

Repairs 26 30

Sundries 8 47

$804 89

FINANCIAL REPORT OF L. A. RANSOM, CLERK,

November 1, 1887, to October 31, 1888^

Received.

From Commissioner of Agriculture $525 00

Disbursed.

Paid porter, voucher 1 $210 00

Paid express charges, voucher 2 5160

Paid freight and hauling, vouchers 20 21

Paid postage, voucher 4 " 47 23

Paid exhibit In Department building, voucher 5 2285

Paid Fish Commission, voucher 6 800

Paid office fixtures and sundries, voucher 7 2467

Paid telegrams, voucher 8 16 18

Paid expenses fertilizer Inspection, voucher 9 320

Paid specimens, voucher 10 1 50

Paid State Weather Service, voucher 11 480

Paid ice, voucher 12 1100

Paid gas, voucher 18 4 80

Paid subscription to periodicals and papers, voucher 14 3 SO

Paid Farmers' Institutes, voucher 15 1 40

Paid State exhibit Augusta Exposition, voucher 10 94 86

Total $525 00



a

DarlingtonExperimentalFarminAccountwiththeDepartmentofAgriculture.

RECEIPTS.

1887-88.To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To To

WarrantNo.7,(hallofIt)... WarrantNo.0,(naifofIt)...

WarrantNo.11

WarrantNo.il

WarrantNo.17,(naifofIt)..

WarrantNo.18 WarrantNo.21

WarrantNo.22,(naifofIt)..

WarrantNo.24 WarrantNo.27

WarrantNo.28,(halfofIt).. WarrantNo.31,(halfofIt).

WarrantNo.34 WarrantNo.30 WarrantNo.87 WarrantNo.38 WarrantNo.39 WarrantNo.41 WarrantNo.42 WarrantNo.43 WarrantNo.44 WarrantNo.45 WarrantNo.46 WarrantNo.47 WarrantNo.48 WarrantNo.1064

WarrantNo.896,(partofIt).

WarrantNo.899

Saleofcotton.

t5000

6200 50000 91710 6250 10003 10000 0250 00640 56504 0200 6200 54124 11532 8941 23870 31338 50000 15718 0066 42013 10771 6666 11800 21202 67885 33033 29118 $7,47850 11428 %7,59278

1887-88,

EXPENDITURES.

Forbuildingsandlraprovepaents$8,04348

Forfarmsupplies45904

ForImplementsandmachinery1,36615

Forfertilizers56978

Forsalaries1,11242

Forlabor36778 Forstock02500

Forgeneralexpenses13253

%7,57618

Caphonhand1660

$7,59278

J.M.MCBRYDE,Director.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.

The following statements were, until 1887, published in Annual Reports

of the Comptroller General; but under the provisions of an Act passed at the

session of the Legislature 1885-86, the Comptroller General decided at that

time that he was prohibited from making these statements a part of his Report.

They are, therefore, inserted here by direction of the Board of Agriculture, and

copies filed with the Comptroller General, with the vouchers for disbursements.

Respectfully submitted,

A. P. BUTLER,

Commissioner of Agriculture.

OFFICE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE,

Columbia, 8. C, October 81, 1888.

Hon. J. S. Vekner, Comptroller General, Columbia, S. C.

Sib : In pursuance of Revised Statutes of South Carolina, I transmit here

with my Report of the financial transactions of the Agricultural Department

for the year end?d October 31st, 1888, accompanied by Reports of the

Chemist and the Clerk of the Department and Director of the Experiment

Station.

COLLECTIONS.

1887.

Nov. 1 . Balance In hands of Commissioner, October 81, 1887 $ 6250

2. Southern Cotton Oil Company. 25 00

5. Walker, Fleming 4 Sloan 2 00

10. Baldwin Fertilizer Company 5 00

21. Merryman. John, 4 Co 125 00

28. Rasin Fertilizer Company 50 00

30. Pollard, W.J 25 00

Dec. 8. PaciOc Guano Company 50 00

7. Wilcox 4 Glbbs Guano Company 25 00

Atlantic Phosphate Company 125 00

Oliver Oil Company 125 00

12. Beed 4 Company 25 00

Ober, G., 4 Sons' Co 50 00

Travere, S. W., 4 Co 25 00

Pollock, Theodore 38 80

Jackson.J.M 25 00

15. Ashepoo Phosphate Company 125 00

16. Savannah Guano Company 25 00

Etlwan Phosphate Company 25 00

19. Read 4 Company 75 00

21. Mclver, E. R., account Darlington station 1,000 00

22. Ashley Phosphate Company 50 00

24. Davie 4 Whittle 60 00

26. Wilcox 4 Glbbs Guano Company 50 00

28. Oliver Oil Company .' 125 00

29. Read4Company 60 00

81 . Bnyk'ln, farmer 4 Co 12 50

Pollard, W. J 100 00

1888.

Jan. 8. Atlantic Phosphate Company 250 00

8. Ashepoo Phosphate Company 250 00

Amount carried forward $2,965 30
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Amount brought forward $ » 965 30

Jan. 4. Navassa Guano Company 2M> 00

Powers, E- J 50 W

Mclver, E. K., account Darlington station 1,500 00

5. Allison 4 Addison 50 00

7. Ashley Phosphate Company 100 00

Wagener, F. W., A Co la 05

Georgia Chemical Works 1*5 00

Gouldiug, W. AH 10 00

9. Smith A Gilchrist ... so 00

Georgia Chemical Works 250 00

Qulnniplac Company 50 00

Travere, S. W., & Co S 00

Long, John R., 4 Co 1 25

10. Lister's Agricultural Chemical Works 13 50

Walton 4 Whann Company 50 00

Edlsto Phosphate Company 230 00

Ashepoo Phosphate Company 250 00

Stono Phosphate Company 100 00

11. Read4Company 50 00

Wilcox 4 Glbbs Guano Company 100 00

Patapsco Guano Company 125 00

Lee.A.S ^ ." 2500

Zell Guano Company S5 00

12. Merryman, John, 4 Co 50 00

Calder Bros 05 00

Hammond, Hull & Co 150 00

Scott, George W., Manufacturing Company 250 00

Baldwin Fertilizer Company 1S7 50

Basin Fertilizer Company 75 00

13. Langston 4 Woodson a 00

Merryman, John, 4 Co 25 00

Long, John R.,4 Co 1100

Gouldlng, W. 4 H. M 10 00

14. Pacific Guano Company 100 00

Dowle 4 Moise 05 00

Jackson, J. M U50

Weld, John D 8500

16. Atlantic Phosphate Company 250 00

Long, John R., 4 Co a 50

17. Edlsto Phosphate Company 250 00

Ashley Phosphate Company 200 00

18. Worth4Worth 25 00

Royster 4 Strudwick 50 00

Chemical Company of Canton 1000

Detrlck, Lewis F., 4 Son jy 50

Smith 4 Gilchrist gg 50

Ashepoo Phosphate Company 250 00

Atlantic Phosphate Company 250 00

Etiwan Phosphate Company 100 00

IB. Kerchner, F. W [ a 00

TInsley, John G.,4Co 25 00

Walton 4 Whann Company 75 00

Durham Fertilizer Company 12 50

Detrick, Lewis F., 4 Son 87 50

20. Felder, Pauls " 50 00

Georgia Chemical Works 25 00

Southern Cotton Oil Company 50 00

21 . Wando Phosphate Company 250 00

Ober, G . , 4 Sons' Company 30 00

Amount carried forward g 9,777 75
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Amount brought forward $ 0,777 75

Jan. 21. Powers, E. J

Calder Bros

Jackson, J . M

Ashley Phosphate Company

Ellis, Charles

Travers, S. W., ft Co

23. Stono Phosphate Company

Read ft Company

Piedmont Guan o and Manufacturing Company

Gouldlng, W. ft H. M

Harle, J. W., 4 Co

34. Durham Fertilizer Company

Edisto Phosphate Company

Atlantic Phosphate Company

Hammond, Hull ft Co

Oliver Oil Company

Long, John B., ft Co

25. Freeman, E. B., ft Co

28 Navassa Guano Company

Adair Bros, ft Company

Wilcox ft Gibbs Guano Company

Ashepoo Phosphate Company

Pacific Guano Company

Weld, John D

27. Doughty, C. W

Gibson ft Co

Davie 4 Whittle

Moody, H. J

Lee, A. S

Merryman, John, ft Co

Merryman, John, ft Co

28. Etlwan Phosphate Company

Willcox, W. P

Long, John R., 4 Co

31 . Calder Bros

0'Donnell4Co

Walton, Whann 4 Co

Ashley Phosphate Company

Feb. 1 . Edlsto Phosphate Company

Southern Cotton Oil Company

Pope ft Fleming

Hulet, John H

Hammond, Hull ft Co

Savannah Guano Company

2. McCall, C. 8

Pacific Guano Company

Stono Phosphate Company

Wilcox ft Gibbs Guano Company

Atlantic Phosphate Company

Long, John R., ft Co

Smith ft Gilchrist. .

Georgia Chemical Works

Gouldlng, W. 4 H. M

Ober, G., ft Sons' Company

Green, John M

Anderson Oil and Fertilizer Company

3. Dowieft Molse

Ashepoo Phosphate Company

Chesapeake Guano Company

100 00

50 00

12 50

200 00

5 00

25 00

250 00

62 50

12 50

2 50

5 00

12 50

250 00

500 00

25 00

125 00

2 60

25 00

250 00

50 00

100 00

250 00

100 00

25 00

12 50

25 00

75 00

15 00

25 00

75 00

25 00

100 00

7 50

2 50

25 00

3 50

12 50

200 00

500 00

100 00

5 00

3 75

100 00

75 00

50 00

125 00

250 00

100 00

500 00

2 50

62 50

250 00

6 00

25 00

25 00

50 00

25 00

500 00

7 50

Amount carried forward $16,582 80
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Amount brought forward $15,5(8 SO

Feb. 8. Worth 4 Worth 25 00

Harle, J. W., ft Co IS SO

4. Wando Phosphate Company 850 00

Chesapeake Guano Company 2 50

Merryman, John, ft Company 135 00

Etlwan Phosphate Company 100 00

DowieftMoIse 86 00

Baldwin 4 Co 185 00

Lorentz ft Rlttler IS M

Alllsonft Addison 5000

8. Bead 4 Company 50 00

Southern Cotton Oil Company 60 00

7. Etlwan Phosphate Company 100 00

Wando Phosphate Company 250 00

Weld, John D 5000

8. Rasln Fertilizer Company 100 00

Jackson, J. M 6 45

9. Calder, Bros 25 00

Long.JohnR., 4 Co ISO

Merryman, John, 4 Company 50 00

Royster 4 Strudwlck IS 50

Pacific Guano Company 150 00

Ashepoo Phosphate Company *. 500 00

Travers, S. W., 4 Co 85 00

Chemical Co. of Canton ... 18 50

Davie ft Whittle 50 00

10. Lister's Agricultural Chemical Works 85 00

Gouldlng, W. &H. M 4 00

11 . Navassa Guano Company 85 00

Dayle ft Whittle 50 00

Green, John M 5000

Calder Bros 85 00

Lee, A. 8 85 00

Arps, Geo. L 6 85

Wando Phosphate Company 35 00

18. Merryman, John, ft Company 75 00

Read ft Company 60 00

Ober, G., 4 Sons' Co 80 00

Tlnsley, J. G.,4 Co 25 00

Etlwan Phosphate Company 100 00

Davis, B. F 12 60

Zell Guano Company 85 00

Gouldlng, W. 4 H. M 5 00

14. Ober, G ., 4 Sons' Company 85 00

Navassa Guano Company 225 00

Powers, E. J 50 00

Ashley Phosphate Company 300 00

Wilcox 4 Gibbs Guano Company 100 00

Green, John M 85 00

15. Atlanta Guano Company 25 00

Mason, R. E 15 00

Lorentz 4 Rlttler IS 60

16. Atlantic Phosphate Company 850 00

Pacific Guano Company 100 00

Wilcox 4 Glbbs Guano Company 135 00

Baltimore Pulverizing Company 11 TO

Georgia Chemical Works 185 00

Walton, Whann 4 Company 18 50

Royster ft Strudwlck I860

Gouldlng, W. 4H.M 250

Amount carried forward $19,617 00

*\
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Amount brought forward 819,617 00

Feb. 17. Wando Phosphate Company 250 00

Davie A Whittle SO 00

Royster A Strudwlck 12 50

Ashepoo Phosphate Company 500 00

Stono Phosphate Company 250 00

Calder Bros 25 00

Commercial Guano Company 12 50

Southern Cotton Oil Company 100 00

18. Adair Bros 50 00

Long, John R., A Company 1 00

Chesapeake Guano Company 10 00

Rasln Fertilizer Company 87 50

Merryman, John, A Company 37 50

Wagener, F. W.. A Company .• 175 00

Etlwan Phosphate Company 100 00

SO. Wando Phosphate Company. 250 00

Ashley Phosphate Company 200 00

Hammond, Hull A Co 50 00

Arps, George L 9 00

Edlsto Phosphate Company 250 00

Atlantic Phosphate Company 250 00

21 . Atlantic Phosphate Company 500 00

22. Baldwin Fertilizer Company. , 75 00

Travers, 8. W., A Company 25 00

Royster A Strudwlck 12 50

Ober, G., A Sons' Company 25 00

Anghtry, T. B., A Company 5 00

Merryman, John, A Company 25 00

23. CalderBros 25 00

Gibson A Company 25 00

Ollyer Oil Company 125 00

24. McMaster.J.O 25 00

Moody, H. J 10 00

Home Standard Company 5 00

Zell Guano Company 12 50

Etlwan Phosphate Company 200 00

Ashley Phosphate Company 200 00

Savannah Guano Company 40 00

Ra?ln Fertilizer Company 25 00

25. Ober, G.,A Sons' Company 25 00

Chemical Company of Canton 12 50

Lister's Agricultural Chemical Works 12 50

Davie A Whittle 50 00

Pope A Fleming 6 00

Wilcox A Glbbs Guano Company 125 00

27. Weld, John D 12 50-

Merryman, John, A Co 50 00

Chesapeake Guano Company 5 00

Rasln Fertilizer Company 50 00

Navassa Guano Company 250 00

28. Allison A Addison 50 00

Edlsto Phosphate Company 250 00

Paclflc Guano Company 150 00

Georgia Chemical Works 125 00

29. Ober, G„ A Sons' Company 25 00

Baker, R. J., A Company 5 00

Dowle A Molse 5 00

March 1 . Commercial Guano Company 25 00

Hammond, Hull A Company 25 00

Hendrix, D. E 11 25

Amount carried forward $24,865 75
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Amount brought forward $34,805

Marcb 1. Baltimore Pulverizing Company

Powers, E.J

Read & Company

Pacific Guano Company

2. F.tlwan Phosphate Company

Roddy, W. L ., a Co

Calder Bros

Gouldlng, W. A H. M

Anderson Oil and Fertilizer Company

Middleton, N. R.,Jr

Wilcox A Glbbs Guano Company

Hammond, Hull 4 Company

Atlantic Phosphate Company

Davie A Whittle

Travers, S. W., A Co

3. Smith A Gilchrist

Southern Oil Company

6. Ober, G., A Sons' Company

Stono Phosphate Company

Ashepoo Phosphate Company

Lee, A.S .,

Merryman, John, A Co

Zell Guano Company

Walton A Whann Company

Georgia Chemical Works

Williams, Clark A Co

Atlantic and Virginia Fertilizer Company

6. Wagener, F. W., A Co

7. Pollard, W. J

Etiwan Phosphate Company

Travers, S. W., A Co

9. Ober, G., A Sons' Company

Strlngfellow, J. J. A T. B

Wilcox A Glbbs Guano Company

Ashley Phosphate Company

Etiwan Phosphate Company

Gibson A Company

10. Edlsto Phosphate Company

Powers, E. J

Greenleal A Gramling

Allison A Addison

12. A rps, George L

Calder Bros

Read A Company

Long, John R., A Co

Oliver Oil Company

Wando Phosphate Company

Lorentz A Rittler

Chemical Co. of Canton :

13 Dowle A Motee

Travers, S. W., A Co

Hammond, Hull A Co

Atlantic Phosphate Company

14. Etiwan Phosphate Company

Walton A Whann Company

Baltimore Pulverizing Cnmpany

Allison A Addison

Atlanta Guano Company

Baker, R. J., A Co

Rasln Fertilizer Company

Amount carried forward —$39,315 34

800

50 CO

m oo

50 05

100 00

250

35 00

5 00

25 00

7 50

100 00

50 00

500 00

50 00

25 00

250 00

100 00

25 00

260 00

250 00

25 00

12 59

25 00

25 00

125 00

25 00

18 75

25 00

100 00

loooo

25 00

25 00

1 50

100 00

200 00

200 00

27 25

250 00

50 00

10 00

25 00

250

25 00

750

1 54

125 no

125 00

12 50

12 50

800

25 00

25 03

500 00

100 00

50 00

6 30

35 00

5 25

12 50

50 00
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Amount brought forward $8(1,315 84

March 14. Walker, Fleming 4 Sloan

Tlnsley, J. G., 4 Co

Savannah Guano Company

Georgia Chemical Works

15. Piedmont Guano and Manufacturing Co

Travels, S. W., 4 Co

Davie 4 Whittle

Gibson 4 Co

Pacific Guano Company

Scott. George W., 4 Co., Manufacturing Co

Ober, G., 4 Sons' Company

16. Wilcox 4 Gibbs Guano Company

Chesapeake Guano Company

Baltimore Pulverizing Company

Southern Cotton Oil Company

17. Edlsto Phosphate Company

Ashley Phosphate Company

Lister's Agricultural Chemical Works

Walton, Whann 4 Company

Ober, G., 4 Sons' Co

Lorentz 4 Bittler

Davie 4 Whittle

Anderson Oil and Fertilizer Company

20 . Oliver Oil Company

Douglas, D. B

Greenville Oil Mill

Allison 4 Addison

Atlantic Phosphate Company

Baldwin Fertilizer Company

Wegener, F. W., 4 Co

Hammond, Hull 4 Co

Georgia Chemical Works

Rasln Fertilizer Company

Zell Guano Company

82. Navassa Guano Company

Mullins, B. B., 4 Co

Etlwan Phosphate Company

88. Allison 4 Addison

Zell Guano Company

Lorentz 4 Blttler

84. Walton 4 Whann Company

Rasln Fertilizer Company

Long, John B., 4 Co

Gouldlng, W. 4 H. M

86. Travers, 8. W., 4 Co

Arps, George L

Edlsto Phosphate Company 850 00

Mlddleton, N. R., Jr

Walton 4 Whann Company

87. Wando Phosphate Company

88. Stono Phosphate Company

Ober, G., 4 Sons' Company

89. Moody, H. J

Etlwan Phosphate Company

Ashley Phosphate Company

80. Baltimore Pulverizing Company

Long, John B., 4 Co

81. Scott, George W„ Manufacturing Co..

Atlanta Guano Company

10 00

25 00

25 00

125 00

12 50

5000

8500

25 00

100 00

75 00

25 00

100 00

2 50

81 50

100 00

250 00

800 00

12 50

25 00

50 00

13 50

25 00

85 00

125 00

5 00

50 00

25 00

850 00

10 90

75 00

25 00

50 00

25 00

30 00

62 50

4 99

ioo oo

2500

21 25

25 00

25 00

25 00

2 50

2 50

50 00

7 50

250 00

5 50

85 00

125 00

75 00

25 00

5 00

25 on

75 00

12 58

2 50

25 00

25 00

Amount carried forward $82,8-10 56
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Amount brought forward t*2JH0 56

April 2. Wilcox A GIbbs Guano Company 10O00

Walton 4 Whann Company IS 00

8. Stono Phosphate Company 85 CO

Patapsco Guano Company 5 00

Georgia Chemical Works 26 00

Carwile, Z. W., Jr S JO

Ober, G., 4 Sons' Company 25 00

Allison 4 Addison 25 00

5. Read * Company 23 50

Etlwan Phosphate Company 50 00

6. DowleA Molse 3 25

Mtddleton, N. B.,Jr in

Baltimore Pulverizing Company 8 00

Chesapeake Guano Company 6 00

Travers, 8. W.,4 Co 25 00

7. Wilcox 4 Glbbs Guano Company 75 00

Georgia Chemical Works 10 00

9. Long, John H., A Co 2 50

Etlwan Phosphate Company 25 00

10. Pacific Guano Company 50 00

11. Navassa Guano Company 25 00

Edlsto Phosphate Company 25 00

Scott, George W., & Co 6*5

Southern Cotton Oil Company 100 00

12. Etlwan Phosphate Company 60 00

13. Aughtry, T. B.,4Co 20 00

14. Arps, George L 550

Wilcox 4 Gibbs Guano Company 25 00

Ashley Phosphate Company 75 00

Baltimore Pulverizing Company 8 II

16. Chesapeake Guano Company 2 50

Stono Phosphate Company 50 00

17. Gibson 4 Company 2 50

18. Woolsey. W. W 4 00

Augbtry, T. B., & Co 2 50

Scott, George W., 4 Co 12 50

19. Etlwan Phosphate Company 25 00

21 . Baltimore Pulverizing Company 2 50

454. Wilcox 4 Glbbs Guano Company 25 00

28. Navassa Guano Company 2 50

May 8. E. R. Mclver 2,500 00

9. Buck, H. L 5 00

11. Oliver Oil Company 25 00

19. Palmer, J. B., 4 Son (map) 25

Chandler, J. H 25

23. Shull, J.L 25

Shields, George A 25

24. Brown.W.S 25

OUverOll Company 125 00

25. Erentzlln, J. A - 25

80. Lewis.N. E 25

Mcintosh, James •. 50

Lawton, J. J 50

June 2. McLucas.J.D *

9. Henderson, C. K 25

Wilcox 4 Glbbs Guano Company 12 50

Wilds, L. S M

18. Davls,D. B 25

14. Hare.W. H 25

Amount carried forward , $35,972 00
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Amount brought forward 835,972 69

June 14. Kohn, Theodore 25

Nell, J. H 25

Brims, Henry M 25

Unknown 50

Unknown 25

July 6. Dover, F. H 25

9. Bagwell, S. M 25

13. Oliver Oil Company 50 00

Aug. 7. Thomas, L. H 25

16. Wllhelm, J. E 25

23. Etlwan Phosphate Co 13 50

Sept. 7. Baldwin Fertilizer Co 25 00

27. Etlwan Phosphate Company 35 00

Oct. 4. Merryman, John 4 Co 12 50

8. Georgia Chemical Works 50 00

8. Ransom, P. O : 8 70

19. Navassa Guano Company 35 00

34. Oliver OU Company 135 00

3d. Ober, G., A Sons' Company 8 00

27. Wagener, F. W., 4 Co 250 00

37. Thomas, E. A 25

Total collections. . '. $36,562 14

PAD) STATE TREASURER.

1888.

November 31, receipt No. 4,704 $ 219 50

DecemberSO, " " 4,777 808 30

31. " " 4,779 1,000 00

January 14, " " 4,826 3,988 35

14, " " 4,837 1,500 00

34, " " 4,853 125 00

26, " " 4,854 4,05750

80, " " 4,860 887 50

February 4, " " 4,867 8,039 75

15, " " 4,875 8,84550

20, " " 4,887 8,27170

35, " " 4,893 1,590 00

29, " " 4,898 977 50

March 15, " " 4,906 4,808 34

21, " " 4,916 1,70090

April 3, " " 4,925 1,14183

10, " " 4,937 881 50

21, " " 4,938 48888

30, " " 4,940 30 00

May 22, " " 4,953 2,500 00

22, " " 4,954 30 50

June 28, " " 5,002 142 75

October 8, " "5,051 176 00

25, " " 6,059 158 70

81, " " 5,063 '. 353 25

' Total $36,562 14
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DISBURSEMENTS.

The purposes for which these amounts were disbursed are summarized in

the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture.

 

1887.

Nov.

1888.

Jan.

Fi'b.

1 Ransom, L. A

5 B1r>l. Win. M., ft Co..

Sheppard 4 Porcher.

Walker, Evans ft Cogs

Well

Glhlx'S, W. H

11 Chazu.1, P. E

21 Ransom, L. A

30 B'ltler, A. P

if'lvzjl, P. E

Ransom, L. A

Huntt, W. H

! Brown, Angus P

Roche, E. L

Postmaster

Cnazal, P. E

2 Bryan, R. L., ft Co ..

12 R'Vnsotn, L. A

13 Perry, A. 8. J

17 Chazal, P. E

20 Calvo, C. A., Jr

31 Ransom, I*. A—

j Butler, A.P

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A—

Brown, Angus P.

Huntt, W. A

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture.

Glass heads for rice exhibit

Rice for exhibit

Printing, Special Assistant

Postage

Laboratory expenses

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture

Salary for November, 1887

Salary for November, 1887

Salary for November, 1887

Clerical services, November, 1887 . .

Clerical sen'lces, November, 1887

Salary, office rent, 4c, November, 1887

Postage

Laboratory expenses

Stationery, 4c

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture. . . .

Per diem and mileage

Laboratory expenses

Printing Annual Reports, Board and Commis

sioners

ISundry expenses. Department of Agriculture

Salary, December, 1887

Salary, December, 1887

Salary, December, 1 887

Salary, December, 1K87

Clerical services, December, 1887

1C Huntt, W. H

,Colcock, R. H

Chuzal, P. E

Postmaster

1 Roche, E. L

iGIbbes, W. H

News and Courier—

United Gas Improve

ment Co

Expenses drawing guano samples . . .

Expenses drawing guano samples . .

Laboratory expenses

Postage

Salary. 4c. for December, 1887

Postage on January Reports

1,000 copies Review, South Carolina

Gas bill. October. November and December, 1887

Repairs

?;■;

759

760

701

76S

701

764

76.-.

70;;

7or

70s

7'.3

77(1

771

772

773

774

775

77r,

777

778

773

780

781

782

7M

781

7V,

780

7^7

7SS

790Champion, M. L

Richmond ft Danville

' Railroad Co

Wulker.Evans 4 Cogs-

j well

Molnnls, Ben]., Jr—

Brcnn, R. L., 4 Co .

.C.ilvo.C. A

Roche, E. L

I Butler. A. P

k'hazil, P. E

I Ransom, L. A

Brown, Angus P...

Ransom, L. A

1 Cnazal, P. E

l'oreher, J. Stoney .

Buck, H. L

M"Cutchen, Jas . . .

Il.ive, R. A

'Lawtou, Johu

Ancrum, W. A—

Moore, T. J

IDuncan, D. P

'Hagood, Johnson .

Telegrams State Weather Service

Printing tags, $310; blanks for Department,

8311.33: Roche,$19.S0

Salary, November, December and January, $75 ;

expenses, $1 .50

Stationery

Reports, $286.05; Printing, $100.75

Salary and expenses, January, 1888

Salary for January, 18S8

Salary for January, 1888

Sulary for January, 1888

Clerical services, January, '888

Sundry expenses. Department of Agriculture

Laboratory expenses

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

Per diem and mileage attending meeting Board.

13 ITuutt, W. 11.. Expenses drawing guano samples.

Amount carried forward

r.M

7W

733

734

7!W

796

7117

TT*

7W

8W

Sfll

802

8J3

604

80.1

n>:

sp 17

SOS

SI 19

810

811

812

813

811

$4,564 «S
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Hagood, Johnson. ..

[Duncan, D. P

Porcher, J. Stoney .

Lawton, Jno. .

1888. Amount brought forward.

Feb. 18 Huntt, W. H Services as Fertilizer Inspector, January, 1888... 815

jColcock, R. H Expenses drawing guano samples 816

Vance, S. W Expenses drawing guano samples 817

Calvo, C. A., Jr Printing

Chazal, Louis R Copying papers for Board of Agriculture

Schultzbach, J Rain gauges for Weather Service

iGreen, Jno jRepairing gas llxtures, stoves, ic

Marshall, L. R Filing boxes, freight and drayage on same. .

Elmer A Amend Corks for fertilizer sample bottles

Ransom, L. A Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture

[Postmaster Postage

March 1 Butler, A . P Salary for February

Chazal. P. E I Salary for February 827

Ransom, L. A [Salary for February 828

Brown, A. P Clerical services

Huntt, W. H Services as Fertilizer Sampler. .

Roche, E. L jServlces and expenses February

Mclnnes, BenJ., Jr... 'services for February

Chazal, P. E Laboratory expenses 838

Ransom, L. A [Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture 834

Postmaster Postage '835

Vance, S . W , Expenses drawing guano samples JS88

Colcock, R. H Expenses drawing guano samples [837

Huntt, W . H Expenses drawing guano samples 8'IS

Smytbe, A. T [Fees, &c. conducting phosphate litigation S3!)

Chazal, P. E E. 4 A. bill for chemicals 840

Cathcart, W. R jTelegrams December, 1887, January and Febru

ary, 1888 841

Chazal, P . E ] Repairing apparatus in laboratory [843

Bryan, R. L., & Co. .. Stationery 1843

' I»44

Green, Henry J Thermometers for Weather Service 846

Walker, Evans & Cogs

well Tax tags and printing 846

Calvo. C. A., Jr Publishing and mailing February Reports,!

$122.33, and printing, $9.05 |847

Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. 848

Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. 849

Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. 850

'Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. 851

March 1 MrCutehen, Jas Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. 852

Buck, H. L 'Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. :852^

Ancrum, W. A Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. 853

Love, R. A i Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. 854

Moore, T. J Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. 1 855

Cray ton, B. F Per diem and mileage attending Board meeting. .ttOti

'Globes, W. H Postage ,857

Brown, Mrs. A. P Flags for Weather Service [858

Ancrum, W. A Per diem and mileage inspecting Experiment

! Stations 1859

Lawton, Jno Per diem and mileage inspecting Experiment

! Stations 800

Moore, T. J Per diem and mileage inspecting Experiment

Stations ,801

Ransom, L. A Services Secretary Board Agriculture 882

863

N,l

805

biM

801,1..,

807

Sl,S

■i;-.i
■-,ii

si

■;2

S73

874

875

B76

877

877^

$4,564 62

60 00

100 00

100 00

28 50

6 50

17 50

6 20

4 50

5 50

25 00

25 00

175 00

175 00

125 00

66 06

50 00

191 20

25 00

35 00

25 00

25 00

100 Oil

100 00

100 00

582 88

121 58

25 12

16 00

8,45

14 Chazal, P. E Laboratory expenses.

20 Glbbes, W. H [Postage

Ransom, L. A Sundry expenses, Department of Agriculture..

21 Whitall Tatum Co. ..'Glass jars for fertilizer samples

31 Butler, A. P ISalary for March, 1888

Chazal. P. E [Salary for March, 1SH8

Ransom, L. A . . ! Salary for March, 1888

Brown, Angus P Clerical services

Huntt, \V. H Services as Guano Sampler

Mclnnes, BenJ., Jr Services and expenses Veterinary Surgeon

Calvo, C. A., Jr Printing

Chazal, I,ouls R [Copying papers

Congdon, Hazard A

Co Charter tug to Inspect Ashing ground .

Services as Fish Patrol

Services as Fish Patrol

Postage

Porter, Walter E.

Grape, Hugo

Gibbes.W. H

7 18

16 00

05 00

60 00

25 00

Amount carried forward $9,117 30

as 00

840 40

182 10

17 00

12 50

i; so

29 50

17 00

25 50

12 00

12 50

16 30

37 60

5 50

25 00

24 50

24 50

15 20

24 00

IS 00

25 00

25 UO

15 00

175 00

175 00

125 00

06 06

50 00

35 50

32 40
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Date. To Whom Paid.

May

1888.

March 81 ' Ransom, L. A

Chaz.il. P. E

Walker. Evans ft Cogs

well

Walker, Evans A Cogs

well

Gamhrill * Walker..

Wright, Geo. K

Parker, Geo. W

Setbels, E. W

iBlark, W. A

Swaffleld, W. C

April 2 Fagau Bros

(Roche, E. L

iCathcart, W. R

I United Gas Inipt. Co

Vance, S. W

8781

879

Williams, Winthrop.

7 Rand, McN'ally ft Co.

iGrape, Hugo

9 McBvrde, Dr. J. M...

Colcock, 11. H

Mark Moses ft Bros ..

10 M.Bryde, J. M

21 Walker, Evans ft Cogs

well

Gonzales, N. G

80 Butler, A. P

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L . A

Brown, Angus P.

: Porter, W. E

Melunes, Benj., Jr. . .

Hovt .V Keys

Calvo, C. A., Jr

: Walker, Evans ft Cogs-

! well

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A

Huutt, W. H

Roche, E. L

B Hagood, Johnson

Duncan, D. P

Poivhcr, J. Stouey. . .

Lawton, John

IMcCutcnen, Jas

Buck, H. L

iAncrum, W. A

Love, It. A

Moore, T. J

9 Crayton, B. F

Cathcart, W. R

Green, Henry J

Bryan, R. L.,& Co...

Midlines, Benj., Jr . ..

Walker, Evaus ft Cogs-

, well

Gibbes, W. H

10 Roche, E. L

881

em

887.

888

889

890

891

Butler, A. P Expenses to Hot Springs Immigration Conven

tion

Ransom, L. A Expenses to Hot Springs Immigration Conven

tion, services as Secretary of Board

na

898

lliXI

•».■

90S

'.KM

MB

KM

907

'.(OS

'(111

'.Ml

BIS

'.'14

BIS

Mt;

917

918

BIB

no
'..-.• i

BM

981

Ml

■xt: .

BM

$9,117 SO

25 00

33 00

80 78

7 SO

58 a

58 S3

58 3S

5S 33

58 35

5 35

1H •-•>

86 79

10 81

14 06

ice ob

li", (».l
>■<} HI

541 09

3 13

15 00

291 IS

312 37

18 40

175 00

175 00

125 00

66 H

(t "

59 40

145 70

34 35

388 06

35 00

■ '«•

18 65

189 80

17 00

12 10

17 30

29 50

17 UO

■ H

12 00

12 5(1

If :>>

16 80

1 ■

15 25

14 10

19 60

90 00

30 00

348 40

12 00

For Wiiat Purpose.

Amount brought forward

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture.

Laboratory expenses

Printing and tax tags .

Printing for Special Assistant

Insurance premium

Insurance premium

Insurance premium

Insurance premium

Insurance premium

Insurance premium

Office table

Salary and expenses Ac, for March.

Telegrams

Gas.

Balance due for services and expenses drawing

guano samples

Type writer

Five thousand South Carolina maps

Services as Fish Patrol

Expenses Experiment Stations

Balance due for services and expenses drawing

guano samples

Charter tug to Inspect Ashing ground

Expenses Darlington Station

Publishing 5,001) pamphlets

2,000 pamphlet envelopes

Salary for April

Salary for April

Salary for April

Clerical service's

Services us Fish Patrol

Services and expenses Veterinary Surgeon. .

Publishing March and April Reports

circulars and stationery

Tax tags, printing and stationery

laboratory expenses

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture

Balance due services and expenses Fertz. Inspt'r

Salary and expenses Special Assistant

Per diem and mileage

Per diem and mileage

Per dloui and mileage

Per diem and mileage

Per diem and mileage

Per diem and mileage

Per (Hem and mileage

Per diem and mileage

Per diem and mileage

Per diem and mileage

Telegrams

Thermometers for Weather Service

Stationery

Expenses to Pendleton and Anderson

Plate of State Map

Postage

Transportation, ic, for Phosphate Committee on

annual inspection phosphate territory

22 ( ; rape, Hugo Services as Fish Patrol, Georgetown

Col ion. G. W. ft C. B Maps of South Carolina

Walker, Evans A Cogs

well stationery and printing

Calvo, C. A., Jr . ... Printing

Mclnnes, Benj., Jr . . . Expenses to Ijmcaster, Boykin and St. George's

i I Amount carried forward

937

M

34 00

34 00

161 00

30 68

34 50

19 00

JPMH -•:
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Date. To Whom Paid. For What Purpose. amount.

i
 

1888.

May 22 McBryde, J. M. ...

,Glbbes, W. H

31 Butler, A. P

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A

Brown, A. P

Huntt, W. H

Mclnnes, Benj., Jr .

Ransom, L. A

. Chazal, P.E

Butler, A. P

June

Line, Wm...

1 Roche, E. L.

Hoyt 4 Keys .

Amount brought forward

. Expenses Spartanburg Experiment Station

Postage

. Salary for May

. Salary for May

. B&larj for May

Clerical services for May

Clerical services for May

Salary for May and expenses to Elko

Sundry expenses, Department of Agriculture. . .

Laboratory expenses

Expenses to Georgetown to Investigate violation

of Fishing Laws

. Railroad Maps of South Carolina

Salary anil expenses for May

Publishing and mailing May Reports

Glbbes, W. H

11 Bryan, R. L., & Co.

Ransom, L. A

80,Charaplon, M. L...

Calvo, C. A., Jr

'Butler, A. P

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A

Brown, A. P

Huntt, W.H

Mclnnes, Benj., Jr.

Postage

Stationery

iSuudry expenses. Department of Agriculture. . . .

Office fixtures, &c

Printing

Salary for June

Salary for June

Salary for June

Clerical services for June

| Clerical services for June

Salary for June, expenses to Lexington and Man

ning

MO

Ml

942

III"

!U1

MS
•.in;

'.nr

'.< 18

Mt

HO

! '."» 1

x,i

UI

DM .

'.150

067

B68

050

060

00

on

pes
964

oat

siu.ors 2;

a-a 92

05 00

175 00

175 00

135 00

06 60

50 00

32 19

2u 00

85 00

5 80

10 00

185 30

02 00

2500

10 75

25 00

12 85

18 50

175 00

175 00

125 00

60 (Hi

. .1 mi

42 35

17 00

Vi 30

26 50

086 18 80

us; 12 00

088 3 50

DBS 24 00

iiiiii 7 50

091 175 77

00X 175 00

om 175 00

m 125 00

006 66 6(i

OM 60 00

DM 35 00

21 75

102 98

00 78

41 67

195 88

July

Calvo, C. A., Jr

Chazal, P. E

Roche, E. L

12 Glbbes, W. H

Ransom, L. A

Hoyt & Keys

Calvo, C. A., Jr

Walker, Evans 4 Cogs

well

Stanley, J. C, & Bro

Duplicate of 939

Printing

.Laboratory expenses

Salary and expenses

Postage

Sundry expenses for Department Agriculture...

Publishing and mailing June Report

Printing report blanks

Stationery

Water tilterer.

24 Hagood, Johnson

Porcher, J. stoney...

Per diem and mileage.

Per diem and mileage.

Buck, H. L.

24Crayton, B. F

Ransom, L. A

Romanstine, Geo. C. .

Walker, Evans & Cogs

well

Walker, Evans & Cogs

well

McBryde, J. M

81 Butler, A. P

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A

31 Brown, Angus P

Huntt, W. H

Chazal, P.E

McBryde, J. M

Per diem and mileage .

Per diem and mileage

Services Secretary Board Agriculture

Hire horse and buggy for Veterinary Surgeon . .

Printing for Special Assistant

008

!H>7

M8

080

070

971

972

117.1

',17 1

'.•;.-,

078

077

078

070

080

ota

ess

081

084

"is'oO

35 00

193 00

25 00

25 00

00 75

4 00

16 75

5 00

Analysis book

Salary Superintendent Spartanburg Station,

materials and labor

Salary for July

Salary for July

Salary for July

Clerical sen-Ices for July, 1888

Clerical services for July, 1888

Laboratory expenses

Salary Superintendent Spartanburg station July,

1888

Porcher, J . Stoney . .

McBryde, J. M

Hoyt & Keys

Mclnnes, Benj.. Jr..

Roche, E. L

Per diem and expenses attending Fanners' Insti

tute at Laurens

Machinery for Spartanburg Experiment Station.

Publishing and mailing July Report

Services and expenses July, 1888

Salary and expenses July, 1888

098

990

1000

1001

1002

1003

1004

57—R4K

Amount carried forward $18,066 84
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To Whom Paid.

July 31 Ransom, L. A

iGibbes, W. H

Smythe, A. T

August lS^agood, Johnson ..

31Butlor, A. P

[Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A . ..

Brown, A. P

Huntt, W. H

Mclnnes, Benj., Jr.

Chazal, P. E

Sept.

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A

ililbbes, W. H

Calvo, C. A., Jr

Hovt 4 Keys

Butler, A. P

Law, W. A

Duncan, D. P., for D

Lee

Bolton, B. M.

:Nlles, W. B..

I Whitney, Milton .

: Wiggins, F

Cathcart, W. R

Roche, E. L

I Melinite, J. M.

Peterklu, J. A..

$18,0U6 84

SSOO

25 00

48 75

» 60

175 00

175 00

125 00

m 65

50 00

60 m

177 20

35 00

50 00

50 00

31 83

54 7S

500 U0

5 00

40 00

23 52

12 9S

35 95

30 00

-

197 60

an m

For What PraposE.

net.

Amount brought forward —

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture 1005

Postage 1006

Simons & Huger, surveying phosphate territory. 1007

Per diem and mileage attending State Fanners'

Institute 1008

Salary for August, 1886 1009

Salary for August, 1888 1010

Salary for August, 1888 1011

Clerical services 1013

Clerical services 1013

Services and expenses Veterinary Surgeon 1014

Bill Elmer & Amend for apparatus and chemicals

for laboratory 1015

Laboratory expenses 1016

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture 1017

Postage 1018

Printing 1019

Publishing and mailing Monthly Report 1020

Expenses exhibit Augusta Exposition 1021

Stenographic report Farmers' Institute 102! ■

Bill Daniel Lee, perdlemandexpenses attending

State Farmers' Institute

Per diem and expenses attending Farmers' Insti

tute

Per diem and expeuses attending Farmers' Insti

tute

18 Ransom, L. A

30 Butler, A. P

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A

Brown, A. P

Huult, W. H

Roche, E. L

Mclnnes, Benj., Jr. .

McBryde, J. M

Atkinson, Ceo. F...

Hoyt & Keys .

Calvo, ('. A., Jr

Walker, Evans & Cogs

well

Butler, A. P

Law, C. C

Addison, E. S

Agnew, Jno

Charleston Bag Facto-

Per diem and expenses attending Farmers' Insti

tute

Services as Fish Patrol, Marion County

Telegrams

Salary and expenses August, 1888

Expenses Spartanburg Experiment Station

Per diem and expenses attending Fanners' Insti

tute

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture

Salary September, 1888

Salary September, 1888

Salary September, 1888

Clerical services

Clerical services

Salary and expenses

Salary and expenses

Salary Supt. Spartanburg Experiment Station...

Per diem and mileage, Orangeburg and Laurens

Farmers' Institutes

Printing Monthly Report and proceedings State

Farmers' Institutes

Printing

1023

1025

102C

1027

1038

1029

1030

1031

104.' .

1033 .

19 15

Books, stationery and printing

Freight on exhibit to Augusta Exposition

Wine for State exhibit, Augusta Exposition

(irain for State exhibit for Augusta Exposition..

Materials used In packing exhibit

Hamlter, A. W...

drove, W. S

Butler, A. P

Chazal, P. E

Ransom, L. A—

Harper, T. .1

Stack, W. H

31 Butler, A. P

Chazal, P. E

Ransom. L. A. . .

Brown, Angus P.

Huntt. W. H

McBryde, J. M...

Bags for shipping phosphate rock

Repairing Imitation gold bars for exhibit

Class fronts forshow cases

Sundry expenses State exhibit

Laboratory expenses

Sundry expenses Department of Agriculture.. .

Hauling state exhibit

Lumber for packing exhibit

Salary October, 1888

Salary October, 1888

Salary October, 1888

Clerical services ( ictober, 1S88

Clerical services October, 1888

Fertilizers and machinery for Darlingtdb Experi

ment Station.

Amount carried forward .

1034 50 lO

1035 175 OH

1036 175 00

1037 IS 00

1038 66 66

1039 50 CO

1040 180 50

1011 50 56

1042 66 66

1043 25 20

1044 111 65

lllli 17 50

1046 16 55

1017 100 00

1048 13 59

10W 8 50

1050 9 45

1051 699

1052 34 DO

1053 10 i-.

1054 500 03

1055 35 on

11156 50 00

1057 35 00

1068 11 68

1059 175 09

lOtiO 175 00

1061 UB ■
1062 H t<!

iota 60 00

1084 078 85

 MM 1
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For What Purpose. amount.

NUes, W. B.

Butler, A. P.

Bulst,H. B

King, J. M

Perkins Mfg. Co.

Walker, Evans & Cogs

well

Hclnnes, Ben]., Jr . . .

Harley, J. P

Roche, E. L

News & Courier Bu

reau

Bryan, R. L., & Co...

Runsom.L. A

CbazaL, P. E

Amount brought forward $28,534 38

Machinery, &c, and Superintendent's salary for

May and October, Spartanburg Experiment

Station 1065 1,447 96

Per diem and mileage attending Fairfield Farm

ers' Institute ,. 1066 11 80

Expenses to Farmers' Institute Laurens and Dar

lington, and to Augusta and Chester, on ac

count State exhibit at Augusta Exposition .... 1067, 21 02

Wine, State exhibit at Augusta Exposition 10681 10 75

Grain for State exhibit Augusta Exposition 1069J 10 00"

Building Agricultural Pavilion, lumber, nails,

4e. , for State exhibit at Augusta Exposition .... 1070 479 76

Stationery 1071 2103

Services and expenses Veterinary Surgeon j 1072 185 30

Services as Fish Patrol 1078 100 00

Salary and expenses October, 1888 1074 185 60

Pamphlet envelopes !l075 9 25

Printing and stationery .1076 49 80

Sundry expenses Department Agriculture [1077 25 00

Laboratory expenses 1078 26 11

! $26,117 40
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PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNT EXPERIMENT STATIONS from April 19, 1887,

to October SI, 1888, from Legislative Appropriation and Citizens' Sub-

scripiwns.

to Whom Paid.

 

3 ( AKOC.VI.

1887.

April

July

sept.

Oct

Feb.

March

May

June

19 News and Courier . . .

Columbia Register...

Greenville Daily News

4 Butler, A. P

Calvo, C. A., Jr

28 Wofford, J. W

McBryde, J. M

22 Dargan, Brown & Dar

gan

Advertising

Advertising

Advertising

Expenses visiting sites for stations

Printing

Plans and specifications for Superintendent's

bouse and payment on bouse

Seed and fertilizer

Dec.

1888.

Jan.

McBryde, J. M..

2 Wofford, J. W...

7 McBryde, J. M. .

K WoUord, J. W...

Wofford, J. W...

23 McBryde, J. M.

29 Wofford, J. W. .

2 Wofford, J. W.

7 McBryde, J. M.

0 McBryde, J. M.

12 Woffonl, J. W..

Wofford, J. W...

23 McBryde, J. M.

8! McBryde, J. M.

12 McBryde, J. M..

McBryde, J. M..

Land purchased for Darlington Station and fees

for preparing papers

Salary for October, 1887 1

Payments on buildings, etc., at Spartanburg

Payments on buildings at Darlington

Payment on buildings at Spartanburg

Salary fur two months

Payment on building, salary Superintendent,

I seeds, etc., Darlington Station

(Sundry expenses Spartanburg Station

Salary one mouth

'Salary for November, 1887

Salary Superintendent and other expenses Dar

lington Station

Payments on buildings, Spartanburg

Materiiils for building

Paymeut on building at Spartanburg

. Salary for December

Salary Superintendent and buildings and equip

ment Spartanburg Station

Buildings and equipment Darlington Station

13McBryde, J. M Salary Superintendent, buildings, material, labor

and forage, Darlington Station

McBryde, J. M Salary, January, 1888

15 McBryde, J. M Salary Superintendent, stock, materials, build

ings, fertilizers, Spartanburg Station

I

5

8

9

Id

11

12

».

14

15

10

17

IS

10

so
•Jl

30

1 McBryde, J. M Salary, February

9 McBryde, J. M Machinery, buildings, labor and shrubbery and

salary Superintendent Spartanburg Station ....

14 .McBryde, J. M Stuck, forage, lumber and labor, Spartanburg-

Station

31 McBryde, J. M Materials, labor, forage, seed, lumber, Superin

tendent's salary, Darlington Station

9

11

McBryde, J.

McBryde, J.

M Salary Superintendent, labor, materials and seed

for Darlington Station

M Salary Superintendent, labor and supplies, Dar

lington Station

90 CO

at ■

50 00

14 30

270 00

100 GO

3,428 IS

125 00

S&M

800 00

*eoo

133 £

947 It

156 to

06 «

135 00

100(3

4M i

11 65

150 00

135 00

7*8 51

606 40

37 565 0t

135 005s

39 708 53

31 135 00

32 840 39

83 264 73

,4 541 34

36 115 35

37 89 41

3S 238 70

89 313 38

1c)

41 500 00

42

43

44

157 18

06 09

430 13

43

40

47

107 71

08 66

118 00

4S 81X03

July

28 McBryde, J.

9 McBryde, J.

M Fertilizers, lumber, building materials, Darling

ton Station I

M Saiarv superintendent, barn, fertilizer, seed and

forage, Darlington Station

19 .McBryde, J.

24 McBryde, J.

31 McBryde, J.

McBryde, J.

Sept. 8 McBryde, J.

30 McBryde, J.

Oct. S'MrBrvrte, J.

81 McBryde, J.

M Payment on house, Darlington Station >

M Improvements, lumber, farm expenses, Darling

ton Station

M Salary Superintendent Darlington Station I

M Farm machinery, Darlington Station

M Salary Superintendent, and materials, Darlington

Station |

M Salary Superintendent Darlington Station I

M Building and farm machinery, Darlington Station

M Farm machinery, supplies and salary Superinten

dent Darlington Station I

Total J14.993 r-
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Music Teacher,

J. A. HOLLAND.

Master of Shoe Shop,

R. P. ROGERS.

• Foreman of Printing Office,

Master of Shop for the Blind,

H. W. ESTES.

DEPARTMENT FOR COLORED PUPILS.

Teacher of Deaf Mutes,

E. L. BONEY.

Teacher of Blind,

H. W. ESTES.

Matron,

MARTHA MILLS.



LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

Cedar Spring,

Spartanburg County, S. C, November 19, 1888.

Hon. John P. Richardson,

Governor of South Carolina, Columbia, 8. C.

Sir : We present herewith our Report, and that of the Superin

tendent of the South Carolina Institution for the Education of the

Deaf and Dumb and the Blind. The Superintendent's report is so

full and clear that we do not feel called upon to say more than he has

said, except upon two points, viz., the water supply and the building

for colored pupils. There is a strong necessity for a better water

supply, so that we are constrained to concur in his recommendation

for an appropriation of $2,000 for this purpose. Knowing how im

portant it is to keep appropriations in proper bounds, we have hesi

tated for some time to recommend an appropriation for a building

for the colored department ; but when we examine the present one

and see its dilapidated condition and unfitness for the work, and the

danger to the lives of its inmates from fire and the rickety condition

of the building, we hesitate no longer, and therefore recommend an

appropriation of eight thousand dollars as recommended by the Su

perintendent. We further recommend the usual appropriations, as

follows : for support, $152,000 ; for repairs, $500 ; for insurance, $415.

Respectfully submitted,

T. J. MOORE,

Chairman Board of Commissioners.



SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.

To the Board of Commissioners of the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind.

Gentlemen : The number of pupils enrolled has steadily increased

every year since the reorganization of the school in 1876. The fol

lowing list shows that 102 pupils have been admitted during the past

year. Eighty of this number are now present. Eight graduated in

June. Three have moved out of the State. Two have died.

Nine have not returned from vacation. Six, at least, of the latter

are daily expected.

LIST OF PUPILS.

Deaf Mutes.

N. E. Major Anderson.

I. L. Estill Aiken.

N. A. Clark Spartanburg.

L. B. Fellers Newberry.

N. S. Rogers Spartanburg.

H. R. Wolfe Barnwell.

A. L. Wolfe Barnwell.

F. Laffitte Barnwell.

S. E. Myers Orangeburg.

W. E. Cromer Newberry.

M. G. Long Fairfield.

A. L. Bradley Sumter.

E. M. Glover Colleton.

C. M. Croft Greenville.

A. J. Grainger Marion.

A. C. Narramore Spartanburg.

M. G. Jenny Barnwell.

C. Eubanks Chesterfield.

C. B. Rogers Spartanbnrg.

T. E. Oaillard : Newberry.

E. E. Duncan Richland.

H. M. Scruggs Greenville.

M. Jordan Colleton.

M. J. McCrorey Chester.

A. Bailey Spartanburg.

E. Hammond Greenville.

M. J. Walker Spartanburg.

M. Blaokman Anderson.

A- Rhodes Darlington.

M. McKiuney Spartanburg.
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M. A. Jones Marion.

M. A. Rizer Barnwell.

L. E. Myers Orangeburg.

A. D. Estill Aiken.

C. E. Holson Edgefield.

W. Tolbert York.

0. J. M. Thomas Edgefield.

W. J. Poteefc York.

J. B. Wall Aiken.

W. M. Murphree Pickens.

J. Carter Greenville.

J. T. Carter Greenville.

A. Burress Anderson.

E. Burress Anderson.

T. W. Hurst Sumter.

L. S. Hood Berkeley.

Geo. Strong Charleston.

J. F. Myers Orangeburg.

A. B. Locklier Fairfield.

E. B. Craven Marion.

L. M. Rhodes Darlington.

S. P. Bradley Kershaw.

W. F. Blackman Anderson.

J. H. Haselden Berkeley.

S. F. Kellett Greenville.

W. E. Till Orangeburg.

S. Sprouse Spartanburg.

W. R. Wolfe Barnwell.

J. A. Rhodes Darlington.

W. Geilfuss Charleston.

H. H. Hendrix Richland.

F. A. Wall Aiken.

W. Blackman Anderson.

M. Hammond Greenville.

J. R. McKinney Spartanburg.

II. Glymph Newberry.

Blind.

H. B. Mahon Laurens.

N. Cothran Abbeville.

W. G. Muckenfuss Charleston.

S. Pryor Greenville.

J. B. Moseley Abbeville.
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J. Newland Spartanburg.

R. J. Belue Spartanburg.

J. W. Holland Edgefield.

E. Rugheimer Charleston.

A. P. Amaker Orangeburg.

F. Sharpton Edgefield.

A. C. Hart •. Edgefield.

M. E. Caston Lancaster.

A. M. Fairy Colleton.

S. L. V. Slatten Greenville.

R. Mills Chesterfield.

L. Cannon Spartanburg.

J. Quinn. Spartanburg.

M. L. Bragg Spartanburg.

Colored Department.

M. Tillman Newberry.

C Dobbins Richland.

M. Jones Newberry.

A. Cannon Spartanburg.

M. E. Taggart Abbeville.

M. McPherson Kershaw.

R. Benjamin Spartanburg.

C. Counts Union.

A. Crane Pickens.

N. Trevell Orangeburg.

J. Jones Laurens.

J. Brown Spartanburg.

P. Dawkins Spartanburg.

J. Anderson Newberry.

J. Booker Spartanburg.

C. Miller Charleston.

L. Bishop Oconee.

The two deaths mentioned occurred in the department for colored

pupils. Louis Bishop, blind, came to the Institution from Anderson

County in November, and died of consumption in May. James

Brown, deaf, of Spartanburg, was killed at his home. He was walk

ing on the railroad track, and was run over by a passing train.

The general health of our household has been good. The same

scheme of studies given in our last Annual Report has been in gen

eral pursued during the term.

The only change in our corps of teachers was caused by the resig

nation of Professor D. S. Rogers, to accept a similar position in the
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Kansas school. This vacancy was filled by the appointment of Pro.

fessor T. H. Coleman. Mr. Coleman was educated at this Institu

tion and the National Deaf Mute College. He comes to us well

equipped for the work.

The work of the educational department has been carried on with

energy and success by the various teachers. Our library has been

very much improved within two years past by the addition of several

hundred volumes.

To the casual observer our corps of teachers and officers may

appear large for the number of pupils in attendance ; but it must be

remembered that we not only have the two separate and distinct

departments for the deaf, including the two subdivisions of the sign

and oral methods, and the blind, respectively, but two subdivisions

of these, one for the whites and one for the colored, thus giving us four

distinct schools under one general management. Then, too, our work

is not confined to the literary departments ; we have a fairly well

equipped industrial department for each class of the school and a

musical department for the blind, including piano tuning. With

this statement, taken in connection with our per capita cost, it will

readily be seen that there is no surplus of employees about the

Institution.

By your direction I have employed a night watchman. This, as I

stated to your Board at last annual meeting, I consider a very neces

sary addition to the safety of our deaf and blind children.

No insurance is at present being carried on the building used for

colored pupils. I recommend that an addition of 130 be made to

our insurance appropriation for this purpose. Your attention is

called to the growing necessity for a better building for the accom

modation of the department for colored pupils. The one at present

occupied is a very old, dilapidated wooden structure. It would be

poor policy to spend money to repair it. A suitable building for

this purpose could be erected at a cost of $8,000.

During the year a considerable portion of the overhead plastering

in the halls, being in a dangerous condition, has been taken down

and replaced on new laths. The roof of the building has been

repainted. The main stairways have been renewed. Inside blinds

have been placed in the entire front of the building. The fence

enclosing grounds has been completed. A steam clothes-drying

room has been added to our laundry department. Our grounds have

been much improved by terracing, flower beds, drives, setting in blue

grass, &c.

I attended the Conference of Principals of Institutions for the Deaf

of the United States and Canada which met in April at the Jackson,
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Mississippi, school. These Conferences, heldtriennally, enable those

in charge of the different schools to compare notes of past work and

to make suggestions for future action. This trip gave me an oppor

tunity to visit several of the State Institutions for the Deaf and the

Blind. I was kindly welcomed and entertained, and afforded every

facility for examining into the details of their work. I have had a

competent surveyor on the grounds, and find that we can get a suffi

cient water-power at our spring to force a full and safe supply of

water into a tank in the top of our building. To utilize this power,

to supply the necessary machinery, to erect tank, and to distribute

the water through the building, will require an appropriation of

$2,000.

Financial Statement.

The following statement shows amounts received, and the classified

expenditure of same :

Receipts.

From appropriation for " support, &c." $12,000 00

From pay pupils and other sources 815 00

Balance on hand November 1, 1887 572 22

$13,387 22

Expenditures.

Salaries $4,932 10

Groceries and provisions 3,625 8<">

Wages 1,230 20

Furniture and h&usehold goods 400 99

Wood 315 50

Washing 291 02

Repairs 284 82

Corn, meal, grits, hay, &c 268 21

Books, stationery and musical instruments 259 91

Traveling expenses 170 35

Oil, lamps, candles, &c 113 15

Medical attention and medicines 73 85

Clothing 69 58

Shops 55 4?

Freight, express and telegrams 54 93

Telephone rent 4"> 00

Grounds 38 8<»

Fertilizers 31 50

Postage 29 50

Amount carried forward $12,290 CS
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Amount brought forward $12,290 68

Pump and fixtures 25 05

Ladders 21 00

Harness 16 10

Blacksmithing 13 95

Tools and implements 10 90

Annals 9 60

Miscellaneous 13 20

Steam clothes dry room 189 00

$12,589 48

Balance in hands of Treasurer of Board of Commissioners 797 74

$13,387 22

Received from appropriation for "repairs, &c." $500 00

Balance on hand November 1, 1887 178 76

$678 76

Paid plastering

repairs of outbuildings

repairs, stairways

painting

fencing

drainage ,

portico floor

window blinds

Balance in hands of Treasurer of Board of Commissioners.

$678 76

Received appropriation for insurance $385 00

Paid insurance on building and furniture 8385 00

Vouchers, in detail, of above expenditures have been audited by

your Committee, and filed as the law directs.

I submit that the following appropriations will be necessary for the

proper maintenance of the Institution for the fiscal year : For sup

port, $12,000 ; for repairs and improvements, $500; for insurance,

$415.

The following additional appropriations will be necessary to carry

out the suggestions made by me in this Report, viz. : For erection of

building for colored department, $8,000 ; for water supply, $2,000.

We acknowledge our obligation to the publishers of the Daily Reg

$120 20

104 97

87 31

80 63

27 90

17 25

5 40

213 %5

$656
•HI

21 85
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ister, the Newberry Herald, and to the various Institutions for kindly

sending us their newspapers free of cost.

Respectfully submitted,

N. F. WALKER, Superintendent.

Cedar Spring, S. C, November 1, 1888.

TERMS OF ADMISSION.

1st. Persons desiring to procure the admission of pupils should apply

by letter or otherwise to the Superintendent of the Institution for

instructions as to the manner of procedure, and no pupil should be

sent to the Institution until such instructions shall have been fully

complied with.

2d. All are required to come provided with an adequate supply of

good comfortable clothing, embracing suitable articles for both Sum

mer and Winter wear, in such quantity as to admit of the necessary

changes for washing and repairing, the whole to be neatly packed in

a good trunk with a good lock and key.

3d. Each article of clothing should be distinctly marked with the

owners name in order to prevent confusion or loss, and must be sent

in good order and condition, not only upon the first entrance of the

pupil, but also at each subsequent return from home after the vaca

tion.

4th. A small amount of money, say five or ten dollars, will be re

quired to be deposited with the Superintendent for the benefit of the

pupil, should need require.

5th. Pay pupils charged 1150 for session of nine months.

6th. Except in cases of sickness, all pupils are expected to remain

at the Institution from the commencement to the close of each ses

sion, at which time parents or friends should be prepared to take

them home to spend the vacation.

7th. The scholastic session commences on the first Wednesday in

October and closes on the last Wednesday in June.

8th. No person of imbecile or unsound mind, of confirmed immoral

character, or incapacitated by physical infirmity for useful instruc

tion, will be knowingly received into the Institution ; and in case any

pupil shall, after a fair trial, prove incompetent for useful instruc

tion, or willfully and persistently disobedient to the regulations of

the Institution, such pupil will thereupon be discharged.
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LOCATION.

The South Carolina Institution for the Education of the Deaf and

Dumb and the Blind is located at Cedar Spring, Spartanburg County,

four miles South of Spartanburg C. H., and one mile West of Cedar

Spring Station on the Spartanburg and Union Railroad, and occupise

a healthful and pleasant site.
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Report of State House Commission.

Office of Commission for the Completion of State House,

Columbia, S. C, November 1st, 1888.

To the Senate and House of Representatives

of the State of South Carolina.

Gentlemen : The undersigned, members of the State House Com

mission, submit the following Report of their conduct of their work

on the State House under Act of last General Assembly :

On the 4th day of January last the State House Commission, com

posed of Governor J. P. Richardson, Secretary of State W. Z. Leit-

ner and Comptroller General J. S. Verner, met and organized, and

then notified the former Architect, Mr. Noilson, and his Assistant,

Mr. Schmitz, that their employment as such officers would terminate

after that date, and thereupon advertised for a new Architect, who,

under the provisions of the Appropriation Act, should reside in

Columbia. Numerous applications were received for this position.

Upon the credentials presented the Commission appointed Messrs.

E. J. White and Prank Niernsee Architects, at a salary of $1,800

each, such employment to be at the pleasure of the Commission.

The work undertaken by the Commission was as follows : The com

pletion of the groined arches in the corridor connecting the Hall of

Representatives and Senate Chamber, ten in number ; the construc

tion of water closets and lavatories in the building and a system of

sewerage and ventilation ; the completion of the Library and the two

Committee rooms adjoining the Hall of Representatives.

Part of this work was done by the day under the supervision of

the Architect, and part by contract, for the full particulars of which

we call attention to the Report of the Architect, Mr. Niernsee.

On April the 19th Secretary of State J. Q. Marshall, by virtue of

his succeeding to the office of Secretary of State upon the death of

Hon. W. Z. Leitner, became a member of the Commission.

On the 1st day of October, 1888, the firm of White & Niernsee was

dissolved, and Mr. Niernsee was appointed sole Architect at a salary

of 82,100 per annum.

The Commission have kept full and accurate minutes of all their

transactions, and these are open to the inspection of the members of

the General Assembly.

The Commission think that under the usual difficulties attendant

upon the carrying on of such large work it has been carried on as

faithfully, thoroughly and economically as possible. The Commis

sion have given their personal attention to the details of the work.
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and would ask that a Committee of your honorable bodies be

appointed to inspect such work as the present Commission have

undertaken and have done towards its completion.

The necessity for the completion of the various Committee rooms

of the Senate, House and main corridor is apparent, and also the

completion of the Executive offices upon the first floor of the State

House. The floors in the Secretary of State's office, Comptroller

General and Treasurer's office, with the Supreme Court Library

rooms, are all wooden. The Secretary of State's office and the

Supreme Court Library rooms are immediately over the boilers which

heat the building, and an accident from fire in those rooms would

entail great loss upon the State. These floors should be made fire

proof.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. P. RICHARDSON,

Governor and Chairman.

J. S. VERNER,

Comptroller General, Secretary Commission.

J. Q. MARSHALL,

Secretary of State.

ARCHITECT'S REPORT.

Architect's Office for Completion of State House.

Hon. J. P. Richardson, Governor and

Chairman of the Commission.

Sir : I have the honor herewith to submit my Report for the year

ending October 31st, 1888. The work accomplished this year has

been the completion of the sewerage system to the river for the

urinals, water closets and lavatories. The construction of a sewerage

system in a building such as our Capitol, with solid granite walls

varying from six to seven feet in thickness, was quite a serious matter,

especially when it became necessary to tunnel and arch with brick

and cement the front foundation of the main building and portico,

extending outwards some sixty feet. The problems met with were

many and difficult ones, and I feel that they have been satisfactorily

and most economically solved, and have no hesitation in saying that

the system as completed, in convenience, ventilation, embodying all
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the latest points of sanitation, will compare most favorably to any

in tho country.

There have also been finished the ten groined arches, complet

ing the main corridor connecting the Hall of Representatives with

the Senate. This work was accomplished under many difficulties,

there being a lack of skilled masons who understood the mode of con

struction of arches of this character. I considered the most economi

cal plan was to employ such mechanics as could be found in the

State and educate them to the work. This proved very successful,

as the work will most favorably compare with similar work erected

by expert masons before the war; besides the execution has been

accomplished ut an exceedingly small cost.

The Library has been nearly completed, all contracts except some

three or four being given out. After my appointment I made a

thorougn examination of a quantity of Tennessee marble which

escaped the ravages of war and was stored in one of the wooden

sheds in the yard. The marble was in a bad condition, being much

scratched and defaced by the want of care in removal at different

times, and was composed of odd jambs, lintels, panels and slabs ;

much having to be entirely reconstructed for the different parts of

the work to suit the designs of various portions of the Library.

Besides having to be well worked over before setting, in many

instances having entirely to build portions from marble that was

never intended for the purpose for which it has been used ; for exam

ple, the circular-headed window opening into ball, triple window,

the marble arches and piers iu doorways,which required much artistic

skill to work the mass in, so as not only to obtain good construction,

but correct architectural effect and repose. The marble was entirely

too valuable to leave in its present condition, and if the same was

offered for sale it would bring a mere trifle, and by using the marble

I have been able to finish the State Library in a handsome manner,

giving grandeur and fine architectural effect worthy of the building,

and carrying out somewhat the original design, at a minimum cost.

If the State had to purchase the marble required to complete the

Library as now finished it could not be accomplished for a less expen

diture than twenty thousand (120,000) dollars.

The contract for the wrought iron work of the balcony, with the

two circular stairways, has been given out and expected to be under

way in about thirty or sixty days. The contract for the colored glass

windows which will fill the openings over the Library doors is now in

the hands of the manufacturer. The window is of handsome design,
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containing the coat-of-arms of the State artistically worked up in

colors.

The Ways and Means and Judiciary Committee rooms hare been

finished in a neat, handsome manner, the iron girders in floor being

filled with flat, hollow lime of teal arches, upon which is laid in

cement two courses of brick, making the floor entirely fire-proof.

The Senate gallery has been improved and strengthened by large

wrought iron straps let six inches into wall and bolted through

timbers, floor remodeled, which will add much to its convenience

and durability.

Various other repairs to main hall, etc., will be shown in state

ments of expenditures herewith attached.

The work to bo done next year will be the finishing of the main

hall and stairways, which consist of two flights on each side of lower

corridor, with platforms, enclosed on sides with pannels, so as to

give privacy to the toilet room entrances. There will be a five foot

balcony running around the whole hall, with stairways on each side

of Library doors, so as to give access to the House, Senate gallery and

rooms above. I would suggest tiling the hall in marble, with base

and tile dado. The hall ceiling will be of galvanized iron, with three

skylights, one to each stairway, and one admitting light to the centre

of hall.

The finish of balance of the Committee rooms will be similar to

those just finished to the House. Floors will be entirely fire-proof,

with hollow, flat lime of teal arches, upon which will be laid a course

or two of brick.

The work next to be done, and of the utmost importance, is to

finish the basement or Executive Departments. I would respectfully

draw your attention to the fact that none of the offices in the base

ment are fire-proofed, as they most assuredly should be. The offices

being situated over the boilers, having only wooden floors, places

them in a very precarious position, especially as to the Secretary of

State's office, whore the most important and valuable documents are

kept, a loss of which would not only cause great confusion and much

litigation, but would be an irreparable loss to the whole State.

I herewith attach a statement of expenditures of this office,

together with various contract accounts due at this date ; also a

statement of amounts required to carry on the work next year. In

case they should appear large, I must beg you to remember that all

the spaces are large and high, and I am fitting new to old work.

which is always more expensive than if the work was commenced

from the foundation. J feel much gratified at the amount of the
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work accomplished, taking in consideration the lateness of my

appointment and the extremely heavy construction I have been com

pelled to undertake to reach desired results.

I remain respectfully your obedient servant,

FRANK JNTLERNSEE,

Architect of the State House.

MAIN HALL.

Amounts required to finish main hall, with balcony extend

ing all around, and all Committee rooms on that floor,

including two grand stairways, with iron stairs to water

closets 808,500

BASEMENT OR EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.

Amounts required for tiling corridors and finishing all

offices and rooms on this floor. Floors entirely fire-proof, 11,000

Salaries, office expenses, etc 4,000

Total *S5,»00
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ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

BOARD OF VISITORS

OF THE

SOUTH CAROLINA MILITARY ACADEMY

FOR THE

Fiscal Year Ending October 51, 1888,

TO THE

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

OF THE

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
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REPORT OF BOARD OF VISITORS.

Office Chairman Board of Visitors,

South Carolina Military Academy,

November 21st, 1888.

To His Excellency John Peter Richardson:

The Board of Visitors of the South Carolina Military Academy

have the honor to submit their Annual Eeport, to be by you trans

mitted to the General Assembly.

ACADEMIC BOARD.

Oen. Geo. D. Johnston,

Superintendent and Professor of Moral Science and Constitutional

Law. •

Maj. William Cain,

Professor of Mathematics and Engineering.

Maj. C. L. Reese,

Professor of Chemistry and Physics.

1st Lieut. C. H. Cabaniss, Jr., 18th Infantry, U. S. A.,

Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

Maj. James Cummings,

Professor of English Literature and History.

Capt. P. P. Mazyck,

Assistant Professor, in Charge of Modern Languages.

2d Lieut. 0. J. Bond,

Assistant Professor of Mathematics, and in Charge of Drawing and

Bookkeeping.

2d Lieut. J. P. Kinard,

Assistant Professor of English Literature and History.

2d Lieut. J. T. Coleman,

Assistant Professor of Chemistry and Physics.

F. L. Parker, M. D.,

Surgeon.

1st Lieut. W. W. White,

Quartermaster.
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It will be noted that Major C. L. Reese takes the place of Major

Emmerson as Professor of Chemistry and Physics, and that Major

James Cummings assumes the recently established chair of English

Literature. The Board believes that these gentlemen are valuable

additions to the Academic Board. Lieutenant Kinard and Lieuten

ant Coleman are acquisitions since the last Report. They are distin

guished graduates of the school.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.

The branches of study taught at the South Carolina Military

Academy are grouped under the following departments :

1. Mathematics and Engineering—Comprising Algebra, Geometry,

Trigonometry, Surveying, Descriptive Geometry, Analytical Geome

try, Calculus, .Military Engineering, Civil Engineering, Drawing,

Bookkeeping.

2. Physical Science—Comprising Physical Geography, Physiology

and Hygiene, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mechanics, Mineralogy,

Geology, Astronomy.

3. History, Belles Lettres and Ethics—Comprising English Gram

mar, History of England, General History, English Literature,

Rhetoric, Logic, Mental and Moral Philosophy, Political Economy,

Constitutional Law, Elocution and Composition.

4. Modern Languages—Comprising usual course in French and

reading French Classics.

5. Military Science and Tactics—Comprising principles of Mili

tary Science and their application to the Art of War, and the Tac

tics of the three Arms of the Service.

Note.—German has been added to the course of Modern Lan

guages.

ORDER OF STUDIES.

FOURTH CLASS.

First Term—Algebra.

Physical Geography.

English Grammar.

French.

Second Term—Algebra and Geometry.

Physiology and Hygiene.

History of England.

French.

Declamation and Composition.
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THIRD CLASS.

First Term—Geometry, completed.

Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

Surveying.

Physics.

Outlines of General History and Lectures.

French.

Drawing.

Second Term—Surveying—Field Work with Instruments—com

pleted.

Descriptive Geometry—Shades and Shadows, &c.

Physics (continued).

Rhetoric.

Logic. .

French.

Drawing.

Declamation and Composition.

SECOND CLASS.

First Term—Analytical Geometry.

Chemistry—Inorganic.

English Literature and Lectures.

French.

Drawing.

Second Term—Calculus, with Philosophy of Mathematics.

Chemistry—Organic.

Chemistry—Agricultural.

Mental Philosophy.

French.

Drawing.

Elocution and Essays.

Tactics.

FIRST CLASS.

First Term—Civil Engineering.

Mechanics.

Mineralogy.

Moral Philosophy and Lectures on Ethics.

French.

Drawing.

Lectures on Military Law, and Procedure of Courts-

martial.
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Second Term—Civil and Military Engineering.

Astronomy.

Geology.

Political Economy, and Lectures.

Constitutional Law, and Lectures.

French.

Drawing.

Bookkeeping.

Elocution and Essays.

Art and Science of War.

Note.—In future the First and Second Classes will study German

instead of French.
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ScheduleofDailyRecitationsSouthCarolinaMilitaryAcademy,Session1888-89.

3:30to4:30.

Bookkeeping.

GERMAN. GERMAN.

alt.

Drawing. ENGLISH. PHYSICS. ENGLISH.

alt.

DRAWING.

Everyotherday.

2:30to3:30.

PHYSICS. PHYSICS.

MATH.

1

12:80to1:80.
MATH.

PHYSICS. GERMAN.

alt.

Drawing. ENGLISH. FRENCH.

alt.

Drawing. ENGLISH. PHYSICS.

11:30to12:80.

MATH. MATH.
ENGLISH. FRENCH.

Everyotherday.

10:80to11:80.

CON.LAW. ENGLISH.

MATH.
PHYSICS.

9:30to10:80.

MIL.SCI.
OnFridays.

MATH.

PHYSICS.
FRENCH.

Everyotherday.

MATH.
FRENCH.

Everyotherday.

MATH.

CLASS. cysec. /CjSec.

l2̂

<T)Sec. f1Sec.
2̂ AT

i

1
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ROSTEK OP CADETS.

The cadets in the Academy are of two classes—beneficiaries sup

ported by State appropriation, and pay cadets who defray their own

expenses. In the following tables they are indicated respectively by

the letters P and P>, and are arranged in the order of merit in their

respective classes as ascertained at the annual examination in June,

1888:

FIRST CLASS.

9 Members—Graduated July 4, 1888.

■c

C5

Names. County.

 

Order of Merit in

be

a

•si

.. .2 o C
a : is CQ S

- - —

S —

a =

S6

IB. L. Clark Edgefield. ..

2 M. W. Pyatt Georgetown

3 A. G. Miller Abbeville. . .

4 F. H. Elmore Charleston . .

5 G. H. Cornelson, Jr.. Orangeburg

J. H. Noland Orangeburg

A. N. Brunson Orangeburg

J. M. Patterson iColleton. . . .

9iJ. R. Padgett Colleton.

;S.C. B 17

P 16

B 18

B 16

P 15

B 17

P il5

B 16

B 17

2 a 2 3

1

2

1 4 1 6 6

4 6 3 2 4

3 1 4 4 »

5 6 5 7 3

6 7 6 1 5

8 1 8 5 1

7 8 7 8 9

9 9 9 9 8
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SECOND CLASS—18 MEMBERS.

CO

a

2

C

s
Names. County.

,«

$

in

o

Ordeb of Merit in

J3

>, a

§

V

a o

c S
o o

BO
3

Q
O

s

5
3

Sio

1 W. M. Smith

2W. W. Lewis

3 S. B. Piatt

4L. W. Haskell

5M. L. Smith

6 0. E. Johnson

7 W. C. Davis

8 C. W. Wolfe

9 W. H. Dial

10 R. S. Clarkson ....

11 iR. B. Cunningham

12iW. H. Rose

13

14

15

16

+

t

T. B. Haynesworth

Frank George

D. McQ. Fraser . . .

W. F. Graham

B. D. Lucas

A. G. LaMotte

Spartanburg . .

Chester

Aiken

Abbeville

Kershaw

Union

Clarendon

Williamsburg .

Madison

Richland

Kershaw

Charleston . . .

Darlington . . .

Oconee

Sumter

Charleston

Chesterfield . .

Richland

S.C.

Fla.

S.C.

6

4

1

3

5

2

7

12

9

11

10

15

8

13

16|14

1412

17,17

18J18

1 2

8 1

2!l0

2 5

1 3

4

9

7

13

8

15

10

16

11

4

:.

10 9

911

13, 5

1512

3 18

18;14| 1

t ■

3 9

2 1

15 2

8 4

6 6

1 7

4 11

16 14

7 8

10 4

5 3

13 12

10 10

12 14

18 10

13 17

17 13

9 18

4

2

5

8

11

15

12

13

9

17

10

7

14

16

1

18

3

6
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THIRD CLASS—56 MEMBERS.

 

-

S

3

!

Names. County.

Order of Merit is

aa
»

-

Br

l i

n
a 'J3

O _

be a

-1 2

be

f. p* a ii a

-= =

"
= -=

gin

§31*

O

If. H. Simons

2R. B. Dunbar

:8T. M. Hunter

4 J. E. Buzhardt

5|L. DeV. Blake

'6W. W. Dixon

7E. C.Hughes

8J. T. Boozer

9|A. G. Singletary. . . .

10 S. D. Lucas. .'. . ..

11 L. L. Gaillard

12 W. E. Mikell

13l\V. Godfrey

14IC. D. Gooch

15|J. Ball

16 J. L. Ferguson

17 J. C. Bailey

18 A. L. Humphreys. . .

19 D. G. Dwight

20 C. E. King

22 B. S. Cogburn

22 R. L. Dargan

23 F. C. Black

24 B. A. Inglis

25 G. W. Allison

26 P. B. Bird

27 W. W. Tison

28 J. D. Nix

29 J. F. Evans

30 E. R. Zemp

31 R. I. Middleton

32 F. M. Edwards

33 J. G. ' Watts

34 H. A. DeLorme

35 W. W. Stewart

36 L. S. Trotti

37 S. F. Garlington. . . .

38 F. B. Grier

89 R. L. Clancy

40,1. T. Burdell

41 R. B. Jones

42 G. Guerard

43 H. Eaves

+ IA. A. Aveilhe

IS. C.Charleston . ,

Aiken

Chester

Newberry . .

Charleston . ,

Fairfield ...

Kershaw. . .

Newberry. .

Marion

Berkeley. . .

Charleston . .

Beaufort

Chesterfield .

Marlboro . .

Berkeley. . .

Berkeley. . .

Greenville. .

Anderson. .

Fairfield ...

Darlington. .

Edgefield . . ,

Darlington. .

Spartanburg

Madison Fla.

Lancaster S.C.

Fla.

S.C.

Jacksonville.

Hampton. . . .

Hampton. . . .

Anderson . . .

Kershaw ....

Charleston .

Beaufort. . . .

Laurens

Darlington . .

Barnwell . . .

Barnwell ....

Laurens ....

York

Charleston . .

Kershaw ....

Sumter Fla.

Chatham j Ga.

Barnwell jS. C.

Chatham Ga.

2 1 3

6 2 11

l| 4! 4!

10 111 2

812 5;

5 12 1 23

4i 7141 5

2 1

7 .-.

i a

6 19

8 3

9

8

B 16

B 16

B 18;

B |l5

B 17

B 16

P 18

B 116

B 18

B 15

P 15

B 118

B lis:

B 18

6141201116

lit 5 12 10 4

16 15

14 16

22 6

13

11

9

12

is

b ;i7

P |l5

B 15

B 15

B 17

B 17

B 17

B 18

B 17

B 17

P

P

P

P

P

1'

6 20 25

10 14 8

8 17 23

8 21141 7

3 13 4 15

25, 926 19

10 728J12

17 1612 111

28 23 22 2113

25 9!l5 23 24

26 28,21 3i85|

17 20 30 80J17

24 22 17 14.42

15 19 31 18 31

20ll8i32 3523

3 21 27 22 30

2ll27i24|25 40J

23 24 29 34!23|

29J2625 9j38!

38|29jl81336

33 31 26 27 32

30j33193238j

27|30 3929 26

35413319'34

4140 3634 43

36 36 40 36 19
40 34 41 38 391

46 43 38 39 9

37 85 42 40 34

31 37 46 48 27!

41 39 47 46 49!

14 42 34 42 45'

47 47 28 4147

39 46 48 44 29

o0;48i49l51!5l|

23

S

13

8

10

6 10

7

13

5

23

18

21 13

2 21

41 13

I« ::.

13 20

15 29

17 22

20 8

26 25

32 4

36 14

22 15

31 17

30 11

38 30

17 24

25 28

11 37

9 19

33 31

35 39

40 43

27 34

17 27

37 41

43 38

3 35

44 49

44 42

4<i H

47 40

29 44

49 4?

42 44
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THIRD CLASS—56 MEMBERS.—Continued.

 

a

1
1^

^c

Order of Merit in
■i.
■j.

.2
'5 i

1
-

i
5

1
Names. County. "g ■f T3 '.£

1
8 S'S

7 Z
—

.d §

■a ~

S<5
£

|

-2
■g 3

0

§

5
c3 s

CJ

2 it

-
5

o 03 u "3 s Ph ta W M w 3

i

t J. B. Walker' Charleston S.C. p 16 • 3, 50 49 86 39 45

a'R. W. Hutson Hampton p 17 51 BO 87 81 46 46

JbH. C. Moore York B

B

18

17

45

31

45

82

14

80

48 28

40

48

1

5°

bFred. Wannamaker.. Orangeburg 45 51

Jb E. E. Buckhalter .... Aiken B ie 48 49 48 BO 50 45 50

e W. S. Scott Marion B

P

17 •IT 51 4T 48 28 R6

aW. G. Gamble Williamsburg. . . . IT

aR W. Rilev Barnwell P lfl

A. H. Moise Sumter B

P

16a

H. M. Wroton ISa

al. Y. King P IT

J. N. Simsb Union B IS

a. Honorably discharged.

b. Dismissed.

c. Expelled.
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FOURTH CLASS—46 MEMBERS.

9 •

il
Order of Merit d

1

w a

3 utionand

mposition.o o
J.£ j Names. COUNTY.

P-c

o
-fe

ci

a e —
' in.i

'" 1
6 a .c

c
o

gp 8 - r

o
5

5

<B

J5|S S|-0'0

CO

1

2

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

18

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

87

38

1
t

t

+1

J. W. Perrin Abbeville

T. J. Mauldin Pickens

J.Lake Edgefield.. .

H. W. Fraser Georgetown. .

D. D. Salley ;Orangeburg. .

J. B. Dunlap Kershaw

E. M. Whaley Berkeley

W. N. Tillinghast Richland

E. M. Wilson Charleston . . .

A. S. Salley Orangeburg. .

E. M. Blythe {Greenville . . .

W. O. Rivers IColleton

H. O'Neall (Lexington . . .

A. M. Brailsford [Clarendon

J. W. Magrath 'Charleston . .

D. A. Spivey Horry

J. E. Frost [Richland

E. B. Lorrick Kershaw

J. A. Hayne Greenville

Jenkins M. Robertson . . 'Charleston . .

J. R. Robertson Charleston . .

R. A. Smyth [Charleston . .

H. J. McLaurin Sumter

P. K. McCulley Anderson

A. F. Carter Colleton

R. ( '. Roberts Barnwell

W. C. Humphreys Anderson

W. G. Cooper Chatham

Geo. Geraty [Berkeley

J. P. Callaghan Charleston .

J. R. Rutledge [Greenville

G. H. Klatte |Aiken

W. W. Simons Charleston . . .

C. J. Epps [Williamsburg

W. L. Mack.

J. L. Oliver

J. Miller Robertson

J. P. Crawford

W. N. Steinmeyer. .

C. A. Floyd

F. J. P. Cogswell . .

A. B. Miller

D. Huguenin

Orangeburg

Charleston

Richmond .

York

Charleston

Laurens . . .

Charleston

Charleston

Charleston

S.C.

Ga.

S.C.

Ga.

S.C.

17114

16! 8

1816

15

16

15

16

17

16

15

19 12

5

2016

615

9 7

12

19

1

8

3

9

6

4

12 111

10

2

1 1

8 2
41 8

2 3

1610

3 5

9

5 6

1019

9 4

1716

614

20 21 11

51513

17ll3 20

19|26 22

27;1225

12)33 7

18|19il8

26

24 29

20 31

18

16

15

15

16

16

17

15

17

17

17

15

17

17

17

15

16

18

18

16

16

18

16,..|..|..j..|

|18!3935|38 85'

15J40J8640 4O

16 41I39;41;39'

15;42;42|35;41|

7 28

1426

25 21

22|18|24

1422J12]

21123 30 301

32 25.28 15!

25 81-27 27

351124 17

151303732

2832 33 39

181413237

34187 29 33

3812139 29

87|3431 34

2938136 36!

35 33 34 23.

38:40 42 38

11

5 S

2 4

1434

610

811

17,16

22) 5

8 25

4' 8

1»;20

18130

10| 7

612

12 39

2814

7; 9

2517

13 39

24 35

20 29

23 2}

88 22

918

2132

8119

16 3

42 33

82 34

35 43

33 S

37 31

2715

3"i-

26 28

29 38

35 37

3-1 36

8»'21

43 42

4127

1441
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FOURTH CLASS—46 MEMBERS—Continued.

Names. Cocntt.

 

Order of Merit in

ii
■B

a #

8 ■4
.23

.2 a

a it
oO

& 1
9

B. S. Lucas . . .

W. B. Byers.

W. L. Law...

W. C. Gist . . .

W. F. Murphy

[Darlington

jYork

York

York

Charleston

s.c. p 18

It
p 1»

(i
p 19

t(
p 10

u
p 10

48 48 48 48 4013

a. Honorably discharged.

b. Sick—not graded.

c. Expelled.

d. Found deficient at February examination and turned back to join his

present class.
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LIST OF DISTINGUISHED CADETS REPORTED AT THE ANNUAL

EXAMINATION, 1888.

1 Name. County.

Studies in which Cadet Particu

larly Excels.

FIRST CLASS.

1 B. L. Clark Edgefield .... Mathematics, Physics, French, Eng

lish, Elocution and Military Science.

2 M. W. Pyatt Georgetown . Physics and English.

SECOND CLASS.

1 W. M. Smith Spartanburg. French, English and Drawing.

2 W. W. Lewis English, Elocution and Composition,

and Military Science.

THIRD CLASS.

1 W. W. Simons Charleston . . Mathematics, Physics, English and

Drawing.

2 R. B. Dunbar

FOURTH CLASS.

Physics.

1 J. W. Perrin Abbeville . . . Mathematics, Physics, French, Eng

lish, Elocution and Composition.

2 T. J. Manldin , . English.
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BATTA-I^IOTf obganization.

July, 1888.

Adjutant—NOLAND.

Sergeant-Major—DAVIS.

STAFF.

Quartermaster—PYATT.

Quartermaster-Sergeant—LaMOTTE.

COMPANY OFFICERS.

Company "A." Company " 2?." Company " C" Company " D."

Captain, Captain, Captain, Captain,

MILLER, A. CORNELSON. BRUNSON. CLARK.

Lieutenant, Lieutenant, Lieutenant, LIEUTENANT,

ELMORE. PADGETT. ROSE. PATTERSON.

First Sergeant, First Sergeant, First Sergeant, First Sergeant,

LEWIS. CUNNINGHAM. PLATT. HASKELL.

Sergeants, Sergeant, Sergeants, Sergeants,

SMITH, W.

SMITH, M.

FRASER, D. LUCAS, B. D.

HAYNESWORTH.

JOHNSON.

DIAL.

Corporals, CORPORALS, Corporals, Corporals,

GRAHAM.

HIMPHEYS, L.

' GAILLARD.

SINGLETARY. FERGUSON. DUNBAR.

BUZHARDT.SIMONS, H. DIXON.

BLAKE. EVANS. HUGHES.

BAILEY. KING, C. DWIGHT. LUCAS, S. D.

DeLORME. BALL. HUNTER. BIRD.

COLOR GUARD.

Color Sergeant—SMITH, W.

Color Corporals—SIMONS, H., DIXON, HUGHES.
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Reference is made to the Report of the Superintendent hereto

appended for further academic details.

FINANCES.

The Superintendent's Annual Report of receipts and disburse

ments shows a small balance to the credit of the institution. His

vouchers have, in accordance with law, been filed with the Comp

troller General. There are no outstanding claims against the school.

The expenditure per cadet has been, as heretofore, $300 per annum.

The usual appropriation of $20,000 for the "free education and

maintenance " of the sixty-eight beneficiary cadets provided by law is

•requested.

CLAIM AGAINST THE UNITED STATES.

The claim for rent and damages to the Citadel building during

the occupation of the same by its military forces has been at length

conceded by the United States Government, and the last Congress

appropriated the sum of seventy-seven thousand two hundred and

fifty dollars in discharge thereof.

•By a Concurrent Resolution of the General Assembly of 1879, the

Board of Visitors were placed in charge of the collection of this

claim, with instructions to employ counsel to prosecute the same ;

said counsel to be paid out of any money recovered. By the terms

of the Congressional appropriation referred to, the money could only

be paid directly to the State, and not to the Board of Visitors. It

will therefore devolve upon the Legislature to adjust the compensa

tion of counsel. The services contracted for were not rendered in

full, but valuable aid was given in the earlier prosecution of the

claim by the counsel employed. An equitable sum should be promptly

paid them, and, to enable the amount to be arrived at intelligently, a

full history of the prosecution of the claim and a minute account of

the connection of counsel therewith, is appended to this Report.

DISPOSITION OF THE FUND COLLECTED.

The Act to authorize the reopening of the South Carolina Military

Academy, approved January 31, 1882, appropriated $10,000 to repair

the Citadel building and purchase the necessary outfit to start the

Academy ; and the further sum of five thousand dollars for the sup

port of the Academy during the portion of the current year it was

expected to be opened.

The Act further provided that (Section 4) " the amount which

may be received by the State for the rent of the Citadel buildings
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and for damages for the destruction of the West wing thereof, shall,

when collected and all expenses of said collection be paid therefrom,

be paid into the Treasury of the State, to be held subject to the pur

poses of said Academy as may hereafter, from time to time, be deter

mined by the General Assembly ; but, in case of such collection, the

sums appropriated in the preceding Section shall be repaid from such

collections into the State Treasury, to be applied to the general pur

poses of the State Government."

The Citadel building, when received by the State, was in a dilapi

dated condition, and the 110,000 appropriated for its repair and the

outfit of the Academy sufficed barely to make it habitable and to

give a meagre outfit to the school. No subsequent appropriation for

these purposes has been received. Wear and tear, both of building

and outfit, has been inadequately met by economising from the

annual maintenance fund of beneficiaries and the amount received

from pay cadets. This was not contemplated by the fundamental

law establishing the Academy, nor was it the usage prior to the

suspension of the school ; but it appeared to the Board that circum

stances for the time dictated this course. From the fund now

happily secured "for the purposes of the Academy," and derived

from the use of its own buildings, appropriation should be made at

once to rebuild the wing destroyed, complete the repair of the

remainder of the building, and give the school the outfit which it

needs for domestic as well as scientific purposes.

Estimates by competent persons hereto appended make the sums

needed as follows :

For rebuilding burnt wing and repairs, &c, main building.. 157,100

For Library outfit $6,000

For Department Mathematics and Engineering. .. . 2,358

For Department Chemistry, Physics, Mineralogy, &c. 10,340

For Department Drawing 1,070 19,968

Aggregate $76,968

The aggregate thus reached exceeds somewhat the total fund in

hand, without deducting the costs of collection and the refund to the

State. It is hoped that the latter will be remitted, and after reserv

ing in the Treasury an amount amply sufficient to meet the claim of

the agents when the same shall be adjusted, that the remainder be

at once appropriated to the purposes of the Academy for which it is

so much needed.
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ACCOMPANYING PAPERS.

I have the honor herewith to submit :

1. The Superintendent's Annual Report and Financial Exhibit.

2. A history of the prosecution of the Federal claim.

3. Estimates for rebuilding, repairs and outfit.

CONCLUSION.

The Board of Visitors desire to commend the conduct of the school

by a skilful and judicious Superintendent, assisted by its able

Academic Board. The cadets, in conduct and acquirement, meet

their expectations. The Board are gratified in believing that the

Academy is second to none of its class in the United States. It fills

a place in our educational system of recognized value, and deserves.,

as it receives, the fostering care of the State.

JOHNSON HAGOOD,

Chairman Board of Visitors.

SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.

Headquarters South Carolina Military Academy,

Citadel, Charleston, S. C, November 6th, 1888.

General Johnson Hagood, Chairman Board of Visitors

South Carolina Military Academy.

General : I have the honor to submit herewith an account of

the receipts and disbursements of the Academy for the fiscal year

ending October 31st, 1888 ; together with the monthly accounts of

the Quartermaster for the same period.

I further submit a transcript of the register of cadets who have

been admitted to the institution the present session, a copy of the

schedule of daily recitations for the present session, and the official

register of the Academy for the session of 1887-88.

In my Report, submitted after our last annual examination, the

affairs of the. institution for the session of 1887-88 were fully stated.

I forbear recapitulating them in this paper.

We have on our rolls 128 cadets, (the same number that we had

when I submitted my Report of November 1st, 1887.) Of this num

ber, 93 were in attendance last session and 35 have been admitted

the present session. Of the former class, 56 are beneficiaries, and 37

are pay cadets. Of the latter class, 12 are beneficiaries and 23 are

pay cadets.
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Of the total, 118 are from South Carolina, 2 from North Carolina,

2 from Florida, and 6 from Georgia.

Since the close of the last Academic session, 11 pay cadets have

been honorably discharged, of which number 5 were found deficient

in studies at our annual examination in June last, and were refused

advancement with their classes ; one beneficiary cadet has been dis

charged for deficiency in studies, and one has been suspended for

deficiency in conduct. Two pay cadets have deserted the Academy,

one of whom was found deficient in studies at our last annual ex

amination.

The cadets have entered upon the duties of this session with cheer

ful spirit and commendable purpose. The progress which they are

making in the several departments of their work is quite satisfactory,

and promises gratifying improvement as the session advances.

The officers of the Academy are discharging their duties with

fidelity and efficiency. Those who were lately elected by your honor

able body to Professorships and Assistant Professorships in the institu

tion have reported and been assigned to duty under your directions.

I take pleasure in adding that they promise to become valuable

acquisitions to the Academic Board, and eminently useful in their

special spheres of service.

The new Chairs which you have created complete, I think, the

curriculum under our distinctive system. A full course in Pure and

Applied Mathematics, including Civil and Military Engineering^ in

English Literature and History ; in Chemistry and Physics ; and

in French and German ; with a course in Moral Science, Political

Economy and Constitutional Law ; in Military Science and Art ;

and in Drawing and Bookkeeping, embodies a comprehensive series

of practical studies which can be mastered, and are as much as can

be mastered by the average cadet in a four years' course. We may

safely commend it to anyone seeking the serviceable in education.

I refer with especial pleasure to the excellent deportment of the

cadets. To soldierly bearing, they add respect for authority and an

unusually high moral tone. While this is an important measure

the outgrowth of that esprit de corps which has ever signalized the

cadets of this Academy, it is unquestionably greatly the result of

the moral agencies which have been actively at work among the

cadets for some time. The Cadet Christian Association, the Cadets

of Temperance, the Bible Classes and the Prayer Circles have

solidified and diffused a moral sentiment in the school which is

strikingly noticeable, and which is effecting great good in all the

spheres of cadet life. May we not hope, and even expect, that these

influences will strengthen the Academy in the good will and confi
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dence of those who desire that their sons shall be educated under

conditions as favorable as possible to their moral cultivation and

development ?

In accordance with your instructions, I have had the cadets'

quarters and the public rooms of the Citadel repaired and repainted,

and have also had the bedding for the cadets' use thoroughl}' reno

vated. The cost of the same, amounting to $977.30, has been liqui

dated, as will appear in the accounts for July and August. The

Quartermaster, Lieutenant White, who had the immediate charge of

this work, by care and economy reduced its expense to minima m,

thereby saving to the Academy an important sum.

In conclusion, we have occasion to be grateful to a kind Providence

for His continued blessing to the institution. We will trustfully

commit its future to His care.

I have the honor to be,

Your obedient servant,

GEORGE D. JOHNSTON, Superintendent.
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PROSECUTION OF FEDERAL CLAIM.

The Citadel building was taken possession of by the military forces

of the United States on the 18th February, 18G5, and occupied as

a barrack until February, 1882. From time to time unsuccessful

efforts were made by the State authorities to obtain restoration of

the property and compensation for its use.

On the 22d December, 1879, the following Concurrent Resolution

was adopted by the General Assembly :

"Be it resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate con

curring, That the Board of Visitors of the South Carolina Military

Academy be instructed and empowered, to take such steps as they

in their judgment may deem best to recover from the United States

Government possession of the Citadel building in Charleston, with

or without compensation for rent, and if in their judgment it

becomes necessary, the said Board of Visitors be authorized to

employ counsel to prosecute the claim for rent for its use and occu

pation, and damages for the injur}' to said building by fire while in

the possession of the Government of the United States, the services

of such counsel to be paid for out of any money recovered."

Upon the advice of our representatives in Washington as to the

utility of the measure, and consultation with them as to the usual

compensation in such cases, the Board of Visitors on the 19th August,

1880, entered into a contract with Caleb Boukuight to prosecute the

claim to a final recovery for a compensation in case of success, and

he to bear all expenses in any event.

On the 12th November, 1881, Caleb Bouknight entered into a sub

contract with T. J. Mackey, associating the latter with him in the

agency for the State. This contract was communicated to, and

approved by, the Board of Visitors. It is as follows :

State of Soctu Carolina,

County of Rich la xd.

This agreement, entered into this 12th of November. 1881, between

Caleb Bouknight of the first part, and T. J. Mackey of the second

part, witnesseth : That whereas the State of South Carolina has pre

ferred a claim against the Government of the United States for

rental of the Citadel Academy at Charleston, South Carolina, and

for damages done the said Academy buildings during the use and

occupation of the same by the military forces of the United States,

commencing in the month of August, 1865, and such occupation

still continuing ; and whereas, on the 19th day of August, 1880,
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the Board of Visitors of the said Academy did enter into a contract

for and in behalf of the said State with the said party of the first

• part, empowering him to prosecute the said claim to a final recovery,

agreeing to pay him therefor twenty-five per cent, on the first one

hundred thousand dollars recovered of the Government of the

United States ; or, if a less sum be accepted by the said Board, then

thirty-three per cent, of such sum over the sum of twenty-five

thousand dollars, unless more than one hundred thousand dollars be

obtained, and, in that case five per cent, on the excess received over

one hundred thousand dollars: Now, therefore, for and in consider

ation of the premises hereinafter recited, and for the more speedy

prosecution of the said claim, the said Caleb Bouknight does hereby

make over and assign to the said Thomas J. Mackey all the rights,

powers and interest which he, the said Caleb Bouknight, has under

the said contract. He, the said Thomas J. Mackey, stipulating and

agreeing that he will, by all just and lawful means, prosecute the

said claim to a final decision before the Departments at Washington

and the Congress of the United States, and will pay all expenses

incident to the due prosecution of the said claim, and that the said

Caleb Bouknight shall receive the amount of ten per cent, of the

total sum recovered on said claim ; and the Board of Visitors of the

said Military Academy are hereby empowered to pay over to the said

Caleb Bouknight ten per cent, of the whole amount recovered upon

the final adjudication of the aforesaid claim.

Witness our hands and seals at Columbia, South Carolina, the day

and year above written.

CALEB BOUKNIGHT. [l.s.]

THOMAS J. MACKEY. [l.s.]

Witness :

H. H. Shiver.

E. S. Bouknight.

Under this contract and the recognition of the same by the Board,

Mr. Bouknight ceased active effort, and Judge Mackey proceeded

vigorously for a time. In February, 1882, while declining to deliver

the building to the State, the War Department of the United States

Government abandoned the property, and the Board of Visitors took

possession of the same.

Thereafter Judge Mackey's efforts apparently relaxed, and at the

annual meeting of the Board of Visitors on the 30th of October, 1884,

the Chairman reporting " that he had failed to receive any report

from our agents for the prosecution of the claim for rent and damages

against the United States Government, to submit to the meeting,"
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it was "Resolved, That the Chairman communicate with agents and

advise them that the Board has noted with regret the slow progress

made in the prosecution of the claim, and their failure to report its

condition at this time, and that the Board will be forced to construe

the continued laches of the agents as an abandonment of their con

tract."

In response to this resolution, Judge Mackey made to the nei;

annual meeting of the Board the following report :

No. 27 Corcoran Building,

Washington, D. C, December 18, 1885.

General Johnson Hagood, Chairman Board of Visitors

South Carolina Military Academy.

General : I have the honor to submit the following report of the

action taken in the matter of the pending claim of the State of

South Carolina against the United States, for rent justly due for the

use and occupation of the State Military Acadeiny as barracks and

for the storage of ordnance stores by United States troops, from the

20th day of August, 1866, to the 2d day of February, 1882. Rent

was charged from the 20th day of August, 1866, as that is the official

date of the termination of the war, as decided by the Supreme Court

of the United States, (United States vs. Anderson, 9 Wallace, 56,)

and up to the 2d day of February, 1882, this last being the date at

which the premises were vacated by order of the Secretary of War.

The rental claimed for the above stated period of fifteen years five

months and twelve days is one hundred and twenty-three thousand

five hundred and ninety-nine dollars (8123,599.00), or at the* rate of

$8,000 per annum.

The War Department has heretofore decided that in the absence of

a specific contract the rental paid per annum for buildings occupied

as barracks, &c, by United States troops shall not exceed six per

cent, of the cash value of such buildings.

In this case the rental has been fixed at a fraction less than five

per cent, of the appraised value of the premises, as determined by the

sworn testimony of experts in the valuation of realty in the city of

Charleston.

That the present status of this claim may be fully understood, and

its equitable nature and the legal right of the State to the speedy

payment of the same made clearly apparent, I beg leave to recite

certain facts in relation thereto, together with the proceedings thus

far taken by the War Department and by Congress in the premises,

as shown by the official records.
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The Citadel Academy at Charleston, the property of the State of

South Carolina, was taken possession of by the military forces of the

"United States on the 18th day of February, 1865, and occupied solely

and continuously by them as barracks for troops and a place of deposit

for ordnance stores for a period of nearly seventeen years. It was a

structure of solid masonry, situated in the heart of the city, and occu

pying a lot having a plane surface of 600 feet in length and 125 feet

in breadth.

The building had a clear floor surface of 66,000 square feet, and,

in addition thereto, 12,000 square feet of roofed veranda, capable of

affording commodious quarters for six hundred (600) soldiers, with

their proper complement of officers, allowing ample space for officers'

headquarters, &c, and was further provided with a spacious gun

shed or store room for ordnance.

The interior of the West wing was entirely destroyed by fire, orig

inating through the negligence of certain soldiers of the garrison, on

the 30th of October, 1869, the building then being occupied by the

Eighth United States Infantry, Colonel John Eddie commanding.

In March, 1869, Governor Scott made application for the restora

tion of the Academy to the State, that it might again be used for edu

cational purposes.

That application was refused by the Hon. Alphonso Taft, then

Secretary of War, on the alleged ground that the State had been

engaged in rebellion against the United States, and its title to the

property had become vested in the United States by right of con

quest.

The application was renewed by Governor Chamberlain in 1875,

coupled with a claim for rent from February 18th, 1865, at the rate

of $10,000 per annum.

It was again refused by Hon. G. W. McCrary, Secretary of War,

on the ground above stated.

On the renewal of the application by Governor Hagood in 1880,

the claim was vigorously pressed by Senators Hampton and Butler,

and the War Department decided to surrender the Academy to the

use of the State, but only on the express conditions that the Board

of Visitors should hold it as Trustees for the United States, and

deliver up the same on demand of the Secretary of War, and that the

State should forever waive all claims for rent and damages.

These terms were promptly rejected by Governor Hagood, the State

of South Carolina declining to smirch its title by holding its own

property as a tenant at will of the United States.

On the 12th day of November, 1881, I entered into a contract with

the State, through the Board of Visitors of the Academy, to prose
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cute the claim for the recovery of the buildings and grounds and a

reasonable rental for the use and occupation of the same.

I filed the claim in the War Department on December 10th, 1831,

limiting the demand to the recovery of the Academy, but expressly

declaring that the State by no means waived its right to recover!

reasonable sum as justly due for the rent thereof, but reserving such

claim for future adjudication.

The Hon. Robert T. Lincoln, then Secretary of War, at first

declined reopening the case, but, on submission by me of a further

argument, he referred the issues involved to the Bureau of Military

Justice for a decision thereon.

After argument heard, that Bureau decided, on January 10, 1862,

that the State of South Carolina was entitled to the immediate posses

sion of the premises ; that her title thereto was never legally divested

and that the Government of the United States had no constitutional

power in time of peace to dismantle the State by holding possession

of its public buildings without its consent.

The Judge Advocate General further sustained my position that

the State of South Carolina, as a State, was never in rebellion, bu;

always preserved its autonomy as an integral portion of the United

States, and, such being the case, to charge it with rebellion was to

allege, absurdly, that the State had rebelled in part against itself.

Secretary Lincoln, on the filing of that decision, informed me

that he had revolved the whole matter in his mind, and had come to

the conclusion that the Government of the United States had no

duty to perform in the premises ; that it no longer occupied the

Academy, and the State could take possession of it, or batter it

down if it pleased. I invited his attention then to the fact that the

Academy was being held for the United States by an Ordnance Ser

geant, and that, moreover, there were some forty pieces of artillery

and a number of small arms stored therein, and that the authorities

of the State, having had some experience of the results of such an

undertaking, might feel some delicacy about taking possession of a

building occupied as an arsenal by the United States.

The Secretary then, after further consideration, sent for Genera!

H. I. Hunt, commanding the Military District in which the State

was included, and who had jnsjt arrived in this city, and gave him a

verbal order on January 29, 1882, to proceed to Charleston and hare

the ordnance stores removed from the Academy, and the building

vacated without delay, but to make no formal delivery of the premise*

to the State authorities.

I advised Governor Hagood immediately of the order given, and

arranged with General Hunt that he should notify me"by telegraph

as soon as lie had evacuated the Academy. General Hunt, who has
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always illustrated in his character the loftiest type of the officer and

the gentleman, dispatched to me the promised notice on February 2,

1882, which I at once transmitted to Governor Johnson Hagood, and

the State thereupon resumed possession of its Military Academy, and

soon thereafter reopened the same as an educational institution,

which I sincerely trust will, unlike the temple of Janus, never again

be closed, either in peace or war.

Soon after the recovery of the Academy, I framed a memorial to

Congress, as special attorney for the State, praying payment of fhe

rent justly due therefor as above stated.

In pursuance of that memorial, Senator Hampton introduced a Bill

into the Senate, which was promptly passed, but on reaching the

House was referred, under the Rules, to the Committee on "War

Claims, where, despite the earnest and active efforts of Representa

tive Dibble, who had it in charge, it was as securely sepulchred as if

laid away in the tomb of the Capulets.

The Bill was accompanied by all necessary exhibits, including an

excellent photograph, 15 by 12, of the Academy and grounds, exe

cuted for that purpose, on my application, by order of Governor

Hagood.

In view of the delay in Congressional action, I filed the claim for

rent in the War Department, and submitted an argument in support

of the same, in which I urged that it should be referred to the Quar

termaster General for his report as to what would be a just rental for

the Academy from the 20th day of August, 1866, to the 2d day of

February, 1882.

After a delay of several months, the Secretary of War notified me

that he had withdrawn the papers from the Quartermaster's Depart

ment, having arrived at the conclusion that he had no authority to

adjudicate such claims, and, as it was then pending before Congress,

he declined to take any further action in the premises.

He also informed me, in person, that he had received information

that the State authorities on taking possession of the Citadel Acad

emy had given a banquet within its walls, at which the Government

of the United States was denounced in the most violent and disloyal

terms. This statement disclosed the real animus that impelled the

decision of Secretary Lincoln, and I denounced it as provably false.

Had the facts been as stated by the Secretary, it could not have

properly entered into the consideration of the claim of the State for

the past due rent of the premises. It would have required, however,

a very slight inquiry to have satisfied even Secretary of War Lincoln,

whose ear is very sensitive to the influence of malicious gossip, that

the alleged seditious meeting consisted only of an assemblage of the
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Alumni of the Academy, who met to exchange congratulations npot

the auspicious reopening of the institution, which, through advene

fortune, had been closed for nearly twenty years. Reference to the

files of the News and Courier, in which the banquet was reported.

shows that in its course the Government of the United States w»

not once alluded to. The high characters of the gentlemen who

composed that assembly were alone sufficient to repel the suggestion

that any of the proprieties of the occasion were violated.

Upon being informed of the conclusion of the Secretary as aboTe

stated, Senator Hampton introduced a Bill in the Senate authorizing

the Secretary of War to adjust the claim of the State of Sonth

Carolina for rent alleged to be due by the United States for the use

and occupation of the State Military Academy at Charleston.

That Bill passed the Senate unanimously, and, on motion of the

Hon. Samuel Dibble, who has urged the settlement of this claim by

Congress with untiring diligence, it was referred in the House to the

Committee on Military Affairs.

I submitted an argument to the Committee on the merits of the

claim, which it fully recognized, but reported adversely to the passage

of the Bill, on the declared ground that the Secretary of War already

possessed full legal authority to adjudicate the claim, and it was his

duty to do so.

The Committee reported on the 20th of February, 1885, and was

thereupon discharged from any further consideration of the Bill. On

the following day I filed an application with the Secretary of War for

a reconsideration of his decision declining to adjust the claim, and

respectfully invited his attention to the report of the Military Com

mittee of the House of Representatives and the action of that body

in adopting the same.

He, however, still declined to take any action on the subject.

I now propose, within the next three days, to file a statement of

the case with the present Secretary of War, the Hon. William C.

Endicott, a just and enlightened public officer, who will discharge

his duty in the premises without fear or favor, and is incapable of

any act of tergiversation. I shall ask that the claim be referred

without further delay to the Quartermaster General for his report &;

to the rental value of the premises.

Under a recent Act of Congress the head of a Department, when

in doubt as to the legality of a claim, may refer it for adjudication

directly to the Court of Claims.

This case, however, is perfectly clear as to the law, and all the

facts are admitted.
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I shall invoke the aid of our Senators to procure a speedy decision

from the War Department, to the end that the necessary appropria

tion may be made at the present session of Congress.

I trust that the Honorable Board of Visitors of the Academy will

be satisfied that the delay in the settlement of this most righteous

claim is not attributable to any laches on my part, and that I shall

proceed to prosecute it with all due diligence to final success.

I am, sir,

Your obedient servant, T. J. MACKEY,

Special Attorney.

Since the reception of this paper, which was duly communicated

to the General Assembly in their Annual Report next succeeding its

date, the Board of Visitors have failed to receive any communication

from Judge Mackey, and have had no information of effort by him

in this behalf.

The claim lingered, and the address of both Messrs. Bouknightand

Mackey was unknown to the Chairman, when the following letter

was received :

" AVarrenton-, Va., January 11th, 1888.

"Governor Hagood.

"Dear Governor : I fear that Judge Mackey has lost sight of,

or'interest in, his duty in connection with the Citadel Academy claim.

Latterly he does not answer any letters and cannot obtain any infor

mation about it.

" Has he made any report to you this Winter ? If so, I will be

thankful if you will kindly advise rne.

"My residence is near Washington, but I regret to state that I am

without money to go there and look after it.

" Perhaps, at your request or solicitation, Governor Thompson

might find time to give it a push.

"At one time the War Department was willing to pay (I believe)

$25,000 or $30,000, and it may have been best to accept it.

"Accept kind regards and best wishes for your health.

"Very truly,

The Chairman replied

C. BOUKNIGHT."

January 14th, 1888.

C. Bouknight;, Esq.,' Warrenton, Va.

Dear Sir : Your favor of 11th inst. received. The friends of the

Citadel have been for some time greatly dissatisfied with the apparent

efforts made by their contract agents in advancing the claim for rent

y
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against the Federal Government. They have been repeatedly in

formed by members of the South Carolina delegation that Judge

Mackey's connection with the claim in the present aspect of affairs

at Washington does it no good ; and his recent social escapade, with

which the papers have been filled, gives emphasis to what the friends

of the school have been told.

At the annual meeting of the Association of Graduates South

Carolina Military Academy in July last, the following resolution was

adopted :

" That the Board of Visitors be requested to use the most energetic

measures to recover the rent due from the United States Government,

and to arrange with Messrs. Bouknight and Mackey to surrender the

agency of said claim upon an equitable basis." »

This resolution would have been communicated to you earlier had

I known where to address it. As Judge Mackey is a sub-agent under

the contract with you, (though heretofore recognized in such capacity

by the Board,) and as he had, so far as the Board was informed by

report or otherwise, ceased active effort for two years past, the action

of the graduates has not been communicated to him. Active efforts

through South Carolina Congressmen have, however, been inaugu

rated.

Your letter indicates your utter incapacity to give active effort

toward furthering the claim, and I may say to you that after the

recent scandal, to which allusion has been made, the Board, in the

interest of the claim, cannot, in their judgment, accept Judge

Mackey's assistance, even if his efforts, which have intermitted,

should be offered to be renewed.

I have, therefore, now to bring to your attention the resolution

quoted above, and to suggest that you send me a relinquishment of

your agency under the contract with the Board of Visitors upon

condition that when, if at all, any amount is recovered upon the

claim, such a sum shall be paid you for services heretofore rendered

as may, by competent arbitrators duly appointed, be deemed equita

ble.

I desire to say here that, in my judgment, Judge Mackey has

rendered valuable service in putting the claim in shape ; and I would

further add that what has been written is in no unkind spirit to him.

Still the progress of events and the existence of facts must be recog

nized.

With respect and best wishes,

I am yours truly,

JOHNSON HAGOOD, Chairman.
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Warrenton, Va., January 20, 1888.

Dear Governor: I am willing to surrender, and now do so, my

contract to collect (prosecute) the Citadel claim against the Federal

Government as proposed in yours of 14th instant. Judge Mackey

has not informed me for some time what progress has been made,

but I do not doubt that present and energetic measures should be

applied. And I doubt not that you will secure the services of a

competent, active and influential person.

Judge Mackey has the contract document, which was made with

me.

If you wish me to execute any further agreement in writing, please

have it drawn and sent me.

As I have not kept copy of this, please file it.

I am willing to do anything I can to expedite the matter.

t Very truly,

C. BOUKNIGHT.

Governor Hagood.

Mr. Bouknight on 25th January, 1888, was requested to communi

cate the foregoing correspondence to Judge Mackey, and to procure

and forward his release of the agency. To this Mr. Bouknight replied

by postal card : " Cannot hear from him—have written repeatedly. *

* * It will be difficult to obtain his present address."

Without further reference to the agents or agency, the claim was

now pushed diligently, and, through the earnest efforts of Senator

Hampton, aided by Mr. Dibble in the House, and with the co-opera

tion of their colleagues of the South Carolina delegation in both

Houses, the following clause was inserted in the Deficiency Bill,

passed by the late Congress :

"Rent, and so forth, Citadel Academy, South Carolina: To

pay the amount reported as due by the Secretary of War in pursu

ance of the joint resolution approved August fourteenth, eighteen

hundred and eighty-eight, to the State of South Carolina for rent of

the Citadel Academy at Charleston, South Carolina, from August

twentieth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, to February second,

eighteen hundred and eighty-two, iucluding the sum equitably due

to the said State for the loss by fire of the West wing of said building

while in the occupation of the United States, seventy-seven thousand

two hundred and fifty dollars : Provided, That this sum shall be

accepted in full payment of all claims for rent, wear and tear, and

injury to the property by fire, or from any other cause whatever due

to the said occupancy by the United States."

62—EAR
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The amount thus accorded in just compensation for a long deferred

claim being by the terms of the appropriation payable to " the State

of South Carolina," the Governor was requested to take the necessary

steps for its collection and it is now in the State Treasury. The

Concurrent Resolution appointing the Board of Visitors to the duty

of prosecuting the claim seemed to imply its collection by them and

the defraying therefrom the expenses before turning into the

Treasury the net proceeds. It will now, however, as the matter

stand, devolve upon the State to adjust the equitable claim of the

agents employed. While falling far short of what they contracted

to do, their services were certainly valuable as far as they went and

they are entitled to a just compensation therefor.

ESTIMATES FOR REBUILDING. REPAIR8 AND OUTFIT.

Charleston, November 14, 1888.

Gen. G. D. Johnston, Superintendent S. G. M. A. :

Dear Sir: I have compiled the following estimate and specifica

tions from plans furnished by Messrs. Simmons & Huger, architects :

To erect a building on the West end of the Citadel grounds

to be in size and external appearance similar to the

Eastern wing $33,000 0©

The centre buildings, North and South as per plan 2,500 00

The Eastern wing to be converted into officers' quarters. . 6,500 00

A Gymnasium with all necessary appliances 800 00

Repairs to roof and parapet 2,500 00

Fixtures to library 1,000 00

Fixtures to society rooms 800 00

Fixtures to chapel 1,500 00

Fixtures to mess hall * 500 00

'Fixtures to section rooms 1,500 00

General repairs to building 2,500 00 .

•53,100 Go

Respectfully submitted by

HENRY OLIVER,

Contractor and Builder.

Crude estimates for the following work required at the Citadel

Academy, as follows :

PLUMBING WORK.

To make alterations and additions as follows : To run two (2) new

\\ water services, one from King street and one from Meeting

street to properly supply building, furnish two new tanks to hold
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400 gallons of water each, one to be used for kitchen and one for

cadets' use on the piazzas. Alter the pipes so that each officer has a

separate supply to his quarters. To furnish and place 4 new closets

with tanks (washouts) in officers' quarters ; this is much needed.

Increase the supply of water to cadets' water closets and urinals,

and connect dry well with drain to carry off waste water ; this will

make the cadets' closets as perfect as any system at present known,

water being all that is necessary.

To make the alterations and improvements will cost six hundred

dollars.

HEATING BUILDING.

To furnish two boilers and all radiators, steam pipes, valves, ventila

tors and flues for either low pressure steam or for hot water system,

so that a temperature of 80 degrees can be obtained when required,

will cost about three thousand five hundred dollars.

RECAPITULATION.

Plumbing $ 600 00

Heating 3,500 00

Total $4,100 00

Respectfully,

W. F. PADDON.

Charleston, S. Cv November 24th, 1888.

Gen. Johnson Hagood, Chairman, Barnwell, S. C.

General : I earnestly recommend an appropriation of ($6,000)

six thousand dollars for the purchase of a good library for ■ the

Academy. We have practically no library at present. The British

Encyclopcedia (presented by the Association of Graduates) and .the

Government issues sent from Washington constitute about every

thing on our shelves that are worth having. Books, good books, and"

plenty of them, are as important—indeed, are more important—to

an institution of higher learning than brick and mortar.

We need books for the use of the cadets, and books for the use of

the Professors ; books of reference as well as for general reading, and

such a collection of such books as we need and as is commensurate

with the character and standing of this institution could hardly cost

less than ($6,000) six thousand dollars.

Very respectfully,

GEO. D. JOHNSTON, Superintendent.
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Citadel, Charleston, S. C, November 23d, 1888.

Oen. Geo. D. Johnston, Superintendent S. C. Military Academy.

Sir : la accordance with your wishes, I have the honor to submit

the following report of the various instruments and other apparatus.

with estimated prices, needed in the Department of Mathematics and

Engineering, for its proper equipment and the better instruction of

the cadets in that department, to wit. :

4 trigonometers $ 11 00

2 surveyors' compasses 75 00

1 plane table 300 00

1 sextant and artificial horizon 147 50

1 100 feet steel chain and marking pins 9 50

6 steel capes (25, 50 and 100 feet) 45 50

1 semi-circular protractor (10 in. diam.) 18 00

2 metallic triangular scales 6 00

2 levelling-rods 36 00

1 transit 225 00

1 transit with solar attachment 285 00

2 engineers' levels 280 00

1 large roller planimeter 120 00

Testing machines (estimated) 200 CM)

Models and other apparatus (estimated) ".. 500 00

Room fittings, cases, &c, (estimated) 100 00

Total $2,358 50

Respectfully,

WM. CAIN,

Prof, of Mathematics and Engineering.

Headquarters, S. C. M. A.

To General Geo. D. Johnston, Superintendent S. C. M. A.:

In accordance with your wishes, I have the honor to submit to yon

the following report of instruments, apparatus and other equip

ments, with estimates of cost, needed in the department of Chemistry

and Physics, in which Chemistry, Physics, Mineralogy, Geology and

Astronomy are taught, for the better instruction of the cadets in the

above named studies.

In Chemistry, we need a large amount of apparatus, and in the

following list I give such as I have had time to look up, with prices

taken from Messrs. Eimer & Amend's catalogue of New York :

6 acid bottles $ 8 40

6 acid bottles with pipette 3 Ou
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1 porcelain dish $ 1 40

1 porcelain dish 85

Sprengel's air pump 11 50

Air thermometer 40

1 alcoholometer manual 25

1 alcoholometer after Berzelins 70

1 anvil with steel hammer 1 00

1 anvil (heavy, 20 pounds,) 4 00

1 Marsh apparatus for arsenic determination 2 20

1 apparatus for hydrogen, 9-in 5 00

1 apparatus for hydrogen, &c, i-gal 4 00

1 carbon dioxide apparatus water, 3 pts 5 50

1 apparatus for hydrogen and oxygen electrolytic 4 50

1 Bunsen chlorine absorption apparatus 1 00

1 absorption apparatus after D. E. Winkler (large) 2 75

1 apparatus for volumetric determination of chlorine 4 50

1 apparatus of lead for etching with H Fl 3 00

1 apparatus for volumetric determination of oxygen 15 00

1 apparatus for oxygen and hydrogen combination and de

composition 7 50

1 apparatus for decomposition of H CI 8 50

1 apparatus for decomposition of water and ammonia (small) 3 50

1 apparatus for showjng composition of (NH3) ammonia. . . 7 50

1 apparatus for demonstrating composition of hydrochloric

acid with cylinder 12 00

1 apparatus for showing invariability in composition of

hydrochloric acid 2 50

1 apparatus to show combustion 6 00

1 apparatus for condensation of NH3 and demonstration of

principles of Carre's ice machine 2 50

1 apparatus for estimating melting point 2 50

1 still for water, 3 gal 16 00

1 apparatus for vapor density after Hoffman 22 50

1 Kipp apparatus, 1 quart 5 25

1 CO,, H2 S, &c, apparatus as used in Bonn 4 00

3 eudiometers graduated 9 50

1 funnel for above 1 75

1 apparatus for weighing gases 7 50

1 syphon barometer and support 15 00

1 mercury trough 7 50

1 thermometer to insert in open end of barometer 7 50

1 iron support for eudiometer 5 00

1 tong for tubes 75

.'
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1
1 apparatus for gas analysis $ 12 00

1 Image's gas burette 5 00

1 Schiff's apparatus for N 4 50

1 Victor Meyer vapor density apparatus 2 00

1 apparatus for soil analysis, Schulz 2 50

1 apparatus for soil analysis, Noebell 4 00

1 thermostat after Eeichart 3 00

1 thermostat after Bunsen 3 50

1 hot water funnel 5 00

1 support for niveaullation 5 50

1 circular level 2 50

1 areometer 3 75

1 set of weights for above 2 20

Asbestos board, 1 foot 1 00

1 aspirator after Magnus 25 uO

Aspirator bottle, 2 gal 2 20

Aspirator bottle, 1 gal 1 20

2 aspirator bottles, narrow outlet 3 10

1 iron attachment for stand, 9 pieces 2 60

1 balance with mahogany case, &c 20 00

1 Jolly's spiral balance for sp. gr 1 7 00

1 Mohr's sp. gr. balance 20 00

1 balance for sp. gr. of liquids 25 0o

1 set of weights, from 50 grains, very fine 1»> (*)

1 set of weights, from 1,000 grains 8 00

1 balloon of collodion 1 00

2 balloons of glass for weighing gases 3 30

2 balloons of glass with stopcock 3 00

1 balloon of rubber with stopcock 1 85

1 barometer, U. S. standard 40 00

1 aneroid barometer 6 00

1 barometer tube with steel stopcock 2 00

1 glass balloon for sp. gr. of vapor 75

Grenet's battery 8 50

Galvanic battery, 4 cells 10 00

Bunsen's battery, 6 cells 9 00

Electric apparatus, about , 50 00

Glassware, beakers, flasks, &c 50 00

Blowpipe and stand 15 00

Blowpipe for students, 30 60 00

Anvils, &c, for mineralogical work 35 00

Oxyhydrogen blowpipe 8 00

Bottles, glass stoppers for all purposes, about 50 00
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Graduated glassware, about $100 00

•Bunsen's burners, all kinds, about 50 00

Calorimetric carbon test 10 00

Porcelain ware, about 50 00

Iron clamps of all kinds 15 00

Wooden stands 15 00

Combustion furnace 40 00

Photometer, simple 35 00

Platinum ware, crucible dish, spatula wire and gauze 100 00

Spectroscope 90 00

Set of tools 50 00

Microscope, including lenses 100 00

$1,432 65

The above list is what was found necessary in about one-third of

Messrs. Eimer & Amend's complete catalogue of chemical apparatus,

bo, as I have not time to go over the whole, I will take this as a fair

basis to make an average on, and, considering the fact that some of

the more expensive pieces are taken account of, it will take about

($3,000) three thousand dollars to get sufficient apparatus to put the

department in good condition as far as apparatus is concerned.

The following are the costs roughly estimated of the collection of

specimens taken from Schuchardt's catalogue (of Goeliz, Germany) :

Collection of elements , $ 80 00

Collection of preparations, inorganic 100 00

Collection of preparations, organic 80 00

Collection 16 fluorescent solutions 8 00

Collection 18 preparations for spectroscope 6 00

Collection of alkaloids, 72 20 00

Collection of coal tar colors 25 00

Physiological collection, animal kingdom 15 00

Physiological collection, vegetable kingdom 15 00

$349 00

Collection of manufactured articles about 300 00

Chemicals for use in lectures 200 00

$849 00
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MINERALOGICA1. DEPARTMENT.

Collection of crystal models of glass for lectures t30 00'

Crystal models of wood 50 00

Imitation jewels 30 00

Imitation 15 celebrated diamonds 10 00

Imitation 4 largest diamonds 4 00

COLLECTION OF MINERALS.

1,000 specimens 300 00

Scale of hardness 5 00

Scale of fusibility 2 00

Collection of 108 minerals for blowpipe 5 00

*436 00

APPARATUS FOR MINERALOGICAL DEPARTMENT.

3 hand goniometers 30 00

Magnifier 2 00

Microscope and appliances 200 00

3 lenses 10 00

Wollaston's reflecting goniometer 25 00

Other apparatus, about 50 00

*3i; oo

I might remark that what I have mentioned here under mineralogi-

cal apparatus are all of simplest forms, and therefore many pieces of

very expensive apparatus I have not mentioned ; for example.

apparatus for measuring optical axes of crystals, &c, costing about

1100.00.

GEOLOGICAL COLLECTION.

600 specimens of rocks found in fields $150 00

1,000 specimens of petrifaction 250 00

1,000 geological and paleontological specimens 250 00

1650 00

PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT.

As I have been unable to obtain any catalogue of physical appa

ratus, it is impossible to give anything like an accurate estimate.

However, I have obtained the cost of a few articles, which I will

enumerate here :
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1 box resistance coils $50 00

1 Wheatstone bridge 50 00

2 galvanometers 10 00

1 electrometer 75 00

1 ampere metre 15 00

1 volt metre 20 00

1 dynamo (hand power) . . . 100 00

6 incandescent lamps 9 00

1 arc lamp 8 00

1 Toepler IIolz machine 30 00

Geissler & Crook's tubes 20 00

6 Daniell's cells, 1 quart each 15 00

6 Bunsen cells, 1 quart each 15 00

1 mirror galvanometer 75 00

Thermopile 5 00

Battery for lecture purposes 6 00

Induction coil 50 00

Mercury 10 00

Keys and commutators 10 00

Zinc and copper 2 00

Tools, corks, wire, glass, rubber tubing, &c 50 00

Balance with weights 60 00

Spring balance for gross weighing 8 00

3 Bunsen burners 4 00

3 thermometers 4 50

3 hygrometers 1 50

6 specific gravity bottles 60

Richard's aspirator 2 50

Vernier gauge 20 00

Micrometer gauge for wire 5 50

"Wire gauge (B. & S.) 4 00

Lenses 8 00

Prisms ■ 8 00

Barometer 12 00

Heliostat 15 00

Apparatus for projections 10 00

$788 60

Messrs. Eimer & Amend give a list of physical apparatus in the

back of their catalogue which contains only a few of the above

named, so I will add the following : *
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Mechanics 163 95

Hydrodynamics . 37 80

Pneumatics. 60 20

Heat 27 60

Acoustics 43 75

Optics 31 95

Electricity 56 55

Magnetism 70 50

Boxing and packing 7 50

*399 80

The lists given here are very incomplete and I should say that

($3,000) three thousand dollars would be a small sum to fit up the

Physical Department.

You have asked me to give an estimate as to the cost of fittings in

lecture rooms and rooms for collections.

Two lecture tables, with pneumatic troughs $ 300 00

Cases for mineralogical and geological specimens, I should

say 500 00

Preparation room fittings and cases 200 00

Fittings in Mineralogical lecture room, tables to accom

modate students in working with blow pipe, with gas

fittings and chairs $100 00

*1,100 00

Cases for physical apparatus 200 00

•1,300 00

Telescope 1,000 00

Tellurian globe, maps and charts for geographical in

struction, charts showing cross-section of strata, &c. 100 00

Summary.

Chemical apparatus a3 enumerated S . 1 ,432 65

Chemical apparatus not enumerated. 1,567 35

Chemical preparations for collections and for use in

lectures 849 00

Mineralogical department collection 436 00

Mineralogical apparatus 317 00

Geological collection 650 00

Physical apparatus as enumerated 788 60

Physical apparatus as enumerated 399 80

Physical apparatus not accurately estimated, but easily

provided 1,500 00
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Fittings * 1,300 00

Telescope 1,000 00

Materials for physical geography 100 00

Total 810,340 30

The above is a summary of the whole estimate, and the result I find

to be 110,340.30. In other words, about 810,000 will probably enable

us to fit up the Physical Science Department as well as one could

expect in an institution of this grade.

Very respectfully submitted,

CHAS. L. REESE, Ph. D.,

Major and Professor of Chemistry and Physics.

Citadel, November 23d, 1888.

General Geo. D. Johnston*, Superintendent.

Sir : In accordance with your wishes, I have the honor to submit

herewith a report of the materials and instruments necessary for the

proper equipments of the Department of Drawing and Bookkeeping.

I have affixed the prices of the articles as given in Keuffel & Essen's

(12? Fulton street, New York,) catalogue ; and the numbers preced

ing each article also refer to that catalogue.

No. Article. Price.

242 Blue print frame and tray (246) $ 14 50

245 Blue print frame and tray (249) 53 00

230 100 yds. Heliss paper for blue process 14 00

2 quires cross-section paper 10 00

580 1 box insts 43 50

458 1 pair bow-spring dividers 8 25

463 Set of 3 spring dividers (for minute work) 8 TO

697 Railroad pen 4 50

696 Improved curve pen .' 1 75

733 Proportional dividers 11 00

1104 Planimeter 33 00

1126 Pantagraph 60 00

1156 Section liner 5 00,

1210 German silver protractor 45 00

1583 Set of 8 ivory scales 19 25

1740 Thacher's calculating instrument 30 00

1762 Rolling parallel ruler 7 50

1725-7-8 Irregular curves 3 75
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No. Article. Pbice.

2007-8 Metal triangles * 18 50

2030 Steel straight edges 33 00

2050 Steel T-square 8 00

2220 Universal railroad curve 15 00

2450 Centrolinead 12 50

2701 Paper cutter, No. 5240. Pocket sextant 43 10

2949 Water colors, brushes and crayons 20 40

1825-7-9 Hard rubber ellipses, hyperbolas and parabolas, 9 25

.5420-70 Prismatic compass and compass with clinometer, 38 25

5762-3 Rectangular prism (90°), and double prism (90°

and 45°) 15 00

5806-5900 Clinometer and Aneroid 42 00

6901 Pedometer ; No. 5700, Locke's hand level 15 25

5270 Sun dial, No. 5950, Anemometer 34 50

Models for descriptive geometry, (estimated). . . 200 0f>

6361 U. S. S. Meas. rod No* 6364, Metric meas. rod . . 25 00

6512 Tape (100 ft.); 6605, do. (25 ft.); 6780, do.

(5 ft.) 17 80

6910 Odometer, 6790, Magnifying glass 18 00

2 doz. double inkstands ; 2 doz. ebony round

rulers 32 00

Frames for drawings 50 00

2587 Upright drawing table 50 00

Total $1,070 25

Respectfully submitted,

O. J. BOND,

Lt. and Ass't Prof, in Charge Drawing.
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